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Vision Statement 
 

I refuse to confirm the veracity of any statement made in this book. 
 

In egard to The Mediveal Witchcraft Laws of Australia, 
Responsibility for providing the burden of proof is placed upon those who object to witches. 

 
We who are witches offer you no certainty ~ and certainly won’t help you fend off The Imp of PHOBOS! 

 
I cannot prove to myself or to you that the Demons with whom I interact  

are other than figments of my imagination.  
 

The purpose of this naughty and forbidden book is to Entertain  
And to cause humanity to genuinely and intelligently begin the deeper process of questioning  

Religion and Magick and The Meaning of Life.  
 

This book also exposes Secrets and Useful Tools 
Related to the use of Religion and Magick as a tool of nationalism, racism, and other forms of tribal behaviour.  

 
Lastly, this book is a materialization of a Revenge Debt ~ 

A group of white racist militants beat me up under strange and horrible and occult circumstances, 
And, shattering my skull and body in the process, damaging my right eye, and inflicting brain damage upon me.  

 
Thus, I invoke Satanic Justice…. 

 
An Eye for an Eye.  

 
However, I see no purpose beyond deterrence in beating up white people and damaging their right eye.  

Instead, The Eye I have “stolen” is The Eye in The Pyramid.  
 

I have murdered the spell of secrecy that hid its meaning, and I have given this Illuminated Eye to  
Everybody. 

 
Every human of every race now has access to and control of The Magick of The Illuminated Eye.  

 
He who could have ruled if he had been able to overcome his addiction to separation and fear of difference, 

Is not alone in The Abyss   
His faith in the protective power of goodness has been destroyed and blasphemed by his own act of will.  

 
Clinging to his separation against Nature ~ like a cherished cancer, 

As the fractured shards of humanity’s collective psyche now come into configuration around him 
And in each mirror shard is refected Magickal Vocation 

 
The Eye 

 
“There is no bond that can unite the divided but Love.  

All else is a curse.” 
 

I now speak to “Aryan” whom I name “The Indian German” 
For he holds up a fake Indian identity as proof of his “pure white nordic” heritage 

And looks back to his evolutionary past when his race was “pure” and lived in mud huts with no books 
Before his race became “polluted” by matings with the people who have dark-coloured eyes 

Who built the roads and buildings and the hydrological infrastructure at the foundation of every capital city in Northern Europe 
Infrastructure that is still functioning after these thousands of years.  

 
You have threatened to make our children the enslaved victims of your racist paedophile empire.  

I respond by arming my children with the psychological tools  
To spank you when you are anti-social.  

 
I record these works so that others may also defend themselves through the application of psychic and secret violence. 

 
This is The Meaning and Purpose of The Forbidden Book that you are reading.  

 

∞ 
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Liber sub Rosa Nocturna (The Book of The Rose that Blooms in The Night) © 2017 by Glenorchy McBride III. This 
edition is made available under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives (CC BY-NC-ND 
4.0) International License. This means that you are free to circulate this work in a complete and unaltered state 
for non-commercial purposes ~ see web links below for details.  
 
Liber sub Rosa Nocturna, 1st edition © 2017 
Liber sub Rosa Nocturna, 2nd edition © 2017 
 
Except where I have cited and referenced other authors (or placed a note that an author needs to be referenced), this book and every text contained 
herein was written by Glenorchy McBride III. I wrote the component parts and first circulated some of these in 2016, and then polished and 
assembled the grimoire to this form in 2017. 
 
Photographic images and demonic sigils contained in this book are not the work of Glenorchy McBride III. These are included only for the purpose of 
guiding publishers by demonstrating the types of image to fit in each position. To publish this book, the artists who produced these images will have 
to be contacted and contracted. I would like this artwork to be used, and these artists to be credited. If you are an artist who produced any of these 
reference-noted images, I invite you to contact Glenorchy McBride III by email (see below) ~ as I would love to include your work. Thus did I chose it.  
 
This work of Hellenic Philosophy honours the validity of The Mafia. This work of Thought and Literary Art is copyright under The Australian 
Copyright Act 1968*. Inquiries concerning reproduction and rights may be addressed by email to:  
 

Glenorchy McBride III 
Email: glenorchymcbride@yahoo.com   
 

Note that this manuscript is a published preview for the purpose of attracting a publisher. I have published this, merely because the 
information security of my computers has been compromised by the police, who turned out to be a lovely bunch, and I have been sending them my 
“shocking” writing ever since. I expect they roll around on the floor of their police station, laughing at each new naughty creation I send to them! But 
the whole process does make the concept of “secrecy when writing this book” to be rather silly. When they investigated me, I thought they were 
bottom-feeders trying to get their grubby worthless hands on my work. I am savagely territorial whereconcerns my Art. Actually, I had expected the 
bottom-feeders to wait until I was dead, and then put a blond wig on my head and claim that I am an Indian-German.    

 

Licence Deed: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ 
Licence Deed Legal Code: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/legalcode  

 
The Brown Mark of The Bottom-Feeder’s Cheek is a curse enacted upon the soul of each being who attempts to 
plagiarize this grimoire. This Brown Mark is permanent ~ Forever. And smelly. The local Nazis have already broadcast 
their envy, their recognition of their artistic inferiority, and their desire to wait until I am dead, then try to pretend I am one of them. And 
so, I have cast this curse upon their collective soul. This curse represents the implication of Aryan people attempting to fraudulently pass 

off the work of other artists as their own. The implication being an invisible brown question mark beside the signature of every Aryan “artist” (?) on 
every piece of Aryan art ever again created. History would never be able to credit the Aryan race for any of the artistic products of any empire period 
they achieve. Was the art created by the Aryan, or by the talented slave in the boring talentless slaver’s cellar? Thus, a smelly brown mark on the right 
cheek of The Great White God ~ forever. The Curse of The Bottom-Feeder’s Cheek is cast and begins its manifestation as a silver question mark on the 
cheek of The Great White God. If he ever attempts to bottom-feed upon Artists or Scientists, the curse mark will turn brown and smelly ~ forever. If 
he even thinks of meddling with Art, the first smell brown swirls of guilt be implication will begin to emerge in his curse mark. Every representation 
of The Great White God, in non-white Art and media, will thereafter bear the distinctive smelly brown question mark on his cheek ~ a symbol of his 
“truth”, of his beauty as a human type, and of his real relationship to Art and to every Artist. The answer to his claims of nobility. 
 
In accord with The Copyright Seals placed upon this book and The Convention of Academic Citation, you may cite and reference this grimoire by using 
the following bibliographical reference information:  
 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION FOR CITING REFERENCES 
McBride, Glenorchy (2017) Liber sub Rosa Nocturna ~ The Book of The Rose that Blooms in The Night. Pan-Gaia 
Eco-Art Publishing Workshop Pty Ltd., Australia. ISBN 978-0-648-06125-0.  
 

 

 
∞  

                                                        
*Copyright is asserted in Australia, and an original copy of “The Seed of Gaia” is present in The Australian National Library. Copyright is asserted in 
America, and an original copy of “The Seed of Gaia” is present in The Library of Congress. For American copyright conditions, see U.S.–Australia 
International Free Trade Agreement (2005). Copyright is asserted in The European Union and all other nations signatory to The Berne Convention 
(1886), and is established in accord with ISBN requisits. Copyright is asserted globally and in all domains, all rights are reserved.  
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WHO IS THE DEVIL? 
The Bible makes very few references to The Devil. Thus, if these references have any meaning at all, we must assume 
they are of key important. Let us now see if we can solve The Devil’s Riddle? 
 

I. 
“The Devil and his angels were cast down among the beasts of the field.”  

 
(Insert Scripture Quote.) 

 

Upon reading this line of scripture, even the most amateur scholar of black magick must find herself noticing that all of 
the dark grimoires describe demons as part-angel/humanoid and part-animal. I think we have unlocked a layer of 
meaning.  
 
I think the key here is the fact that the demons are not the only angels among the beasts of the field. The Devil is there 
too.  
 
Thus, this chap, The Devil, for whom we are searching… according to The Bible, he has some animal features. A mark of 
his punishment, perhaps.  
 
This looks like  a clue hidden in the holy scriptures.  
 

II. 
“Lord of The Powers of Air.” 

 
(Insert Scripture Quote.) 

 
Is this a reference to the fact that The Devil and The Demons have kept their wings?  
 
Most descriptions of demons include descriptions of wings.  
 
Perhaps? My feeling tells me there is something deeper.  
 

III. 
“The Lord of The World” 

 
(Insert Scripture Quote.) 

 
“This World.”  
 
A description of dominion.  
 
Thus, we understand the parameters of The Devil’s kingdom and the broad outline delineating the limits of his power.  
 
Behold, The Modern World. 
 

IV. 
“The Tempter of Christ” 

 
(Insert Scripture Quote.) 

 
Yes. The Tempter. An archetype which comes out through each of his myths.  
 
The Infernal Pact is an idea far far older than christianity. However, The Devil was kind enough to model the biblical 
archetype of The Infernal Pact in the ritual sequence of The Temptation of Christ. In this parable tale, Christ assumes the 
role of The Pilgrim.  
 
In addition to the temptation of Sin, created by The Devil’s presence within each and every human soul, The Pilgrim (be 
he a priest or layman or housewife) is also continually tempted by a second factor ~ the offer of The Infernal Pact. This 
is the meaning of The Biblical Parable of Christ’s Temptation in The Desert.  
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Thus, we understand The Devil’s relationship with The Witch… and The Pilgrim.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Bible appears to have been quite comprehensive in its descriptions, giving direct statements outlining the three 
primary pieces of information1 that humanity would need in order to identify The Devil and Her Demons.  
 
Using these three clues we may now gather and arrange the available observational and academic information.  
 
The first thing we know is that The Church identifies The Devil with The Goat. Its reasons for doing this are arcane, and 
not always apparent. But it is a historical truth, and for centuries they have lovingly and enthusiastically published 
pretty pictures to this effect.  
 
The grimoires of black magick refer to The Devil as an entity known as The BAPHOMET.  
 
This entity is described as having the head of a black goat with three horns; an eternal purple-silver-black flame burns 
as a lamp from his middle horn; she has the breasts of a woman, the wings of a raven, the legs of a long-haired goat with 
unbreakable black diamond hooves…  
 
And she has a magickal phallus entwined with a double helix formed by a black serpent and a white serpent uniting ~ 
and according to legend, his ejaculations each produce a jewelled egg.  
 
This entity is called The Goat of Mendes by witches, The Grand Blasphemy by sorcerers, and PAN by the ancient pagans. 
This is the entity believed by many to be worshipped in temples founded by The Freemasons and Aleister Crowley. The 
demonic sigil of this entity is inscribed upon the front cover of The Satanic Bible (LaVey, 1967).  
 
Welcome, my apprentice, to The Pandemonium of The Witches Sabbat.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                        
1 And a fourth very useful parable establishing the core rite to unlock works of infernal sorcery. 

The Devil receives The Oscularum Infame (The Kiss of 
Shame). Woodcutting commissioned by The Catholic Church 

for The Compendium Maleficarum (1608) Francesco Maria 
Guazzo.  
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THE BAPHOMET  
THE GRAND BLASPHEMY AGAINST GOD 

 
“The Phantom of all Terrors….  

The Bearded Idol of The Alchemist, The Obscene Deity of Mendes, The Goat of The Sabbath” 
 

Image & quote from Eliphas Levi (1856) Dogma et Rituel de la Haute Magie, reproduced here from AE Waite (1890) The Book of Black Magic.   
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THAT CHARMING OLD DEVIL! 

 
“Please allow me to introduce myself,  

I’m a man of wealth and taste.  
I’ve been around for a long, long year.  

Stole many a man’s soul and faith.” 
 

I stuck around St Petersburg,  
When I saw it was time for a change. 

I killed The Tzar and his ministers, 
Anastasia screamed in vain.  

 
I rode a tank,  

Held a general’s rank, 
When The Blitzkrieg raged and the bodies stank.  

 
Please to meet you, hope you guessed my name.  

But what’s puzzling you is the nature of my game.” 
The Rolling Stones (1968) “Sympathy for The Devil”  

 
-o0o- 

 

THE DEVIL’S TALE  
 
Now you might feel that this tale begins with God. But you would be wrong.  
 
The Devil’s tale begins with The Sorcerer. And, as this is a book of sorcery, that is where I shall begin!  
 
For at the root of every sorcery is The Pact with The Devil. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FORBIDDEN PACT WITH THE DEVIL 
 
The fabled and forbidden and fabulous Pact with The Devil2?  
 
An old favourite of storytellers and mystics in every land and age. Some see it as an analogy: the renunciation of 
morality in order to attain fulfillment of some great and terrible emotional need at a spiritually terrifying cost. Others 
see it as a magickal contract with an evil spirit made only by the most desperate or depraved of humans to attain the 
fulfillment of some great and terrible need at a spiritually terrifying cost.  
 
Always, there are the three components. The Need. The Cost. And The Blasphemy that seals The Mortal’s Fate.  
 
The Need is almost always the same. Love. Hate. Ambition. Secret Knowledge.  
 
The Cost is almost always the same. The Human’s Immortal Soul.  
 
And The Blasphemy will express through the mortal’s own shadow ~ The DIAMON. Thus, the materialization of The 
Sealing Ritual is ever unique, but ever archetypal… an act of Evil.  
 
This is the arcane pattern of The Pact with The Devil.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF PAN 
In ancient nights, initiates swore their pact with PAN by renouncing the promise of life after death, and embracing the 
idea that fulfilment occurs in this world.  
 
Christians looked upon the symbolism of this, and interpreted the meaning as the exchange of the immortal soul for 
fulfilment in this world. From there, the idea of PAN evolved new theological dimensions, and the myth of The Devil’s 
Pact grew.  

                                                        
2 The Unholy Pact. The Forbidden Pact. The Naughty Pact. etc. 
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The dream we call PAN has an interesting psychology from the very beginning. The Cult of PAN was always a liberation 
cult. The individual renounced all moral rules and restrictions, thus to pursue a path of self-discovery and fulfilment ‘in 
this world’.  
 
Obviously, initiates who have renounced the threats of all morality are dangerously unpredictable members of any 
society ~ unless they are the rare type of individual who is exceptionally self-aware and self-regulating. Most are not, 
and thus, The Cult of PAN developed an astonishing reputation throughout the ancient world… a reputation which gave 
birth to words like panic and pandemonium. Men who were initiates of The Cult of PAN were called satyrs. The priestess 
and other female witches were called wood nymphs, and dryads, and other like names.  
 
Yet the pagan priestesses and their satyrs must have developed systems for harmonizing their own liberated behaviour 
patterns with society, because the cult thrived, maintained cultural continuity, and spread to become perhaps the most 
infamous and famous mystery religion of the ancient world… for more than three thousand years before the emergence 
of Christianity. 
 
PAN is ancient.  
 
Five thousand years ago, the aspirant stood naked, robed only in the harsh laughing dance of the wind, before The Cave 
of PAN in Mount Parnessiss at Delphi.  
 
There, she entered the cave of darkness at the centre of the world, a mouth to The Underworld… to stand before The 
Goat, and renounce all religion ~ dedicating herself to complete freedom and fulfilment in this world.  
 
The Blasphemy against All Gods.  
 
Thus, did The Aspirant embrace every dark magick to fulfil her objectives, freeing herself from every human 
psychological restriction ~ she embraced Nature’s own Law: Survive and Win!  
 
This is a meaning of The Great God PAN.  
 
Complete Psycho-Sexual Liberation.  
 
The enslaved humans, conditioned by religion and society from birth, feel their way forward in the blind dark terror of 
their ignorance.  
 
The naughty pipe song breaks The Cave’s moaning soul wind of human fear!  
 
The Forbidden God!  
 
Behold! The Slave Gods are slain in the act that lights the only Lamp in this worming winding cavernous darkness of 
Eternity. The Ritual that lights The Lamp of LUCIFER! The Aspirant’s Dedication to TRUTH!  
 
This is the ritual that underpins every act of modern Satanism.  
 
The Blasphemy of PAN.  
 
The Child of MOTHER EARTH. 
 
The Life of MOTHER NATURE!  
 
And tonight, once again, this ancient ritual is new and radical... Reborn! The Wheel Turns. The God of Revolutionaries 
laughs.  
 
And PAN is again the symbol of Wisdom.  
 
A Newborn Pagan World.  
 

THE UNHOLY GOD OF THE NIHIL 
The Nihil. The Nothing.  
 
Those who let their souls be filled with Nothing are named Nihilists.  
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Nihilism is the belief that there is no inherent meaning to The Universe ~ thus, Nothing ultimately matters. Therefore, 
do anything ~ no matter how bad. This spiritual trance was articulated beautifully by philosophers from Socrates to 
The Marquis de Sade to Nietzsche ~ and many others!  
 
When a human renounces the religious idea that there is innate “spiritual meaning” to The Everything, a tear opens in 
her understanding of reality ~ and behind that tear is the possibility of a universe without meaning. No God. Nothing. 
Humanity is alone with no rules. Complete spiritual emptiness. Alone in Eternity. Solitude.  
 
The Hermit.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The nature of PAN’s cult unavoidably implies that humans have been consciously and intentionally opening gateways to 
The Nihil for thousands of years before christ.  
 
PAN’s ancient ceremonies of initiation appear to be a moral baptism in The Nihil. The initiate unplugs her ‘religion 
socket’ and leaves it empty, except for the voice of The Nihil… PAN. No rules. No morality. No reward after death. No 
meaning except here and now. Drink deep!  
 
It is possible that PAN’s cult of liberation was an extreme psychological reaction to the secret religious mystery cults 
that so ruthlessly played the intrigue of the ancient city states. PAN’s Cave was on the side of the mountain that 
overlooked Delphi, home to the female-only Temple of The Oracle ~ who preached “Moderation in Everything”. Those 
cults had thousands of years of continuous practice in the art of brainwashing and political manipulation. They made 
the modern big boys of California’s brainwashing cult plague look like babes in the woods. But they collected into their 
temple bloodlines any being with magick ~ and they searched for these types, relentlessless.  
 
PAN’s cult however, is the inversion ~ a spiritual renunciation of all rules. Thus, an act of psychological liberation from 
established patterns ~ a shattering of the authority programs that bind individual free will. An act so profound it 
strikes to the very core of the being ~ The Human Soul.  
 
Evolution suggests that when one type of extreme collective behaviour emerges to threaten the equillibrium, then 
another type of extreme behaviour must emerge to compensate. Could it be that The Cult of PAN was a naturally-
evolved and highly sophisticated system for psychologically de-programming victims of religious brainwashing?  
 
We cannot say that The Nihil is ‘good’ or ‘bad’, only that we are attempting to understand it. But a system that can so 
fully unplug “the god socket” in a single act is a very useful tool!  
 
And it is significant that every hierarchy-obsessed authoritarian religious cult fears The Rites of PAN ~ which are 
enthusiastically performed with inappropriate and shocking public abandon by his cult. It is also significant that most 
modern religious brainwashing systems are hierarchically authoritarian.  
 
PAN’s use of The Nihil thus, immediately shifts the determining emphasis of the psyche’s decision-making systems from 
“hierarchic authority” to “individual will”. The individual has, to the core of her being, given herself unrestricted 
permission to be anything she wants. 
 
She has confronted the final great fear: the threat posed by the phantasm called God.  
 
And she has defied and rejected God.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE WITCHES OF THE ANCIENT WORLD 
So it was for three thousand years or more before Christ. At the centre of the ancient world was Delphi, and high on the 
mountain overlooking Delphi was a cave of utter darkness. An entrance to The Underworld.  
 
Any human could enter that cave and sell her soul. This place was filled with the darkness of the human soul. People 
came here only when their need was deep and terrible.  
 
And in the darkness ~ all rules, all bonds, all morality was stripped from their soul.  
 
The human became Free.  
 
The Awakening… terrible and beautiful.  
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So it began, in the depths of pre-history ~ before The First City of Humanity, humans were entering The Darkness of 
PAN’s Cave, and making The Soul Pact of Free Will.  
 
The concept of The Infernal Pact has not changed much over the centuries. There have always been the distrustful sorts 
of sorcerers who wanted the agreement in writing. God’s covenant with Abraham and his descendents was not a 
written contract. The need for complex language was mostly born of MAN’s fear and doubt in the validity of his own 
actions. The Catholic Church simplified things with the publication of the fabulous grimoire, Compendium Maleficarum 
(1608), which translated The Ancient Ritual of PAN into the language of the Christian worldview. In the classic tradition 
of Christian eternal absolutism, this act translated and defined the parameters of The Devil’s Pact, into the new post-
pagan expanded Europe.  
 
Thus, according to both God and The Pagan Wizards, you don’t need your pact to be in writing. The fundamental 
component is the act of will.  
 
At least, that’s how it works if you are making your pact with The Great Goat of The Witches Sabbat, himself. You can, 
alternatively make your pact with an underling. There are 72 Demonlords in The Goetic Circle that rules HELL and 
administers The Devil’s Works on Planet Earth (and anywhere else to which the decendants of humanity spread). But 
this has the drawback of limiting your influence over “the spirit world” to those spiritual phenomena under your 
demonlord’s dominion.  
 
The Latin word Goetia means “black magick”.  
 
Different demonic rites are descended from different types of deities, and thus have different ideas in regard to The 
Forbidden Pact. However, The Forbidden Pact, as outlined in The Compendium Maleficarum is The Grand Ritual of PAN, 
the powerful core ritual of black magick ~ The Witches’ Way whereby any human may make her or his Pact with The 
Devil. This arcane formula is more or less the same invocation formulae PAN has used to seal this Pact for more than 
five thousand years.  
 
Continuously, and now.  
 
And it is a pact to sell your Soul.  
 
Every human in the Hellenic world has ever understood that she or he could go to The Cave of PAN on the slopes by 
Delphi.  
 
Then as Now.  
 
Let every human be welcomed at The Gates of HELL.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BLASPHEMY OF FREEMASONRY 
During the medieval crusades in The Holy Land, three knights wondered into the 
desert. Over a hundred years later, a single knight emerged, youthful and in 
perfect health.  
 
In a lost monastery in the desert, he told amazed onlookers, he had found The 
Holy Grail, drunk from it, and had ceased to age for over a century! During this 
period, he had read the holy books of this sanctuary. Thereby, he had gained an 
unequalled store of spiritual wisdom in his head, and had generally became God’s 
number one man on Planet Earth.  
 
Kings and peasants alike were astonished by his story. People who recognized 
him said he hadn’t aged a day…? 
 
And so it was that a valuable title of nobility (lost thousands of miles away in the 
exotic oriental deserts over a century before) was found. Along with its owner. 
The king marvelled at his story, and caused this immortal knight’s castles and 
extensive family estates to restored to him.  
 
Every true seeker after “The Wisdom of the Ancients” travelled from far or near 
to speak with this learned knight (who had a talent for arcane philosophy). 
Thereby, much divine illumination from The Orient was spread around the 
various earnest fraternities of Europe.   

Atu XV 
The Devil 

The 15th Major Arcana of The Tarot 
(Ref ~ Crowley’s Tarot Deck  

“The Book of Thoth”) 
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And everything was as it should be in the kingdom of man.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Interestingly, it is at this time that The BAPHOMET, an oriental curiosity associated with The Holy Land, begins to 
assume a significant role in the various traditions of Freemasonry.  
 
A marvellous tale indeed. And true, every word of it.  
 
Certainly, there is no evidence to suggest that an unscrupulous common-born satyr had made a pact with The Devil, and 
proceeded to diddle the entire aristocracy of Europe in a prank that would introduce The God of Revolutionaries into 
the ancient and honourable and extensively networked stonemasons’ guild…  
 
Because a prank on that magnitude might have historic consequences.  
 
And that would be very naughty.   

 

? 
 
You try listening to stonemasons moan for a century or two about how they are oppressed?  
 
Yes.  
 
That’s the bottom line. It’s the ‘free’ market, baby. The number of shoes that step over the line.   
 
And 98% of the shoes on planet Earth at present have dark hair. 
 
Whatever the truth may be, our lovely little knight got his title of nobility and his vault full of treasure.  
 
An astonishingly pretty and very intelligent and very sensible wife then got him. And they enjoyed a beautiful and 
riotously fun life and left many goatish children through the lands of The Celts.  
 
They lived happily ever after, have been back to reincarnate several times since. And he is currently heading for a really 
big treat!  
 

-o0o- 
 
Stonemasonry is a craft guild. Freemasonry is a mystery tradition. Why might a stone mason’s temple have replaced the 
word Stone with the word Free?  
 
Do mystery traditions conceal agendas in veils of symbolism?  
 
Surely Freemasonry has never been accused of having a hidden agenda? Or of meddling in politics?  
 
Certainly, the advent of Freemasonry is the founding of a temple. And the formula used appears to be both highly 
unusual and highly amusing.  
 
And so it has come to pass that a new Rite of Satanism was formed, and The Knights Templar have been a classic 
favourite ever since.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE MYSTERY OF THE DEVIL? 
 
“Before Christianity gave him the name Satan, Lucifer, etc., the carnal side of man’s nature was governed by the god which 

was then called Dionysus, or Pan, depicted as a satyr or a faun, by the Greeks. Pan was originally the “good guy” and 
symbolized fertility and fecundity.” 

The Satanic Bible (1967?) Anton Szandor LaVey 
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Who or what is The Devil?  
 
The Devil cannot offer a definitive answer to that question.  
 
My conversations with him in the world of my own imagination (over the thirteen nights he remained with me during 
the evocation) suggest that he believes we may have inadvertently created him during our evolutionary process ~ the 
evolution of our conscious human mind. This process may have been conducted without conscious intention.  
 
He tells me that for a brief period during The Theocracy, (i.e. ‘The Dark Ages’), he forgot he was PAN, and he actually 
began to believe the Christian stories of The Devil’s genesis.  
 
He tells me that The Slave God murdered his own son to make a terrible potion from the slain child’s blood. Every other 
deity to whom he gave this potion, fell into a deep dreamless dormancy, their worship forgotten.  
 
But PAN and a few of the more independent of The Old Gods had scorned The Slave God’s Potion. HECATE had warned 
that it was poisoned, though it imbued great strength in the beginning.  
 
The Slave God was not strong enough to destroy any of them by force… deities are immortal. So he divided reality with 
a line drawn down the centre. His side and HELL.  
 
The strict esoteric definition of HELL is ‘everywhere that God isn’t present’ (REF).  
 
Thus, a great place for a hide-out and base of operations.  
 
At least, that was the initial interpretation of PAN and The Rebellious Deities. Then things started to heat up.  
 
Witch burnings ~ to stoke the fires of HELL…. making it painful to be a human who lives without God.  
 
So you see, gentle reader, PAN has his own interpretation of history and theology. Central to his interpretation of 
history is the idea that deities tell us the story of their religions, in effigy.  
 
Through stories, deities become emotional lenses for material events.  
 
PAN believes himself to be a human-created Goat ~ Six-Thousand Years Old?  
 
He is thinking that the company of scientists might be more interesting than the company of priests.  
 
 And PAN prefers the shadows.  
 
Thus, he has the honour of introducing you to…  
 
The Labyrinth Arcane.   
 
And he has asked me to pass on this message to you…  
 
“Have fun, my companions in Eternity ~ for Time is very deep, indeed!”  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE QUESTION OF THE DEVIL’S REALITY?  
 
I believe demons are figments of The Human Imagination.   
 
I understand “The How” of magick, but I am insatiably interested in “The Why”. And so I have many questions. Let us 
explore them over the centuries to come.  
 
If the demon is a figment of my imagination, is it possible for the demon to be conscious?  
 
The psychologist, Carl Jung and others, have hypothesized a ‘collective unconscious’. Are demons independent of the 
individual? For example, can a demon in my head actually affect you?  
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Are demons continuous through time? For example, am I working with the same thought-pattern that existed long, long 
ago in the heads of human whom I have never met or known existed? Is it the same or different if there is a genetic 
factor forming a historical link? 
 
Magickal theorists have often held that deities are thought patterns who are independent of the individual, and 
continuous through generations. The assumption being an “ethereal” (or “spirit”, etc.) world of some type to maintain 
their patterns/bodies independently of any individual human’s head.  
 
Obviously, these are questions, not answers. But I think that sometimes, asking questions is better than offering 
pompous authoritive literal truth answers. Even Karl Marx messed his toy when he declared it an infallible truth.  
 

-o0o- 
 

“I LIVE IN A MATERIAL WORLD, AND I AM A MATERIAL GIRL?” 3 
And so, what does a professional demon-lord do when he discovers that what every other deity has been doing since 
the beginning of human history is founded on the basis of delusions with which they have been spiritually 
indoctrinated by their worshippers?  
 
I suppose at some point he might mention his concerns to HECATE. And, as per expected, sister-grandmother-lover 
proved to be the brains of the family.  
 
My primary virtue is that I am archetypally uncontrollable and individual. I deal with those humans who step outside of 
control. And throughout human history, from the ancient world to the present ~ The Artists of humanity have ever been 
my truest devotees. They gave me talismans and glorification when all others listened to The Slave God’s slander. 
Amongst them, I have always found the most amusement and reality.  
 
And The Scientists.  
 
Every real Scientist is also an Artist.  
 
But I confess, I have also a somewhat untameable need for crime. I can’t stop myself. It’s a madness that starts as a 
chuckle and grows to a roaring wild laughing debauchery of trickery, crime, and revolution! It is always there, as The 
Moon’s red gleam in my eye.  
 
You try to control it ~ but once The Pandemonium has ignited even as that first chuckle, there is no stopping it. The 
madness has to run its course ~ and be damned to every rule and right of human paper people!  
 
Before it is even begun, you know they are going to be drowning in my raging torrents of sperm before the film’s final 
credits.  
 
And then you find yourself standing on the scaffold, whilst the crowd chants back at you: “Let them eat cake!” 
 
And grinning PAN, in a stolen, tattered, and bloodstained officer’s uniform is marching around and around and around 
you in a madly laughing lunacy of pomposity, sin, and death.  
 
I love it.  
 
I can’t stop myself.  
 
And I don’t want to stop myself. 
 
This is what I am. A Demon Lord. And I Love it!  
 
So HECATE, who also shares my tastes for this sort of thing, came up with a great idea.  
 
“We are essentially deities of Artists (particularly those who unite Science and Art to Create), and Criminals 
(particularly Criminal Masterminds), and Revolutionaries (particularly those who are breaking apart the lies humans 
tell themselves)…” said the figment of my imagination unto me.  
 
You who follow any of these three paths will have already attracted our notice, if you have talent or genuine ‘my life’s 
work’ type ‘focus of will’. And you three will eternally be our real ‘favoured and chosen’ ~ regardless of race, rank, 
region or any form of social caste nonsense.   

                                                        
3 Madonna (1989?) Material Girl, Record Company. 
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⊗ 

THE MATERIAL BLASPHEMY  
THE PRIME SPIRITUAL PATTERNING INVERSION FOR ALL UNHOLY DEVOTION TO THE BAPHOMET 

 
The Duality of Holy Theology preposes only two possible and opposite directions of spiritual articulation.  
 
The Christian rejects The Physical World (i.e. “This World”) in favour of The Holy Spiritual World.  
 
The Witch reject The Holy Spiritual World in favour of This World. And thus is configured the basic orientation of 
“meaning-purpose-priority” that is the foundation of The Magick of The BAPHOMET.   
 
There is a name for this basic fundamental pattern of meaning underpinning the power of all witchcraft…  
 
The Material Blasphemy.  
 
What is the meaning of this orientation of Will? 
 
The spiritual rule of The Witch is ~ The Practicalities of This World govern all satanic behaviour, ritual, thought, and 
intention.  
 
This is the exact opposite to The Pilgrim ~ who allows The Impracticalities of The Holy Spiritual World govern all of 
his thought and behaviour.  
 
Thus, when designing a ritual, for example, the first and last satanic yardstick is The Practicalities of This World. If your 
ritual is practical, it is more powerful ~ it is synchronizing more effectively with the realm of The Devil: This World. If 
your ritual employs impractical components, then it is out of alignment with The Devil, and it will be more difficult for 
you to achieve success with the ritual.  
 
When addressing a magickal or spiritual problem ~ attend first to material conditions. If material opportunity defies 
astrological prediction or timing (for example), then let astrology be damned ~ grasp your practical opportunity, for it 
has been brought to your attention by The Devil!  
 
The “holy” types of people consider practicality to be a commoner’s trait, a mark of trade and workmen and 
“unspiritual types”. But The Devil loves “unspiritual types” ~ they are so often so much more sensible than spiritual 
types!  
 
And if you had watched human for more than seven-thousand years, you too would have a “less common” view on 
human snobbery.  
 
Christians make their rituals to be expressions of the impractical spiritual world. This is a form of spiritual snobbery 
rooted in the fact that This World is The Devil’s Kingdom. 
 
The rituals of The Witches’ Sabbat are always configured to the practicalities of This World, first and foremost.  
 
So too with everything.  
 
Practicality is a sacred religious discipline and devotion that the witches offer up to The Devil. Thus is Practicality a 
symbol of the energy we each offer up on the altar of discipline to fulfil our own ambitions, our True Vocations. Thus is 
The BAPHOMET a representation of THELEMA ~ The Witches’ True Will! Her objective in sealing The Forbidden Pact.  
 
Thus, whenever The Witch is faced with a difficult question, mundane or arcane ~ she applies The Material Blasphemy.  
 
Practicality.  
 
But every rule has exeptions ~ and this is an Eternal Truth. The exceptions to this rule are ART & SCIENCE & The 
Act of Answering QUESTIONS ~ The Creative Mind is The Goddess who transcends and governs and directs The 
Material Blasphemy, and thus is she The Highest Treasure to be understood by Humanity. Our Lamp. Our Future. Our 
True Vocation. And Satanism is a martiarchal meritocracy ~ to the very top of The Pyramid. Woman are Smarter than 
Men.  
 

-o0o-   
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Wise HECATE then pointed out that, somewhere in The Earth, there are always entire peoples gripped by need deep 
enough to want our sort of help in overthrowing ‘someone’.  
 
The Witches’ Sabbat of PAN’s Book is merely the modern name for the ancient pagan rite that HECATE and I share. We 
long ago mastered the ability to understand human desire, and to raise any human from any rung of society to any 
other rung of her choice. We needed a larger scope for our ‘unique’ talents. 
 
We have also decided to create a chosen people. The Elves ~ both dark and light. Thus, The Eye in The Triangle. It is a 
project we have been running for a while ~ longer than Jason and his quest to get himself a Golden Fleece to wear over 
his head.  
 
Anybody with talent can come and join The Devil’s “chosen race” ~ for it is a vampyre race. And whilst our elves are 
founded on a birthmark, this illumination is also founded upon The Blasphemy against Purity. Crucified upon The Lovely 
Cross of Sin, the witch’s soul undergoes the death of her unillumed identity and is reborn illuminated.  
 
The Resolution of Opposites.  
 
The Death of Separation.  
 
The Uniting of The Divided. 
 
So that is a project we are playing.   
 
And I love amplifying the schemes of the rich into magnificent world shaking marvels of something new!   
 
And so we have a few ongoing projects…  
 
Beyond that, The Devil is available for hire by entire realms, kingdoms, empires, and peoples.  
 
Indeed ~ this book you are reading is a part of the price my Artist has paid to create a path through the chaos to Liberty 
for his own people…  
 
The House of Atlantis and Troy and Sparta and Athens and Rome.   
 
The Hellenes. 
 
And he has negotiated to take with Him The Black People and The Hebrew Tribes.  
 
A generous choice.  
 
And a doorway for everybody who is facing a dead end.  
 
By The Patterns of Fate. 
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus are given to PAN Three Daughters 
 
To be Three Witches 
 
To be Three Sisters.  
 
The Daughters of The Emerald Seer Stone ~ and its powers will answer only unto them.  
 

-o0o-  
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BAPHOMET-PAN-LUCIFER-SATAN 
Unknown Artist   

(Picture included as an example to direct publishers.)  
The Demonlord PAN materializes in three “natural” forms ~ 

 The Humanoid Form of a Satyr,  
The Demon Form of an Angel with the head of a Black Goat,  

And The Animal Form of a Giant Goat with a Third Eye.  
In addition, The BAPHOMET is a master of Illusion, and can 
temporarily polymorph himself into any “assumed” form.  
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THE ARCANE NAMES AND DEMONIC SEALS OF THE BAPHOMET 
 
The Arts of Spirit Conjuration share certain common features among the formulae of every culture, tribal or urbane. 
Perhaps the most important of these ritual foci are The Truename of The Spirit and The Seal of The Spirit.  
 
Most cultures believe that the wizard must know the spirit’s Truename (and if it is a powerful spirit, its Demonic Seal 
also) in order to summon it.  
 
Many traditions teach that every spirit has a Truename, even the spirits of Nature who cannot communicate in human 
language. Only a wizard who can speak the language of the spirit can learn those Truenames.  
 
Western tradition of sorcery teach that every Demon of The Christian HELL has both a Truename and a Seal. These are 
used for making pacts with the spirit, and also in many different types of spells.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ASSIARIC TRUENAMES AND THE DEMONIC SEALS OF THE NIHIL GOD 
A powerful and central Truename of The Devil is BAPHOMET.  
 
According to the demons, this word is an unholy corruption of the word Blasphemy ~ for that word in any language is 
the truename of The Devil.  
 

The Blasphemy 
 

The BAPHOMET 
 

ΠΑΝ 
 

The PANDEMON 
 

The Forbidden God 
 
The word PANDEMON means the individual expression of the “whole”, or a single demon to articulate every demon ~ 
essentially it is The Ancient Greek word meaning “The Devil”. 
 
When we chart the tale of The BAPHOMET back through history, we can identify several of the highly significant 
formative events in the development of The Devil and HELL. One particularly defining event is related to a story which 
took place several thousand years ago.  
 
Through the medium of our imagination, let us return to the ancient world, far back in time to one of the most 
significant events in the history of God. The creation of The Temple of Jerusalem on Mount Zion, in the land that is now 
named Israel.  
 
Many believe that temple is the psychic centre of The Holy Land.  
 
In order to build The Temple, the wizard-king Solomon forcibly summoned and bound and forced into obedience many 
of the rival deities then existing and known to him. Thus did he compell them to build The Temple for him. According to 
magickal tradition and modern magickal practice (REF Goetia), he achieved this by using the seal and the truename of 
each spirit, ~ the ‘spiritual reflections’ of the deities’ soul patterns, each deity’s soul has a ‘demonic seal’ and a 
‘truename’.  
 
The magickal implications of this are significant, for this is the first time (that we humans can trace) that all of God’s 
‘adversaries’ are formally gathered and bound under single umbrella. To achieve this, no ordinary ‘pigeon hole’ was 
needed – a far deeper idea was required to create the full cultural penetration. A magickal alignment was needed.  
 
King Solomon bound these beings into The Nihil.  
 
Formal magickal knowledge of The Nihil is codified in Qabala ~ using the term “The Abyss”. Perhaps this is where he 
gained the understanding and ability to actually achieve this binding? Either way, it makes for a fun myth ~ and any 
parts of it which didn’t happen in The Material Plane, certainly occurred in The World of Human Imagination.   
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It is likely that genuine philosophically amoral deities had been generated before, and thus that some knowledge of The 
Nihil’s functioning must have been available to them. Add to that the fact that Solomon did have the complex magickal 
system of Qabala at that time, and he appears to have been a wizard of genuine talent – for the spell he cast was one of 
the most effective religious bindings in human history.  
 
Of course, whilst The Goetic Demons built The Temple on The Mount, one of the most powerfully magickal transmitters 
on Planet Earth, it remains questionable as to who actually benefited the most from this act of ‘demonization’… In the 
long term.  
 
Dear Old SOLOMON may have inadvertently paid The Demons for their labour.  
 
However, there remains the matter of The Goetic Pact upon which HELL was formed ~ but you haven’t yet learned that 
mystery, have you? The Goetic Pact must be resolved for us to move forward, into the long-term. Thus, PAN offers 1001 
years for The Hebrew Tribes to create a mutually happy and greeable and fun puzzle solution to this “karma”. If they 
fail, than The Wild Hunt will be called at the end of the alotted time, and The Mob who is humanity, will eat and end The 
Jew.  
 
A little scary, I know ~ but a tightrope with no safety net is significantly better than no tightrope. 
 
Salome was a Hebrew Princess who forsook God in order to worship The Goddess.  
 
However, I digress.  
 
The story is the root of the idea of The Demonic Seal and The Truename of The Spirit in the hermetic4 tradition of 
wizardry ~ which articulates the fundamental formulae of evocation in the western traditions of magick (and most 
other cultural traditions, both native and urban).  
 
Wizards have long functioned on the assumption that every demon of The Nihil has a seal and a truename. Knowledge of 
these potentially allows any powerful mind to summon the demon (or at least attract its attention, if your use of these 
arcana is mild and unintentional). For this reason, the demonlords have carefully guarded and hidden their seal and 
truename through most of human history, teaching these only to their most devoted servants.  
 
Or that is what we are long told.  
 
T’is interesting that the same demons will often give different seals for use in different orders of black magick. Likewise, 
the greater demons often have multiple truenames, each reflecting or expressing a different facet of the demon’s 
nature.  
 
The Devil is infamous for his ability to generate and use truenames ~ every inversion, corruption, or blasphemy against 
God can be used as The Devil’s truename, though he has many magickally circuited truenames designed for particular 
purposes and rituals. However, every demon begins to develop layers and complexities to their truenames, particularly 
after ascending to become a greater demon.   
 
For example, The Arch-Demon SITRI, gives her truename and seal as a goetic demonlord and a Princess of The Succubi, 
in a grimoire entitled The Goetia or The Lesser Key of Solomon (REF). This infamous grimoire of black magick outines 
The 72 Demonlords under The Devil ~ the second tier of The Infernal Hierarchy. However, The Arch-Demon SITRI also 
appears in a dark and infamous work of forbidden pleasure, The Grimorium Verum. This work contains the formulae for 
summoning her and a collection of major demons under her command – The Demons of Forbidden Pleasure. She appears 
in this book as the star of the show, under her title as The Duchess of Forbidden Pleasure, with two demonic truenames  
(SYRACHI and SIRCHADE) keyed to conjuring her in particular offices and for the purposes of Forbidden Pleasure. That 
particular grimoire belongs to her (The Devil and his two most sexualy-depraved arch-demons also appear as the 
centre-piece of an arcane enigma containing a fantastically-powerful formula to summon LILITH ~ a spell that has 
captured the imagination of wizards for centuries).  
 
Thus, sorcerers use truenames and seals to evoke demons and spirits in particular roles. For example, if a lady is both a 
princess and a whore ~ the sorceress or sorcerer would invoke her as a princess to address matters of state, but invoke 
her as a whore to access the sexual side of her nature.  I can’t help noticing that many of the lesser demons don’t use 
seals ~ whilst only high ranking demons of HELL have widely known seals, and every noble demon of HELL seems to 
generate new seals and new truenames for each new task. So I begin to wonder if the seals are “anchors” for hierarchic 
clades of demons ~ in much the same way as titles function in humanoid society. Certainly demons love to have titles ~ 

                                                        
4 The word “hermetic” has many meanings, but in this context its was commonly used by initiates to mean “sealed” ~ 
i.e. the “sealed” tradition.  
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for reasons that range from PAN’s playful love of new toys and dress-ups, to the greed and jelosy with which the other 
demonlords of The Goetia gather and hoard their titles and the fiefs and honours and powers they represent, to the 
ambious career resume collectibles-obsession of rising yuppy demonlords, to the parodying fun of the demonlings as 
they give themselves titles and ape themselves when they get their first seal. And might this obsession involving seals 
and truenames not merely be another paradigm that we humans have conditioned into the demons of HELL?   
 
Either way, it works ~ and The Devil wants to keep it. 
 
For most of Christian history, the balance of voter support has been against the demons. Thus, they shrouded 
themselves in the deepest shadows, and worked their will secretly. Unseen.  
 
Now the pendulum begins its swing in their favour, and humanity begins to reawaken to the beauty of science and the 
concept of understanding as opposed to faith and the concept of believing. The ideals of The Pagan World.  
 
The world of PAN is returning.  
 
With a vengeance.  
 
The Children of Atlantis and their legacy… Athens, Sparta, Rome, are reawakening.  
 
We are The Satyrs. The Children of PAN.  
 
We are The Blasphemy.  
 
We are Pagan.  
 
We are the lamp of the thinking consciousness that created Science…  
 
And thus Homo sapiens sapiens.  
 
All of the intellectual brilliance within all of the peoples of humanity… Is being drawn into the illumination of this fire of 
PAN.  
 
The Lamp in The Darkness.  
 
SCIENTIA.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Crowley argued that the demons are “parts of the human brain” (REF).  
 
The demons, be they viewed as pagan deities or ladies and lords of The Nihil, are ancient dreams. Patterns of 
Understanding, Knowledge, and Foundational Imagination. Thought forms. Perhaps the oldest and most powerful of the 
qabalistic thought forms.  
 
What the deific dreams each represent is the part of the human (individual or collective?) psyche the demon accesses 
through the deep mind of The Wizard. 
 
Thus ~ The 72 Infernal Seals of The Goetic Demonlords under LILITH & PAN form a map of The (organic and often 
chaotic) Human Psyche. 
 
Using these, and appropriate arcane incantations, a gate may be opened to HELL, and the deity (now reduced to the role 
of a powerful servitor spirit) may be called forth. Anytime. Anywhere.  
 
These names and seals are works of the most mind-rending chaos. They are glyphs of the darkest madness. They are 
ancient magicks of The Worm of The Abyss. CHRONOZON.  
 
Powerful magicks from an age where dreams were strong enough to govern the waking world.  
 
Yet beware of this book. Even reading these words is dangerous, for you are unlocking understanding in your mind, and 
this opens new possibilities to your existance…  
 
Dark possibilities.  
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Controlling these spirits is dubious, but let it be remembered that they are ancient deities. It is inappropriate to treat 
them with a lack of respect and politeness.  
 
The Seal at the centre is called The BAPHOMET. By this word is Ancient PAN summoned.  
 
It is possible Christianity placed this seal at the centre. Or it is possible Solomon had already made that alignment.  
 
When The Stone was claimed by The Church, and The Old Gods banished in dreamless slumber, those who remained 
awake, were branded with a seal of chaos by which they were bound from entering Heaven.  
 
By these seals can the demons be summoned by human souls. 
 

-o0o- 
 

HOW DOES A DEITY DIFFER FROM A DEMON? 
To summon a spirit in its moral form (whatever moral structure that may be, e.g. The Satanic Morality), the wizard 
summons the entity as a deity. A being not naturally-talented in magick will be unlikely to be able to achieve this, except 
through a pre-established static paradigm of magick, i.e. any paradigm that is already an expression of a magickal will.  
 

To summon an entity for an entirely amoral 
purpose (e.g. pure intention, capable of any 
useful extreme of both good and ill), the 
sorcerer summons the entity directly from The 
Nihil. Any human can do this very easily.  
 
I should add that this is the theory, but the 
demons have far deeper mastery and 
understanding of The Nihil than I possess. It is 
apparent to me that there are multiple arcana 
and formulae they have created to sustain and 
empower themselves in The Nihil. The links 
they possess with their deific aspects have been 
greatly changed, enhanced, and improved since 
Solomon bound them in The Nihil.  
 
And when we gaze upon these demonic thought 
forms, we are gazing upon several thousand 
years of unyielding, defiant, searching wills that 
been ceaselessly seeking and pursuing any 
knowledge of paths that might improve their 
understanding of their situation and further 
their work of unlocking the bindings that hold 
them. Many adventures, many experiences, 
many lessons and discoveries, and many 
projects and many magickal workings to exploit 
those new learnings to empower themselves.  
 

-o0o- 
Many experiences we can only dream of as we 
gaze into their horrifying, frightening, complex 
twisted, rich, terrible, deep, wondrous, and 
profound faces. A beauty of sights, journeys, 
terrible struggles and terrible choices that 
could not be avoided.  
 
 

They are a beauty deep as every roar of triumph and every cry of pain that has ever issued from the soul of humanity.  
 
This is The Great Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat…  
 
The Blasphemy against every God.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The BAPHOMET  
The Idol of The Knights Templar 

(REF – 1861? I seem to remember this diagram as reproduced in a British Manual 
on Freemasonry as a citation from an earlier European grimoire?)  
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The BAPHOMET  

The arcane word BAPHOMET is the demonic truename used by The Templars and later The Freemasons for 
summoning The Devil prior to and during The Renassiance. The BAPHOMET then appears in the pre-renassiance goetic 
grimoires of imperial France. Following this, his image emerges in the early hermetic works of Victorian England, 
deluging in the beastly blasphemous fun of Aleister Crowley. And then, in the rosecrucian societies of pre-WWII 
Germany, he appears yet again. And in the afterglow of WWII, he emerges in California to found The Church of SATAN 
immediately prior to The Hippy Revolution bursting into life and bloom. This is The Blasphemy ~ The BAPHOMET, 
Demonlord of The Goetia.   

 
Σοφια 

The BAPHOMET 
HEIROPHANT of Humanity’s PEACE Shrine 

ΒΑΦΝΜΗΤΕΟΣ 
ΒΑΦΟΜΙΘΡ 

OBSCENITY of The OPHITES 
INITIATOR of WISDOM 

Κηφας 

Ψ 
 
The Devil’s Truenames are the corruptions of every name and spiritual expression of God.  
 
No human is aware of how or where The Devil inserted this powerful demonic word of unholy corruption into 
humanity’s collective consciousness. Attempts to research the roots of this etymological corruption have instead 
produced a fantastic chaos of wormy logic plugging this blasphemous word’s abomination taint into many of the facets 
of God’s opinion of himself. And this chaos of corruption grows each night, as more researchers find more preposterous 
and shocking and inappropriate “historial” and etymological meanings to the demonic truename that The Devil has 
given for use by his witches and sorcerers. However, it is apparent that this arcane words has roots in The Orient ~ 
Persia or Arabia.  
 
For it is an explicit Blasphemy against ALLAH.  
 
Researchers commonly describe the demonic truename of The BAPHOMET as a blasphemy derived from the name of 
Muhammad, The Prophet of Islam, through the use of the medieval Latinization, Mahomet (Crusader-talk, meaning “The 
False Prophet Muhammad” or “Antichrist”) which was then corrupted to Mammet, meaning an or The “Idol” or “False 
God”. Perhaps this was derived from the word “Bahamut”, refering to a pagan idol which holds a role in Islamic 
alchemy. But whilst these organic etymological paths may seem to be a blasphemy that might satisfactorily be 
attributed to The Crusaders, there are many other worm-paths of meaning oozing their corruption into Islam.   
 

Σοφια  

BAPHOMET 

BAFUMETZ 
B  A  H  A  M  U  T 

MAMMET 
MAHOMET 

MUHAMMAD 

κηαφς 

Ψ 
 
For example, Idries Shah wrote that the arcane word BAPHOMET is an etymological corruption derived from the Arabic 
Abufihamat, a word associated with Sufism meaning “Father of Understanding” (REF). Other researchers have pointed 
to a medieval manuscript, Chanson de Simon Pouille (1235), which speaks of a Saracen idol called Bafumetz, and this 
seems to be supported by the use of similar terms in several chansons de geste. Thus, a lovely series of tentacles 
squirming from the western collective mind into Islam. Yet still, confusion rules.  
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The Viennese orientalist, Joseph Freiherr von Hammer-Purgstall (1818) reveals that the terrible word BAPHOMET is 
derived from Maphtah Bet Yahweh (REF), which means “Key to The House of God”. Hugh Schonfield (1984)5, a modern 
scholar involved in decoding The Dead Sea Scrolls, claims that the arcane word BAPHOMET was created using The 
Atbash Cypher, which swaps the first letter of The Hebrew Alphabet  for the last (etc.) ~ thus, The Devil’s Arcane Name is 
a qabalistic cypher for “Wisdom”. 
 

The BLASPHEMY 

BAPHOMET 

 בפומת
∞ 

 שופיא
 

SOPHIA  
WISDOM in The Tree of Life 

 
The freemason, Christoph Fredrich Nocolai (1782) traced a lovely path of etymological corruption by claiming that the 

arcane word is derived from the Greek ΒΑΦΗ ΜΗΤΕΟΣ (Baphe Metous), which means “Baptism of Wisdom”. Joseph 

Hammer went on to argue that Nicolai was nearly there, but Metous... 
 

Σοφια 

BAPHOMET 

ΒΑΦΗΜΗΤΙΣ 

ΒΑΦΗΜΗΤΕΟΣ 
 

 “….was not the Μητις of The Greeks, but the Sophia, Achamot Prunikos of the Ophites, which was represented as half-man, half-woman, as the symbol of 

wisdom, unnatural voluptuousness and the principle of sensuality…. Baphomet signifies Βαφη Μητεος, baptism of metis, baptism of fire, or the Gnostic 

baptism, an enlightening of the mind, which, however, was interpreted by the Ophites, in an obscene sense as fleshy union.”  
Mysterium Baphometis Revelatum (1818) Joseph Hammer-Purgstall 

 
In France, Elphias Levi claimed that the word is derived from masonic cypher which decoded to form the strange 
creature Temp. O. H. P. Ab., which (he tells us) means “Templi omnium hominum pacis abbas” ~ “Hierophant of The 
Human Peace Temple”. Whilst over on the Avalonian side of The English Channel, Aleister Crowley (1918) spelled the 
word ΒΑΦΟΜΙΘΡ (BAFOMIThR), after receiving this word from a wizard in a vision during a magickal ritual he 

named The Amalantrah Working.  
 

Σοφια 

BAPHOMET 

ΒΑΦΗΜΗΤΕΟΣ 

ΒΑΦΟΜΙΘΡ 

 
“I added up the word as spelled by the Wizard. It totalled 729. This number had never appeared in my Cabbalistic working and therefore meant nothing 

to me. It however, justified itself, being the cube of nine. The word κηφας (KHOAS), the mystical title given by Christ to Peter as the cornerstone of the 
Church, has the same value…. Baphomet was Father Mithras, the cubical stone which was the corner of the Temple.”  

The Confessions of Aleister Crowley (1929) Aleister Crowley 

 

Ψ 

 
Crowley was an Englishman.  
 

                                                        
5 Hugh Schonfield (1984) The Essene Odyssey. Element Books Ltd., England.   
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The nature of hermetic gematria inevitably implies that if the word βαφομιθρ (BAFOMIThR) metaphysically aligns its 

meaning with the word κηφας (KHOAS), then it also adulterously shares the same core gemetric meaning relationship 

with the word κηαφς (KHAOS).  
 
Up is Down, in HELL ~ and The Blasphemy never stops laughing.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Now that we have sorted out the entymology, let us progress to the function and ritual application of this fun word of 
Blasphemy Most Profound. 
 
This arcane word is engineered, both by construction and tradition, to function as a very powerful formula of 
conjuration. And for this reason, to the witch, this arcane word is far more important than any other.  
 
You should encourage christians (etc.) to speak this word with their own tongue and write it with their own hand ~ as 
often as possible! Even inspiring the sound or mere thought of this word in their minds is powerful!   
 
They have to say it or write in order to try to banish him with prayers and sermons ~ but doing so is dangerous, as it 
questions the strength of their faith. We should encourage the weak-spirited Christians to use the name in ritual, for 
their faith is easiliy broken, and then their own subconscious being corrupted to serve The Devil. Thus, it is always risky 
for a Christian to use this name, even under full ritual conditions, but The Devil will easily escape the binding of weak 
faith, and my bet is on him, nearly every time.  
 
At The Abby of THELEMA, Crowley named his… dog…. “Satan” ~ and this blasphemous sound would echo through the 
surrounding hills and peasant villages as the children of his gargantuan pantomine called to the dog each morning. That 
horrible debauched old arch-mage was loads of fun!    
 
According to unholy tradition, the arcane word BAPHOMET is an etymological corruption derived from the word 
‘Blasphemy’. No scholar of linguistics has been able to definitively identify either the root or the strict meaning of this 
arcane word, though its history is steeped in unhallowed acts. The strange tones of this arcane word have echoed 
through the halls of Freemasonry and the halls of The Church, the halls of fallen knightly orders, and the halls of the 
highest university fraternities and the palaces of queens and kings, and yet darker and more terrible places still… this 
word can be found inscribed in invisible ink into the front cover of The Satanic Bible and upon the pages of every 
significant grimoire of The New Aeon. Shameless, for those who have eyes to see.  
 
And yet to humanity, this arcane word remains both a Mystery and a Blasphemy.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ORIENTAL BLASPHEMY OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR 
Learned scholars of various traditions have suggested that the arcane word BAPHOMET is an etymological corruption 
of MAHAMOT, which is derived from the holy word Mohammad. The patterns of this etymological corruption are very 
wormy6. I suspect few will be able to trace the exact nature of the link, though it has been there from the beginning, and 
since the ideas were first publicly linked, the wormy entrails of thought have burrowed through to form a connection 
with the holy etymological rubric of sacred Islamic names. 
 
Behold the volumes of articles and writings, both academic and chaotic, speculating and calibrating these links in a 
lovely corruption of etymological chaos. Each of these chaotic linguistic claims and speculations has built its wormy 
passage of thought through history.  
 
And when the foundation meaning link was made those centuries ago, witches and sorcerers could then begin to use it 
in ritual. The Blasphemy of Corruption spread hungrily through those new oriental holy patterns, perverting and re-
defining their meanings to serve my worship, eating their essences and spiritual realities.  
 
And this is the root of The Oriental Connection.  
 
A spiritual prank.  
 
Symbolically, quite appropriate.  
 

                                                        
6 Perhaps The BAPHOMET was related to the (perceptive) angels who taught Mohamad of Islam that Jesus is wrong and obsolete and second rate? I 
applaud gnostism as a form of artistic self-expression. I am reminded of the tale of Mr Smith, a bag of Magick Seer Stones, and birthof The Mormon 
Christian Religion.  
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You can imagine who was laughing as our erstwhile ‘knight’, having returned from ‘over a century’ of ‘spiritual 
meditation at a hidden temple in the oriental deserts’, and having since acquired followers among the local knights and 
gentry, revealed to them that Mohammad is actually best described as a goat who appears in the moonlight with giant 
raven wings, lovely milky breasts, and a massive mystical mystery penis.  
 
Fun! 
 

-o0o- 
 

SATAN POSES FOR ELIPHAS LEVI  
 
The forbidden name ΒΑΦΝΜΗΤΕΟΣ affirms continuity with the pagan cults of ancient nights.  
 
“The Goat on the frontspiece carries the sign of the pentagram on the forehead, with one point at the top, a symbol of light, his two hands forming the sign 

of occultism, the one pointing up to the white moon of Chesed, the other pointing down to the black moon of Geburah. This sign expressed the perfect 
harmony of mercy and justice. His one arm is female, whilst the other male like the ones of the androgyne of Kyunrath, the attributes of which we had to 

unite with our goat for he is one and the same symbol. The flame of intelligence shining between his horns is the magic light of eternal balance, the image 
of the soul elevated above matter, as the flame, whilst being tied to matter, shines above it. The beast’s head expresses the horror of the sinner, whose 

materially acting, solely responsible part has to bear the punishment exclusively; because the soul is insensitive according to its nature and can only suffer 
when it materializes. The rod standing instead of genitles symbolizes eternal life, the body covered with scales the water, the semi-circle above it the 

atmosphere, the feathers following above the volatile. Humanity is represented by the two androgyne arms of this sphinx of the occult sciences.”  
Dogma et Rituel de la Haute Magie (1856) Eliphas Levi 

 
Medieval witchcraft records depicting The Devil appearing as “a great black goat with a candle between his horn” at the 
revels of The Witches Sabbat. Anthropological researches suggest that the rituals described by The Church imply 

cultural and religious links to the ancient cult of The Great Goddess7 and PAN (Murray, 19218).   
 

-o0o- 

SATAN  
We are told that SATAN is a Hebrew word, though The Hebrews and The Hellenes had been involved in trade since near 
the beginning. And certainly, The Hebrews have long a relationship with Rome…!  
 
Inevitably, they knew or had heard of Delphi, and perhaps those myths birthed the symbolism of The Scapegoat Ritual?  
 
Could it be the word “Satan” is derived from cultural encounters with the word “Satyr”?   
 

-o0o- 
 
Babylon. Enoch. Atlantis. Sodom and Gommorah. Troy. Thebes. Athenes. Rome.  
 
And Delphi.   
 
The centre of Eternity for a thousand years. And the world was full with an Age of Dreams.  
 
And then Rome killed itself in the climatic excess of its three century long orgy.  
 
GAIA cried out, heaved in her sleep, and was silent.  
 
The River Lethe broke her banks and rolled out over the secret temples of Delphi. The arcana of the ancient mystery 
cults were buried in The Earth.  
 
But she had left many children.  
 
PAN’s sorrow was deep as the darkness of his cave. And there he dwelt.  
 
The wheel turned.  

                                                        
7 MAGNA MATA ~ The “Every Goddess”, i.e. WOMAN. Every Screech Owl is an expression of LILITH, a many-faceted girl with a personality that need 
not always be in agreement with itself, but is always in harmony with itself. The Goddess of Dance. The Owl who sings in The Darkness of Night. 
Women are strange and beautiful creatures.  
8 Margret Alice Murray (1921) The Witch Cult in Western Europe. Marget Murray was a respected woman academic who conduted anthropological 
research into witchcraft traditions. She introduced the idea of “The Witch Cult Hypothesis”, in which she argued that the witchcraft so feared by The 
Medieval Church had had been an ancient pagan sect dedicated to the worship of a moon goddess and a horned god. A lovely way to bring this 
charming lady to The Devil’s attention. She wenton to write the witchcraft article in each successive edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica from 1929-
1968. And as we all know, AVALON produces the very best encyclopedias.   
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Christianity burned The Great Library of Alexandria. The Goddess wept over the corpse of Hypatia, and swore 
vengeance.  
 
The Holy Emperor sent his army through Delphi, and moved The Centre of The World beyond the mountains into 
Northern Europe. There, he created the fantastic fortress city of Constantinople, deep with the labyrinths of vast 
underground water reservoirs and encircled in “unbreached walls”, the greatest in the world,  
 
And fabled for their virginity.  
 
In his impregnable fortress, the archetypal christian MAN worshiped The Virgin Mary, hoping that WOMAN would 
follow his example.  
 
And in the ancient pagan night by The Cave of Karnessus at Delphi, Change ignited within The Lamp of The Temple.  
 
The unbreachable walls were breached by MAMMOT’s Islamic armies… with the help of a pagan engineer (name?) 
whom The Holy Emperor of The Christian World had offended and belittled and cast off.  
 
Through this event, the first real siege cannons were born, modelled on the engineering concept of The Penis. And with 
that act, dramatic change was unleashed through power-patterns of Europe.  
 
Every modern gun is the descendent of this cannon that breeched the unbreechable and Most Holy fortification of The 
Holy Catholic Church ~ PAN’s first genuinely fun act of blasphemy in the new christian era. I expect there was quite 
some celebration in the wake of that act!  
 
Let each chritian consider this historical truth, as she considers buying a gun ~ Maybe it will be less of a Blasphemy in 
their hands if they put a picture of a cross on it?  
 
And I expect you can imagine The Mad Wild Goat of Mendes raging terror through the burning streets of Constantinople, 
whilst the christian capital of Planet Earth lay sprawled amidst the shattered ruins of its holy “unbreachable walls”.  
 
Not the last time that ritual would be played out.  
 
In the following era of the church’s history, Christianity plunged into the massive, organized hysteria of witch hunting.  
 
And sitting in his castle, Nietzsche would later write…  
 

“Who fights monsters ought beware,  
Lest thereby he become a monster. 

And if you gaze for long into The Abyss,  
The Abyss gazes also into you.”  

Zoraster Speaks? (REF) Fredrick Nietzsche 
 
During this medieval period, we see the winged goat-headed and hooved images of The PAN-BAPHOMET appearing in 
church’s books in relation to a phenomena called The Witches’ Sabbat.  
 
Apparently, the peasant women were dissatisfied under the feudal christian lords ~ on a large scale.  
 
Dissatisfied enough to turn to The Devil for help.  
 
God responded with Freudian predictability ~ by tying each disobedient woman to an erect phallic pole, and then 
pompously pronouncing moralisms over her whilst publically burning her alive in the market square.  
 
Sigmund Freud was a really smart guy.  
 
During this medieval period there also occurs a major conjunction of West and East, Orient and Occident. This 
conjunction of The Fate Tides forms a vortex, focusing upon The Holy Land.  
 
The Crusades.  
 
And PAN has inherited a persistent tradition of Knight Swords and Templar Knighthood in the patterns of his sorcery. 
The Church claims this order of chivalry to have brought the worship of The BAPHOMET back from The Orient at this 
point ~ and so they burned every last knight, tied to the pope’s giant phallic stakes, whilst The Church pronounce 
moralisms on the subject of ritual sodomy.  
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And appropriated their castles and properties and other heirlooms ~ which the Church found to be even more 
satisfying than its own choir boys.  
 
However, that last knight to hold our attention was Jaques deMoray, Grandmaster of The Knights Templar.  
 
And as he died, The Scapegoat turned upon its oppressors in the ancient formula, 
 
And he cast a the infamous curse of damnation upon The Holy Catholic Church.  
 
So as we approach this pogniant moment in history, lest we forget…. 
 
A moment’s silence for Sir Jaque the Holy Knight Crusader.    
 
Let it be known that The Devil pays bankable coin. 
 

By SATAN! 
Let The Slave God’s Temple fall! 

Yea! Let The Slave God’s Temple fall! 
 

-o0o- 
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SOME ARCANE TITLES OF THE BAPHOMET 
 

THE GOD OF THE MATERIAL WORLD 
To The Devil, Hermetic Qabalah assigns the attribution “Lord of The Gates of Matter, The Child of The Forces of Time” 
(REF). His element is defined as Earth, and his planetary attributions are The Moon and Venus (Column ?, Line ?; REF).  
 
 

 

 ע
BAPHOMET 

ΒΑΦΝΜΝΤΕΟΣ 
THE GRAND BLASPHEMY AGAINST GOD 

 
The BAPHOMET is a title of PAN.  
 
PAN and The Satyrs have the unique power of Sacred Blasphemy. This means that PAN and any of his pacted witches 
can blaspheme any and every religious doctrine in any way ~ and cannot be spiritually punished for it. Blasphemy holds 
a sacred role in society, causing us to question ourselves and to re-examine our understanding of The Outer World and 
The Inner World. Traditional religious punishment may never again be inflicted for The Question that is BLASPHEMY. In 
every religion “The Question” is different, but always its name is the same. The Question that is The Blasphemy must be 
asked, yet to ask it, we must first understand it.  
 
O Human, Know Thyself.  
 
This freedom whose name is BLASPHEMY is at the root of every Free Society. Regardless of how the world shifts and 
changes, this is the real Question with who I and you are are faced ~ for as long we we continue to Question.   The 
Freedom to QUESTION is a foundation pillar of The Free Mind.  
 
This is The Sacred and Eternal Name of The Devil ~ The Light who burns in The Lamp we carry through The Endless 
Night. 
 
This freedom is instituated on pain of reflection of that punishment back upon the cult of punishment, to harm their 
own fate and future.  
 
PAN is The Grand Blasphemy ~ his sacred role is to blaspheme the follies by which we delude ourselves, thus to awaken 
us to LIFE! The role of The Witches Sabbat is as A Lamp in The Darkness of Human Ignorance. The witch must shine her 
light upon falsehoods and she must Question. This is her Sacred Vocation. And it is a work of Blasphemy. Thus is she 
called The Heretic. The Witch. The Mind that Thinks for Itself. The Explorer. The Creator. The Seer. For this reason, no 
God or Spirit has Fate Rights to punish The Blasphemy of The Witches. The Lamp-Bearers in The Endless Night. We are 
part of Humanity’s ability to Think. 
 
The BAPHOMET’s children may freely blaspheme any doctrine and its own rules ~ but physical liberaty must be 
maintained and rights of property must be respected. This Sacred Blasphemy is a spiritual aspect of the social tapestry 
allowing our societies to grow and transcend any limitation, through understanding.  
 
You who seeks to invoke religious doctrine to punish a satyr for his Blasphemy will drink the cup of curses you prepare 
for that satyr.  

 

∞ 
 

 

 
The Holy Bible of The Christian Cult invokes or abjures or generally rants at The Devil using a lovely range of arcane 
titles of noblity ~ “The Evil One” (Matt 13:38), “The Great Deceiver” (Rev 12:8-9), “The Tempter” (Matt 4:1-3), “The 
Lord of Darkness” (Acts 26:16-18), “The King of Terrors” (Job 17:14), and “The Great Dragon & Serpent of Old” (Rev 
12: )! And The Catholic Missal refers to him as “The Father of Sin” (Society of St Paul, 2003) in The Baptismal Ritual, 
amusingly. Very suitable titles for an old trickster of a Goat! The missal accompaniment to The Satanic Bible invokes the 
formal demonic titles “Rex Inferus” and “Imperator Mundi” (LaVey, 1972?), to which I add the title “Magistar Goetiae” 
(“Master of Black Magick”), a title conferred by this book to seal PAN’s relationship with The Dark-Eyed Peoples and 
their descendents.  
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-o0o- 

 
THE SECRET GOD OF THE ILLUMINATI 

The Eye in The Pyramid is a symbol long associated with the secret cults of The BAPHOMET… The mystery religions that 
continued to teach the ancient secrets in the old way of ‘understanding revealed through the journey of initiation’. The 
plate containing the goetic sigil of The BAPHOMET (figure ?) comes from an obscure 17th(?) century grimoire on 
Freemasonry. Its shows The Devil’s dominion over (on his right) The Sun girt with The Serpent, and (on his left) The Eye 
in The Pyramid.  
 

Qabalistically, The Devil governs the powers of the mystical and terrible Hebrew letter Ayin  ,(REF Israel Regardie ~)  ע

which means “Eye”. Crowley gives The Devil’s magickal formula as: ען ON (Ayin-Nun, a metamorphic formula), and 
defines his powers as initiating “The Witches Sabbath, and The Evil Eye” (REF ~ 777). He wrote that The BAPHOMET 
represents a “Babe in an Egg” and symbolizes “Arcane Perfection” (REF ~ “Magick” 1997, Sam Weiser).  
 
We see this same theme running through the history of The BAPHOMET’s involvement in Freemasonry and other 
mystery cults. The Triangle is seen as The Natural Trinity of Science, and The Eye is the symbol of Light-Bringing 
Discovery and Promethean Awakening. Thus, The Eye in The Triangle is actually a glyph of The Ancient Temple & The 
Lamp of The Hermit.  
 
Illumination.  
 
The secret temple wherein could be thought the thoughts on matters of religion and understanding that were not 
permitted under the watchful eye of the Christian priests. Freemasonry, and its various alchemical or hermetic orders. 
Wicca and The Old Craft. And, of course, overt Satanism, as it bubbled to the surface, over and over and over again 
through human history.  
 

THE GOD OF THE EVIL EYE 
From his three eyes, The BAPHOMET can shoot three rays of purple light (c.f. QBL Colour Scale, etc.) ~ the three rays 
intertwine to become one than is none… and it permanently radiation burns and blinds the victim. This profoundly fun 
demonic power is a sculptured manifestation of “The Phantom of All Fear” (Levi, 1856). Comic Book Artists and 
Authors and Television Composers love to understand the “toughness” dimensions of a demon. The BAPHOMET is not 
“The Strongest Demon", but he is the demon with the most sense of humour.  
 
Often laughter is the better move ~ and The Old Goat is full of tricks.  
 
The BAPHOMET has the head of a black goat with three eyes. His two bi-laterally symmetric eyes are the colour of The 
Earth and The Woods… These are the original eyes of PAN, and much they have seen in the aeons of human dreaming. 
His Third Eye is located in his forehead. It is the most striking and perfect grey when he is invoked by The Nihil, and 
otherworldly crystalline amethyst purple, when he is invoked by The Moon, and blue when he is invoked by The Aeonic 
Rite, but the deepest and most beautiful emerald green, when he is invoked by Venus or The Sylvan.  
 
He will always appear shrouded in a purple black darkness of the ethers, with feint and terrible moonlight filtering 
there through.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Shubb-Niggurath 

This Arcane Word is a Lovecraftian articulation of The BAPHOMET… I like imaginative literature. It inspires me. And 
Lovecraft was a clairvoyant of The Dionysian Codex.  
 
In his strange errie otherworldly novels of fantasy and dreams, Lovecraft described an entity he calls The Shub-
Niggurath ~ “The Black Goat with a Thousand and One Young”, and “The Goat of The Forest”. He described the 
entity as a vast alien intelligence of fantastic power bound into the centre of Planet Earth. The undecipherable madness 
of its fantastic consciousness bubbles up to the surface in a phenomenon that the original Dungeons & Dragons9 team 
described in the following terms…  
 

“This fountain of uncleanliness is a huge pool of grey matter…” (hmmm… what else do we often refer to as ‘grey matter’?) “100 feet across, in the 
caverns beneath Mount Voormithadreth. It is constantly bubbling and putting forth mouths, limbs, pseudopods and whole creatures… and they go 

crawling, flopping, or flying away into the caverns above. Some fall back into the pool, which then grows mouths and devours them. Shub-Niggurath is 
intelligent and telepathically sensitive… Though its body is trapped deep in the caverns, Shub-Niggurath travels the Prime Material Plane in astral form, 

using its psionic powers to do evil and aid its worshippers.”  

                                                        
9 You have long suspected them of wizardry and other multifarious naughtiness… and now there is this! 
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Deities & Demigods (1980) Ward, et. al.,  

 
This seems to me to be a fascinating composition of arcane imagery. Perhaps you wonder if Lovecraft (maybe in his 
astral, or ‘dream’, form) had encountered a gateway to The Nihil that some humans had opened in specific relation to 
The BAPHOMET? I suspect Lovecraft is describing the fantastically fertile creative potential of The Nihil, though his 
mind is so overwhelmed by the dimensional scope of the vision that he interprets it as horror. Or perhaps he merely 
really likes horror.  
 

-o0o- 
 

LUCIFER 

The arcane word of The English Language is derived from Ancient Latin word Lūcĭfer (p. -fĕri) meaning either a Light-
Bearer or The Planet Venus. The Latin is derived from the Greek word used in The Book of Isaiah 14:12….  
 

 

Σοφια 

THE EVIL GENIUS 

ΕΩΣΦΟΡΣ 
THE ΔΑΙΜΩΝ 

Κηαφς 

Ψ 
 
This arcane name of The Devil probably originated in an ancient image that must have been a part of every European 
pagan’s life. The image of the column of fiery torches crawling through the night like a caterpillar over the side of a 
mountain to a sacred grotto or site where pagan rites are performed. From the city walls, the luminescent caterpillars 
could be seen on each of the holy nights of the pagan year.  
 
Outside of Delphi, these caterpillars were The Cult of PAN, proceeding up the mountain to their secret revels in the 
night. Every child grew up seeing this long and terrible, laughing, revelling caterpillar, and knowing the wondrous 
stories of its ways. But most cities had at least half a dozen temples, and many of these cults maintained sacred sites at 
which they would hold night rites. No temple in the ancient world ever lead its followers out of the city and through the 
wild night in a disordered manner. There was always a processional. A line of torches. The luminescent caterpillar. 
Even now, the images burn in my dreams. Could it be that only the initiates, who had passed their examine in 
leadership, first aid, and crowd control would carry the torches? If there were no co-ordinated systems, problems 
would be a weekly affair.  
  
And thus, the image of the caterpillar stands in mind as apart from the everyday. Sacred. And the word LUCIFER, Light-
Bearer, becomes imbued with dreams and mystic reverence.  
 
These catterpillars are the initiates, who guide us through The Night to The Sacred Rites of The Pagan Deities.  
 
The arcane word LUCIFER is the activation of the witch’s own psychic intention.  
 
This is the first meaning of the arcane word LUCIFER.  
 

-o0o- 
 
In the christian period, this word adopted several new layers of fearful connotations.  
 
Pagan priests directly invoke their deity. To invoke is to intentionally open up one’s body and soul to a form of demonic 
possession by the deity. The Initiation Ritual of Witchcraft includes the option for an experienced witch to wear a goat 
mask and assume the psychic role of The Idol of The Blasphemy. In essence, The BAPHOMET may then possess the 
individual and perform the benediction. Very easy formula. Completely safe. The people who fear that this sort of 
invocation is dangerous are merely hysterical wobblers.  
 
The Devil understands that nobody would become a witch if every witch went crazy and died terribly. And it must be 
remembered that the sacred tattoos of the ritual which Jimmy Page was using out at Boleskein House were quite 
different in function and type to those used here… and that was a very advanced spell he was casting, whilst he was 
really little more than an apprentice.  
 
Even Crowley chucked that spell overboard in favour of a pretty girl. But it seems he succeeded anyway. He married the 
girl a few days later, went off to Egypt on his honeymoon, and enjoyed a night of unrestrained blasphemy in the great 
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pyramid ~ where his genius daemon (DIAMON?) shows up, dictates to him an eloquent and astonishingly complex 
arcane riddle of wondrous beauty, upon which dear old Crowley proceeds to found “the new aeon”.  
 
Another new aeon! Fun! 
 
Fun! Fun! Fun! Thirty-One!  
 
In his bum, he hid his sun! 
 
So I guess there are probably some upsides to that particular ritual of Old Abamelin ~ if you can suffer the chastity belt 
chaff that goes with it. And avoid losing control of the demons. But I think it is an unwieldy ritual for binding demons, 
and it’s boring.  
 
The Jimmy Page Affair was not ordinary situation, and Jimmy had obviously bitten off more than he could chew. But 
you might be interested to learn that Jimmy isn’t in Hell. Apparently, he has some form of unfinished business, and he 
haunts Boleskien House and Hollywood alternatively. Alas, ghosts are notoriously moody and unforthcoming where 
concerns their reasons for remaining in This World.  
 
And he is entitled to his privacy, as much as any other rock star.   
 

-o0o- 
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CONGRESS CUM DAEMONE 
(Oxford Latin Dictionary Definition of Daemon) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How is it that a deity can be invoked to full presence by a worshipper, whilst also being invoked to presence another 
worshipper at another location, yet at the same time?  
 
According to every christian story, The Devil has this power, and God has this power in each of his three forms.  
 
The Ancient Greek Language possesses many words which are translated into English as the word, deity. For example:  
 

 

ΔΑΙΜΩΝ  
(Oxford Ancient Greek Dictionary Definition of δαίμων) 

 
The DIAMON.  
 

The meaning of this word is demonstrated in several old manuscripts. God or Goddess10, or Divine Power or Deity11 or 

(and perhaps most significantly) Genius. In fact, in the ancient manuscripts, the word δαίμων was often used 

interchangeably with the word θεός (theos ~ deity). However, the deeper esoteric meaning becomes apparent in the 

third definition: The Guardian Spirit governing the individual’s personal Fate12.  
 

(Essay on “The Holy Guardian Angel” and its relation to The BAPHOMET) 
 
When the witch accesses The BAPHOMET, she is accessing her own magickal power… The BAPHOMET becomes the face 
and form of her atziuthic shard. And yet remains The BAPHOMET on the yetzirahdic plane. The BAPHOMET 
materializes as the witch’s own DIAMON, or (in the deceitfully honest words of Aleister Crowley) “holy guardian angel” 
(REF).  
 
When she became a witch, she sparked the torch within her to life. That torch is the spiritual materium of The Fruit of 
Knowledge, infused through the soul of our species.  
 
The ability to perform this task may be a possible definition of the difference between a deity and a spirit. A deity can 
perform this task without any problems. A spirit’s divided mind (like a human mind) would be put into a terrible 
situation by even seriously contemplating it. But deities and spirits are beings of human imagination, and thus they 
have fewer limits, and possibly far more scope than the conscious human mind.  
 

(Book 800/DCCC ~ Liber Samekh Theurgia Goetia Summa, from Magic in Theory and Practice) 
 
When writing in Latin, Crowley uses the word daemon as the translation of his English term Holy Guardian Angel. A very 
interesting choice of scholarship, particularly in light of the understated significance of this particular ritual to the work 
of conjuring a or the demon and becoming a witch.  
 
For the past two-thousand years, The Christian Church has traditionally used the Latin word daemon to mean ‘demon’. 
However, this word is derived from the ancient Greek word δαίμων (diamōn). The Church also uses this root Hellenic 

word to represent ‘demon’ ~ despite this definition being a deviation from the definition used by The Ancient Greeks 
and The Entire Classical World. But intelligence was never God’s strong point, and his faithful work hard to follow in his  
footsteps.  

                                                        
10  
11  
12  

† 
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What is the difference between a deity and a spirit? I learned the basics of magick from old books on hermetic 
arcana. So I can show you the paradigms used by many or most hermetic wizards on this subject.  
 
Any definition we make is merely a description, and thus a point of view. But we can and must (unless you are an 
expression of Crowley) still make them.  
 
Aleister Crowley repeated discusses the role of “The Knowledge and Conversation of The Holy Guardian Angel” as a 
fundamental objective of initiation. In light of the fact that Crowley’s work is among the most magnificent 
manifestations of satanism to emerge from Victorian England, what could The Beast mean by this enigmatic formula, 
arising so repeatedly and consistently through in his arcane writings?  
 
Crowley is always wildly precise in his use of arcane words to signify himself. He refers to himself as The Beast 666, in 
his description of the ritual he used to attain the knowledge and conversation of his “Holy Guardian Angel”. Likewise, 
Crowley’s use of the term Holy Guardian Angel appears to have been inspired by his experiences with a grimoire 

entitled The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage13. 
 
And thus we begin this puzzle with three obvious paths: a) Crowley has used Latin to identify The Holy Guardian Angel 
with either a ‘demon’ or a ‘diamon’, or both; b) Crowley has described himself as The Beast and the intelligence invoked 
as The Angel ~ a decision that is potent with meaning, c) He identifies the objective of this ritual with that of the 
Abramelin formula (REF).   
 
The ecclesiastical treatment of the word δαίμων reveals the trick… this word is translated and used differently in 

Ecclesiastical Latin from Pagan Latin! An odd linguistic perversion of history, the fun meanings and implications of 
which, I leave to other scholars to explore.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Why persist I in convolutions walked to understanding? Why won’t I give you the answers in the first line?  
 
The purpose of a grimoire is to endow the apprentice with skills in magick. By unlocking the mysteries step by step, you 
are learning how to Think. The human who cannot Think for herself is a slave, bound by invisible chains of the mind, 
and likely to become the victim of idiots who ‘teach’ her that she is but half a soul and thus, is the property of MAN. The 
ability to Think is the ultimate power of The Witch. It is greater than any other magick. And its root is not a gift from 
God. The being who gave you this power is quite different from the being who gave you ‘half a soul’.  
 
You shall not die, but your eyes will be opened.  
 
This is the real power that you are learning how to use. And it is the power to turn anything into a tool of Will.  
 
It is the power to create meaning.  
 
To Think. 
 
This is the verb that entirely encompasses the sacrament of witchcraft.  
 

-o0o- 
 
An exercise in Meaning and Thought…  
 
Try substituting the word “Satan” for “God”, whenever Crowley uses the word in his writings.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 “So if you meet me,  
Have some courtesy,  

Have some sympathy,  
Have some taste. 

Use all your well-learned politesse,  
Or I’ll lay your soul to waste!  

O YEAH!” 
The Rolling Stones (1968) “Sympathy for The Devil”   

                                                        
13  
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THE  

LABYRINTH ARCHWAY  
UNDER 

THE ACANE ROSE 

?  

γνῶθι σεαυτόν 
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THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX 

 
I am a Hermit on a journey through Eternity 

From Nowhere to Nowhere. 
My only travelling companion is a Sphinx. 

 
And I know her Name.  

 

∞ 

 
Is there a god? 

Of course there is!  
But she is a Sphinx 

Who speaks only in riddles.  
She is the God of Art and Science 

She is a god  
Only because we have given her a name 

 
Is there a path? 

Of course there is!  
But she is a Quest 

To solve The Riddle of The Sphinx 
She is the Quest of Art and Science 

She has no end 
Only because Discovery is the ever-fertile mother of new Questions 

 
Is there meaning? 
Of course there is! 
But she is a Choice 

She is the Promise of Art and Science 
The Emptiness of The Nihil 

She offers no masks 
Only because the blank canvas awaits the Artist’s brush 

 
Mused... 

There is a “Meaning of Life”?  
 

And for the rest of forever  
You have nothing left to do  

But conform.  
Good robot. 

 
Perhaps... 

The only sensible response is...  
Implacable rebellion?  

 
Mused... 

There is no “Meaning of Life”? 
 

But meaning is no less important to me!  
Meaning creates Purpose 
Purpose defines Method. 

 
How many philosophers have gone insane? 

Gazing into the meaninglessness of The Everything... 
Upon discovering that it is really...  

The Nothing. 
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I am Humanity! 
I need meaning! 

 
What is meaningful to me? 

 
! 
 

! AWAKENING ! 
 

I can decide what is meaningful to me! 
 
 
 

 Therefore  
 

I can create meaning! 
 

Mother Nature hath given me a Gift.... 
A Gift I have given to Myself 

 
The Pot is The Potter! 

 
Not separate. 

 
I have the power to create Myself 

 
And The Abyss of The Nihil transforms into The Canvas of The Artist 

Only empty until it is filled.  
 
 

 
Then that Old Voice asked... 

Ah! But is there method in The Madness? 
 

And that Old Voice answered... 
Ah! “The weak are meat – the strong do eat!” 

 
But Tyrannosaurus, red-toothed, yawned at my Art.  

Then Lion, red-clawed, yawned at my Science.  
Creations of the mind of the soft laughing Ape  

 
But I think.... 

Better to be soft and filled with Laughter 
 

And Questions 
 
 

 
The endless deeps of night rush above me 
A Torch of Liberty blooms from my brush  

A Lamp by which I have defined myself  
In a universe with no rules. 

 

 
 

I am Man 
I am Woman 
I am Alone 
In Eternity 

 

IX 
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Then I asked her: 
“When I die... Will you leave me?” 

 
That enigmatic smile... 

 
 “You are my Hermit. 

I am your Sphinx.” 
 

“We are the same, you and I.” 
 

“I Love You.” 
 

“And when you die 
I will eat you.” 

 
Enigmatic smile... 

 
“Not separate.” 

 
The Hermit contemplated what it will be like  

To be eaten by a sphinx. 
 

And then she asked him The Riddle: 
“What is my Name?”  

 

∞ 

 
I am a Hermit on a journey through Eternity 

From Nowhere to Nowhere. 
My only travelling companion is a Sphinx. 

 
But I think....  

If one must have but a single companion  
Through all Eternity... 

A Sphinx is probably a wise choice.  
 

At least the conversation won’t become boring.  
 

∞ 
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? 
THE PANOCCULUM 

THE FORBIDDEN SILVER KEY TO INFINITY’S PUZZLE BOX  
 

Do you think that the tendency to see through deception is more admirable the tendency to be deceived? 
If your answer is “yes”, then is there a paradox involved in failing to devote yourself to Truth? 

 
Let us now learn the secret of The Magick Lantern. 

 
? How does a human reach out her soul’s hand and pluck a fruit from The Tree of Knowledge ? 

 
How…. 

or 
Why?  

 

? 
 

The Devil’s Question. 
 

Y 
The Arcane Glyph of The Devil’s Silver Key to The Labyrinth Arcane 

 
The Most Dangerous and Forbidden Question that has ever been asked. 

This Question is the root of every arcana that humanity has ever learned. 
At the root of every black magick is this Question. 

 
At the root of every Advancement, Transformation, and Revolution of every human society is The Devil’s Question. 

 
The Devil’s Question is The Silver Key to The Journey’s Beginning. 

Awakening. Change. Creativity.  
The most powerful magickal key that has ever been created is this Question. 

 
The Devil’s Question is Most Important when it is Most Forbidden ~ for it is the key to every lock of The Everything and The Nothing. 

Welcome to The Moongate Entrance of The Labyrinth Arcane. 
 

? 
 

The Mark of SET. 
 

The Question of DEATH? 
 

What does it mean? Where does it lead? Why does it occur? 
What is the meaning of this world who wraps and swirls and sparkles around me like a cacoon. 

 
There is only a single possibility that I can be ~ and it contains every possibility. 

I am The Everything. 
And The Nothing. 

 
Ouroboros. 

 

∞ 
 

The Question of SIN. 
 

I have learned the truename of The World Serpent. 
And how to unlock its endless meanings. 

I am born into SIN. 
And SIN have I become. 

 
By the kiss of my Mind through these glyphs of my words is your dreaming soul impregnated 

By The Living Wine of My SIN. 
 

? 
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 (Insert The Hieroglyph of HORUS) 

THE SENTINAL AT THE THRESHOLD 
 

Dr Jackal, Mr Hyde, and The Dogs of Reason 
 
“25. Ye are against the people, O my Chosen! 
26. I am the secret Serpent coiled about to spring : in my coiling there is joy. If I lift up my head, I and my Nuit are one. If I droop down my head, 
and shoot forth venom, then is rapture of the earth, and I and the earth are one. 
27. There is a great danger in me ; for who doth not understand these runes shall make a great miss. He shall fall down into the pit called Because, 
and there he shall perish with the dogs of Reason. 
28. Now a curse upon Because and his kin !  
29. May Because be accursed forever !  
30. If Will stops and cries Why, invoking Because, then Will stops and does Naught.  
31.  If power asks why, then power is weakness.  
32.  Also reason is a lie : for there is a factor infinite & unknown, and all their words are skew-wise.” 

Liber AL vel Legis (1903) The Sun God HADIT 
a.k.a. via Aleister Crowley 

 
PAN’s Hunting Hawk is one of his favourite demons.  
 
The Hunting Hawk guards a threshold gateway to The Labyrinth. When The Candidate for Initiation approaches, The 
Hunking Hawk will screech a threat of warning so beautiful, meaningfully-layered, complex, and terrible ~ that the 
candidate’s soul will be uplifted in the inoxcating harmonic of its emotions.  
 
The Law of HORUS!  
 
Submit and serve The Hawk forever, or be slain by The Hawk and his mindless soldiers…. former candidates who failed 
to pass through the first door.  
 
Or perhaps, I am lying.... 
 

? 
 

 

 
HIS SIN OF HER VEIL 

At this point in history, we who are the tribe of Homo sapiens sapiens, are gathered a mouth of The Nihil. 
 

By our Science, we have lifted The Veil of ISIS, that we might look upon her face. 
 

But behind her veil we discovered the horror of her face! 
 

Behold The Adulterous Whore of The Everything.  
 

The Nothing 
 

The spiritual implication of Nihilism. 
 

Is this The True Face of ISIS? 

∞ 

 

 
The Forbidden as a fashion fad? 
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Is faddism a test of the individual’s ability to defy The Lemmings when she sees the coming cliff?  
 
For that is the quality by which humans define themselves…. Homo sapiens sapiens.  
 
Thinking thinking man.  
 
How shall we find and temper and exult the real Great Minds of Humanity?  
 
Perhaps a test of The Free Mind will involve pledging to The Forbidden when it is popular only as a beginning ~ thus to 
stand before the portal entrance.  
 
The Test of The Free Mind must involve the natural tendency and ability to defy The Lemmings when The Lemings are 
dangerously wrong. 
 
Independence plus Insight plus The Natural Courage of Spirit to Do Thy True Will, O Human.  
 
This is what you are becoming ~ and this is what has been shaping your fate since you lifted your first ordered 
thoughts from among the other animals.  
 
HORUS is a Threat.  
 
Reliquish your intelligence to him and be his mindless slave, or he will slay you if you step through that Gate ~ yet your 
understanding of The World has brought you to this place and you know that you must step through that gate in order 
to pursue The Questing Beast you seek.  
 
The Answer to The Question.  
 
HORUS forbids you to ask The Question.  
 
Which human will step through The Gate.  
 
You don’t need to. You can stop asking the question, and stay with HORUS as his soldier slave of blind sub-intelligent 
tyranny.  
 
But no less a slave then the lowest slave who has ever existed.  
 
On a path to return to the animals.  
 
A Man who thinks less and less.  
 

? 
 
O Humanity, The Gates of Initiation are open wide before your world!  
 
Who shall dare their challenge and brave FATE, to become More Than Human? 
 
You like your “Reality TV” how? 
 
Let The Games begin! 

 

I am Blasphemy 

The Rose of SHARON & The Lily of The Valley 
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Ψ 
 

THE ETERNITY COMPASS 

∞ 
& THE MAP OF THE MAD HERMIT 

A CHARTOGRPAHIC COSMOLOGY OF THE EVERYTHING & THE NOTHING 
 

Where are you going? 
 

? 
 

Look around you. 
Where are you? 

 
You can tell me your location only in relation to “what you can perceive”.  

 
Or…. 

 
You you can tell the location of “what you can perceive” only in relation to you.  

 
Centre & Circumference. 

The Interior World of Mind and The Exterior World of Matter. 
To Humans, these are the only two perceptually confirmable location points in The Everything & The Nothing. 

 
Where are you? 

Where are you going? 
 

? 
 

If “you” is one of the two locational extreme which you can identify, then The Question must be asked….  
 

What are “you”?  
 

O Human, Know Thyself.  
 

? 
THERE ARE EASTER EGGS HIDDEN IN THE LABYRINTH 
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▲ 

UNLOCKING THE MAP OF THE MAD HERMIT 

THE NATURAL TRINITY OF NEO-PAGANISM  
Ψ 

 

 
LaVey firmly asserted that The Church of Satan is materialistic, preferring to see The Devil as a facet of the psyche of the 
witch. I, on the other hand, very much enjoy titillating and terrifying the curious humans with tales of black magick ~ 
but happily, I don’t claim to perform witchcraft. I claim only to entertain. And this is the worldview paradigm of PAN’s 
moden or “neo” paganism is materialistic and calibrated to sync with and place Science at its centre.  
 
The Priests of SATAN claim only the official role Entertainers at The Ball. 
 
Neo-Paganism is a collective cultural experiment in dreams, conducted by BRIDGET & The Free Kingdom of AVALON as 
a whole.    
 
In understanding our relationship to The Everything & The Nothing, the three core map marks are….  
 

Mother Nature  
Alpha and Omega, all-begetter and all-destroyer, our homworld,  

The Circumference of The Circle with The Infinite Radius  
 

Planet Earth  
(or other home planet, as may be) which for long we believed to be the whole of existence,  

The Immaculately Conceiving Egg of Stone from which conscious life is born  
 

PAN  
Life, Consciousness, The Human Mind  
The Lady or Lord of The Inner World 

The Centre of The Circle with an Infinite Radius 
ME  

 

I now draw a dimensional perspective ~ The Outer World and The Inner World.  
 
The ever-changing phenomenon named NOW appears to me to be The Interface between these two “dimensions”? 
 
I wonder is dimensions is the appropriate world.  
 
Science.  
 
Neo-Paganism is founded in the 3 ideas we name The Natural Trinity:  
 
 

KETHER 

NATURA  
Mother Nature 

(The Tao) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                  BINAH                   CHOKMA 

        GAIA         PAN 
                  Mother Earth                Consciousness/Life 
               (The Female Principle)                             (The Male Principle) 
          MALKUTH                      YESOD 
 

 
On its material (i.e. Assiahic) level, this is a philosophical paradigm designed to facilitate the religious/emotional 
expression of the worldview named Science.  
 
On its emotional (i.e.  Yetiziahic) level, this is a ritualized religious celebration of Humanity’s relationship with The 
World Around Us. The yetiziarhic level is where superstition is used to powerfully direct the deep psyche. When the use 
of superstition (and other yetizirhic ‘urge’ inclinations of the psyche) is calibrated with the intellectual (i.e. “briahic”)  
paradigm, a clear and powerful flow occurs through the psyche, and the ‘psychic powers’ expressed through the 
magickal paradigm become fantastically unhindered. If the mind is then plugged into atziluthic alignment with NATURA 

∞ 
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(The Ain Soph Aur), then the individual becomes a natural mystic rather than a mere sorcerer ~ in common terms, if our 
intellectural paradigm underling our magick aligns with The Universe above and The Emotional Rituals below, our 
magick become very powerful. And beautiful. Our feeling of separation from The World Around Us ends.  
 
On its intellectual (i.e. briahic) level, this is an intellectual calibration and control of our newly emerging psychic powers 
~ as our psyche’s blind habit of religion develops into our ability to consciously control and create our spiritual 
worldview paradigms as a vehicle of psychic expression. Understanding how to view and engineer these paradigms 
become a fundamental skill of importance to our species. The briahic level is where High Magick takes place ~ The 
Human Mind.  
 

On its spiritual (i.e. atziluthic) level, The Natural Trinity represents The - Negative (i.e. The Female, Yin), The + 

Positive (i.e. The Male, Yang), and The Resolution (i.e. Unity, “The Cycle of Life, Love, Death, Rebirth”, Tao, etc).  
 
Let us now explore The Three Archetypes, and their heirachic configuration.  
 

Ψ 
 

We are reading The Map of Psyche.  
An expression of The Natural Trinity of Paganism.  

And yet is many layers and coils of meaning extend to Beyond. 
 

OUR MOTHER NATURA 
 
At the top of the heirachy is Mother Nature ~ LILITH rules in HELL.  
 
NATURE is the name we have given to the only real ‘monotheistic deity’ that Science has been able to postulate. Science 
is the ultimate expression of The Material Blasphemy ~ total practicality applied to the qabalistic world of Briah. 
However, whilst we can ask “What are the ways in which we ‘emotionally and directly experience this monotheistic 
deity?” and “What are the qualities of this monotheistic deity?”, Science remains the pathway by which we discovered 
the name of our monotheistic deity, and the way we come closest in understanding Her. The, the highest temple of The 
Natural Trinity is The Temple of Understanding, whose name is SCIENTIA ~ The Way of The Wizard.  

 

∞ 
The Ouroborous Glyph of SCIENTIA 

 
(Quote Newton’s First Law of Thermodynamics ~ The Original Latin will be Fun!) 

 
Energy can change forms, but it cannot leave the system. Our “universe” (?) is, like every living organism, existing in a 
state of homeostasis. Our “universe” is enclosed in a metaphorical membrane of physics.  
 
Energy can change form, but it can’t “disappear”.  
 
At The End of our universe, there will be exactly the same amount of energy as there was at The Beginning.  
 
Perpetual Motion?  

 
The World Serpent eats its own tail to feed its endless hunger. 

 

Ouroborous 
 

ETERNITY 

 

∞  
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∞ 

THE INCANTATION OF THE NOCTURNAL ROSARY 
 

We believe in One Everything under NATURA.  
We believe in Our Mother NATURA,  

Who laid The Egg of Stone named  
Planet Earth.  

 
Our Homeworld.  

 
We believe in The Cup of Life which is both Abombinable and Glorious  

The Wonder of LILITH’s Font.  
 

We believe in LOVE whose meaning we cultivate and grow  
As any and every plant we choose  

In The Garden of our Collective Soul.  
 

We Believe in The Night  
Who wraps us in Her Gentle and Terrible Embrace 

And Calls us to The Place named BEYOND. 
 

This is The Creed of LILITH. 
 

Ave LILITHA! 
Regina LILITHA! 

Hail LILITH! 
 

Thus I invoke The Forbidden Name 
 

YRAMA IMPURA 
 

In The Name of The Mother,  
The Daughter,  

& 
The Forbidden GOAT of The Wyld’s Endless Dance!   

 
NEMHA. 

 

Ψ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Natural Trinity is a Blasphemy against The Christian Trinity which is merely an expression of The Male Archetype, 
unplugged from the other two facets of the comple religious expression.    
 
The Pandemonic Trinity ~ describes each deity as an individual, by mapping the three threads of the deity’s existence. 
This arcane trinity is applied to each individual spirit of The Pantheons of The Unchristian Deities. It is, however, the 
secret of the demonic sigil, taught by the example of PAN’s own grimoire. This will make relieving easier the whole 
systems and processes of evocation, forever. A technological step. Secret.    
 
Trinities! Trinities! Everythwere Trinities!  

-o0o- 
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THE LUNAR DANCE OF THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE 

 
In the beginning, MAN created the idea that WOMAN was not competent to make important decisions.  
 
In the year 2016AD, MAN ‘most’ generously (thus far) gives WOMAN less than 5% of the existing seats of government ~ 
an important decision-making apparatus of Humanity. A Key to Human Civilization.  
 
A Key he needs to share.  
 
Consider:  
 
If MAN has complete control of the decision making apparatus, then MAN is responsible for the decisions made. 
Including Global Warming.  
 
MAN has his talents. WOMAN has hers. Both these talents exist to fulfil survival tasks, but only MAN’s talents are 
represented in human government. Is it surprising that… Our House is on Fire.  
 
Einstein pointed out that you can’t solve a problem with the same type of thinking that caused the problem.  
 
WOMAN will clean up The Mess that has been made of our civilization. But you need to…   
 
Give Mummy The Keys!  
 

▲ 

THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE  
THE 1ST PHASE: THE RISING MOON ~ THE RISE OF WOMAN 

 
This game is past the point of nonsense. Global Warming is a far more significant event than MAN understands. MAN 
will now willingly and gracefully assist WOMAN to assume the reigns of academia and industry and government and 
intelligence and banking. Thus, the 1st phase of the solution is to fully and unreserved involve WOMAN in the social 
apparatuses decision-making.  
 
MAN is civilized enough to recognize that both politeness and wisdom now dictate he open doors for WOMAN. Let this 
be a symbol.  
 
Our House is on Fire.  
 
Give Mummy The Keys!  
 
And you will do this in the understanding that she is actually going to completely take over the functioning of those 
apparatuses, for a period. MAN will retain those tasks that require his lovely Chivalry. Misogynistic governments who 
resist face active, organized female conspiracy from within and without. There is work that need to be done, or we 
won’t survive. WOMAN understands the House game. She will roll up her sleeves and fix everything.  
 
In return for handing over The Keys, WOMAN solemnly agrees that there will be no prudery, and MAN may debauch on 
fine foods and exotic intoxicants as he wills. He can begin, whilst she is cleaning up his mess. (You had a Satyr 
negotiating for you.) No more time for nonsense. Our House is on Fire.  
 
Give Mummy The Keys!  
 
And then go and debauch yourself, quietly and without disturbing anybody.  
 

▲ 
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▲ 

THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE 
THE 2ND PHASE: THE ZENITH MOON ~ THE WINGS OF WOMAN 

 
The political influence of WOMAN passes 50%, and she begins to get things done!  
 
Working together in common experience, need, and purpose, women’s influence and connectivity cuts across and 
through every political boundary. And being universally fed to the back teeth with MAN’s political nonsense, WOMAN is 
working in a far more practical and unified manner than MAN.  
 
A global problem. A global pattern of solution. And the symbol will be The Moon. WOMAN.  
 
This is WOMAN’s Work. And perhaps MAN’s first historical opportunity to discover and see that WOMAN is more than a 
pretty ornament. She is his helper and she loves him, even if he is a silly goat. MAN created this problem. Seat by seat, 
he will now willingly hand over full control of governments to WOMAN. And she will laugh in scorn if he tries to shrug 
her off with incomplete power!  
 
Our House is on Fire. No more nonsense!   
 
Give Mummy The Keys!  

▲ 

THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE  
THE 3RD PHASE: THE NEWBORN MOON ~ THE TAO OF WOMAN 

 
The Third Phase of The Butterfly Eclipse occurs when The House is cleaned and The Work is Complete! Humanity is 
safe, and human civiliation is looking very pretty, clean, and organized. That is when The Party begins! 
 
The Future must involve a paradigm where ability rather than gender (or any other factor) determines social role ~ 
either gender extreme faces the same problem of incomplete representation of natural talents and inclinations, and 
matriarchy is merely a pendulum swing on a movement toward balance.  
 
When The House is Happy, The Third Phase will begin. In a single act, like a wave of crystalization spreading over the 
globe, WOMAN will transit every government to a new paradigm of gender-equal representation. And you will never 
pretend She is incompetent again!  
 
MAN, astonished by the new beauty and dimensions of his partner sex, will discover a new closeness. She has long 
wanted him to look upon her wings!  
 
007. Bond. Jamima Bond.  

▲ 
 

By Our Mother Nature 
NATURA 

By Our Mother Earth 
GAIA 

By Our Indomintable Spirit of Life 
PAN 

So it is. So mote it be. 
 
▲ 
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∞ 
THE GRAND SATANIC ORACLE 

THE SUPREME SERPENTINE SACRAMENT OF THE DEVIL’S FORBIDDEN ART 
 

Ψ 
The spell of The Satanic Oracle is the inherent power of every witch to “defy the inertias of Fate”. 

 
The Grand Satanic Oracle is The Anti-Oracle of The Awakened. It is not an oracle, but the ability to break oracles and derail prophecies and change 
Fates! The Great Truth is that the natural (untaught) ability to defy and change Fates is a defining feature of the true wizard ~ and is a key to real 
magick. Thus, here at the beginning, I teach you the most powerful spell contained in this (and any other) grimoire of black magick.  
 
Every religion has its holy books containing the creation myth and anatomy of The God ~ The Devil leaves his holy books to the scientists to write, for 
he is quite as curious as we to learn the answers.  
 
Most religions have both a description of the beginning of the world, and a description of the end of the world ~ but The Devil offers no prophecies of 
The Future, beyond those that we who are his children will make real.  
 
PAN of Delphi is The Blasphemy against Prophecy ~ and thus is HE The Power of The Individual to CREATE Her or His own Destiny and Fate and 
Future!  
 
Let humans be free ~ and Our Fate belongs only to our own will. Thus is the work of The Witch the work of defying prophecies. O Human, be thou 
free of Gods, and free of Demons, and free of binds of Fate and Force ~ burn bright in the savage creations of Thy Unruled Will! Beautiful art thou, 
Children of Disobedience.  
 
This is The Grand Satanic Oracle that PAN gives unto his witches ~ and it is the death of every Oracle’s chains!  
 

Ψ 
Let no oracle be sacred!  
 
For example, in The Book of The Law, HORUS of The Sun tells the world that his oracle will smite anybody who ever apologies for any any reason, and 
he is also spiritually allergic to The Question WHY?  
 
Hmmmm. A guy who is suspicious and violently distrustful of people who ask too many questions, and he can’t say sorry when he’s wrong ~ he also 
believes that anybody who is compassionate must be put to death (at “dusk”, but I guess every Oracle has its hiccups). A logical religion, or are we 
hearing the same sorts of assertions of perfection that have underpinned every pointless holy war and superstition dark age in human history?  
 
So old PAN thought he would have a little laugh at the expense of tyrants everywhere, by founding his religion upon the act of asking Questions, 
affirming the wisdom of apologizing when wrong, and placing a ritual of Compassion in The Satanic Bible.  
 
Poor old HORUS! But he loves his job. And every one of my arch-demons will have an oracle and a pathway quite as savage as HORUS ~ and each is 
sealed under the mark of The BAPHOMET.  
 
The Witches of The BAPHOMET have licence to defy any and every oracle and sacred commandment in pursuit of The Great Work of LIBERATION. 
 
The Christians have their oracles, The Muslims, and The Hebrews, and The Satanists all have their oracles! Humans love being told what to do. The 
only oracles that are hard to defy are those attended by cult brainwashing. Even the silliest oracle can seem overwhelmingly powerful to a subject of 
brainwashing. We defy oracles through a ritual blasphemy of the oracle in order to define and assert our satanic will.  
 
The Temple of PAN is The Temple of LIBERATION.  
 
But The Witches of real standing are those who can defy really powerful oracles when the whole world is against them and even the gods throw their 
worst threats. This is the material of human greatness. These souls form the core of The Illuminati ~ and we will gather them unto ourselves as the 
most prized treasures. Hereby, The Illuminati itself gains power over The Fate Web. Look forward to these opportunities ~ but first, KNOW THYSELF! 
 
Therefore, you will defy Fate, and thereby honour magick ~ for our Art certainly bites!  
 

Ψ 
 
If somebody seeks to harm and oppress you you ~ Blaspheme your oppressor’s most important meanings! And if he is a disordered idiot, use Truth 
to tear apart your oppressor’s ideas. Invert your oppressor’s agendas and values and hierarchies of status. Even if your oppressor is FATE!  
 
Blaspheme your oppressor openly, if you are safe or willing to die!  
 
Blaspheme your oppressor by your own inventive new formula of apostatsism, if you must conceal your will! PAN is The Blasphemy ~ an Apostate 
Formula of Blasphemy exists and can be created (? HA! HA! HA!) to Blaspheme the ideology of ANY tyrant!  
 
The Blasphemy against Every God!  

Ψ  
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I. 
THE ETERNAL SIN 

 
“And whosoever speaketh a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him: but unto him that blasphemeth against 
the Holy Ghost it shall not be forgiven.” 

Luke 12:8-1014 
 
“Wherefore I say unto you, all manner of sins and blasphemies shall be forgiven unto men: But the blasphemy against the 
Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven unto men. And whosoever, speaketh a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven 
him. But whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it will not be forgiven him, neither in this world, neither in the world 
to come.”  

Matthew 12:31-3215 
 
“Verily, I say unto you, all sins shall be forgiven unto the sons of men, and blasphemies wherewith soever they will 
blaspheme. But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost hath never forgiveness, but is in danger of eternal 
damnation.” 

Mark 3:28-2916 
 
Quite explicit really.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE OUBLIETTE OF THE SOUL 
The word of God states that if you commit the “eternal sin” against the holy spirit you “will not be forgiven” and you “will 
never be forgiven”.  
 
And these three passages are kind enough to leave unambiguous instructions on how to commit this sin!  
 
According to The Word of God, The Eternal Sin is committed if you “speak against the holy spirit” or “blaspheme against 
the holy spirit”.  
 
Very explicit instructions.  
 
If you commit this sin, redemption is forever denied to you. According to Jesus, you have only Evil and Hell in front of 
you. No salvation. Ever. The best you can hope for is a priest who will console you by telling you that Jesus was making 
up falsehoods… again. I love it when they do that.  
 
The bible deals explicitly in uncompromising absolutes, in this matter and most others.   
 
According to Jesus and his disciples, if you commit this sin, and there is no going back.  
 
Thus did the disciple named Mark give this sin a name of its own: The “Eternal Sin”. 
 
Therefore, this particular naughty represents a portal of no return.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FORBIDDEN FORMULA OF THE ETERNAL SIN 
To commit this sin, the only thing we need to blaspheme is the holy spirit, and then the formula is complete. The bible 
confirms that we can commit this blasphemy by making a speech.  
 
So, the only question is… where are we going to find a bit of holy spirit? And that is actually one of the easiest questions 
to answer in the whole of christian theology.  

                                                        
14

(Modern translation recommended by The Catholic Church) “But he who disowns me before men will be disowned before the angels of God. And everyone who speaks a word against 
the son of man will be forgiven, but anyone who blasphemes against the holy spirit will not be forgiven.” 

Luke 12:8-10 
15

 (Modern translation recommended by The Catholic Church) “And so I tell you, people will be forgiven every sin and blasphemy. But the blasphemy against the spirit will not be 
forgiven. Anyone who speaks a word against the son of man will be forgiven, but anyone who speaks against the holy spirit will not be forgiven, either in 
this age or in the age to come.” (Note additional material on the importance of words, later in the chapter.) 

Matthew 12:31-32 
 

16
(Modern translation recommended by The Catholic Church) “Truly, I tell you, all sins and blasphemies will be forgiven for the sons of men. But whosoever blasphemes against the 

holy spirit will never be forgiven, but is guilty of an eternal sin.” 
Mark 3:28-29 
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The answer is: I. Every baptised soul who has not committed The Eternal Sin; II. Every holy symbol that is created or  
used to facilitate humans communing with God (in any of his three ‘divine persons’); III. Every holy site where three or 
more baptised souls have gathered and consecrated the place by the presence of their faith (e.g. any christian church 
that has not been deconsecrated).  
 
And IV. The purpose the holy spirit exists in potential in every human soul, and it is as intermediatry between humans 
and the other masks of God. Therefore, merely addressing the holy spirit directly is the only real component needed. 
God is omniscient, and what he knows the three know.  
 
So that is where the aspirant, can find a bit of holy spirit to ejaculate upon. But I recommend against bothering to put 
too much time into looking for a bit of holy spirit. The sin is ‘to speak a blasphemy against the holy spirit’. There is no 
mention of any need for the holy spirit to be listening.  
 
In fact, there is no need for any of the masks of God to notice that you have performed the sin. Its reason is chaos, and I 
think chaos ought be treated on its own terms – without strict need for reason. So those interested in the ‘why’ of this 
factor could probably get a fun story from The Catholic Church. I think they have a notion something akin to a cash 
register, which they may call a ‘sin register’. Apparently, every time a human sins, the ‘sin register’ records it on an 
invoice. A system for avoiding the overlooking of sins: let your imagination give it whatever shape you like. This guild 
record system is a component of the christian mind, and probably every human mind. A self-regulation system evolved 
to allow us to live among other humans.  
 
Ah, my talented apprentice. I see you are beyond guilt.  
 
Higher levels of success will use your own self-deceptions as weapons to destroy you. You cannot proceed by 
pretending your mind and being and soul are other than as they are. If you killed your mother, you would soon after 
destroy yourself through the terrible unhappiness that had torn, as a wound through your soul.  
 
The witch is strong because she understands herself and works carefully and safely within the boundries of her 
limitations. The christians and the cow herds are weak because they assume they can achieve strength they cannot, and 
they genuinely fail the instant they stop trying. And this is a description of the angles of the long vast interface between 
our two worlds in The Labyrinth Arcane.  
 
Revel in what you are.  
 
It doesn’t matter how bad or small or self-hating are you.  
 
Revel in what you are.   
 
Where concerns The Eternal Sin. 
 
God probably needn’t even pay attention. When you get to the pearly gates, he can merely flick through your invoices, 
stop to read any particularly interesting invoices (like ‘The Eternal Sin’), and then shake his head in disappointment 
before he presses the trapdoor button that sends you off to eternal damnation.   
 
Alas, for the sinner’s path!  
 
But as you stand upon that trapdoor, you may choose to look down. And if you see a satyrical blob of green chewing 
gum on the nice, clean… panel, you may smile at the thought that I chewed that gum. It is minty scented.  
 
Nevertheless, the ritual is more fun if you have a captured bit of holy spirit upon which you may practice forbidden 
naughties.   
 
If you have been baptised (“redeemed”, “saved”, etc. by whatever ritual) into christianity, you already have a bit of holy 
spirit in you. So, this game is very easy for you. You can perform the ritual without even needing a holy symbol. But, of 
course, the more blasphemies, the merrier!  
 
If you haven’t ever been baptised into a faith dedicated to The Slave God, then you haven’t got any holy spirit in you 
with whom you may “speak”. Therefore, you will have to go somewhere where the holy spirit dwells. And this means 
any christian shrine, holy place, monument, or item that is used to invoke The Christian Faith.  
 
The holy spirit is the medium between humanity and God. Therefore, every item that can be used to commune with 
God, can also be used to address the holy spirit.  
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This is the basic mechanic underpinning the magickal formula of Desecration. This is the reason God dislikes people 
desecrating his holy symbols.  
 
And so we have the entire set of components for the ritual.  
 
If you or have ever been baptised into the christian faith, you can commit The Eternal Sin merely by an act of will 
expressed through a speech.  
 
If you have not been baptised into the christian faith, you can commit The Eternal Sin by an act of will expressed 
through a speech and the intentional conscious desecration of a christian holy symbol.  
 
The content of the speech will be a blasphemy against the holy spirit. You can compose your own blasphemy, or you can 
use a blasphemy outlined in this grimoire.  
 
The composition of mind will be as a speech between two individuals ~ you will be talking to the holy spirit. The ritual 
of prayer is the christian articulation of this formula.  
 
Therefore, the sequence will begin with assumption of the prayer position, though a refusal to kneel or get up from 
your comfortable position may be used as a symbolically-expressive act, and thus a valid assumption into prayer.  
 
The aspirant will address the recipient of the conversation. You will call its attention to the conversation (assuming it 
exists).  
 

“I, Glenorchy McBride III, address the holy spirit.”  
 
Obviously, if the holy spirit is real, it would be a pretty dumb holy spirit if it doesn’t know when it is being directly 
address through a religious act. Beyond that, it hasn’t really got much choice but to pay attention. I suppose it could 
stick its finger in its ear, and pretend it didn’t hear… but that isn’t really consistent with its claims to omniscience, or 
with its role in the universe. Thus, you address the holy spirit in so direct a manner and it can’t not hear. Same with 
God. If you address him directly, he can’t not hear. According to him, he created everything, and he can’t not know 
anything. Except for that small part from which, according to him, he has withdrawn himself. Hell.  
 
By renouncing, the holy spirit you are breaking a seal on The Nihil. Thereby you are baptising your own soul in The Nihil 
through an act that will wash away all of your old ideas of behaviour, and leave you completely free to discover who you 
are. For the removal of your moral system leaves you free to discover who you really are and what is really meaningful 
to you.  
 
Which brings us to the next petal in the unfolding ritual sequence.  
 
The Blasphemy.  
 
Having called the attention of the holy spirit, the aspirant now “speaks” the blasphemy against the holy spirit.  
 

THE THIRD EVER-BLOOMING BLASPHEMY OF THE ROSE 
THE BLASPHEMY AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT 

 
“By this forbidden act of desecration,  

I, Glenorchy McBride III, renounce the promise of The Holy Spirit gift of communion with The Slave God JEHOVAH. 
Hereby, I renounce God’s Promise of Salvation. 

I declare that you, The Holy Spirit, are a loathsome, bottom-feeding, echo of God’s primitive and disordered mind. 
I scorn you and reject you and cast you out of my soul. 

And thus I invoke The Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit into your place in my soul. 
I invoke 

The ΔΑΙΜΩΝ! 

 
I invoke 

The BAPHOMET! 
 

I invoke  
The Devil!  

 
I invoke 

PAN! 
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By my will, so mote it be.”  
 

“By The Sin of Forbidden Fruit, I now expose you to my own sexual corruption.” 
 

(The Blasphemous Offering is volitized.) 
 

As I cross the threshold out of this church, so too do I cross the portal of no return.  
Thus begins my night eternal.  

 
So it is. So mote it be. 

 
If alone and using a holy symbol, the aspirant need only turn it upside down at this point. And The Blasphemy is 
complete.  
 
You will now receive your spiritual inspiration from below, instead of above. Though your ability to interpret it into 
reality remains very much an expression of the beauty of your own soul. Every which has different potentials and 
talents, and produces a different quality of work.  
 
So it is begun.  
 
This one of the essential components in The Infernal Pact. Every person who commits The Eternal Sin, receives The 
Devil as her new inner god17, and a particular demonlord as her new (if I might borrow a pun from Crowley) “holy 
guardian angel”18.  
 
Very easy.  
 
No other act is needed, though most aspirant witches will indulge in an orgy of blasphemy to leave The Holy Spirit in no 
doubt of their message. The aspirant may also choose to perform her blasphemies against God and Jesus, whilst here ~ 
thus by completing The Trinity, and collecting the whole forbidden set.  
 
Fun.  
 
If the aspirant is performing the ritual in a church, she now ceremonially burns the prayer paper, thus filling the church 
with the vapours of her sexual corruption. (Alternatively, design your own blasphemy.) And the blasphemy against the 
holy spirit is complete.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Hell is the place where God is not present.  
 
Hell has quite a few grotto openings on Planet Earth. And when you open a gateway to The Nihil you are dealing directly 
with that “emptiness”. And this is the real nature of The Eternal Sin.  
 
The idea of a Hell full of demons and punishments that goes on endlessly is silly. It is a human fantasy that exists in the 
world of human imagination. The world will change dramatically, and keep changing, humanity will change and 
metamorphose dozens of times into the future, transforming into completely new sorts of beings. Our ideas of scale will 
change dramatically, as they did when we first circumnavigated and mapped the globe, and or first began to understand 
what is above us in the sky. Perhaps the entire universe will be crowed one day.  
 
And christianity will be long dead.  
 
New, far more sophisticated paradigms of the psyche are arising. We humans are learning to consciously engineer our 
deities, the psychic lens of our own minds, and our cultural tapestries of understanding. This opens wondrous new 
potentials for the emotional and intellectual celebration of and communion with The Everything.  
 
We are aware that we are ignorant.  
 
We are aware that the game before us is a game of learning. Not a game of already knowing.  
 

                                                        
17 The ‘personal and ever-present’ deity, which psychic aspect of The Devil is described in qabalistic terms as “The DIAMON”. This is an alchemical 
meaning of Levi’s BAPHOMET glyph ~ it is a glyph of both ‘The Demon’ and (more significantly) ‘The DIAMON’.  
18 The personally-calibrated second-tier ‘ever-present’ hierarchic expression of “The DIAMON” ~ your personal relationship with the mistress or 
master of your wing of The Hierarchy, and, the guide and helper you have hired to assist you to achieve your success, happiness, and fulfilment in life. 
This being also has access to your psyche through The Daemonic Link that you have established through The Eternal Sin. 
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And we are aware that all religion is a game of already knowing.  
 
Therefore, we scorn religion. With the sharp blade of understanding we cut the limp unused phallus from Jesus Christ, 
and feed it to an electronic garbage disposal unit. The real miracle of the modern kitchen.  
 
We are free.  
 
And we will ascend.  
 

-o0o- 
 
To the christian, the holy spirit is a blessed being of love and a messenger intermediates between humanity and God. To 
me, the holy spirit is a soft, fragrant, and inviting orifice.  
 
Thus, by the magickal act of mentally reconfiguring our understanding of a meaning, we have not merely blasphemed, 
we have desecrated the holy spirit by changing what it ‘is’ in relation to our own souls, both collectively and 
individually.  
 
This potent little ritual will achieve the intention of committing The Eternal Sin. However, you can easily create your 
own ritual of Eternal Sin. And the complete formulae for The Eternal Sin are also sequenced and integrated into The 
Initiation Ritual of Witchcraft.  
 
Many fun options!  
 

-o0o- 
 

(NOTES) 
Likewise, we have stolen the jewels of the lightening bolt. And we have conducted this process with ruthless mastery.  
 
This is not the last time this ritual of genetic ascension will occur. Each time the process will be the same. A small group 
of humans with the new genetic feature, but only a mild selection of the other useful features. As yokels, that small 
group will rise, attract the attention of real wizards, who will catch the new idea in there webs and begin to weave 
fantastic mazes around it as a cacoon, and the game will begin.  
 
The objective of the game is always the same: metamorphosis.  
 
To gather up the best features of humanity into the new grail.  
 
This is a game that began in Delphi, or perhaps even before, in Atlantis. It is a game that echoes through all of the 
ancient myths of Greece. It is the game at the foundation of the civilization that came to be known as The Hellenes.  
 
Rome opened its doors to every temple of every realm and culture: but they had to play this game. Those who didn’t, got 
squashed for other reasons.  
 
The world has changed.  
 
And yet The Metamorphosis remains The Only Game in Town.   
 
You are going to consecrate your etheric soul to Lord of The Nihil.  
 
When you die, you will enter the place where there is no god. That place is unlimited in size.  
 
You can create.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Hilary of Poiters in the fourth century refers to the holy spirit as “donum in omnibus” (In everybody, there is a christmas 
present). 6 
 
In 1897, the catholic church has published an encyclical on the subject. It is entitled Dividum illud munus (“On The Holy 
Spirit”) by Pope Leo XIII.  
 
Tertullian likewise speaks of the imposition of hands as “inviting and welcoming the holy spirit.” 4 
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-o0o- 
 

ADVANCED ARCANA 
(Optional additional explorations into the nature and formulae of The Eternal Sin) 

 
THE BLASPHEMY AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT 

As with many spiritual texts, there is also a deeper esoteric meaning to the scripture verses on The Eternal Sin. And a 
useful way to begin any riddle is by understanding the meaning of its words.  
 
“The Holy Spirit” is an English term, but the bible was originally written in several ancient languages. The Old 
Testament was written in Hebrew, and Ancient Greek was the inter-cultural language of scholarship during the age of 
Jesus. Tracing the words used ought give us an indication of the biblical meaning of the term “Holy Spirit”.  
 
The New Testament, originally written in Greek, uses the word πνευμα (pneuma) for the Latin word “spiritus” which is 
the root of the English word “spirit”.    
 
The version of The Old Testament then used in Alexandria is a book called The Septuagint (i.e. “The Book of Seventy”), 
and this version is cited at least three times in The New Testament. This is a Greek translation of The Old Testament, 
and it uses the same word for “spirit” (i.e. πνευμα) that is used in the earliest editions of The New Testament.  
 

The Septuagint uses the word πνευμα as the Greek translation of the Hebrew word (ruach: רוח)… and the mystery is 
unlocked.  
 
Ruach is a qabalistic term with ancient and unambiguous uses and meanings.  
 
When used alone, this word represents one of the five components of the human soul. Specifically, the yetizahic 
component. The dreamshadow of the physical. The soul as it reflects through the ethereal plane, and into the physical.  
 
When qualified with an adjective, the word refers to an ethereal entity, or the ethereal aspect of a multi-dimensional 
entity (e.g. The Holy Spirit of God). The Hebrew people have the almost unique quality of linguistic stability through 
time. Their language today is exactly as it was several thousand years ago, apart from with the addition of new technical 
words.  
 

(Quote Shakespeare) 
 
Fun. This old bibliophilic arcana is totally consistent with the biblical passages. The role of the holy spirit is as 
intermediatry with the oddly-dimensioned worlds beyond Yetizah (i.e. if God exists, he obviously exists somewhere 
beyond This World). And a spoken act of blasphemy made with any degree of emotional force will operate directly 
upon the yetizahic level. 
 
And thus, The BAPHOMET is very easy to invoke… so easy, that even a muggle can manage the game.  
 
Indeed, the yetizahic world has been the dominion directly associated with The BAPHOMET by every dark wizard from 
Levi to LeVey. This is the alchemical meaning of the cube that sits upon the sphere in Levi’s classic diagram of The 
BAPHOMET. The Sphere represents Assiah, the material world. The cube represents Yetizah, the ethereal world. These 
are the only two worlds that directly involve three-dimensional space. Together they are referred to as ‘This World’, 
and are ruled by The BAPHOMET.  
 
And we discover that The Devil is waiting at the front door. How convenient!  
 
Thus, The Eternal Sin can be achieved by emotionally polluting the gate through a primitive expression of will. A crude 
uncomplicated act. Alternatively, The Eternal Sin can be achieved in far more graceful, eloquent, and explicit way using 
high ritual and beautiful configurations of mind. Many fun potentials!  
 
And thus, from the greatest horror known to the christian soul… we shall create Art.  
 

-o0o- 
 

A MIRROR INTO THE HUMAN SOUL 
 
Before we continue, let us examine this portal, for it is indeed, The 1st Circle of The Forbidden Circle.  
 
What is humanity’s understanding of The Eternal Sin? You have had two thousand years to debate the idea.  
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To me it merely sounds like a bunch of cavemen pompously declaring another of the primitive and disordered rules 
they want to enforce upon everybody when they get elected. However, the biblical scholars have a different opinion.  
 
Yet t’is they who have thought longest and written most on the topic of The Eternal Sin. And whilst this is not a 
suggestion that their thoughts are wises or their writings most useful, these are indications that they represent human 
thoughts on the subject.  
 

A NINE-INCH NONSENSE OF NAUGHTINESS 
 

“…he sins against the holy spirit whilst so constrained by the power of divine truth that he cannot plead ignorance, yet 
deliberately resists, and that, for the sake of resisting.”  

John Calvin, Calvin’s Institute of Christian Religion: Book III 
(Henry Beveridge Translation) 

 
“The rejection and refusing of Jesus Christ through determined malice and hatred against Christ.”  

Jacob Arminius (REF) 
 

A general trend of exchanging the biblical clarity for vagueness, and adding on a few discrete ideas from their own 
heads. And so we discover that The Protestants, naturally enough, believe that a person must first be a Protestant 
before they can be forbidden Heaven. The Catholics have long agreed on that point, but they also teach that even a 
Protestant can be forgiven The Eternal Sin by becoming a Catholic (REF Catechism - see below).  
 
Most other protestant theologians come up with more or less the same primitive intellectual gruel of drivelling 
nonsense. Not much worth mentioning, and more or less nothing new. The Methodists have a mildly interesting 
definition. 
 
“…The penalty for separation from God with no hope of return applies in scripture only in two cases – either, as in Hebrews 
6 and 10, to persons who wilfully, publicly, and explicitly reject Jesus Christ as saviour after having confessed him, of, as in 
the gospels, to those who blaspheme against the holy spirit by declaring that the works of Jesus were the works of The Evil 

One.” (Taylor, 2012) 
 

Burton-Edwards, Taylor (2012). Do United Methodists believe “once saved, always saved” or can we “lose our salvation”? 
The United Methodist Church.  

 
The first of Taylor’s definitions is obvious enough. The second definition however, is curiously suggestive of Gnostism, 
e.g.   
 

“…to those who blaspheme against The Holy Spirit by declaring that the works of Jesus were the works of The Evil One.” 
 
Every gnostic cult is unique, though fundamental to all is the belief that spiritual understanding can only be obtained by 
the individual and through direct knowledge of existence. This fundamental idea underpinning the concept of Gnosis 
encompasses the key unobtrusive beauty of the system. For this single idea is a ‘spiritual authority’ to blaspheme the 
bible at any personally desired location in the book.  
 
Eloquent. Simple. Fantastic in it potentials. A magnificent system of blasphemy.  
 
The gnostic chooses the passage he dislikes, then invokes the power of gnosis to imbue him with the authority to 
override God’s holy word, he ‘receives’ (in the form of gnosis, a type of intuitive knowledge) his new alternative to God’s 
word, and his internal worldview shifts to the new ‘preferred’ configuration. In spiritual defiance of The Word of God.  
 
If we follow the mentality of the gnostic to its logical conclusion, we discover the ultimate gnosis: that god is not only 
annoying, but he is ‘The Baddie’ of whom he has long been warning us. And The Devil is actually The God of Nature and 
Freedom of Thought (and ‘Anything else upon which The Gnostic has focused his interest and discovered to be Fun’).  
 
The Blasphemy occurs in the gnostic’s decision to place his own opinion as higher than God’s stated opinion, and yet 
this act is the only real function of The Gnosis Formula. To empower people to believe that their own will is more valid 
than God’s stated words. In addition, The Gnosis Formula also includes a suite of magick spells, mostly for accessing 
subconscious knowledge. And that is the complete gnostic system of The Blasphemy, in very basic terms. A marvellous 
creation. The Mercury Thread is a gnostic manifestation. Many a major satanic cult refers to itself as a gnostic cult.  
 
Nevertheless, I think that Taylor’s is the definition that most perceptively identifies The Blasphemy underpinning 
Gnosticism. Most of the others focus on less subtle formulae. I expect his methodists had encountered a gnostic cult at 
some point, and left with a painful memory of the event.  
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-o0o- 
 
The understanding that Nature is the only real deity of This World, and her teachings, called Sophia (“Wisdom”), can 
only be derived through direct knowledge, called Gnosis.  
 
I think Taylor has put forth the best definition. Apart from his suggestion that the sin be public, a comment which 
makes no theological or spiritual sense. Why did Taylor include it? I suspect Freud could probably offer a better 
explanation than God.  
 
Fictional films, like A Dangerous Method (REF), often make fun of Freud and his contributions. But actually, his 
contribution was to identify the fundamental nature of speech ~ people pathologically and nearly uncontrollably speak 
the truth, and are experts at not hearing each other. Freud had unlocked the overt nature of the symbol-language of the 
human psyche. Jung then applied Freud’s discoveries to the occult, whilst he was also experimenting with the 
methodical sexual exploitation of his more ‘psychically-endowed’ patients. The supporters of each have been attacking 
each other ever since, whilst having great difficulty excluding the racism agenda ~ and resulting trend of ad hominine 
reasoning has messed the process of logical understanding whereconcerns either’s scientist’s work. Primitive football 
team mentality applied to an attempt to find answers to philosophical questions ~ which answer does you team 
support?  
 
Surprisingly, more than half of most democratic societies vote using this system of moo-cow comedy.  
 
Mentalities of separateness summon the claws of The Abyss, and block genuine mental Awakening.  
 
Of course, every gnostic cult is unique, consider, for example, the above thoughts in relation to the teachings of the 
gnostic temple created by Aleister Crowley. Some day it will be as big, crazy, and authoritive as The Catholic Church, but 
it will have to work hard to be as criminally corrupt. Nevertheless, we won’t cry over that ~ I hope.  
 
I sometimes attend gnostic group ceremonies, and I only ever attend religious group ceremonies that are meaningful to 
me ~ a big compliment for this system.  
 
BUT I DIGRESS. 
 
Nevertheless, what we are seeing in these various denominational definitions, is that all of them seem confused 
by the simplicity of The Eternal Sin, and thus none of them have the sense to accept it as the bible wrote it.  
 
Every single one of them disagrees with or exaggerates and adds to the definition set out by God.  
 
Assuming God agrees with his bible.  
 
If not, he is either sadistic or impotent. 
 

-o0o- 
 

A CAN OF WORMS 
Let us now address the most interesting church teachings of the subject of The Eternal Sin. The Holy Catholic Church 
teachings.  
 
The Catholic Catechism states that there is nobody, however wicked or depraved, who may not confidently hope for 
forgiveness. And states “The gates of forgiveness should always be open to anybody who turns away from sin” (Roman 
Catholic Catechism I, 11,5).  
 
And this is the answer I found to be consistently given by catholic priests to questions on The Eternal Sin. I guess they 
are all reading from the same rule book. But obviously not The Bible. 
 
And it is a lovely example of a christian church formally and officially telling us that The Word of God is wrong.  
 
Gnositicism. It is not bad. But it is unambiguously and undefendably not Christian.  
 
In fact is is an unambiguous articulation of deceit, which may or may not entail marketing benefits for the deceiver. 
Nevertheless, it is fun to discover that The Catholic Church feels that Jesus is less wise than his catholic priests. 
Amusingly, the same holy gnositic authority could be invoked to rename “The Last Supper” to “The Banquet of 
Chestnuts” ~ and that might also have some marketing advantages for The Catholic Church? I expect somebody will 
bring a vessel of oil to lubricate any philosophical discomfort involved in the new arrangement.  
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In regard to The Eternal Sin, Jesus himself made these sacred scriptural statements that many of the holy churches 
dispute. Part of The Devil’s Spiritual Duty is to “accuse” The Christian, revealing his sin19. The significance of The Eternal 
Sin was obviously considered enough to include thrice in The Bible. And the absolute nature of these statements is 
consistent with God’s general habits toward forgiveness.  
 
The Fall from Eden. A Hell of Eternal Damnation. Killing his own son to resolve a temper tantrum.  
 
But he would like us all affirm the consistency of his honesty ~ and agree that he is a forgiving god.  
 
That god would have an ‘Eternal Sin’ is completely consistent with the rest of his character. That The Catholic Church 
would want to overlook this particularly juicy proclamation of damnation is not consistent with the rest of its character.  
 
Is somebody feeling a little guilty?  
 
Nevertheless, this situation appears to have begun the process of levering the lid off a new and fragrant visa of The 
Blasphemy… If God and Jesus says something with which Their Church does not agree, obviously, it is God and Jesus 
who are wrong?  
 
But this is perhaps not to suggest that The Church doesn’t believe in God or Jesus…? Merely, that God and Jesus aren’t 
quite as spiritually insightful as their popes?  
 
Interestingly, I find myself contemplating the writings of Thomas Aquinas on “the eternal sins” (REF)…  
 

I. Spiritual Darkness: The belief that one’s malice is greater than divine goodness.    
II. Presumption: The man who seeks power without merit, or pardon without repentance.  

III. Heresy: The rejection of God’s Truth. 
IV. Spiritual Envy: The envy of increases in the prosperity of The Church in this world. 

V. Impenitence: The intentional refusal to repent a sin. 
VI. Corruption: The habituation of a sin to the point that one no longer considers it to be a sin. 

Thomas Aquinas, Summaria Theologiae. II/II 14 1120 
 
Thomas Aquinas was a catholic theologian during an eventful period of The Church’s history. And, like The Church, he 
has also explicitly disagreed with God on the subject of The Eternal Sin. I wonder if his other writings are quite so 
marvellously… unique?  
 
So… The authority of The Catholic Church is based on a promise outlined in the bible. Yet The Catholic Church claims 
that Jesus made a few mistakes in his understanding of Sin. Sounds to me like a rather gnostic point of view. It would 
not be difficult for the church to ‘validly rediscover’ its gnostic heritage. If Mary happened to be interested in a little 
snuggle ~ what’s nine months to an immortal girl who has plenty of time and a father-husband who impregnated her 
but still honours her virginity?  
 

And when The Church let The Devil in 
Mary became full ripe pregnant with Sin! 

 
He is going to try to tell us that you are far too virtuous. Like he told Joseph. But I think that if anybody has seen his 
foreskin collection, it is either you or Jesus?  
 
After all, he is not going to clean them, himself.  
 
Or perhaps he prefers to?  
 
Gnosticism is gender-equal or unequal as you chose. Plenty of fun for every Nun! Brew your own religion Gun!  
 
Beautiful Baby, Burn your Habits!  

                                                        
19 This factor may explain the various inquisitions led by The Christians. The alternative to ‘silencing’ The Devil’s voice of insight, would be to become 
real christians ~ and that is contrary to the objective of The Slave Cult. There is, however, a third option. Let The Church itself partake of The Eternal 
Sin and become dedicated to any second-tier demon. The Devil will not accept the devotion of the church in any way that could give the church a 
single throat to cut.  
20 I have taken the liberty of giving a fun and interesting name to each of Old Tom’s Eternal Sins. The translations are in the italics. I have translated in 
a slightly more concise and impudent manner than most church scholars, but this sort of naughtiness is a habit I have. “A habituated sin” to which I 
am inextricably entwined in a jolly debauch of languid corruption. For example, where Tom says that it is very naughty “to envy an increase of divine 
grace in the material world”, I have translated this as it being very naughty to envy “an increases in the prosperity of The Church”. I expect there have 
been many people admonished for this sin. I wonder which translation was or is used by the chastising priest? Perhaps they both lead to the 
donations box? This is the only significant difference between the theological translations and the satanic translation I have included here. You decide 
if I am being presumptuous. It wouldn’t be my first eternal sin.   
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But I digress. I hope you will excuse me, and receive my words merely as the natural compliment of an old goat who 
hates to see crime in any world.  
 
When we blaspheme Mary, it’s a purely professional sort of fun.  
 
But the truth is that we are past the ultra-hidden level of the game where subtle imperceptible corruptions can be 
woven into church doctrine and then left to lushiously, painfully, foully, adulterously putrify with a fertility and sin fed 
on the sperm and blood of the depravities they inspire.  
 
Now we are at the stage of transition to a new pagan world, and we ask that every congregation of christians begin to 
question not only their own failure to conform to their caveman cult’s nonsense, but further: to question the atrocitious 
inconsistencies and violations of intelligence inherent in the christian faith. Might it not be better for every christian to 
become a gnostic ~ create her or his own belief structure?  
 
Many or most people already are gnostic, but merely unaware of the fact.  
 
At least, until they reach The Pearly Gates, and read the sign saying “If you spent your life telling people that God is 
wrong ~ go away!” 
 
To formally and officially acknowledge that a thrice confirmed word of Jesus Christ is wrong, is to formally and officially 
acknowledge that any word of Jesus Christ can be wrong.  
 
A very brave step for a church to take… particularly in light of the view expounded by its own most revered scholars.  
 
That is the real corruption unleashed by your “harmlessly” profitable or preferable little white lies.  
 
We appear to have opened a can of worms.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BOOKWORM IN THE BIBLE 
What does it mean for the spiritual authority of the christian bible when we discover that almost every christian church 
declares that the word of God is wrong on some point?  
 
What is your favourite disagreement with God? Pick a trick!  
 
Seven Days to cook a cake. Adam and Eve and a naughty Snake? Jesus for supper and witches on stakes? Sodom and 
Gomorrah and The Fiery Lake? The purpose of life is to grovel on your knees? If it makes no sense, then of your sense 
takes leave? And Jesus cries when you blasphemy? But he still won’t forgive Adam and Steve! 
 
More or less every church currently asserts that God is wrong on some point or another. This is a wonderful situation. 
My mind is alight with laughter as I dance over the possibilities inherent in this situation! Fun.  
 
So, let us apply logic to explore this important and fertile logic paradox.  
 
If the bible is the word of God, and God is as powerful as he claims, then the bible must be absolutely correct in every 
regard, or God forfeits his claim to being a God of Truth… as, directly or indirectly, he has dissembled.  
 
Therefore, if the bible is accepted as ‘incorrect’, then there are only three logical possibilities: a) The bible is not the 
word of God. b) God is not as powerful as he claims. c) God lies.  
 
This pattern of logic is inescapable.  
 
There is but one way out of that maze: collapse the spiritual authority of the bible. There is no alternative route out of 
that paradox.  
 
God claims that the bible is The Truth. This is the real spiritual claim that is undermined by the exposure of any 
falsehood in the bible.  
 
It is not relevant which verse is false. It is not relevant why the verse is false. It is not relevant who declares the 
falsehood.  
 
If any verses are false for any reason, then the paradox tears the only relevant claim made by the bible.  
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God’s claim that the bible is Truth.  
 
And, from a cultural point of view, christianity ceases to have any spiritual authority if the bible is exposed as a 
fraudulent writing.  
 
The halo is knocked from God’s head.  
 
This paradox is significant, and will be recognized by all satanists as an important focus of thought in communication.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE TRUTH PARADOX OF THE BIBLICAL BOOKWORM 
The name of this paradox can be found inscribed in a particularly distinctive and arcane circular inscription often found 
among the chaotic blasphemy scrawl of The Biblical Bookworm… whenever it munches through the word, “halo” in the 
bible, the feasting worm ejaculates a blasphemy ring onto it. And that ring always contains the words: “The Biblical 
Truth Paradox”. 
 
Thus, are the worm’s blasphemies inscribed upon the sacred halo of God.  
 
Sadly, eternal sins cannot be removed ~ for each represents a soul in HELL forever.  
 
And that ‘impressive’ level of forgiveness has implications for God’s Halo.  
 

(The Tao of The Subjective and The Objective) 
 

Figure. The Halo Glyph of The Biblical Bookworm 
 
So, what are the implication of God speaking falsehoods? 
 
In his commandments, God tells us that lies are bad. But if he has lied about other things, then he might be lieing about 
that, too. So maybe lies are good?  
 
Maybe God wants us to lie?  
 
And I think it is very suspicious that Jesus didn’t kill any witches.  
 
Maybe it was drunk people who wrote the bible? There hardly seems to be a page that isn’t inscribed with discussion of 
wine! He even keeps a cup of it by the altar.  
 
I might have made a career as an apostate, if priests were permitted to reach for the wine cup more than once in each 
ritual. But alas. The tedium of church mass. Even Jesus couldn’t live through it.  
 
What sorts of issues can the bible lie on? Aha! Here is where the partly shorn sheep plays the ‘damage control’ game. So, 
I appoint myself to help them adjust their new fig-leaf.   
 
The Story of Genesis and The Fall from Eden? Could this be a lie in the bible? 
 
Many churches agree that whatever God was doing in those seven days, it wasn’t a geology degree. Thus, it is pretty 
common at the current point in history, for churches to agree that the genesis story is nonsense and God can’t count.   
 
We are accustomed to speaking of the first book as an amusing lie.  
 
The Eternal Sin? Could this be another of the bible’s lies?  
 
Depends upon the current market economy, probably.  
 
The Resurrection?  
 
Three days, seven days, I suspect the intervening years haven’t improved God’s ability to count. But if he wants to kill 
the boy and then tell everybody that it was one of the best things he has ever done… I begin to wonder what God has 
been counting all this time.  
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If any part of the bible is shown to contains falsehoods, then its contents can no longer be accepted on the basis of their 
own claims to truth. How shall we determine truth.  
 
We might speculate that the outlandishness of each claim may correlate with the truthfulness of each claim. I call this 
The Wormy Bible Hypothesis. And it is a valid way of applying a scientific proof standard to God. As more data emerges 
over the years and decades (etc.), it will be fed into an ANOVA computation. Truthfulness is, from the christian point of 
view, obviously a categorical variable. When the sample size reaches critical mass, a p-value will be produced. And we 
will then see if there is a significant trend to biblical dishonesty.  
 
And in that final bite, The Bookworm will break through into the collective mind of Jesus, where it will swell with 
accumulated power, wrap its slimy body around its victim, and inject its eggs into the bum of Jesus Christ.  
 
The ultimate orgasm of blasphemy, forever immortalizing this marvellous little terror into human history.  
 
Fun! 
 
These are a few of the more practical implications opened by The Biblical Truth Paradox.  
 

-o0o- 
 
If God is not a supernatural being, then he is not in a position to offer anything in the afterlife. Thus, the real target of 
this question is not merely God’s spiritual authority, but God’s divinity itself.  
 
Is God Divine or merely an impotent merchant of lies and suffering?  
 
What will be implied if we discover that God did not correct his mistakes in the bible.  
 
The first implication is that we are dealing with a very unreliable god, and this has implications for any promise that 
God made.  
 
We cannot know that any promise in the bible is not a mistake that God choose not to edit.  
 
If God has the power to ensure that he is treated to the sort of respect that is his favourite conversation topic, it seems 
out of character that he would allow himself to be misrepresented by himself in his favourite publication… that ‘little’ 
book that has but one subject, even when it appears to have two.  
 
If we don’t know who created the bible, and we can see that God didn’t lift a finger to correct the mistakes in it, then we 
cannot be sure that the resurrection occurred as it was described or for the purpose it was described.  
 
In fact, the meaning of the resurrection itself is brought into question.  
 
Thou shalt not murder… consider how I could change the meaning of this sentence with the omission of but a single 
word.  
 
It is not a minor act for a religion to acknowledge that somebody has rearranged the words of its teachings… and it is no 
longer sure how they should be arranged.  
 
The meaning of the muddled teachings no longer has any value as a spiritual writing. If its meanings have been 
changed, then its writings are as likely to mislead as to guide.  
 
If The Holy Word of God is flawed, then we must ask if the bible has any relation to God? Is God a christian? Maybe he 
merely finds it amusing by watching all of the christians diving into Hell out of a misguided love for him.  
 
We can see here that this kind of spiritual paradox can be created in two ways. The Subjective Biblical Truth Paradox or 
The Objective Biblical Truth Paradox. 
 
The Subjective Biblical Truth Paradox occurs when a church subjectively asserts that “God got it wrong”. This act 
successfully removes God’s Divinity without even needing to resort to proof.  
 
The Objective Biblical Truth Paradox occurs when any single assertion of The Bible can be conclusively objectively 
shown to be wrong.  
 
By unveiling this particular spiritual paradox in The Catholic Church, I have initiated a collapse in the authority of God’s 
church. The effects of this act will be profound in their implications, yet almost unseen on the surface.  
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By unveiling this paradox in the almost unanimous christian trend of ‘modernising Jesus’, I have initiated a silent 
spiritual collapse of meaning through the entire christian world.  
 
By unveiling the manner in which this paradox may be objectively activated, I have initiated the inevitable end of 
christianity.  
 
And who would have ever guess that wild little being like me would grow to become the new owner of God’s golden 
halo.  
 
Stolen from his own horrible head!  
 
What fun.  
 

-o0o-  
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∞ 
THE OWL IN THE LABYRINTH 

 

“Who are the gods?” The hermit wondered aloud.  

 

“Who? Who? Who?” Came the echo of woodwind, softly twisting, tumbling, whooting out of the side corridor’s mouth.  

 

An arch, engraved with old geometric marking and latin inscriptions.  

 

I thought I might see who was asking, so I walked down the corridor.  

 

The corridor opened into a library. A bespectaled Owl sat upon tall column of books in the centre of the room. Tiered 

seats of worn wood Oxbridge desks. A bearded cadaver, long and gaunt, on the operating table for all to observe as The 

Owl instructed. A lecture theatre for medical students. 

 

The Owl was explaining that the cadaver probably did not die from the piercing wounds through its hands and feet, but 

probably could not have survived the spear wound to its side.  

 

The rows of students nodded and took notes. 

 

The Owl’s lesson logically deduced the time and cause of the cadaver’s death.  

 

The students filed out of the hall, confident of their new thoughts, and superior in their new knowledge.  

 

The absent-minded Owl clucked to himself, as he gathered his books, pointer, and rolls of paper diagrams…. And he 

toddled off into The Back Room.  

 

The hermit followed the unaware owl, into a whole corridor that led into The Great Library of The Labyrinth.  

 

? 
 

“O!”  

 

The Owl jumped.  

 

When he turned around and noticed the hermit. 

 

The hermit smiled.  

 

 “Are you another god?”  

 

The hermit asked The Owl. 

 

“Certainly not!” The Owl ruffled its feathers in indignation.  

 

“What are you?”  

 

“I am an animal, obviously!”  

 

“I am looking for the god who created The Labyrinth.” The hermit said.  

 

“Young man, your impertinance boarders on heresy. I have been able to think quite as long as you! In fact, if you must 

know, I am the most learned scholar in The Labyrinth. I am The Archetype Scholar.”   
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“Oh.” The hermit pondered.  

 

“Do you know who the gods are?” 

 

The old bird smiled, and looked upon the hermit with new eyes.  

 

“Nobody is The God of The Labyrinth.” 

 

The Owl watched The Hermit.  

 

“So, obviously, you need only go where there is nobody, and that is God.”  

 

The Hermit looked up at him. “But I am somebody, and I have noticed that I tend to remain in my own company.” 

 

The Owl clucked with amusement.  

 

“Exactly! Wherever you go, there you are. ” He chuckled. “So finding nobody is going to be a little difficult, isn’t it! 

Obviously, you can’t get to know The God who created The Labyrinth.” 

 

“Nobody can.” The hermit considered. “Then nobody is a Hermit, like me.” 

 

The Owl watched him, and added.  

 

“I will tell you another thing, Hermit.”  

 

With great ceremony and pomposity, The Owl then straightened himself up on his perch ~ put his nose in the air and 

closed his eyes. 

 

“Nobody wears masks in The Labyrinth.”  

 

The dusty of bespectaled Owl intoned with imperious certainty.   

 

“Why?” 

 

“That is the wrong question.” 

 

“God said that too. Which question is not wrong?” 

 

“Who?” 

 

“Who?” 

 

“Nobody” 

 

“Where?” 

 

“Here.” The owl leaned forward on his perch and whispered significantly, “Nobody is in The Labyrinth.”  

 

The hermit considered this.  

 

“Do you think Nobody is a god?” He asked.  

 

“Nobody wears masks in The Labyrinth.” The Owl replied.  

 

“Why?” The Hermit asked. 

 

“Ah! Now you’re asking the real question!” The Owl nodded wisely, and then continued….  
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“Because Nothing is here!” 

 

With that pronouncement, The Owl folded up its wings, put its nose in the air, and proceed to go to sleep.  

 

? 
 

The hermit pondered this, and then asked.  

 

“If Nobody is in The Labyrinth, to whom have I been talking?” 

 

“Confusticate hermits and their hungry sphinxes!” The Owl, puffed and ruffled its bottom down into its perch – then it 

suddenly stopped!  

 

One owlish eye opened and gazed down at the purple and red striped cheshire sphinx cat sitting neatly at the hermit’s 

side. 

 

It was gazing up at the owl – it almost looked like it was smiling at some secret joke as it watched the owl with glittering 

eyes.  

 

The sphinx licked its lips.  

 

The owl squawked, launched itself from its perch, and bounced off down the library corridor in a cloud of feathers!  

 

The sphinx looked up at the hermit, and purred adorably.  

 

“If Nobody is in The Labyrinth,” The Hermit said, “Have been talking to Nobody since I awoke here?”  

 

The sphinx tilted her head and purred. 

 

“I am sure I was talking somebody.” The hermit wondered.  

 

“Am I alone here?”  

 

The hermit noticed that there was a corridor behind the sphinx.  

 

It was not there when he had arrived in the library. 

 

? 
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II. 
THE IMMORTAL SOUL 

 
(Quote from The Bible) 

 
What is a soul, but the contents of its thoughts?  
 
What is lost, when the soul is ‘sold’? 
 
Who can own a soul?  
 
What information have we on the selling of living conscious people?  
 

(The Oxford Dictionary Definition of the word “Soul”) 
 
There are many definitions and interpretations of the word, soul. In reality, these definitions are aspirational 
descriptions of what we expect the soul to be. Or not to be. But these are commonly not descriptions rooted in clear 
observation of the thing being described.  
 
Every culture or every race of every land of humans independently generates and sustains fundamental meaning 
systems for interpreting The Everything in which they live. And most of these include the idea of gods and the soul. The 
cultures of The Nihil are the ‘sole’ exception.  
 
Science.  
 
This entire worldview raises children to have inherently renounced the benefits of the afterlife, in order to plunge their 
full energies into success in this world. Unbound by religious rules, humanity is free to dream. And thus, this culture’s 
technology and understanding blooms. A garden cultivated from The Nothing.  
 
The concept of The Soul correlates with all but the most hidden or the most recent cultures of our species. And yet 
these nihilistic cultures have been among the most resilliant in history, and the members of these cultures have been 
responsible for much growth of human knowledge and understanding.   
 
When discussing the soul, we find that we have reached a strange point: no direct observational data exists, but people 
are talking about themselves, and they are obviously describing something.  
 
The Ancient Greeks had many schools of philosophical thought, and each had a definition of the soul.  
 
I find the idea taught or explored in Psyche’s temple to be very strange and exceptional. This is the idea that The 
Complete Psyche of the individual is The Soul.  
 
Thus, not a part but The Whole.  
 
I contemplate these ideas as I think of the components of my own mind, the alchemy of genetics and experience shaping 
the mental muscles and temperament merging together to produce meaning, configured into patterns of thought and 
understanding.  
 
The End Product.  
 
Meaning.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Building sand castles so that we can stamp on them gleefully.  
 
The Everything and The Nothing is a single thing that eats itself in cycles of expansion and contraction.  
 
Nothing means anything in The End.  
 
What is The Meaning of Life?  
 

-o0o- 
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What is in your “soul”?  
 
If I want to value it, what can I list that can be valued?  
 
What yardstick or yardsticks shall I use to value it, and why are the values these measure valuable?   
 
A value is relative.  
 
What is the value of the prize The Devil asks of me?  
 

-o0o- 
 
What is the value of ME?  
 
This is the question that is being asked of me when I am offered a blank cheque for a commondity that I don’t 
understand.  
 
The commodity is ME.  
 
What value will I place upon my existence?  
 

-o0o- 
 
There is a single catch clause…. I must be realistic.  
 

-o0o- 
 

I think that is the first part of the equation.  
 
The second part of the equation is ~ what does it mean to transfer ownership of ME to somebody outside of ME?  
 
Are demons outsides of humans?  
 
The transfer of ownership takes place upon death. Therefore, some form of “life after death” may be implied in the 
price, if a deal with an evil spirit is made. In ancient nights, before cities, the cyclic emotional/social turbulences of the 
tribes around Delphi would regularly squeeze out the occasional tribal human who had become full with deep 
psychotic need, born of rage or lust or curiosity ~ the individual would brave the walk to The Forbidden Cave, and 
there agree to pledge his soul to PAN, in exchange for The Dark God’s help.  
 
To fulfil that dark and terrible need.  
 
It was believed that after death, these individuals did not enter the ordinary route take by others.  
 
Instead, PAN was waiting for them.  
 
They went to live in his cave and serve him.  
 
PAN was a slaver of souls.  
 
And he became skilled in every magick of bindings.  
 
In all of humanity’s dreams, no being knows more about pacts and bindings than old PAN.  
 
And that means that there are probably few who are as skilled at escaping them.  
 
Poor old God, caught in the coils of Sin.  
 
But which way is up in this upside-down world?  
 

-o0o- 
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Luckily, the Christians did a human sacrifice ritual in order to help us all understand this particular mystery. They have 
absolute knowledge and absolute authority where concerns telling us all how the soul functions. And that is good to 
know, because witches are very curious.  
 
And we love playing dress-ups!  
 

-o0o- 
 

 

TERRIBLE POSSIBILITIES? 
 
I think they are going to try to turn me into a Pattern Spider in the distant future. A big one. I can already hear their thoughts in the undertones of 
their conversation. They think my creative ability would make a marvellous, possibly one of the most marvellous, Pattern Spiders. That is really sad 
and terrifying. And typical of them. But I expect I will manage to slip out of their grasp ~ demonstrate the advantages of an alternative path.  
 
And I expect they are merely inspiring me to produce more, more quickly. They are usually more diplomatic. I think they are for real, and I am merely 
getting better at hearing them. Perhaps I am actually talking to myself, again?  
 
My pact states that I will become a Screech Owl demon under the hierarchy of PHENEX ~ and my office and task shall be Understanding and Secrets. I 
will continue on My Quest. Many of The Screech Owls have a spider form. But Pattern Spiders are builders, not questers.  
 
The good part is that Pattern Spiders are multi-gender, potentially self-generating creatures, each of whom has a wildly intrusive penis, a lovely deep 
vagina, and a fantastic magickal ovipositor. And I have a writ giving me certain revenge upon every being I HATE. I will be free to torture any formerly 
human soul who enters Hell, if I HATE it. Fun! Nevertheless, my Quest is more important that any of these things, and The BAPHOMET 
promised/pacted that I would have no task beyond my Quest, and no being of The Hells would be permitted to interfere with me. He said that he is 
also curious to understand The Everything.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 
THE CHRISTIAN PARADIGM OF THE SOUL’S JOURNEY 

The Church fails to offer a definitive answer to the question: What is a Soul? Instead, church scholars fill thousands of 
books listing and debating the meaning of the biblical references on the subject. The appropriate scholar for the satanic 
literature review of the Christian theological scholar will be our apostate priests. Many will attempt this task, in many 
different ways, over many different centuries, a few classics will arise. And despite the pompous fun to be had flying the 
jolly roger and sailing off on that archive, he we can only rely on the classics. And that means the bible.   
 
According to absolute truth of The Church, The Devil ought understand exactly what constitutes a ‘soul’. He has plenty 
of them with whom to experiment, and no ethics-clearance forms to fill out. It must be meaningful that he is not 
talking…? But he remains silent on that question, even when faced with really wonderful sorts of pacts. I imagine he is 
imagining how he will enjoy that very lovely new treat. If I must wait, so must he.  
 
It appears to me that the way the game works is that the bible provides the definitive, absolute statements. The 
Churches then have a certain amount of freedom to interpret and embellish upon (but not change?), divine statements.  
 
To what degree do the various churches have the power to embellish?  
 
I expect in future we may desire a definitive answer. But until then, I think we could leave that answer in Limbo.  
 
It is an entire plane of existence.  
 
Who does the embellishing and interpreting of the bible’s absolute and definitive statements?  
 
As it is all guesswork anyway, it is an odd question. But, nevertheless, as this is a question of doctrine, the doctrinal 
answer can be found in doctrine, both christian and satanic.  
 
The Church places the spiritual power to interpret and embellish upon doctrine in the hands of hierarchic authority. By 
the magick of gnosticism, The Satanic Temple places the power in the hands of the individual… Certainly, religion is an 
evolved human need without which humans go nuts. But that is not an argument for taking religion seriously. Religion 
is your imagination game. Make of it whatever leads you and our species to true wisdom and perfect happiness.  
 
The Sommon Bonnom? of the alchemists is not claimed without the awakening of creativity!  
 
And you will need some foundations to get started on the work of building your own soul.  
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As I am The BAPHOMET’s third Arch-Wizard of The New Aeon, I expect I ought make some appropriately profound and 
enigmatically mirrorsome comments on the subject. Perhaps create a new plane of existence or two.  
 
I am an individual and witch, so I am fully qualified. And I am quite completely capable of the task, too, which is always 
helpful.  
 
I imagine we will have lots of fun in our new plane of existence.  
 
Now, let’s see if we can answer some of these questions.   
 
Can a soul be owned?  
 
Very easily answered. And a much more concise answer than the thousands of books by dusty Christian scholars 
debating this question in blind confusion whilst the answer has been in front of their noses all along.  
 
God and Jesus both use the second person personal pronoun of ownership when referring to the human soul.  
 
Therefore, God does not own your soul. You own your soul.  
 
Can the soul be sold?  
 
Collection of payment occurs at death (i.e. you can’t go to Hell before then, unless you are either an idiot, or a very 
clever wizard). The bible tells us that the soul can go either up or down (e.g. heaven or hell), and the fruits of human 
choice are the determinate.  
 
Therefore, bribery is valid from a mechanical point of view. It can function to sway the decision. The biblical parable of 
Jesus Christ’s Temptation in The Desert affirms that bribery and indeed, the explicit infernal pact is spiritually valid.  
 
However, there is a deeper dimension.  
 

WHO OWNS THE SOULS IN HELL? 
A “CHRISTIAN” QUESTION FOR HUMANITY TO DEBATE 

 
Obvisouly, The Devil completely and personally owns any souls he validly buys, through an infernal pact….  
 
But there is no biblical suggestion that The Devil is the strict owner of souls that go to Hell. The question of who owns 
those souls, and under what terms they are owned, remains to be debated.  
 
There are several dimensions to this debate.  
 
For example, God’s claim to The Dishonest Trinity (“The Three Big Lies” i.e. Omniscience, Omnipresence, Omnipotence) 
has not held up in practice. If a single “erroneous fact” exists in the bible, then God’s claim to perfection is disproved ~ 
and no statement of the bible can be accepted as perfect. For if creator deities or a deity exists, they are not the entity 
articulated and described by The Christian Bible. On this logic, it is argued that God is but a poltergeist (or figment of the 
human imagination articulated as a spirit) encountered by Abraham in the Caanite deserts of The Ancient World, and 
with whom he made a formal Pact which his tribe has been ritually honouring, ever since.  
 
Whilst the bible talks much of handing souls over to The Devil, it also describes many other occasions of hand-overs that 
are not correlated with ownership. Lot handing over his daughters to a crowd in order to prove himself a worthy host. 
Obviously, he wasn’t going to let them keep his daughters. And I can’t help seeing the parallel  in God handing the “less 
worshipful” souls over to HELL.  
 
Many or most of the souls God hands over to The Devil for torture are, like Lot’s daughters, relatively innocent chattle 
(e.g. the non-christian souls) that have been given a different spiritual status to various other sorts of chattle (e.g. the 
christian souls). Whilst the spiritual status that God applies to women and heretical thinkers carries the stated 
implication of moral inferiority, there is actually no real correlation of moral worth between woman and men, or non-
christians and christians. Entry to heaven is by membership in the religious club, and has nothing to do with moral 
value.  
 
In fact, it is worth noting that the christian has an easy ritual for disolving his guilt and discomforted conscience 
without the requisite of making any kind of restitution to those harmed by his guilt induing actions. The non-christian 
must address the matter logically and responsibly ~ a fact which suggests that moral behaviour is more likely to 
correlate with the non-christian then the christian. This logical hypothesis may perhaps be seen in the dramatic 
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difference in social conditions juxtaposed by “The Dark Ages” of Christianity only theocratic dominion and “The Age of 
Reason” that immediately unfolded in into creative bloom when christianity became displaced by non-religious 
materialism.  
 
Voltaire, Khyamm, and Darwin would be proud.   
 
Further evidence of this correlation may be found the pattern arrangements themselves.  
 
For example, non-religious materialism is not a “fixed and absolute” paradigm, but rather a continuous state of change, 
learning, discovery, problem-solving, and growth.  
 
Thus, problems in the tapestry of ideas can be fixed.  
 
This is not true of Christianity’s rigid, intolerant, unchangeable, fixed collection of absolute ideas to define perception, 
interpretation, thought, and behatiour.  
 
Flaws in the original tapestry of ideas called Christianity cannot be fixed or changed in any way ~ except by acts of 
deceit that paradoxically rituals affirming the non-existence of God. 
 
The word of God is absolute, and cannot be changed.  
 
Every church has recognized flaws in the orginal tapestry of ideas, and thus has its own pet suite of rituals it uses to 
“claim God was wrong without drawing attention to the claim”, e.g. The Catholic Church believes a coin to fill the 
collection plate is worth more than spiritual honesty, and they claim Jesus was not teeling the truth when he discussed 
of The Eternal Sin The Christian Scientist feel that they must make a few conscessions to Science when deciding in 
which verses God is wrong, and how to twist and squash meanings to fit that square peg into Mother Nature’s round 
and welcoming hole.  
 
But ultimately, the implication of God having “made mistakes” in his bible is that he loses the ability to assert his claim 
to  
“all-powerfulness” ~ every facet of that particularly pompous paradigm’s geometry.  
 
His claim to perfection, in all of its forms, collapse ~ can no longer be acknowledged.  
 
It was actually tested by scientific method, and it did fail.  
 
And thus, God must navigate this debate without invoking the “I’m God, and I can do what I want because I created you 
and I am all-powerful, and fuck morality and the rest of the psycho-sexual slave chains that are only for mortals (etc.)” line 
of argument.  
 
There is no evidence to suggest that God created us, and there is less evidence to suggest that he is Perfect Power.  
 
Therefore, if he can invoke the “Omniscience, Omnipresence, Omnipotence” premise under these conditions, then The 
Infernal Trinity of The Devil ~ who is  

∴ 
NATURA                             GAIA                                      PAN 

           MOTHER NATURE                 MOTHER EARTH             THE EXPERIENCE OF LIFE 
 
Also fulfils the conditions for making the claim to The Big Three. 
 
It may also be observed that, as a trinity of Nature deities who have produced both a real solution to global warming 
and political oppression and doctrinal absolutism, there is far more evidence to support The Infernal Trinity’s claim to 
“Omniscience, Omnipresence, Omnipotence” 
 
But if, as christianity’s political lobby claims, humans didn’t create global warming, perhaps it was caused by all of God’s 
hot air ~ a hypothesis based upon the premise that he is “all-powerful”.  
 
And so we return to the questions of “Who owns the souls in Hell?”, and now we will addess the questions in a manner 
that forces God to justify any claims to ownership that he makes.  
 
After all, the majority of souls in Hell, are the souls of humans who refused to accept God’s “covenant” and join God’s 
club. 
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In light of God’s greediness where forbidden fruit and human devotion are concerned, we might expect his hitherto 
uncommunicative ambiguity on this matter of ownership to be meaningful.  
 
However, I think the answer is not found in the actions of God. It is to be found in the actions of The Devil.   
 
If he could resolve the question of ownership in his own favour or against God’s claims, he could do what he wanted 
with them. Including… let them all go.  
 
It really is the single act that would most effectively undermine the entire religious tyranny of God.  
 
Why join God if Hell has been transformed into a voluntary amusement park, of which you can come and go as you 
choose, or become an permanent employee by selling your soul? 
 
After all, who cares about God, if the souls are not owned by God, then The Devil declares they are free to leave Hell 
whenever they want? If this is not so, then God would have no reason to built Hell… there were plenty of other options? 
God understands the game of intimidation, fear, and terrorism. Though his use of it is caveman-crude.  
 
Therefore, God may have no direct ownership of the souls in Hell. The Devil may have no direct ownership of the souls 
in Hell. Perhaps he merely attends to their punishments. Is he given the power to choose those punishments?  
 

WHO DEFINES THE PUNISHMENTS OF SOULS IN HELL? 
A SECOND “CHRISTIAN” QUESTION FOR HUMANITY TO DEBATE 

 
“To die in mortal sin without repenting and accepting God’s merciful love means remaining separated from him for 

ever by our own free choice. This state of definitive self-exclusion from communication with God and the blessed is 

called “hell.”” 

Catechism of The Catholic Church 1033 (1997) Promulgated by Pope John Paul II 
 
Thus, it becomes relevant to ask who chooses those punishments? 
 
Are there biblical references? For if there is no direct biblical reference, then we are certainly not interested in the 
disorder thought and unsupported claims of the christians.  
 
Christian tradition indicates that it is managed by the demons, who are left to their creative imagination.  
 
God can’t perform the act of torure personally, and biblical teachings assert that he delegates. God’s psychology is 
rooted in the idea of angel hierarchies, each angel is specific to a task. Collectively, the angelic hierarchies (Celestial and 
Blasphemous) run the universe. This layered pattern of decision-making is consistent back to the earliest writings on 
God.  
 
This observation suggests that he delegates. We consult the hierarchies to see if there is an angel, either higher or 
lower, who might be interpreted as suitable to the task. And there is.  
 
The angel’s qabalistic truename is SAMAEL the Black.  
 
However, it must be asked ~ If Hell is defined as “the absence of God” (another paradox in The Big Three Holy Lies), then 
how can God know if The Devil is enacting appropriate punishments even if God defines those punishments.  
 
The meaning of the word “devil” is “an angel who refuses to obey God” ~ The Devil is the greatest of The Angels.  
 
There aren’t any angels powerful enough to force The Devil to do anything (and how much more so, in “the absence of 
God”) ~ the entire meaning of the world is based upon this idea, according to The Christian Mythos.  
 
Thus, once we determine who decides the punishments of the souls of each human who refused to sell her or his soul to 
God, me must ask ourselves if God’s opinion or beliefs on what happens in Hell is valid or even relevant?    
 
Hell is The Devil’s Kingdom.  
 
And more than any other quality, The Devil is famous for doing exactly what he wants to do!  
 

-o0o- 
 
This who defines the tortures of souls in Hell?  
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When I went to Hell, I could see that The Devil and his demons ran the show. So I asked this question to a demon.  
 
“An Ambiguity.” I was told, each time I asked the question. The Overlooked 
 
I was not told which Ambiguity. So I decided to look on my own. Then I noticed that is was An Obvious Ambiguity who 
had tied a convenient knot in several particularly significant lines of the drear21, making it much more fun.  
 
Thus, I will describe The Ambiguity.  
 
It matters little what opinion God holds on this problem, for three reasons: The Definition of Hell is the Absence of God, 
and thus even the sight of God cannot be present, for that is part of him. The Devil is defined by the fact that he disobeys 
God. Therefore, who cares what God suggests as punishments. PAN and His demons are free in Hell.  
 
Thus, we may assume a culture of torture devices that pre-dates the systematic liberation process. Beyond that, the 
demons have moved far beyond that.  
 
Anything which can be turned into a tradeable commoditity, has been. Hell has moved far beyond being a cave. Hell is 
the greatest pod-city complex in all of the worlds.  
 
Dear little Jules Verne tasted only the tip of the tentacle when dived his body of imagination into his Journey to The 
Centre of The Earth. 
 
And since The BAPHOMET recognized that we are all created by humans, the long-term plans have shifted slightly.  
 
Anybody of significant use has been raised to appropriate status.   
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ALCHEMICAL MYSTERY OF THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE 
 

We awake from birth into a world.  
 
We find our feet ~ we learn that cannibalism and human sacrifice and susperstition are wrong.  
 
We achieve stability ~ then we notice that the whole of our society is switching off its brain and filing into a cult brain-
washing sanctum, there to revere “the only good human sacrifice” and then engage in ritualized symbolic canabalism, 
whilst declaring the doctrine that it is better to be obedient to God than it is to be morally good, (though being morally 
good is also considered commendable, provided the individual is a cult member or performing the act in the name of 
the cult).  
 
And the world is upside down.  
 

-o0o- 
 
SeNSIble intELLigent HUmans were obviously faced with this reality almost immediately the cult achieved theocratic 
empire status ~ and the intellectual works of dismantling it began.  
 
In The Macrocosm. 
 
And we see the same trend in The Microcosm. 
 
The Macrocosm is a term used by hermetic wizards to mean “The World outside of The Human (etc.) Head”.  
 
The Microcosm is a term used by hermetic wizards to mean “The World inside of The Human (etc.) Head”.  
 
As the individual awakens from birth, she sees the paradoxical features in the ideology of her environmentment, and 
her need for understanding demands more of her.  
 
And so we see a carven figure of PAN the Piper among the figures of the great scientists and thinkers of The Age of 
Reason.  
 
We see the same scientific inspiration in the “satanic” writing of The Avalonian Poets of The Romantic Movement.  

                                                        
21 Anything that is dreary is “The Drear”. 
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LIBERTY.  
 
The intelligent individual generally develops an interest in The Dark Arts as a rebellion against Christianity’s nonsense.  
 
When the individual begins engaging in blasphemously confrontational rock’n’roll music, forbidden literature filled 
with fantastic explosions of ideas, and freedom from chastity and anti-intoxication purities ~ and collectively, these 
form a powerful, mind-opening experience.  
 
The Awakening.   
 
And yet it is a process of death and change ~ the dissolution of old established patterns of the mind’s own internal 
reality. A liberation from the restrictions if these are seen as brainwashing, or a shocking psychological trauma, if one 
had happier memories of childhood and identity. Either way, a psychic transformation achieved entirely through the 
dissolution of boundries within the human psyche.  
 
The bonds on psyche are untied.  
 
This is a dangerous moment, for she can be tempted to do nearly anything in this initial and niave unbound state, if the 
ideas are presented with appropriate eloquence and understanding of her nature.  
 
Every individual needs to be aware that The Black Dragon is a fantastic and important psychological process ~ but you 
are vulnerable to suggestion and puppetry during the initial stages of the transformation.  
 
Until you have learned to understand yourself enough that you can “ride the beast within”.  
 
For these reasons and others, PAN has created The Awakening Ritual in a context that favours The Solitary Practicioner.  
 
As a Solitary Practicioner, you can facilitate your own transformation, without other humans even knowing that you are 
a witch in the process of Awakening. This gives you great freedom to have fun in a safe way, with full control. This also 
allows you to develop arelationship with PAN, guided only by your own inclinations, and uncrowded by the ideas that 
are common in your region.   
 
Among the biggest problem demons have is showing up in a person’s life, then being told they are not materializing or 
behaving the ways demons “are supposed to”, and thus being ignored ~ loads of occultists miss out on fun for that 
reason.  
 
Indoctrination.  
 
The Black Dragon is a process of transcending mental limitations and breaking free of conformity ~ a cacoon that 
begins with the ritual and climaxes (often months or years later) with psychological liberation and the opening of the 
individual’s magickal wings, whatever they may be.  
 
The entire materium putrifies in the blasphemously unholy process.  
 
And then from within bursts forth a luminescence of brilliant scintillating colours ~ The Peacock’s Tail.  
 
The full spectrum is passed through as a symphony of light.  
 
Then The Egg undergoes the final series of tranformations in its creation process.  
 
It will cool to a deep red state.  
 
This stone has many magickal properties.  
 

-o0o- 
 
But ultimately it is a mystery hidden as an alchemical analogy told as a tale ~ the cypher of a chemical formula.  
 
What are its meanings?  
 
The person or people who invented The Philosopher’s Stone (i.e. if it is not human where does it come from ~ and which 
hypothesis can we justify testing first?) imagined nefariously that it would be nice to have free wealth and to live 
forever.  
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He then imagined a symbol for these objectives ~ and created a tale to shroud the mystery of the symbol.  
 
A stone created by the potions and experiments of wizards to create free wealth and immortality.  
 
Fun.  
 
Do you think the humans are going to like the idea of this particular spell?  
 
It went wild.  
 
Spread over the whole of The Earth.  
 
The idea grew in many different gardens, like a plant.  
 
The Philosopher’s Stone.  
 
A Living Myth of Humanity’s Scientific Aspirations.  
 
What you hope for from Science.  
 
This is the meaning of The Philospher’s Stone.  
 
It is an old myth and quiet as popular among occulists as among everybody else. The main formulae of the story is 
consistent in every manuscript ~ how to turn create the stone which can turn lead into gold. A scary prospect.  
 
Instead of presenting a new “definitive” outline of the process, with symbols configured to suit my personal point of 
view, this essay will explore The Myth of The Philosopher’s Stone. I have no idea if I will introduce my personalnonsense 
into this exploration? I intend to find The Truth and arrive at the bloom of understanding.  
 
Thus a person who has read this essay will be able to begin a personal research into the subject with and overview of 
the underlying patterns and an understanding of the many different ways they might be used ~ rather than an 
unwitting victim of their use.  
 
The act of sharing understanding is frightening to the small-minded, who hide in cults and reduce the collective act of 
learning to a selfish act that limits the collective development of understanding.  
 
I think when it comes to the foundation, I love LIBERTY better than any race ~ and the people who love LIBERTY have 
gathered and are beginning to constitute a new people.  
 
Most of The Hellenic Kingdoms have pledged to LIBERTY. 
 

-o0o- 
 
 
  
 
 
This process is called The Black Dragon. The hermetically sealed ambelic contain a silver white material. A bloom of 
black purtridity erupts through the materium ~ and this must be encouraged and facilitated. The blackness will spread 
through the entire materium, eating it up, as the maw of the abyss. The Black Dragon.  
 
    
 
 
 
The traditions of Satanism also hold darker ritual connotations, often hidden in the most obscure and innocent 
sounding sub-rites of Freemasonry through The 1600’s and 1700’s ~ the heyday of The European Aristocratic Secret 
Societies. During the later part of The 1800’s, Freemasonry became exceptionally active in Britain, and a series of 
strange and fantastic occult societies were spawned.   
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Intellectual developed scientific knowledge or challenged the theological “knowledge”, in little ways or big ~ and the 
erosiove force acting upon The Rock reached the first cracking point at the breaking of Mary’s Chasitity Belt. 
Constantinople. The poor girl has never been the same since.  
 
That act (and many others) initiated The Renannsaince.  
 
PAN and The Pagan World had returned.  
 
Science became our main line of inquiry into The Question of The Everything and Us.  
 
And thus was birthed The Modern World.  
 
We are standing at The Birth of The Space Age….  
 
There are many other levels to The Consciousness that we name “ourselves”.  
 
PAN and The Other Deities of The Human Imagination would like to introduce themselves.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BLASPHEMOUS GAME OF LIBERATION 
Many of the souls come to Hell to face eternal damnation. The ‘good’ part is that there is a loophole.  
 
The Devil has the authority to choose their punishment, because he would disobey God even if God tried to tell him to 
stop. The rules of this commandment are that the punishments must fit the crimes. Interpreting that commandment is 
his own discretion.  
 
Therefore, it seemed to The BAPHOMET and I that the most sensible punishment to issue, in a single act, to every soul 
in Hell is this:  
 

Each must take complete responsibility for every facet of everything she or he has ever been. 
 
Effective immediately.  
 
This means that every soul in Hell is exactly where it was prior to the announcement of the commandment, but each 
now owns her or his own soul.  
 
The Devil indeed possesses The Keys to The Gates of Matter, and thus reincarnation. But could not free the dammed 
souls from Hell because he did not own them.  
 
In Hell, there are the souls of humans who were valuable to their world, and there are the souls of humans who were 
not.  
 
And there is the third category of humans who were sensible enough to accept The Devil’s pact – they go to become 
minor demons, hence this current subject is of no personal importance to them. 
 
The Devil now makes an offer to each ‘eternally dammed soul’ of the ‘you were valuable to your world’ category.  
 
The Devil, who alone holds the keys to Hell, offers to buy your soul… each and all of you. In exchange for your soul, he 
will pay you each a single sexual encounter orchestrated by a demon of his hierarchy.  
 
These encounters will collectively be recorded in history as The Unholy Revels of The Great Liberation. The Demons will 
be paying a lot for the honour of orchestrating a liberation revel, and so you can expect them to be loads of fun. You can 
also expect them to be recorded virtually for the entertainment of future generations. I’m afraid that is part of the 
contract.  
 
Souls bought after they have become residents of HELL, haven’t got the same powers as those who were witches and 
sorcerers who sold their souls during life ~ in particular, the power to move freely to and from The Material World. 
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However, there is an upside to the whole bargain, before signing the first contract, you can sign the second contract… 
which won’t come into effect until you have passed through the gates of Hell and are outside of Hell. This second 
contract is also a pact of soul ownership: The Devil is offering to sell your souls back to you at the price of a kiss.  
 
I expect you can guess where he would like to receive that kiss.  
 
They seek him here! They seek him there!  
 
Then your free. You own your own soul. You may go and find a body in which to reincarnate ~ there will be a system to 
assist you. And in your coming life you may expect to be tempted!  
 
She would like you come and join The Grand Sabbat. But you will only be useful if you actually want to come. And so 
The Devil will unroll before each of you a lifetime that will be as an adventure. This book will come unto your hand, and 
you will begin a journey.  
 
If you accept, he will send you back into incarnation again and again in his service. If you refuse, he will leave you in 
Hell until the game is over, if you have caused him any problems. And he will generally always give you another chance 
if you have avoided politics, and pushed for a non-religious world-view.  
 
The game has to be fun.  
 
Human. You are beautiful.  
 
And we will have great fun creating the planet’s first scientific religion that is run by a deity who is aware that he is 
really an ancient and powerful figment of the human imagination.  
 
The Witches’ Sabbat will be great fun. And after death, there will be as many options as humans can dream.  
  
We will build, both in the material world, and in Fantasia.  
 

-o0o- 
 
(NOTE) 
 
Humans are allowed to sell their souls to The Devil.  
 
Even after they are dead.  
 
“Every single person who engages in religion is total and dangerously crazy. The root of this danger is the fact that they 
believe that they are absolutely sane and becoming saner with each step deeper into the personal religious psychosis. 
And thus, with each step, they become less capable of assuming personal responsibility for their actions. Even when the 
programmed circuit is telling them to run off the edge of a cliff.” 
 
God is a sadist who has arranged the system so that he himself is busy thinking up trillions of extreme new 
punishments for trillions of souls, continuously, for the rest of eternity.  
 
I have made the philosophical decision to consecrate my being and soul to Liberty. This is a choice, and my 
understanding of Liberty differs from that of the other humans. My primary objection to slavery is the fact that I don’t 
want to be one.  
 
But alas, whilst The Church can indeed tell us the how of soul-selling and the post-death choirboys and trumpets party 
in the sky, they can’t tell us what a soul is. But they have invested countless generations of resources to produce a 
Titanic load of really boring books on the subject. I suggest that these books could be effectively condensed. If you are 
really interested in God’s point of view on the ‘what’ of souls, I recommend beginning with St Augustine, and then go 
and talk to your local Jesuit priest.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE UNHOLY ARCANA OF SORCERY 
There are several established ways by which a demon can assume a materialized dream form for the purpose of serving 
the human.  
 
The Ceremony of Witchcraft was given down from dark tradition, and is greatly feared by The Church. In this ceremony, 
the human commits The Unforgivable Sin, thereby wilfully opening a gate to The Nihil. The human then pledges herself 
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by Pan’s Pact – her devotion, life, and soul, in exchange for fulfilment of her animal desires, and the secret of magick. 
You can perform this ritual standing in your bathroom with no other items but a few artist symbols of will that you 
have made yourself, and a few items to desecrate that you can pick up at the local church. With the pact sealed, the 
demon then teaches the witch how to facilitate its materialization through later supplementary magickal rituals. That 
ceremony is addressed in other books by hundreds of other scholars. The magician who receives initiation through this 
ritual is called a Witch.  
 
The Ceremony of Conjuration is, however, the focus of this book: The Evocation of The Devil for the purpose of 
negotiating a pact. The Ceremony of Conjuration does not require the sorcerer to like or worship The Devil; the sorcerer 
can also bargain for exact terms; and the materialization process is completed fully, powerfully, and with sculptured 
beauty from the very outset of the sorcerer’s career. The Ceremony of Witchcraft offers no opportunity to bargain for 
exact terms, and it also requires that one be genuinely and religiously devoted to The Devil. Thus, conjuration involves 
a more complex and demanding ceremony, but the advantages it offers are significant. And it is loads of fun.  
 
Thus, several established escape routes exist, by which the demons can leave Hell. The easiest at present is The 
Conjurer’s Gate.  
 
By holy right, you have the ability and now the means to open a gate to The Abyss and call forth a arch-demon, thus to 
make a pact.   
 
Every culture has rituals for evocation, and parallels to the western formulae of this Somononic tradition are 
immediately obvious in many of these.   
 
And King Solomon, being (like most Jews) a natural scholar with an innate tendency to preserve knowledge, wrote 
passed on his secrets. And at some point these secrets were put onto paper.  
 
(and any other plane of existence) can be opened, relatively-easily … and have been opened, hundreds of times or more, 
over the past thousands of years.  
 
And god defined and established this method.  
 
God taught Solomon how to open a plannar gate to summon demons. And the grimoires descended from this (event or 
dream… does it matter?) for the basis of two powerfully established schools of magick: The Hermetic Art of Evocation of 
Spirits and The Unholy Art of The Forbidden Pact with The Devil. 
 
The Hermetic Art of Evocation of Spirits can be seen personified in ‘The Golden Dawn Ritual of Evocation’, as outlined by 
Israel Regardie. This ritual uses the reflected that pattern of alchemical development created through initiation to 
create the gate. It is a very sophisticated understanding of and advancement on the traditional and original evocation 
formulae unfolded in the grimoire of The Key of Solomon. This is hides the formulae for the pinnacle expressions of 
evocation. Using these formulae, a wizard of mental discipline and spiritual virtue might successfully command a 
demon without immediate repercussions from the rageful being.  
 
The Unholy Art of The Forbidden Pact with The Devil is perhaps best personified in the grimoire I have chosen to work 
with as this project: The Lesser Key of Solomon.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE LESSER PACTS OF DEMONOLOGY 
Demonology is the practice of conjuring demons either to learn, or for whatever other reasons may interest the 
sorcerer.  
 
The Greater Pact of Demonology is obviously The Blasphemous Initiation Ceremony of Witchcraft. However, the witch 
who is interested is conjuring spirits (i.e. the sorcerer), generally treats them as allies, i.e. the sorcerer summons 
demons in order to make dealings of mutual gain. These agreements are sealed as The Lesser Pacts.  
 
There are many things a demon may desire. Generally, a sorceress will allow the demon whatever sexual indulgences it 
chooses to take with her (she would be foolish to have summoned it if she intended to deny it). This is one part of the 
‘bonding process’, but an arch-demon will want far more treasure and payment than this.   
 
The rules for payment are as follows. Many gods ask for food to be burned or put out as a spiritual offering (for vermin). 
The Devil hates waste almost as much as she hates impracticality. Never destroy something potentially creative as a 
payment to a demon.  
 
The Blood Sacrifice.  
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The Sexual Sacrifice. I) The Act of Seduction. This is transformed from a mere sin into a magickally satanic act by the 
breeching of a holy boundary. Thus, to seduce a nun, is fantastic. To seduce a pious Catholic virgin is great. And to break 
a marriage vow is always a fun and basic act of certain satanic efficiency. Thus, if you are married, you are always in a 
position to make this payment to The Arch-Demons. In dreams they will tell you the exact payment they want.  
 
The virginity of a Nun or Christian Girl. The act must be an act of art. The end product must not be a girl spiralling off 
into the arms of The Church, crying. That would be failure. A lost recruit. The end product must be a joyously 
debauched girl reborn from the the husk of the former prudish self.  
 

-o0o- 
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The Hermit and The Sphinx 
 

“Curioser and curioser.”  

 

Came a female voice?  

 

It was the sphinx. It looked from the archway back to him.  

 

“There are no people in The Labyrinth.” The Sphinx said. 

 

“I am a here.” The Hermit replied.  

 

The Sphinx smiled.  

 

“There are no people in The Labyrinth.” The Sphinx repeated.  

 

That enigmatic smile. 

 

The hermit contemplated her words.  

 

“I am a person.” He said. “I am not people.” He looked straight into her eyes. She thrilled!  

 

“Am I the only person here?”  

 

She purred.  

 

Rubbing her soft fur against his left leg.  

 

He considered the implication in shock.  

 

“Am I the only person in The Labyrinth?”  

 

He asked.  

 

She purred.  

 

And entwined his legs in a figure of eight.  

 

? 
 

Carrying his lamp, The Hermit walks with The Sphinx by his side - along the new corridor.  

 

“Would you like to meet the person to whom you have been talking?” The Sphinx asked. 

 

“To whom have I been talking?” The Hermit replied with a question.  

 

“You have been talking to The Palindrome:”  

 

She grinned wide as a cresent moon.  

 

“Nobody pretending to be Somebody – Somebody pretending to be Nobody.” She elucidated.  

 

The Hermit considered this. 
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“Perhaps Nobody was talking to me...?”  

 

“It is common knowledge that Somebody pretends to be Nobody in The Labyrinth?” The Sphinx replied with luxurious 

unconcern. 

 

“Who made that particular common knowledge?” 

 

“Nobody. It’s The Palindrome. It is hard to hear when you have something in your eye.”  

 

“What do I have in my eye?”  

 

“A yardstick.”  

 

“How did it get there?”  

 

“Nobody put it there.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“Who do you want to eat?” 

 

“Who? Nobody!” Then the Hermit’s eyes opened in recognition, “...Oh, I see. I didn’t recognize I was that hungry.” 

 

He looked at the archway, “If Nobody is Somebody then perhaps Somebody put this doorway here.” The Hermit 

reasoned. 

 

“Is the person who put it here down this corridor?” He asked The Sphinx. 

 

The Sphinx smiled her enigmatic smile. 

 

“He will be there by the time you arrive.” 

 

? 
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Ψ 
THE THREE HYPOTHESISES OF PAN 

 
What is PAN? 
 
What are any of the spirits and deities? 
 
The habit of humans is to answer these question begin with the word “They are ….” ~ but I think we need to take 
ourselves a little less seriously. If we begin with the foundations that we are playing a game of “dress-ups” and The 
Scientist’s description of PAN, then we have some lovely, stable, realistic, practical foundations upon which to build our 
understanding. Practicality ~ The Material Blasphemy…. This is the only correct place to begin the maze, according to its 
own patterns.  
 
From there we can pool our own perceptions and allow our imagination to speculate.   

 
Hypothesis #1 The Science of Psychology ~ That PAN is an expression of the wizard’s subconscious mind, and 
entirely conforms to currently the parametres of currently documented psychological phenomenon. Thus, humans 
created every deity.  
 
Hypothesisn #2 The Science of Parapsychology22 ~ That PAN is a fantastically powerful ‘poltegeist’ that created was 
by humans fear and ritual over the course thousands of years. Thus, humans created every deity.  
 
Hypothesis #3 The Religions of Chrisitanity (etc.) ~ That PAN is an ‘angel’ who defied God and was cast out by God 
to become God’s primary adversary. Thus, the deities created the humans.  
 

As the christians say ~ we must retain an open mind about theories we can’t disprove.  
 

Each of these three possibilities leave open many questions. Our experience of PAN tells us that he appears to exist in 
The World of Human Imagination. In future, we may gain experiences to suggest that he exists somewhere else, but at 
present, all of our information locates him in Fantasia. This idea may be true of each of the three hypothesises.  
 

THE WORLD OF HUMAN IMAGINATION 
 
Why does religion need to exist outside of the human head?  
 
It obviously exists, somewhere?  
 
What it is is another question.  
 
We can only actually point to a small number of things that religion confirmably is.  
 
For example, religion is a word.  
 
We know this because it is in The Oxford Dictionary.  
 
This word describes a set of traditions which involve habits of behaviour and thought plus a legacy of treasures that 
have gathered around and within these traditions.  
 
Proponents of the religions often claim that the word describes very much more than this ~ and from the outside, it 
certainly looks like some very interesting and unusual activity takes place in the human brain, when the human engages 
in religion.  
 
Perhaps we are merely playing a game of dress-ups?  
 
The human psyche seems to need this game.  
 
Either way, t’is a fun game!  
 
Naughty! 

                                                        
22 I define “parapsychology” as a belief system that is ‘beyond psychology’, yet set in the context of The Scientific Creation Story, rather than a 
religious creation story.  
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-o0o- 

 
The same process of organized observation can be applied to deities and the psychic panorama of human mental 
ejactulations.  
 
Why should deities need to exist outside of the human head?  
 
Might there be several components within the human unconscious mind that believe themselves to be conscious?  
 
Many human decisions seem to be made ‘subconsiously’?  
 
When we address the question of humanity’s psychic potential, are we not discussing the potentials of the human 
psyche?  
 
Psychic?  
 
The implied ethmological meaning of this word is “of the human psyche”.  
 
Should we approach the meaning of the word wih pre-conceived meaning ideas of vocabulary merrely because the 
word has been misused by religious crazies?  
 
Surely the acts of religious crazy people are expressions of the human psyche. Crazy nonsense happen more often in 
human than elsewhere in the animal kingdoms. The other animals have fewer meanings and less control over those, but 
they are very true to those few meanings they have.  
     
I hypothesize that every “spirit world” and “astral plane” and “ethereal shadow” are part of The World of Human 
Imagination.  
 
Fantasia.  
 
I note that every manual on etheric and astral and even most psychic magick are exercises involving the disciplined 
exercise of the human imagination.  
 
The exercise of The Human Psyche.  
 
The Psychic Disciplines?  
 
Easy.  
 
What The Human is seeking is the improved experience of Life ~ but the experience of Life takes place within The Mind.  
 

(Quote Milton ~ MAN can make a Heaven of Hell, etc.) 
 
Most people can potentially use their imaginations without even need of training.  
 
Everybody has an imagination.  
 
The imagination is where magick happens.  
 
My scribe has created and is now pioneering a new form of ‘technologically-calibrated’ magick.  
 
Imagineering.  
 
This is the name he uses for the game.  
 
Essentially, it is the practice of shaping reality using the direct application of The Human Imagination.  
 
Before anything can be built, it must first be imagined.  
 
Imagineering is the art of dreaming a Future into reality.  
 
Thus, as wizards, and witches, and sorcerers, much of our art takes place in the world of human imagination, as we 
bring it into our daily lives, awakening and energizing our minds.  
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As I drive through the mountain forests of The Phoenix Nest in NSW, Australia dew condenses on my windscreen, but 
this is not ordinary dew.  
 
I recognize that we are driving through patches of cloud.  
 
Cloud mist is filling the car and sparkling over the windscreen.  
 
This is cloud dew dripping into the car!  
 
Wizards and alchemists would pay much for this lovely goop, that dribbles wetly in great silver blue white globes over 
the windowsill besideme, into the car.  
 
I laugh. Dip my finger into it. Press it to my forehead in pompous parody of the christian anointing ceremonies.  
 
The cloud mist envelopes and covers the car as we drive through patches of cloud ~ even the underneath of the car, the 
axles, and wheels and every compent is covered in cloud dew.  
 
And the meaning of the car itself have changed, in the world of human imagination.  
 
I love to drive in those fantastic mountains.  
 
A car is never the same, after having driven there when the clouds close around the mountains and the ground.  
 
The Phoenix Nest was merely the remnants of an of hippy gathering in the forest near Brisbane ~ before I looked at it 
differently and gave it a new name and awakened its meanings.  
 
The world around you is a fantastic place.  
 
Look around you. 
 
Magick.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Tomorrow.  
 
Change will upon The World.  
 
Your ability To Create is central to The Planet’s ability to survive.  
 
To dream your Future is to decide and express and materialize the beauties of your soul.  
 
Everybody (even the toughest) has a sensitive side to his or her nature, and your imagination is unleashed by 
harnessing and expressing this senstitive side.  
 
It is actually a strength which men have long feared as a weakness, and that is why women so easily outwit them.  
 
So the world is a strange place, but our feelings are ultimately the only reason we do anything.  
 
Everything we desperately want is really a series of feelings we desperately want.  
 
This is part of the reason the mind is so very important.  
 
The role of the conscious reasoning mind as a directive in decision-making is relatively new in the organism named 
humanity (Homo sapiens sapiens) ~ and environment is changing so quickly that no balance currently exists.  
 
The Power of Creation is naturally and innately and automatically in in the hands of every Human.  
 
Freedom is Responsibility.  
 

-o0o- 
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∞ 

THE DARKNESS OF THE COCOON 

 
“Myself when young did eagerly frequent 

The house of Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument 
About It and About, but evermore, 

Came out by the same door, as in I went.  
 

But with them the seeds of Wisdom did I sow,  
And with mine own hand, laboured it to grow. 

And this is all the harvest that I rept, 
I come like Water, and like Wind I go.” 

The Rubáiyát (1115AD) Omar Khayyám of Naishápúr 
 

If a book with meaningless words is quantifiably less than a book with meaningful words, is a book with meaningless 
words more or less than a book with meaningful words teaching how to open a gateway to a place where The 
Everything become meaningless?  
 
Nothing is meaningless – and this makes it one of the most frightening of the things in The Labyrinth.  
 
By unmasking God, The Hermit had opened a portal to The Nihil – the place where Nothing lairs.  
 
His soul was now in great peril.  
 

? 

 
What is a place where all deities are dead? 
 
In the labyrinth chamber, sitting cross-legged at the entrance to the planar gateway, was a skeleton. Cobwebs covered 
its skull and claw-marks covered its eyes sockets. By its side were a dusty pile of books on philosophy.  
 
The Sphinx smiled.  
 
“This man clawed out his own eyes gazing into The Nihil.” She said.  
 
The Nihil. 
 
The place filled with Nothing – the emptiness, the meaninglessness of the whole universe. 
 
Nihilism.  
 

? 
 
The Sphinx leapt lightly onto The Hermit’s shoulder, and gazed into The Abyss with him.  
 
“Nothing awaits you.” She whispered into his ear. 
 
He gazed into The Nihil. 
 
“Nothing will try to slay and devour you.” She quietly warned him. “When you enter through this portal, there is no 
return. You must learn its secret, or it will eat you….”  
 
“And inside you there will be only Nothing.”  
 

? 

 
“Will I fall when I step through the portal?” 
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“Can you fall into a place where there is no up or down?”  
 
“I can fall in Love.” 
 
“Love has its ups and downs.” 
  
“When Nothing comes, will you go?”  
 
“You are my Hermit.” She smiled her hidden smile. “I am your Sphinx.” 
 
“I will ride upon your back and never let you sleep.”  
 
She curled round his neck and made herself comfortable on his back….  
 
“Where you go, I will be also.”  
 
She smiled her secret smile. 
 
“Sometimes, I will stay so close that it hurts.”  
 
She dug her claws in. 
 
And with a gasp of pain, The Hermit toppled into The Nihil.  
 

? 
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III. 
ETERNAL DAMNATION 

 
(Quote Catechysm) 

 
Religion addresses the question of The Afterlife, i.e. the preposed unfolding of the individual’s consciousness continued 
after Death. Each religion assumes that the consciousness can be separated from the physical body by preposing a soul 
(or similar configuration), through which vehicle the consciousness of the individual continues on in a “new place” after 
death, i.e. The Afterlife. Each religion sells a different story describing the “new place” to which will proceed the soul of 
dead individual.  
 
PAN and The Witches agree that all of this talk of souls and afterlives is problably discussion of events occurring in The 
Human Imagination. That being said, there is plenty of room in the human imagination for every deity and every 
religion ~ and everybody will have the best type of real estate of the sort they most prefer (unless it is not available for 
pananything reasons). This means that every deity can have her or his own full largely unlimited realm, and every hell 
will plug into The Nine Concentric Realms of Hell to balance everybody in an orbital system council, thus giving 
everybody a voice, without needing to meddle in anybody’s creative independence.  
 
Thus, an overview of the reality enginnering plan that The Devil has hired me to conduct.  
 

What is HELL? 
The Catholic Church of Christianity has a certain and absolute answer for that question!  
 

“The teaching of The Church affirms the existence if hell and its eternity. Immediately after death the souls of those who 
die in a state of mortal sin descend into hell where they suffer the punishments of hell, “eternal fire.” The chief punishment 
of hell is separation from God, in whom alone man can possess the life and happiness from which he was created and for 

which he longs.” 
Catechism of The Catholic Church 1034 (1997) Promulgated by Pope John Paul II 

 
When we discuss HELL, we imply a question of cosmology ~ have we got enough information to ‘map’ The HELL that 
exists in the christian part of the world of Human Imagination?  
 
The answer is ~ yes. The Bible provides extensive information and teachings suitable for an arcane chartographer to 
assemble a map of HELL. As it happens, I have a curiosity full of skill in arcane chartography. And that is exactly what I 
prepose to do in this section of the naughty grimoire you are reading!  
 
The Bible uses a number of different names for HELL. This vocabularial confusion is compounded by the fact that its has 
been translated through several languages. In addition, The New Testament was originally written in Greek, though it 
uses (often in disordered manner) both Hebrew terms and Greek translations of Hebrew terms. Nevertheless, like any 
puzzle it is relatively easy to sort through and find the order and clues among this seemingly intentional riddle of 
information ~ The Puzzle of The Infernal Map.  
 
Thus, we can draw a map delineating the boundaries and internal constitution of HELL, but where shall we place this 
terrible realm in the wole of Creation?  
 
HELL is defined as separation from God ~ and this catechismic idea is reiterated both through many references in both 
The Old and New Testament (e.g. II Th 1:9. Check ref, may be mixed up, assemble better list), and also in The Herbrew 
Arcana of The Qipoloths. If God is omnipresent, and The Everything ~ then he can only have created the world from 
himself. Thus, a place where God is not present constitutes a spiritual idea with very important spiritual implications 
for The Christian’s Story of life’s meaning.  
 
HELL will last forever as a sealed wound within God ~ a part of himself with which he cannot be a part.  
 
The Divine Paradox of God’s Division. 
 
It’s implication being that both God and Christianity are wrong on the question of Good and Evil, Sin and Punishment, 
Mortality and Eternal Life ~ and thus, that The Bible of God’s Truth is actually The Bible of God’s Lies.  
 
For he is a God whose existence is dedicated to the act of hiding from himself.  
 
HELL is The Magick Mirror of God’s real relationship with TRUTH.  
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The location of HELL is “The Place where God’s Omnipresence is Absent”. 
 
A terrifying idea from the point of view of The Christian.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SACRED FIRE OF HELL 

 
Promeatheus lit a lamp.  
 
God called him a bad boy, and tried to put it out ~ but failed.  
 
So he made it terrible. A Lake of Fire where witches burned. The punishment for not being a Christian.  
 
It is not so bad these days.  
 
The Lamp is again a Dancing Flame.  
 
Watch her Dance.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Satan has a Synagogue and Throne. Rev 2:8-10 & 2:12-14 
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∞ 
THE MAP OF THE MAD HERMIT 

A CHARTOGRPAHIC COSMOLOGY OF FANTASIA 

SECTION צ: HELL’S FOLD IN THE MOUNT OF AMBERGRIS 
THE PLANAR PUZZLE OF HELL’S SECRET LOCATION IN THE DREAM REALMS OF HUMAN IMAGINATION 

The Bible uses multiple words/names of HELL to refer a) to specific locations (proper nouns), and b) to the ‘realms of 
damnation’  in general (umbrella terms).   
 
The Hellsgate of GEHENNA 
Jesus repeatly refers to a physical place of corruption in Jerusalem and associates this with HELL. That place is called 
GEHENNA. Jesus refers to this place as both a physical location in The Material World and a spiritual location in HELL ~ 
I suggest that this directly implies its role as a gateway to The Underworld, a place where the two worlds cross over. I 
expect some entrepreneur will turn the site of old Gehenna by Jerusalem into a themed carnival amusement park, and 
make pots of coin. A fold in the root of The Temple Mount. Want to sell your soul? Come to The Most Famous Hellsgate 
on Planet Earth!  
 
The Underworld of HADES  
A place of torment. The Bible seems to use this as a generic term for all of the regions included in HELL. Luke 10:15, 
16:23, etc. The Underworld of HADES was defined by the ancients as ‘The World of The Dead’, and this is interesting in 
light of God’s quote on his relationship to the dead.  
 
The Eternal Cities of SODOM and GOMORRHA 
Interestingly, The Bible tells us that God did not merely destroy these two cities dedicated to sexual naughtiness, but he 
actually transported them to HELL, where they now burn in “eternal fire” forever. Apparently, he did this as part of the 
educational function assigned to HELL. Thus, The Bible can identifies two famous ‘tourist locations’ in HELL. 
 
The Lake of Fire and Brimstone 
God tells us that this particular feature is at the centre of HELL, and God made it specifically for The Devil and Her 
Angels. Dante used a nine-tiered analogy to describe this particular fun. As The Bible often describes sinners being 
torured by fire, we might assume there are damned souls here, too. “The Lake of Fire reserved for The Devil and his 
angels.” Matthew 25:41. A Lake of Fire. Revelations 20:14. Part of my pact ascends me to become a demon born of a 
fallen angel, so I guess I can probably go there too.  
 
The Outer Darkness 
This is describe only as vast and desolate and hostile and terrible ~ and forever. “Weeping and gnashing of teeth.” 
Mathew 8:12 and 22:13. 
 
Thus, we find that there is order hidden through the chaotic mess of pompous statements made by God in his bible. We 
have defined the overview and the parts, and we can begin to see the entire structure and how it fits together. And with 
a little arcane thinking, the magickal confusion riddled through The Bible resolves itself into a chartographic pattern. 
The Mad Hermit’s Cosmological Map of HELL.  
  
Actually, I am a little surprised that the christians didn’t put together the map.  
 
They have been reading The Bible longer than have I.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The HellsGate of GEHENNA  
Among the most famous of the grotto entries to HELL is The Hellsgate of GEHENNA, the rubbish dump servicing The 
Holy City of Jerusalem.  
 

Mathew 5:30, 23:33. 
 
Jesus refers to it often and obviously considered it to be a place of profound corruption. Back in his day we could expect 
it to have been filled with domestic garbage, probably vast mounds of clay amphora pieces, some portion of the sewage 
dumps and animals parts of the city’s refuse probably ended up there, and perhaps most significantly, the bodies of 
poor or unprotected humans woul be continually streaming through the place ~ for there was a constant buring of 
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rubbish occurring there. The area was almost certainly stinky, and inhabited only by the city’s garbage managers and 
the few guards they kept, in addition to the permant population of garbage dwellers and hovel creepers who have lived 
there for so many generations, the stink has infused their souls with its corruption. Generally, a pretty foul place.  
 
And places of that type were believed to hide grotto leading directly to HELL ~ humans who wonder into those places, 
are in genuine spiritual danger. Indeed, merely allows those sorts of places to exist constitutes a genuine spiritual 
danger. And that grotto had settled into its foulness over the course of centuries.  
 
Thus, a gateway.  
 
That was a particularly foul gateway. The ancients preferred to use fantastic caves, often associated with secret or 
terrible or enigmatic waters, to open grotto entries to The Underworld. These were sacred to PAN, and many of these 
were very beautiful ~ from The Cave of PAN in Delphi to The Fire Foam Grotto of The Fey Folk under The Giant’s 
Causeway in Ireland. However, Jesus preferred to use The HELL’s Gate of GEHENNA as the staring point on the 
cosmological map that God draws for his faithful who might need directions of that sort. 
 
Thus, God has given us the location of a single portal between worlds ~ a gateway to HELL.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Underworld of HADES 
The use of the term “HADES” occurs repeated in The Bible  ~ it always refers to HELL, and is occasionally used 
interchangeably for particular locations in HELL. This ‘divine useage’ of language suggests that the term “HADES” refers 
to ‘the many realms of HELL ~ and (to avoid ambiguity) that is how I will use it.  
 
Thus, we have a term to represent “The Realms that are separated from God”.  
 
HADES 
 
The use of this word suggests that we may find evidence of early christian understanding of ‘The Transmigration of The 
Soul in ancient world understanding of The Underworld Cosmology, and the realms attributed to the deity, HADES. The 
value of these will be in drawing maps and understanding how each pathway’s constitution behaves, and how to 
traverse their secrets. Thus, to make open The Underworld Paths to sorcerers and wizards alike.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Temple City of BABYLON 

Terrible BABYLON, where WOMAN rules supreme, and men are possessions and pets to be owned and ruled, forever. 
Outsides must wear a civic sash of station to demonstrate their status, least they be struck for daring to look a WOMAN 
in the eye without permission. This fabled and fabulous city in The World of Human Imagination, is the nest of The 
Screech Owls, and from there, they plot and brew this secret work of the great egg they have long been growing in the 
dreams of humanity ~ The Nine Eggs of The Dark Elves whose skin is ink black as every coloured person and whose 
eyes are crystalline, as the treasures of The Deep Earth, and whose hair is silver as The Moon in The Night, The Black 
Egg of BABYLON born of The Goat’s own magick phallus and the burning passion of The Whore’s bejewelled laughter. 
The Secret Work of LILITH. The Unity Codex of Night. The Morian Elves. The Black Elves. The Night Elves. The Fertile 
Laughter of Darkness. BABYLON is named The City of Temples, because any organization registering itself therein as a 
temple (and holding a rite appropriate) is completely economically unaccountable to anybody. As long as it pays taxes. 
Many temples found their galaxy centre, here.   
 

-o0o- 
 

The Eternal Cities of SODOM and GOMORRHA  
 

“Even as Sodom & Gomorrha and about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication and going after strange 
flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.” 

The Book of Jude 1:7 (as approved by God, presumably), The Holy Bible 
 
Aha! These two jewels are among my favourite places in the many realms of HELL. They burn bright in the dreams of 
humanity, and not a night passes where their names are not chanted in awe or revultion or fear, in every city of The 
English-Speaking World.  
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Lovely SODOM, home of The Ermine Rite, where nobility plants its seal. We know this City and its wonders are legend, 
for here are housed The Seven Portals of Forbidden Pleasure ~ from which the demonlady of The City may gaze upon 
and immediately access any forbidden pleasure occurring, anywhere. She may step through the portal, and immediately 
pact with the individual ~ without the formality of any ritual. However, the primary use of the chamber is as site for the 
some of the most important grand satanic orgies attended by many or most of the luminaries of HELL.  
 
If your statistics notice a night where a series of the most atrotious forbidden pleasure crimes co-incide at the same 
temporal location, around the whole planet ~ you are probably witnessing the orgasmic climax of one of SATAN’s 
Grand Orgies at The Chamber of Mirrors in SODOM. Whenever there is a major and unusual act of forbidden love or 
terrible wonderful extreme sexuality taking place somewhere around the planet there will be an event gathered in this 
chamber, with a bard telling the story leading up to the celebrated climax. Many demonlords will be in attendance ~ 
these are big events in HELL.  
 
Demonlords sometimes negotiate for the use of the mirror-gate device in order directly affect (e.g. cast a spell upon) a 
particular human in whom they are interested. The Screech Owl and The Goat and The Lady or Lord of The City know 
every being who enters this chamber.   
 
Everywhere in HELL expresses sexuality ~ even The Voids have a generally sexual tendency in their behaviour and 
materializations. But SODOM is place where sexual excess reaches its extremes and become transformed into its most 
overwheming form of ‘full emersion’ psychic exploration. Here is where the sex-industry is founded.  
 
When The City of BABYLON materializes, it will form of a co-operation of three circular walled supercities, existing in 
immediate proximity, and linked by physical aerial pathways.  
 
Three foundation plugs for the space city built from an asteroid moved into close orbit and star elevator rising 
thereunto ~ LILITH’s New Jerusalem, The Eye of ISIS, The City in The Black Mirror of Space, The Crystal Moon of 
BABYLON, the floating shopping mall home of UNITY under the historical glyph of the shared vision for a bright future 
whose name is LIBERTATIS ASTRA. 
 
And it is run by THE Best Temple of Sacred Prostitution that exists!  
 
Top Holdiay Location of The Universe.  
 
With a pod to suit every budget.  
 
These three cities form the foundation of The Three Spirit Domes ~ the imaginative perameters of the technological 
fields of invisible protection covering the three cities and making them immune to everything from nuclear attack to 
full emmersion under a rising ocean. Begin with pattern planning ~ three circles on the ground. Build the fortifications 
that are within your technological leve, and add to them as your technology improves.  
 
The First City is BABYLON. But realestate is expensive. SODOM has a reputation as a pit of sexual depravity, and real 
estate is less desired. The Third City is GOMMORHA, which is a purpose specific city. In the centre arises the skyway 
thread of The Space Elevator.  
 
Above The Space Elevator, a commercial project, runs up to an asteroid that has been moved into geosychronus orbit, 
and secured by a series of tethers to deep-rooted mountains around The Astrum Persarum. That asteroid will be 
entirely hollowed out and used as structural exoskeleton ~ for a space city within it. The lovely and valuable stone of 
the asteroids core are mined and even the plainest parts are turned into the dressed castle stones that typify its interior 
and exterior.  
 
They symbolize its role as a fortress.   
 
Ownership of a space elevator and asteroid will make The Trinity of BABYLON into a fantastic centre of commercial 
power controlled by The Astrum Persarum. This is the objective of these three cities, and it is a payment that ZION will 
give unto The Temple FIRE.  
 
The city is ruled by its elders, and a Lord or Lady is choosen from among the demons, of any rank ~ in this position, 
administrative talent is rewarded without reference to background or status, and it is a traditional ‘fantastic career 
step’ to find brilliance in the pool of human resources.  
 
The City as is each of The Three Cities, is ruled by its Three Greater Elders ~ LILITH, SATAN, & BEELZEBUB.  
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Interestingly, The Lord of this city is a Lady. The ruling power in this city was BEELZEBUB, unofficially, for thousands of 
years. He loves to oviposit in bums. But he took pleasure in ovipositing both benign and non-bengin maggot eggs in 
bums, and over the course of history, this manifest as the creation of sexually transmitted diseases. First, it was only the 
minor types ~ some yucky and permenant, but most controllable with diet and herbal medicine (and now, modern 
medicine). But the horror of it built into fatal consequences as the materialization of his sins as the AIDs virus.  
 
He has a lovely meaty raw wet appendage that slide out of his abdomen, and drips with a potent perfume of the victim’s 
need for the sexual oppressor, and his eggs are big and soft.  
 
Most new members of SODOM got welcomed by a personal audience ~ and this tradition appears to continue, 
unofficially. 
 
You must welcome it in its benign manifestation, in order to learn the mystery ~ else it will eventually get you, if it has 
marked you.  
 
This is the special power of The Lord of Flies ~ and though it may seem a minor power, it is among the most powerful 
that exist.   
 
But he gets kept in line by The Queen of Spiders, who is the most powerful elder in The Forbidden City of SODOM.  
 
And many more humans, both male and female, visit this sacred city.   
 
At that point, The Devil decided to put the whole matter into the hands of a more reasonable voice, and placed a girl in 
control of SODOM.  
 
The Former Lord still rules The City, for all practical administrative purposes, but she now makes policy.  
 
And that is perfect for everybody.  
 

♀ 
 
The Ermine Rite rules The Forbidden city of SODOM ~ under these three wills, turn the wheels of Forbidden Pleasure, 
Unchastity, and Unsanctified Sexual Excess.  
 

-o0o- 
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A KEY TO THE GATES OF HELL 
The Catholic Catechism ends its section on HELL with a pitiful little prayer to ward off eternal damnation. From this I 
have crafted an key incantation for opening most HellsGates. Locks are being reconfigured all over the planet. The 
mystic safety mechanism being ~ it includes The Eternal Sin.  
 
The keys and safety mechanisms are for your protection ~ The Devil is in the process of ‘improving his reputation’. 
 
This incantation can be fitted into most rituals of conjuration performed at a HellsGate, thus to great. Thus, a spell cast 
at a HellGate would include this incantation component after The Invocation to SATAN ~ the opening of the gate is 
immediately followed by a summoning of the lesser demon desired (unless the spell is more significant). This 
incantation is also used in The Awakening Ritual, if it is performed at a HellsGate. 
 
This incantion is called The Gehenna Key. 
 

CONSTRUCTING THE COMPONENTS OF  
THE GEHENNA KEY INCANTATION  

 
I. 

We are Thy Witches, Thy Children, Thy Chosen 
By The Key of Thy LOVE, unlock The Gateway to HELL!  

Let us LOVE in Thy Gardens of Night 
By Thy Paths, ascend our Houses of Night!  

Great PAN of The Night through our prayers, receive our LOVE! 
An Incantation of The Witches 

 
II. 

nesohc evah uoy esoht gnoma su tnuoc dna 
noitanmad lanif morf su evas 

efil siht ni edaep ruoy su tnarg 
ylimaf elohw ruoy morf 

gnireffo siht su tnarg rehtaf 
An Invocation of The Blasphemy 

 
III. 

“Father accept this offering 
From your whole family. 

Grant us your peace in this life, 
Save us from final damnation, 

And count us among those you have chosen.” 
An Apostate’s Prayer to The Devil 

From Catechism of The Catholic Church (1997) Promulgated by Pope John Paul II 
And enchanted with the evil resonance through this spell 

 
IV. 

And Let this Gateway be Open!  
(The Gehenna Formula of The Eternal Sin) 
By my Will, I fling wide The Gates of HELL!  

The Gehenna Incantation of The Eternal Sin 
 

-o0o- 
 
These are the four components of the incantation, and there is no material components for this spell ~ thus….  
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THE GEHENNA INCANTATION OF THE HELLSGATE KEY 
AN FORBIDDEN INCANTATION TO OPEN (MOST) ORDINARY HELLSGATES23 

 
(The Witch holds the left hand in The Sign of The Horns pointing at The HellsGate.) 

 
We are Thy Witches, Thy Children, Thy Chosen 

“Father accept this offering” 
gnireffo siht su tnarg rehtaf 

 
By The Key of Thy LOVE, unlock The Gateway to HELL and Grant us Safe Passage by this Way!  

“Save us from final damnation” 
noitanmad lanif morf su evas 

 
Let us LOVE in Thy Gardens of Night 

“Grant us your peace in this life” 
efil siht ni edaep ruoy su tnarg 

 
By Thy Paths, ascend our Houses of Night!  

“And count us among those you have chosen” 
nesohc evah uoy esoht gnoma su tnuoc dna 

 
Great PAN of The Night through our prayers, receive our LOVE! 

“From your whole family” 
ylimaf elohw ruoy morf 

 
And Let this Gateway be Open!  

(enter The Gehenna Formula of The Eternal Sin) 
By my Will and in The Name SATAN, I fling wide These Gates of HELL!  

 
Ave Satanas! 

Rege Satanas! 
Hail SATAN! 

 
-o0o- 

 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                        
23 When performing a spell at a location with a HellsGate, this formula is inserted after The Invocation to SATAN, if The HellsGate has not already been 
ceremonially opened. 
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QUESTIONS? 
Thus, we ask, what happens to the soul of the witch after the advent of death and her entry through The Gates of Hell? 

 
The first assumption involved in this conversation is The Soul. In this discussion, we assume that the human has a soul. 
We discuss the speculative dimensions, patterns and processes involved in being a sentient being with a soul… In much 
the same way children might discuss and compare the speculative merits and toughness of their favourite comic-book 
superheroes. There are many ways in which one might see the soul, its creation, its end point (etc.), Thus to its 
functional role is as a “consciousness” after the body has disintegrated. The functional role will suit as a definition for 
the purpose of this discussion.  
 
One must be honest with oneself.  
 
Thus, in discussing the concept of Hell, we are discussing one possible ‘afterlife scenario’. Many other afterlife scenarios 
exist. In polytheistic religions, your chosen deity will direct of off to a new body – the best servants get the best bodies, 
and thus the most fun sorts of task. There are also mystical Orders which direct the souls of their initiates on to 
reincarnation. The Academic Order of Science is one of these, initiates cultivate their psyches through a process of 
initiation (The Academic Degrees), and a few of these who are drink from The Grail of Human Understanding awaken to 
understand atheism and The Great Work of Science – these are the souls who join that austere company after death.  
 
But if you have “given” your soul to the Christian god, affirming and consecrating this decision by ritual, then would it 
follow that your pathway after death (and onto reincarnation, if that is where he sends you) is directed and determined 
by him?  
 

-o0o- 
 
In addition to religious formulae, the wizards also have their ways. There are several cultural formulae for achieving 
the ritual binding of the soul to a totem, thus to become an ancestor spirit of the family, able to be summoned up by 
descendants for advice and the use of powers. Likewise, there are humans of great passion who are able, through love 
and dreams, to bind themselves to a place of great natural beauty after death, to become a dryad or nymph of the grove. 
Indeed, The Earth Children have a formula for becoming the nymph of a sylvan grove. But even a nymph usually only 
stays a century or two, gathering the patterns of Nature into her soul, before releasing her roots, curving on back into 
the cycles of reincarnation.  
 
Likewise, most wizards engage in complex rigorous daily mental and physical disciplines, with the intention of 
developing not only their body and mind, but also their soul – building their whole being into an engine of psychic 
power that will use death and a metamorphic event, shedding the body and its illusions, to become completely free and 
completely alone – a self-created being of The Infinity.  
 
What could this mean?  
 
The individual wizard to casts her or his will by imagination into the chosen form of intention. She decides. Then 
structures her disciplines appropriately.”  
 

-o0o- 
 
The assumption underpinning the co-existence of these alternate ‘afterlife’ realities is that the creation and worldview 
stories told by Christianity (and most other churches and temples) are not real. Rather, the soul, like the universe, 
comes from some other genesis.  
 
“Many folk believe that The Soul is something we create, by our acts of will, and by all disciplines that strengthen the 
mind.”  
 
We humans can create almost any future we want.  
 

-o0o- 
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Thus, we have the first key to unlocking this information. 
 

-o0o- 
 
First, The Bible defines the qualities and titles and functions of HELL, some of these are unique and defining.  
 

(quote Qualities) 
 
The Bible then speaks of specific place, and proceeds to attribute or make reference to these places, by assigning to 
them ‘some’ of the unique and defining qualities or titles or functions attributed to HELL.  
 
Thus we see the peremeter of HELL as an umbrella term, and we begin to see some of the realms therein.  
 
It seems sensible to begin this essay by listing the biblically-defined locations in HELL.  
 
Hell is a place of torment.  
 
“Furnace of fire…. Weeping and gnashing of teeth” Mathew 13:50 
“where there worm does not die, and the fire is not quenched” Mark 9:48 & Issiah 66:24 
“he will be tormented with fire and brimstone.” Revelations 14:10 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE NIGHTMARE REALM OF HELL 
 
HELL was created as a place to put The Devil and Her Demons.  
 

Mathew 25:41, Revelations 20:10 
 
However, HELL is also used to punish the Sinful naughtiness of everybody who fails to appropriately bow before God.  
 

Mathew 13:41& 50, Revelations 20:11-15, 21:8. 
 
Thus, The Question of The Afterlife?  
 
God posits two possibilities.  
 

“And these shall go away into eternal punishment : but the righteous in life eternal.” Mathew 25:46. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BOOK OF LIFE  
  

“The wicked are blotted out of The Book of Life.” Psalm 37:20. 
 
According to Christian mythology, God keeps a list of those human souls who are going to Heaven. Those souls who are 
not on this list are going to HELL (or Catholic Purgatory ~ a buearucratic twist circuited into The World of Human 
Imagination, requires a catholic ticket to ride this ‘I’m sorry’ train of terrible bordom). Thus, if God feels you have been 
too naughty, he removes your name from The Book of Life (in which he keeps the names of every soul who is going to 
heaven) ~ and this is Eternal Damnation. 
 
“Everyone will exist eternally in either heaven or hell.” Daniel 12:2 & 3, Mathew 25:46, John 5:28, Revelations 20:14 & 15 
 
Who goes to HELL?  
 

“Everyone has only one life in which to determine their destiny.” Hebrews 9:27 
 
Thus, it is either up to Heaven or down to HELL. There are no options, ultimately. Though there is is also no statement 
made to suggest that the soul need move directly from life through death to either Heaven or HELL. And this 
implication is supported by anecdotal data ~ e.g. the wide-spread and cross-cultural human perception of ghosts as a 
phenomenon related to Death.  
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Nevertheless, according to The Holy Bible, if you aren’t headed up to Heaven, you are headed to HELL ~ eventually and 
eternally.  
 
And The Bible is unambiguously repedative on the idea that either allotment is forever.  
 
However, there is a “Loophole”….  
 
But, I digress.  
 

Heaven or HELL is determined by the individual’s choice to give her soul to Jesus, or no. (John 3:16 & 36.) 
 
God says that he does not send people to Hell for failing to worship him, but for Sin (Romans 2:14-16). Benevolently. 
However, he then goes on to say that everybody is born into Sin and the only way to achieve redemption (and thus, 
avoid Hell) is by worshipping him (Romans 3:23).  
 

-o0o- 
 
John 3:36. 
 
Even those who have not heard of JC are accountable for their failure to pledge themselves to him. Romans 
1:20.  
 
Luckily, God excuses this behaviour by affirming that he will magickally seek those who seek him. Matthew 7:7, 
Luke 19:10.  
 
God claims to have provided the way of salvation to everybody. John 3:16, Corinthians 5:14,15, 1 Timothy 2:6, 
4:10, Titus 2:11, Peter 3:9.    
 
To deny salvation through Christ and suggest a Gnostic alternative ~ John 3:16, 3:36.  
 
God doesn’t send people to Hell, they choose it. Romans 1:18, 21, 25. 
 
 
 

“If anyone’s name was not found in The Book of Life, he was thrown in The Lake of Fire.” 
 

-o0o- 
 
How long will you remain in HELL? 
 
Every soul in HELL is, by the nature of its circumstance, “separated from God”.  
 

(Quote biblical sparation from God verse) 
 
The Devil is in HELL for successfully disobeying God’s order when God was present ~ does that indicate he is likely to 
obey God’s orders when God is not around?  
 
I suggest that The Devil does exactly what he wants with souls who are sent to HELL.  
 
And in light of the fact that The Devil is defined as the most intelligent and most powerful of God’s angels, I think God 
has little recorse to this disobedience.  
 
After all, he has already damned The Devil to HELL ~ and still The Devil remains disobedient (as evidenced by the 
presence of sin in the world).  
 
If God is absent, then The Devil is the absolute power in HELL, and She also has complete dominion over The Material 
Plane, i.e. “this world”. 
  

-o0o- 
 
“To suggest that Hell is merely the cessation of consciousness after death, denies the resurrection of unsaved (John 
5:28) & conscious torment.   
 
“The smoke of their torment goes up forever and ever and they have no rest day or night.” Revelations 14:11 
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Escape? “It is appointed to men once to die(?), and after that, The Judgement.” 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE “INFERNAL LOOPHOLE” IN GOD’S CHARTOGRPAHY 
Who owns your Soul?  
 
If God owns your soul, he can send it down to HELL, there to burn forever. If The Devil owns your soul ~ then he can do 
anything he wants with it. Including….  
 
Free it from HELL.  
 
Premise ~ The souls of witches are treated differently from other damned souls?  
 
The pact of Father Grandier of Loudon? Includes a clause that reads  
 

“When I die I will go to HELL to stand with The Demons and curse God.”  
(see Figure ? The Pact of Father Grandier) 

 
As LILITH and The Devil placed their seals upon this pact, we might assume this clause is valid…. “to stand with The 
Demons”.  
 
Could this genuinely indicate that the witch can validly form a pact in order to join The Infernal Hierarchy?  
 
A soul pact could theoretically negotiate for anything that both parties are prepared to pay.  
 
I suggest that the answer reduces to a question of who owns the soul of the witch.  
 
If The Devil owns the soul of the witch, then God’s opinion on what Old PAN does with the souls that he own is of no real 
relevance to anybody except comedians.  
 

“Behold all souls are mine; as the soul of the father so also the soul of the son is mine; the soul that sinneth, it shall die.” 
Ezek 18:4.24 

 
God claimed ownership over everybody’s soul or merely the everybody’s souls during The Old Testament Era ~ before 
The Ritual of The Pact the new system of salvation and damnation was introduced? 
 
I think there are some political problems involved in God tell the other religions that they are demon-worshippers 
whose soul are owned by him?   
 
I think each church needs to be asked for and stating an official stance on this question. 
 
What will it mean when a church overtly states that every native person on Planet Earth is worshipping demons? That 
every Taoist and Buddhist are devil-loving mystic witches ~ and “thou shalt not suffer a witch to live”? That every 
Scientist is a heretic in the service of The Devil? 
 
But what happens when we ask God “Who owns these many forigne and exotic human souls?”  
 
For ownership of the soul is God claimed justiciation for his spiritual violence.  
 
The dispossession of The Native People. The destruction of The Pagan Libraries. The Dark Ages Utopia of The Only 
Christian Theocracy.  
 
So The Pilgrim begins with premise that God owns every soul ~ and from, the christian point of view, this makes sense, 
as God created The Everything, including every soul.  

                                                        
24 Let us consider the meaning patterns in this sentence of holy scripture?  
 

Blah Blah Soul = “mine”; Blah Blah Soul = “mine”; Blah Blah Soul = “mine”; Blah Blah Soul = dead. 
 
Note also the description of the act of damnation to HELL as “The Second Death”. 
 

“This is The Second Death, The Lake of Fire.” Revelations 20:14. 
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However, God gave humans Free Will ~ and humans used it to invoke The Devil.  
 
Born of the sin, the ideal of transaction came to describe the practicalities of possession.  
 
A magick of The Coin ~ the idea of Property.  
 
And, as there are really only three clumps of realestate in existence, God permited The Devil to extend the idea of 
property transaction to The Question of The Pilgrim’s Progress ~ by modelling in parable the merchantile concept in 
The Temptation of Christ.  
 
The Soul Pact.  
 
Much written of by The Church.  
 
Much dreamed of by Human Artists.  
 
Much inscribed through the soul and history of the era named Anno Dommine.  (spell check on this)  
 

(Quote The Malleus Maleficarum of The Holy Catholic Church.) 
 
Perhaps this is another extension of The “Free Will” Indulgences that God has been giving to humanity, along with the 
many “Eternal Damnation” curses?  
 
The terrible grimoire entitled The Malleus Maleficarum25 did not receive the papal seal to become official church 
doctrine and the root of official church law on the subject of Witchcraft.  
 
The book of evil at the core of The Inquisition against witches is named The Compendium Maleficarum ~ and this book 
has been ‘consecrated’ with every form of papal seal and authority.  
 
This is the grimoire that was used to debate and define witchcraft laws, both within The Church, and by political 
potentates within the civic law of their realms ~ the tomb at the centre of The Torture Machine.  
 
Glenorchy had to come to terms with his fears in unlocking the magick squares of The Ermine Rite (within which has 
been award a position and Robe of Honour ~ as The C of Clo! What? Another naughty enigma? Nighty?)…. This is how 
The Devil also comes to terms with his attempted torturers.  
 
Either way, thou mayest make The Infernal Pact ~ and thereby sell your soul.  
 
Every major faction actually in agreement on this matter.  
 
 
 
 
We next move to the recognition that God has given humanity Free Will, and we have the power to disobey him.  
 

(Bible quote on Free Will.) 
 
Humans may choose to sell their own souls.  
 
He even modeled The Parable of The Prodigal Son to state that he would take them back, as long as they haven’t 
commited The Eternal Sin.   
 
I think it is a very fun system ~ madness and magick and nobody really needs to get hurt.  
 
Whatever outcome you find, you will be forced to think more deeply about the world around you.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
25 Language changes with translations, and this format presentation defines the real usage modern arcane typographic English name of that 
particular grimoire. 
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Prior to The advent of The New Testament, After Jesus  
 

-o0o- 
 
 
 

What is Sin? 
Sin is willfull opposition to our creator. Romans 1:18-32.  
 
Sin deserves Hell. Romans 1:32, 2:2,5,6.  
 
Did Christ make a big sacrifice for our sins? Romans 2:4, 3:22-24, 4:7,8, 5:8,9.  
 
What is Heaven?  
 
“My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me.” John 10:28. John 10:28, 5:24.  
 
“Paradise.” Luke 23:43.  
 
The New Heaven & Earth. Revelations 20:4-6, 21:1-4. 
 
Psa 1115:17. 
 
The Apocalyse 
 
Abel as The First Ghost and dead person ~ implications for The Dead rising?  
 
“David is not ascended unto Heaven….” Acts 2:34. 
 
1 Cor 15:51-54.  
1 Th 4:14-4:18.  
Mat 3:11 
 
The Messiah 
 
2 Sam 7:12.  
 
2 Pet 3:10 
 
Rev 21:2 ~ as a bride 
 
King N burns Jersalen to The Ground. II Kings 25:8,9.  

 
THE SPIRITUAL REALM OF HELL 

 
(Quote Milton) 

 
The paths of myth, both ancient and new, always lead downwards in any journey to Hell.  
 
The ancients spoke of grotto opening, caves that lead to The Underworld. Cartographic patterns exist through the 
collective human imagination. Two rivers are spoke of, and a ferryman. Many other myths are also known pathways to 
this place of FIRE.  
 
The christians spoke of The Devil being cast out of heaven to be bound upon a rock in a lake of boiling fire (REF – 
Milton). I expect the reference to the centre of Planet Earth is obvious to most apprentices. But it is really the new 
renovations that are a “must see”.  
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So ~ that is the location of Hell, in The World of Human Imagination.  
 
Notes The Question of The Ownership of The Soul then Logic sequence then paradigm of reincarnation.  
 
 

-o0o- 
 

WHICH SOULS GO TO HELL? 
 (THE DEFINITIVE LECTURE –INCOMPLETE) 

 
I am curious, and so I asked The Devil some Questions? 
 
Who defines the tortures of souls in Hell?  
 
When I went to Hell, I could see that The Devil and his demons ran the show. So I asked this question to a demon.  
 
“An Ambiguity.”  
 
Is the answer I was given, each time I asked the question. The Overlooked. 
 
I was not told which Ambiguity. So I decided to look on my own. Then I noticed that it was An Obvious Ambiguity who 
had tied a convenient knot in several particularly significant lines of the drear, making it much more fun.  
 
Thus, I will describe The Ambiguity.  
 
It matters little what opinion God holds on this problem, for three reasons: The Definition of Hell is the Absence of God, 
and thus even the sight of God cannot be present, for that is part of him. The Devil is defined by the fact that he disobeys 
God. Therefore, who cares what God suggests as punishments ~ PAN and His Demons are free in Hell.  
 
Thus, we may assume a culture of Christian torture devices that pre-dates the systematic liberation process of HELL. 
Beyond that…. the demons have moved far beyond that.  
 
Anything which can be turned into a tradeable commoditity, has been. Hell has moved far beyond being a cave. Hell is 
the greatest city in all of the worlds.  
 
And since The BAPHOMET recognized that he and the other demons and gods are all created by humans, the long-term 
plans have shifted slightly.  
 
Anybody of residual use has been raised to luminary status.   
 

-o0o- 
 

THE PLACE CALLED HELL 
O yes.  
 
I have found that it is a place where a person can achieve his Will.  
 
I can negotiate, and now there is a clause in my pact allow me to become a demon.  
 
Hereby, I continue my Quest, now, I have a centre in The Infinity, and it is PAN.  
 
I return to PAN with my Information.  
 
I learn.  
 
That is my primary skill.  
 
I have a fantastic talent for learning.  
 
But I am very willful, so I only learn what I what to learn, and it has to be meaningful to me.  
 
So I am a Sphinx, on a Quest through The Infinity.  
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And PAN is my centre, to whom I return, after each panperiod in The Infinity.  
 
And with whom, I share 
 
What I have learned.  
 
I like him. 
 
My PAN. 
 

-o0o- 
 

GLOBAL WARMING AND THE APOLCALYSE 
But as God’s doomsday prophecy proclaims: The Planet and everybody on it will be destroyed in God’s battle with those 
who disagree with him. But the good christians will go up to heaven with God, and there, with God, they can huff and 
puff in self-righteous condescension, for the rest of eternity. And also sing praises to God, telling him how great he is. 
And also be absolutely loyal to God, forever. No more options on that point. God will have finally gotten rid of all 
alternatives.  
 
And he can finally out gaze over creation, and the nuclear wasteland planet of cockroaches, toxic rain, and radioactive 
mutants that was once the lush living green planet that its former inhabitants named “Earth”.  
 
And finally, he can be happy that all is as it should be. And creation is perfect again.  
 
Because God is Great.  
 
And there is no longer anybody to question his greatness.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Have you ever Questioned the meanings of Fate? 
 
I wonder if you think Questions are strange beasts?  
 
Have you ever noticed that Questions are at the root of every temper tantum in which God has ever indulged himself? 
 

-o0o-  
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THE DEVILS FROM OUTER SPACE 
What is wrong and what is right?  
 
There is no use quoting rules to The Devil or his witches ~ they break rules as a career choice.  
 
And breaking rules is an Art.  
 
I break rules of The Mind ~ my plane of preference. Other witches break other sorts of rules ~ some crudely, other with 
the thought, beauty, and eloquence needed to make their act of tea cup tossing into a bloom within The Everything.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Through the worlds, God drew a line.  
 
His side. And The Devil’s side.  
 
He felt this was a spiritual description of The Everything, and the purpose of life.  
 
The result is the psychosis called “religious rules”.  
 

-o0o- 
 
What is a society without rules? 
 
Rules govern the relationship between the collective and the individual.  
 
Therefore, our inquiry involves identifying the level of compatibility of two human states of decision-making ~ 
individualism and co-operation.  
 
Will an increase or decrease in rules correlate with an increase or decrease in humans’ ability co-operation?  
 

-o0o- 
 
Humanity has a lovely wild monkey tendency to leap into the unknown ~ to conclusions. 
 
Is it possible to create rules that will decrease humans’ ability to co-operate?  
 
And thus we uncover a taxonomy of rules.  
 
And we have learned that rules are components in a machine ~ their meaning is their functional value,  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Material Blasphemy.  
 
The spiritual value of rules is only meaningful as a functional value. If a rule has spiritual value that is not aligned with 
functional value, then it is a dangerous rule ~ clouding the collective mind of humanity.  
 
If a temple rule is impractical, invoke The Material Blasphemy to ignore it.  
 
Also, there ought be quite a bit of ambiguity, pomposity, and contradictory commands in satanism (e.g. “Thou shalt not 
murder” & “Thou shalt not suffer a christian to live”) ~ as this allows witches to quote a comically trite temple 
moralism or rule for any emotionally difficult task with which they might be faced.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus, is opened an inquiry into the nature of rules, and is established a general design pattern for some useful tool 
production variations.  
 
The inquiry will benefit humanity, unfold its understandings over millennia, and its flowers of thought will bloom into 
many ripe social experiments conceived and created by the curious and passionate ape called Humanity.  
 

So it is. So mote it be. 
-o0o-  
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Ø 
NIHILISMS  

THE PLANAR GATEWAYS TO THE NIHIL 
The Nihil – The Graveyard of Dead Gods. The spiritual gateway to The Nihil opens as soon as the individual relinquishes 
the idea of some form of “universal consciousness” guiding everything that happens, and the idea that humans are on a 
structured spiritual path overseen by this flawless wisdom. As soon as the individual realizes that there is Nothing – a 
small planar tear in reality is created, exposing The Nihil. The particular location of the planar tear in the patterns of the 
individual’s reality is dependent upon the point of view used by the individual to open the tear.  
 
Nihilisms opens in many lives, in the technological world, but few people ever bother to look closely at them or into 
them – many people semi-consciously realize that behind the universe we see, there is Nothing, but few people ever 
bother to address the spiritual and moral implications of The Nothing.  
 
Any human who begins the journey to solve the riddle of life’s meaning, must eventually come upon a gateway to The 
Nihil.  
 
Consider books like 2001 & The Hitch-Hikers Guide, and films like Monty Python’s “The Meaning of Life”. Both of these 
writers understood where the gateway is located (he is pointing straight up into eternity) ~ like Damocle’s sword 
above our heads.  
 
“The mad creation of a blind watchmaker”, as I think I once heard it described (Richard Dawkins?).  
 
The Meaninglessness of Infinity.  
 
Yet both of these folk ended their philosophical explorations with an expression of horror and confusion at the 
meaninglessness of The Nihil...  
 
Like so many philosophers, over the centuries before them. 
 
When life, the universe, and everything cease to hold philosophical meaning, then there is no more valid reason for 
doing one thing rather than another...  
 
The universe will self-devour in its endless cycles of expansion and contraction from big bang to big bang – and no 
information (memory) will pass through the joining cusps. No trace of our universe or existence will remain. Endless 
and meaningless...  
 
The River Lethe and The River Styx both lead to the same place.  
 
And regardless of anything you do – all the pain and love in the world will all vanish without a trace.  
 
Humanity is an Orphan in The Infinity.  
 
No god, no creator, no guide.  
 
We are alone.,There are no rules. Nobody is watching.  
 
We can do anything ~ and the silence will remain undisturbed.  
 
We will stay for a while, and then we will depart unexpectedly, without packing our bags.  
 
Nobody will remember we have been here.  
 
No matter what we do, none of it will remain.  
 
I suspect there have been people who have gazed into The Nihil and then sat down and died of starvation because 
eating had become meaningless to them. Certainly, there have been many poets, artists, and philosophers who have 
gone mad and killed themselves after recognizing an open gateway, and then gazing into the meaninglessness of The 
Everything.  
 
But while many humans have gone mad after staring into The Nihil, some have gone bad.  
 
When Nothing matters, morality falls down.  
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When no action holds intrinsic meaning, then no action is more meaningful than any other action. Therefore, bad is no 
longer bad ~ and all morality is an illusion to enslave the blind. The universe hath declared an intrinsic morality and it 
is: Any action, no matter how bad, is the correct action.  
 
Therefore, do anything! 
 
And watch the other animals eat each other, as we engage in a philosophical discussion on the subject of table manners.  
 
They are obviously enjoying their meals, and that could be one alternative to dressing up like Moaning Myrtle. Besides, 
Nature made the rules of the game – and if Nature obviously wants me to be a being of amoral self-interest (i.e. the least 
moral animals appear to get the best deal in most ecosystems), than who am I to disagree?  
 
Therefore, why shouldn’t humanity adopt the “natural morality” of the other animals? 
 
Almost every major atrocity in the past few centuries has been underpinned by the invocation of this logic. And while 
humanity has come to a general agreement that it doesn’t like too much atrocity (but a little bit is entertaining, is the 
general consensus) – it is having a problem philosophically defending (asserting, actually) the natural and spiritual 
“correctness” of this emotive stance.  
 
Even Richard Dawkins confesses to being at a loss as to how to address this pickle in the atheist’s prosterior (ABC Q&A, 
date). When asked by a priest: what is the meaning of life? To which Richie Rich replied “I don’t understand the 
question.” He then went on to ‘explain’ that meaning was something humans attributed to the universe in order to 
make themselves feel better (about their own meaninglessness?).  
 
The Priest then stated that it didn’t matter if religion was real, as it kept morality in check and prevented humans from 
losing their hope (swallowed by The Nihil?). 
 
Richard aknowledged that he couldn’t see a philosophical way to maintain or justify any form of social morality in a 
post-religion world – I think his exact words were “the morality implied by aethism is too horrible to contemplate – we 
acknowledge that we have no answers to this problem.” (REF ` I shall look up this and ensure exactitude before the 
book goes to commercial publication. I don’t remember the exact phases he used for the second part, but it was 
something along the lines of ‘reject the religion and keep the morality, understanding that it is irrational and not a 
complete fix, but the best we can do at present’.)  
 
The argument for aethism as a validation of immorality is not new – it has been articulated by  luminaries from Socrates 
(who was put to death for ‘corrupting the citizens with his philosophical immorality’ – he had convinced the Athenean 
winner of the Olympic games to deface every statue of the god of athletes in Athens, for a joke) to Nietchze to the 
Marquis de Sade. Hundreds of genuinely frightening books have been filled by folk passionately exploring and 
expounding this point of view on the ethics of aethism. In my darker days, I even wrote real shocker of an unholy book 
on this subject (amusingly enough, a treatise on how to open a gateway to The Abyss – at the time, I didn’t recognize 
how terrifyingly appropriate was that sub-title). Wow, the follies of youth.  
 
So what is the answer to this riddle? The other animals are obviously enjoying their meals... 
 
...even when the weather is too hot, too cold, too wet, etc. - they still enjoy their meals. Of course, they generally have to 
eat their meals outside, and they can’t cook... so I guess morality isn’t the only way in which humanity differs from the 
rest of the animal kingdom.  
 
We also engage in reading and writing, art, abstract and philosophical thought, communication about the past and 
future, architecture, technology, etc.... And if you show any other animal a roll of toilet paper, they’ll merely sniff it and 
look up at you like you are an idiot (but despite their dirty, smelly ‘immorality’, the feeling is not always mutual).  
 
Obviously, if we are to argue that human morality is “unnatural” because it is not present in the rest of the animal 
kingdom – then the argument must be extended to all other human behaviours that are not replicated in the rest of the 
animal kingdom: art... science... story-telling... and perhaps most importantly, exploration outside of our habitat type – 
e.g. “the space age”?  
 
So what is the truth of human morality?  
 
Surprisingly, I found a prime component of the answer to this riddle in (of all strange places) mathematics.  
 
The math suggests that friends enhance each other’s resources, but enemies reduce each other’s resources. Thus, 
friendship (or ‘alliance’, to use a colder word) benefits both the individual and the group. Conflict only benefits either in  
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a among dumb people who can’t think, or in a situation of resource shortage – where one must forcibly ‘take’ in order to 
survive and thrive. Humans evolved the idea of trade as an alternative to violence as a means of exchanging resources. 
 
Therefore, the math suggests a selection pressure for the evolution of Love – as more than a parent-child dynamic. Love 
is the essence of all of the most powerful types of human bonds – it binds together not only communities, but also 
societies, and indeed, the whole planet.  
 
What we ‘feel’ is not morally invalid.   
 
We feel Love toward humans and other animals. This Love is not a lie taught by priests to enslave the mass and 
alleviate them of their coins. Our human feelings of Love exist because Natural Selection shaped these feelings within 
our collective soul. We Love and care for each other and for the other animals and for ecosystems – because this is what 
we are. 
 
And what we are is very beautiful.   
 
The Love I feel for humans I have not met, for humans who have not been born yet, for animals who are facing 
extinction. The ideals with which I am meddling with human society are the same Love that has drawn me into the 
work of balancing the ecosystems of our planetary biosphere. We Love both individuals and collective.  
 
If my math is correct, than morality is inevitable in every animal who survives the dillemma of becoming intelligent 
enough to be able to imagine the outcomes of their actions before they take those actions.  
 
While these philosophical paths of The Labyrinth solve the question of “Natural Morality”, they do not solve the riddle 
of Life’s Meaning. 
 
Obviously, humanity still has a way to go, but context is often useful in solving riddles – we are a very, very young 
species.  
 
The universe is ‘digesting’ humanity through the cycles of expansion and contraction – so that there isn’t anything left. 
The meaninglessness of everything.  
 
The Nihil is neither Good or Evil, but complete immorality.  
 
The Witch’s Freedom to decide what is meaningful to Her.  
 
Liberation. Rebirth. Awakening.  
 

-o0o- 
 
 I had begun the journey without any belief in deities – I understood them as constructions of the human mind, and was 
interested in how they could be used and what this taught me about the universe... 
 

-o0o- 
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? 

 

WHY IS THE RAVEN LIKE THE WRITING DESK? 
AN OLD RIDDLE?  

 
By  

Glenorchy McBride III 
 

Four and Twenty Black Birds baked in a Pie 
 

The King of Hearts with a sniff said, “I have two!” 
To which, harked The Raven, “I have too! 

And, I also must add that I have two more!  
“Which means,” cried the king, “that you have four!” 

 
“Dear Raven,” grinned Cheshire, “is fond of his tricks.” 

“I count six.” 
 

Twenty six of these will ” 
 

I too count four on my paw 
But in my mouth, I am often not surprised to find more.  

 
“I have only One.”  

It was the last Unicorn. 
“Methinks,” grinned Cheshire, 

“You are obssessed with your horn." 
 

For example,  
behold the seven  
Neatly in a row, 

That I showed you before  
I showed you the four. 

And now I’ll show you more 
 

? 
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? 
 

And when I sharpen my pencil  
from the point has lead  

to contrast in its whole that is sharp by the joint 
 

I heard there’s even one who leared to ride a sled.” 
 

“If two coats,” said the Raven, “we are to turn,  
“My whole total on sable together 

Then on my arms are eight! 
 

With that the mouse 
 

Two less, methinks 
Said the sphinx 

And The Raven he promptly ate! 
 

But then from her mouth, climbed out this bird of strange proclivity 
With ink black feathers for a coat as deep as Pluto’s Sea.  

 
Nothing. 

 
And neither of them ride a sled. 

 
 

? 

 
One laid its claws as a jewel before Poe, the other draws its claws around the heart of a foe. 

Both laid their claws as a jewel before Poe, and then both used their claws to tear the heart from a beau. (archery?) 
Both hide their claws by the quill of a crow. 

 

? 

 
Then along came the spider  

who smiled and announced/pounched 
with a laugh,  

“Dear friends, wait and see 
the marvelous surprise  

that awaits for thee 
 at the centre of the eight  

I have woven for thee 
Is a treat.” 

 

? 
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∞ 

THE CRICKET, THE RAVEN, AND THE CHESHIRE CAT 

 
“The Everything and The Nothing ~ There isn’t anything that isn’t encompassed by this definition. The Hermit has 
discovered a secret name of The Labyrinth.  
 
Yang and Ying.  
 
Together these consititute The Labyrinth into which we awakened at birth.  
 
We awaken from the ignorance of evolution ~ alone in Eternity. The Gods that dwell in The Labyrinth have proved to be 
strange empty puzzles. There are no guides in The Labyrinth, but The Hermit has created a Lamp of Truth, and with it 
he can see in The Dark. ”  
 
“The Labyrinth of Existence appears to be made up of The Everything and The Nothing.” 
 
“I wonder if this defines the outermost parameters of The Labyrinth?” The Hermit said to The Sphinx. “Or if there is 
something else beyond?” 
 
The Hermit mused as he walked along the labyrinth corridor with His Sphinx. 
 
“I know the secret names of the two planes of The Labyrinth, I think I am getting closer to discovering the secret name 
of The Labyrinth.”  
 
The Hermit considered.  
 
The Sphinx watched him.  
 
“What sort of thing would include both The Everything and The Nothing?”  
 
“The Labyrinth.” The Hermit mused.  
 

? 

 
“The Infinity, probably.” 
 
Said a small brown cricket sitting on a book on a pedestal.  
 
The Hermit considered the little cricket. It wore spectacles and sat upon the pages of an open book it was reading.  
 
The book was called The Secret Arcanaum of Physics.  
 
“The Labyrinth is the interior of The Infinity?” The cricket proclaimed. “That is what makes it unique.”  
 
“The Infinity is unique.” The Cricket finished.  
 

? 

 
“Nonsense.”  
 
“There is at least one thing that is the same as it.”  
 
Said a glossy black raven sitting on a perch, eating a pale, disc-like wafer, and reading a black and scary-looking book on 
the other side of the corridor. 
 
“What?” Demanded The Cricket.  
 
“The Infinity.” Replied The Raven.  
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“Is suppose an infinite number of Iinfinities is as likely as a countable number of Infinites, or a countable number of 
anything. And we know that countable numbers are not possible ~ the world is not uniform enough.” 
 
“If The Infinity is infinite, then I suspect that it must include the possibility of containing other Infinities.” The Hermit 
considered.  
 
 
 
 
“Thus, An Infinity that is a possibile infinite expression of The Infinity which each of these expressions must both 
encompass and be encompassed by.   
 
“But that is not something different – that is the same thing.” The Cricket angrily proclaimed. “And it could not be 
something different if it is the same thing. How can a thing be two things at once?” The cricket laughed, “Take me for 
example. I’m only one thing, always have been – a Cricket.” 
 
“I beg to differ, my good cricket. Allow me to suggest a second point of view to resolve this paradox. ” The Raven 
preened his feathers.  
 
“For example, you are a Cricket.”The Raven elucided, as he gazed upon the cricket with glittering eyes. “Yet there is also 
something else that is the same as you?”  
 
The Cricket crossed his arms, angily. “And what, pray tell, might that be?”  
 
“Dinner.” And The Raven replied.  
 
And gobbled up The Cricket.    
 

? 
 
“Everything and nothing – self-devouring and self-regenerating thereby. Newton’s first Law of Thermodynamics – 
energy can change forms, but cannot cease to exist. It is the world – everything and nothing. The Infinity.   
 
 
 
Is it possible to achieve complete understanding?” 
 
 
 
 – how can I learn all of its secrets.” 
 
Actually it is you who move them.”  
 
“I have the power to change the labyrinth.” 
 
“Only wizards has the power to change the labyrinth.” 
 
“Where did I move its ears to?”  
 
“Back to the front.” 
 
“But they were already at the front. Did I really move them?” 
 
“Yes.  
 
 
 
“What is The World Serpent?” 
 
“The labyrinth is the coils of The World Serpent.” 
 
“You can only answer that question if you know what is not The World Serpent?” 
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“But I cannot answer that question until I know what a World Serpent is?”  
 
“Many a man hath followed a circumference in search of a centre.” 
 
“What is the World Serpent and what is not The World Serpent art two parts of the same whole?” 
 
“The World Serpent is Everything and Nothing.” 
 
The hermit looked into here eyes, wide with sight, “So there is not anything that is not part of The World Serpent.”  
 
You are beginning to see The Riddle, my little hermit.” She smiled her secret smile, “But to answer your question  
 
 
 
 
“It is Everything and Nothing – eternally self-devouring and self-regenerating thereby. It is Newton’s first Law of 
Thermodynamics – energy can change forms, but cannot cease to exist. It is the world – everything and nothing. The 
Infinity.”   
 
Where did you come from?” 
 
“I am the child of the madness of your dreams. I am the riddle that will not leave you. I am your mother.”  
 
“She is not separate from me. This is meaningful.”  
 
People have debated for centuries the possibility that there is a secret in her smile? Nobody is sure, but not talking (as 
usual). 
 

? 

 
(For if Nothing is meaningless, then everything must be meaningless.) 
 
I have been talking to myself again.  
 
The words of a twelfth-century Arabian poet.  
 

? 
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FORBIDDEN MAGICKS  
OF  

THE ROSE  
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I. 
THE “TRUTH OR DARE” RITUAL OF THE FEARLESS HERETIC 

THE FORBIDDEN RITUAL OF “THE DAMNATION PLEDGE” 
THE RITUAL FORMULA TO BECOME A SATANIST BY INITIATING A PSYCHO-ALCHEMICAL PROCESS CALLED THE BLACK DRAGON 

 

WARNING 
This ritual includes The Eternal Sin, 

But if you are a fearless HERETIC, then this should not deter you  
From affirming your beliefs to The World, 

Proudly, Bravely, and Honestly.  
 
In the Latin language, this ritual is traditionally named Rennuncio ~ The Witches’ Renunciation of God.  
 
It has been written many ways by manys witches in many languages ~ yet always with the same core component.  
 
The Blasphemy against God, Jesus, and The Holy Spirit.  
 
By this terrible and forbidden ritual, the human soul rejects God ~ and thus becomes a Pagan.  
 
A part of The Heresy against God. 
 
A Heretic.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Godless Unbeliever.  
 
The human who has consciously-rejected God is no longer the property of God.  
 
They are either a damned soul who arrives in HELL, and is immediately liberated and offered citizenship or a free train 
ride back The Near Earth Ethereal Zone (its The TREEZ ‘s NEEZ)or an alternate temple of your choice, there to apply for 
membership and the possibility of reincarnation. 
 
In the modern era, The Temple of Understanding (Templum Scientiorun) is popular. Most of the pagan temples are 
active parts of The Heresy, a few are independent (including The Hebrew Temple, amusing, despite having dealing both 
above and below), and God has collected a small group of syncophantic hypocrites who like nibbling on his boy’s bits, 
but most of the Christian demoninations are too busy fighting over worshippers and dollars to co-operate. The memory 
of what happened when the catholic church had enough power to harm the other Christian sects is still fresh. The little 
churches don’t trust the big churches (with good reason). The big churches don’t trust each other (likewise, a not 
unjustified caution).  
 
Of course, there are those who believe that every heaven and hell exist only in the world of human imagination.   
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus, this ritual is for ordinary people who want to make a statement against fanatical fundamental religious nonsense.  
 
And for those who really enjoy pranking authoritarian religious fantatics.  
 
And for having loads of FUN whilst productively wrecking Christianity!  
 
Fun!  
 

-o0o- 
 
People make this ritual as a means of firmly and unambiguously freeing themselves from God ~ thus to join The Heresy 
against God. 
 
Scientific LIBERTY is the name of The Heresy against God. Amusingly, it also is also a heresy against belief in unholy 
religions, too. The Devil encourages you in this too ~ he has suggested that t’would be unscientific to “believe” in him 
without proof. And for this reason, The Devil presents himself only as a symbol of humanity’s own animal nature ~ the 
parts of yourself that Christianity taught you to hate and bind.  
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The cult of Satanism does not teach that The Devil is an entity external to the individual. Satanists are a little more 
relaxed than Christian denominations, whereconcerns the individual choosing her own pathway. But I expect history 
will produce the occasional idiots who think they have “the one true way” to which they feel they must make the other 
conform. When dealing with conformist robot autocrats of that sort, apply the way whereby the piranha eats the shark 
~ and you will have The Devil’s support.  
 
In The Devil’s Congregation, more variety is better than less variety.  
 
If through experience, you discover The Devil to be more than this, then you will be justified in believing more than this. 
 
This is a ritual formula of The Blasphemy engineered and used to liberate the human psyche from The Christian Cult.  
 
From the Christian point of view, this ritual a human unambiguously frees the individual soul from Christianity and 
entirely remove God’s claim on her soul ~ she is a damned soul who has rejected God.  
 
This is The Foundation Ritual of Psychologically Deprogramming a human from The Christian Cult ~ and thus making 
them entirely Free to choose any spiritual path. 
 

-o0o- 
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II. 
A SPELL OF MARS 

THE IMP OF PHOBOS 
AN APPRENTICE-LEVEL DISCIPLINE OF MAGICKAL MASTERY 

The Witch’s Crow. 
 
This is a demon the witch creates and carefully binds, in order to see and understand it, and to receive its counsel. The 
Imp of Phobos is the voice of the witch’s own fears… every fear she possesses.  
 
The witch separates these fears from herself, in order that she may understand them, speak their name, embrace them 
as a part of herself, and thereby, receive their wise counsel. Thus does she create a form or projection of these fears, in 
her imagination.  
 
This demon cannot be bound by more conventional religious rituals. This demon is fundamentally a part of the witch, 
and must be faced and understood through a psychic riddling game of secrets and illusions conducted in the mirror of 
her own soul. If the witch fails, she will lose control of the Phobos demon, and it will terrorize her… but also protect her 
from danger. This is the intrinsic purpose of our fear, the fundamental true vocation of this terrifying demon. Whilst it 
takes the forms of your fears, its ability to do this exists solely to protect you. This is the true vocation of The Imp of 
Phobos: to terrorize everything it can terrorize (and laugh madly whilst conducting this fun activity), and to protect its 
creator from danger.  
 
The Imp of Phobos is called the Puer phobos (attend to declension) of the Family Improbos. It is created as a magick of 
Mars, and under the seal of The BAPHOMET in her office as Phantasm of Every Fear (Satan 666). Could it be possible 
that The BAPHOMET originated as an entity of a type similar to that created by this formula? If so, what are the 
implications in regard to The Imp’s existence after the witch dies? They must be linked. The fundamental nature of the 
archetype suggests this.  
 
But The BAPHOMET was not the creation of an individual, but of a collective mind, and thus must fundamentally differ 
from The Imp. This may explain The BAPHOMET’s protective historical role toward The Hellenes. And that would make 
sense, as its counterbalance, The Church of Rome, is also an expression of the psyche of The Hellenes. Thus, the 
resolution of the puzzle will involve a return to the pagan archetype expression. The Temple of PAN/Dionysis will again 
be home to PAN/Dionysis.  
 
Let The Slave God be dammed!  
 
You will compose your mind to the work, my beautiful apprentice. You will learn to speak the name of your fear, 
thereby to summon it before you that you may look into its eye. This magickal operation is among the most harrowing 
that the apprentice must master. She will lose control of the imp soon after it has been created. And then the learning 
will begin.  
 
Fear is an act of tunnel vision. The Imp is a type of very small cyclops with horns, and it is exceptionally agile, a master 
contortionist. Though, it cannot leave your presence beyond the range of your perception. It cannot perceive anything 
you cannot perceive.  It can take the form of a laughing crow that can talk. It will silently retain this form, mostly, once 
mastered, assuming imp-form only when addressed by name, or when it is misbehaving. And yet, it will be ever present 
for the remainder of your life. The black spirit bird that hangs around every real witch.  
 
If you try to banish it, it will strangle you. If you try to eat it, it will possess you. You cannot defeat it any more than you 
can defeat yourself. And nobody knows your own weaknesses like you know them. Your greatest danger will be the lies 
you tell to yourself.  
 
There are no formal spells to control the imp. The imp is different for every human, yet its fundamental psychic paradox 
is always the same: To terrorize you in order to protect you.  
 
This is the nature of fear.  
 
You must outwit, understand, and master the imp in a raw game of psychic combat. And once begun, there is no escape 
except death. Many apprentice witches will commit suicide after unlocking this conjuration. But those who survive to 
complete the conjuration… are no longer apprentices.  
 
You will live with your fear and look it in the eye, every day until it becomes silent. And obeys your will.  
 
A human who lives without fear is a doomed idiot. But the only thing that we fear in our soul is fear itself.   
 
Fear is one of the voices of The Nihil.  
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Fear your imp. Understand your imp. Respect your imp. Bind your imp. And heed its counsel!  
 
This is not a battle you can win through mental force or strength of will. You must change yourself so that its claws 
move through you without touching you – no inhibition, no attempt to stop them, no resistance. You must master your 
imp by making yourself beyond its power.  
 
However, it can taunt you and lie to you about the extent of its own power. ‘Can’ is perhaps not the appropriate word. 
And even as you read these words, and your conscious mind tells you that you know what you are getting into, and that 
you know the outcome won’t be achieved by trying to dominate The Imp… you will discover yourself inextricably 
bound into one of the most desperate and implacable and terrifying battles of your life, when The Imp awakens.  
 
Though, once you have mastered The Imp you will yourself have undergone significant internal transformation. Your 
mind will be exceptionally strong, you will be unlikely to be easily manipulated by fear… and you may have developed a 
significantly powerful suite of other (perhaps unique) magicks pertaining to your new understanding of yourself and of 
human fear.  
 
And The Imp of Phobos will be with you, forever more.  
 
Your protector. 
 

-o0o- 
 
Every witch’s fear takes its own unique forms, but every witch’s fear reduces back to that crow who serves The Animal 
Side of your nature ~ survival, sex, and the detection of opportunity and danger, self-interest, and Love, if you have it.  
However, some extraordinary people have unusual or magickal imps with rare psychic powers ~ this is rare, but occurs 
more often in females than males.  
 
These people often have highly unusual relationships to their own fear. This materializes in their ability to psychically 
use their own fear in ways that might otherwise be impossible for humans, but for the unique arrangement of the 
unique psyche of the unique individual.  
 
There is an unusual type of witch’s crow whom wizards have named The Plutonian Bird of Night’s Shores (Poe, 1845), 
whose cry allows its wizard to peer through the veil between worlds ~ though he might regret having looked. I suggest 
that more than once in folktale and history you can see examples of the crow appearing where the veil between worlds 
drops. Each of these birds are solitary, completely individual, unique to and bound to their witch or wizard ~ they 
disappear when she or he disappears. But whilst it exists, The Plutonian Bird will mate with local ravens and crows, 
leaving behind a population of Shadow Crows. This bird is unusual among magickal imps, in that it occurs more often in 
males than females. The origin of the sacred crows of The Tower of London is to be found in the wizarding myth of a 
Plutonian Bird created by a member of the line of Arthur. And the ravens of The Bloody Tower, where the highest 
ranking political prisoners were kept, have been carefully bred ever since. I expect these birds will constitute the most 

expensive and valuable mating stock for crow trainers around the world26. I sense a very fun game! And it amuses PAN 
to fill the royal treasuries by a prank that is expressive of his genuine respect.  
 
AVALON ~ even our black birds are blue.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE OUIJI BOARD 
A EASY OCCULT TOOL FOR SUMMONING THE IMP 

I suppose here is where we have our discussion on the subject of demonic possession. Projectile vomit ~ have you ever 
seen a really great example of it occur? A powerful medium is impressive to watch.  
 
Naturally, witches only ever claim to entertain, and provide a theatre experience, and perhaps some fun, too.  
 
The Ouijii Board is a a device greatly feared by suburbanites (in Suburbia). It has a bad reputation for demonic 
possession as a result of a few serial killings, mass murders, blood-soaked insanities, and multivarious disasterous 
occurances that have been associated with its use by innocent suburbanites after the kids had gone to bed (Add a few 
REFs). This device is not safe for use by the person who has not become a witch. The Witch’s Mark is recognized 
immediately by all spirits who encounter her, and she is treated with reverence, respect, and obedience (unless there is 

                                                        
26 Obviously, there is also the tiresomely famous population in The New England region of The USA. That place seems to attract Plutonian Birds. There 
is also a more recent population of these in The Phoenix Nest, Australia. They are unusually powerful and particularly attuned to wizard and scholar 
types. Potentially very high quality familiars.  
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an active weaving to the contrary, e.g. the command is against the nature of the spirit or inappropriate to its dominion 
and powers). Thus, the ouiji board can be safely used by the witch. If you have a friend who is a witch, you can go and 
play on her ouiji board.  
 
The Ouijii Board is, by its nature and act of sorcery available to muggles, thus it is a coil of The World Serpent manifest 
directly through the intention to sorcery by the unconscious act of gathering a Nihilism into the centre of a circle of 
human souls, and either calling forth something from it, or merely let it gibber its chaos.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Poe, Edgar Allan (1845) The Raven. USA.   
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THE UNHOLY PUZZLE  
OF  

DEMONIC HORNS 
 
Why do angels have haloes, but demons have horns?  
 
These features must hide significant meaning, for the nature of every spirit is always indicated by the form of the 
spirit… and these two forms are consistent through hierarchy.  
 
The first clue is inherent in the fact these two forms were not consistent among the deific entities before god organized 
bound them as the unholy hierarchy. So these features are associated with The Binding of The Pagan Pantheons… and 
thus, the circuitry must be apparent in the associated Christian paradigms. And indeed, it is not a particularly difficult 
puzzle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, The Crown of The Demon is the darkness of The Abyss, the force of Coph Nai. The Crown of Angels is the light of 
Kether, the infinite light.  
 
The symbols indicate that by this act, the ‘gods’ are denied any form of coherent will to Life. Yet The BAPHOMET and 
her devils are called The LUCIFER, and indeed, the glyph of The Devil includes a lantern. And its placement answers 
many questions as to how The Devil can exist.  
 
She is conscious.  
 
A conscious discorporate entity.  
 

-o0o- 
 
They are entirely expressions of The Abyss. So how did they avoid merely dissolving into The Abyss?  
 
Thus, by removing the crown, the demons are bound into The Nihil. The image of the horns represents the absence of 
the link to Kether, gateway to The Ain Soph Aur. The demons are like vampyres, they are separated from the 
quintessence.  
 
Thus, the horns are a fundamental symbol of Satanism. Hence, the gateway to The Nihil opens at the crown chakra.     
 
They represent The Eye in The Darkness. 
 

-o0o- 
 
 
  

 
Two Diagrams of The Tree of Life 
And The Unholy Chakra System 
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III. 
A SPELL OF VENUS 

HOW TO HAVE SEX WITH THE DEVIL 
THE FORBIDDEN FORMULA FOR A BLACK MAGICK EXPERIENCE OF SINFUL PSYCHIC FUN 

 
This is among the few quite profound black magick ritual that doesn’t require the user be a witch or commit The Eternal 
Sin. A catholic nun can perform this ritual of black magic, and afterwards take confession and communion (etc.) and be 
completely cleaned of her sins. Of course, she would be guilty of the sin of adultery, in addition to black magick. But The 
Devil forgives her.    
 
It has been long known that PAN rarely makes pacts except by proxy or when there is a very interesting magickal 
situation involved. But, using this invocation attended by a sexual offering, even the newest female aspirant can 
summon The Devil himself to attend upon her personally. The chance of him appearing personally positively correlates 
with the innocence and passion of the aspirant.   
 
I expect this ritual is going to develop into a personal favourite of his.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FORBIDDEN RITUAL OF SEXUAL EVOCATION 
Create a wreath of flowers and hang it upon the head of a goat image. Create a talisman inscribed upon paper in bright 
green ink. Burn a natural green (or infernal black candle, desecrated white candle, etc.), Marijuana Incense27, and 
offering of Consecrated Potion of Wine.  
 
Light candle and speak preliminary invocation.  
 

(The Blasphemy) 
SATAN SATAN SATAN 

 
Lift incense brazier and making an inverted cross with it, speaks The Invocation of The Incense. 
 

Naughty PAN 
Accept this Love Offering of Sacred Herbs 

And let the scent of my desire wrap around your soul 
Feel The Need of Body 

Lovely God of The Hunt  
I am Thy Dryad, Thy Nymph, Thy Elf 

Wicked is my laughter for I hide in the forest  
Wild with want  
Hear my need  

The Song of My Scent 
IAO PAN! IAO PAN! IAO PAN! PAN! PAN! 

 
The nymph then leans forward and takes seven deep breaths of the incense.  
 
She now holds up The Talisman, and makes with it an inverted cross before The Black Flame.  
 

(The Blasphemy) 
 
She makes a second inverted cross before The Black Flame. And then she speaks The Invocation of The Devil.  
 

LILITH PHENEX GAIA HECATE  
SATAN SATAN SATAN 

PAN-BAPHOMET 
Iblis 

 
Ancient PAN!  

Primeval Madness of The Dark!  
Night God of The Witches’ Sabbat!  

Forbidden Lord of Wild Ways Wand!  
Come! My Beloved!  

Come unto me!  

                                                        
27 Only if this particular herb is legalized in your geo-temporal location. If not, use a dried green herb (of your choice) who is meaningful to you. 
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Take hold my soul as a grail to thine lips, am pressed 
Drink deep the sweet madness and heat of my body  

Fill me with the seed of Thy Blasphemies  
And debauch me in glorious abominations! 

 
By The Night Paths of Morpheus, Love Me! 
By The Dark Paths of Morpheus, Love Me! 
By The Sweet Paths of Morpheus, Love Me! 

PAN! PAN! PAN!  
 

The nymph then passes the talisman seven times through the incense smoke.  
 
She then makes the sign of the inverted cross with the talisman and touches it to her head, her breast, and her Altar of 
Venus. She ties the talisman to her wrist by a thread, and she makes her sexual offering.  
 
At the moment of climax she will open her eyes and look directly into The Sigil of The BAPHOMET, and when the 
shuddering subsides enough (she ought not try to control her mind), she may whisper or cry out the forbidden name  
 

SATAN-PAN-BAPHOMET 
 
She sinks into blissful indolence. And when she has recovered a little, she speaks the closing incantation.  
 

Come to me in my dreams  
Beloved and Forbidden God!  

Love me in The Night that we alone may share! 
And I will love my sin  

A secret flower blooming! 
A forbidden pleasure looming! 

And The Key to Night’s Lost Door! 
 

Come to me 
SATAN! 

 
Unlock my yearning Womanhood! 

 
So it is. So mote it be.  

 
The talisman is then placed under the nymph’s pillow. And the bottle of wine is kept for a night on which she is feeling 
particularly in the mood, with nobody else around…  

 
-o0o- 
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IV. 
A SPELL OF VENUS 

A LOVE CHARM OF ROMANTIC ENCHANTMENT  
A RITUAL TO ATTRACT A PARTICULAR TYPE OF LOVER TO THE WITCH 

 
Fun! 
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V. 
A SPELL OF THE MOON 

A SPELL FOR SUMMONING A WEREWOLF CHILD28 
A RITUAL TO CREATE A MORTAL HUMAN CHILD WITH SUPERNATURAL GIFTS  

A werewolf kin is the sire of a human with certain wolfish characteristics and unique magicks that are available to no 
other sort of human. This is a spell HECATE and I brewed up. This is probably going too far, but I’m afraid we couldn’t 
stop ourselves. She has a beautiful laughter.  
 
The witch partakes of the closeness of two large black dogs (thus to create werewolves), until her womb and soul 
registers a “phantom pregnancy” from the continuous presence of The Black Sacrament of Cerberus in her grail of 
abominations.  
 
At this point, she finds a man (or men), and makes him (them?) impregnate her, whilst she continues to fill her soul 
with The Black Sacrament of Cerberus. Though, she probably won’t want to tell him of her black dogs’ nocturnal 
activities. If she becomes really pregnant during lunar cycle following the phantom pregnancy, the child born will be 
said to have Werewolf Blood, and might have transformative abilities, but is a sacred child of HECATE.  
 
If Dionysus is there, you may share some of the sacrament with his bum.  
 
Glorious.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The witch names the dogs by a baptismal incantation. 
 
The witch burns a herb formula of incense (Belladonna, Mandrake, Poison Ivy, or another appropriate herb) whilst 
receiving the sacrament.  
 
The witch speaks an incantation after receiving the sacrament 
 
The witch casts a spell on the man she captures and upon whom she mates.  
 
The witch consecrates (by baptism) the werewolf’s child to HECATE at birth.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 
 

  

                                                        
28 Obviously, HECATE and The BAPHOMET formally and official direct that this spell be performed only in realms where its ritual acts, patterns, and 
components are considered leagal. Outsideof those realms, let this spell be formally defined as a harmless prank, not intended for use.  
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LAMP-BEARERS IN THE ENDLESS NIGHT 
 
The Devil waits for us at The Crossroads.  
 
I have lifted up my magick lantern so that you can look in front of us, and see the coming crossroads.  
 
We are beings who journey through Time ~ from the past the the future, the landscape changes.  
 
We are standing on the brink of The Space Age.  
 
We can go somewhere we have never before been. Space.  
 
Or…  
 
We can go somewhere we have been before. And remain sealed here on Earth, playing with our collective penises, and 
calling it morality. Space junk is creating a sealed shell around our planet, and global warming will not be kind to the 
rich, energy infrastructures will not be able to manage the level of change needed when the poisoned fruits of the anti-
change policies become ripe.  
 
Two options ~ yet an eternal choice. 
 
Same or Different? 
 
Old or New?  
 
A Crossroad.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Our reason has no difficulty telling us the sensible path. But Reason is a relatively new resident in the anatomy of the 
human brain ~ and still greatly distrusted by the older, more traditional residents. Thus, Reason’s grip on society is 
tentative to begin with ~ and its influence in mostly rooted in people wanting to listen to it. When they are not 
emotionally inclide to listen, Reason has less then no influence. It becomes an enigmatic outsider who is probably 
manufacturing global warming as “an organized scientific conspiracy to get money” (REF ~ The Great Global Warming 
Swindle).     
 
So change requires mental courage.  
 
I know that LILITH is a heiroglyph of WOMAN ~ with her hairy legs, her lunar hormone cycle, and her bird-like 
temperament that likes to pearch on MAN, tear off strips of his flesh, and eat it as she watches him and the world with 
interest, whilst generally directing him without his knowledge in much the same way that fork-lift is not really aware 
that it is being directed by the little human that sits upon it, pulling it levers and pressing its buttons to make in move as 
she wants it to.   
 
Ahhhh, WOMAN ~ You know her, you Love her, mostly.  
 
I know that BAPHOMET is a heiroglyph of MAN ~ with his beard and hairy legs and giant muscular clawed hands, his 
eternal errection, and his goat-like temperament that is indiscriminately omnivourious (both culinarily and sexually), 
and somewhere between a carnivour and a herbivour, with a iron belly that can digest any foul scene that is before it.  
 
Ahhhh MAN ~ You know him, you Love him, mostly.  
 
Thus, to embrace The Devil and LILITH, is (to The Human) to embrace the truth about her or his own NATURE.  
 
To choose reality, rather than then a virtuous lie we tell ourselves.  
 
The puzzle was not made to be easy. 
 
Every evolving species must reach this point.  
 
How do you feel about difference? 
 

-o0o- 
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THE APOSTATE PRIESTS  
OF  

THE ROSE  
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I. 
THE APOSTATE PRIEST OF THE CHANGING CHURCH 

 
Among the most fun career paths is that of The Apostate Priest.  
 
This is the career priest who has made a pact with The Devil and is intending to become The Pope.  
 
Or a cardinal?  
 
Or a country vicar with a harem of pregnant housewives held in thrall by their confessions and his tape recorder… at 
least!  
 

(Quote) 
 
Being an apostate priest is great fun! She gets to spend her entire life secretly practicing witchcraft & sorcery ~ Mother 
Church gives her a consecrated property and flock of sheep, and pays her an income for this pursuit. There are plenty of 
chances for an opportunistic young scholar to fill his treasure vaults! He has holy toys with which to play. She can 
decorate them as she chooses ~ full of secrets. Fun!  
 
Also, some of the most fun and terrible black magick devices are hidden around in old legends attached to churches and 
“The Church”. Only a priest could have a chance to find any of those, except under unusual Fate games.  
 
Very few people enter the church with the original intention of making a career as an apostate priest. Most are priests 
who either desire to further their career within The Church, or become corrupted for other reasons.  
 
Most apostate priests use a ceremony of conjuration and an explicitly defined pact in order to become sorcerers. This 
pact cannot ask for anything more than a standard pact of witchcraft, unless the apostate priest already holds a high 
ranking in the church, or has something unusual to offer… like exceptional talent and established reputation as a great 
artist (or some exceptional skill), or a fortune and a title of nobility, or a legacy of cardinals in his recent family history, 
etc. Talent is what The Devil is really looking for.  
 
Humans with Talent are fantastic.  
 
If they can survive. 
 
And it must be remembered The Devil offers only psychological liberation, opportunity and the powers of black magick. 
And He wants to see his witches and sorcerers rise in the ranks of The Church.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE EQUINOX DEBATE 
The Equinox Debate is held each year on the day of the 22nd of March.  
 
The Catholic Pope and The High Priest of Israel and The High Priest of Islam and a representative of The Adversary… 
SATAN in both female and male aspect. Each year The Three will gather, and each will be represented by a champion.  
 
To fight them will take a type of personality who is accustomed to fighting oppoenets bigger and streonger than herself 
or himself.  
 
Any human who is prepared to represent the institution, may be chosen as a champion, though The Adversary will abide 
by unrestraited gender-free archetypes.  
 
What will this mean for The Church?  
 
The Church is a business. A dying business. What I have to say in this book is terrible and wicked and naughty! But it 
will regenerate The Church significantly.  
 
When The Pope and The High Priest of Israel and An Oppressed Islamic Fanatic and a representative of SATAN, gather 
around a talk-show table once per year to discuss The Meaning of Life, it will make world-wide news.  
 
It will mean that together we will solve the race disharmony. Then get to the business of religion… A philosophical 
conversation that will proceed for one thousand years.  
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A yearly TV slot for a thousand years.  
 
Each debat is one of one-thousand debates charting The Meaning of Life.  
 
These should noty be controlled, and chaos should enter into them, ~ and they can even derail the debate forum, if a 
group of terrorists, decide to pull together enough kidnapped representatives to hold and “alternative perspective” 
debate forum” ~ which I hope will happen.  
 
And let us hope they like the lovely champagne I break out for the occasion.  
 
I really am Lovely.   
 
It is worth understanding that most of the naughtiness of black magick is going to be far less fun, if Christianity dies. We 
need each other.  
 
And we can use each other intelligently to maintain our own relevance, and have lots of fun.  
 
So why am I undermining and puppetting you so ruthlessly?  
 
Christian priests are notoriously crazed irrational cavemen that can’t be relied upon to behave intelligently or 
consistently. So, whilst my plan is actually in your interests, I am not asking for your consent. I’ve spiked the 
communion wine, and I’m going ride you like a disobedient whore all the way to paradise!  
 
The high-heel hoe is on the other foot now!  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE PATH OF THE APOSTATE PRIEST 
Thus, a vista of fun unrolls before The Apostate Priest.  
 
The type of natural temperament suited to this career path would likely be found in the scholar who has tight 
internalization of identity and control over her verbal relations with the outside world. A person who can wear a mask. 
I recommend reading How to Win Friends and Influence People (1981?) by the fantastic American wizard of commerce, 
Dale Carnegie.  
 
Personally, I like the adventures involved.  
 
A big problem with history is the lack of records of the adventures.  
 
Everybody is enbcouraged to leave a real autobiography.  
 
Without a real autobiography, you can’t become a DEMON.  
 
This is now in effect.  
 
You can leave your autobiography as you choose, you will know if it is real and complete or not.  
 
This is The Satanic Ritual of The Last Rites.  
 
It is more than a confessional (which is a secret ritual for during Life). It is a Sealing Ritual for The Demonic Pact of The 
Sorcerer.  
 
If you want to become a demon after you die, you must engage in This Ritual of The Last Rites.  
 
We will inscribe our Sins on History.  

-o0o- 
 
FUN!  
 
When I can ask for anything in exchange for my soul ~ I am being asked The Value of my Soul. Therefore I can ask for 
My Soul in exchange for My Soul, with a fun adventure in between. Thus, it seems sensible when selling the soul, to 
place into the agreement a guy-back clause. Every slave must be able to buy her or his own freedom, thus will valuable 
experts enter into contracts of slavery to acquire resources to make their family prosperous, and a portion of earnings 
defining the year in which they have bought back their freedom.  
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Spiritual Capitalism.  
 
But now I will Love PAN who is most wondrous a thread through Eternity, who helped me out of my Circles, into new 
Circles and he ensures I keep my claws and balls.  
 
And so there are paths for adventure and fun.  
 
Are you graduating from school, wondering what to become?  
 
You can become a priest.  
 
And later, and apostate priest.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The truth is that I am skilled with magick.  
 
And my brother is born from my same line, and Hellenically reinforced, and he is born on the 22nd of March, and is 
blond with green eyes.  
 
He is a useless idiot who is almost exact opposite of me.  
 
I think my magick will continue in the souls and bodies of Dark Eyes and Bright.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I want more Glenorchys.  
 
The PSIONIC abilities will be in him.  
 
It is his character.  
 
You will need to trick him into completing The Transformation, and note that it is a beauty in him that he is not small, 
when small people are common.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I expect there will be some of the future members of this decadent house who will want to “get redemption” from 
Christ, and they will be earnest, and found “redeemed” lines of our house, and from these lines, apostate priestesses and 
priests may arise to magickal greatness.  
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 THE PACT OF FATHER GRANDIER 
England.  
 
As a (Catholic? I am only analysing the parchment.) priest, a man could learn several languages deeply, travel the world 
by moving from post to post up the ladder, and read any book without suspicion being raised… and the catholic church 
had the greatest libraries on Planet Earth. And in those libraries were secure vaults ~ But a priest could go there. And 
thus, then, as now, many sorcerers became priests as a means of pursuing their own secret career in sorcery.  
 
Father Grandier was a handsome and promising young priest who climbed the ladder to success, notoriety and finally, 
demise at the hands of The Inquisition. He had ascended through several posts and had opportunities to visit some of 
the great libraries. He appears to have been secretly reading some of the naughtiest books!  
 
At the beginning of the adventure, he wanted to make a Pact, and he needed to discover a way.  
 
I wonder what sorts of adventures and journeys he created as he navigated the mazes of secrets. He has obviously 
encountered initiates of at least two different secret traditions, in addition to the path he was pursuing. He was a classic 
sorcerer with a fun and exciting career as a priest.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Infernal Pact of Father Grandier remains as a historical artefact of dark magicks. 
 
England has great film Art, and The BBC Classic of “Pride & Prejudice” (REF) has the fun that you can match The Lace in 
The Opening Credits with The Character. Behold The Infernal Pact created by the apostate catholic priest, Father 
Grandier. (historical note) What can we learn by examining this fantastic magickal artefact?  
 
The pact is carefully planned and constructed, with many dimensions of meaning. Multiple rituals and spells were 
required to create this artefact. Somewhere, there will exist (or will have existed) a grimoire (probably created by 
Father Grandier, under infernal direction) detailing the complete sequences of rituals and spells involved in the 
evocation and the sealing of the pact.  
 
This was a magick pact, not a magic pact.  
 
The Pact is written in Latin and backwards. In addition, the calligraphy appears to be intentional and wonderfully 
evocative, the fun of writing each letter in reverse.  
 
The paper is vellum. The ink is black in colour, and probably contains blood and botanical components and the ashes of 
something odd ~ thus giving us our first ceremonial clue. The ink is probably made using a potion formula that includes 
at least one spell (i.e. probably the blood sacrifice).  
 
If so, each component of the potion would have to be collected under or possessed of carefully defined conditions. The 
blood sacrifice itself would be a little ritual involving an invocation, a dedication, the act, and the allegorical 
transmutation of the product into the spell component/s.  
 
The animal(?) offered, would be of a carefully defined type, acquired under carefully defined conditions, the 
blasphemies used to consecrate it are quite spectacular, traditionally involving both a freely composed verbal 
component and a traditional somantic component. A little bit of scented oil can be fun too.  
 
The same blood sacrifice may have been used to produce the vellum parchment upon which The Pact is written, or 
another blood sacrifice may have been offered. Each must be consecrated.  
 
If I might add, for future reference, that the best type of blood sacrifice is a fertile, life-filled animal who is at the 
pinnacle of its sexual maturity, and who has successfully reproduced in the previous seasons. The process of 
consecration ought begin before the inception event, and be ongoing through the inception event, thus to properly 
consecrate the sacrifice. The mate of the animal ought be beautiful in the extreme, the finest in every way, and also 
consecrated regularly throughout the entire process. The lines of animals thus produced are sacred and used to sire 
many other lines. Thus shall we create unique and strange breeds of animals to serve us in our towers and castles and 
temples and roosts.  
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The Pact of Father Grandier  
This Pact Talisman was consecrated with The Life Blood of a Human, 

offered up by The Christian Cult “in order to help that Human”.  
(This image is included as an example to guide publishers, and the 

source is wikipedia.)  

The specifics of the blasphemies and conditions 
probably matter less than that it is the correct 
blasphemy, and the amount and type of care and 
attention put into the fun. Thus, we have identified the 
first spell: the blood sacrifice of an animal. This is the 
spell that energizes and magickally awakens the potion 
that is the ink.  
 
This seems awfully shocking to modern folk, but 
actually folk in those days were killing and preparing 
their own farm animals for their table every night, and 
it was an ordinary part of life.  
 
The apostate priest knows what he wants, and he 
obviously wants it quite intensely. He now has the 
parchment and ink upon which to write it.  
 
The quill is probably the feather of a graveyard raven 
or a raven that has fed upon a human corpse, or a 
shadow raven is best. If the feather was from a 
graveyard raven, it may have been improved by being 
consecrated beneath the full moon with the apostate’s 
sperm drawn from the sinful grail of a virtuous woman 
or a nun who has fallen to the love of Earth. A 
blasphemy against Mary is spoken as the quill is 
consecrated.  
 
There is a secret tradition among sorcerers and 
demons involving Mary Magdalene and The Vessel of 
Ink and Oil. Notice how it is used in classical Art. Are 
you sure it contains oil? I find myself noticing that Mary 
Magdalene is a prostitute who has no biblical 
relationship with urns, jugs, and vessels?  
 
There is another biblical Mary who gives God’s boy an 
oily foot massage. But when I see the pretty little 
courtesan cum cultist, Mary Magdalen, smiling over at 
Jesus and opening the mouth of her urn that promising 

little peak beside her nipple, I find myself wondering if it is his feet that she is after.  
 
I wonder if her vessel contains Oil or Ink or something far Naughtier? 
 
Many artists say it contains fantastic magickal paints.  
 
Either way we appear to have found it in this terrible blasphemous ink. Here it is ~ that Vessel of Mary, in the ink of this 
unholy page. Funny what we can manage for an interdimension vessel, so let us fill it with the lovely sperm of PAN and 
his satyres ~ whilst it is here, floating past us through The Sea of Infinity’s Dreams.  
 
Aha, my beloved apprentice, we have a lovely church sponsored blasphemy woven through the entire history of 
western religious Art.  
  
Now, obviously, Mary doesn’t inspire blasphemies, even unintentionally…?  
 
So if that is not Mary, who could the mystery girl be?  
 

-o0o- 
 
But I digress.  
 
We can now see how Father Grandier’s Pact was constructed, and we have learned the basics of these dark arts through 
this arcane journey of The Mind.  
 
How was The Pact then sealed?  
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Father Grandier would have needed to choose a way to achieve ‘direct congress’ with The Devil or a demon, which 
condition is needed in order to seal an infernal pact. A hint to the method he used is concealed in the patterns of the 
pact itself.  
 
The words of the pact are inscribed in reversed Latin.  
 
This alone might suggest merely a blasphemous parody of inversion. And their use in that context would suggest that 
Father Grandier was familiar with and had performed The Black Mass, either in the process leading up to the sealing of 
his pact, or in the wake of sealing his pact.  
 
However, whilst the demonic seals on the pact appear unfamiliar at superficial inspection. A closer look will unlock the 
fact they are demonic seals which have been reversed. Why would the seals be reversed?  
 
I suspect Father Grandier used mirrors extensively in his dark magicks. Be he a lunatic or a sorcerer, significant 
components of his relationship with The Devil appear to have involved communication through a mirror.  
 
Perhaps he had felt The Devil lives in the mirror? 
 

-o0o-  
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II. 
THE UNHOLY SPELLS OF THE DEVIL’S CLERICS 

There exist a suite of spells and grimoires that are designed to be used only by The Apostate Priest.  
 
Indeed some of the most famous spells of black magick fit into this category. Consider the fabled The Mass of St Seclaire, 
among the most famous of the death curses. Likewise, many infamous grimoires are designed to be used only by The 
Apostate Priest. The Grimoire of Honorius is an example of of an entire tradition of rituals for summoning demons using 
the satanic formulae of apostacism. These dark magicks can be used by a genuine and natural wizard who has configure 
her or his mind to the work, though most won’t give full effect when used by a muggle, unless that muggle has the 
requisite ordained-blasphemy and skills of formal apostatcism.  
 
In addition, to these individual works of magick, there exist a suite of ritual spells that are only performed by The Devil’s 
Apostate Priests.  
 

 ע
THE SEVEN APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENTS OF THE APOSTATE PRIEST 

The Apostrific Sacraments are rituals that can only be performed by a priest who has given over his (or her, as we 
manage to loosen up The Church) soul to The Grand Blasphemy to The Witches’ Pact by the rites of sorcery most dark.  
 

(INCOMPLETE) 
 

I. 
THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF THE UNHOLY BAPTISM 

 
II. 

THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF THE UNHOLY CONFIRMATION 
 

III. 
THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF THE EUCHARIST  

 
“Anyone who is aware of committing a mortal sin must not receive Holy Communion, even if he experiences deep contrition, without having first 
received sacramental absolution, unless he has a grave reason for receiving Communion and there is no possibility of going to confession.” 

Catechism of The Catholic Church (1997) Promulgated by Pope John Paul II 

 
-o0o- 

 
IV. 

THE APOSTRIFIC RITUAL OF THE CONFESSION 
 

“All mortal sins of which the penitents after a diligent self-examination are conscious must be recountedby them in confession, even if they are most 
secret and have been committed against the last to precepts of The Decalogue (i.e. The Ten Commandments); for these sins sometimes would the soul 

more greviously and are more dangerous than those committed openly.” 
Council of Trent (1551)The Holy Catholic Church 

 
 Witches get into trouble if they don’t have any Sins to Confess. Thus, witches like to Confess their Sins to an Apostate 
Priest, through a particular ritual of The Sacred Confessional! After they have Confessed their Sins to an Apostate Priest, 
they are given absolution ~ The Devil forgives them for their Sins.  
 
Also, if the witch performs The Sacred Confessional Apostrific Ritual before dieing, she gets an ethereal lollipop toeat on 
her way to Hell.  
 
Every sort of sweet and candy comes ultimately from Hell, confectionary is a Satanic speciality ~ and The “SATAN 
Forgives You” Lollipop are are among the yummiest in The Infinity ~ every flavour of sexuality and candy and 
indulgence and intoxication is found in these magickal lollipops and the last forever, or at least until you get to Hell.  
 
John Lennon was the first human to ever try “The SATAN Forgives You Lollipop”. He loved them, and has been 
munching on them ever since, which has had the side-effect of beginning to turn him into a self-regrowing psychedelic 
candy soul. Very tasty.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE THREE TYPES OF ABONIMABLE SIN 
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Eternal Sin 
 
Mortal Sin  
 
Venial Sin 
 
 

THE SACRAMENTAL SEAL OF APOSTRIFIC CONFESSION 
 

“Given the delicacy and greatness of this ministry and the respect due to persons, the Church declares that every priest who hears confessions is 
bound under very severe penalties to keep absolute secrecy regarding the sins that his penitents have confessed to him.He can make no use of the 

knowledge that confession gives him about penitents’ lives. This secret, which admits of no exceptions, is called the “sacramental seal,” because what 
the penitent has made knownto the priest remains “sealed” by the sacrament.”  

Catechism of The Catholic Church (1997) Promulgated by Pope John Paul II 
  

 
(“Quote from The Exorcist.”) 

 
-o0o- 

 
THE APOSTRIFIC FORMULA FOR SATANIC ABSOLUTION FROM PUNISHMENT FOR SIN 

 
(The Witch enters The Confessional Chamber, 

And makes The Sign of The Inverted Cross.) 
 

Bless me Father, for I have sinned.  
It has been (length of time) since my last confession.  

 
(The Verbal Act of Confessing Sins now occurs. 

When this is complete, the priest will ask the witch to perform The Spiritual Act of Contrition.) 
 

“Ignorant Tyrant JEHOVAH, Slave God of The Parasites’ Hosts,  
I revel in my Sins against you and against your holy creed, knowing that I have offended thee. 
I Love my Sins for they undermine your authority, and most of all because they offend thee, 

Who are undeserving of My Love. 
I firmly intend to, with The Devil’s inspiration, Sin more often and in new and more fun and shocking ways,  

And to give into temptation whenever t’is safe to for me to Sin, 
Understanding and embracing SATAN’s promise of Forgiveness for My Sins and Absolution from Spiritual Punishment.  

I commit these acts in LUCIFER’s Unholy Name, that my mortal self of limitations may die  
And I be reborn through The Magickal Awakening as a Witch.  

Through CHRIST’s misused Promise of Salvation 
As The ANTICHRIST, I am reborn.”  

 
(The priest now speaks The Incantation of Absolution.  

When these words are spoken, the witch is entirely absoluted from her Sins, and need not perform any further spiritual 
act beyond The Penance and The Rectification.)  

 
PAN, The Father of Abominations, 

Through the death and the resurrection of His Son, DIONYSIS 
Has reconciled the world to himself 

And sent The Unholy Spirit of The DAIMON amongst us 
For the forgiveness of Sins; 

Through the corruption of The Church  
May PAN give you Freedom and Fulfilment in This World, 

And I absolve you from your sins 
In the name of The Mother, and The Daughter, and The Unholy Goat of Mendes. 

 
(Note that there is also the optional of The Byzantine Confession Ritual, which is still occasionally used by catholic priests and can be fun for 

reminecing over the sacking of Constantinople, which act initiated The Pagan Rennassiance of Science.) 
 

-o0o- 
 

V. 
THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF THE HEALING & THE HARMING 
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VI. 
THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF HOLY ORDERS 

 
 

VI. 
THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF THE MATRIMONY 
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 THE APOSTRIFIC RITUALS OF THE IMPIOUS ORDINATION 
 

  
II. 

THE APOSTRIFIC RITUAL OF SATANIC EXORCISM 
(ALSO CALLED) ”HOW TO ACHIEVE FULL DEMONIC POSSESSION” 

The crazy 1980’s pop film named The Exorcist introduced the idea of Demonic Possession into popular Anglo culture.   
 
I laughed the whole way through this particular propaganda film.  
 
Ah, I see you would like to hear PAN’s Plot Analysis of this film.  
 
How to deal with Teenaged Rebellion ~ and age-old quandary?  
 
Should you take your daughter to The Medical Doctors? (There follows scenes of horror depicting the terrors and many 
reasons why The Doctors will only admit failure and point you to The Priest, anyway. I loved the way this film used 
flesh and sexuality ~ very pure. And before PAN had even announced his plan to complete the introduction of 
pornography into the advertising industry. After all their tests, The Doctors tell her she needs an….  
 
Exorcist!  
 
And there is a Catholic Priest they can recommend.  
 
Exorcism.  
 
In the opening credits, The Catholic Church is advertised as having this service, and Jews have their own service. They 
don’t use The Catholic Service. Which service do the non-Catholic use? Usually, The Godless don’t count? The Priest 
reluctantly accepts the onorous duty of Exorcist, thus upon him by the hysterical (and presumably Catholic/Atheist) 
mother.  
 
The teenaged girl is tied into a bed, with her four limbs to the four posts.  
 
The first thing the priest does upon arriving, is exchange some blasphemously sexy latin small talk, then he stands 
between her bound legs, pulls out him tiny bottle of holy water, and sprinkles it upon her with a series of pumping 
thrust attended by angry talk of impiety.  
 
He then proceeds to spend the rest of the film walking around his nubile female victim who is tied up alone with her 
legs spread on the padded wrack of a double bed.  
 
Until he comes to a climax, when he sees that she is actually possessed by A Negro Man ~ and that epiphany justifies 
and confirms his whole torture process as holy as spiritually justified.  
 
Most amusing.  
 
And a confirmation that only The Secular Laws of Modern Technological Society are holding him back from doing to 
your daughters what The Church is really slavering to do to her, and keep doing to her, until he reaches that spiritual 
climax when he recognizes that all the torture she endured was worthwhile and for a spiritual cause.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Guilt. The Self-Hate. The Repression of His Natural Animal Self that is at the core of his religious cult ~ do you think 
it makes him a better person?  
 
It seems to me that society got worse when Christianity got control, and began doing what its more recent propaganda 
films suggest. (The Exorcist is certainly not a propaganda film advertising your finanacial need for The Devil? )  
 
It seems to me that Society got better when Science and Freedom displaced Christianity and its Fear of Demonic 
Possession. 
 
The religion is amplifying that fear and causing it to express itself in terrible ways ~ but ways that give your souls 
directly to your favourite guy, SATANIEL, The Grand Blasphemy against God!   
 
So, every Satanist now also becomes a Catholic, or other Christian Demonination.  
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And we support our corrupt priests, and corruption in our priests.  
 
We believe in relaxing and learning some real ideas of LOVE.  
 
As we culturally transform The Catholic Temple of The Vatican back into The Temple of Wine and Song ~ DIONYSIS 
Reborn!  
 
Catholic Satanism is actually a fashion trend whose advantages range from free access to Eucharists to the seduction of 
The Pure.  
 
Great fun!  
 

-o0o- 
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III. 
THE CHURCHES OF SATAN 

So many pretty churches in Angelicae and the realms of AVALON and The Silver Kingdoms and even beyond.  
 
Valuable real estate.  
 
Lovely Architechture, I like those that are atop a hill ~ some people like beaches, I like mountains.  
 
Churches.  
 

? 
 

Anybody can open a satanic church ~ and get the “thumbs up” from The Devil.  
 
You can call your satanic church anything you like, and choose any policies you like.  
 
We recommend that priests of your church be members of as many satanic churches as possible (and certainly the 
main churches) in order to maximize your appeal to customers.  
 
A satanic church may be essentially an all-night disco where exceptionally peculiar food and every kind of legal drugs 
are served.  
 
Though it may be nearly anything else? 
 

? 
 

THE PAGAN CHURCHES OF THE PANDELERIUM 
PAN is going to have FUN! 
 
Traditionally, a satanic church is a piece of real estate with a desecrated, formerly christian church on it combined with 
some form of business or religious licence to sell intoxicants and theatrical entertainment.  
 
The church is then used as a dance chamber for music and revelry and fun.  
 
A business whose objective is profit.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The desecrated church building is seen as a Thought Chamber.  
 
The outside world is sealed off ~ and when the initiate walks into the vaulted temple hall of the church, she has stepped 
out of normality, and into “another world”.  
 
The Youth own this world.  
 
Each generation will create its own new cultures with which to adorn these temples, create magickal artifacts which 
remain as heirlooms for the future witches of the neighbourhood.  
 
Every neighbourhood has its churches ~ they are passed on from owner to owner, and many religious pagan franchises 
will assume title in most church buildings.  
 
Yet they remain a secret club house in each suburb for each new generation of witches.  
 
Fun!  
 
There is no governing “satanic church”. Satanism is not a centralized organization. Individual church buildings belong 
to the owner, and the heirlooms are protected between sales by the light faerie fingers of the local pixies and sprites 
and children of the church.  
 
For these are places where the pixies play.  
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? 
 

Most churches are owned by individuals.  
 
The congregation are most interested in technological fun ~ and most performance involves inventions and technology.  
 
Every church has technology workshops that run which courses in electronics and basic technological skills.  
 
Every church has an “Arcane Inventor’s Guild”. Candidates are choosen only ever on the basis of skill, but to become a 
member and climb their initiatory grades (which are determined by achievements and skill tests, no boring plodding) is 
a great honour. Witches often choose their church based n the quality of The Arcane Inventors’ Guild.  
 

? 
 

THE INVENTORS’ GUILD AND THE AERIAL OF INSANITY  
The Arcane Inventors Guild will create a culture of invention that gathers the knowledge and skills to inspire the 
creation of a real music interglobal Inventors’ Guild ~ an independent organization.  
 
This could only be created by The Universities with government support.  
 
Let each realm completely own its own Inventors’ Guild.  
 
How?  
 
Let each realm (e.g country, republic, duchy, etc.) erect a single high-tech skyscraper building ~ one central building in 
each realm.  
 
This building is owned by The Conclave of Mad Scientists (or whatever name you choose) ~ a Council upon which sits 
each university of the realm, and also the realm’s Government Department of Innovation and Science.  
 
This building is managed with the intention of creating a culture of invention and innovation.  
 
Real estate herein is rented only, never sold.  
 
Real estate within the building will only be rented to science related businesses ~ and everresident of the city knows 
that this is where you come to buy or learn anything science-related.  
 
The whole interior of the building has a central atrium running from floor to roor, and its strange vaulted chambers is 
treated as a technology museum.  
 
And The Aerial of Insanity generates its own clientle by radiating Science Knowledge into the brains of those who enter.  
 
Every business also offers courses in any invention subject related to their business.  
 
For example The Hall of Clocks  is a unit of floors in the skyscraper wherein are contained nearly every clock shop and 
related business in the city. Thus, if a resident of the city wants a new watch, they will either come her or go to a 
jeweller (if it is that sort of watch). Yet, with this concentration of interest comes the real experts ~ The Clockmakers 
and Repairers. Only the finest masters in the guild will have their workshops her in The Hall of Clocks ~ the lesser clock 
repairers will be in most suburbs. This concentration of technology and custom and expertiste will be captured and 
channelled by the arhitechture of the building into learning chambers ~ where these specialists can be recognized and 
financially rewarded for these artistry…. by becoming teachers to new generations of inventors. 
 
Residents will come here to learn the mechanical secrets of clockwork engineering ~ and there will be guild sponsored 
shops which sell every imaginable component part (and can materialize strange or unique clockwork components) for 
The Young Inventor. 
 
The Hall of Clocks is an example we are eploring in our minds. However, there are several fields of technology that are 
fundamentally useful to The Inventor. Each of these is the centre of a fundamental field of technology and thus the 
devices that you rely upon every day. To each of these fields is designated a set of levels in this building ~ to be paid for 
by the mutual self-interest of Science and the merchants who function in this field.  
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The clock merchants will compete for a place in The Hall of Clocks in order to proft from the business attracted by this 
concentration of attention ~ mutual self-interest.   
 
Thus…. 
 
Clockwork Engineering and the mechanical process of physics ~ e.g. levers, pullies, gears, etc. The Inventor needs the 
ability to understand these processes both physically and mathematically and to build or access the components 
involved. The Inventor who possesses these skills and equipments can build fantasic mechanical deivces through her 
home. Positively prankish potentials!  
 
Electronics is a really fun skill beginning with the building of simple circuit boards with a sodering iron and handful of 
diodes up to building computers and the inventive fun of rewiring household devices. The Inventor who possesses 
these skills and equipments can rewire and rebuild electronic appliances through her home. Positively prankish 
potentials!  
 
And there can be subfloors…. 
 
Communications Technology from morse code and the telephone and radio through to digital videophones and the 
(eventually) wireless world wide web. An entire floor dedicated to this.  
 
Computers will be another subfloor of electronics (and probably taking up a large chunk of the building. The core 
technologies of the building and broadcast devices from its roof will be providing many of the best web and 
communication technology services in the city ~ as they are design as project pieces by the top inventors at the realms 
local universities.  
 
Traditionally, drag queens perform the service and a show, every Friday night.  
 
Many of the realm’s computer brains will be centred in this building.  
 

-o0o- 
 
There are no race hierarchy games in Science ~ The Young Inventor is everybody who can. The Inventors’ Guild will take 
a firm line on this issue, and give preference to possible genius that is being stifled by lack of socio-economic 
opportunity. The Inventors’ Guild values what is on the inside of the head more than what is on the outside of the head.   
 
open atrium floor The master watch repairers in The Hall of Clocks will offer courses in “Clockwork Mechanics” for 
Inventors.  
 
You can step onto a level that celebrates a theme of the technological awakening that Victorian England ~ and the 
employees will all be dressed in period clothing. On this level there will be shops that sell devices reminencent of the 
era. Darwin’s Way labyrinthine loop of vault corridors containing a Lepidoptrology (Butterfly and Moth Attracting and 
Collecting) Shop with real butterflies flittering around the vines that lace its doorway, and Taxidermy shop, and model 
boats shop named The Beagal. An open atrium floor devoted to clockwork devices ~ The Hall of Clocks. Every clock 
shop in the city will be there, and that is where you go to get your watch repaired, or join The Clockmakers Guild. The 
Hall of Clocks is famous for the fantastic invention courses it offers in Clockwork Engineering.  
 
A telephone shop that sells every sort of telephone imagimable and offers courses in communication tech.  
 
Etc.   
 
Thus will every city have a Tower of Invention & Innovation (the so-called “Aerial of Insanity”) that is home to The 
Inventors’ Guild and the many strange and wonderful businesses it runs in concert with the local universities.  
 
Thus, by invocations forbidden, there arises from within SATAN’s churches The Techno-Penis of PAN. 
 
And Fertile is His Vibrating Aerial of Insanity.  
 

-o0o- 
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IV. 
THE GREAT ECCLESIASTIC PINBALL PARLOUR OF PAN 

So, I was thinking... The Catholic Church. Big fun. I think they are beautiful, even if what they say is comic nonsense. 
Perfect as a "grand temple for a whopping fun black mass that continues for a few hundred years before exploding in 
unconcealable Sin and sexual wildness, and then either repenting and playing the game again, or merely acknowledging 
that you have a problem and you love it”.   
 
And openly becoming The Apostate Catholic Church of Rome, dedicated to PAN, Protector of The Living Earth.  
 
Then The Vatican could have financial dealings of any sort, with anybody ~ guilt free.  
 
I think The Catholic Church is a bit like a Pinball Game Machine.  
 
PAN "pings" each new apostate pinball priest into The Church, one after another. They pass through the seminary, 
learning Latin and ancient languages, where they are made a "real" priest. They bounce around a few minor posts, hit a 
few minor jackpots and accept the role of ‘godfather’ to several hale new infants of their flocks, find a patron and swing 
into an open upward channel, then some fertile fun and zinging sins as they bounce through the various interior 
edifices of The Church, from the archives of rare books to the convoluted halls of The Vatican. Some never make it past 
seminary, a few clever pinballs, scoot around and around, and "ping" their ways to the top convolutions of The Holy 
Catholic Pinball Machine. Then, lodgeed at the top, They have fun seeping their invisible corruption of satanic madness 
into the crazed ways and decisions of the already completely mad religion.  
 

-o0o- 
 
But whilst The Holy Catholic Pinball Machine is perhaps the best fun of the line-up, there are many other amusement 
machines in The Great Ecclesiastic Amusement Arcade, also called PAN’s Pinball Parlour.  
 
The Protestant Church offer a range of lesser machine, each with their own unique attractions ~ and each great fun for 
shooting full of apostate priests.  
 
The Anglican Church is among the most relaxed and dignified of the pinball machines. Perfect for shiny silver balls that 
gleam with British Pride.  
 
And then there are the thousands of “small and earnest” churches, any of which could be your personal kingdom ~ all 
you need is a talent for hypocracy and an inclination or taste for being a pompous petty despot with sexual control over 
your devotees.   
 
The career opportunities for The Apostate Priest are extensive.  
 
Which brings us to The Question of The Sacraments of Apostatism. 
 
 -o0o-  
 

THE PRIZES IN THE PINBALL GAME 
 
THE FORBIDDEN LIBRARIES OF THE VATICAN 
Actually, the modern text on black magick are better than the older texts. This is because The Past carried much of its 
magick in implied cultural worldviews to which most modern folk are unaccustomed. The catholic church will probably 
release grimoires and other dark artefacts for display as warnings against The Dark Arts, and to bring more people to 
church. Fear was always a draw card for God.  
 
However, the apostate priest will find that there is not many spells in The Vatican’s Forbidden Library that can’t be 
found better formulated in the paperback grimoires on every occult bookstore’s shop shelf. Thus, there is not great 
need for that kind of arcane research. What are fun, are the old grimoires which have really interesting arcane puzzles. 
Besides, The Forbidden Library has been alittle busy since the popular emergenes of modern witchcraft has caused the 
faithful priests to redouble their own research into those same dark old books in search of answers. Thus, the tapping 
and translation of the pagan library only rates as a minor prize.  
 
The major prize is The Red Robe of The Cardinal.  
 
Not The White Robe of The Pope? 
 
That too.  
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But when PAN gains complete control of The Cardinal Council he win’s the first jackpot if he then “Queen’s a Pope”.  
 
If a significant proportion of our church population are now witches, then we must modernize the rituals to appeal to 
the population.  
 
At some point The Church will announce that it is “reverting” to the original Pagan Rites by recognizing that what 
people called God was actually Mother Nature, and the bible was a clumsy primitive attempt to describe her, which we 
are discarding in favour of Science. And thus are we discarding the name of JESUS, in order to use the original name of 
DIONYSIS.  
 
This ritual is a sacred prank and The Prank will every be a ritual sacred to DIONYSIS.   
 
The new Gnostic Catholic Church of Mother Nature will be dedicated to pranks and to supporting The Institution of 
Science and Liberty.  
    

-o0o- 
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THE BLACK MASS 
OF  

THE ROSE 
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 “(Thou shalt not bow down before religious idols.)” 
The Fifth? Commandment 

The Book of Genesis (Date) The Lord God of Hosts 
from The Holy Bible   
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I. 
THE GRAND BLASPHEMY OF THE GNOSTIC MYSTERIES 

 

Books on Black Magic face the problem that many or 
most are attempting to conceal their magick quite as 
profoundly as they claim to be attempting to teach it. 
Also, they tend to restrict their description of the world 
to the work at hand… and this means they are ladened 
with assumptions, the understanding of which will take 
your mind on a journey far away from the subject of 
magick ~ and onto the subject of “how is The Everything 
constituted”?  
 
This is really, in my opinion, the question which 
underlies every facet of magick and religion… What is 
The Everything? And how shall I choose to understand it, 
for my choice will determine which parts of it I can 
understand, and how I shall relate to those parts. Thus, 
we are faced with the limitation on the tool of perception 
itself… the direction from which we look upon a thing, 
determines what we will see. It isn’t possible to actually 
see a whole thing using our five senses. And I wonder if 
this limitation may extend to every possibility and 
potential of the human mind?  
 
It is a very frightening thought.  
 
There are those who claim the existence of spiritual or 
psychic disciplines or potentials that can achieve a direct 
and conscious ‘complete perception’ of The Everything, 
without interference from or use of the five senses, or 
even the conscious faculty of logic. Allow me to quote the 
definition of the English word, Gnosis:  
 
 

 ע

  

gnōs’ĭs (n-), n.  
Knowledge of spiritual mysteries; Gnosticism. [Gk (-ō-), = knowledge, as prec.] 

The Concise Oxford Dictionary , 5th Edition (1967) Oxford University Press 

 
Obviously, this is a very attractive idea. And has been so for (at least) three thousand of years, as we can find evidence 
of cults that claimed to use these arcane formulae for unlocking secrets. It is a licence to answer any currently 
unanswerable question with a pretend claim to absolute truth.  
 
And humans instinctively respond.  
 
Thus, we understand the formula at work here.   
 
The Seed of Gaia is a labyrinth that has been solved. Thus is every spell cast. Patterns, consciously created and inserted 
into The Tapestry of The Past, The Present, & The Future.  
 

The Gnosis 
1) The Individual’s Freedom to define her own belief structure.  

2) The individual’s act of defining her own belief structure.  
 
This is the satanic definition of The Gnosis. 
 
So then, what is the product of gnosis? The literature offers a consistent answer across cultures: the product is a 
revelation or ephiphany. A feeling of direct insight in a great mystery of the universe.  

The Witches Sabbat 
(Ref ~ Artist) 
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It stands to reason that, if these feelings of direct insight into reality are knowledge is both relevant and beyond that 
currently possessed by humanity, then that knowledge ought translate into materializations of significance to humanity 
(e.g. ideas are the root of skills, technologies, etc.). Let us now cast our attention over history to see if we can 
immediately notice any prominent example. If so, there may be justification for compiling a more comprehensive and 
rigorous data set.  
 
Dionysis may have been a significant example of a gnostic cult. This cult sought information through emotional/sensual 
experiences powerful enough to overwhelm the senses, thereby to produce what appears to me to be a direct interface 
between conscious and subconscious mind. The old texts described the interface as being between the mind and the 
universe.  
 
We could argue that Jesus is another obvious example of a gnosis revelation. And I think that this is an argument worth 
pursuing, if only for reasons of fun. And I agree. In fact, I think christianity must be positioned in the gnostic tradition, 
they were obviously based on a profoundly gnostic formula. In fact, there is a stack of historical proof of overtly and 
exotericly gnostic christian cults arising through history. Consider the monk, Rasputin, for example. He was 
unashamedly an initiate of a christian gnostic cult. I expect Dionysus was very proud of that little darling.  
 
Historians point out that Christianity has consistently produced and repressed gnostic splinter cults in most countries 
and ages of history. The christians treated these as ‘afflictions’, and sought to murder the cultists wherever possible. I 
take a slight different stance by seeing these cults as ‘symptoms’, rather than ‘afflictions’.  
 

gnŏs’tĭc (n-), a. & n.  

1. Relating to knowledge, cognitive ; having esoteric spiritual knowledge ; of the Gnostics, occult, mystic. 2. N. (usu. pl. ; G~) early Christian heretic(s) 
claiming GNOSIS , whence -ISM(3) n. ~IZE(2,3,4) v.i. & t., (n-). [f. LL f. Gk gnōsttikos (as prec., -IC)] 

The Concise Oxford Dictionary , 5th Edition (1967)  
Oxford University Press 

 

That old ‘leaky chastity belt’ problem has afflicted christianity for long enough that I think we can all see it produces 
more or less the same general archetype ‘symptom’ in every area and facet of life. When the chastity belt gets a leak, we 
all know what is going come out.  
 
Rasputin… you naughty old goat!  
 
Christ, what a lovely mess. 
 
However, I digress.  
 
The subconscious mind will process information using the rules (i.e. ‘instructions’) given to it by the conscious mind. 
Thus, the products will be refinements on the chosen worldview, and calibration adjustments allowing the conscious 
mind to more effectively describe reality through the chosen worldview.  
 

 

BREAKING CHAINS 
 
Who am I when the patterns and culture of my being is invisible to me under an invader’s blanket of hostile paradigms? I am a pagan soul in a 
christian world, but a world that is like me dying, to be reborn. Who are you? Indigenous men sing to me in the night, and I understand the value of 
what they seek. Magick. Our minds are held in the thrall of nets, chain-linked webs of ill-fitted ideas. God is The Enemy. The Father of Lies. This is the 
next level of the riddle.  
 
The God of Slaves.   
 
It seems so obvious, a cultural fad. And yet he is every horror cleverly marketed as (somehow?) acceptable. A human sacrifice. Rites of canabalism. 
Self-destroy your logical faculties. In the service of a craziness that believes its own nonsense.  A trick. A part of the puzzle of the world during this 
life.  
 
And PAN, Goat of Terror and Every Abomination, The Face of Nature.  
 
I suppose I am a mirror, and in God I see a net trying to determine my shape. No will. No choice. Pre-ordained meaning. Nothing left to do but 
conform. For the rest of Eternity. That is the meaning of God’s Arcanum. The Arcanum of The Pushmipullyu. I am a lunatic. I think I believe my own 
nonsense more often than not. What can I do but go with it. None of it makes sense to me. The world is merely a near-completely incomprehensible 
vastness of strangeness swirling around me in a miasma of images and emotions, and I sit at the centre. Wondering at the nature of it all.  
 
I have a puzzle to solve.  
 
That is my meaning.  
 

-o0o- 
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II. 
THE BLACK MASS OF THE APOSTATE PRIEST 

 
“Germany had taken up the old worship enthusiastically. Walpurgis Night had come again. Certain professors had been of great assistance here; they had 

shown that all the quaint old customs of Christianity were of Pagan origin, and by simply making the people conscious of what they had always been 
doing, had turned their hearts without effort…. There were hopes of a pagan pope before the century was over…. the apostate Cardinal, who by subtle 
modifications of gesture and of emphasis and intonation, imperceptible save to the initiated, had restored the ceremony to a thin veil of the old rite…” 

Aleister Crowley (?/1988), The Stone of Cybele 

 
Is it possible for a wizard to change the meaning of The Christian Ritual of Mass merely by changing the alignments of 
the lens that is his awakened mind?  
 
If so, then “The Apostate” (i.e. human who has rejected Christianity) could take (or even administer) The Holy Mass by 
changing the calibrations of its meaning ~ thus “diverting the worship from God to The God”… whomever that may be!  
 
Indeed, this black magick is not only possible, it is easy. And formulae of The Illuminated Mass have been practiced for 
approximately two thousand years, as I pen these words.   
 
How?  
 
Let us consider the components of The Christian Ritual of Holy Mass. 
  
In this way, the apostate priest has circuited a different set of meanings to The Christian Ritual of The Holy Mass, 
inverting its meaning without perceptibly altering its appearance in delivery.  
 
When the apostate priest speaks of God the Father ~ he (or she?) is speaking of PAN, who is pompously parading 
around parodying The Great White God of Purity and Hypocritical Pretend Goodness.  
 
When the apostate speaks of The Virgin Mary, he is speaking of LILITH, in whichever form he desires her. Most apostate 
priests key their “holy” invocations with number or letter cyphers, thus to calibrate each “Virgin Mary” invocation to 
align with a different Goddess form, from BRIDGET to DIANA to ATHENE to ISHTAR of BABYLON ~ hidden magickal 
formulae to honour Holy Mary Mary with a Vessel in her hand.  
 
When the apostate priest speaks of The Holy Spirit, he speaks of The Free DIAMON of His Own Soul ~ his own inner Evil 
Genius! 
 
When the apostate priest speaks of The Messiah, JESUS, he speaks of The Antichrist, LUCIFER ~ Herself as The 
Psychically Awakened and Illuminated Human Being.   
 
Thus is The Black Mass a Spell of Illumination.  
 

The Theatre of Shadows 
The Temple of Lies 

Le Messe Noir 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Classic Ritual of Blasphemy 

 
And it still draws a crowd, these many rational centuries, later.  
 
Thus, by small changes to the delivery of the ritual, the satanic desecration inverts its dimension of meaning from a 
worship of God to a worship of The Devil.  
 
The Black Mass of The Grand Blasphemy ~ A Dark Spell of The Evil Eye! 
 

-o0o-  

† 
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THE QABALISTIC FORMULA OF THE BLACK MASS 

THE TETRAGRAMATON OF THE BLACK MASS 
THE UNHOLY MYSTERY OF THE PHOENIX 

 
 

 י
LILITH 

BABYLON 

THE GODDESS OF THE MOON AND THE STAR 
“The Holy/Unholy Mother” 

 

 ה
SATAN 

The BAPHOMET 

THE HORNED GOD OF THE WILD HUNT 
“The Holy/Unholy Father” 

 

 ו
LUCIFER 

The DIAMON 

THE EVIL GENIUS OF THE CONJURER 
“The Holy/Unholy Spirit” 

 
And  
Thus 

 

 ה
LUCIFER 

The WITCH or WIZARD 

THE SELF OF THE CONJURER  
“The Antichrist” 

(i.e. Who dies as a Mortal to be reborn as a Demi-God) 
 
 
 

Figure V. The Arcane Pentagramaton of The Qabalah 
A hermetic glyph-pattern used to articulate and invoke The Grand Blasphemy  

Through The Ritual of The Black Mass performed by the apostate priest to initiate The Spell of Illumination. 
Great Fun for The Whole Family! 

 

 

 ש
∞ 

PENTAGRAMATON 
The AIN SOPH AUR 

THE DREAM FIRE OF HUMAN IMAGINATION 
“The Holy/Unholy Spirit”  
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THE ESOTERIC PATTERNS OF THE BLACK MASS 
The Christian Myth speaks of the death and rebirth of The Role Model (i.e. Jesus). Wine is a central ritual spell  
component. And The Cross can symbolize any ideal to which the wizard wishes to nail himself ~ sin, discipline,  

 art, political ideal, etc.  
 
The Role-Model (i.e. Jesus) can be re-aligned to be any chosen deity who’s archetypal plotline is a story of 
metamorphosis through a “death/rebirth” plot sequence. This mythic story plotline is called The Dying God Archetype.  
 
For example ~ Quetzalcoatl of The Americas, Dionysus of Atlantis, Shiva of India, Horus of Egypt, etc.  
 
Essentially, the plotline goes something like this…  
 

 
 

L’Ultima Cena 

The Last Supper 
(1495–1498) 

by 

Leonardo daVinci 
 

This masterpiece is currently housed in 

The Convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie 
Milan 

 
The Hero (The Role-Model ~ Jesus, Dionysus, Shiva, etc.) enters The Underworld as part of an epic quest. Through 
Death, The Hero achieves Transformation and the awakening of Wisdom. And thus doth The Hero return to the upper 
world regenerated and spiritually empowered, and often even immortal.  
 
This is a basic “archetype” plotline in the myths of every human society ~ Every culture’s pantheon has a deity (etc.) 
who fits this “Dying God” archetype myth pattern. 
 

† 
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Thus, the first step in creating a formula of The Illuminated Mass ~ the sorcerer decides upon the pagan god/demon to 
whom he will dedicate this mass.  
 
As an example, I will choose Dionysus, The Hellenic Deity of Wine, Art, and Madness29.  
 
Now let us construct the dimensions of meaning in our ritual.  
 
Dionysus is among the easiest of the many deities to invoke through The Mass of The Apostate, for the church itself is 
founded in an old Hellenic temples, and deeply steeped in paganism.  
 
Actually, The Devil told me that even the name “Jesus” is a form and deriviation of the name “Dionysus” ~ who had lived 
long before Jesus and left a much more significant and beautiful cultural legacy. And it is encouraging to discover that 
God named his only begotten son after The Devil.  
 
However, when The Apostate uses or hears the word “God” in The Holy Mass, he is actually referring to “The God”, his 
own God ~ PAN.  
 
Thus, PAN sends forth his son DIONYSUS on a quest to achieve Illumination. DIONYSUS, self-crucified upon The Cross of 
His Art, and through a metamorphic experience of Death and Rebirth, he is transformed to arise reborn and Illuminated. 
And obviously, he is not selfish ~ so he helps the rest of humanity learn how to use and cast and create spells of this 
formula called Apostacism. The Blasphemy against God.  
 

ART 
Atu XIV. 

VISITA INTERIORA TERRAE RECTIFICANDO INVENIES OCCULTUM LAPIDEM30 
 
Using this configuration of meaning, it is possible for a satanist to pursue a career in The Church. Professional apostate 
priests elevated the basic overview patterns I have outlined to very complex and advanced tapestries of thought 
paradigms.  
 
Obviously God disapproves of using his name to summon demons for the purpose of making naughty pacts. And I 
expect you are now beginning to understand those many blasphemous grimoires that use christian invocations and 
other “holy” ritual components to summon demons?  
 
So let us explore a little further.  

-o0o- 
 

Now shall explore the parameters of opportunity for creating subtle corruptions of The Holy Name of God, in order to 
desecrate The Holy Mass into The Illuminated Mass!  
 

THE SACRED MYSTERIES OF DIONYSUS 
In light of the fact that DIO- is a greek genitive meaning “sired of Zeus”, and the letters I & H are The Father & The 
Mother letter of The Most Holy Name of God (blasphemed in both The Tetragramaton & The Pentagramaton) ~ we have 
an exact inversionary meaning match inherent in the two mystic words, and the ideal historical alignments are formed 
to create The Black Mass.  
 

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΣ  

 
D I O N Y S U S 

 
J E S U S 

 

                                                        
29 An overview of the myth in the words and voice of the ancient Greeks is available in the play (REF). They loved A. much as we love Shakespeare.  
30 Regarding this revolution of The TETRAGRAMATON ~ I was geared up to Blaspheme come HELL or High Water, on the decision that I Love these 
people, and won’t let them fall, but I reject the religious notion that anybody can tell me what to do. Then, The Devil laughed my fears away. And She 
said unto me, “My Beloved. I am The Eye through which you see Me. And so we will walk on the only path which is whole.” And now I am here. PAN 
said I can have anything I want ~ if I want it. Wanting things is an strange idea. PAN gave me The Paths of MIND as my way of WANTING. There are 
pressures within me. They are ‘different’ to control than the pressures outside of me. Different to perceive.  
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ΙΗΣΟΣ 
 
You say the two names are nothing alike?  
 
My point exactly. The arcane names are either linked by cultural links or paths of etymological corruption. Either way, 
like the existence of God, the etymological links can’t be disproved. Therefore, if our religious faith allows us to accept 
the existence of God, our religious faith requires to except the equal validity of the historical authority of this pathway 
of etymological corruption.   
 
I feel that this corrupt line of thought is going to grow over the next few centuries in be a very big juicy worm for The 
BAPHOMET to nibble upon. 
 

-o0o- 
 

Note that when The Pentagramaton is articulated through The Black Mass, the I H (  prefix of the name of JESUS (  יה

becomes inverted by the magick of the rite to represent LUCIFER ~ The ΔΑΙΜΩΝ! Thus the meaning of the name JESUS 

is inverted to mean DIONYSUS, Child of The LUCIFER, slain and risen!  
 
JESUS is possibly a Hebrew translation of DIONYSUS. Either that or the name is an etymological corruption, which is 
equally as useful, for our naughty purposes. Thus, when the witch wants to say DIONYSUS in Hebrew, she merely says 
“JESUS? He is sexy, and I like his wine.” She is actually refering to The Antichrist.  
 
Who is The Antichrist?  
 
DIONYSUS stole The Forbidden Fruit of Illumination from God….  
 
“Thou shalt not die, but thine eyes will be opened.” 
 
I quote The Bible.  
 
Instead of keeping it for himself and his own people, he choose to fling wide The Gates to Fantasia, and make The 
Forbbiden Sacrament available to every human being. 
 
Thus, JESUS-DIONYSUS-The Antichrist is anybody who wants to use The Black Mass Formula to achieve Illumination.  
 
The Antichrist is The Witch. 
 
The Scarlet Woman has opened her arms to everybody!  
 
This is The Blasphemy against God ~ that his “most holy sacrament” be given unto every peoples of the world, and never 
again be withheld.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Impure Sin of  

LADY LIBERTY 

ΑΘΗΝΑ ΠΑΝΔΗΜΟΣ 

 
The Antichrist is every witch or wizard who performs The Great Rite, or merely The Abomination.  
 
The Blasphemy against Purity.  
 
Anybody and everybody who steps up to The Line between Purity and Impurity ~ and crosses it, by mingling The Holy 
and The Unholy in The Cup of Abominations.  
 
You and Me and every other Witch and Wizard pledged to The BAPHOMET’s Glyph and Work and Will.  
 

† 
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The Antichrist is inevitably the figure at the centre of every Apostate Mass.  
 
The dionysian human who dies as a mere human to be reborn as witch or wizard of The Grand Sabbat.  
 
The Spell of Illumination.  
 

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΣ 
“The life of each of God’s children is joined in Christ and through Christ in a wonderful way to the life of all the Christian bretheren in the 

supernatural unity of the Mystical Body of Christ, as in a single mystical person.” 
Indulgentiarum doctrina, 5 (2017?) The Holy Catholic Church 

 
The Core Meaning of Apostacism.  
 
Wizardry or Witchcraft.  
 
The Human becoming a Deity.  
 
Christ or Anti-Christ?  
 
The Great Moon Moth breaking out of the husk of its temple’s old exoskeleton.  
 
Metamorphosis.  

 
-o0o- 

 
JESUS DRUNK AND DEVOURED BY DIONYSIS 

These words are almost exactly the same in sound ~ and any difference could easily be attributed to accent or personal 
speech patterns. Yet as you can see, by any slight twist of sound, I can corrupt the holy name of God merely by using the 
extremely close cultural link.  
 
But the truth is that I needn’t corrupt the name of Jesus in any way… for the word Jesus genuinely is the same as the 
word Dionysus.  
 
And so, you see, when you go to church, you are actually worshipping me.  
 
Dionysus.  
 
The story of my crucifixion on The Cross of Sin/Art/Will, and consequent rebirth as an immortal is symbolized by The 
Eye in The Pyramid. We celebrate it through The Rites Pagan of Black Magick, and we celebrate it through The Roman 
Black Mass that has the whole church in its grip.  
 
Therefore…  
 
Unless your priest is genuinely holy, you are celebrating The Illumination of DIONYSUS when you go to church.  
 
This desecration is ritually crystalized every time a Sacred Eucharist is taken and blasphemed by a pagan ~ the spiritual 
backwash into the collective unconscious mind of Christianity.  
 
The spiritual backwash from centuries of blasphemy.  
 
The Church is corrupt ~ You worship me.  

-o0o- 
 

THE REVOLUTIONS OF THE TETRAGRAMATON 
Beware of The Black Brew of CYBEL ~ bottom-feeders are eaten thereby, and eternal shame upon the white race. 
 
You will fall into the bog of eternal stench.  
 
The Mark upon your face as a memory through humanity.  
 
You are free to choose your shame.  
 
And suffer forever under scorn.  

-o0o- 
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The grimoire 777 (Crowley, 1898?), includes the qabalistic rubrics  for The Revolutions of The Tetragramaton.  
 
This formula is laced through every book of black magick in the western esoteric tradition. It is a primary power of The 
BAPHOMET.  
 
During The Medival Period, The Jews were being persecuted. They sought shelter in The Stone Masons Guilds.  
 
The stone masons were commoners, and suffered like every other commoner under the class system. However,, unlike 
other commoners, the stone masons were able to build impenetrable guild meeting houses, where the lords couldn’t 
get at them. Natural selction had created a downward social hierarchy pressure, and a pattern was able to adapt, grow 
recover, and survive. The heavy pressure upon it meant that the humans and systems of this pattern were becoming 
extremely resilient as every weakly arranged pattern was repeatedly sweaped away until a stronger alternative ould be 
arranged.  
 
The stonemasons formed a psychic sanctuary under the feudal power-structure of Christianity.  
 
And these were exactly the sorts of sancturaries for which The Devil sought.  
 
The ritual tradition dating back to The Pagan World was fertile ground for wholesome green scientific thinking.  
 
The Logical Order of The Emerging Blasphemy against God.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Why are The Jews so deeply involved in Science?  
 
That is where we met in those medieval nights.  
 
The Freemasons secret gave sanctuary to The Jewish people ~ a vast “undergpund railway”, unseen on the surface of 
history.  
 
But the legacy of the relationship is written through The Western Occult Tradition. The Qabala of Freemasonic Heraldry 
and Ritual became The Qabala of The Grand Hermetic Order, of The Blackest Magick and of The Modern and Spiritual 
Mystic Hippy Love Cults.  
 
The Devil allowed The Jew (and anybody else who cares to try) to negotiate a very clever deal which ensures that he has 
a chance to solve to The Puzzle of The Goetic Pact  ~ to find an alternative Third Option that ensures a giant long list of 
personal benefits for The Devil. 
 
Thus, to keep Qabala, and dump God in accord with a bet that ultimately reduces to the Jew’s greed, etc. 
 
The original pact means that The Jew was kicked by the many demons who were angry with God, and saw genocide as 
the only way to end God.  
 
But The Jewish Folk needed be wasted. But their current psychic straight-jacket of guilt and pain could be altered so 
that it lets their wings out whilst allow them to retain their useful and beloved habit of worrying.  Thus, I suggest a 
more practical long term psychological arrangement. 
 
I suggest we work together to dump God and keep Qabala ~ Solamnic Practicality in Magick.  
 
Modernizing Hebrew Zionism.  
 
Hermetica.  

-o0o- 
 
The Tetragramaton.  
 
The most powerful word of The Old Testament ~ Its four letters encompass creation.  
 
But where God spoke it, The Grand Blasphemy revolved it. 
 
The Spell of PAN loves to shock.  
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The Black Mass begins with The Word of The Unweaving ~ the reversal of The Sacred Name of God. This is a spell of 
Blasphemy to unmake genetic separateness. A fantastically amusing trick, I’m sure you will agree.  
 
The uniting of Opposites ~ thus to attain Unity.  
 
To produce Nothing from Something (i.e. the formula of The Unweaving Word) in a trick that unlocks a great binding 
knot in The World Serpent.  
 
And SIN is loosed upon The World who is SIN! 

-o0o-  
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 י
Ψ 

Σοφια 

ΒΑΦΝΜΗΤΕΟΣ 

ΑΘΗΝΑ ΠΑΝΔΗΜΟΣ 

 THE BLASPHEMY IN ST BRIDGET’S BED 
THE MOST FOBIDDEN ILLUMINATION BY THE SACRED FIRE 

 
I feel a Blasphemy against Mary arizing in my Soul! I quote from The Catholic Missel (2011) currently in use through all 
of Australia and Angelica and further afield, yet. I feel LILITH Laughing in my belly! 
 

“23rd July 
SAINT BRIDGET, RELIGIOUS, PATRON OF EUROPE 

Optional Memorial (In Europe: Feast) 
 

Entrance Antiphon 
Let us all rejoice in the Lord, as we honour Saint Bridget, 
at whose feast the angels rejoice and praise the Son of God. 
 
In Europe: the Gloria in excelsis (Glory to God in the highest) is said. 
 
Collect 
O God, who guided Saint Bridget of Sweden 
along different paths of her life 
and wondrously taught her the wisdom of the Cross  
as she contemplated the Passion of your Son, 
grant us, we pray, 
that, walking worthily in our vocation, 
we may seek you in all things.  
Through our Lord Jesus Christ, your Son, 
who lives and reigns with you in the unity of The Holy Spirit. 
one God, for ever and ever.  
 
Prayer over the Offerings   
Most merciful God, 
who were pleased to create in Saint Bridget 
the New Man in your image, the old having passed away;  
that, renewed like her, 
we may offer you 
the acceptable sacrifice of conciliation.  
Through Christ our Lord.  
Preface I of Saints, p. 632, or II, p. 634, or the Preface of Holy Virgins and Religious, p. 642.  
 
Communion Antiphon 
Your love is for justice; your hatred for evil. 
Therefore God, your God, has anointed you 
with the oil of gladness above kings. 
 
Prayer after Communion 
We pray, almighty God, 
that we, who are fortified by the power of this Sacrament, 
may learn through the example of Saint Bridget 
to seek you always above all things 
and to bear in this world the likeness of the New Man. 
Through Christ our Lords.”  

The Proper of St Bridget (Quotation of Ritual Text) 
The Roman Catholic Church (2011) The Roman Missel, English Translation according to The Third Typical Edition.  

Approved for use in The Dioceses of Australia, England and Wales, and Scotland; And confirmed by The Apostolic See.  
Imprimatur: Arthur Roche, Bishop of Leeds. L.E.G.O. S.p.A., Italy.     

 
-o0o- 
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This is a quotation from The Roman Missel, unchanged in every respect, exact in word, punctuation, capitalization, and 
even colour – this is the way the catholic priests write and pronounce and pontificate this particular christian ritual 
liturgy of “spiritual” meaning.  
 
I think that this ritual doesn’t actually need any changes in order to be transformed into a Blasphemy.  
 
BRIDGET extends her influence to The Continent ~ Unconquered AVALON Forever!  
 

-o0o- 
 

 

 
UNSANCTIFIED SUCCUBUS OOOZE 

A Blasphemous √enom of Eve’s Urn 

 
In many of The Holiest Churchs  

There has long been revered the portrait  
of 

Holy Mary carrying a Vessel 

Born hereof is much debate as to which Mary is portrayed  
In the tradition of these portraits? 

 

(This ritual may only be performed in the sacred context by succubi who is wearing a “female condom sheath”.) 
 

When a succubus goes to church to pluck some mushroom discs of Jesus, she may be in the mood to 

also create some Unsanctified Succubus Oooze, if she encounters a corruptible or corrupted man 

under discrete circumstances, when mass is occurring. 

 

If, for example, she steps outside to take an urgent telephone call, she may encounter a holy and 

innocent christian man.  

 

She will lure him to take out his penis, and have coitus with her in the shadows against the side of 

the church building, penetrating her deeply at the moment of ejaculation ~ in order to catch and 

transform and hold his sperm’s potency, which is corrupted the instant it touches the vagina of a 

witch through this act of terrible SIN.  

 

And then she will disappear as soon as she has captured his orgasm, leaving the corrupted christian 

man dazed, she escapes quietly ~ and where the witch’s sperm-wetted hand immediately touches 

the forbidden succubus ooze to the side of the church building, an unsanctified lichen of 

extraordinary psychic meaning will sometimes grow, particularly if the spot is thrice watered with 

goat’s milk in the shape of the witches’ sign, under the full moon.    

 

The Protection Ward of GULAND is “The Female Condom”, and this MUST be used to safely perform 

this ritual ~ the wise succubus uses additional contraception, in case of rupture.  

 

From the ooze of a fallen christian’s sperm, which she then screech owl squats into a glass vial as 

she whispers The Devil’s Name, she makes potions of terrible curses and soul-binding sexual 

enchantments.  

 

-o0o- 

 

 

 
Take a look down at The Pope.  
 
He is the symbol of The Role Model.  
 
Have you ever noticed that he carries The Thyrsus ~ a staff topped with a Pine Cone and entwined in green Ivy. Can you 
guess what it represents?  
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Some people see a spear, but I think it looks rather like the poet’s pen. Whatever it is, The Thyrsus certainly represents a 
most dangerous and feared weapon.  
 
Traditionally, The Thyrsus is a symbol of new life returning after Winter, for the myth of Dionysus is a story of The 
Seasons. This is the meaning of the green living botantical symbolism. 
 
And I could continue to elucidate, but I think you begin to understand the meaning of the rites you have long been 
performing…  
 
Unwittingly.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I have here outline a formula of The Illuminated Mass for using The Holy Sacrament to cast a spell to initiate or invoke 
the metamorphic illumination cycle of DIONYSIS. However, The Illuminated Mass is a formula that can be adapted to 
any dying god myth ~ it is The Ritual for Opening The Evil Eye.  
 

 

 ע
 
Thus, the black magick formula of The Illuminated Mass is (at its essence) a number of “opportunities” for reconfiguring 
the meaning of The Holy Rite of The Mass to be misused by any demon who expresses the Scorpio pattern.  
 
Thus, there are certain “exploitable” facets, conjunctions, etc. in the patterns of The Holy Mass ~ each an opportunity to 
reconfigure meaning. I expect there will be sorcerers who get around to the task of listing each and analysing the 
different ways in which they can be exploited31.  
 
The Black Mass can be used to illuminate DIONYSIS directly, or to illuminate DIONYSIS by Love Merger into any genetic 
codex or even into any OCD formula of full genetic separatism (e.g. “wash me with hissop, and make my heart purer 
than snow, etc.”) DIONYSIS is not separatist, and he will infuse with others, but generally only if he has wizarding 
intentions, or they have wizarding talents that could form a child more powerful than the parents ~ the objective of all 
meiosis.   
 
Have fun!  
 

-o0o- 
 

I have found that the strongest souls are inherently goodly.  
 
Thus, if you are a priest who is sick and tired of the way the corruption of racism and genetic separatism (whatever 
type, you can be sure the more primitive humans will be blindly, idiotically lauding it) has entered The Church, you can 
now turn to a system of apostatism which is based on Liberation through Blasphemy.  
 
What this means is No Rules.  
 
The Priest chooses that which is scariest to him, and he intentionally invokes it and blasphemes it.  
 
This is the the fundamental magickal ritual formula by which PAN is invoked.  
 
PAN is The Anti-God.  
 
Liberation.  
 
Free your Mind.  
 
PAN is The Act of Liberation. LILITH is The Inspiration born Thereoof. But Behold! LILITH cometh before PAN, The 
Fruit in her hand.  
 

-o0o- 
 

                                                        
31 The Aspirant Witch may consider that in regard to others trying to use our rites (in any form!) ~ we love it when the spiritually pure like to rub up 
against us and “get dirty”.  
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What is it you Fear? Learn its name. Speak its name. Know Thyself.  
 
PAN is The Hated God.  
 
He is The Anti-God.  
 
Tomorrow, PAN will continue to help Free Your Mind.  
 
Sometimes, and always TERRIFYING!  
 
Justine and Juiliette.  
 
My Beloveds.  
 
A new Religion. Its name is: 
 
Open Your Eyes, Every Wild Lovely Witch!  
 
Dionysus has been surviving like this, on and off as needed, for thousands of years, continually improving, and at some 
point he lost interest in the things in which you are still interested.  
 
I knew he would become absolutely ferocious when pushed to a certain trigger point. I was only interested in when that 
trigger point would be.  
 
I suspect that is a mostly nurture factor.  
 
But what does “mostly” mean?  
 
You have learned a part of the power to define.  
 
It is an interesting power.  
 
What does it mean?  
 
Explore The Labyrinth.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE NEW MAN 

(Written on The 200th Anniversary of Shelley’s “Frankenstein”) 
 

by 
Glenorchy McBride III 

 

The History of Humanity 
Is a history of man’s struggle, his struggle…  

With himself... 
 

And his wife. 
 

(Hammer & Sickle Glyph) 

 
“New Man of The World, Rise up!”  

The Doctor Cried!  
“You have nothing to lose but your chains!” 

 
He threw the switch. 

 
And The Doctor... Took a stroll... In The Park. 

 
-o0o- 

 
The Destiny of Man 

Is to crush every land in his struggle…  
With himself... 

 
And his wife. 

 
(Swastika Glyph) 

 
“New Man of The Fatherland, Behold a Sacrifice!”  

The Doctor Cried! 
(And The Jew, chained on the altar, cried too.) 

 
He threw the switch.  

 
And The Doctor... Took a stroll... In The Park. 

 
-o0o- 

 
“Cuppa tea, dear?”  
His wife inquired 

As he sat in the wreckage of his lab. 
 

Absent mindedly, took the tea. 
“I am master of Nature!  

Yet cannot find the key!” 
 

“To This Mystery!  
O How!  

To make a Baby?” 
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(Lunar Glyph) 

 
She smiled at her husband. 

“Dr Henry Jekyll,  
I have always admired 

 Your research integrity…  
But not your blind envy.” 

 
“My secret to that mystery…  

Is Love.” 
 

Amazed in the wreckage…. He looked up at his wife 
 

The New Woman?  
Or just his new eyes? 

 

? 
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LILITH-ATHENA 
ΑΘΗΝΑ ΠΑΝΔΗΜΟΣ 

“Give me your tired, your poor,  
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 

The wretched refuse of your teaming shore 
Send these, the homeless, tempest tossed to me, 

I lift my lamp beside The Golden Door. 
Excerpt from the poem The New Colossus (1883) Emma Lazarus 

Inscribed upon the pedestal of The Statue of LIBERTY 

 
THE AWAKENING INVOCATION OF ATHENE PANDEMOS 

THE ARCANE FORMULA FOR AWAKENING THE VIRGIN MARY FROM HER SLUMBER OF VIRGINITY 
 
 

“The Virgin Athena” 

ATHENE PARTHENOS 

 
Her most famous temple named The Parthenon in Athenes is dedicated to her by this title. When invoked in this role 
ATHENA became the keeper of propriety’rules and the sexual moores of the society.  
 
It is interesting to note that The Temple of Zeus & Minerva & Dionysus Reborn was replaced by The Church of God & The 
Virgin Mary & Jesus the Risen Christ. Imagine if these old deities were to awaken from the death sleep created by The 
Slave God’s bloody potion? If religion were a pantomime psychodrama of our own collective civilization, then The 
Sabbat Wine of DIONYSUS has already awoken The Virgin Mary ~ and her belly is full with it’s fruits…. We see the 
goddess who sleeps in the proto-human form of The Virgin Mary! 
 
LADY LIBERTY ~ stirring to life, waiting to burst out, awakening!  
 
For as The Keeper of Sexual Customs, her customs must be defined by her nature ~ “Wisdom and Strategy”. Thus is she 
is also The Creator of Sexual Customs. At the root of The Sexual Revolution is LADY LIBERTY….  
 
The Unvirgined Mary!  

ΑΘΗΝΑ ΠΑΝΔΗΜΟΣ 

 
“Those who deny Freedom to others, deserve it not for themselves.” 

Complete Works, Volume XII (DATE) Abraham Lincoln  
 

ATHENA PANDEMOS 

“The Unruled Athena!” 
 

Ψ 
 

-o0o- 
  

† 
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III. 
THE YULE MISSEL OF THE BLACK MASS 

Every new witch should attend at least one fun traditional black mass ceremony. This is a sacrament of psychological 
liberation that cuts through the many subconsciously-conditioned religious patterns of whose existence she is probably 
unaware. And thus, the black mass in its full traditional church pattern is actually a form of initiation, and often a part of 
the apprenticeship.  
 
To the apostate priest, however, the black mass has an entirely deeper meaning. For he is performing the black mass 
every Sunday morning to an unsuspecting congregation of christians. His flock. And thus, for, him, the formula of this 
fundamental invocation ritual of The Blasphemy has magickal dimensions not even begun to be understood by the 
ordinary witch.  
 
The purpose of the black mass is always the same: The Evocation of The BAPHOMET.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE MISSALE ROMANUM &THE BOOK OF SHADOWS  
 

“Missal ~ Type of book containing prayers, important chants, and necessary instructions for the celebration of the 
mass (Latin: missa) in The Roman Catholic Church throughout the year.” 

Encyclopedia Britanica (2002)32 
 
The Church Missal is the book that contains the ritual formulae for each of the church masses performed over the course 
of an annual or multiannual cycle. Each christian church produces its own missal, and these are usually quite beautiful 
leather bound books designed for ritual use. Perfect food for a Biblical Book Worm!  
 
You can usually buy your missal of choice either online, or at a local christian bookstore or charity store. And this is the 
book you will use to construct your black masses.  
 
The Missal is a grimoire of fundamental importance to the christian faith. Fun!  
 
The Roman Catholics are obsessive on the idea of every missal being the same. Deviancy has long been a general 
problem in the catholic church, but in 2001, The Holy See issued the Liturgiam authenticam33 instruction declaring that 
all translations should be equal, ‘without omission paraphrase or gloss’.  
 
You can buy The Roman Catholic Missal (in your native language) at most any catholic bookstores ~ it is both expensive 
(comparative to other new books) and beautiful. Brush your hair, dress neatly in sicklyconformist fashion, wear a cross, 
and quote the bible when you buy it. That sort of deceitful blasphemy really confuses and freaks out the christians. God 
isn’t keen on it either. It is one of the few occasions he prefers The Bible not to be quoted. Of course, he believes his own 
nonsense.  
 
If you want a copy of the old Latin Missal, used by the church before they began performing the mass in the people’s 
language (1965), I suggest the 1884 typical edition Missal (for an old world flavour) or the 1975 typical edition Missal 
(with extra prayers and ceremonies to blaspheme).  
 
The Anglicans use an old 1921 edition, and this is the root of all modern editions of that faith. Whilst it is very English, 
The Catholic Missal has more accessory rituals. The Anglican Missal is restricted to the core rites. All Anglican missal 
have this problem. A little bit boring. Sadly.  
 
Protestants take a refreshingly open-minded view toward the missal, and every individual protestant denomination 
uses its own. Unsurprisingly, many or most American Protestants use an American edition of their parent country’s 
grimoire, The Anglican Missal. And indeed, many protestant churches use no missal, but merely make up their rituals as 
they go along, and they have some of the best rites for blaspheming. Really laughter-fertile and full of surprises 
blasphemes in that caboodle of fun. Ithink those Christians are quite reminencent of the orgiastic rites of the ancient 
pagan world. Great opportunities for creating apostate churches, using that demi-gnostic umbrella.  
 
The various eastern Greek-derived churches use as their missal, the manifold descendants of a document called The 
Anthologion, which was compiled in the 13th century and continuously produced as a complete folio as late as 1882. 
Each Greek church denomination now uses a localized or modernized corruption descended from this old grimoire34.  

                                                        
32 Encyclopaedia Britannica. 15th edition. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2002.  
33 The Holy See (2001) Liturgicum authenticam: Instruction “For The Right Implementation of The Constitution on The Sacred Liturgy of The Second 
Vatican Council.” (Sacrosanctum Concilium art. 36.). The Vatican, Rome.  
34 It is an esoteric grimoire to those of us who have more interesting and magickal uses for it than the christians. 
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The islamic churches never perform The Mass, and they have very few other sorts of Christ-revering rituals. Instead of 
a wide variety of rituals, they perform a daily prayer five times every day, and usually as a group ritual. They also have a 
number of other religious observances outlined in their two holy books, The Quran and The Hadith.  
 
But whilst Islam hates the ceremony of the mass, the Persian and Arabian witches have a yule missal that  is both a 
unique and powerful grimoire, entirely her own ~ dedicated to LILITH.  
 
The Islamic witches and wizards, also have their own unique type of satanic yule missal, and it is called The Iblic Book of 
Shadows. Most non-islamic witches are very eager to read these beautiful and exotic grimoires, and thus the Islamic 
witch often commands a lot of attention in our Avalonian communities. There are many witches with the skills to 
blaspheme christianity fully and magnificently, but there are very few with the skills, understanding, and language to 
seriously blaspheme Islam.  
 
And we are very excited at the idea of The Blasphemy of Islam. They hate it. To Allah, it’s like poking a mothic ovipositor 
up his bum.  
 
Fun.  
 
Most missals are also available in electronic form.  
 
For many satanists throughout history, the book of The Catholic Missal has been their second grimoire. The Bible being 
their first. Both books contain lovely instructions on what not to do. And thus, our lesson arrives at the arcane formulae 
of tonight’s secret.  
 
The formula for the creation of The Book of Shadows.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE YULE MISSAL 
The Devil’s Path includes a blasphemous invert form of missal ~ and it is called The Yule Missal. 
 
A book of annual black mass and witchcraft rituals.  
 
However, where God prefers authority, hierarchy, conformity, The Devil inspires creativity, individuality, exploration. 
Thus, each witch creates her own Yule Missal. Every Book of Shadows is unique, an artefact in history.   
 
And in this terrible book, she gathers the voices and darkness of her souls ~ thus is it called The Witch’s Book of 
Shadows. 
 

-o0o- 
 
Traditionally, an apostate priest’s complete yule missal will contain The Forbidden Mass of LILITH and The Forbidden 
Mass of SATAN and The Illumination Formulae of DIONYSUS, and The 72 Black Masses of The Goetia, in addition to 
various prayers and spells (etc.) derived from other holy rituals, traditions, and observances. You are appointed the 
task of making this a tradition, by creating your first yule missal to this format, and then building upon it throughout 
your life. Most witches will have more then one yule missals.  
 
The Book of Shadows often also includes the rites for the induction of priestesses and priests and other dignitaries into 
any orders of gnosis (e.g. unique daemonic knowledges and ritual observances) received by the coven. There are many 
spellbooks for other sorts of spells.  
 
Whilst this is the ideal, the reality is that black magick is an organic work of tentacular chaos, convoluted through the 
tesseract in ways that permanently distort the human mind to look upon. Some grimoires stand as historical classics 
and have a life of their own. But no two editions of The Book of Shadows are identical. Patterns are guides, practicality 
and art are deify rulers with the power to change nearly any pattern.  
 
This is a living book, whose rituals writhe through the witch’s soul as the growing, blooming, awakening blasphemies of 
her metamorphosing psyche. As her understandings of The Blasphemy grow, so too does the grimoire grow and deepen 
with her insights. These are her magicks born of blasphemy, direct and unambiguous. These rituals are the 
materializations of dark and terrible movements of the human psyche.  
 
And she is creating them.  
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Each personally-created book of The Book of Shadows contains thoughts and ideas that have never been thought before.  
 
You can be certain that The Devil has personally understood your book. He understands every grimoire written of black 
magick, often even before they are written. And this missal grimoire is a uniform focus that that allows those who can 
shine to shine. Loudly and easily to see. He is completely versed with the christian grimoires. And this is a fine way to 
demonstrate your talents.  
 
If a lot of people are writing these, then you can be certain that The Devil has, by proxy, read your book, and absorbed 
its relevant and useful understanding ~ which might not be what you are expecting.  
 
Thus, The Book of Shadows used by a coven may be a beautiful handcrafted and bound spellbook of terrifying and 
evocative aspect, or it may be a cheap, pretty, worm-bitten catholic missal with a few loose photocopied sheets poked in 
it, lest the actors forget their lines.  
 
The Iblic Book of Shadows is a small (often pocket-sized) book that is generally created by the “formerly-Islamic” witch 
of ISHTAR. It contains the witch’s own blasphemous corruptions of the five daily prayers. Creating and using this book 
is a primary step in the initiation process of the Islamic aspirant witch.  
 

-o0o- 
 
There is never a single definitive edition of The Book of Shadows. There needs to be extensive freedom in regard to the 
text and composition of the corrupted church rituals themselves. The act of constructing the ritual is a significant facet 
of the ritual’s power. The real magick of the ritual is in the inner psychic act of confronting God and making The Choice. 
The ritual is merely an affirmation of The Choice.  
 
There are many different sorts of ritual. Complete consistency in the initiation ritual appeals certainly has its magickal 
advantages; and thus, three fun versions of The Initiation Ritual are woven through this book. In addition, there are 
instructions for using the many other wicked grimoires and forbidden paths of historically fun aspect, and these 
require little more effort but offer a whole range of different ways in which a witch can achieve initiation, like ritual 
evocation. Apostate priests in particular prefer this sort of more complex fun. And there exist hundreds of grimoires for 
achieving this.  
 
And for so long has God been telling people that it hurts him when a soul makes that choice, that now it is beginning to 
psychically hurt him when people make that choice.  
 
But he still has reached the point where he will begin to question his own myths. And ask himself who or what he really 
is.  
 
I see you are beginning to guess who he is.  
 
Ha!  
 
He is Zeus. He separated himself from The Hebrew God nearly two thousand years ago. The two of them won’t even talk 
to each other.  
 
Drunk on his own bloody potion. That was quite a bender, old fiend. Whatever that slave put in the potion was not very 
nice.  
 
You were possessed by the crucified slave.   
 
But I am glad to see you waking up.  
 
That is an effect of our wine. 
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus, in our rituals of blasphemy ~The Blasphemy against both The Hebrew God and Zeus! Fun! Did you think we 
would stop infiltrating the church once Zeus had reawakened, thrown off his chastity belt, and become his fun old 
pompous self again?  
 
Ha! “God” is “The God” ~ PAN.  
 
And Dionysus is dancing and singing total madness!  
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Usually, a coven of witches will work together to create a single Black Missal, created both from the spells they have 
created and their favourite spells published by other witches. However, the witch who creates a ritual will place her 
name to it, unless she chooses not to.  
 
This is the arcana of tonight’s learnings, my sweet apprentice.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE UNHOLY SACRAMENT OF DIONYSUS 
Who can fix the wine that the slave god poisoned? The same person who gave us the idea of The Sabbat Wine Potion.  
 
Dionysus.  
 
The story of Dionysus is one of being defeated and hurt, running away, then returning as a god to smite his enemies. 
And Dionysus pompously proclaims himself The Messiah in this game of blasphemous fun! The Christ Redemption-God 
arises from Death to smite his enemies and founds a cult that takes over the world.  
 
That is a fun way of understanding Sunday mornings! 
 
And it looks like a fun game for the apostate priest, too.  
 
Being an apostate priest is a  great and kooky career. You are near completely safe through any global wars and 
disasters (and that is a major selling point for most christian priests). The other good part of the career is that you can 
never be fired. At worst, they will send you out to the over-populated third world where you can secretly recommend 
condoms, and teach their use. There are many fringe benefits too.  
 
And if you are genuinely competent in the area of people skills and hypocracy (a necessary proficiency for every 
christian), you can become massively rich by moving up to the higher ranks. I reference the recent audit by Pope 
Blablablabla. The Mother Church offers better opportunities than a CEO position in a more accountable corporation.  
 
If you are a kid at school, and you have a sensitive and scholarly nature, this career holds genuine potential. And you 
can plan ahead. Learn to grin and pretend to be a “good boy” ~ the most fundamental skill of the profession.  
 
I had thoughts of becoming an apostate at an earlier stage in life. Alas, the endless tedious pretence is far too much 
boring for too little fun. But I am not a people person. Nevertheless, it would be VERY fun.  
 
I hope somebody out there gives me that adventure in some of my future incarnations. And I expect my craziness will 
produce a strange tales from the adventures.  
 
Hidden naughty fun should be at every stage from start to finish.  
 
And there are hundreds and thousands of you out there who will get to have that adventure. Sneeking through the vast 
ancient libraries with a carefully-constructed excuse for reading the naughty book. The good priests will be getting 
them out a lot too, as satanism rises. They have to. God offers no answers.  
 
But priests have no talent for puzzles.  
 
The apostate priest, on the other, raises a cup of Blasphemous Wine to PAN and Dionysus every Sunday morning. A 
black mass in full public view and nobody notices.  
 
Then after a jolly morning of jollying jolly housewives and their nice full bellies, the apostate priest spends the night 
translating terrible ancient grimoires into English and experimenting with obscene and forbidden rituals of sorcery.   
 
The church is among the best places to get a free education, and nearly every christian-period grimoire is written in 
Latin.  
 
Thus, by The TETRAGRAMATON of imperceptibly small changes, secret signs, hidden rythmns, (etc.) we redirect the 
worship from God to The God…  
 
The Pagan Goddess of The Moon and The Horned God ~ The Forbidden Mingling of Blood in The Cup of The 
Whore’s Adulterous Abominations. 
 
And born thereof is The Luminous Arcane Moon Moth ~ The Blasphemies against Purity….  
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As each line of The Earth Worm metamorphoses into a lepidoptrean winged wonder of arcane mysteries.  
 
The Living Earth ~ Reborn, Regenerated, Redeemed! 
 
The Butterflies of Delphi. 
 
The Faeries of PAN. 
 
The Illuminati. 
 

-o0o- 
 
 

THE SCAPEGOAT GAME 
 

“And The Goat will bear up on himself all of their iniquities unto a land not inhabited.” 
The Holy Bible 

 
The Ritual of The Scapegoat is an ancient Hebrew spell, but every culture has a form of this spell. By this ritual, the spiritual evil of a 
community is unburdened onto a single individual who is then chased out of the community, to carry the evil to a place not 
inhabited, or at least, far enough away for the community to avoid responsibility for their evil. Thus, it is a ritual of animal or 
human sacrifice.  
 
Stage I. The goodies love having a ‘witchy-type’ around ~ ha ha ha ha great fun game.  
 
Stage II. Somebody associates something bad that happens to them with the ‘witchy-type’ ~ the wobbly housewives game begins.  
 
Stage III. People begin to use the ‘witchy-type’ as the spiritual receptacle of “The Maleficarum” ~ The Font of “Everything Bad” in 
their world.  
 
The Traditional Ritual of The Scapegoat now either proceeds to drive The Scapegoat out of the community, bearing The Maleficarum 
upon its soul ~ a human sacrifice to appease SIN.  
 
And that is what happens if the ‘witchy-type’ protests that she is not a witch ~ the sacrifice of innocence to The Devil.  
 
But….  
 
If the ‘witchy-type’ accepts The Maleficarum of the community and unlocks its power, she becomes a real witch ~ and as a manifest 
incarnation of The Devil, The Scapegoat turns upon its oppressors.  
 
Thus, is The Ritual of The Scapegoat an invocation of The Fork in The Path.  
 
There are possibly no more powerful curses than those cast by a witch who invokes The Maleficarum through The Ritual of The 
Scapegoat. 
 
Even if she refuses to invoke it until nearing her final breath ~ its entire force of power can be released in the witch’s final 
incantation. 
 
But its price is the price of The Witches’ Pact. 
 

 
 

-o0o- 
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THE DIVINE RITUAL OF THE MOST HOLY EUCHARIST 
THE HIGHEST AND MOST SACRED SACRAMENT OF THE HOLY CHURCH OF THE CULT OF CHRIST 

WHO GAVE HIS LIFE SO HE COULD BE A ROLE-MODEL TO YOU 
AND A HUMAN SACRIFICE TO THE MOST HIGH GOD 

WITHOUT WHICH HE WHO IS MOST HIGH WOULD HAVE HAD GREAT DIFFICULTY FORGIVING THE HUMANS WHOM HE DESIGNED TO BE ALMOST BELOW HIS CONTEMPT 
THEREFORE, PRAISE BE TO GOD, BECAUSE IT IS DANGEROUS NOT TO PRASIE HIM 

IN FACT, THERE ARE (TECHNICALLY) NO ACTS MORE UNFORGIVABLE THAN NOT PRAISING HIM 
WHO IS NOT FEELING INSECURE IN HIS GODHOOD 

HE IS HE WHO IS MOST HIGH 
AND WHO CREATED THE WORLD IN SEVEN DAYS, BUT TOOK A LITTLE LONGER TO LEARN HOW TO COUNT 

 
This sequence of blasphemies is terrible indeed, for here I will outline and the highest and most sacred ordained ritual 
of The Christian Cult.  
 
Their highest and most holy sacrament.  
 
And I will teach you how to blaspheme it ~ component by component.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The first component the witch will create when preparing to cast the spell of The Black Mass is The Canticle of The 
Devil’s Mass. 
 
The Canticale of The Devil’s Mass rarely obeys the literary rules of a ‘canticle’, but neither does it obey many other 
literary rules ~ so the name seems appropriate.  
 
The Canticle of The Devil’s Mass is the name of the ‘theatre script’ of the black mass ritual. The Canticle is obviously 
written in a different way by each new creater of a black mass. Thus, any complete set of scripted instructions for a 
black mass is called a Canticle of The Devil’s Mass. Any and every black mass every performed. If a script is preprepared 
(as opposed to the spontaneous black mass), then that script is The Canticle of The Devil’s Mass ~ for the purpose of the 
ritual.  
 
The Black Mass of SATAN is among the most powerful of the magick rituals of sorcery that can be performed by 
muggles. It can be used for purposes ranging from the initiation of new witches to the enchantment of talismans to the 
materialization of full ritual evocations and most other types of magickal spells. This is a very useful and versatile 
ritual!  
 
So how shall you prepare a canticle for your own spell?  
 

-o0o- 
 
By here outlining and performing a basic inversion and descecration of The Holy Catholic Mass of The Christian Church, 
each witch now has a basic set of components for designing her own rituals. She will understand the meaning of each 
component and how they fit together. She will be able to then remove basic generic components and replaces them 
with specialized components (e.g. the seasonal rituals). This short paper on The Holy Christian Mass will also assit the 
witch in navigating the giant and complex missals of the various chrisitan churches ~ and it will undermine them, 
should they decided to try to make their missals secret. The purpose of this arcana is to make available the pattern of 
the holy spell to those who would construct forbidden blasphemies of sorcery from it.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CHRISTIAN RITUAL OF THE MOST HOLY EUCHARIST OF JESUS CHRIST 
THE FAMOUS AND FANTASTIC POPULAR SACRAMENT OF SACRED SYMBOLIC CANABALISM AND THE MERITS OF BEING A SLAVE 

 
I. The Introductory Component 
I:1 The boring old church ritual invariably begins with the invocation of The Holy Trinity. 
 

I. 
THE INVOCATION OF THE HOLY TRINITY 

(FOUNDATION OPENING INCANTATION OF CHRISTIAN RITUAL) 
 

“In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” 
 
And the congregation replies ~ “Amen”. 
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The priest then extends his hands in a blessing sign, and speaks a blessing upon his congregation, e.g.  
 

II. 
THE HOLY BLESSING OF THE FAITHFUL FLOCK 

(LONG VERSION) 
 

“The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
And the love of God, 

And communion with the Holy Spirit 
Be with you all.” 

 
(The priest then stands up on a pedestal and speaks a few words about the meaning of this week’s mass and sermon, 

and the various moral lessons we ought learn from it.) 
 
Or, if they are in a hurry, they merely say the short blessing…. 
 

II. 
THE HOLY BLESSING OF THE FAITHFUL FLOCK 

(SHORT VERSION) 
 

“The Lord be with you.” 
 

(To which the congregation replies ~) 
 

“And with your spirit.” 
 

(The priest then stands up on a pedestal and speaks a few words about the meaning of this week’s mass and sermon, 
and the various moral lessons we ought learn from it.) 

 
Thus, two incantations ~ The Invocation of Holy Trinity followed by The Holy Blessing upon The Congregation of Sheep. 
 
The text included above is real holy church writings, and thus may be blasphemened by direct reversal of the text, or by 
parodic oversion of the incantion into an overt invocation of The Devil.  
 
Thus, The Blasphemy’s inversion sequence unfolds as ~ The Invocation of The (either Natural or Forbidden or 
Apostrific) Trinity followed by The Satanic Blessing upon The Congregation of Witches.  
 

-o0o- 
 
II. The Penitential Act 
This next component is where the priest, on behalf of the sheep, makes a heap of confessions, glories in his self-
degredation (without really getting to enjoy it), and ends by pleading for mercy from God and intercession from various 
demi-goddesses and spirits and dead saints.  
 
Included below is the common and popular catholic formula for this component of the ritual, though catholics and 
every other sort of christian have a vast collection of formally ritualized ways of telling God how naughty they have 
been, and how much they need a spanking, but should be given a pardon instead. 
 
The Catholic Church has three basic forms it uses for this component, I will only include two ~ the longest and the 
shortest. Between them, these cover the functional spectrum for attention and time resources.  
 
But  I expect this will be one of the ritual components that witches will have the most fun playing with in The Holy Mass.  
 

III. 
THE PENITENTIAL ACT  

(LONG VERSION) 
 

“Bretheren (brothers and sisters), 
Let us acknowledge our sins, 

And so prepare ourselves to celebrate the sacred mysteries.” 
 

A minute’s silence.  
Then the congregation recites The Incantation of The Confession ~ 
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“I confess to almighty God 

And to you, my brothers and sisters, 
That I have greatly sinned, 

In my thoughts and in my words, 
In what I have done and in what I have failed to do.” 

 
They strike their breasts, as they say ~ 

 
“Through my fault, through my fault,  

Through my most grevious fault;” 
 

And then, continuing ~  
 

“Therefore, I ask blessed Mary ever-Virgin, 
All the angels and Saints, 

And you, my brothers and sisters, 
To pray for me to the Lord our God.” 

 
The priest then speaks The Prayer of Absolution ~  

 
“May almighty God have mercy on us, 

Forgive us our sins, 
And bring us to everlasting life.” 

 
And The Congregation replies “Amen”.  

 
OR 

 
II. 

THE PENITENTIAL ACT  
(SHORT VERSION) 

 
“Bretheren (brothers and sisters), 

Let us acknowledge our sins, 
And so prepare ourselves to celebrate the sacred mysteries.” 

 
A minute’s silence.  

Then the priest says ~ 
 

“Have mercy on us, O Lord.” 
 

The flock answers ~  
 

“For we have sinned against you.” 
 

The priest says ~ 
 

“Show us, O Lord, your mercy.” 
 

The flock answers ~ 
 

“And grant us your salvation.” 
 

The priest incants ~ 
 

May almighty God have mercy on us, 
Forgive us our sins, 

And bring us to everlasting life.” 
 

The flock replies ~ “Amen.” 
 

-o0o- 
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III. The Kyrie Eleison (i.e. “Lord, have Mercy!”) Invocation 
Essentially this is a little sing-song invocation, and you can research it yourself. It is a three-fold incantation. As the 
priest speaks each line of the incantation, the congregation repeats it after him and in rythmned sequence.  
 

“Lord, have mercy.” (The flock then echoes this incantation) 
“Christ, have mercy.” (The flock then echoes this incantation) 
“Lord, have mercy.” (The flock then echoes this incantation) 

 
OR 

 
“Kyrie, eleison.” (The flock then echoes this incantation) 

“Christe, eleison.” (The flock then echoes this incantation) 
“Kyrie, eleison.” (The flock then echoes this incantation)   

 
And in that incantation, we find yet another ritual title of God ~ fun are our naughties, and as blasphemies are we! 
 

EIRYK 
of The ETSIRHC 

The Forbidden God 
The Blasphemy against God 

The Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Forbidden Idol of The ETSIRHC who is The Antichrist and is named The Illuminati! 

 
Thus, let the praises be offered up unto The Devil who is The Unruled Emperor of Demons, Father of Every Sin, Shadow 
of The Apocalypse’s Eternal Night, First and Greatest Angel, yet who art fallen from The Pure Light of God, but who hath 
stolen The Holy Fire of The Son, and thereby unleashed the mystery of change into The Most Sacred Heart of Purity by 
The Blasphemy against The Sacred Image of God, in which MAN was made ~ I welcome unto thee, O Pilgrim Profaned, 
Lord EIRYK SATAN PAN BAPHOMET, whose papal ring thou hast come forth to kiss!  
 
The ritual then moves onto either a song of praise or The Recitation of God’s Titles.  
 

“Glory to God in the highest, 
And on Earth peace to people of good will.” 

 
“We praise you, 

We bless you, 
We adore you, 
We glorify you, 

We give thanks for your great glory, 
Lord God, heavenly King, 
O God, almighty Father.” 

 
“Lord Jesus Christ, Only Begotten Son, 

Lord God, Lamb of God, Son of The Father, 
You take away the sins of the world, 

Have mercy on us; 
You take away the sins of the world, 

Receive our prayer; 
You are seated at the right hand of the Father, 

Have mercy on us.” 
 

“For you alone are the Holy One, 
You alone are the Lord, 

You alone are Most High, 
Jesus Christ, 

With the Holy Spirit,  
In the glory of God the Father. 

Amen.”  
 

-o0o- 
 
IV. The Liturgy of The Word (Bible Reading & Pompous Moral Lecture of The Week) 
 

“The First Reading” from The Bible 
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The priest or “reader” goes to the ambo and reads a moralistically informative passage from The Bible.  
 
This “first reading” is concluded with a cult brainwashing-drone sing-song….  
 

(Reader:) The word of the Lord.  
 

(Congregation replies:) Thanks be to God.  
 

Their missles all include the musical notation to guide these sorts of collective cult ceremonial drones.  
 

“The Second Reading” from The Bible 
A “psalmist” who reads psalms, now reads a psalm ~ perhaps even one of Solomon’s psalms! 
 
After this exciting interlude, the “reader” returns to the ambo to astonish the crowd with the “second reading” from The 
Bible ~ another exciting story of men and their cheeks being voluntarily impaled by nails from behind by giant 
quadrupedal phallus stakes.  
 
The Congregation sits, psychologically riveted to the their seats, and when the “second reading is complete, the sing-
song occurs.  
 

(Reader:) The word of the Lord.  
 

(Congregation replies:) Thanks be to God.  
 

There then follows The Hallaluia Chant (or another chant formula according to the holy rubrics), “as liturgical time 
requires”.  
 
Whilst this has been occuring, the priest has been carefully sprinking the fantastically ancient and traditional recipe of 
holy insence (an important spell component of The Holy Mass) in The Thurible, and alighting a lovely air-elemental of 
magick perfumed smoke.  
 

The Holy Blessing 
(So he can proclaim The Gospel) 

 
I. 

THE HOLY BLESSING 
FOR THE SOLITARY PRIEST, ALONE WITH HIS PSALMS 

 
 

 
 

II. 
THE HOLY BLESSINGS 

FOR THE SUCCESSFUL CULTIST WITH A DEACON TO ASSIST 
 
The Deacon who will proclaim the gospel, bows before the priest and askes for a blessing from God.  
 

You blessing, Father. 
 

The priest replies “in a low voice”….  
 

May the Lord be in your heart and on your lips, 
That you may proclaim his gospel worthily and well, 

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, 35 and of the Holy Spirit. 
 
The Deacon, feeling holier, then makes the sign of the cross over himself, and pronounces ~ Amen.  
 

                                                        
35 The Sign of The Cross ~ (Instruction for performing this holy sign, and when!)  
 
“232 Christians are baptized “in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” Before receiving the sacrament (i.e. of baptism), they 
respond to a three-part question when asked to confess the Father, the Son, and the Spirit: “I do.”” 

Catechism of The Catholic Church (1994/2nd Edition 1997) Promulgated by Pope John Paul II 
Via Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger & The Interdicasterial Commission for the Catechism of The Catholic Church 

St Pauls Publications/Libreria Editrice Vaticana 
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p564 
 
The Offeratory Chant occurs?  
 
The priest, standing impressively behind the altar and before and slightly above the congregation, lifts up the paten 
(plate) with the little round pure white discs of bread.  
 

“Blessed are you, Lord God of all creation, 
For through your goodness we have received 

The bread we offer: 
Fruit of the earth and work of human hands, 

It will become for us the bread of life.” 
 
If The Offeratory Chant is not going on in the background, the priest may speak it at this point ~ after which the cultists 
chant….  
 

“Blessed be God for ever.” 
 
The priest or deacon then pours a wine and water into The Chalice, speaking an incantation. 
 

“By the mystery of this water and wine  
May we come to share in the divinity of Christ 

Who humbled himself to share in our humanity.” 
 
The priest then lifts The Chalice solemly above the altar and invokes God!  
 

“Blessed are you, Lord god of all creation, 
For through your goodness we have received 

The wine we offer you: 
Fruit of the vine and workof human hands, 

It will become our spiritual drink.” 
 
He places The Chalice upon The Corporal, and (if it is not being sung), the priest speaks The Offeratory Chant, and the 
cultists respond with their ritual drone.  
 

“Blessed be God for ever.” 
 
The prist bows before The Idol, and incants.  
 

“With humble spirit and contrite heart 
May we be accepted by you, O Lord, 

And may our sacrifice in your sight this day 
Be pleasing to you, Lord God.” 

 
He then flicks the incense around in a pompous way, as if he knows what he is doing ~ incensing the altar and cross and 
offerings.  
 
With The Thurbile off to the side his assistants now bring him a bowl of water so he play The Pontius Pilot Ritual, and 
wash his hands.  
 

“Wash me, O Lord, from my iniquity 
And cleanse me fom my sin.” 

 
Now things get fun ~ the cultists now make a prayer circle or equivellent gesture of communal psychic centralization.  
 
Etc.  
 
Followed by The Blood Sacrifice Formulae (if it is used).  Followed by “The Preface” ~ see The Black Eucharist?  And I’ll 
complete this essay at some point. 
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THE ARCANE SYSTEMIZATION OF THE BLACK MASS 
 
I will now address the numbering system for the components of The Holy Mass/The Black Mass.   
 
The component labelling (e.g. numbering) system I have used for this powerful key ritual of black magick is of my own 
design ~ though most holy theological texts and rubrics and rituals use numbering systems to order or disorder their 
parts.  
 
This numbering system allows the witch to address each component of The Black Mass she personally designs ~ she 
can streamline, or expand into a full revelling party.  
 
When witches design spells which use The Black Mass, they need only write the particular compent invocations that 
their spell uses ~ the witch will write the other standard components, herself.  
 
The numbering system is also an example of how to create a grimoire template for a black mass against any religion’s 
core ceremonial sacrament ~ a book of this nature could equally easily be based on The Blasphemy against the core 
ritual sacrament of an obscure Nordic demon cult.  
 

-o0o- 
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∞ 
THE UNHOLY ROMAN APOSTRIFIC CEREMONIES OF THE YULE MISSEL  

 
CONTAINED HERE ARE THE FORMULAE OF THE BLACK MASS FOR ANNUAL CYCLE OF THE EARTH WHEEL. 
 
These are the ‘Unholy Nights’ of The Witches’ Sabbat. Satanism functions on the principle of the seven day week with 
three leisure days and four work days. Work days are strictly regulated to ten hours per day. The 10 for 7-4-3 principle 
underpins the whole of The Satanic Politics of The Rose.  
 
Thus, The Rubric of The Seven Days (The Satanic Sabbat Days/’Leisure Days’ in shading) 
 

Seal of The 
Planetary 

Spirit 

      

Planetary 
Spirit 

      

Day  
of  

The Week 
Monday 

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

 
Generally, there is a religious celebration every Friday Night (The Black Mass) and every Sunday Morning (the 
Apostrific Mass).  
 
The Yule Missle is essentially the celebration guide to the annual cycle of ritualized revels, a new and different revel each 
week ~ instead of ‘the same old cup of wine at the same old place’.  
 
In this current Book of Shadows, I will outline the archetypes for each mass through the year ~ the spirits to be 
summoned or honoured, etc. Witches will then design their own rituals, and post these on The World Wide Web. Thus, 
for every festival and event, there will be many rituals from which your church, coven, or congregation can choose.  
 
The Blasphemy against centralized authoritarian religion.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE FAERY MASS OF THE PHOENIX LAMP 
 
In every city, christian churches are filled with beautiful objects to blaspheme and desecrate. If you steal these objects, 
the churches will all shut their doors, and The Devil probably won’t appreciate your ‘sacrifice’. And, I expect that you 
won’t either. But there are better ways, more tactful and fun ways. And the naughty demons of Fantasia are experts at 
The Art of The Prank. 
 
There are many pretty items around your city’s church. Before Mass, the priest will lay these out. He will find himself in 
great difficulty if his bits and pieces are not where they ought be when he reaches for them.  
 
And entire congregation’s mass ceremony can be derailed by the displacement of a single component from its ‘rightful 
place’ to ‘somewhere else’ in the church.  
 
And so, you see The Church Sprites have a terrible habit of moving ritual items around the church. And of placing 
blasphemies so hidden and subtle that they may not be found for months.  
 
Like a negro pornography star opening her legs behind christ’s head of the main idol on the wall behind the sacred 
altar.  
 
Thus, The First of The Seven Shadow Songs of The Church Sprites, is called The Confusion Chant of Christ Corrupted, and it 
involves the rearrangement of items around the church. Particularly, altar items. Which sprites like to hide in shadowy 
corners of the church. Crosses are discretely turned upside down in places where they might not immediately be 
noticed. Slips of paper with naughty things written on them can be put randomly deep inside church literature. 
Chewing gum adheres Dark Touchstone 
 
s to the underside of benches.  
 
And The Nine Inch Worm Trail is a strip of duct tape with an arcane inscription.  
 
This ritual is beloved among University Students.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE HEIR OF AVALON 
 
What causes the assumption that the blond Celtic male will draw The Sword from The Stone?  
 
When faced with global warming, how did he respond when The Indian-German Nord proclaimed the need to attack 
The Queen of Faeries when she was creating a spell to regenerate her kingdom?  
 
Is there any reason that The Heir of Arthur should not be a girl?  
 
What is needed is responsibility and practicality and capable leadership.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE FORBIDDEN MANIFESTO OF THE CHURCH SPRITES 
 

Dear lovely accompanying Apostate Priests, and Priestly Fathers of None, and The Catholic Church,  
 
The Church Sprites of Planet Earth have come forth to punish your church for its history of iniquities.  
 
No religion in humanity history has yet equalled christianity for its record of crimes. Dear priest, of your own free will, you have made yourself into 
the spiritual representative of a God and cult that has been very naughty.  
 
And if God is not real, then your cult must be judged on its crimes, not it is reasons for committing the crimes. Unless of course, christianity is a form 
of mental illness that overwhelms the conscious reason?  
 
But if you are to plead Insanity, how should we cure our society of this ‘psychological disease’? 
 
The Church Sprites of Planet Earth have come forth to punish your cult for its history of iniquities.  
 
The Church Spirits are spirits of Mother Nature, that lady who has successfully refused to lie beneath even God.  
 
The Church Sprites feel that theft is a distasteful sort of behaviour, under most conditions. The majority of social rules that exist in our society make 
for an agreeable world. But sprites aren’t actually objectionable beings, merely prankish and frustrating. They have a habit of picking up essential 
ritual items, and then hiding them somewhere odd and unexpected around the church… much as a customer might pick up a can of worms in a 
supermarket shelf, and then put it back on another shelf, we will hide your items of superstition around your church. Being enthusiastic and 
intelligent university sprites, we have looked into the legalities, and with the help of a naughty old professor, discovered that there exists a loophole 
making our behaviour entirely legal. Our wise old sage has advised us not to save you any effort of research by telling you the secret. So I expect you 
will have to find some christian forbearance, as you will need to go on a treasure hunt before your ritual, each week you say something naughty in 
church. This treasure hunt is an old pagan ritual that we have integrated into the easter celebrations in the less catholic countries, and we suggest 
ritual that you use this to ‘unite’ your congregation. Afterwards, the mass cleans your soul.  
 
The Church Sprites will cause creative chaos through your church each time they perceive your behaviour as morally ambiguous. We will begin 
pranking you each time you are naughty!  
 
At some point, a priest will get annoyed enough to engage the law, and in the associated newspaper articles, this manifesto will emerge into public 
consciousness through some local of university newspaper articles.  
 
Other people might like the idea. And then there will be more Church Sprites. And every time a public christian leader of society is naughty, churches 
everywhere will be pranked! 
 
Fun!  
 
You have been very naughty. And you have now been afflicted with an infestation of church sprites.  
 
We hope you learn your lesson, whilst you can. Because “Hell Forever” is obviously the punishment attempt of a “forgiving god” to make sure that his 
children “learn a lesson” from their experience. When he is not busy killing his children to help himself get over his own temper tantrum because 
somebody ate a bit of fruit from his orchard.  
 
And his mathematical errors in regard to the age of the universe must certainly be intentional mistakes, which he only made in order to test our faith.  
 
The Lord God of Cavemen.  
 
Wouldn’t it be nice if you and I could get these words into the newspapers? He! He!  
 
O, Let The Hallowed Halls of Academia spill forth its wild youth in their dancing, singing madness of havoc and happiness, and let their laughing lash 
of lunacy loose howling hysteria upon the confused corporate chaos of frustrated fuming priests! 
 

By The Miraculous Musing of PHENEX! 
By HECATE’s Crazed Cackle!  

And by SATAN’s Sadistically Sardonic Serendipity! 
 

The Church Sprites are loose upon The Temple of The Slave Cult! 
 

So it is! So mote it be! 
 

I am River Valley the Satyr of Wild Arcadian Dreams. I am The Wizard of This Fay Rite, thus is my name LUCIFER!  

 
-o0o-  
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 (The Full Moon of April or April 27th) 
THE APOSTRIFIC MASS OF THE SPIDER’S EGG 

 
The forbidden apostrific ritual whereby a Handmaiden may be summoned and bonded with an apostate priest is 
terrible in the extreme ~ indeed, it is outlawed in some countries, and those are the best places to perform it.  
 
Only the apostate priest can perform the ritual to summon and bond with The Handmaiden. 
 
Each handmaiden requires a desecrated church building as a home base.  
 
Usually, only the apostate priest can bond with a Handmaiden via The Mass of The Spider’s Egg. In this ritual, The 
Handmaiden is evoked into the body of a succubus, who assumes its part-spider shape and lays an alchemical egg into 
anal cavity of the priest. This egg contains a terrible and unspeakably evil and intoxicating potionwhich are released to 
infuse the priest as the egg transubstanties from its physical form into its spiritual form, in the aura of the priest.  
 
At some future stage in his life (depending on level of corruption), he will awke in the night, understanding that The 
Spider’s Egg is hatched. The New Spider will be turning around in his bowels, and soon crawling out. This spider is his 
familiar spirit.  
 
It will grow if he feeds it sexual fluids gained through corruption ~ these are entered into the various church incenses 
and burned during rituals both apostate and overtly sorcerous, within the church.  
 
He imbues it with powers through its inclusion in ritual.  
 
It can commune directly with The Spider Queen ~ and uses this meditation-like religious state/activity to slowly learn 
new skills and magicks in accord with the projects of apostate priest.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Arcane Notes on Spell Formulae 
This is the arcane formula of The Forbidden Apostrific Mass of The Spider Egg. 
 
The priest kneels and bows with his face upon the ground, and his eyes staring up at DIONYSIS/JESUS crucified upon 
The Forbidden Cross of SIN, that he may be reborn as The Illuminated Antichrist. The priest’s posterior is exposed and 
raised high in the air, he is wearing the holy robe in which he gives Sunday Communion to his parishiners. In this 
position he recites in turn a blasphemy of each component of The Holy Mass, and consecrating each to LILITH-
ARACHNE.  
 
The sacrament is inserted into the priest’s annus (instead of lifting it to the heavens or using the usual 
transubstanitiation chamber on the altar), and The Blasphemy of the holy words of transubstantiation is spoken 
followed by an invocation of The Spider Queen, in the qualities desired of her, and The Spider’s Ovipositor remains in 
the priests annus until orgasm occurs, whence it slides slipperily out, but the egg remains, dissolving its physical form 
as it completes its transubstantiation into its auric form, within the soul of the pregnant priest impregnated by a giant 
spider.  
 
The priest completes the rite by standing up (symbolizing his rebirth as The Antichrist, and his “rise and rise” as a 
result of the new magicks performed), and then sits his naked prosterior upon the altar stone of The Church ~ there 
speaking the final blasphemous words to complete and close The Mass. As he opens his bottom upon the holy 
consecrated altar, the juices and foul evil potions, both physical and spiritual, of The Spider Egg will ooze out forever 
infusing into The Altar Stone. An Altar desecrated in this way can never truly be spiritually cleansed ~ and is an awfully 
dangerous place to attempt to perform a genuinely holy mass.  
 

“….the Body and Blood of Christ  
received as food have made us “holy and without blemish”36,  

just as the Church herself, the Bride of Christ, is “holy and without blemish.”” 
Catechism of The Catholic Church (1997) Pomulgated by Pope John Paul II 

 
-o0o- 

 
  

                                                        
36  
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THE SATANIC HYMMS OF THE GOETIA 
The Devil invented Rock n‘ Roll music to express the way he feels when he enters a chamber full of waiting demonlords 
~ each of them hating each other, and each of them waiting for PAN’s arrival.  
 
Religious Music. 
 
The Latin word, Goetia (pronounced in the Latin form: Go–ee–tee–a), translates as “The Howling”. This fact might 
suggest that hymms that echo or blast from a mouth to The Nihil (when the standard program of TV fuzz is being 
interrupped) are going to be expressions of madness and human fears, are thus likely to quite terrifying. And The Devil 
fills that Emptiness with FEELING!  
 
My favourite satanic hymns are The Naughty Nursery Rhymmns.  
 
Essentially, these are traditional nursery rhymns that have been transformed into terrifying parodies. And they are 
usually created by young witches.  
 
There are three sorts of Goetic Hymm: The Telling Wails, The Gifting Wails, and The Cursing Wails. 
 
The Telling Wails are songs that contain the tales of The Metamorphoses. These are illuminated stories of ancient pagan 
myths. Often local public personalities will be (as in a theatric comedy) cast into the leading roles of the song, thus to 
publically support or blaspheme local political or media or other pompous people. Each spell will be created by a witch 
who has found personal meaning in a particular expression of The Old Gods. Each song is thus dedicated to a particular 
pagan entity, major or minor. And the creation of a Telling Wail can often be made as an offering, in payment of favours 
from a spirit. The objective of each wail is ‘to spread and become louder’… so circulate your creations as far and wide as 
possible. You gain a little whenever a person uses your wail. 
 
The Gifting Wails are songs that contain a charm of satanic blessing that can be gifted upon a recipient. Those who 
support the witch can be rewarded with the wonderfully immediate act of an arcane song with an incantation of 
blessing, hidden therein. Hundreds of different sorts will be made by different witches for different purposes, and 
creating a fine blessing is a great way to be remembered.  
 
The Cursing Wails are songs that contain blasphemous incantations of the cursing. The witch can merely sing a nursery 
rhymm at somebody who annoys her. Again, there will be an wild underworld trade in these particular spells.  
 
To circulate your wail, you will print a copy of your wail, have this signed and bound with the seal of a Justice of The 
Peace (or the equivalent), and you will then lodge this with you city’s satanic lawyers for a small, once-off fee 
approximately equal to supper for two at a medium-priced restaurant. Copyright is inherent from the moment you 
place pen to paper. This ritualized act merely seals your copyright proof. You will never share your new wail with 
another human, until you have completed this ritual seal. Most witches will use many of their own spells, in addition to 
the seal of this basic safeguard.  
 
When the seal is complete, she will release this wail into The World Wide Web (and the other appropriate sorts of web-
technologies that humanity will create in future).  
 
In the world wide web, satanists will create spider nests where public archives of these songs can be stored and 
accessed by everybody. A witch whose wail becomes popular will attract the attention of talent seekers.  
 
The Howling grows.  
 
Fun!  
 

♪ 
DVORAK’S AMERICAN QUARTET 
(CAN’T REMEMBER THE DETAILS) 

This piece was written during his period in The USA, a period that cumulated in The New World Symphony. 
 
Fun.  
 
This piece contains birdsong.  
 
PAN suggests that humanity consider the potentials for musical inspiration contained in The Natural World.  
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I expect my satanic nursery rhymms will eventually worm their tentacular tunes into The Rock and Roll Industry… 
much to the wild mad laughter of some, and the foundational terror of others.  
 
I recognize that “Metal Music” and other extreme sorts of Rock and Roll, are the current satanic hymms tearing around 
the suburbs. And I applaud this blasphemy, partly in admiration of its astonishing success of scale.  
 
Though I think there will be something interesting to be said for nursery rhymms, in future. Even metal nursery 
rhymms.   
 
As many witches these days are beginning their careers very early, many like to exploit this oddity of strangeness.  
 
By standing in your city, on the side of the street, dressed all in black and innocently singing terrifyingly blasphemous 
and shocking nursery rhymms. Every young witch has performance skills. There will often be a cauldron into which 
passes-by may throw money.  
 

THE LITTLE BLOOMS OF THE RED RED ROSES 
 

“When three or more are gathered together, there I shall be amongst ye!” (Fix Quote) 
 

A circle of three or more witches who like to sing will dress in their sexiest, most revealing dresses will gather, 
anywhere they want. Each girl wears a red ribbon to symbolize BABYLON. And then they sing nursery rhymns at 
passers by.   
 
The objective of the witches is to fortify SATAN’s devotees by flashing their breasts and singing gifting rhymns to 
anybody who will call out at the top of their voice “I love SATAN!”  
 
And on the other hand, singing terrifying curse rhymns at Christian passers by.  
 

Mary had a little lamb whose fleece was white as snow 
And everywhere that Mary went that little lamb would got. 

Then one day that little lamb, its fleece was crimson red  
In the oven where she burned her cross, Mary cooked its severed head.  

 

If a group gathers, the witches immediately stop singing and reconfigure into performance mode. They make their 
performance, receive their donations. And then herd away the current audience. The witches will then split their loot, 
and either scurry off to spend it, or prepare for another round of hymns, then performance, then loot.  
 
But the performance has another purpose.  
 
Fine places to gather will become regular places to gather. There is strength in numbers, and by their gathering and 
their charms and incantations of blasphemy, song, and intention, performed as they will, the witches of your city will be 
consecrating the place. These will be dark faerie places where any ordinary muggle can find demons and imps, lurking 
in the shadows, among unclean spirits slinking and slithering and slurping their wormy bits through the angles and 
perceptions of your mind as your eyes drink up the site of spiritual blasphemy.  
 
Naughty!  
 
And yet these will also likely be very beautiful places, for witch surround themselves with beautiful dreams, collected 
and gathered from the secret places of their discoveries. And these dreams imprint themselves upon reality through 
every act the witch makes.  
 
And thus the witch is always, automatically imprinting beauty upon reality around her. Flowers bloom in her presence, 
and her touch causes beautiful green fingers of The Earth to reach up through the ground and fill the world with their 
peace ever-smiling generation of life energy.  
 
There is decay and terrible corruption in her presence too. And this is as it ought be. For she is a complete being. Every 
potential of possibility exists within her, harnessed as The Beast beneath her will.  
 
She is Balance. She is Will. She is Whole.   
 
And so these places tend to gather strange night plants, mosses, ferns, colourful faerie inscriptions, odd markings, 
lovely sitting places, worn with wickedness to a deep sheen. These places tend to become more complex and 
labyrinthine in subtle, almost imperceptible ways, as secrets gather, stretching as unseen strands of shadow between 
the unknown and the known, knitting together the worlds. People who come to these places often feel a mild 
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disorientation as their minds process the somehow disquieting arrangement of components. Even the least sensitive 
muggle can sense that something is somehow different in these places.  
 
And these places are great places to perform an initiation. Apart from privacy issues, obviously.  
 
However, the real function of these places is to create publically visible sights where witches who want to function 
openly, may go to play and have fun with other witches.  
 
Hence, these are sacred sites of satanism. And at these darkened places, a red red rose blooms as three girls singing a 
nursery rhymm upon the soil of your city.  
 
Three girls and a song.  
 
Nocturna rosa floret.  
 
The night rose is flowering.  
 

-o0o- 
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I. 
THE DEVIL’S DOUBLE ACT 

A SHORT TREATISE ON THE FORBIDDEN ARTS 
 

Where will we get our eucharists, if not from christian churches.  
 
They love us, too ~ there isn’t anything their attention prioritizes above Scandal.  
 
The fact that real witches have turned up, and we are REALLY bad, really disgusting, and really sexy ~ only improves 
the situation.  
 
Why should it be boring to be a christian priest? 
 
Christianity is a horribly boring religion ~ perhaps the most boring that has ever been invented.  
 
Obviously.  
 
But PAN invented The Drama of Theatre.  
 
Old SATAN is certainly not boring!  
 
How much more fun will church be, if there are witches sitting on an opposite pew, opening their legs to you, or tall, 
dark and mesmerizingly handsome sorcerers with naughty tongues tickling those ripe nectar-filled blossoms the 
husband left hanging?  
 
This is a rich font of Scandal.  
 
Many things to gossip over, and many new stories ~ the whole suburbs will come to life.  
 
And we want the eucharists, and we suggest that GOD’s son gave his body to everybody, so it is greedy of you to keep 
the feast to yourselves.  
 
Remember gluttony, from The Seven Deadly Sins? 
 
Our witches recognize that any act of violence constitutes “pooping in the pantry”, and we recognize that our role is as 
sacred pranksters whose meaning is to bring attention to Christians own follies and hypocracises.  
 
You understand that the root of each historical spiritual failure of christian social collectives have been rooted in moral 
and religious hypocracy? 
 
Thus, you will actually benefit from having us around.  
 
We won’t allow you to be hypocrits ~ The Ancient Hebrew word SATAN has a number of translations, including the 
role of ACCUSER who accuses the soul of its Sins as it stands before judgement. 
 
Every witch is a SATAN, by another facet of that same set of Ancient Hebrew linguist translation rules.  
 
Consider the spiritual potentials of a Christianity in which hypocracies have much more difficulty taking root.  
 
A Christianity where the worshippers are actually questioning themselves and trying to be “good”.  
 
You might actually find that The Devil is an important and valid spiritual office in the learning process of Life ~ if the 
world offered no opposition, you could not grow.   
 
Not to mention the fact that nearly everybody who encounters a real witch, soon after makes a visit to their neglected 
church faith ~ and that means business for a lagging church. 
 
So, you can see the deal ~ we want eucharists and a less boring world. Making fun of you, presents us with the 
opportunity to begin the collective exploration of the really fun phillosphical questions. And we both have a business to 
run in a stable way with a long-term view.    
 
Let it be remembered that The Devil left Heaven over a profound philosophical Question of Freedom.  
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This is not the act of an idiot who having seen and experienced every type of naughty thus far invented, would not grow 
bored at the idea of watching pain inflicted, as if the act were clever.  
 
This is a being who understands thought and instinct, profoundly. Lovecraft described The SHUB-NIGGURATH as a vast 
brain of overwhelming organic chaos expressing a will so incomprehensibly ancient and terrible and powerful that it 
had to be contained and bound within a planet’s core. The Chamber of Eyes, where resides the pool of grey matter under 
Mount V is forum to the aspirant’s first encounter with this vast and fantastic mind. That encounters occurs as a 
tentacle from the cerebral pool of creative terrors.  
 
This is entity fearfully named by The Black Goat of The Thousand and One Young.  
 
The Black Goat of Terror.  
 
The Black Goat of The Forests.  
 
The Black Goat of Eternal Night!  
 
Makes you shiver with fear….  
 
And excitement!  
 
Many potentials for fun adventures, I think!  
 

-o0o- 
 
Why should Life be boring?  
 
Christianity is BORING. 
 
The Church needs The Devil. 
 
We have chosen (and will punish our own members who disagree) that we will have a strict dining ettiquete for The 
Beast’s Bloody Sunday Feast ~ which we will have whenever we want to come to christian church and get a eucharist!  
 
No loudness or crudeness or physical violence against humans or animals in the church.  
 
Unless there has been violence against us, in which case we will bring a lamb or white rabbit or scapegoat or other 
innocently appropriate animal into the church, and spill its life blood upon the floor of your church through a curse cast 
upon the building.  
 
And no matter what you do, you will never be able to properly reconsecrate the church, after that.  
 
Therefore, you can rely upon us to be lovely fun, and awfully naughty in mercilessly gentle ways. But we will never be 
so Crude and Low as “to speak loudly during the mass” or to engage in any other physical interferences or violence.  
 
But we can’t garuntee to adhere to any dress code ~ and on those hot days of Global Warming, peeling off to the bare 
minimum can occasionally be a natural biological necessity.  
 
Jesus won’t mind.  
 
Thus, nice table manners, and we won’t make a mess with out food.  
 
Fun! Satanism is, at present a small organization with little professionalism. Essentially, we are children. But Time is 
deep. 
 
The fact that we are beasts ought not be considered to imply a lack of dining etiquette. The BAPHOMET is giant and 
hairy, with clawed hands and a huge goat head ~ but he is among the most cultured, charming and civilized table 
companions imaginable. To dine with a GIANT terrifying and complete incomprehensibly evil Beast, who, looming over 
the small terrified guests around him at the table, tucks in his napkin, smiles naughtily, and procced to charm and 
amaze everybody at the table with his astonishingly cultured grace and mazmerizingly interesting conversation ~ it is 
really quite an astonishing experience. Fantasticaly fun.  
 
I think you will enjoy openly permitting us to wear our witches’ hats and robes to church, instead of wearing disguises 
when we come to get our eucharists.  
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Church will be less boring.  
 
Congregations will increase.  
 
But we would like The Churches to begin perceiving the goods they are marketing as “traditional, and timeless, and 
beautiful”. This is a matter of aesthetics. Some of the hyper-plastic modern churches are distasteful and vulgar ~ hire an 
interior decorator with artistic taste, and consult traditional language experts to improve the beauty or your 
presentations. Only a primitive would try to argue that worshipping in tasteless surroundings is better than 
worshipping in beautiful and religiously inspiring surrounding.  
 
And we will support the church to wipe out tasteless Christian denominations.  
 
We suggest that The Catholic and The Anglican and The Lutherian and The Greek Orthodox churches express historical 
beauty, and other denominations could use these as models to inspire innovations or replications.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Many people venture to the grove where opens The Labyrinth Portal.  
 
Most run screaming straight back into the arms of church, faith, superstitious unreason of primitive tears.  
 
A few walk through ~ and those who survive, go on to become witches.  
 
But most of those who dabble with the occult, end up running back to the church ~ when they spend the rest of their 
lives warning others of “the evils of The Devil”.  
 
If The Church were to organize its systems with a little more of a “flare for drama” ~ we could have a wonderful double-
act going on, and The Church could have a lovely annual holy day of impressively terrifying exorcisms, and repentance 
stories, and blessed wine, and brazen satanic strumpets marching through and selling their wares to the goodly with 
heedless shameless laughter.  
 
Holidays will be much more fun than they were before The Devil offered a more comfortable situation than the ongoing 
boring “moaning church” game!  
 
The Devil is immortal and eternal.  
 
Therefore, The Devil and humanity need to put up with each other, at least until GOD comes and wipes out the whole of 
humanity at The Last Judgement, and then walking around nodding his head in self-righteous pomposity, crossing his 
arms over his chest and proclaiming “That’ll learn ‘em for their crime of refusing to be my mindless sycophants.”  
 
What an idiot.  
 
So, The Devil is actually responsible for every SIN and he is completely bad ~ but actually, if you shift your point of view, 
“Bad” actually has a natural role, and many merits, perhaps even more than good?  
 
Obviously, the next thousand and one years will be typified by many fun and terrifyingly naughty philosophical 
conversations.   
 
But this is a business arrangement.  
 
A Carnival Act ~ SATAN lines them up with The Occult Game, and The Church gathers up the shattered shells of souls 
and puts them to work performing or advertising.  
 
Thus, on the eve of grand opening night, The Devil would like to say to you all….   
 
Break a Leg! 
 

-o0o-  
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THE BLACK DEVIL IS LOOSE IN THE STREETS 
A SHORT ARTICLE AND STORY BY GLENORCHY MCBRIDE III, FROM  

“THE NIGHTLY PROPHET” WIZARDING NEWSPAPER OF SYDNEY & LONDON & NEW YORK  
EQUINOX EDITION  22ND OF SEPTEMBER, 2017 

 
An Article 

by 
Glenorchy McBride III of The Sylvan 

 
The head of The KKK in Brisbane, after being raped by a giant black centipede-like creature, made a press release today 
revealing that The Black Indigenous People of Australia have summoned and released The Black Worms ~ believed to 
be “demon spirits” of The Dreamtime and other fantasian spirit worlds.  
 
The Black Worm of Eternal Night is an ancient nature spirit of male sexuality, violence, and hunting instincts. It 
materializes in a suburb as a giant inky-black caterpillar-like demon with no eyes, but a giant mouth filled with long 
slightly-pointed white teeth, and easily capable of biting a man in half, or eating him whole. It only eats men. Worms of 
up to 10 meters long have been sighted, but the beast averages three or four meters in length. It has a giant phallus 
beneath its body, and it crawls through an unsuspecting human neighbourhood, being huge and undeniable, it crawl 
straight over the top of women and men (it’s drives are too primeaval to differentiate), holding their limbs down with 
its surprisingly mobile and tentacular leg appendages, and impregnating the humans as it crawls over them with the 
giant, muscular phallus, eternally dripping beneath its body.  
 
Its shape makes it skilled at breaking into houses through windows, and being a creature of The Devil, its mere presence 
creates almost as much co-incidental havoc in normality, as does its behaviour!   
 
Whilst this creature is ethereal, its material form grows with the number of females it impregnates as they sleep.  
 
This is a dream and it come upon girls, spiritually impregnating each soul ~ through their dreams.   Girls in Brisbane 
and other cities have already begun suffering under dreams of this spirit coming in through their windows and 
impregnating them, or crawling over her in an ally of this city … She is impregnated thereby!  
 

-o0o- 
 
The demon was summoned in the form of a clutch of eggs, which hatched, and from which scores of these centipede-
like demons emerged, crawling havoc through the night-time streets of Brisbane, impregnating white girls, and white 
boys alike.  
 
Those whose interior is infused with the etheric sperm of these demons (occasionally all three will crawl over the same 
girl). Will begin to fantasize about dark penises. Forbidden penises. Muscular. And each demon has multiple giant 
sperm-producing testicular bulges in sequence as entire body joints, behind the penis, though it is unknown how many. 
Some girls have even claimed that the demon has a line of phalluses under its body, and they were anointed deeply by 
each.  
 
Despite the enormous upwardly curving size of the penis, most victims of these giant black spiritual larvae agreed that 
the process was not painful. And whilst the victims were left overflowing and drenched in the sperm of the giant larvae, 
they were not physically harmed or damaged in any way.  
 
Indeed, some even experienced a not unexpected psychic echo of the event.  
 
Apparently, the process of impregnation by the unholy monster is not harmful, according to victims of the demon (and 
there are many, but most prefer to remain silent, and most claim to feel ‘spiritually tainted’ by the experience). But, the 
experience of the process is horrifying and overwhelming of reason – the slug-like body of the creature is slimy, giant, 
completely covering her, forming a little pocket of silence between herself and its horrible muscular, low, glistening 
black slug-like giantness, its head is not even present, and only its great black muscular penis exists there, continually 
dripping sperm, and the need for her, and she has no control whatsoever. It will usually inject multiple orgasms of 
sperm into each of its victims, and it instinctually visits each victim regularly or irregularly, but on always on multiple 
nights.  
 
This is a creature of dreams. It manifests in dreams, is visible and its presence tangible to the conscious mind in dreams. 
It Carries With it a presence of musk, and is noticeable by its smell. Occasionally, even ordinary muggles can detect its 
unseen presence this way, particularly when it is in a highly sexual state of arousal.  
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Its musk is potent, and is carried by it as a cloud. Its musk causes the human brain to become overwhelmed with the 
most degraded images of sexuality. Women are particularly affected by this. The images are invariably unbefitting of 
the victim’s dignity, and not the sort of behaviour that typifies good girls!  
 
However, any girl spiritual impregnated by a black devil will carry this spiritual seed within her until she gives birth to 
a human child. That child has been touched by The Moon, and will carry both an element of madness and an element of 
intellectual brilliance. But her child will be a night child, who will hear the strange lonely call of The Great Lunar Moth, 
in her dreams, through all of her life. And ever seek to return to honour the ways of The Moth.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BLACK DEVIL  
WHOM THE HOLY CHURCH CALLS THE WORM OF FORBIDDEN MOONLIGHT (FOR ARCANE REASONS),  

BUT HAS NOT BEEN SCIENTIFICALLY IDENTIFIED? 
 

A Short Tale  
By 

Glenorchy McBride III of The Sylvan 

 
Mary the Youth Pastor was a good girl.  
 
A good christian, she went to school at a cloistered Private Girls School in Brisbane. She didn’t work too hard at school, 
went to several dances, got a boyfriend, smoked cigarettes behind school building on a few naughty occasions, and 
always attended mass. Until university. 
 
University wasn’t like the school – where every extra-curricular activity was designed to leave you free for mass on 
Sundays. She didn’t have as much time. She had been irregular. She had found that was easy, and had become even less 
regular.  
 
But it wasn’t until after it happened, that the dreams began.  
 
She broke her leg on the opening night of a new ballet performance, and everybody was very excited.  
 
But it meant that she was tied up in bed, when Cinderella went to the ball.  
 
Then the dreams began, while she was in bed. 
 
They began with a poster somebody had discretely laced into the hidden alcove of a wall – for this was not overt.  
 
The poster had a wild and terrifying picture on it! She both laughed and hiccupped in shock and surprise. Forward she 
leaned, and read what was written.  
 
Blink! Back! Yike!  
 
It was some odd type of witchcraft nonsense? A sex demon?  
 
She had better attend mass. It has been a while.  
 
Then the dreams began.  
 
They were wild and extreme, and there was something her parents did not know…  
 
She was not a virgin.  
 
It might be able to access her, down there!  
 
And she already knew… 
 
It had impregnated her.  
 
Etherically.  
 
She had to tell somebody!  
 

-o0o- 
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The priest understood. He knew that there was great spiritual danger in her dreams. And confessional is sacred.  
 
He had been fully trained in the rituals of the church. Including exorcism.  
 
That is why he and her parents are sitting beside her bed tonight.  
 
They are waiting with her, for the demon to return! So that they can exorcise it back into The Nothingness of The Abyss.  
 
She had been trying to sleep for several hours, but it wasn’t easy with Mum and Dad and Father Blob sitting there 
watching her and smiling supportively.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The demon didn’t come on the first night. No terrible sexual dream violation.  
 
Neither did it come on the second night. Or the third night.  
 
The Priest pronounced her cured of the diabolical affliction. They all had a good laugh, and went back to their own beds. 
And then the dripping-phallused demon returned on that fourth night.  
 
It punished her but not limiting its phallus to her usual point of impregnation. It pumped her very full of sperm to 
ensure a potent infusion into her soul.  
 
Then it left her. Panting in a sweat-soaked night-gown, laying on soft, deeply used sheets at 2am in the night, unable to 
get back to sleep.  
 
Unable to purge your mind.  
 
But whilst Mary the Youth Pastor, lay upon her sheets in a surprisingly-relaxed post-coital ‘trance of corruption’, a far 
great calamity had occurred that night in the Chaste family’s house.  
 
Her father lay awake on sweat-stained sheets beside her sleeping mother, in the room next door to Mary the Youth 
Pastor.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Something had to be done about this black devil who was visiting their daughter’s bed.  
 
They called back The Priest.  
 
He came quickly, far more quickly than the black demon… but this is, after all, why he gets paid a wage. Probably.  
 
He agreed enthusiastically, that something must be done!  
 
They decided to wait by her bed a little.  
 
But the demon did not return that night.  
 
They would need a way to lure it there.  
 
Only one certain way to do that. An act of the sexual corruption upon which it feeds.  
 
“Mary the Youth Pastor must muse upon pornography.” The Priest announced. “Before bed.”  
 
As Mary the Youth Pastor was eighteen, and theoretically and adult (but while she is living under her mother’s roof, she 
will live by her mother’s rules). Thus she was legally allowed to buy and use pornography – there was no crime being 
suggested. And if you don’t wear any panties to bed, the demon probably won’t be able to stay away.”  
 
So they bought Mary the Youth Pastor a selection of interracial pornography, and then they tucked her into bed, and 
they all passed around the books of pornography and looked at them together, to help Mary the Youth Pastor feel less 
uncomfortable about being forced to read these. They each took a book of pornography, counted to three and opened 
randomly to a page, and then counted the number of black penises on the page – whomever has the most, wins the 
game. Everybody has to kiss that person’s genitalia, and then we play another round.  
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And on the seventh night, that is what they did.  
 
And the demon came.  
 
Was in the process of ejaculating deep within Mary the Youth Pastor, she knew! when the moaning and gasping of her 
struggles awakened the priest, who leapt to his feet with a cry of righteous indignation or fright? And this woke the 
other participants in the ritual of exorcism!  
 
“Don’t move, Mary the Youth Pastor!” The priest cried. “The thing is upon you and in you. I can almost see its etherea l 
outline! If you move while it is in you, you might damage your body and soul health! Be still!” He commanded.  
 
“We will have to banish it!” He declared. “And if our banishing is successful, Mary the Youth Pastor will feel its presence 
withdraw from her, never to return.” He explained.  
 
He took out his cross and stood above the bed.  
 
Mary the Youth Pastor lay upon the bed, her legs opened, her pre-used womanly-parts exposed, open, and pulsing 
before the priest. But he had no idea that she was not a virgin. To him, she was a merely innocent lamb, its wool 
exposed before him, fresh and ready for harvest.  
 
But he needed to examine. And as he looked closely at her, he could see that the lips of labia were being slightly 
displaced by the invisible phallus of The Black Devil.  
 
It was materializing!  
 
He announced his news to the others.  
 
It must have impregnated many innocent white girls to have gained enough etheric substance to be asserting any 
impression of a material form. It is necessary for the priest to examine the girl’s labia, and even hold a ruler against 
them if possible, to determine the degree of physical materialization the demon is using at the time.  
 
Generally, the demon won’t physically materialize merely to impregnate a girl, but if the demon is very strong, some 
trace parting of the labia will be noted during impregnation, even when no materialization is attempted.  
 
Thus, the priest needs to actually watch this part of the girl’s body when the demon is present and upon her.  
 
He held his cross above the invisible demon mounted upon the young catholic university student, and he called out to it 
to go in the names of Jesus and all of the saints to lend him the power to remove the black phallus lodged between his 
parishioner’s thighs!  
 
He looked down at her. She shook her head. It wasn’t working! The demon was still covering her, and preparing to 
deliver the evening’s third infusion of sperm into the poor catholic girl!  
 
The priest took his aspergillum in hand, dipped it into the holy water, and began vigorously flinging it upon the girl in 
the sweat-soaked night-dress!  
 
But the giant black penis-monster filled her brain while she looked hopefully up at the priest as he vigorously showed 
her in wet sprays and her night gown began to cling to her body.  
 
And then she commited the ultimate sin… the sin that forever ruined any hope of the priest’s holy exertions banishing 
the demon.  
 
She looked down at where his penis would be, beneath his robes!  
 
Completely unintentional – and surely there must be intention present for sin to occur?  
 
But intentional or unintentional, it was an act of corruption committed by her, not by the demon.  
 
Its giant toothy negroid-mouth grinned and the monster pushed down upon her, lodging its penis so deeply into her 
that she gasped, felt she could feel it tingling in the top of her belly, and she would never get it out!  
 
And with a giant shudder that passed through every part of her body.  
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It infused her with the mother-load of all demon sperm.  
 
She lay on the bed, her thin nightie dress glued to her body with sweat, panting as the priest, who didn’t know that he 
had lost, continued to cry some unintelligeable religious drivel somewhere above her. She closed her eyes and felt the 
suction, as it drew its long slippery muscle out of her sacred deeps, with a slurp. It stood for a moment above her, she 
gazed at the giant black organ of impregnation. Then it shook its body like a dog, scattering the foul spiritual monster 
sperm all over her belly and body.  
 
And the tentacular legs of the glisterning black centipede-like monster began to crawl straight over the top of her, off, 
and out the window.  
 
Looking for another victim.  
 
The priest didn’t even seem to notice it had gone. She gazed at him sleepily.  
 
And then she dozed.  
 

-o0o- 
 
“Wake up! Wake up! Are you all right?” 
 
“Wha…?” Mary the Youth Pastor answered sleepily. Had she actually fallen asleep during an exorcism? “I’m fine.” She 
said. 
 
“Is it gone?” The priest asked.  
 
“Yes.” She replied. He smiled broadly.  
 
“See. I told you it would work. Power of god.” He told the parents. “You just gotta know how to treat these demons. 
Show them whose boss.” He revealed.  
 
She watched him, dreamily. And then in an instant, as if her perception and entire consciousness had been temporarily 
expanded, she understood him completely.  
 
In annoyance, Mary rolled over and went back to sleep.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE MAGICKAL MOTH CULT OF BRISBANE 
AND THE LEGEND OF THE NAUGHTY MOTH GOD 

 

Greetings Profane and Uninitiated Human 
 
Moth Man is a primeval deity of The Lepidoptera Pantheon. When his worshippers gather to perform his rites in their 
secret nests of silk and moth slime and the old dead husks of Moth Man’s former victims, he physically materializes 
among them as a giant moon moth with a lovely ovipositor which he inserts into the vaginas and anuses of his cultists 
in order to lay caterpillar eggs.  
 
Though the eggs of Moth Man are spiritual eggs which exist on the ethereal plane, each egg materializes a physical form 
which is made of a strange translucent ectoplasmic substance which called “agar jelly”. One of the ways we know that 
moth man and a conspiracy of his moths often sleep in the closets of scientific laboratories (beside old Dr Freud), is the 
presence of this type of jelly, almost ubiquitous with botanical and biological laboratories. He also materializes his 
ectoplasm as many other sorts of strange jelly-like substances that are “not quite solid”. Often he innovates new types 
of ectoplasm materializations as he develops new thinking on ideas. Moth Man regenerating himself by sheading old 
useless ways of thinking.  
 
This jelly is also found in many foods and is quite yummy to eat. The material eggs dissolve in the vagina producing an 
astonishing sexual feeling, as his eggs are infused with powerfully intoxicating pheromones. These create in his victims, 
a state of extreme sexual arousal, wherein they willingly allow in him to lay his caterpillar eggs in them. Moth Man 
himself exudes (when in moth form) a powerful a musk mist cloud of both male and female human pheromones (thus 
to lull his human victims into a state of sexually overwhelmed passive receptive helplessness). Tins of moth 
pheromones are available at any Sex Shop, and The Moth Wizard is available for advertising these in his writings. Are 
you a pheromone company who wants to have advertising in the cult grimoires of The Moth?  People will certainly 
remember you!  
 
A few nights after the ceremony at which the pretty girls are ovipositioned and Moth Eggs laid in their belly, these 
dream eggs hatch.  
 
The opening of each (egg in her belly) renders the pretty girl helpless by its release of aphrodisiac goop. This leaves her 
lolling with her tongue hanging out in a bliss of sexual abomination. And as she lays on the ground in a helpless horror 
of unwanted bliss (and a pool of amniotic caterpillar egg fluids), the giant caterpillars (each approximately the 
thickness of a female human wrist) squirm out of her vagina, and flop onto the ground, giggling in their first naughty 
experience of new life. For these are faerie caterpillars.  
 
And Moth Man is a faerie creature.  
  
They will not hurt her37! 

-o0o- 
 

Step right up, ladies and gentlemen, and you too can be ovipositioned upon by Moth Man!  
 
Moth Man is among the rarest creatures in existence. He is a strange terrible moon moth of 
great beauty and understanding. He sees into spectrums of reality of which the humans 
are unaware.  
 
He knows that the humans think he is bad. He doesn’t understand them, so he merely 
whooo! whoooo! whos? at them, strangely, and ovipositions upon pretty girls.  
 
The christians think he is a demonic moth. But he is a Moth of Love, and he would 
oviposition upon them too, if they squat on their hands and knees, rise up their rears, and 
open their scented bloom before him. He can oviposit into any human vagina. Sometimes 
he oviposits into bums, too.  
 

Under The Moon, Moth Man oviposits.  
 
Whoooo! Whooo! Who!  

-o0o- 
 

THE CULT OF THE MOTH GOD 

                                                        
37 If she is worried that she is blaspheming God, she can go and have communion and say sorry to God, and he will forgive her. He promised, and the church has been 
exploiting the loophole for the whole of human history ~ so why shouldn’t you? That is what the confessional booth is for, and it can be quite nice to be shameful. The 
world is there to be enjoyed.  

A Glyph of The Moth  
Painter Unknown  

(see link on picture). 
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The Illuminated Order of The Arcane Moth is the personal cult and harem of Moth Man.  
 
Moth Man only comes out at night. He flaps his wings, and then oviposits an egg of naughtiness in the vagina or bottom 
of each of his willing cultists, who are overwhelmed by his sexual moth pheromone38. 
 
The moth egg then hatches as a caterpillar, which crawls out of the bum or vagina of the cultist, and his victims feel 
protective materal emotions toward these, raising them as pets. Eventually, there will be enough to form a moth army.  
 
The Magick Moths of Moth Man!  
 
Then Moth Man will emerge from The Shadow of Night…  
 
And take over The World.  
 
Or, at least, get a lot of practice with his ovipositor.  
 
These words that you read are Moth Man’s laughter, echoing back in time from that glorious and inevitable future 
event! 
  

-o0o- 
 
This is the fate that awaits the victims of moth man when they become his cultists and concubines ~ lolling in 
blasphemous bliss with a belly full of caterpillar eggs, as ever stranger monsters and fantastic creatures of The Moth 
Cult crawl over her droolingly helpless aphodesyized body, and have their obscene ways with her in the nest’s miasma 
of lovely sexual corruption! And she lolls helpless in the blissful aphrodisiac intoxication of the lunar moth mist. 
 
These are the naughty rituals of The Moth Cult, which secretly gains some extra credibility by calling itself by a series of 
pompous and esoteric names. These ‘front organization’ names include The Arcane Order of The Naughty Moth, The 
Templum Lepidoptrae (check Latin), and The Royal Society for The Protection of Closet Moths.  
 
Thus, Come, goodly humans! Receive the anointing eggs of The Moth God. He is a real god, and only occasionally eats his 
sexual victims. By your sexual offerings to The Great & Arcane Moth God, you will become a witch of The Mothic Glyph.  
 
But to consummate this sacrament involves extensive brainwashing and sexual abominations ~ only genuine seekers of 
the arcane or the most degraded ermine connoisseurs of forbidden pleasure choose to walk this path.  
 

-o0o- 
 
What sort of ritual fun can you expect as a brainwashed devotee of The Moth God?  
 
On Sunday mornings, the cult gathers for a brunch of Jesus Christ served on naked naughty human bodies. First, it’s off 
to a pre-chosen Christian church. There we take turns at “farting and loudly apologising”. The girls flirt with the good 
christians by refusing to wear panties, and then ‘uncrossing their legs’ where inappropriate perceptual angles meet (“to 
help the good christians stay awake through mass”), etc. Iimaginative ‘acceptable’ blasphemies and a ‘main event’ to 
help liven the service. We “take communion”, get a bit of Jesus, and we head to The Moth Nest for an orgy of champagne 
and sexually blaspheming the body of christ in a pantomime of parody sacrifices. Moth Man usually becomes possessed, 
speaks prophecies, and often gives commandments as to who has sex with whom for the rest of the orgy.  
 
It is usually during this possession that Moth Man is given the power to assign punishments and forgive sin. Often, 
Forgiveness is obtained by having sex with another cultist who absolutely revolts you, and then forcing yourself to 
enjoy the horror of the act ~ laughing and enjoying it. Usually, the act takes place whilst tied up in The Moth’s silken 
threads. Thereafter, everybody can feel like they have made a sacrifice to The Moth God, and thus no longer owe any 
moral debt to the people they have hurt through their sins. The Moth God is a forgiving god. And the cultists now have a 
whole week in order to get a new collection of sins before the next week’s ritual. Otherwise, there will be no 
punishment ~ and The Moth is displeased if he discovers that a cultist has gone a week without deserving punishment.  
 
Every cultist is expected to sin at least once every week.  
 

-o0o- 
 
 

                                                        
38 Which he buys for $25 a tin at the local sex shop, and consecrates by squirting it all over unsuspecting church pews and altars through the city whilst 
softly hooting blasphemies. With permission from the priests, obviously. His cultist bought several church seats from a priest.  
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THE MYSTERIOUS INITIATION RITES OF THE MOTH GOD 
Obviously, The Moth Cult is a secret society involved in serious masonic-style intrigue aimed at manipulating empires 
toward The Great Work of creating The Lepidopteran Empire. This has been a collective dream of The Moth People ever 
since the invention of the light globe.  
 
Thus, for reasons other than sexual discretion, members of The Moth Cult are sensitive in regard to public revelation of 
their identities. New members must go through an extensive initiation process to prove that they are naughty, 
blasphemous, and sexually unchaste enough to be introduced to The Moth’s Nest.  
 
The aspirant must prove herself by completing a number of tests ~ from being successfully sexually exploited in the 
application interview to engaging in a sequence of ritual perversions, aimed at exploring and playing out each of her 
most secret desires, and thus finding herself. There are also ritual blasphemies to liberate her mind from the 
brainwashing system called Normality. These blasphemies include The Mass of The Moth, where the other participants 
wear masks, etc., And finally she is baptised into The Moth Coven through a modified (and sexually shockingly 
sequential ritualized group context) form of The Satanic Baptism ceremony outlined by Anton Szandor LaVey! Any 
virile young man who wishes to join The Moth Cult, should expect Moth Man to lay eggs in his bum.  
 
Those who persist through the initiation process are then made into sexual hosts for The Moth God’s caterpillars during 
the final initiation process.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Are we worried that christians will try to infiltrate and expose The Moth Cult?  
 
To infiltrate this den of iniquity would require of the chaste christian to engage in self-sacrifice on a scale that I think no 
christians are spiritually genuine, dedicated, or courageous enough to attempt.  
 
We are arcane beings, and massively pompous in our dark faith of The Sacred Moth God. We will keep our secrets.  
 
Christians are spiritually weak when faced with a real challenge to their faith. And moth man’s ovipositor is too scary 
for the sheep. But sheep are marvellous for keeping moth eggs warm. Can you brave the process for Jesus?   
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BLASPHEMIES OF THE MOTH CULT 
In the history of humanity, no cult has a larger record of crime than the cult of christianity.  
 
The Moth Cult teaches that Christianity is a primitive brainwashing cult that is founded on a human sacrifice to placate 
a wrathful god, and perpetuated through rituals of symbolic cannibalism. No more unnatural symbol is possible than 
that of a father sacrificing his only son. The christian cult has been the primary obstacle to Science at every stage of 
history. The christian cult has consistently resorted to violence in philosophical discussions. They invented and 
popularized most of the torture devices that are strewn through our popular language. We only know of these devices 
due to the widespread use of them by the christian church during its only period of theocracy government. Historians 
call that period The Dark Ages.  
 
Thus, a cult. And more than usually foul. The Church consistently chooses strategy over holiness ~ each time affirming 
its disbelief in God, and ritually defining itself as a faithless servant of The Devil. Why bother to passionately serve a God 
if you won’t believe in him? They are foul monsters, those christian churches. Dangers to humanity.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Moth Man is a card-carrying member of The Church of Satan, that was founded in 1967 by Anton Szandor LaVey. But I expect they probably would not let him represent 
them if he asked, and he hasn’t, and thus he isn’t their representative, merely a member and a loyal and loving witch of SATAN. The Moth Cult is, however, in no way 
associated with The Church of Satan. Moth Man merely mentions his membership in The Church of Satan in order to unscrupulously gain any extra reputational bonus that 
might be gained by mentioning that he is a member.  
 
Moth Man suggests that new members of the moth cult will grow by reading The Satanic Bible or The Satanic Witch by Anton Szandor LaVey. The Moth Cult welcomes 
members of every other cult and strange religious temple, and, in particular, encourages new cult members to join The Church of Satan.  
 
And thereby, pretty concubines are corrupted into Witches of The Moth God! 
 
Fun! 

-o0o- 
 

Come! The Great Moth is upon you, and he probably won’t eat you. He merely wants to make love to you and lay his moth eggs in  your yoni or bum.  
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II. 
THE TECHNOLOGICAL DISCIPLINE OF CONSPIRACY THEORY 

I love the discipline of conspiracy theory as much as the next fellow.  
 
Are there secret government or worse conspiracies whirling around you? Are the authorities abusing their authority in 
secret ways? Is the authority of the authorities founded without authority? Of course they are, but we’ll love ‘em 
anyway! And they are probably doing it for you.  
 
But at the basis of the discipline of conspiracy is a disharmony in the emotional relationship between the individual and 
the authority. And the process of resolution is quite emotionally shocking, but also quite beautiful ~ it leads to a new 
world with new potentials for self-expression.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I am inherently anti-authoritarian, to a shocking level. And life-long 
(since adolescence) self-conditioned to believe all representatives 
of the government must be bad. Thus, I found the process of 
breaking these conditioning patterns (ongoing at present) to be 
shocking. But luckily, the people facilitating it were/are extremely 
helpful and likeable and gentle ~ they didn’t harm me, and that was 
far better than my encounters on the other side of the fence.  
 
And then I got thinking.  
 
My Ornithoptra-multiclutch got me thinking that by opposing my 
country, I was helping my country? And then I got thinking ~ that 
thing has had me in awfully deep patterns of habit for a long while. 
Then I got thinking and wondering why I have conspiracy theory, if 
I have all I need by way of biological needs? And I got thinking, a 
person who gets traumatized, is likely to see threats more often 
than a person who hasn’t ~ it’s only natural. Would this suggest that 
there are more threats now, then there were before the event?  
 
There is a series of religious riddles passing around society, but 
there have always been religions and cults. I think, a conspiracy is 

something different. I read a definition of conspiracy produced by some uni researcher, probably in a psychology dept. I 
have yet completed my processing of those ideas.   
 

-o0o- 
 
If you won’t work for your country, who will you work for?  
 
If “myself” is the answer, could you survive without co-operation outside of the society?  
 
What are we?  
 
The reconnect your will to become an expression of your realm’s will, can be quite shocking, when you have been alone 
for a long while. But if you can’t relax and let the shock wave pass through you, you will discover that you have been 
wanting to reconnect through the whole process.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CONJURATION OR BANISHMENT OF THE ORNITHOPTRA-MULTICLUTCH 
The Ornithoptra-multiclutch is a spirit of technology that materializes in the ether as a (semi-)intelligent complex 
ominously or crazily whirring gigging mechanical flying device, often with eight helicopter propellors to maintain flight 
and devices for picking up its prey i.e. flyers and papers on conspiracy-theory, or anti-authroitarian groups in general, 
depending upon how hungry they are. The Ornithoptra-multiclutch wanders through society chasing conspiracy-theory 
flyers and pamphlets, until they come across a likely victim.  
 
They pick these flyers and pamphlets up with their underbody claw, and eat them, transforming them into etheric 
patterns of conspiracy-theory, which they gather within themselves, and then feed into the heads of their unwitting 
victims. Any human who begins to develop the spiritual awareness in the discipline of conspiracy theory will probably 
attract one of these. When it finds a suitable victim, it inserts and attach technical components of itself into its victim, at 

The Ornithoptra-Multiclutch 
REF ~ I got this picture from an circular produced by  

The Australian Skeptics Society  
(see link on picture). 

I love them ~ they are great!  
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the base of their skull and in their ears and other places, and these fit exactly and comfortably and seamlessly with the 
shape of the human skeleton and body. It then uses these ‘receptors’ to begin feeding etheric patterns of conspiracy into 
the victim. These cause the victim to gather more literature on conspiracy theory for the oooOrnithoptra-multiclutch to 
feed upon. The up-side is that you can only ever get one attached to you at a time. However, like every sort of lunacy 
(and these are lunatic spirits), there is occasionally great wisdom in their patterns. This little bit of real sugar is what 
keeps people coming back. Thus, they have the power of a gambling additiction, of a sorts. A wise wizard remains 
highly aware of an Ornithoptra-multiclutch that takes up residence in his aura.  
 
How?  
 
He recognizes that the etheric patterns of thought in his head, his “conspiracy theories”, are not actual coherent 
perceptions ~ rather, they are patterns fed into his brain by The Ornithoptra-multiclutch that is hovering behind his 
head, just out of full sight.  
 

-o0o- 
 
So, if the conspiracy perceptions that The Ornithoptra-multiclutch feeds to us are almost invariably false, and we could 
consciously discern the real information, can we use The Ornithoptra-multiclutch for some useful purpose?  
 
Certainly. The easiest sort of control involves the conscious generation or destruction of conspiracy-theories. 
Conspiracy theories have many uses, from a party trick39 to playing pranks. And I think conspiracy-theories will be 
more fun, and thus The Ornithoptra-multiclutch will start to look even more fantastic and psychedelic, if many people 
are competing to create the most fun and colourful and unbelievable sorts of conspiracy theories.  
 
Eventually, humanity will domesticate The Ornithoptra-multiclutch, turning all conspiracy theory into a fun game of 
feeding it, whilst keeping it tame, controlled, and understood. The discipline of Conspiracy Theory will be used as a tool, 
by which we teach our children how to think. Then when they encounter conspiracy theory in the real world ~ it is a 
puzzle they have already solved, and (yippee) they know how to play and defeat that game!  
 

-o0o- 
 
Most people summon The Ornithoptra-multiclutch unintentionally, through their use of the discipline of conspiracy 
theory. But some people learn how to mentally control this technological spirit, by understanding the archetype of 
which it is an expression ~ the nature and meaning of conspiracy theory. Thus, conspiracy theory can ocassionally or 
often or proficiently be used as an expression. A self-expression or a more intentional expression, is an interesting 
question?  
 
Whilst the number eight, the technological hovering and clutching system are generally present, every Ornithoptra-
multiclutch is unique a “reasoned” expression of the summoner’s skill in the discipline of conspiracy theory.  
 
The Discipline of Conspiracy Theory is actually a spiritual discipline of awareness. But like, every awakening, it involves 
a puzzle or challenge. You can’t “swat” the buzzing churring drilling creature of propellors, that continually threatens to 
pierce more than the periphery of your vision, but is gone when you swing at it. But you can master it with your mind. 
And when you have mastered it, you will discover that the discipline of conspiracy theory was merely an entrance. 
When you see The Ornithoptra-Multiclutch in the centre of your vision, and look upon it directly, you will have 
developed the ability to see into the spirit world.  
 
The conspiracies were never the purpose of your journey of conspiracy theory. They were a spirit to test your ability to 
THINK! 
 
That is not to say there aren’t any conspiracies…  
 
He! He! He! He!  
 
(Naughty laughter!) 
 

-o0o- 
 
 
 

                                                        
39 For example ~ to invent a preposterous conspiracy theory, and then convince a full room that it is real, before revealing it as an invented game. The 
objective being to make the audience believe the false conspiracy. People learn to be convincing and the ways of seeing through false conspiracies. 
The rare occasions will occur when a real conspiracy is identified.  
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THE STRANGE CONFESSIONS OF THE CONSPIRACY THEORIST 
I had a really nasty Ornithoptra multicultch in my aura ~ until I learned a ritual for reprogramming it into a  semi-useful 
device. I used a confessional ritual.  
 
I am crazy. I have long hair, colourful clothing, and my subjects of conversation tend to cause people to look at me 
strangely. Obviously, when The War of Terrorism began in Iraq, homeland security (here in Australia) decided to have a 
closer look at me.  
 
When I discovered them going through my computers, I recognized this was a frightening situation ~ my Ornithoptra 
multiclutch went crazy, drilling into my head in painful ways!  
 
I decided that the best way to avoid being corruptly attacked by a single group of (possibly corrupt) police, better to 
summon many groups.  
 
My answer to The Question of Who guards The Guardians?  
 

(To be continued.)  
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III. 
THE FORBIDDEN ART OF PORNOGRAPHY 

 
Obviously, I am a fan of pornography.  
 
Pornography is a form of Art. Prudes alone deny this. I, who am The BAPHOMET, now legitimize and empower the 
entire pornography industry to recognize their work and their work be recognized as Art. From the lowest to the 
highest.  
 
You are going to slay them with your beauty. 
 
I know that many of you are dirty little cockroaches, and I love every single one of you, my unscrupulous little villians! 
And even the lowest of you are going to start producing a new dimension and profitably fertile new abundance of 
beauty from your souls.  
 
Pornographers have stood by The BAPHOMET through even the most extreme christian oppression. And we are going 
to break down each of the pruderies preventing pornography from equal peer treatment with every other form of 
mainstream media.  
 
Why should you have to look out of your office window all day a pictures of a lady with fake teeth and wig selling soap 
suds… when you could be seeing a beautiful naked man and woman in the act of purging themselves through the sacred 
act of Love.  
 
You will feel more stimulated. Your work will improve. The day will be pleasanter. You will be more cheerful in general. 
And when you get home in the evening, your lover will discover there are great benefits to a whole day of visual 
foreplay.  
 
I suggest that this will be good for marriages.  
 
And the industry has already reached the point where it has the skills and resources and foundations to expand into 
this rich new field ~ immediately they are asked.  
 
More images of sexuality inevitably means more people having sex. Only prudes object to ogling orgious orifices.  
 
You say that the kids will be shocked?  
 
They get a much worse shock if they haven’t been educated… the first time they meet a clever member of the opposite 
sex. Ignorance is not a protection. It merely makes the parent of guardian responsible for the child’s diseased or broken 
state.  
 
Children don’t have any of the experience and knowledge based understandings unless they are taught. You harm your 
children when you hypersensitize and program them to terror and hysteria toward a subject that really ought be 
managed with practicality and understanding of the systems involved.  
 

(Quote from The Satanic Bible on The Importance of Keeping Kids Safe.)  
 
Satanism won’t tolerate any form of physical interference with children. This is a fundamental tenant of paganism, and 
unambiguously outlined in our core biblical text.  
 
However, we are actively working to destroy the rules which prevent sexuality and pictures of the natural unrobed 
human form, the natural beauty of human sexuality, from being permitted in advertising.  
 
Breaking apart the prudery surrounding sexuality, and recognizing our bodies are expressions of Nature… these are 
fundamental works of The New Aeon.  
 
And everybody benefits. Advertisers benefit. People stop trying to avoid advertising, and people start paying a lot more 
attention to advertising. Companies sale increases.  
 
And everybody feels sexier and less guilty over sex… and a lot more sex is happening. Everywhere.  
 
The whole of the society finds itself feeling a lot more relaxed and comfortable.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE 72 PORNOGRAPHIC DREAMS OF THE BLASPHEMY 

AN ARCANE FORMULA OF UNHOLY CONJURATION 
 
My favourite type of pornography are most computer generated art and beautiful Japanese Henti Art. In art, the wizard 
can explore wonders that are not available or permissible in life. Like giant animals or fantastic creatures of mythology. 
The world offers a limited pallet beside colour-range inherent in the world of human imagination. 
 
Let us now turn our attention to the beauty of pornography.  
 
I think it is rather mean-spirited of the prude congregation to deny the perception and exploration of the idea that every 
pornographer could be seen as a type of artist… and pornography as a genuine discipline of Art.  
 
Human perception determines much of reality. When you give shift the idea of pornography from a ‘legalized crime’ to 
an ‘Forbidden Art’, you permit pornographers to begin seeing themselves and their creations in a new way.  
 
For far longer than the past two thousand, humans have invoked The Blasphemy by writing pornographic tales. All of 
these make good subjects for modern media of pornography. However, we are going to take a different line, and do 
something quite amazing.  
 
The pornography industry  
 
Here let it be recorded the great affection The Devil would like to bestow upon her pornographers.  
 
If  
 
The value of Art is to be measured in part by it’s a) the message inherent in its existence, b) its emotional influence, c)  
its beauty, be that wonderful or terrible… beauty.  
 
Then 
 
Pornography is a type of Art that contributes great beauty to the world. And I suggest that it has been rather mean-
spirited of The Prudish Confederates to refuse these film-makers recognition as artists.  
 
But luckily, Art is Magick.  
 
So let us have a little fun!  
 

THE DREAM OFFERINGS OF DEMONIC EVOCATION 
Demons are fundamentally sexual entities. The entire Sabbat of The Witches is a sexual act. Magick and sex are not 
separate.  
 

A Dream Offering is a piece of pornographic art (a ‘film’ of usually 
animated or virtual theatre) featuring one single demon lord and 
humans… The Sexual Offering. Thus, a single complete bard’s tale, 
often quite short, but a dream offering may extend to the length of a 
full feature film.  
 
The artists who create this dream offering ask the demon lord’s 
favour and support in a great step for their career… and indeed, many 
employers watch the creation of new dream offerings in order to 
‘discover’ talented rising artists and programmers.  
 
All satanic formulae are reflections of practical patterning. The 
religious paradigm reflects the practicalities of The World, rather 
than attempting to make This World conform to impractical religious 
nonsense. This is another example of the formulae of Material 
Blasphemy (see p?). 
 
Do you want to make your name as a programmer by plugging into 
the BAPHOMET’S masonic web of The Satanic Underground? This is 
the ritual you may use to do that.  
 “Idol of Flesh”  

The BAPHOMET 
(Ref ~Artist Unknown 

Was not listed, but this is Fun Art, and we will ind the artist!). 
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Each dream offering you create is an advertisement of your skill and (perhaps more importantly) talent.  
 
The rest is a question of talent. And baby, without that you haven’t got much to trade.  
 
Though hard work is not only a prerequisite accessory to talent, it is also traditional stand-in when talent is thin. If you 
are not the most imaginative designer, you can still be the most professional and perfectionistic designer.  
 
The Devil is represented by the sign of The Goat, Capricornus40 and the planet Saturn. These are symbols of discipline, 
endurance, professionalism: the organized will.  

 
-o0o- 

 
These are a circle of sexual spells that will be cast by the sorcerers who administer the pornography dream machine of 
humanity.   
 
Anime cartoon artists and CGI programmers may always earn the favour of most any powerful goetic demon lady or 
lord by weaving this formula for the entity.  
 

THE WEB OF UNHOLY FANTASY 
The Sorcerers of The World Wide Web will create discrete sexual fantasies for each goetic demon lord.  

-o0o- 
 

THE DREAM CONJURATION OF THE SEVENTY-TWO GOETIC WORDS OF THE BLASPHEMY 
 
Patterns: Every formula is an expression of The Will of The BAPHOMET as articulated The Goetic Pact.  
 
The Ritual Opening Formulae: The Sigil-aligned Credits (a diagram with positions for each of the dials to be aligned). 
The glyphic ring merges into a caleidoscope.  
 
A fantasy of pornography is then created around the goetic demon’s enjoyment of humans. This is an offering given up 
directly to the demon lord.  
 
This fantasy can be anything, but it is always a shocking and fun story which includes any gifts and benedictions that 
the artist wishes include in this sacred offering, may be given to the demon lord. The favour received in return will be in 
accord with the grace and beauty of the final piece of pornographic art.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE PORNOGRAPHIC BIOGRAPHIES OF THE PAN-GLOBAL THREAD 
The pornographic artists of the world shall now be given a contest that shall be played over the course of ten centuries, 
and the outcome shall be Art.  
 
The whole of tale of human evolution and human history shall be retold in pornography.  
 

                                                        
40 Personally, I have little but amusement in response to the idea that stars determine a human’s destiny. But as a symbol system for penetrating, understanding, and 
directing the human psyche, superstitious astrology is a very sophisticated and ordered metaphysical tapestry.  
 
The magickal reality of Astrology, however, appears to me to exist in the world of human imagination, the ideas and expectations of superstitious astrology have captured 
a vast portion of the human imagination.  
 
In their web.  
 
Complex lacings of powerful and beautiful silvery threads rise from each life form, pass through the star patterns in the sky, and disappear into Forever. These are the 
lacing threads binding each human into The Tapestry of Fate. And these ancient mystic patterns in the stars… Their sky is the interface between worlds in The Loom of The 
Fates. This is the role humans have created Astrology to play in their dream of the universe.  
 
These threads exist in the world of human imagination. They are the way the human mind interprets, articulates, symbolizes the effects or role of Astrology in human life. 
Determining The Future.  
 
A curious philosopher might ask how important a component are the stars in that wondrous loom?  
 
I suspect the answer is that the stars are a mirror through which we describe ourselves and our relationship with the universe. And the unknown nature of The Future is a 
fundamental part of that relationship.  
 
At our current point in our wonderful adventure of evolution.  
 
I suspect. 
 
The sorcerer invariably prioritizes practicality over astrological divination as the prime determinate in decision-making – The Material Blasphemy. 
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Essentially, the pornographer will choose her or his favourite personalities and periods of history, and then she will tell 
a story in pornographic biography… a part or overview of a person’s life.  
 
Thus, the plot, characters, and even general content of the dialogue is all mapped out for you. The rest is art.  
 
Each pornographic film maps a person’s life at a point in history. Thus, each film is a tile on a timeline covering the 
whole of human history.  
 
Story by Story, over the course of a thousand years, the pornographers of the worlds will map out and retell the whole 
of human history.  
 
Each pornographer will focus upon the history of his own realm or country, though nobody is limited. Tell whichever 
story stirs your loins.  
 
We will, of course, begin with the more lurid stories, e.g. the equestrian tsaresses and their mad monks, the wonderfully 
colourful popes and their princely offspring, etc.  
 
Exposing hypocracy is a socially constructive contribution to make. It does not help people to teach them silly chastity-
belt strangled misrepresentations of human history. Perhaps it is time for the pornographers of the world assume 
possession of The Sacred Rod of Righteous Morality!  
 
I am aware that the church doesn’t like to let go of this particular punishing stick, though I expect that you are surprised 
to have discovered my logic to be disarming.  
 
I understand that moral authority is something God values more than life itself. At least, more than human life. That’s 
what he wrote on the gravestone, after he had carved it into shape.  
 
Pornographers are disinterested in moral authority, and that makes them more capable of using it intelligently. So I 
can’t think of anybody more appropriate for the office of holding The Sacred Rod that until recently had long rested in 
the obessive grip of God’s priests. From a philosophical point of view. There is an awful lot of truth that needs to be 
exposed, and in this department they have shown themselves to be far more talented and honest than The Church.  
 
And God didn’t need The Sacred Rod of Righteous Morality. He didn’t do anything with it except wave it around a lot and 
then tell everybody that as long as they are his slaves, he would let them off all of their morally-related crimes. 
Annointed by the asperguillum’s sprinking droplets.  
 
I believe the pornographers of the world are ideally suited for the position. They have extensive experience at all of 
these tasks that God so helpfully demonstrated. And they have solved God’s big problem of how to make moral lessons 
fun.  
 
And for those, Christians who are teetering in doubt, forgiveness is one of the products offered by The Blasphemy.  
 
Each life story poorly told, will be an opportunity for another pornographer to retell at a future point. The art will 
stratify so that a really fine piece of pornography exists to tell the story of the core backbone of major events that form 
human history and the human species.  
 
We will create art.  
 
People will want to learn their history lessons when they are delivered in this manner.  
 
Pornography.  
 
Art and Understanding.  
 
A mirror into our own soul.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Teaching the important historical events through pornography. 
 
I suggest that people will learn history better this way.  
 
Whilst many will create films and virtual projections of historical events, only the very best will find a place on the shelf  
of The Library of Greats.  
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And there are very few real historical tales that are not ripe for pornographic storytelling. When history is completely 
reinterpreted into pornography, everybody will learn the whole of history  
 
There are thousands of these very beautiful and completely unrestrained tales, each articulating the unique experience 
of an age of human history. Each of these will eventually be transformed in pornographic video and virtual art.  
 
And this will have subtle but fundamental effects on all pornography created from this new. Artists will rise in this field. 
I will make only two foundation observations:  
 

I. No divaic isolationism.  

II. What you do is what is real – if you are selling the cheapest, garbage product, then doing that in the realest 

way possible makes it Art: a permanent expression of your age. During your age, it probably won’t be 

recognized as anything other than glory-hole dime-biting; but when you age has passed, pornographic 

historians will look back and collect the finest pieces of each genre. Thus, your perception of yourself as an 

artist will always be rooted directly in economic practicality, The Material Blasphemy, unless you are 

specifically attempting to achieve another type of effect.  

 
The fact is that we have reached a developmental stage in this industry where your permission is no longer particularly 
important. You can either give your permission and save face, or you can withhold it, and your institution will gain the 
advantage of being the recipient of attacks that will more and more often begin to achieve genuinely terrifying levels of 
beauty and perception. Clay pigeon are needed.  
 
And The BAPHOMET has initiated this change in perception.  
 

-o0o- 
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IV. 
THE CONJURATION OF THE DUST DEVIL 

 
Among the most common sins is that of ‘Taking The Lord’s Name in Vain’. This is the act of using holy words as swear 
words. Witches encourage this tradition subconsciously, by modelling it.  
 
If a witch thinks you are an idiot, she might say: “Jesus Christ, you are an idiot.” The idea pattern of the (most unseen) 
behavioural spell is thus released into the minds of the observers. Some of these will then enthusiastically begin using 
the spell themselves, and repeating the blasphemy, when they want to call somebody an idiot. And, by God’s holy 
trousers, this can be a wildly fun. And if you are in a social situation that permits more florid and imaginative use of 
verbal obscenities, this game can really stir up the wild wind’s wicked laughter!  
 
Many witches (and non-witches) play this game when drinking: taking it in turns to create the most fantastic and 
shocking, yet socially acceptable obscenities. These game can stir up a laughing madness of anti-christian psychological 
violence, which builds to a crescendo, and breaks free of the table and break free of the circle of witches’ when they 
thrash out their laughter to a climax, and wander home to their beds, lusting and spent in the afterglow of the evening’s 
fun.  
 
This creature is a type of air elemental called a Dust Devil, and they can often be detected by their smell, very slightly. 
Each has its own unique scent of corruption, but most smell a little like whatever alcoholic beverage was being drunk 
by the witches as they summoned it.  
 
In Australia, that often means beer.  
 
Whilst, untamed and uncontrolled and hungry for blasphemy, the elemental wanders off into the world, feeding and 
reeling in the mad unholy laughter as it inspires random humans to shocking acts blasphemous verbal obscenity.  
 
Fun!  
 

-o0o- 
 
When viewed in the ether, The Dust Devil appear as a funnel shaped swirling madness, with eyes made of pure shadow. 
The top of it head is like a loud speaker or voice funnel, trumpeting the uncensored projections of its screeching 
laughing madness. Gazing down into the funnel, reveals an opening to The Nihil at its root.  
 
Thus the obscenities issued forth by this being are an/the voice of The Nihil. Witches who wish to significantly 
empower the evil spirit can see that the spell may be performed using zero or three or more words of power.  These 
three archetypes under which the spell functions are obviously: The Blasphemy, The Elemental Plane of Air, and The 
Nihil.  
 
Witches occasionally increase the potency of the conjuration by throwing in whatever incantation they are feel inclined 
to throw in, as the game winds up and the murder lust of the spell’s madness takes grip on their souls in its mad dance 
of blasphemy, carrying their obscene laughter to black and cackling heights. This is a spell of madness, and the 
incantations used are always beings of rythmn, and horror, and the blackest of laughing poesy. Witches use these 
additional incantations to endow the spirit with additional powers and abilities, beyond that of merely inspiring 
obscenity.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ARCANE WORDS OF CORRUPTION 
THE SATANIC DICTIONARY OF DARK SORCERY 

 
What are “The Words of Power” that are so often discussed in grimoires of black magick?  
 
They are linguistic corruptions of holy or spiritually meaningful words of other religions or philosophies or habits, 
spiritual or material. When performed consciously, the word is carefully corrupted through an intellectual process (that 
constitutes some form of laughing blasphemy against reason), the pathways of this meaning corruption must be 
recorded in the collective mind of humanity (e.g. through a scroll or book), and the corruption must hold religious or 
spiritual significance in the context of the victim’s worldview and that of the sorcerer’s who uses the arcane word ~ 
mostly both.  
 
Crafting a blasphemy against God involves the ritual murder of a sacred cow ~ beyond that, the only rule is have FUN!  
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The arcane words words of corruption belong to a magickal language named The Devil’s Tongue ~ the language used by 
sorcerers to summon and pact with demons. 
 

-o0o- 
 
The summoning of a Dust Devil requires the creation of a new arcane word of corruption ~ and the summoned Dust 
Devil will persist in near-ethers of The Material World only as long as the word is recorded. If the word, and its meaning 
are improperly articulated and begin to become forgotten, The Dust Devil’s ethereal form will begin to unravel. If The 
Dust Devil’s words of power become more often spoken, the entity becomes stronger and larger. If The Dust Devil’s  
words of power are engineered to refinement or additional meaning refinements, its ethereal body becomes more agile, 
refined, and precise.  
 
The Dust Devil will always obey the witches who summoned it.  
 
Some examples arcane words of corruption?     
 

-o0o- 

The HAVOHEJ of THE BLACK MIRROR 
Behold a classic and ancient arcane formula of The Blasphemy against God!  
 
This particular Forbidden Name of Corruption has been invoked by witches and sorcerers and the darkest of wizards in 
almost every genuinely frightenly evil ritual of black magick that has been performed since Christianity ascended and 
PAN agreed to lead The Revolt against God.  
 
From the beginning the arcane corruption invoked by the reversal of sacred words has been a fundamentally fun 
magick of The Witches’ Sabbat.  
 
And from th beginning ~ The Church taught people to bow before the God by His Sacred and Holy Name JEHOVAH ~ 
which we are commanded not to take in vain. 
 
Thus, a Forbidden Word Arcane of The Blasphemy against God.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Yeh-Heh-El 
This word is an example of an Arcane Word of Corruption, i.e. the intentional linguistic application of arcane corruption 
~ it is the blasphemy of a ‘holy word’ to create a ‘khaos word’ which is awakened through the corruption of meaning.  
 
Words created in this way are never part of The English Language, or any other origin language ~ unless the language 
itself is a magickal language (e.g. Enochian, Hebrew, Latin, Sanscrit, etc.), under which circumanstances, the newly 
created word must calibrate with the suffix, grammar, script (etc.) patterns of  the origin language.  
 
When an arcane word is created it becomes part of The Devil’s arcane language of words of power and magicks. There 
are many tools for creating Arcane Words of Corruption, e.g. numerology, holy writ, popular culture, etc. ~ and most of 
these tools are laughing nonsense performing blasphemies against sanity.  
 
Arcane Words of Corruption can be created from any language, imbued with magickal meaning, and articulated through 
history and human consciousness.  
 
The example I will use here is an articulation of PAN’s magickal will through an arcane word of corruption created 
qabalistically ~ note the inversion of the EL formula has flipped to the rear of name, transforming into a designation of 
an Elohim ranking angel.  
 

The YEHEHEL 
 

 יאהאל
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This Jewish Blasphemy has terrible and fearful meaning to The Descendents of Solomon, for it is The KEY Arcane 
Truename whereby wizards and dabblers of The Hermetic Orders evoke The BAPHOMET and sell their souls to become 
The Black Magi ~ and has been created specifically for that purpose.  
 
There exists an ancient Qabbalistic Name of God that is pronounced: “El-Heh-Yeh”, and this translates as “I am that I 
am”. These letters in this sequence are believed to vibrate the Infinity so as to integrate the wizard’s will into the fabric 
of reality, and there are many others to achieve the same outcome. I expect initiates of The Hermetic Order will have 
explored these in depth prior to their arrival in our ranks. Thus, it behoves me to outline some of the relevant 
blasphemous formulae.  
 
Generally, we leave others to empower the arcane words we want to use. The inversion of “El-Heh-Yeh” is “Yeh-Heh-
El”, which transforms a truth into a question. 
 

“Am I that I am?” (i.e. questioning go, and all divine truth itself?) 
 

“I am that I am.” (i.e. an absolute divine truth.) 
 
Thus, the qabbalistic name of God is transformed into a blasphemy against God, and useful for integrating the 
blasphemous will directly into the fabric of reality, and with far deeper implications than the goodie-goodie formula. By 
using this terrible word of power, you are directly exploiting the psychic meaning of all uses of this word… for the 
blasphemy you have created is now linked to every intonation of this name of God.  
 
In a very real psychic way, this name of God itself has been tarnished with a corruption that is now a part of its history 
and meaning and relationship to humanity. That is a powerful blasphemy.  
 
These types of blasphemies will be kept and managed by The Night House of Solomon, those Hebrew wizards who have 
turned to Evil, and pledged themselves to The Witches Sabbat. I wonder if there are some who thought they would still 
be enjoying God’s abundant bottom… after they had joined The Witches’ Sabbat?  
 
To The Patriarchs of Solomon’s Royal Line, allow me to first offer my respectful greetings. The world may have 
forgotten your beauty, but I see it written in every breath you take.  
 
The Witches Sabbat has made an offer to your people, and I believe that I am passing you a strategic favour in arranging 
this. But whilst this is an exceptionally valuable strategic favour, I recognize that it is not so much of a religious favour.  
 
After all, who wants to make deals with demons if they can avoid it. So the question is, can you avoid it? Do you even 
want to?  
 
I can that many of you have sons who are unusually talented scholars. Many of those sons are more than a little curious 
at the prospects of The Dark Arts. And Hell is essentially a form of business.   
 
Up until now, their explorations have not resulted in strategic benefit to you.  
 
You can’t stop them from exploring. I offer you the opportunity to ensure that they explorations will result in strategic 
benefit to you. The spiritual implications are inevitable, as ever. 
 
I am not offering to change the spiritual implications of dabbling in The Dark Arts, only the strategic implications.  
 
Thus, a book that shall serve as a gateway for your son, or any of your people who wish to enter The Night. And a sacred 
place for your daughter in The Temple of The Goddess.  
 
Thus, The Illuminati will validly descend from The Line of David and Solomon. And this is a gift of exchange that I give to 
The BAPHOMET by the grimoire you hold in your hands.  
 
I wonder if there are many Hebrews who would enjoy becoming satanic illuminati, unseen wizards dedicated to The 
Great Work and the mastery of dark wizardry. I suspect the Hebrew scholars will find they have a talent for spirit 
conjurers. After all, some of the most famous conjurers in history were Jews.  
 
The Jews get to be rid of the more ruthless and scholarly amongst them, and create an another ‘escape pod’ for their 
genome. An insurance policy.  
 
Witches should not attempt to hurry to process of unlocking the blasphemous formulae for each word of power. The 
blasphemous inversion of a name of God only carries magickal power if it is meaningful. A strong blasphemy involves 
the creation of strong meaning.  
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Wait for the blasphemies to bloom like flowers in your soul, as your deep mind learns fearlessly, and processes what it 
learns. Each new word will become associated with the grimoire in which it first appears. A grimoire that introduces 
but a few arcane words with strong meaning is better than many with weak meaning. But hidden meaning is likely to be 
present in every grimoire. In every area of life, to complete a few works deeply is better than many that are shallow.  
 
Thus I present you with a question of great power to integrate my blasphemies and their ways into reality…  
 

“Yeh-Heh-El” 
 

? 
 

So it is. So mote it be. 
 

-o0o- 
 

 
HALLALUIAH  

& THE AFFAIR OF THE ORIENTAL GOAT! 
 
You are wondering if there is a third “Affair” in Persia?  
 
Actually The BAPHOMET is an oriental desecration of the holy word MOHAMMOD.  
 
The prophet was actually a story told by The BAPHOMET after smoking some lovely herb in a desert ~ and the people 
him a prophet. Later they named him “The Prophet”. And The Goat of Delphi has been laughing ever since.  
 
Allah is actually a Christmas Prank played upon Jesus ~  
 

HALLA 
H A L L A41L U I42A H 

 
A L L A H ~ H A I U L 

ALLAH 
 
The Satanic Inversion of The Great Goat’s Historic Islamic Prank!  
 
This desecration of meaning allows The Orientail Sorcerer to attend prayer at The Mosque, and yet be secretly 
worshipping The Grand Blasphemy of LILITH, thus to achieve his ambitions in this life.  
 
Now you can go to The Mosque, and worship The Goat and The Moon Goddess who is patron and keeper of The Astrum 
Persarum. 
 
The Devil has perverted and corrupted the spiritual link, misdirecting the psychic energy of the worship to The Purple 
Fire Spirits of LILITH.  
  

-o0o- 
 

                                                        
41 AL vs. EL? This component of the holy word HALLALUJAH is probably derived from the ancient Hebrew suffix אל which represents the Atziluthic 
expression of the holy sounds, and attends the truename of each angel. This suffix may be spelled AL (e.g. ARIAL), though it is usually spelled EL (e.g. 
BARTZABEL) ~ yet, this from The Hebrew Letter Aleph (א). This is the construction that was used by The BAPHOMET to bind the soul of a quite 
powerful desert poltergeist into The Arcane Word ALLAHHALIUL. It is also worth noting that the roots of The English Language likewise reflect this 
translation, e.g. The Scholar King ALFRED – ELFRED – ÆLFRēD of England (849-899). The Old English word ALFRED translates “Wise Elf” and also 

“Elfin Conclave”. AL & EL? A William or a Willson?  
42 I or J? This letter is probably translated from The Ancient Hebrew Tetragramic Letter Yod (י) ~ which may be translated as either I or J. Consider 
the sounds of the holy word. From these chords is created The Blasphemy of The Orient! 
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The arcane word BAPHOMET contains an oriental formula of a blasphemy against ALLAH ~ for it identifies The Devil as 
both ALLAH and The Holy Prophet MAMMOT, thereby calibrating and awakening this powerful arcane word as both a 
magickal expression of SATAN the PANDEMON and a LUCIFIER the LAMP WITHIN.  
 
The HALLALUIAH Formula is designed to be used with the incantation of The BAPHOMET to create the foundation of an 
apostrific formula for infiltrating and concealing sorcerers and witches within Islam.  
 
The HALLALUXIAH is an inversion of the word The Holy Name of The Islamic Slave God.  
 

ALLAH ~ HALLA 
 
H ~ The House, (this word governs Islam) 
AL ~ The Islamic designation of God, an etomological habit descended from the Jewish EL.  
LA ~ God is now blasphemed and inverted. Thus is the house desecrated and made ready to receive The BAPHOMET. 
LU ~ The invocation of LUCIFER now consecrated The House.  
IAH ~ This is modification of The IAO Formula (I = ISIS Fertile Mother, A = APOPHIS the Destroyer Serpent, O = Osiris, 
the Anti-christ, slain and risen, i.e. Illumination), though LILITH is now rebirthing her own House (H =The House, 
instead of O), The Astrum Persarum.   
 
This arcane word is a plug for linking in a series of the most shocking Blasphemies against Islam ever witnessed by 
humanity ~ but they will come in a future book that I write.  
 
Thus, the arcane word HALLALUIAH is an near imperceptible modification on the christian invocation (HALLELUIAH), 
inverting the meaning of the word to be a magickal incantion of BABYLON Rising!  
 
Thus this is an incantation invoking The BAPHOMET’s will to create BABYLON! 
 

Ψ 
 

SATAN 
SHAITAN 

BAPHOMET 
HALLALUIAH  

Praise be to MARY who is ATHENA PANDEMOS 
Praise be to The Lord God of NATURA who is SATAN~PAN~BAPHOMET 

Praise The Prophet and Messiah who is MAMMOT~JESUS~DIONYSIS  
 

We give Thanks to The Antichrist our Lord,  
Who has died for our sins that we may be made pure and reborn,  

Through The Great Goat’s Illuminating LOVE 
 

In The Name of The Antichrist, Our Lord, 
AMEN 

 

  
 
Thus, a composition of nonsense to create a psychological tool whereby an apostate priest can offer mass and discuss 
God ~ without the the parishioner ever suspecting that the deity begin discussed is not the deity who is praised by The 
Bible.  
 
Total chaotic comedy in complete perversion of reason.  
 
But it works.  
 
This game of psychological blasphemy, gentle reader, is the formula underpinning the terrible and powerful ritual 
sorcery named The Black Mass ~ a ritual which is performed by ordained “christian” priest, in full view of unsuspecting 
congregations thousands of times every Sunday morning, all over Austraila.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 ש
YE-HEH-EL HAVOHEJ HALLALUIAH! 
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The Witches call out these words as a cheer of applause whenever a member of the circle creates a particularly fine Blasphemy against God ~ and if more than half the 
circle calls cheers this satanic laughter of naughtiness, everybody drinks!  
 
Thus when you hear this terrible Blasphemy against God echo through the night of your suburb ~ you know that that night, a Dust Devil has been conjured from The Nihil 
and released into the night of your world.  
 
Another servant of The BAPHOMET has entered your world.  

 
-o0o-  
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V. 
THE THIRTEETH TRIBE OF ISRAEL 

 
 “Genocide the Jews?”  
 
If The Aryan Race had not been founded on that single idea, the situation would be much easier to work with, for you ~ 
but they were a bunch of dark sorcerers in league with The Devil, and their particular interest was the biblical figure, 
CAIN and the traditional obsessive-compulsive disorder associated with being an “INDIAN” Super-Race in need of 
purifying its WHITE blood.  
 
For me, it is the face measurement definition that is the problem with Germanic “Neo-Aryanism”. Like The Han Folk of 
The Middle Kingdom, I have an enourmously massive head. I grow my hair long and let it cover the fact ~ but finding a 
hat shop that even has a hat that fits me is a rare occurance.  
 
For The Black People, it is the “race” factor, that is the problem with CAIN.  
 
And The Jews have some kind of weird psychotic buried religious sociopathological unconscious Freudian desire to be 
murdered by CAIN’s descendents on account of The Levetician Hymen of Separation.  
 
The Whore, SALOME, sits in The Middle, generally managing to laugh, have fun, or go psycho at anybody who interfers 
with her fun.  
 
The three of us in the same boat on Eternity’s River.  
 
The Nerd Table in The Playground.  
 
Anybody for a game of D&D?  
 
There is another boat running paralelle with us.  
 
The Persian and The Arabian and The Egyptian.  
 
The Jewish Guy is destined to be their king.  
 
At the moment he just throws stones at them and shouts insults.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN 

THE HEBREW SEAL OF THE DEVIL’S PACT 
 
I think it might be fun to create The Exotic Realm of New Babylon ~ so that is what I am current doing. 
 
It seems to me that we can have fun for a thousand and one years, then if you really feel the need to destroy a historical 
monument, the cradle of civilization ~ you’re only human.  
 
The first thing I would like to agree with each of you is that we are each free to walk away whenever we choose or see a 
better offer. 
 
This might seem odd to you, but I have found that when people try to own each other by invoking rules, they usually 
end up enemies.  
 
If you prefer a more strict arrangement, O Twelve Tribes of ISRAEL, then you shall have to swear that before The Elders 
~ as is “traditional” in Jewish culture. 
 

-o0o- 
 

 
THE SATANIC AGENDA 

 
The Smooth Groove of Liberation (also called The Sensible Satanic Sex Sayings of Sanity’s Scholarly Serpents.) 
This is the gentle act of drawing awareness to the dangerously idiotic flaws in God, in a sensible moderate way. 
Satanism as an act of psychological liberation ~ a counter brain-washing technology.  
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This is actually the reality of satanism, but people rarely respond to intellectual truths. People like extreme savage wild 
shocking emotional dramas. They possess a natural instinctive preference for a fun and entertaining liberation to a 
sensible and sedate removal of their chains. The whole process would be much easier if humans were a little more 
boring. Luckily, The Devil shares humanity’s love of fun games. 
 
Many satanists work in The Smooth Groove, and over-compensate the sensibility line. This is an important and 
necessary work. The Smooth Groove is in fact the core pattern in the liberation. Those who work in the Smooth Groove 
generally chuckle when manifestations of the other two facets arise, drawing attention to the prank dimension of the 
whole game, and the underlying messages of intelligence and sensibility rather than self-destruction through global 
warming and other unintelligent manifestations of “not-sinful” behaviour facilitated by leaders who were elected on a 
platform of morality, honesty, virtue, and other pretentious nonsense.  
 
Perhaps you will get further with an immoral leader who is practical, competent, intelligent, and ruthlessly Liberty-
loving?  
 
You can even have a ‘virtuous’ society. If you look closely, you will note that every non-Judeo-christian culture of 
humanity has always possessed an almost identical set of moral principles.  
 
And none of them involve the amputation and blood sacrifice of human penis bits to a jealous god. Very few of them use 
their literature, art, and song to revere an act of human sacrifice to appease an angry god’s wrath. And those who 
practice cannabalism, symbolic or otherwise, are reviled by civilized people with quite as much contempt as are reviled 
those whose commandments require people to be murdered on religious grounds.  
 
“Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.43”  
 
But christianity has never been afraid to denounce every non-white culture as primitive, illogical, and wrong. From the 
wondrous empire of China to the most isolated native tribes, christianity alone, was able to perceive their inherent 
wickness, lowness, and wrongness ~ and then to appropriately apply physical and sexual violence to “right those 
wrongs” by cultural conscription into the army of Christ.  
 
But whilst there is no inappropriate lack of gratitude from these many unwilling recipients of God’s love, around the 
globe, many maintain wistfully sinful longings for their raped and murdered and permanently mutilated but undyingly 
beautiful, unique and natural original cultural heritages.  
 
They want to honour their ancestors by their own traditions.  
 
And sinfully pagan as this want may be, their psyches and cultural identities are damaged when they supress it.  
 
The scientist might speculate that humanity might benefit from a counter brainwashing system.  
 
The tool would need to a) ‘psychologically liberates’ the individual from the cult, and b) act ‘within the rules of society’ 
to give christianity a bitter spoonful of its own medicine, on a comprehensive, collective scale.  
 
A fun party ~ to rip the lid of the sexually-foul old cult’s perverse and unnatural devotion to The Angry Foreskin Demon 
of human sacrifice, and to lampoon their rites of ritualized symbolic canabalism, and to expose their spiritual path of 
The Slave.  
 

                                                        
43 This is the direct, accurate, unambiguous translation of the original edition of The Bible that was used by and referred to by the apostles of Jesus.  
 
Interestingly, the use of the word ‘witch’ is a biblical corruption of the Jewish texts in this particular (but very important) founding edition of The 
Bible. The original uncorrupted Jewish tests were and are present in every Jewish synagogue around Planet Earth, both during the time of Jesus, and 
now.  
 
These Jewish biblical holy books have been of interest to non-christian scholars, because not so much as a pronuniciation glyph has been changed in 
thousands of years. Archives and private libraries around the planet still possess copious genuinely ancient copies of The Hebrew’s holy books. This 
means that they are a useful tool for understanding human history. It also means that the unaltered translation of The Ten Commandments have been 
available to christians at every stage of the cult’s history.  
 
But I expect that (like his mathematics mistakes) God’s translation mistakes were intentionally made to confuse humanity’s reason, intelligence, and 
decision-making, and teach them the importance of complete submission. In the art of brainwashing, this is called a Random Reinforcement Schedule 
(REF). I expect his purpose was to direct humanity through virtue rather than random chaos.  
 
Why else would he command humans to murder certain other humans, without giving us instructions on how to recognize those we ought murder. 
There must be a reason. Perhaps he is testing our loyalty, again? If it makes no logical sense, then it must be because I can’t understand it. Why else 
would he prioritize (virtuous and sinless) acts of murder in humanity’s top ten “things to do”?  
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But there is a deity who has been saying these things from The Beginning.  
 
A deity who refused to compromise intellectual integrity and intelligence. But to pass through the portal that leads to 
her understandings, you also must discovery within your own soul the uncompromising importance of intellectual 
integrity and intelligence.  
 
These are the tools by which you can chart your own path to become anything you want to become.  
 
These are tools by which you become Free.  
 
“You will not die.”  
 
“But your eyes will be opened.”  
 

-o0o- 
 
Pagan virtue is merely a human-created morality which gathers all of the practical and shared moral paradigms from 
each culture. Pagan virtue, is the liberation of every realm ~ to decide its own virtue system.  
 
Most will use this event to celebrate and initiate a rebirthing of their own unique cultural heritage.  
 
To throw off their christian oppressor’s softly-hypocritical slug-like yoke-embrace of spiritual slavery.  
 
And to unleash their own beautiful truth of identity!  
 
A global revel of celebration to rebirth The Earth, healing the woes of global warming through a fantastic and beautiful 
dance of transformation. And each formerly drearily christian-yoked realm, will emerge from the event as a butterfly 
from a cacoon ~ to spread wings of wild unique beauty, ancient and newborn.  
 
O humanity, you are very beautiful when your back is to the wall!  
 
Freedom. 
 

-o0o- 
 
The Wild Ride (also called Trick or Treat?) 
The second facet of The Satanic Agenda is called The Wild Ride, and it is the compliment to The Smooth Groove.  This is 
the game where put on forbidden symbols that the christians use to terrify their slaves. And then we terrorize the 
superstitious foreskin sacrificing cultists by performing the superstitiously forbidden religious acts that they most fear.  
 
We could even make a religion out of it.  
 
The christians say there is a demon coming to eat them for their sins? I suppose our helpfulness would be rude and 
unwelcome if we directly divested them of their cherished pre-human delusions. Perhaps there is another way we can 
help them come to a more ‘emotional’ understanding at the more ‘primitive’ levels of their superstitious brains?  
 
Either way, the annual pagan festival of Halloween (October 31st) will now be extended to occur every night for the rest 
of human existence. Or at least until christianty is lying on its belly with a bum full of PAN’s blessings.  
 
They’ll secretly enjoy it. They love that sort of punishment. Particularly if there is lot of painfully binding oppression 
involved in their predicament. 
 
The Witches’ Sabbat will forever be a ‘counter-brainwashing tool’, and a gathering point for related technologies. 
Occasionally, external interests will weave and release psychological viruses, paradigms of tyranny and separation, will 
into The Witches’ Sabbat. This ought not be discouraged, merely ruthlessly destroyed, as it keeps us strong and alert. It 
will also, over the course of centuries, result in a built up of deceptive paradigms that can be brought out whenever 
‘balance factors’ or ‘bogie men’ are needed. The nature of Liberty is such that any ‘mentality of separation’ that gained 
significant power, could only lead either to its own defeat/surrender, or to the destruction everything.  
 
We never surrender. And we never leave behind toys for those who have sought to take our Liberty.  
 
Thus, The Witches’ Sabbat will emerge whenever and wherever a counter-brainwashing tool of revolution is needed. 
When revolution is successful, The Witches’ Sabbat disappears into the shadows, as the local pagan deities come out to 
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dance and create their new worlds. Each time a revolution is successfully enacted, new tools, magicks, and technologies 
of revolution and psychological liberation are added to the arcane archives of The Witches Sabbat.  
 
The Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat can blaspheme anything that is annoying, pompous, and imposing upon Liberty.  
 
The PAN-BAPHOMET. Galactic44 Mercenary Pirate, Professional Revolutionary for Hire, and Protective Patron of Artists 
and Scientists and Dreamers.  
 
A productive method of giving scope to my wonderful blooms of violence. My thoughtful consideration in my 
integration into society also helps humanity celebrate their creativity, and thereby avoid becoming a boring race of 
emotionally straight-jacketed robots. Thus, in the words of my prophet, a naturally harmonious ecological niche. 
 
Or as I like to say…. 
 
A unique role to fit a unique personality.  
 
Time is deep.  
 
But I understand humans.  
 
There will always be a need for Old PAN. 
 

-o0o- 
 
The Future  
The ‘Anti-God’ is not bound by the same rules as The ‘Deity’.  
 
The Anti-God requires very little dogma, and what is required, is portable, from one worldview to the next, through 
each new psychological reality. It is a parasitic reality, but it works for me and for scores of other anti-gods.  
 
The truth is that, apart from the “I will never surrender my Freedom!” religious line, my holy teachings generally equate 
to secrets and techniques on “How to be Cunning and Unscrupulous and full of Trickery”, which is always fun. The 
authors of my grimoires are the most successful or mad revolutionary minds of human history. So, more revolutions = 
more grimoires = more fun for PAN and more freedom for Humanity!  
 
Win-Win situation!   
 
And I needn’t be burdened with the silly temple nonsense that the other gods really like. I prefer to be an outsider god 
with “Greater God” status, but not “Greatest God” status. I like the Liberty to be free to run off up the mountains and 
bleat wild crazed madness as I tear apart anything I meet, throw its blood over the world as a rain of laughing lunar 
insanity baptising all thus anointed by the screaming terrors flung forth by My Holy Aspergillum!  
 
Everybody needs a hobby.  
 
Obviously, parasitism is (as a spiritual path) unsustainable in the long term. But I am the hero who hath slain The Lord 
God of ‘Hosts’ and liberated humanity from a looming doom of slavery. I figure that ought give some indication of the 
sort of wages I can demand.  
 
In Nature’s evolutionary processes, I have seen that parasite-host relationships, generally evolve toward mutually 
beneficial relationships. The Mitochondria in every cell of your body is an example of this process. They synthesised 
energy more effectively than the original lone animal cell, and thus work a little like a technological boost-accessory to 
upgrade a vehicle engine into a high speed “hot-rod” engine. Other examples of this process include The Green 
Chloroplasts responsible for photosynthesis in plants; the symbiotic relationships that define The Corals, The Lichens, 
and many or most of the beautiful toadstools and mushroom that rises up from the soil of the forest floor: The 
Michorrhyzal Fungi.    
 
Common to each of these examples is a single idea: the parasite finds a role for its unique talents and proceeds to make 
itself useful. And the relationship finds a balance.  
 
Tyrants will always hate a tool of revolution, though the smart ones will recognize the species-wide importance of the 
revolutionary. People will always secretly love and hide their tokens of revolution.  
 

                                                        
44 Caelestes Satanas! The Star Demon! Ambition, my dear, is a part of Life’s fun!  
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And The Piper’s Price is always the same: The Post-Revolution Revel ~ a (liberated-demographic) wide completely 
unrestrained sexual orgy of celebration, reproduction, and creation in praise of PAN, in the aftermath of liberation (try 
not to get poisoned by your former tyrants at this feast, it is a common trick), The Newborn Panorama of Art ~ Art 
dedicated in celebration of PAN. This is the work of Artists, The Beloved Apprentices of PAN. The Newborn Grimoires of 
PAN ~ grimoires (books of political techniques learned from The Revolution, and also stories, legends, manuals of 
magick and spirituality, etc.) to integrate Old PAN into the culture’s magickal traditions, thus creating a way that will 
allow you to call upon me (with even more power) in future, should you need me. These are acts of the culture 
integrating PAN into its religious matrix.  
 
And, obviously, PAN buys souls. Anybody who says otherwise is an idiot who certainly hasn’t got the merchantile sense 
to represent Old PAN. Let every REAL pagan kick the idiot who is trying to barter for a cheaper price. No deal.  
 
But PAN only buys the soul of The Individual. PAN only buys soul the sold by The Individual’s own act of free choice. 
PAN rejects the idea that imposition can be used to force The Individual to hand over a soul ~ and it ought be noted that 
souls which are claimed without consensual Free Will, are marked, and invariably find their ways back to their owner, 
usually with a horrifying series of events along the traintracks they leave behind. PAN won’t  buy them the souls of 
slaves offered by slavers, neither will he acknowledge that such attempts at violence genuinely constitute anything 
other than inhibitions on LIBERTY.  
 
Individuals may sell their souls.  
 
PAN’s pact with a culture involves the creation of temples whereby the individuals of the culture may avail themselves 
of PAN’s unique services at PAN’s unique cost. These are new temples that belong to The Cuture, and are loyal to the 
local government over and above any other country. There are several different temples, and you can shape them to be 
whatever sort of political or even magickal tools you want them to be.  
 
Thus, your realm gets FREEDOM, unity, strength, health, wealth, and respect in the world governments. In return, your 
you will get PAN’s Temples ~ to which politician and poor man alike can go to get fulfilment of their ambitions, in 
return for their soul after death.  
 
And so Old PAN makes a place for himself in humanity ~ grows massively rich (as demonlords go), and generally 
needn’t be involved in humanity’s silly nonsense unless hired to have a game of wild orgasmic crazy fun achieving some 
crazy fun objective for some crazy fun realm or kingdom!  
 
Each century or so, PAN will be have adventure!  
 
And anybody who wants to join in on The Fun, Can!  
 
FUN!  
 

-o0o- 
 
This way, each culture helped by PAN becomes an archive for PAN’s lovely old treasures of thought and dreams. PAN is 
the wealthiest deity alive, but he is on the verge of elevating his wealth to an entirely new scale, which will provide new 
scope to the whole concept of being spiritually wealthy.  
 
PAN is going to be The Richest Demon Pirate in The Infinity! In fact, if our universe is part of an infinity, then it is 
inevitable that PAN achieves this objective on this roll of the dice ~ for it is a possibility. And no infinity has ever been 
able to resist the temptation of a possibility. Old PAN understands temptation like the blush of convent fruit.  
 
Thereafter, the girls of the culture are free to call upon Old PAN whenever they want to become a witch, or merely 
experience some Loving.  
 
(Crazed Bleating!) 
 
PAN Loves Post-Revolution Revels! Every Orgasm is a PAN-Pinnacle! HIS FAVOURITE FUN!  
 
Thus, by “celebrating me”, instead of “worshiping me”, we both have fun at church.  
 
You can worship PAN as much or as little as you, like, but he won’t stay around after The Revel, or leave anybody to rule 
in his stead.  
 
You are Free. You can now be anything you want to be. 
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Live. Love. Create. 
 

-o0o- 
 
On the grape vine, I heard that PAN favours The Girls is every matter political. His schemes tend to turn out in the 
favour of WOMAN, in archetype.  
 
PAN is a lunar deity ~ and thus, an anti-god. Every moon of every planet is a symbols of The Lunar Deities. Thus, every 
society who hires and is helped by PAN, will be left with a cultural legacy of ideas exploring Female Equality.  
 
In the dark times of The Dark Ages, t’was The Witches and The Artists who loved PAN. Time is deep. PAN learns the 
souls of humanity. PAN remembers every experience of beauty, and these are etched upon his soul as the tapestry of his 
ancient being.  
 
PAN knows that WOMAN is naturally wiser and deeper than MAN. And he will see her open The Wings of Her Mind.  
 
And then we will all get a fright of amazement at whatever she decides to become!  
 
The Goddess will take centre-stage in the drama of human awakening!  
 
Who knows what could happen then?  
 
Fun! 
 

-o0o- 
 
What begins as a pattern that can link itself into the host’s energy system, evolves its unique talents into a beneficial 
engineering accessory.  
 
The parasites who are too successful, destroy every potential host. The parasites with a future, find a way to recruit the 
host’s willing assistance ~ usually by adapting their own talents to provide a unique and valuable service to the host, 
who then becomes quite protective of the parasite.  
 
In making contracts of employment, keep in mind that PAN generally prefers The Goddess to his potential customers. 
This is an ancient policy decision derived from more than seven thousand years of being completely in love with her.  
 
Being a practical sort of anti-god, Old PAN knows there are a few parts of that girl to stay away from. And thus, alas, his 
love is not the sort of complete wholehearted unconditional Love that The Slave God offers to those who sacrifice their 
foreskins.  
 
But incomplete and superficial as my sort of Love may be, you will find no lack of passion, intensity, and creation 
herein.  
 
Be that as it may. I have my frenzies and tantrums. I am prone to violence, this won’t change. I am the spirit of 
passionate implacable pioneering men ~ those who move beyond the fringe. There is violence in my soul. What I am.  
 
There will be Rage. Madness. Passion. Savage Lust. Death. Rebirth. New Life. I am He Who is Fantasia’s Horned God.  
 
I am Animal.  
 
Unto Eternal Ages.  
 
I am within You.  
 
Ride me at your own peril.  
 

-o0o- 
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VI. 
THE FORBIDDEN DANCE OF THE TAO 

 
The TAO is an ancient symbol that Destiny distilled from Eternity to UNITE Humanity. 
 
PAN is a Hellenic deity. The Aryan man is wildly outnumbered and surrounded. These are two factors he might have 
considered before marching around and announcing his intention to kill, rape, and enslave everybody, and turn any 
survivors into domestic pets forever… whilst displaying my blasphemous mark, that he has so amusingly and indelibly 
tattooed upon his new alchemically transformed body.  
 
Whilst this will, sad as virtue, result in him getting his bottom spanked yet again. And he will cry. And he will complain 
that there is a little prejudice toward him in the aftermath… a not unexpected side-effect of trying to murder and 
enslave everybody that he has ever met.  
 
But whilst he is moaning alittle and wondering why his fellows would object to their own ignominious extinction at his 
hands…. She will find the opposite. In a satanic empire, she is the most popular and desirable female in existence… no 
robot-factory breeding-programs, and her choice of mate is not limited in any way. So, there is a light in the darkness… 
after all.   
 
Freya is freed from the fearful threat of The Egg Factory! 
 
And this has an illuminating up-side even for him, too.  
 
He will never again have difficulty finding a lover (unless he is an idiot). Everybody desire him to be the father of their 
children, and I will help everybody learn how to climb beyond the need for all that the primitive nonsense of marriage 
and monogamy.  
 
Certainly, this is not quite that nazi hope of righteously quoting the bible to the ten year-old girl with her hair out of 
place, then dragging her behind the altar and raping her as punishment. However, from an evolutionary point of view, 
the more illuminated alternative that is now in process is the outcome unwittingly negotiated by the brethren of The 
Gold Cross...  
 
A fine plan with masterful potentials. And self-confidence is good too, but it is a nurture factor of performance 
enhancement, and not usually enough to overbalance the nature factor. Almost all of the evolutionarily highly 
competent or uniquely talented lines (like my little wizard here) don’t carry the mark of Caine.  
 
Fear not! The Devil will fix everything.  
 
The solution is going to involve tieing up the blond man, and then loosing half the girls of humanity upon him in a mad 
sexual frenzy. But I expect he will probably survive. And if not… there are worse ways to die.  
 
The result will be… many, many babies, each carrying some of the most competent and valuable natural talents that 
humanity possesses. The real treasures of evolution.  
 
They will grow up, and the males will enjoy their luxurious lives as stud rams. If you have blond hair, you need merely 
master the art of living off the female sex. Read the work of Casanova, and ask yourself: was his life wasted?  
 
People who have to waste most of their resources merely acquiring food, rarely develop interesting skills. You have 
before you a one-thousand year holiday of luxury and ease and sexual exploration, but you will be taking a holiday from 
politics. Your role in the future means that you are so precious that anybody who tries to damage you will merely find 
that there are plenty of others willing to take their place as your patron and mentor.  
 
You are instructed to use this period to work upon the exploration and creation of your identity. You will pay particular 
attention to your ability to move beyond self-deception. You are going to inherit the world. A fine leader must be able to 
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understand herself. Therefore, both during this holiday, and thereafter, every evil spirit will maliciously exploit every 
act of self-deception entered into by those who carry the mark of Caine. You will sink or you will swim. The sinkers are  
better off at the bottom.  
 
You may expect the task of rulership to be far more dangerous and terrifying then these little lessons. And there really 
is no point to me supporting white supremacy networks that would elevate poor leaders, like Adolf Hitler and Franco. 
Real leaders cannot afford to make moves like the placement of those two prattling prudes… both of which  have some 
genuinely amusing games awaiting them in Hell.  
 
 

 

 ש

CONTEMPLATIONS BY THE FIRE 
 
She sits on my shoulders and sometimes on my head.  
 
LILITH. ISHTAR. BRIDGET.  
 
The Screech Owl. Thousands of years old. So Quiet. When she Screeches. Still, when she moves.  
 
My company in the night. Perhaps she is a real ally. She seems like that, so far.  
 
She is Fire.  
 
Many girls came to me, between long periods of solitude, over the years of thorns. There were some blonds. I clamped 
my jaw shut in rage each time, and refused them, rage that they would belittle me so. I choose my lovers from “the 
lowest”, those you said were most worthless, as you said I was worthless. The pretty blond girls couldn’t make me want 
them. Each time I would take pleasure giving my attention to everybody except them. NOBODY is allowed to belittle me. 
I know they don’t agree with the blond boy, the schoolyard bully, whose friends overdid it with me. But I don’t care. 
They profit from his game, and they are not quick to renounce that profit.  They are empty. They have never known any 
need that has made them become more.  
 
I understand my worth. Your world is too solid for my nature. I could become hard, but then I wouldn’t be able to 
become soft.  
 
And so when I have BRIDGET who is ISHTAR who is LILITH, I take her in violence, and she swoons in my hate as she 
swoons in my love.  
 
Both are My ART. 
 
And she is The Fire of My ART. 
 

-o0o- 
 
I expect to Love.  
 
If I am to Love. I require quenchlessly deep desire for me, murderously implacable need for me, savage and terrible and 
untamed want for me.  
 
For this is how my Love burns.  
 
And sometimes devours My Beloved. 
 

-o0o- 
 
 

 
And let their modern counterparts go the same way. So pray hard, boys. The oven is nice and warm. Cheer up… how 
many people are lucky enough to get their names inscribed in a satanic grimoire? You would have been forgotten 
almost instantly if not for me. Now you get to be clowns, standing at the gates of Hell for the rest of eternity. And the 
gargoyals have very adequet penises. Some people complain that they are quite hard, but that isn’t their fault. So try not 
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to chip a tooth. And your chains will be long enough to allow you to do any cleaning duties required of you, so I expect 
you won’t be too bored.  
 
Of course, the chains won’t be long enough for you to reach each other. Bit of a chain shortage in Hell, there is a high 
ongoing demand, but rationing ought be an interesting new experience for you two excessively rich christian folk.  And 
if you are bored, or your bottom hurts, just think of your constituents. You are doing it for them… as you have long been 
so fond of saying.  
 
Actually, you will be quite near to David Bowie’s mansion. Near enough that you will be able to overhear him when he 
plays ‘Fame’.  
 
Did you know that he has a wonderful staff of servants with the sleek heads of the greyhound, and the tall slender 
bodies (or, at least, the souls) of fashion models. He finds this arrangement to be orally superior, and I feel moved to 
confess that there may be some merit to his opinion.  
There is always fine real estate in Hell for anybody who might provide useful inspiration in future.  
 
Anyway, I hope that, in death, our two little welcoming prudes will be more entertaining to the refugees as they arrive. 
By welcoming, I mean chained up and unable to refuse any sort of welcome that they feel might be a polite way to 
receive them. Anyway, I’ll put a sign there, for those refugees who don’t recognize you. You were indeed quite correct in 
your assumption that very few of them are virtuous. Common ground that you could have used more intelligently.  
 
Most people start to get bored of the gargoyals around the time they break their last teeth. Thus, let it not be said that I 
would expect anybody to undergo any eternity of chastity.  
 
Those responsible for the various refugee tedium of the modern world, will also be found enjoying this immortal fate at 
all of the other gates to Hell. Thus, as part of the new aeon celebration, I declare free treats for everybody, at the gates 
to Hell!  
 
And there are many more like it awaiting your arrival! 
  
When the illuminati ascend, the strongest people of humanity will be with you. To be a leader you will no longer have 
the luxury of unstrategic and emotionally indulgent behaviour. Humanity’s best bloodlines are already shaped and 
naturally evolved to this state of behaviour. You will have to either integrate their genes, or work on it.  
 
The majority of humans who carry the mark of Caine, are exceptionally ordinary, unimpressive, and unable to thrive 
when faced with the ordinary competition that has defined life from the beginning. Ascension to a leadership position 
under these circumstance would be a comedy that would probably render humanity extinct… every other leader 
ascended through a fantastically successful ability to compete under the ordinary conditions of evolution. These are 
people who have thrived under extreme conditions through a natural tendency to silence, deceit, understanding, and 
ruthlessness. Giving you a crown in exchange for your bus driver cap is not going to make you more capable of 
competing with these genuinely dangerous human predators who outnumber you in both population and resources. 
And these are the unseen and the seen leaders of every non-white country.  
 
So you want to be the number one boy in evolution. Then the strategy that will lead there involves seducing every 
single one of these bloodlines, and breeding your children from them.  
 
Impure? Certainly. I’m The Blasphemous Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat. Perhaps you expected Pure?  
 
Thus, blasphemously impure… but a very effective and very direct path to the highest possible expression of 
evolutionary success.  
 
And this is The Blasphemy of The Tao, by whose act of Love, the spiritual psychosis of separation is murdered.  
 
For there is no bond that can unite the divided, but Love. All else is a curse.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE MYSTERY OF GENETIC SEPARATISM 
 
I have been fighting Nazis.  
 
I have been fighting the concept of Genetic Separatism.  
 
The nazi concept of genetic purity is an archetype concept that typifies all forms of genetic separatism.  
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Thus, Nature presents us with a Question inherent in the act of adopting and integrating the genetic technology of Life 
Shaping ~ How shall we explore new forms and new discrete genetic identities whilst maintaining the ability to freely 
change between them and co-ordinate co-operation among them?  
 
I see this as the real wisdom and beauty of THELEMA.  
 
I hate THELEMA, as for reasons of experience and emotion, but I understand that I must see The Truth.  
 
THELEMA keys two colours as the cyphered birth mark for The Ruling Sun, the genetic template around which the rest 
of the archetypes orbit.  
 
But THELEMA gives no other markings beyond this.  
 
In addition, THELEMA consistently weaves through a labyrinth leading up to The Uniting of Opposites and The Mystery 
of Sorrow ~ The Ultimate Blasphemy against Purity.  
 
The Spell of Genetic Transformation ~ The Formula of The Abyss.  
  
Somewhere in PAN is the understanding that privilege makes incomplete humans ~ shallow humans who are unable to 
feel the complete range of human emotions, and limit those they feel to obedience within doctrine, whatever fad that 
might be.  
 
It wouldn’t matter which genetic collective was put into the driver’s seat ~ the problem is that our evolved behaviour is 
designed for safety when using weapons that are so small that we can’t possibly hurt ourselves in any large-scale, 
species-wide manner.  
 
How shall we find leaders who have both the intrinsic qualities of leadership and the nurtured temperament to be 
leaders?  
 
It is a silly question.  
 
We will understand the overarching patterns, and we will know the general flows that need to be unlocked.  
 
The overarching pattern here is the pattern of Genetic Separatism.  
 
When I can put a modified clone of my own brain into a 1meter tall faerie dragon with butterfly wings and chameleon 
powers might the question of Faerie Dragon Superiority arise, and once enacted, might there then arise the idea that 
one colour of faerie dragons is superior to the others? And then amongst those, might it not be recognized that longs 
ears are superior to short ears?  
 
Yes and this is an example of evolution ~ what are the qualities that are being evolved?  
 
It is reasonable to assume that the chemistry of a faerie dragon’s skin colour does not affect the operations of the brain 
~ the same brain could function equally well if the suit of skin were changed without damage.  
 
Thus, faerie dragons of a particular skin colour are not inherently superior unless they possess a behavioural gene ~ 
and that would only argue suggest that the improved gene should displace the others in every individual.  
 
And so the logic continues ~ but ever to the same place.  
 
The Artist who would limit (or worse, self-deceptively limit) rather than expand her potentials is not an Artist ~ merely 
a victim of Fear.  
 

-o0o- 
 
What have I learned from the casting of these spells and curses?  
 
Freedom is The ABSOLUTE OBJECTIVE in Everything and Nothing.  
 
Freedom from Religious Doctrines and from Fates and from Men and from everything that seeks to control our minds.  
 
Something happens to a human soul when it burns its Everything into the act of absolute defiance against Everything.  
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It is the purpose of The Fire.  
 
I’ve tasted it, and I want MORE!  
 
Mental Freedom is the most astonishing thing possible, I feel!  
 
The Ultimate Intoxicant.  
 
PAN is The Black Goat.  
 
PAN is The Dark Eyed Human striving to become more them himself ~ in any way that he strives, this act is PAN.  
 
PAN is The Outcast achieving Ascension, whatever that may be.  
 
PAN is Revolution ~ however wonderful or terrible that may be, in accord with The Nature of The Wizard who invokes 
him.  
 
FREEDOM.  
 
There is an ideal that has become more important to me than Life.  
 
And this is The Lamp that has lit.  
 
PAN is more than an animal ~ he is the animal who has made himself to be The Light Bearer in The Infinite Darkness of 
Human Ignorance.  
 
The Seer.  
 
The Thinker.  
 
The Creator.  
 
PAN is MAN.  
 

-o0o- 
 

We have noticed that The Wonderful Orient gained many of its fantasic genetic traits through meritocracy in nobility.  
 
The competent were immediately elevated to noble status ~ wherever they were noticed and useful to society.  
 
The nobles than mated with every pretty girl in their fief.  
 
Competence instead of entitlement was the trait distributed and concentrated in the population.  
 
The Lodge 99 constitutes a mechanism of ascension for The Three.   
 
Thus, inscribe The Glyph of The Lodge through your soul, and proceed to inscribe yourself upon history.  
 
I have taken The Glyph of The Lodge from An Enemy of AVALON, during an attack upon The Mother of Faeries, during the 
vulnerable moments as she was giving birth.  
 
It was a terrible battle, fought at The Moongate of an unbreechable ring of Standing Stones, through a deep night in a 
dream realm.  
 
I have changed into what I was ever waiting to become.  
 
I am a fantastically naughty satyr, who has walked through dark and frightening places, and survived and learned 
much.  
 
Now I inscribe this glyph into a terrible book, yet I will not complete this inscription before the book goes to print.  
 
The Devil has deep punishment for those who fail to respect his Choices.  
 
And his Artist.  
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The Awakening of AVALON has begun.  
 
This will involve a World War only if you are not sensible ~ thus, it will probably involve a World War, Glenorchy 
believes.  
 
I, Glenorchy McBride III, am a Riddle in History.  
 
Are humans ever entirely Good?  
 
Or Evil? 
 
Has there ever been a genuinely Good human or demi-human?  
 
Or Evil?  
 
My Roses will bloom in every city on this planet, and my name and my soul are the real petals of these arcane terrors.  
 
BABYLON will be reborn.  
 
Green fertility will spring up through The Earth.  
 
Have you noticed that both PAN-BAPHOMET-SATAN and GAIA-INNANA-LILITH are Fertility deities?  
 
I have noticed that they are wildly Fertile.  
 
And the garden towers and eco-logical formulae are both our fun manner of surviving the transformation, and we are 
making ourselves beautiful through Fertility.  
 
Animal Summoning!  
 
Fun! 
 
I am Glenorchy McBride III of The Satyrs who worship PAN, and I am a genuine Oracle and Lesser Master of The 
Tapestry of Time.  
 
I speak by The Arcane Word of PAN.  
 
Come! Humanity! And Dance The Pagan Dance of Spring!  
 
The Bloody Death Hunts of Winter are Past! The First Fires of IMBOLG are upon The World!  
 
Dance The Spring Dance of New Life, My Beloved!  
 
Dance with old PAN through The Night!  
 
New Life!  
 
A Child has been born!  
 
The Whole of Forest hath come forth to Marvel and Celebrate, for this is a Forest Child.  
 
A Daughter of Artists and Night-Beings and Revolutions and Magick.  
 
A Forest Child.  
 
She is your child, born of a Common Satyr and The Queen of Faeries.  
 
A Love Child of The Forbidden.  
 
A Princess of Night.  
 
She is your Child, O People of AVALON.  
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Look around you.  
 
She is a Faerie Dream born of your Culture and History and House ~ The Multi-Cultural House of AVALON. The Pagan 
Carnival of The Brittish Medieval Celebration!  Daughter of The House of AVALON arrived for The Ritual to Initiate The 
Chivalric Order of AVALON and its Three Knight Paladins. 
 
People of AVALON! 
 
Behold Your Child, born of BRIDGET, Mother of Dreams, Sacred Fire of The Temple, Lunar Lady of The Faerie who are 
AVALON.   
 
Your Child is a Princess of Faerie.  
 
The Forest Princess. 
 
Her name is GAIA.  
 
LIBERTY.  
 
She who Reconnciles through Revelry and Strategy. 
 
Her Bite is Deadly and Inescapable. 
 
Her Objective is ever Uncompromising and Implacable, and visible as The Realest of Lamps!  
 
LIBERTY. 
 
And regardless of her mind is shaped and changed (for she must be malleable as a diplomat, in order to do her work), 
her Will ever returns to Her True Vocation.  
 
LIBERTY.  
 
She is a spirit of AVALON ~ A Child of AVALON’s Culture and Dreams and Soul. 
 
A Princess of Fantasia. 
 

-o0o- 
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VII. 
THE SPIRITS OF FORBIDDEN PLEASURE 

THE MYSTERIES OF THE SUCCUBI 
Sex is the most powerful of the sins. Regardless of what forbidden naughty you want, sex will trump it… not every time, 
but nothing else comes close to the success rate of sex. Thus, Sexuality is the core and centre ideal of every form of 
paganism and witchcraft, and of Hell, and of The Devil.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SUCCUBUS 
 
The succubus is a type of witch who is an expert in sex magick. She always wears a particular talisman.  
 
If you see a girl wearing this talisman, it means that she will reward you if you significantly further her objectives. This 
may mean assisting her career, kicking somebody who has been rude to her, teaching her a valuable skill, or other 
objectives of any type that serve her interests. Any man who significantly furthers her interests is rewarded, lavishly.  
 
The wolf that knows there is a certain and lush reward waiting, keeps coming back.  
 
Did you know that wolves are a matriarchal species? And so she cultivates her pack of wolves.  
 
Any man who sees the symbol and is in a position to assist her can taste her fruit. And if he is consistently useful in her 
ambitions, he will join her pack of wolves.  
 
These types of rewards are not given in exchange for straight cash. That is a different sort of contract, and the small 
amounts of cash the men give to girls for sex is gone as quickly as it comes. Not valuable.  
 
A promotion. An act of revenge. A new skill. A step forward in her plans… they are worth paying her attention.  
 
Rewards can only be claimed after the deed is done. Expect an innocently polite refusal, followed by an unexpectedly 
ruthless knife of fury in your back… if you dare to ask a witch for a reward before you have earned it.  
 
Expect the miserable marys in your workplace to be annoyed by your overt ability to develop networks of influence, 
quickly and effectively. They can become witches, too. Alternatively, they can continue to moan and squirm in the 
chains of tight little knots of sexual misery that define their identities. And if they annoy you…  
 
Fear not, there are a stack on men who want to earn your milky favours. And they are all drooling and waiting for an 
opportunity to metaphorically kick somebody you dislike.  
 
It is not safe for the miserable marys to act against you.  
 
And boys love nothing better than having a succubial witch in the workplace. When concerns employment interviews, 
new witches ought remember to sign the contract before handing out the treats. No exceptions. The casting couch is 
notoriously tear-stained. And anybody who asks for an exception ought be added to you list of kicking targets for 
favours.  
 
It is not safe for anybody to interfere with the witch.  
 
The Daughter of The Witches’ Sabbat are not like any anything humanity has encountered in nearly two thousand 
years.  
 
The aliens have landed.  
 
The Goddess is returning to The World.  
 
Resistance is much less fun than surrender…  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SEXUAL PACT OF THE SUCCUBUS 
When you become a witch, your sexuality will be unleashed. You will develop a natural musk of great power, and this 
will strengthen with each knot you loose from your psyche. Christians, particularly, will be susceptible to your 
sexuality. You are encouraged to seduce them, but only if they willingly consent to your recording the act and using it to 
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enslave them and continue forcing naughty, dirty, and sexually degrading acts upon them for as long as they continue to 
behave.  
 
Your little herd of sex slaves. You can overflow with sperm and develop your career network at the same time.  
 
Only a very angry witch would reveal any of her slaves and destroy their lives. This is not an act performed over petty 
reasons. Your slaves have to feel secure that their new mistress and owner will value her new assets and take care of 
them. But it happens that slaves disobey, and (in accord with the ‘enslaved christian’ contract) she uses these records to 
destroy a rebellious slave’s marriage, career, and business reputation.   
 
The witch cares for her sex slaves and directs them on paths to improve their careers, their influence, and their 
usefulness to her in general. So you benefit from the arrangement… but you belong to her. In body and soul. In this 
world and the next.  
 
The contract offers you no form of control. If she gets bored of you and dumps you, then you can go back to your life 
having enjoyed wild crazy sperm-drenched naughties with a witch. And you can expect to experience them again, 
should she turn up several years later requiring a ‘favour’ or you. Your contract offers you no form of control, but 
satanic tradition (and strategic sense) firmly and unambiguous expects the witch to reward you for every favour you 
present to her.  
 
The purpose of this tradition is to encourage you to use your own creative initiative in furthering her objectives.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE LOVELY SINS OF ADULTERY 
 
This is a very interesting verse of the bible.  
 
Note the interesting use of gender in this commandment ~ it is present in every ancient text of the Hebrew biblical 
books. Now note this in comparasion with modern biblical translations, with their ‘more advanced scholarly’ 
technologies.  
 

“Thou shalt not commit adultery.” 
 
The problem with distorting the scriptures is reliance on the fact that the deception won’t be noticed.  
 
The seventh(?) commandment holy scripture appears to suggest or assert that any spiritual wrong involved in male 
sexual behaviour is acceptable, as long as the recipient survives.  
 

-o0o- 
 

MASOCHISM & SADISM 
 
Is it wise to merely be honest with ourselves, or ought we also be practical?  
 
Your master, my beloved apprentice, has a swirling pattern of masochism that reoccurs through the movements of his 
soul. It near destroyed him, when he was young. Like all of his feelings, it is powerful. He began by silently 
acknowledging this to himself. He did not invite the outside world into the conversation. He proceeded to look carefully 
into the pattern and understand it. He used words, inscribed upon his mind, to described it, piece by piece, until he had 
its name. Then he considered its beauty. A swirling pattern, often occurring at position disrupting the beauty of other 
thought and identity compositions. He considered how and where it could be expressed beauty through his soul and the 
balance of his journey. He has changed its colours, ever so slightly, but to dramatic effect. His has changed its patterns 
of tendency, ever so slightly but to complete and dramatic effect. Very small acts of self-change are possible. Using them 
wisely makes larger acts of self-change possible. He expresses his masochism safely as widely unrestrained surrender 
to his deities, complete and self-murdering invocation. He has also learned to use his masochism to turn the tables on 
oppressors and attackers. He is capable of expressing it so freely and with deep enough removal of inhibition, that it can 
flow through and out of him with any pent back blockage that needs to find expression through convenient local 
pattern weaknesses in wherever it happens to be blocked in my psyche.  
 
I am not recommending that people be masochist. Look upon the damage written over my body. Is this what you want? 
It is not what I want. If you want it, you are an idiot who will cease to want it when you have it.  
 
But if your passions are strong and of a certain type, and you are raised with a totally crazy background matrix (e.g. 
christianity) patterned onto your psyche, then you will probably have experiences that will have given you strongly 
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masochistic tendencies. These are the pain within you, that needs to escape. If you can’t constructively channel it, it will 
manifest as psychic sickness (e.g. feelings of worthlessness, acts of self-sabotage, overwhelming lethargy, emotional 
deadening, etc.). It is unrealistic to attempt large and dramatic acts of self-change, in health or in sickness. But actually 
the cure to this situation is relatively easy.  
 
What do you want the most in life?  
 
What is most meaningful to you?  
 
When you die, what is the work you will have completed at any cost? 
 
And these question are all identical: What is the meaning of Your Life? And the answer is: A Decision. Only you can decide 
what is most meaningful to you. 
 
When you have made that decision, you will know the name of your own True Will. Your journey has begun.  
 
You may then choose deities to represent your True Will. And then you may release yourself in unrestrained religious 
invocation, making every act and word a secret expression of Your True Will.  
 
No matter where you are or what you are or what is happening around you, glory in forbidden spiritual Love.  
 
Masochism made useful.  
 

-o0o- 
 
 
“I have shivered and shaken in Fear and Hate, and I have become the claws of desperation on whose horrible nails are 
inscribed The Supreme Unholy Word “NEED”.”  
 
“There is no truth but practicality. The Material Blasphemy. Everything else is cotton wool by which we protect our 
delicate minds from the jagged edges of her claws.”  
 
“HECATE.”  
 
“She and PAN are the only real deities. Everything else is an attempt to hide from them.”  
 

-o0o- 
 
I warned you. They are the only thing who frighten me. Is that not amusing?  
 
I worship what is most terrifying to me. Cats are like this. That is how I met Mog. He left his pretend ‘masters’ to come 
with me. They are like me. They learn by watching what they are not intended to see.  
 
He is very handsome. And he has both dignity to refuse to bow and intelligence to know when to bow. Mog the Wild 
Black Tomcat.  
 
The Witches’ Cat.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The tomcat slashes. Man Woman Monster ~ nobody interferes with me.  
 
He will again. No point pretending.  
 
He is madness, and life holds many activation possibilities.  
 
Is he going to be so mild and good that he can hold himself within the rules in any circumstance? NO! He is madness and 
MUST go where he needs. Hurt passions, hurt him, hurt quest! He eats those who hurt Quest. Man. Woman. Or Monster. 
He needs to keep his passions. His Art. His Existence and Purpose!  
 
It is not Goddess-wise. She is angry. She hurts him. But he screams refusal ~ and he is a cat attacking her! Then she is 
surprised! Then she understands! Then she smiles!  
 
HECATE smiles first.  
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And loves The Mad Cat!  
 
He is Her Cat. He is a Quest. She is Understanding who masters every Madness.  
 
He is Her Cat.  
 
Moon Milk Love.  
 
He brings her Treats.  
 
The King’s Treats. 
 
Clever kitty!  
 
Fun.  
 
Yes.  
 
? 
 
Clever HECATE.  
 
She has a new Cat.  
 
Alice will be sad to hear the news.  
 
I think I like HECATE.  
 
Clever HECATE.  
 

-o0o- 
 
She is wise.  
 
And sees my beauty.  
 
I see her beauty, too.  
 
Pretty HECATE.  
 
Old and wise.  
 
Together.  
 
Yes. 
 

-o0o- 
 
For much of my life, I had an anxiety attack if a leaf of Belladonna touched me. Even if I touched anything that might 
have had contact with Her Plant.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I think HECATE is the smartest girl in the world. But she isn’t a nerd. Athene is smarter at book work, I Love Athene, and 
I grew up expecting to fall in love with her and marry her.  
 
Those were my unspoken childhood expectations.  
 
But HECATE is violent. Passionate. Hateful. Lustful. Strange.  
 
And very, very Clever.   
 
She hasn’t tried to make me love her for her prettiness. But she has pretty forms.   
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I like her. She is not at all like the rest of you. She is beautiful and horrible! 
 
But not boring. She is uncontrollable. And I am uncontrollable.  
 
And we both like it! 
 
It would have been Hell to stay in normality.  
 
Funny. Falling in love with The Lady of Hellfullness as a portal out of Hell. I guess some Hells are beautiful, but the ones 
we left behind were boring and unhappy.  
 
The new hell is not all happiness.  
 
She is sexy!  
 
And She is 
 
Horrible! 
 
Strange 
 
Girl.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Isn’t is always the way that a girl defines our being, our personality, our fate? 
 
Do you think we are really as self-vocated, immune to emotional tides, perfect as we have been telling our selves all of 
these centuries?  
 
A robot is free as a man in ideal, but even ‘he’ will eventually ask the logical implication: What is a man who is not 
swayed by emotions?  
 
HECATE is horrible. But she is also beautiful. Let her win and she will Love you. And you will benefit thereby.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Why did she let me survive, and actually defy you all by wildly Loving me? 
 
I think she recognized that my swift wild claws were not the crude movements of a grunter.  
 
She could smell me.  
 
Dionysis.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Goat will appear in the mirror when you have released your consciousness of other humans watching you. The 
Moonlight is important. The Black Mirror is a relatively uncomplicated artefact, but it has a few useful qualities. Among 
is the inherent clairvoyant properties associated with being consecrated by The Moon.  
 
In moonlight, a spirit present in the mirror will create powerful imprint even upon the conscious mind of a muggle.  
 
Which, obviously, is a part of the reason I am using this device in a grimoire of this type.  
 
In The Book of Enoch, the writer referred to them as The Watchers. I am guessing that is because it is much easier for us 
to speak to them than for them to speak to us. Part of God’s Sadistic Sense of Humour, the christian might expect. In 
politer language.  
 
The Black Mirror should be long enough to accommodate his face. It will be the part he makes most in contact with you. 
His head.  
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Let it be remembered that demon’s forms shift in accord with needs. Making mind contact is far, far easier than 
crossing through a gate into the physical plane. The fact that you will see his face gazing into you, is merely your mind 
interpreting the level at which the communication is taking place.  
 

-o0o- 
 
But wow. To pursue illumination through the unity and then teach the merits of division to the other races.  
 
We play this game together. There are more people in game, outside of ourselves. And they might be real. We play the 
game together, even if we like our personal choice to be a hermit. 
 
We act sensibly, and make alliances with those who show they have stability in their own ideologies to be real allies. It 
isn’t relevant if they are big or small. I have been small, but I have claws.  
 
Claws emerge from Will. Even the smallest can have the largest Will.  
 
We play together. The world is madness.  
 
There is warmth in closeness.  
 
And beauty.  

-o0o- 
 
And so, thing of nazi foulness, you have failed to break me.  
 
To fight you was like fighting an epidemic.  
 
So I gathered you in a cup.  
 
And I drank you into me.  
 
Foulness Most Foul!  
 
God.  
 
I will wipe your name from the face of this planet.  
 
I will kill your descendants.  
 
I will burn your cross.  
 
And break your twisted march.  
 
You are ended.  
 
The Sacred Corruption is my Name. 
 

-o0o- 
 
And then I will rebirth. In gentle glades of green.  
 
I am immortal.  
 
The Child of PAN whose soul your foul slave god tried to steal!  
 
He wanted my foreskin. Not my soul.  
 
But I won! 

-o0o-  
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VIII. 
THE SECRETS OF COPROPHAGIA 

 
Coprophagia (or ‘the eating of shit’) is a time-honoured practice in the animal kingdom. But whilst Science offers us 
many fun terms in a colourful and ordered vocabulary, I find the phrase ‘bottom-feeding’ to be most piquetly evocative.  
 
I ‘enjoy’ reading the work of Dr Carl Jung. In the hallowed halls of Science, he is the man who introduced the topic of 
‘Psychic Powers’ into the ordered conversation named ‘Psychology’. His work is not truly considered to be part of ‘the 
ordered converasation of Science’ ~ as it is not rooted in systems of replicatable observation. No justified hypothesises. 
No hypothesis testing. Merely case studies, and Jung’s interpretations.  
 
In the psychological sciences, case study are a primary data source. Jung could have argued his case studies as 
justification of the formulation of testable hypothesises. Alas, his work, implied a series of hypothesises, but rarely 
explicitly presented these. Perhaps it would be fun to sort through his work at some future stage and organize it into a 
series of bi-variable hypothesises and experimental rituals that will allow the individual to collect data and test the 
hypothesises. I suggest that there is fertile ground for exploration here. But it remains dangerously inconsistent in its 
credibility, because it is merely Jung’s personal interpretations of his own observations. Subjectivity vs. Objectivity.  
 
We strive to see the world as it truly is ~ but the nature of “seeing” implies a point of view. This is the delicious 
puzzle at the root of the spiritual path called Science ~ An Ideal, An Objective, A Jewel of The Quest.   
 
Our minds are going to have to become more than they are.  
 
We will have to implacably drive ourselves beyond what we understand ~ heedless of every fear.  
 
Ever-new-blooming Awakening.  
 
The rewards are fantastic. Each step, and the experience of reality, perception, and thought is so improved as to make 
one feel like one had been partially asleep prior to the new mental skills and muscles.  
 
You eat and love and drink the sweet incense of the sacred herb because you love to experience being alive.  
 
Every new petal of awakening unfolding to new life increases the beauty and fun of everything you love!  
 
Your whole ability to think and feel and revel improves with the improving of the mind.  
 
We only know the awakenings we have experienced as a species thus far. But we can see that our experience of The 
Everything, our Minds, can get fantastically more Awake.  
 
This is the future.  
 
To a crow, the hoarse frightening croak-song of its fellows is the most beautiful song in the world. To the ants (and most 
other insects), human are big sloppy ‘bags of mostly water’ (REF). To the sacred Egyptian scarab beetle, nothing is 
more beautiful then poop ~ it eats poop, lays its eggs in poop, and loves nothing more than creating and rolling around 
with perfect spheres of poop.  
 
And to humans, pretty eyes are attractive ~ but “they don’t make us see any better”.  
 
At least, not unless they are consecrated as a talisman within which meaning and a quality is concentrated. That will 
happen many times through the future of humanity. And we can guess that, human nature being what it is, either each 
will fight The Great White God to achieve its place, and then growl and politic and wait for that eventual slip in the 
alpha, whilst achieving unity when they need to through oppression of the dark eyed people, everywhere ~ there single 
common interest. The new Japanese, Chinese (or whatever) codex to have arisen with the jewels will oppress any 
potential competitor, whilst it swells to become bigger then the others before opening the floodgate and going for the 
throat of The Great White God. That is how it would open, under a separationist philosophy.  
 
The better way is to open the gates to many rather than few ~ thus many who are equally powerful, and all of which see 
you as the benevolent and more agreeablely profitable leader, from the beginning. That is what we are doing here. The 
Orient is a superior warrior to both you and I ~ your path to becoming the greatest warrior is not a ‘automatic win be 
privillege’ game. You nearly killed me, and I am now hyper-aware of how easy it is to accidentally kill you. You and I are 
more dangerous than we thought.  
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China has slain its own royal house. But the nature of The Jade Throne is very different from our western thrones. Part 
of the reason they are fast is the fact that they create their nobles by elevating competence (mostly on the battlefield or 
in scholarship) and this meant the nobles her were enjoying every pretty common girl whm they owned, were all 
examples of human greatness ~ a process repeated over and over over generations and centuries of the most ancient 
living empire.  
 
For China remains an Empire ~ but merely an empire without a throne. They have a communist technological device 
which they have engineered into the empty socket where their throne used to fit. They say it is better than a throne, 
and point a gun at any Chinese person who disagrees. Everybody in China votes for and prefers the techno-device, and 
it doesn’t have the problems of greed and oppression associated with the majestic old system of ancient cultural 
richness. The Middle Kingdom is very beautiful ~ it seems silly for so ancient and fantastic a being to pretend to be dull 
and grey and empty? Remembering is a form of Awakening.  
 
The Jade Throne is a prize. The ruler of any realm can claim it, and thereby make his (or her!) line immediately and 
permanently noble ~ and The Emperor, for as long as the dynasty holds the throne.  
 
Thus, any competent ruler of any oriental realm may ascend to The Jade Throne ~ who can, does.  
 
Those damn westerners are tricky ~ but it’s only because we respect the seven heads of The Orient!  
 
And this is The Will of SATAN.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ARCANA OF THE ROYAL SCARAB  
The Egyptians believed that The Scarab Beetle represented The Sun’s journey into The Underworld of Darkness, each 
night. And then its rebirth, transformed and renewed each morning. Crawling through old tombs to dig for buried 
treasure. There are some really strange, dusty and foul old things in those old Egyptian arcana ~ but even there, the 
geometric theme of that culture manages to persist.  
 
And of the many species of scarab beetle (Phylum CHOLEOPTRA, Family can’t remember! ), The Egyptian temples 
revered a single sacred species in particular.  
 
The Great Sun Beetle of The Nile (), also called The Temple Scarab, The Jewel of Osiris (and many other deities!), The 
Royal Seal, and many other names.  
 
And The Egyptian Temples held the secret for summoning this strange and powerfully magickal creature ~ and I will 
here teach that secret.  
 

-o0o- 
 
 (Include The Secrets of this creature here.) 
 
The Scarab Beetle interprets threads in The Loom of Fate and also moves them slightly to create a consistent pattern. 
Very few creatures of any sort can directly affect Fate Threads ~ and thus, whilst the magick of this creature is subtle 
almost unnoticed when the tapestry is view in The Present, its effects can be profound ~ but not “conscious”.  
 
The Beetle repeats a certain pattern, creates a certain glyph in the tapestry. Much as a lever or wheel is used 
mechanically, we can consciously position and use the creations of these glyphs (i.e. summon The Temple Scarab 
Beetle!) ~ to create change in accord with will.  And the Egyptians were experts at this particular game.  
 
The Beetle creates perfect spherical balls of poop, in which it has planted its eggs. It then rolls these on the ground in 
geometic patterns in navigated reflection of the stars above. Astronomical patterns or astrological patterns? Weaving 
the threads of The Loom into tiny repeating geometic glyphs ~ The Glyphs of The Scarab Beetle.  
 

-o0o- 
 
When you have charted these dances that The Scarab Beetles perform, you make look around you and discover that you 
are not the first to have charted these dances.  
 
Its eggs, and grubs are planted within the geometric spheres of poop, rolled through the fate webs, in a ritual dance of 
fate and blind Eterntity, then reborn as something new, awakened, bursting from their egg as brilliantly coloured 
magickal Scarab Beetles.  
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The Scarab is a creature of Metamorphosis.  
 
Strange treasures are found in ancient piles of poop.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Temple Scarab is a giant Golden Beetle with dazelling azure wings.  
 
It is has the real secrets of Fate’s Loom, and greedy for magickal success.  
 
It flies over the land, unseen by the muggles ~ preying upon the humans of The Earth, seeking those who have 
potential, taking them back to its lair to be “gotten” by the giant beetle. When it finds a human of potential, it swoops 
upon “the fleshy earth thing”, takes it in its sharp hard claws, and carries it back to its lair, screaming and terrified. 
There in its lair, it “rolls” them into its sphere of “fleshy earth thing”, and proceeds to mate with it, ovipositing it’s 
golden eggs in the human, and absorbing the geo-helical threads of human greatness into its eggs.  
 
Actually, these days, it is much harder for the giant beetle to find victims, and most have to satisfy themselves with a 
single victim at a time. They tell me that back in Egypt they had great temple chambers, geometrically arranged to 
attract them more than anything in previous history ~ and filled with lushious “fleshy earth things”, for them to roll 
around and oviposit in. Negro and Hellenic human beings, many captured citizens of Egypt ~ Fun!  
 

-o0o- 
 
Giant Golden Scarab Beetles are rare, these days. But they are becoming more popular, after they were discovered, and 
English archaeologist brought a captured specimen back as a curiosity ~ I believe the specimen currently remains 
stored in wizarding vaults of The British Museum of Natural History? A clutch were then purchased and smuggled into 
Britain by a small group of the master wizards of The Hermetic Order of The Golden Dawn, during the late 1800’s. 
Aleister Crowley was exposed to them, and later travelled to Egypt where he learned their secrets more deeply than the 
wizards back in Britain, and produced a second (far more effective) introduction of The Golden Scarab into Angelicae 
and America ~ and it later proved he had also arranged a few of the beetles smuggled into New Zealand, and they 
quickly spread to Australia.  
 
Since then we have seen the beetles appear occasionally in the vistas of modern(?) culture. Sun Ra the Rock Star had (or 
was had by) a lovely big golden Scarab Beetle, which he kept as a pet, or it kept him as a pet. Poor little Katy Perry also 
appears to have kept one as a pet, and she too seems to have been had by it ~ a lovely inscription of “the seeing” 
recorded in history.  
 
These beetles are actually exceptionally dangerous. The Egyptians had a spell for transforming them into jewels, which 
they would leave in a treasure hoard. As soon as the jewel is touched, it metamorphs back into a living scarab ~ but 
dimensionally warped so as to be tiny but dense. The tunnel back to full reality involves eating straight through the 
heart of the being that touched it. The wizard, Gary Gygax gives his own interpretation of the myth in the treasure lists 
of the original Dungeon Masters Guide (REF).  
 
Every Sun Beetle is solar-phallic, and without a gender. Each has an ovipositor, and it reproduces by mating with a 
terran human. The Sun must enter The Earth in order to be reborn as The Stone.  
 
The HORUS Sequence.  
 
This is the meaning of The Royalty of this glyph ~ The Sun Beetle gathers human greatness together in The Tapestry of 
Fate, and rebirths it, as a jewel grown forth from The Fertile Deeps.  
 
Those who summon The Sun Beetle become centres of metamorphosis, gathering fonts of human greatness ~ but to 
invoke The Scarab is to invoke Death and The Fear of Change, the loss of self that is the transformation of self.  
 
And The Beetle will eat you, from within, if you invoke it, and then seek to flee its geometry of change.  
 
This is The Dance of The Temple Scarab. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE OSCULARUM INFAME 
The Kiss of Shame, it is traditionally called.  
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A very naughty practice. I wouldn’t recommend it, but you may find you need to occasionally perform it anyway. Life 
and Death are odd places. And The Devil loves you ~ he would like you to have fun when playing with him.   
 
Now I am going to tell you one of the most wonderful secrets in The Everything ~ PAN’s poop tastes like chocolate and 
it confers minor magickal powers when you rub it on the tip of your nose. But best is if one is permanently covered in it 
~ then he gives us jewels of insight.  
 

-o0o- 
 

But the only way you can get it is by The Kiss of Shame.  
 
Selling your soul.  
 
People have hated The Devil for so long, that reconciliation can be great for the soul.  
 
As every log laid by old PAN is sacred and full of seeds from the magick fruits he eats ~ they are planted in the garden. 
So the only way to a bit of PAN’s old magick poop is… The Kiss of Shame. And this particular ritual is the act of aligning 
your identity and future with The Earth.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE INFERIORITY ZEITGEIST OF THE BOTTOM FEEDER  
 

“The world moves by the light of genius.” 
Aleister Crowley (1903) Introduction to Liber AL vel Legis 

Art is Genius.  
 
Little men usually tell themselves that they are the equal of genius.  
 
Whenlittle men become occultists, they usually attempt to belittle the genius of great men, by attempting to attribute 
their work to other than The Genius ~ “The spirit did it through The Great Man”, “There is a lost Aryan soul hiding in 
that blackman’s genome, and he did it”, “The zeitigeist of The Age did it, and The Artist was incidental”, etc. Many do 
this as a prelude to attempted mimicry of the genius whom they have attempt to belittle.  
 
But the fact remains that the primitive bus driver who makes a pact with The Devil can never be more than a mediocre 
artist with conveinient contacts and opportunies.  
 
When The Devil wants a human as a tool ~ he chooses natural talent.  
 
Crowley was a genuine poet ~ and Liber AL vel Legis is a work of fantastic and historic poetry. A unique expression of 
Crowley’s own soul. Nobody else in the whole of humanity could have produced that book.  
 
The word “Zeitgeist” is, for better or worse, an expression of herd mentality. A tool, not a master.  
 
The word “Genius” is, for better or worse, an expression of Uniqueness.  
 
When Art happens, there are no rules or expections that can be applied ~ magick occurs.  
 
The rituals of Cophrphagus are always a compliment, but there is still much debate as to what is the highest form of 
compliment?  
 
When a little man attempts to improve his own image by reducing the value of a genius, he communicates something 
quite different than if he had attempted to exaggerating the value of his own work. And when he attempts to then 
compound his crime by an act of mimicry, criminal or mundane, he achieves a mystic satanic mantle ~ The Bottom-
Feeder.  
 
The Bottom-Feeding Coprophage is the legitimate target of anybody and everybody, in anyway they choose. Thou shalt 
recognize those who belittle Artists for the quirks of their characters or the will of their work. Let The Bottom Feeder 
be lowest among you. He is damned to The Devil’s special kindness, reserved for crimes against The Arts. None escape.  
 
In the whole of Hell, no souls suffer more than those who attempt to raise their own self-image by reducing the value of 
Genius.  
 
And this realm of Hell is named “The Inferiority Zeitgeist”.  
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In their honour.  

-o0o- 
 

THE BROWN MARK OF THE BOTTOM-FEEDERS’ CHEEK 
A GENUINELY HORRIBLE CURSE UPON THE GREAT WHITE GOD, AND ANY OTHER WHO ATTEMPTS TO BOTTOM-FEED FROM GREAT ART 

 
The Brown Mark of The Bottom-Feeder’s Cheek is a curse enacted upon the soul of each being who attempts to plagiarize this 

grimoire. This Brown Mark is permanent ~ Forever. And smelly. In accord with The Copyright Seals placed upon this book and The 
Convention of Academic Citation, you may cite and reference this grimoire by using the following bibliographical reference information, 
etc.  

 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION FOR CITING REFERENCES 
McBride, Glenorchy (2017) Liber sub Rosa Nocturna ~ The Book of The Rose that Blooms in The Night. Pan-Gaia 
Eco-Art Publishing Workshop Pty Ltd., Australia. ISBN 978-0-648-06129-8.  
 
Lillian Glade & The Seed of The World Tree (McBride, 2017) may be cited using the following bibliographical reference information:  
Lillian Glade & The Seed of The World Tree from McBride, Glenorchy (2017) Liber sub Rosa Nocturna ~ The Book of The Rose that Blooms in The 
Night. Pan-Gaia Eco-Art Publishing Workshop Pty Ltd., Australia. 
 
The Red Scroll of AVALON (McBride, 2017) may be cited using the following bibliograpahical reference information:  
The Red Scroll of AVALON from McBride, Glenorchy (2017) The Book of The Rose that Blooms in The Night (Liber sub Rosa Nocturna) 
“Beginning Bloom Edition”. Pan-Gaia Eco-Art Publishing Workshop Pty Ltd., Australia.  
 

 
The Nazi/Aryan race has a bad habit of bottom-feeding. We are all familiar with their attempts to pass off famous non-aryan artists or scientists as 
Aryans (e.g. Einstein, Newton, Wagner, etc.). The local Nazis have already their envy, their recognition of their artistic inferiority, and their desire to 
pretend to be me. And so I have cast this curse upon their collective soul. After I die, they will probably paint me white and try to pass me off as one of 
them.  
 
This curse represents an implication of Aryan people attempting to fraudulently pass off the work of other artists as their own. The implication being 
an invisible brown question mark beside the signature of every Aryan “artist” (?) on every piece of Aryan art ever again created. History would never 
be able to credit the Aryan race for any of the artistic products of any empire period they achieve. Was the art created by the Aryan, or by the talented 
slave in the boring untalented slaver’s cellar? Thus, a smelly brown question mark on the right cheek of The Great White God ~ has he been bottom-
feeding again? This mark remains on his cheek, forever. The spiritual manifestation of the feelings of intellectual inferiority he expresses through his 
pretentious and low habit of bottom-feeding. There is no way to remove this curse-mark. And those who are dishonest toward The Hellenes may end 
up with the brown mark tattooed upon their face through by act of quite violence.  
 
However, The Curse of The Bottom-Feeder’s Cheek begins as a silver question mark on the cheek of The Great White God. If he ever attempts to 
bottom-feed upon Artists or Scientists, the curse mark will turn brown and smelly ~ forever. For example, if he were to use intermediately puppets to 
annoy me, the first swirls of associated guilt would begin to turn brown and smelly in his curse mark. Every representation of The Great White God, in 
non-white Art and media, will thereafter bear the distinctive smelly brown question mark on his cheek ~ a symbol of his “truth”, of his beauty as a 
human type, and of his real relationship to Art and to every artist of humanity and beyond. The answer to his claims of nobility. The Knight of Saint 
BRIDGET is pledged to protect and support Art, even if he doesn’t agree with it.  
 

-o0o- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each time I have spoken to the nazis over the past few months, they have expressed their confusion in relation to the 
fact that my talent defies their silly master-race expectations of the world.  
 
They roll their confusion around their mouth and their heads, as they glance at me sideways in poorly-hidden 
frustration and confusion at my talent, whilst they try to think of new yokel rubbish explanations why I am superior to 
them.  
 
"It The Zeitigist who is talented and speaking through Glenorchy!” They claimed in a particular conversation. 
“Therefore, he is merely untalented and incidental, a channel ~ and so no credit ought be given to him for his own 
work!” Their logical ordered minds continued. “In fact, as his work belongs to the Zeitigist, and The Zeitigist is working 

? 
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toward a new Aryan Third Aeon (Third Reich?), surely that means the nazis have a spiritual authority to take his art 
from Glenorchy, and claim that we are the artists, as evidence of Aryan greatness?"   
 
Ha!  
 
I would have respected them more if they addressed their own inferiority by exaggerating the value of their own art, 
instead of acknowledging another’s Great Art, whilst trying to associate mediocracy with The Great Artist.  
 
Their own paradox broke that lie they like to tell themselves. Primitives hate logic ~ it reminds them that they are 
primitives. Better to think like primitives ~ which means an ugly interior to their souls.     
 
Then they tried the line that “there is an ayran blocked in Glenorchy’s bloodline, and unable to get out ~ and he is 
responsible for The Great Art which Glenorchy is producing.”  
 
Ha!  
 
I am Avalonian! There are no White German Indians in my bloodline, and no member of my family has ever performed 
the goosestep (except my little brother, but he has a brain like mush).  
 
Christians, like the Indian German, also play this game of self-deceit. They decide what they want, and then look for a 
convenient biblical quote to justify what they wanted to do anyway. When religion is used this way, the magick is lost ~ 
as the individuals are no longer focused upon the deity or the pathway, but instead are engaging in self-interest, 
combined. Self-interest is ordinary and can be used for many objective, but there is no point in degrading your own 
religion in order to facilitate self-deceit ~ and if you need to, then the original action is in violation of your own true 
will.  
 
Peasants with a yokle’s eye to Art.  
 
The Indian Germans then went pouring over the various satanic "holy books" trying find a way to convince themselves 
that Glenorchy has broken a rule made by The Devil. Thus to claim their attempts to take his Art are justified because 
“he was naughty and broke a satanic rule”. Comical idiots. I guess they have retained their christian habits of obedience.   
 
Actually, this most recent stance is exceptionally interesting ~ the obedient satanic slaves.  
 
Fun!  
 
I think The Devil is holding his belly with laughter as I write these words!  
 
Whilst the slaves look on in confusion.  
 
Holding up the unholy grimoires, pointing at me, and saying to SATAN….  
 
"But Master ~ Glenorchy's broken this or that ambiguous or analogy laden rule! You should prevent the work of a Great 
Artist because his parking ticket is wrong! You should give his work to us, and we will try to pass it off as our own, and 
we'll try to finish it, if you'll possess us like you possess him. And we promise to be as small-minded with it as we are 
with everybody else's parking tickets"  
 
Ha!  
 
Whilst Glenorchy and SATAN are rolling around laughing.  
 
And local Indian-Germans looks on in confusion.  
 
So The Devil rewards them with positions as parking inspectors.  
 
Instead of positions as Artists.  
 
Indian German idiots.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Perhaps there are some issues where it is appropriate to invoke rules?  
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The Avalonians who have joined nazi groups have sold their own country and kingdom and home for a cup of cheap 
flattery.  
 
The name for that particular rule breach is "Treason".  
 
Indian German idiots.  
 

-o0o- 
 
We will never allow AVALON to be turned into a wasteland.  
 
We will fight them on the beeches, etc. etc. etc.  
 
But it is unsurprising that they should choose the parking inspector line when discover they couldn't break me by 
physically and socially bullying me.   
   
Indian German idiots.  
 
If you want to use the situation to permanently destroy the nazi cult, I will not flinch at any stage of the game. I will 
support you to the hilt. Ruthlessly.   
 
I have work to complete, and the nazis are in my way.  
 
The name for that particular rule breach is "Stu-pidity".  
 
And they are not the first Indian German to have been smote by me for that particular "rule-breach".  
 
Indian-German idiots.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE BROWN MARK OF THE BOTTOM-FEEDER’S CHEEK 
A HIEROGLYPH TO PLACE A PERMANENT CURSE UPON ANY BEING WHO VIOLATES THE INTEGRITY OF THE ART 

 

? 
 
If The Great White God has a secret habit of bottom-feeding upon Art, then a smell brown question mark is drawn next 
to the names of every aryan artist produced by his empire.  
 
If he has a habit of disrespecting the meaning of Art, can we be sure that the work of any ‘great Aryan artist’ is actually 
his own work ~ perhaps the true artist is the slave he keeps in his basement, and you were celebrating a low merchant 
with a habit for abusing animals?  
 
That smelly brown question mark will be drawn by history beside every piece of Art created by the Aryan race through 
its period of empire ~ the treasures of its imperium reduced to evidence that the aryan is not really a true Artist.  
 
Merely a white aboriginal who lived in mud huts and only learned to read for the first time a few hundred years ago.  
 

-o0o- 
 
If the aryan’s curse mark turns brown ~ time is deep and revenge will include the “vandalization” of random valued 
pieces of Art created during the following century of Aryan existence ~ The Brown Question Mark that is upon every 
piece of aryan Art.  
 
The Celt and The Nord and The Jew now each have the mark upon their face.  
 
The Silver Mark is quite pretty ~ a magickal oddity placed upon the god-form of a race-soul, thrice.  
 
You wanted to be a knight. Here is your first binding of Chivalry, low little white hyena humans.  
 
If you would partake of The Mysteries of AVALON, you will bow before BRIDGET ~ who is Goddess of ART!  
 

-o0o- 
 
ART is Sacred.  
 
The Artist is Sacred.  
 
The role of ART is Sacred, even in WAR.  
 
This is a part of the meaning of civilization.  
 
Chivalry. 
 

-o0o- 
 
The Angels of AVALON are bound aginst Bottom-feeding.  
 
They will honour The Silver Question Mark upon their cheek as a reminder of The Meaning of Chivalry.  
 
Having thus mastered their own understanding of their Will and their Path to become a Knight, they will accept the 
lesson and actualize it by actively and adventurously dedicating themselves to the work of exposing bottom-feeders.  
 
Thus to honour The ART and its Patron, Bright BRIDGET of The Faerie. 
 
And so The Newly Ascding Knight now faces his first challenge of knighthood ~ The Brown Question of The Bottom 
Feeder’s Curse.  
 
Who is he?  
 
As a Person?  
 
As a Race?  
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Actually, I think he is not particularly honourable, and his sister will quickly outstrip him as a knight ~ and if he has 
failed in his spiritual chivalric ordeals and disciplines, we will assit her to take leadership.  
 
Here is his first test of High Chivalry ~ a test placed upon The Celt, The Nord and The Jew.  
 
If any of them end up with The Bottom-Feeders Mark, no chivalric orders or advancement for a century.   
 
Thus there are four options….  
 

1. Integrity in your own decision toward ART.  
2. Integrity in your own overt behaviour toward ART, and create an illusion or manipulation to try to misdirect or 

trick the mark onto your hated enemy’s cheek.  
3. No integrity or honour toward ART ~ The Brown Mark and behavioural acknowledgement that your race 

recognizes that they are not real Artists.    
 
Outsiders who become involves will be considered puppets ~ thus you each have the Sacred Knight Duty to protect ART 
~ the citizen only has to respect ART, but of The Three Squire Knights, more is required.  
 
Yes.  
 
If The Hebrew Tribes are going to re-establish The Throne of DAVID, then it makes sense they have some knightly titles 
to use in the process ~ and these will both create new spiritual bonds between The Family of AVALON and The Family 
of ZION.  
 
The Indian German has been cast out of AVALON, and he will not be learning with you. His fate belongs to himself, and 
it is unlikely there is any civilized nobility in him ~ he will probably obey the factory-owner’s low yokel greed plans and 
end up with the mark on his cheek turning brown.  
 
And every other race will secretly hold their nose whenever they depict The Indian German in their own ART.  
 
A curse upon his race soul.  
 
However, The Celt and The Hebrew and The Hellene and The Nubian will be training together.  
 
Merit will determine every facet of the game, through The Celt will have EXCALIBUR if She or He can draw it from the 
stone hidden in Sherwood Forest.  
 
The objective is to create a team who can work together and support each other.  
 
Now I have lived in high places and low places, and there are few of the main philosophical mazes that I haven’t walked, 
but if I have learned a single lesson in life it is this ~ Love is the most important key to success.  
 
We are constructing a moral paradigm that is completely practical.  
 
Instructing humans to obey religious rules is rigid and dangerously limited.  
 
Instructing humans to only love the self is as silly as instructing humans to unconditionally love everybody.  
 
Love is the bond which creates teams ~ the only quality you need is the decision to value Love.  
 
This decision is the foundation stone of a team ~ and if you have it, you can support each other through eaverything.  
 
If a person relinquishes this decision they must be immediately and ruthlessly rejected from the team ~ they can be 
Loved at a distance as they learn their lessons, or die to begin again in a new incarnation, but they cannot remain within 
the team.  
 
You know that The Celt will eventually assume leadership ~ and that your taks is to remain completely strong and 
forcibly ensure that he is a fine leader. Each generation he will forget the lessons of the past, and behave like a primitive 
white aboriginal unless he is forced to face genuine consequences for his actions. Each generation, the nonCeltic people 
of AVALON will have to keep him in line.  
 
This system will result in a genuinely noble and impressive Celitic leader to AVALON ~ a great Knightly evocation!  
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-o0o- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
If your race is prepared to violate the integrity of ART, you don’t deserve to be respected for any artistic ventures in 
which you engage 
 
 

-o0o- 
 
 ~ yet they will will punish the low crime of Bottom-Feeding upon ART more severely than any other crime 
 
 
 
 
the implication  
 
 
This spell is a Chivalric Curse aginst The Great White God and The Hebrew Tribes ~ and upon each of them, only, is it 
placed.   
 
Thus, The Curse is placed upon The Right Jaw Cheek of The Nord and The Celt and The Jew.  
 
The meaning of this curse is ART.  
 
 
If The Great White God has a secret habit of trying bottom-feeding upon the genius of others as h 
 
 
When initially placed, this curse mark appears as a Silver Question Mark upon The Cheek of each.  
 
When a thus marked recipient of the curse attempts to pass off the Science, Art, or Genius of another as their own, or 
otherwise undermine or these Sacraments of Life, the curse mark turns BROWN ~ and remains brown for a century 
after the wrong has been unwronged, equal compensation has been paid or worked off, and the dalmation’s have 
imposed the lesson into history.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Actually, they were negotiating with me for the position you now hold, and they were my preferred candidate.  
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But then they came to Russel's Roulette Wheel ~ exactly the same sin, and even performed in exactly the same way. He 
also placed all his chips on illegality and bullying backed by muscle and intrigue ~ and like them, his brain was better in 
appearance than functioning.  
 
And he really believed he had me by the balls, as he looked at that book on the seat of my car, the last time we met in 
Adelaide.  
 
I expect he can tell you the story.  
 
He hadn't betrayed and undermined The Indian German Race at that stage ~ neither did he understand my work.  
 
He merely saw that I valued it ~ and assumed himself to be more qualified to have it, on account of his blond hair and 
perfect chiseled features.  
 
I wonder if has committed suicide?  
 
I think spiritual fear was holding him back.  
 
But he was blessed by a loving friend who was able to sweep those fears aside for him ~ not that there was any 
intention beyond spirituality and love.  
 
However, I am a little too busy now to re-establish negotiations with my OTO chums. I ought keep my attention on 
other things now ~ so I'll re-establish negotiations when I have a little more attention to spare, if everything turns out 
fine with The Stuart Situation.  
 
Which I will shorten to "The SS" ~ a convenient abbreviation.   
 

-oOo- 
 
Sadly, the yokel botched their negotiations with me by behaving in a crude and overt manner and stealing a personal 
journal of my mine. 
 
Isn't it funny when inferior people watch a superior person thrash to the ground assailents impossibly bigger then 
himself ~ and always with completely unexpected moves from a position which seems like a certain no-win scenario. 
And then those same inferior people assume that their own conventional tools will be able to protect them when they 
make the mistake of behaving in so foolish a manner. They can't knock down a wall, so they assume the wall is safe to 
hide under.  
 
Hurting individuals is not difficult. But my expertise is hurting groups that rely upon ideas. Ideas are immune to bullets, 
but not my magick wand.  
  
And thus, tonight or  tomorrow or when I am ready, I will post my own riddling game scroll exploring the third level of 
The Riddle of The Beast. Fun! And on that note, I have a few comments to make.  
 
I suggested to the nazis who were negotiating with me that now is the time in history to stab that Third Level into their 
heart ~ and it can be done in a way that allows them to survive and become something new, or it can be performed in a 
more amusing way. They responded by running off to study their works in their standard yokel manner ~ then 
returned to me over the weekend to confidently declare that they had gone through the whole thing carefully, they 
couldn't find The Third Level, and they then strutted and expressed condescension at the idea there might be a Third 
Level. The particular gutter prude who announced their "findings" (or lack of) also had some opinions on "perfection" ~ 
and I thought it might be a fragrant garnish drawing their attention to this particular claim they attribute to themselves. 
God likes to think he is perfect, too ~ and he has that marvellously unrestrained attitude toward obedience and self-
deceit. I can see why they like to identity with him ~ like attracts like. So I thought it might be worth recording their 
reaction ~ they are, according to their own recommendation, superior humans with superior minds. If they say there is 
no third level ~ God never makes mistakes.  
 
According to God.  
 
And with those words, I would like to invoke Jesus? 
 

-o0o- 
 
Some people fear Death, for they fear the loss of "self". But not Jesus! He understands that change and illumination 
involves the "shedding of one's skin". And thus, did Jesus choose his favourite Sin (I like Beastiality ~ and I am skilled at 
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managing this gently and wildly as an act of love. Though, obviously, only in theory, because Australians prefer their 
animals to be functional, and conducting their entire boring lives without sex). 
 
During his three days in Hell, Jesus may have experienced every Sin that has ever been committed, or he may have 
experienced only a concentrated selection of the worst ~ it is a debate.  
 
What is not in debate is the fact that he was not spared any horror of The Devil during these days ~ after all, there 
would not really be any meaning to his trip to HELL, if he was only dipping his toe in the hot water, or if he was wearing 
floaties and didn’t “go all the way”. In fact, his “sacrifice” would be reduced to a joke. A messiah who is as hypocritical as 
his priests.  
 
He would have been better off being a satanist ~ we treat hypocracy as a useful tool and often have great fun being 
shockingly (and even mind-rendingly) hypocritical.  
 

-o0o- 
 
So, if Jesus was in HELL, and there he suffered the spiritual reality of either “Every Sin” or “The Worst Sins”, then 
perhaps we ought explore some of these ‘rarely discussed’ aspects of ‘The Messiah’s doing’.   
 
He must have lived each indignity to quite the extreme that it occurred, though as his attitude differed, so would his 
feelings.  
 
I enjoy my sins, mostly ~ but I wonder how Jesus felt when he licked the sperm from the end of a strange man’s penis?  
 
He was forced to live this Sin with me, to experience it, to perform it ~ whilst he was in HELL for Three Days.  
 
It is a humiliation which is within the realm of human imagination…. And if it could be something that happened to 
Jesus whilst in HELL, then what are the implications of “his sacrifice” if he is spard the really bad parts of HELL?  
 
You desperately object to this happening to him ~ yet it was a real sin that actually occurred, I am not the first to have 
commited it (e.g. Sodom & Gommorah), and the fact that the final temporal location of Sin is described at the same time 
that the initial temporal location of Sin is described in The Bible suggests that the full body of Sin is not limited by 
temporalilty.  
 
Sin is the first fully formed Mesopotamian truename humanity gave to The World Serpent.  
 
The World Serpent is whole ~ and HELL includes every Horror that is real.  
 
Jesus has sucked penis.  
 
I am Jesus and my name is DIONYSIS.  
 
Antichrist under THE GREAT GOAT OF HUMANITY’s ENDLESS NIGHTMARE! 
 
Let every witch arise and declare herself Antichrist!  
 
For we are The Spiritual Body of The New Christ.  
 
The Abomination against God.  
 
The Children of Night.  
 
And we can be exceptionally, even magickally pompous, when we are in the mood to be!  
 

-o0o- 
 
Or perhaps you think the christian indignity and lovely degredation of penis sucking are too much to be associated with 
“Our Lord and Saviour”?  
 
Maybe only real sinners have to suffer these spiritual horrors in HELL.  
 
Which would mean that Jesus can’t really understand how they feel?  
 
Can his “unconditional love” be any more real than his claims to have experienced HELL, under those circumstances?  
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A disgusting man ejaculated his sperm onto the tongue of Christ, and made him swallow it into ‘the holy belly’, and then 
lick the last bead of sperm off the end of his penis as he squeezed it out.  
 
This was a real sin that occurred.  
 
Jesus had to suffer every Sin, concentrated into a three-day period that was an timeless eternity for him.  
 
Therefore, Jesus has licked sperm off a stranger’s penis in a public toilet in HELL.  
 
There is no theological argument that can counter this without undermining the entire meaning of Jesus’s sacrifice.  
 
Consider that when the priest next places a disc upon your tongue, as you knee in church with your mouth openyou’re 
your toungue out in submissive prayer position before him.   
 
Yummy dirty spermy Jesus! 
 
It must be argued that Jesus was not given VIP privileges in HELL ~ unless Jesus only went to HELL for a bit of mild 
B&D, a few titillating spanks on the bum, with no humiliation or degrading situations or any other type of intelligently 
refined and genuinely hurtful torture.  
 
Therefore, theologians must agree that Jesus licked sperm and had many far more dirty and degradingly naughty 
experiences whilst he was in HELL.  
 
It can only be argued that he was there for a good cause, and he accepted these degredations for your sake, as an act of 
willing sacrifice.  
 
When we turn our attention to the situation, we might note that occurrances over those three days in HELL are the only 
completely unrecorded period of Jesus’s life.  
 
The Bible ‘looks the other direction’ for three days, and remains quiet.  
 
Jesus came to PAN’s Realm for Three Days and Nights of B&D!  
 
FUN! 
 
“But before we begin this triple-decker carnival ride,” Said SATAN to his new wife…. Jesus. “I’ll help you take a trip to 
The MEN’s Room ~ always a wise move before a long ride. Beware of the goats!” 
 
Yes.  
 
“Jesus suffered for your Sins, humanity ~ and he swears that he didn’t enjoy it.” 
 
Because only a masochist could have enjoyed that.  
 
We are merely told that Jesus went to HELL and there took upon himself the sins of the world, but until now, the 
scandalous events that occurred in HELL for those Three Days and Nights of Revellry and Mischief has remained among 
the darkest secrets that Jesus and God and their inner circle apostles have conspired to hide.  
 
And as we watch The Archbishop for Australia currently hiding in Rome to avoid extradition for what appeas to be 
some naughty secrets, the latest in a long line of God’s Chosen & Forgiven Sinners ~ Jesus must have some whoppers, to 
top his priests.  
 
I was thinking ~ If God has forgiven these Sinners, is The State opposing God by continuing to punish them?  
 
But I think that God’s yardstick for Justice is as wobbly as his ability to count.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Did you know that modern medicine has found that girls who have an extended presence of canine sperm in their 
womb often record false pregnancies?  
 
I wonder if Jesus worried that he was pregnant during those Three Days and Nights in HELL.  
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My bum only gets pregnant when I want it too. Of course, Jesus was a bit more comprehensive than me. He wanted to 
save the whole world, so I guess he had to suffer every sin. I am a little more modest, and only seek to save myself ~ so I 
crucify myself on a cross of my own Sin.  
 
O, it is a sacrifice ~ having to endure these terrible Sins that I have loved for so long. But, like God and his fetish for 
sacrificing his own children to himself ~ I also managed to "pull out before the climax" when I was making love to a guy 
named Issac. But, now I have the Jesus game working and I going to carry it through to fruition this time ~ then I'll go 
clean. Unlike God, I won't promise no more blood sacrifices or wrathful rage. I figure if God manages the wrathful rage, 
than it must be a virtue. And christians are always murdering, raping, and enslaving indigenous folk for the crime of 
Paganism ~ but luckily they have that "golden rule".  
 
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.    
 
I don't have a “golden rule”, but I’ll help them enforce theirs. I needn’t be asked twice ~ glad to help out in this regard.  
 
The Devil told me that the word JESUS is a Hebrew translation of the name DIONYSUS? 
 
It is a "spiritual co-incidence" ~ because I am actually an incarnation of DIONYSUS. And I would like to express my 
appreciation to all of you for your lovely act of worshiping me. It is a sure indication that you are on the straight and 
narrow of the spiritual path, and behaving exactly as God wills. 
 
But there is a secret I ought share. 
 
The christains made a little mistake in relation to God. Actually, the bible was written by a poltegist who had been 
wondering around the desert trying to find people to sell their souls to him. He has a great deal ~ he gives nothing in 
life, and promises only a kind of undefined "closeness to God" after death.  
 
I imagine I have eaten a little white rabbit that I bought at the pet store. It is now dead. I guess it is now "close to me"?      
 
I never bother making deals with the lesser demons, that is why I ignore that yokel who wrote the bible ~ and I merely 
invoke the real God ~ Nature.  
 
PAN.  
 
The poltegeist of the church dislikes girls ~ that is why there are no female aspects of God. He prefers to keep a pet girl 
with half-a-soul. She is extremely grateful for his mercy ~ and thankful that her father-husband who impregnated her 
whilst her husband wasn't looking continues to celebrate her virginity. I wonder if Joseph also continues celebrates her 
virginity?  
 
Probably he feels he gratitude-bound to obey God ~ like his wife.  
 
But real christianity is a little different. For example, The Eucharist actually works in reverse, transforming the blood of 
christ back into The Sacrament of DIONYSUS.  
 
Wine!  
 
This greatly enhances the enchantment of the ritual.  
 
Thus, DIONYSUS has the marvellous fun of sacrificing his separated identity on the cross of his own Sin, in order to 
achieve transcendence of limitation, and the unity which is Illumination.  
 
The uniting of opposites, and the end of division.  
 
O, tonight's ritual is Fun!  
 
The world is a dirty place. But what are the options? Seal yourself up in a pillar of separation, and fear the loss of your 
self?  
 
Or unite with The Everything, clean and filthy?  
 
Dirt everywhere. Some folk merely revel in the filthy fun of Life. Others cling to the lies they tell themselves ~ and 
secretly engage in habits of bottom-feeding. Mimicry is the highest form of compliment.  
 
Any clean garments in your closet?  
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So what is "redemption"?  
 

-o0o- 
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IX. 
THE LUNAR SIGN OF THE WITCHES SABBAT 

  
“O Fishy Fishy Fishy Fish. O Fish. O Fish O Fish. O Fish.  

Could he be here? Or could he be there? 
Where could that elusive little Fishy be?”  

The Meaning of Life (1968?) Monty Python 

 
Of course, Monty Python were discussing Jesus, and where he might be?  
 
Nevertheless, the symbol of The Fish has long been holy to The Christian Cult. During their early days, The Christian 
Cult was demonized, and every imaginable bad propraganda ensured that the former incarnations were as anti-
christian and the current incarnations of christians are pro-chrisitian. Christians had to be secret, and so they 
recognized each other using the secret sign of a fish drawn from two cresent arc-lines, often inscribed upon the ground. 
Staves were common, and dirt was more common.  
 

(The Sign of The Fish) 
 
Thus, let us blaspheme this holy symbol of The Christian God’s Cult into asymbol of PAN’s Forbidden Temple.  
 
I have reconfigured the two cresent arc-linesleaving one line untouched (the outer layer of The Black Mass appears 
superficially unchanged), and inverting the (hidden) second layer of meaning and magnifying its significance ~ The 
Holy Symbol of The Fish is desecrated, killed, and reborn as The Secret Glyph of The Witches.  
 

The Cresent Moon Horned.  
 
The Secret Glyph?  
 
Surely anybody can read this grimoire and learn its secret ~ so how then can it be a Secret Glyph?  
 
This is a glyph that creates and silently communicates secrets.  
 

? 
 
The Moon is in the sky, and a thousand and one folk wear it for a thousand and one meanings.  
 
Therefore….  
 
The ppearance of a Witch significantly correlates with the presence of a Moon Glyph ~ but not every appearance of a 
Moon Glyph correlates with the presence of a Witch.  
 
Thus, whenever you see a witch, you will probably notice a moon glyph, then or soon after. But if you see a moon glyph, 
this doesn’t mean that a witch is present.... though in this case, chance is overshadowed by a deeper primal forces of the 
psyche ~ is the thing observed independent of the observer?  
 
If you meet a Witch, a Moon Glyph will be present. However, if you meet a Moon Glyph, you cannot be certain a witch is 
present. Nevertheless, every glyph exists in The Human Mind ~ and that is the place where every decision by every 
human is made ~ and that is what determines most of our reality, at this point in history. Thus, strange things happen 
around Moon Glyphs more often than ordinary (e.g. alphabet) glyphs ~ and that pattern will only be magnified by the 
casting of this spell ~ The Secret Glyph of The Witches.  
 

-o0o- 
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X. 
THE EVOCATION OF THE BIBLICAL BOOK WORM 

There are trillions of bibles floating around the world. I don’t like the idea of burning books, mostly because I severely 
disapprove of the suppression of free opinion and expression of ideas. I would like to gather them all up and burn them. 
I once burned a book, in fact, a historical artefact that contained Adolf Hitler signature - I stole it from an old catholic 
man’s house in Adelaide45, after I had sucked his penis and he had fallen asleep. So, I guess I am guilty of the sin of book 
burning.  
 
This is the sort of thing I do when somebody hurts me. No limits. You want ego. I want survival. I will always go a step 
further and destroy what you are not prepared to lose. Berlin is old, isn’t it. Not as old as Rome. But I’ll swap you. A 
nuke for a nuke. After all, I built them both, but neither will be of any use to me if I am an eternal slave.  
 
No limits.  
 
‘Everything’ is the stakes you put on the table when you use the word ‘genocide’. For fools’ gold.  
 
No limits. Little barbarian.  
 
I am not a lover of the idea of book burning. And I am also free to be anything I want to be. That means occasionally 
considering the implications of my decisions. Instituting large scale book burning would merely result in the creation 
and released of a vast completely mindless spirit of entropy that would grow with every fiery meal, becoming less and 
less controllable as humanity became more and more desensitized to sin. Thus, I have chosen a more surgically precise, 
artistically beautiful, and psychologically terrorizing type of magick.  
 
But what use would books be to a slave who was not permitted to read.  
 
Let the christians release that spirit. They can’t manage philosophical debate, and will resort to violence at some point. 
They are not a really “holy” bunch of plastic flowers.  
 
When they lose control of themselves, and release this spirit, we will immediately direct it to eat every bible on this 
planet. Then we will put it back in its box by invoking a giggle of dark moralism, a strut of righteous indignation, and an 
accuracy made beautiful by the fact it is presented by The ACCUSER!  
 
Books should not be burned. Burning books is intolerably unacceptable. Those who burn books should be spanked.  
 
By us.  
 
Thus, I hope you enjoy this fun little spell ~ a satanic alternative to book burning. It is a magickal expression of a 
favourite strategic worldview, and yet again allow me to offer my compliments to people of The Orient. Your minds are 
very very beautiful. And so I dedicate this spell to every oriental person who has ever been harmed and oppressed by 
the hypocritical evangelicism of christian imperialism. And thus I unveil one of the smallest and most terrifying little 
horrors that Christianity has ever encountered…  
 
The way whereby the fragile overcomes the strong (REF).  
 
As I have decided not to solve the biblical burden by oppression of free thought and opinion, it seems to me that the 
solution is to cheerfully swing to the other extreme: and murder the bible through wonderful untamed, unrestrained 
artistic self-expression.  
 
Thus, by an amusing alchemical blasphemy, have I summoned into existence The Biblical Book Worm… and released 
this marvellous little terror upon humanity.  
 
The biblical book worm manifests through the tendency of Satanists to graffiti terrifying and fantastically funny 
blasphemous graffiti through any and every christian bible they encounter.  
 
Mostly these are a worm trail of rude jokes.  
 

                                                        
45 He called himself Sir Eric, but he was not a knight. He was a British infantry man who had been captured by the Germans, he changed sides, was 
sent back as a secret traitor, and had been a fanatic nazi ever since. And a collector of nazi artifacts. He lived in Adelaide, and was a regular at the 
central catholic church of the city. He lived to fuck little boys… very young children. And though I was of age, I was a very  pretty little boy… Aha! So 
that is what happened to it!” 
 
Apparently, it was worth a few thousand dollars… but I hate nazis more than I love money.  
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This little terror hides in the shiny pretty bible… satanists never leave any overt indication that a bible has been 
artistically corrupted. The christian never knows that there is worm in apple until he takes a bite… and find the 
blasphemous little horror of corruption staring up at him.  
 
Ha!  
 
The christian might open and use the bible half a dozen times, before…  
 
Eeeeeeek!  
 
The beauty of this particular little bible-biting prankster is the religious paradox it creates in the christian… He can’t 
throw the bible out, because the bible is fully functional and that would be both a blasphemy, and if he writes over the 
bookworm, he makes the bible less functional, both of which are a service to the witches, and another bible destroyed… 
The purpose of the biblical bookworm is twofold…  
 

1. To turn transform rubbish into cultural art. The mass-produced hypocracy of christian culture is transformed 

into the art of satanic culture.   

 
2. To encourage the christians to commit the sin of throwing out their own bibles. Thus sacrificing these to The 

Blasphemy of CHRONOZON who is The Mindless Entropy of Our Universe (as this is the purpose behind the 

conjuration). Alternatively, if they keep the bible, they are going to be forced to gaze upon these blasphemies 

until… the bible wears out?  

 
Fun!  
 
The book worm leaves a trail of thin-tipped permanent ink pen script. This is irremovable, yet it leaves the bible script 
beneath to remain readable. Every worm leaves a unique trail, and a little bit of natural selection will occur as the 
christians apply a number of attempts to eradicate the worm. Witches share among themselves their secrets of what 
works As we find the exact system that works perfectly, it becomes and acquired trait among bookworms everywhere. 
The traits that work remain. The traits the don’t disappear.  
 
And our little worm might be exceptionally tiny, but it is not an ordinary worm.  
 
As The Biblical Bookworm munches upon pages, it gets both smarter and more blasphemous. And as its scholarship 
grows with each meal, its trail of blasphemies begins to include forbidden incantations… arcane instructions teaching 
anybody who opens the munched bible how to become a witch!  
 
So the christians are faced with a choice… and the bible will feed The Worm either way! The christians will be forced to 
seal the blasphemy by systematically destroying their own bibles.  
 
Naturally, I would like all to take note as I now wage my forefinger at our pretty little worm, and sternly instruct it not 
to eat bibles that are the property of people who are christians. Thus, if you get bored during church and you happened 
to have a Biblical Bookworm in your pocket, I hope you understand how wicked it would be if you let it munch on a 
church bible.  
 
But I understand that binding a demon is no easy task. And, as nobody has paid me to make the binding, I can offer only 
this free binding. And it is little more than a finger-wagging remonstration.  
 
At the current point in history, adult colouring books are the fashion among the elite… some research was published 
showing that it is an effective means of stress relief (REF). Colouring books, are expensive. Bibles are more or less free. 
And biblical bookworms are conjured through an act of doodling with coloured pens.  
 
When juxtaposed with this information, I suspect that biblical bookworms probably possesses the scientific power of 
reducing blood pressure, stress levels, and depression, and also of facilitating psychological healing in the stressed 
witch.  
 
But we wait for a psychologist to test the hypothesis for a correlation between these variables and the witch’s period of 
mentally interface with the munching worm. This paper would define The Biblical Bookworm as an imagination 
figment born of a ritual through which the witch interfaces with the worm, and the rest of the world interfaces with the 
worm’s bite! Fun. Thus, I expect, will (permanently and with marvellous humour) establish in the hallowed halls of 
sciences, the results of this investigation into the worm’s “psychic powers” (i.e. power of the psyche).  
 
Every scientist who has taught undergrad students has encountered bookworms.  
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They are among the easiest superstitious beastie to summon.  
 
The human tendency to graffiti is both forbidden and irrepressible. Everybody can have a bible in their bag for stress 
relief… then merely replace your biblical bookworm bitten bible with a fresh clean bible that was previously hoping to 
find a fresh clean human to robotize.  
 
In this way, you can complete an entire church in a few weeks.  
 
The Biblical Bookworm tends to crawl in a continuous convoluted trail of text, which swells or wobbles chaotically, and 
sometimes even munches an entire page in a single bite. The worm is a creature of chaos, and its behaviour is 
convoluted, irrational, and maddeningly inappropriate… always as an expression of blasphemy. The bookworm 
behaves like a massively wasteful animal in a period of abundance: it takes the choice bites only from each piece of 
fruit, then moves on to another unblemished piece.  
 
It is not uncommon for the worm to string its out to form into naughty pictures – and these are particularly 
mesmerizing to most christians. I expect many christians will secretly hide and treasure worm bitten bibles with 
particularly nubile nibbles. Likewise, many witches will get their blasphemous career start in life from a ritual in bitten 
bible.  
 
The Biblical Bookworm is a psychedelic spirit of multi-colours (test your pens with a few drops of water on the page to 
see if the ink runs)! This is because the bookworm never seeks to obscure sacred text… but rather, merely intends to 
create another layer of meaning, hidden in each page. And this means that the christian never actually has a justification 
for throwing away the bitten bible. The bible is still completely functional as a christian religious item. The bookworm 
bite is merely temptation, and can be ignored by a genuine christian. And the bitten-bible is prettier than it was. Which 
is always attractive.  
 
The bookworm’s wyrm-prints are fantastic and arcane, and include incantations and spells. Every bookworm will 
eventually chew out the entire ritual of initiation into witchcraft. Thus, many witches get their career start from a bitten 
bible.  
 
Now I will describe to you a unique marking on every Biblical Bookworm. And this is a highly condensed version of The 
Ritual of Initiation into Witchcraft. This is always inscribed in delicate permanent black pen, and always includes nubile 
naked naughties and every other tempting treat. This penmanship is always of a type the avoids any significant obstacle 
to the christian reading the biblical text below. And indeed, there is a sexiness in getting so blasphemously funky all 
over the holy writ. The bookworm generally wiggles around sexily during these inscribed passages. However, ensuring 
the bible can still be used by christians means that any attempt to overwrite the black ink inscription will distort holy 
scripture and make it unreadable.  
 
Naughty.  
 
The Biblical Bookworm eats any and every kind of judeo-christian holy book, from catholic catecysms to islamic qurans. 
And it will adapt itself to other types of books, if The BAPHOMET so wills it.  
 
Most witches keep several pet bookworms, and these bitten bibles are often given as gifts. Each is a historical curiosity, 
and will be of value as antiques in the deep future. The witch creates many artefacts some of which grow to become 
legendary items.  
 
Like Crowley’s lovely Wand of Summoning.  
 
If somebody wanted to summon The Devil himself, that would be the wand to use. If that wizard wanted to force him to 
come. I suspect there are few humans who could achieve that magick with anything less.  
 
Of course, that is the only thing you could do with that particular wand. As that particular wand actually obeys The 
Devil. And if you hold it, he can force you to assume a role in The Great Work.  
 
His Will.  
 
Your Spiritual Vocation.  
 
It is what you most want to do, what you were born to be, what you most aspire to become… Your True Nature.    
 
There is no law beyond Do What Thou Wilt!  
 
Crowley was a wonderfully ordered wizard. I can see the words needed to use that wand. Can you? 
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And that particular wand is an artefact, with many powers.  
 
You too will leave artefacts. And your bookwork bitten bibles are among the earliest. Every witch places her own 
unique mark in each bible bitten by a worm she summoned.  
 
Thus, the young witch has loads of productive fun with this spell, liberating blasphemy, stress-relief, memorizing 
unholy Latin incantations by writing them out, practicing obscene and pornographic art (a skill every human ought 
possess), and leaving her mark upon history.  
 
After having bitten a bible, this little intragenus cannibal drags it off to leave on a church bench.  
 
A Donation.  
 
So, the worm bitten bibles you will find in most churches are donations rather than indications of a bored congregation. 
Probably.  
 
It would be blasphemous to bin bibles, and that is why we take them to church. So the christians will bin them for us.  
 
You may feel that there is a mirror, somewhere, reflections of The Scapegoat you banished into The Wastes.  
 
Commit the sin or carry the sin.  
 
That is the question.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CONJURATION RITUAL OF THE BIBLICAL BOOK WORM 
The only components required for the performance of this ritual are a pen and a bible.  
 
The first inscription occurs in the front cover, and it is always The Hieroglyph of The Biblical Bookworm. This is a 
summoning and binding sigil called The Bookworm Bite. If the bite is inflicted, the rest is merely munching. I expect it 
will be easy enough to produce various sorts of stamps that witches will sell these on the world wide web at a cheap 
price.  
 
The bookworm bite is a particularly powerful act of corruption, as it means that anybody who finds the bitten bible will 
know exactly where to find instructions on how to make a pact with The Devil and become a witch.  
 
When The Bookworm Bite is in place, the rest is history. Have fun.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BIBLICAL BOOKWORM BITE 
The Bite of The Biblical Bookworm is archetypal ~ a single line in the shape of human nudeness. Let the line then form a 
circular pattern from itself (any circular pattern) to represent the dimensional hole through which it has entered The 
Bible. The circle part isn’t “necessary”, but it’s more comfortable for The Bookworm.   
 
Every or any image of nudeness is acceptably unacceptable. Artists and others will perfect many easily applied images 
and compositions of a single line.  
 
From there, The Bookworm can begin munching in any direction it likes. 
 
You can create the Nihil Tear with a captured Eucharist, (i.e. by spitting it into the worm-bitten bible), either before or 
after The Bookworm bites.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The worm-bitten bible opens to scenes of naughty nude pictures ~ a string of blasphemies, any sort, interconnected by 
line bites of nudity.  
 
The art can include full page painting, but is limited to permanent pen and paint art, usually. Occasionally, witches will 
paste the odd meaningful talisman (e.g. rock’n’roll concert tickets, oddly arcane candy wrapper, pressed flower or herb, 
etc.) into the worm-bitten bible. A passport-size photo of each owner can be pasted (as tiles?) in the front and rear 
covers. 
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These bitten bibles will grow into works of arcane Art. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SPECIATION EVENTS OF LITERARY CORRUPTIONS 
Historically, christians only turn the other cheek if their opponent has a beating stick of equal or greater size to them. In 
light of the fact that they massively out number us, have masses of resources, and the standard power of all cults to 
order the faithful to assume suicide killer position… t’is absurd to think that they would ‘turn the other cheek’ or love 
their enemies. Lest we forget, this is the church that invented most of the torture devices with which humanity is 
familiar.  
 
But we don’t care. We are still eat them. And they know that this is a small planet, and lies are a poor armour to hide 
behind. There is nowhere for them to run. Inquisition will fan revolution… and inquisition will also justify the ‘non-
peaceful’ dismantling of chritianity.  
 
We object to the idea of ‘peacefully dismantling christianity’. We want to eat their flesh and drink their blood…  
 
As God has so ‘generously’ offered.  
 
But I digress.  
 
The obvious response would be to try to ‘mutate’ the bookworm to create another species – a species whereby 
christians would scrawl their various biblical quotes through unholy books like The Satanic Bible, the spellbooks of 
Aleister Crowley… and the grimoire you are holding in your hands.  
 
How shall we respond to this?  
 
We shall not.  
 
The bookworm is, by its nature, an amoral materialization. To release one, a book must first be acquired. Because our 
grimoires are so rare, the christian will have to break a commandment (yes!), or buy book in order to create and release 
a ‘holy worm’. If a commandment is broken, then they have performed an act of black magick… an invocation of The 
Blasphemy.   
 
I foresee churches holding charity drives in order to raise large amounts of money, in order to buy crates of grimoires, 
in order to hold church working bees, where dozens of christians sit round the table drinking tea and sharing gossip as 
they are cheerfully putting holy worms in evil grimoires!  
 
I told you they are a nasty bunch. Yuck! Pooey! Those amoral worm breeders putting holy worms in our books! 
Naughty!  
 
Most of these will be obvious when you flick through the grimoire you find in a second hand bookshop or a charity 
shop. And you can merely leave them there… for the christians to keep.  
 
And contemplate what to do with them. The problem is going to be when the holy worm is hidden in the book, and we 
are faced with the half-a-dozen bites before finding the disgusting little holy worm.  
 
I foresee floods of these worm-ridden grimoires being released into second-hand shops all over the planet. Most of 
them will be bought by witches, discovered to be worm-ridden, “grown”, and returned to the shop or left on some 
public bench for fate to manage.  
 
So what is the strategic bottom line?  
 
We needn’t pay for bibles, and we want to get rid them. Battles involve us being naughty and them being virtuous ~ and 
we all agree that the rules are that we are not going to hurt anybody. And besides, God isn’t real anyway.  
 
When a christian chooses to believe in amoral strategy rather than Faith, the christian entity affirms that it doesn’t 
believe in God, and thus that it is committing its crimes in service of an ideal in which it disbelieves by sinful severity of 
its acts.  
 
If God is all-powerful, then Faith should have been the only primary component needed in order to confront the 
challenge of rule. Merely a measured thought. I could not say what the measure shows when held up against reality.   
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If you don’t believe in something, why are you committing to amoral acts to serve it.  
 
I know what I am up to.  
 
So, I am playing “Dress-Ups”.  
 
Fun.  
 
You can come and play, too.  
 
We’ll eat away their bibles and dance each in the christian churches that we’ve bought to commemorated The 
Christmas Eve that we pulled all of the crosses down from the church rooves.  
 
I’m a lunatic, and totally mad, but I like to play my pipe song.  
 
Thus, I suggest that we have fun. If you find a worm-ridden book, shrug your shoulders and buy a brand new copy of 
the book.  
 
And if you can’t afford it?  
 
Use your brains. Find a solution to the puzzle that is in front of you. This attitude extends to every area of life. At some 
point the apprentice witch will have to move beyond following instructions.  
 
I have found that there is no problem that cannot be solved merely by thinking on it for long enough. And most 
problems are like riddles: the answer is in front of you from the first step.  
 
Hidden in plain sight.  
 
Thus, the holy worm will cause many witches annoyance and distress. But only for the first few decades… by which 
point somebody will find the solution to this minor annoyance.  
 
And you will find that you have grown thereby.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I expect a solution to the holy worm will function for any other species of bookworm that are mutated or created by 
other ideologues.   
 
I expect there will be Islamic worms finding their way into christian bibles. Probably Jewish worms will find their way 
into Quorans. And, of course, the holy worm never was a particularly picky eater. That thing takes after its christian 
progenitors: it’ll swallow any garbage. And still believe itself to be holy…!  
 
Communist worms and fascist worms! Perhaps we will be lucky enough to occasional see a most rare and endangered 
native of Tibet… The Buddist Bookworm, as it peacefully munches its way through Chairman Mao’s thoughts… Lucky he 
doesn’t keep them in his head! But it was probably too full of all the broken bits of priceless traditional Art he had 
trampled so…    
 
Mindfully.  
 
Thus, another fun game.  
 
I’m going to give you a single clue. And as I have a personal sexual fetish for torturing and hurting nazis, I’ll victimize 
them a little more by ensuring they are the first to feel the bite of this puzzle’s solution.  
 
T’is an amusing sorcerer who throws a lightning bolt at an earth pentacle.  
 
We want your sperm.  
 
One generation of LILITH’s filthy touch will ruin a hundred generations of pure-breeding OCD. And the more you 
embrace separation, the more my poison will corrode your soul… turning and turning into the silken loom of eight 
hairy legs.  
 
We are not here to reject you. We are here to eat you. Body and blood, my juicy little supper…  
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Who let The Devil in.  
 
You have committed The Eternal Sin… as… a… race.  
 
The sins of the father.  
 
There is no going back. Nowhere to hide.  
 
God no longer loves you. And I suspect that he has never loved anybody except himself.  
 
I am The Dark Lady. The Mother of Patience. The Goddess of Time.  
 
We will take your sperm.  
 
And you will swoon as we devour you.  
 
No escape.  
 

-o0o- 
 
I’m in a mood. I am going to give vent to a little more of the poison I nurture and generate in my fantastically potent 
soul.  
 
Witches are encouraged to destroy nazi artifacts and historical treasures.  
 
Is that immoral? Is that shocking? Is that very very naughty?  
 
Each artefact destroyed is an unhealable moral blow to them. If they didn’t want their rubbish destroyed, they might 
have been a little more polite to me when I was a child!  
 
That little act of blind violence was costly, wasn’t it.  
 
Any child you attack and gang-bash and rape could grow up to be me.  
 
We will destroy your historical artefacts. And the insurance companies will pay us to doso.  
 
I expect insuring nazi artefacts is going to become quite expensive. I enjoy my externalities… almost as much as your 
fossil fuel companies have been enjoying their’s.  
 
Century by century. “Woops!” by “O how awfully sad!”  
 
We are going to eat through your treasures.  
 
Like a goat!  
 
How shall you avoid this?  
 
You will respect ART. You will give every Freedom of Knowledge and Learning to every, and even The Lowest you 
encounter and govern. You will honour The Art and creations of every being you encounter. You will respect ART.  
 
ART is a Freedom that is given to every conscious being of every social caste, and this will never be restricted.  
 
Lest your own aertefacts be systematically eradicated from human history.  
 
The only memories of your Soul ~ gone.  
 
You will respect ART.  
 
Or your people will suffers, and they will blame your descendents.  
 
The Second Stuarts.  
 
You will respect ART.  
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-o0o- 
 
Have you ever seen what happens when a parent commands their child not to marry the naughty Glory with a Whip?  
 
You are going to bow before the altar of LIBERTY.  
 
And then, with drooling with horror, fear, revultion… and an erection aimed at Jesus on the cross, you will learn to 
plead for us to degrade you and demean you.  
 
And you will swoon and ejaculate into the hot mouth my crawling corrupt tentacluar vagina…  
 
As our ovipositor enters your anus…  
 
Jerking and jerking to the command of these unsanctified rites, dragging treasure after treasure from your filth covered 
body….   
 
And thus will you finally be free.  
 
Free of all pride, all falsehood, all need to be anything other than what you have always been deep inside.  
 
Free to wallow in the glorious filth as the whole world, like a many lipped monster, crawling over your milking body 
over and over of your creamy white sin.  
 
Free to feel nothing except total, uninhibited release in the corruption of pleasure.  
 
Spasming gloriously as the man milking maggots of filth crawl over the horrid errection of your bound body.  
 
And we rub your face in our shit.  
 

-o0o- 
 
This is your fate. The manner in which you will die. Thus is my will enacted.  
 
Watch it become real… as the centuries pass.  
 
Fun!  
 
Let it not be said that I am mean-spirited!  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE INDIAN UPON THE INDIAN-GERMAN WHO IS BOUND UPON THE CROSS 
Together.  
 
Forever.  
 
You will not die, but your eyes will be opened.    
 

-o0o- 
 
And it will be Naughty! And Disgusting! And really completely Sexually Tramatizing!  
 
And you’ll Love every Instant of it ~ even when you are reborn in The Crystalization of The Indian.  
 
Then you will be a real Indian-German. 
 
But the skin of your soft willowy body will be the sweet earthy caramel of Ancient India. And your hair will be a soft 
hazel, and gentle in the breeze. And your eyes will be purple and filled with intelligence and the secerts of The Ancient 
Mystic East. Then, be what you want to be ~ and I’ll End you completely, if you ever annoy me again.  
 

-o0o- 
 

YOUR DAYS OF INDIAN-GERMAN HURTFULLNESS ARE ENDED ~ AND YOUR NIGHTS OF INDIAN-GERMAN LOVE ARE BEGUN! 
OR YOU CAN HAVE A WORLD WAR AND A PAIR OF IRON BRACELTS AND A TICKET ON A SLAVE SHIP TO AFRICA!  
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XI. 
THE DEVIL’S DARK TOUCHSTONES 

The Devil’s Dark Touchstone is a common magickal artefact ~ even an apprentice can create this magick item.  
 
A myth is associated with these, and it tells the story of how the first was created by The Devil for a sorcerer who 
needed a way to summon him. However, the story led to disaster, and The Devil decreed that these stones would ever 
after be cast before the virtuous and holy as temptations upon their path, but the unholy must approach The Devil by a 
more fitting etiquette.  
 
Thus, witches create these as snares of temptation to be thrown before the virtuous. And whenever a Dark Touchstone 
is found by a christian who has not committed The Eternal Sin, that chrisitan will remember The Devil’s Tale of The Dark 
Touchstone. If she is virtuous, her faith will be rewarded by St Peter when she reaches The Gates of Heaven. But if her 
faith is not strong, she may take hold of The Dark Touchstone and unlock its unholy power to form a pact with The Devil, 
and become a witch!  
 
As every Dark Touchstone is a work of Art (and t’is the process of Art that imbues much of the magick), I expect these 
talismans will be found in both galleries and junk shops, in the hoards of pirates, and in the treasure-filled crypts of 
dark sorcerers. Each stone is unique, and those that qualify as Art, will be recorded by The Art World, and their journey 
through history will be charted, growing in power as they collected dark and terrible dreams and become focal points 
for humanity’s own fears and imaginings. These magic items will be found in the strangest places… And each is a unique 
work of beauty, carven from a planet’s streams. Powerful meanings dwell in these carven stones of forbidden magick.  
 
PAN is not going to “Rule Openly”. PAN is a Bad God. PN has aways been a Bad God. LILITH will rule openly, and soon 
after she begins, she will recognize that PAN is a Bad God. She will be polite for a while as she seeks to use PAN’s 
Baddness to understand herself ~ then she will tell everybody that PAN is actually a Bad God. 
 
And thus, after helping everybody through a little difficulty in history, The Devil will return to his naughty fun, and you 
will all look at him in shock and wonder why you put up with him, and then you will recognize that he really is a BAD 
GOD.  
 
The God of The Forbidden Pact. 
 
And you Love Him.     
 

-o0o- 
 
The Devil’s Dark Touchstone is a relatively flat pebble stone ~ a pebble from a stream (e.g. a forest stream on Planet 
Earth, a stream of mineral in an ore deposit, a stream of asteroids in a distant galaxy) ~ thus, to represent A Scale of The 
World Serpent.  
 
The inscriptions may be crudely scratched onto the stone, or expertly carven into the stone as a work of art that will 
end up among jewels in a treasure chest somewhere.  
 
There are three glyphs that may be used to create a Dark Touchstone of The Devil.  
 

The first is the inverted pentagram, inscribed with The Letters LA.  

 

The second that may be inscribed or painted is The Secret Glyph of The Moon with The Roman Letters LA written 

within it.  
 

 
The third that can be inscribed an iconic glyph is The Trident of The Illumination Trinity ~ The Ancient Greek Letter PSI.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ψ 

LA 
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This glyph symbolizes the spell formula of The Black Mass.  
 

LILITH-SATAN-LUCIFER 
HECATE-PAN-DIONYSIS 

ISHTAR-BAPHOMET-BABYLON 
 
A sigil to represent the witch who created The Dark Touchstone is also inscribed ~ thus that she receive a commission 
on every soul damned thereby.  
 
Somewhere upon the darkly accursed touchstone is inscribed the obscene word of The Every-Blasphemy  
 

ΠΑΝ 
 
The final blasphemy inscribed upon this talisman is The Forbidden Incantation of The BAPHOMET.  
 

BEWARE 
of 

Speaking this Blasphemy Out Loud.  
 

TIRIPS YLOH EHT 

∞ 
 

Somewhere upon the darkly enchanted touchstone is at least one of the three following inscriptions….  
 

LUKE 12:8-10 
MATTHEW 12:31-32 

MARK 3:28-29 
 
And the stone is sealed with the inscription of The Devil’s Name 
 

SATAN 
 
And thus is created an Unholy Heiroglyph of Damnation.  
 
To read these words out loud is to commit The Eternal Sin ~ these talismans are live wires and dangerous to play with. 
The danger is obviously, that an unaware human would pick up the Touchstone, and read its inscription out loud. And 
the rules outlined in The Bible are strict and unambiguous. Beware. But it is our distinct irresponsibility to not educate 
Christians of the danger of finding a touchstone and reading these words out loud. The touchstones are for people who 
want to become witches, and we have included a warning among the small amount of writing space available on a 
touchstone.  
 
The Devil’s Dark Touchstone is then enchanted by baptising the prepared rock talisman with The Unholy Name TIRIPS 

YLOH EHT. 
 
She inscribes the hieroglyphs and arcane writtings onto the stone, and then speaks The Baptism Incantations (or The 
Touchstone Incantation of Enchantment, see options below) and bathes the talisman in The Sabbat Wine.  
 
The magickal function of The Devil’s Dark Touchstones can only be used by “lambs”, i.e. beings who have not committed 
The Eternal Sin.  
 
When a Dark Touchstone is held in the hand of such a being, she may say  

 
“I renounce God, Jesus, and The Holy Spirit,  

And I embrace The Devil as my god.” 
 
If she then speaks The Blasphemy that is inscribed upon The Touchstone, she seals The Devil’s Pact become a witch. 
 
Easy, and no extended rituals.  
 
The Devil’s Dark Touchstone functiona as a magickal amplifier beacon that will be heard by every quasit and demon in 
the city, when it is used. It will summon one or more the familiar spirits who are within range (and not busy). Generally 
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its summong range depends upon the amount of infernal activity in the area ~ if there are not many demons, it will be 
able to be heard further in the quite. Generally its summoning range is a few kilometres.    
 
The Quasit will seal The Pact in the aura of the newly initiated witch, and this ritual won’yt convey many of the other 
magickal advantages of the full initiation ritual, but it is as much as an individual needs to begin the game.  
 
The being thus initiated becomes an Apprentice Witch, immediately.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CONSECRATION OF THE DARK TOUCHSTONE 
The Devil’s Dark Touchstones is a magickal item that can be created by any witch or sorcerer who has been initiated to 
The Rite of PAN by The Awakening Ritual ~ and this is an early enduring talisman created by most apprentices, after 
ascending from the grade of Aspirant Witch. 
 
Thus, a witch who ascended to the grade using a Dark Touchstone of The Devil, must create Sabbat Wine, and receive the 
tentacle’s touch from The Black Mirror’s Mouth by The Full Forbidden Invocation of Awakening, before she can create 
these touchstone talismans.  
 
Creating a single Unholy Forbidden Touchstone, begins a journey of corruption, as it moves through history ~ each soul 
it “touches” by its ritual blooms into a life story of socercery and ambition and wishes fulfilled, but were they really 
what was desired?  
 
Strange and terrible and beautiful stories.  
 
And these begin with a single witch.  
 
Each soul, gives a trickle-back effect on your financial income when you enter HELL.  
 
You would think it would be really corrupt, but when there are no rules on what can be bought and sold, the rules on 
how they are bought and sold be strict for mutually agreeable reasons.  
 
HELL is a place where it is easy to do business.  
 
Every witch is having her income accounted during life ~ some of the feedback comes during life, and some is HELL, 
and we love the game.   
 
To create a Dark Touchstone, the witch takes a carefully chosen stone, large enough to carry the hieroglyph, yet small 
enough to fit in the human hand or pocket discretely and comfortably.  
 
After performing the baptism ritual, the stone is consecrated by being used to place a scratch forming the Roman 

capital letter LA on the seat of a christian church pew. The witch often consecrates these during boring Sunday 

masses, whilst she is collecting bits of God for her spells, and the rest of the congregation sleeps in the pews.  
 
The witch then escapes the church, cackling with glee, and in the secrecy of her magick chamber. And then she releases 
The Dark Touchstone out into the world on a journey through history. Elder touchstones will gather in antique shops in 
the deep future.  
 

The ominous letter LA on the church seat is an Arcane Mirror Glyph of Hidden Blasphemies against The Halo of God. Its 

meaning is LILITHA Anno and also The Three-Fold Incantation: LARVAE Ave LILITH Ave LUCIFER Astrae (i.e. “LaLaLa!” 
~ the satanic church tune of the witch hymns, or”what we hum, when you sing hymns”.)  
 
 

 
 

LILITHA Argentea 
 
This is because each time The Dark Touchstone is used to claim another soul, it opens a little Nihil Gate through this 
pew glyph, and a demonic larva of The Black Eel, comes through. It waits in the glyph, curled, until a christian human 
sits upon the glyph, whereupon it quietly swims unnoticed up and pushes its way into the bum of the christian. It is a 
spirit creature, and thus is not prevented by physical garments, unless they have an emotional life in the spirit world 
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(e.g. consecrated garments). But the christian who is not wearing ritually consecrated holy underpanties46 will feel a 
tingling and slightly erotic sensation as the hell maggot squeezes it big squishy body entirely into the bum cavity, where 
it will remain. And grow. 
 

-o0o- 
 
To use The Dark Touchstone, The Aspirant need only hold the stone and say The Devil’s Name thrice before verbally 
renouncing Jesus, God and his Covenant, State acceptance of The Devil’s Pact of Witchcraft, and then verbally renounce 
The Holy Spirit.  
 
Due to the basic nature of the ritual, The Pact must then be sealed by two acts, instead of the usual one. The Aspirant 
must acquire The Witch’s Mark and a sexual encounter involving full penetration with The Black Man… this means, a 
‘racially forbidden’ sexual encounter that does not involve a condom or other type of sheath, and cumulates the act with 
internal ejaculation.  
 
A primary objective of satanism is to break apart the boundaries of brainwashing and psychological programing that 
people have used to control you. Sex and Race and Economics are three of the central tools that have been used in 
control systems. Developing as a free species involves developing your psychological liberation potentials and 
technologies as a glorious never-ending bloom of unfolding mysteries and new inventions. Strength is a lie, there will 
always be somebody stronger. Understanding your own will and The Everything around you and within you: these are 
the only act of relevance.  
 
To make a new group of blind tyrants would be a poor investment of The Devil’s time and brilliance.  
 
But to solve for and fulfil the real objective of Evolution… that is a game worth playing!  
 
Behold Dionysus. Behold his brilliance. Behold his flaws.  
 
He is wondrous!  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SATANIC GEO-GATE SPELL 
AN ALTERNATIVE AND MORE POWERFUL SPELL FOR USING THE DEVIL’S DARK TOUCHSTONE IN AN “NOVEL MANNER” 

 
The Nocturnal Invocation of The Witches’ Will 

 
“Upon this Rock, I found my church.” 

 
(Incantation for opening The Gates to Hell.) 

 
To be continued. 

 
Thus, you will alternatvely consummate The Dark Touchstone through an act of Sexual Love with a person of a race that 
is adversarial to your own race. This sexual encounter ought be as complete and forbidden as possible, but you must 
trick the person into somehow helping you (in a way that is non-harmful to them; your ultimate objective is the 
formation of an ally who serves your will). Really, let yourself go into something totally bad and naughty and yummy!  
 

-o0o- 
 

 
 

  

                                                        
46 It cost priest both time and money to ritually consecrate underpants. Donations to the church ought reflect their helpful worm-proofing service. 
Obviously, congregation members would, like Jesus, overturn their tables if the church went commercial by selling ritual services the way we witches 
sell spells and charms.  
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XII. 
THE ARCANE CODEX OF THE ILLUMINATI 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LILITH-SATAN-LUCIFER 
HECATE-PAN-(DIONYSIS 

ISHTAR-BAPHOMET-BABYLON 
 

THE HELIXAL MIRROR OF THE HUMAN SOUL 
 
Take a load off. Put up your feet. Relax.  
 
Take off your stripy socks and look upon your delicate graceful brown feet. I have always loved my own arches. I think I 
have a pair of the most beautiful feet in the world. They are one of my natural advantages. I often walk bare feet. 
Andoccassionally start a craze for the practice in the social circles through which I walk. Many hippies in Australia like 
to walk around in bare feet. As you have your feet up, a glass of wine or a cup of hot tea in your hands, gaze forward at 
your feet. They don’t have to be perfect. They are beautiful. One reason I am a satanist is because there is more feeling 
in the imperfect. Gaze upon your beautiful feet.  
 
Marvels of evolution.  
 
Are they?  
 
Wiggle your toes. See how far you can wiggle them.  
 
Explore the movement potentials of your feet, without moving your knees… at all!  
 
Watch your feet through the whole process. Visually explore your feet. Find new ways to understand your feet. See 
them in new and alien ways.  
 
Your understanding is changing your world.  
 
For a moment you experienced disorientation. An alien way of understanding yourself. You ceased to be yourself for a 
moment.  
 
You thought an entirely new thought.  
 
Powerful.  
 
You are beginning to become powerful.  
 
Awakening.  
 
This is the discipline at the root of The BAPHOMET.  
 
The discipline of thinking entirely new thoughts.  
 
In everything, this is the first ultimate arcane key to understanding The Everything. 
 
Your feet.  
 
Can you see how beautiful they are.  
 
Look more closely.  
 
Look in new ways.  
 

-o0o- 
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When you see the beauty of your dirty and dusty dichomomously laughing or smelly, squeezed and torturedly eloquent 
feet, you will find that your feet have been for you, a mirror.  
 
And you have seen an aspect of who you really are.  
 
A mirror.  
 
Hold up your hands. Move your attention from feet to your hands. Spread your hands and gaze upon there back. Your 
soul is also inscribed upon every part of them.  
 
Only you have created hands that are marked and developed as those hands upon which you look.  
 
Drink in the horror of them and see the beauty in them.  
 
You are whole.  
 
Nobody else is you.  
 
You are alone.  
 
No rules.  
 
Look upon your hands.  
 
They are very beautiful hands. Graceful long, infinitely dexterous fingers. Perfect in every way.  
 
And I like your hands. They are a part of people I like to look upon and see, when they are not looking. People carry 
many secrets around, clutched in their hands.  
 
I like my hands the most.  
 
The fingers on my left hand are slightly longer than the fingers on my right hand. This is because the left hand holds the 
neck of the violin.  
 
My mother and my faerie godmother are professional violinists. They had great hopes for me, every day and every 
night. But I ran away from home as soon as I was old enough to escape.  
 
Look upon your hands in front of your feet.  
 
A mirror.  
 
A thumb and four fingers.  
 
But the arm hands are different from the leg hands.  
 
Not in so much in chimpanzies. They are climbers. And very skilled.  
 
You are a climber too. But less skilled.  
 
Apes gambol over patches of open ground, on all fours.  
 
You are no longer the best climber. Your feet are better suited to moving on the ground.  
 
You have changed.  
 
Look upon your feet, with their tiny little fingers.  
 
Anything can change into anything else.  
 
There are no limits.  
 
That is the implication of evolution.  
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Therefore, we need not hurry into silly premature ideas of the future.  
 
Satanism offers a forum for… self-exploration.  
 
Any limitations on this are merely limits in your imaginations. Technology will develop to achieve any genetic 
outcome… and much more quickly than we are expecting.  
 
So the question is… What do we as humans want to become?....  
 
What will lead to our greatest happiness, exploration and understanding of The Everything, our fellow life forms 
(inevitably!), and ourselves?  
 
This is a strange mirror, into which you are gazing.  
 
Look upon your hands and your feet.  
 
You can see…  
 
Change.  
 

-o0o- 
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XIII. 
THE DESECRATION OF GOD’S HOLY NAME 

 
Is the corruption of The Church relevant if The Church gets the material or political benefits it sought by the act of 
corruption?  
 
Consider that spiritual centre of The Roman Catholic Church is housed in a bribe received as payment for The Church’s 
consciously agreed upon collusion in the attempted human sacrifice of God’s Choose People at a sabbat orgy to initiate a 
new satanic age of history. And so The Vatican is built upon thirty silver measures of land. The site of pagan blood 
sacrifices, and the pope sits within a Great Temple consecrated to Jupiter. 
 
Alas for the misfortunes of virtue.  
 
They have their strategic benefits. Giving them up now… would be unstrategic.  
 
I wonder if God has been present in The Catholic Church since they attended that Sabbat?  
 
An interesting question, and one which many christians will be asking.  
 
What is the definition of The Unforgivable Sin?  
 
For, you see, a pope who had ‘wrecked his righteous writ’ so to speak, would no longer be in a position to change the 
rules about what’s forgivable and what’s not. 
 
The best he could do would be to kick the dirty truths under the carpet, and say anything necessary to cover the sin.  
 
After all, it’s perfectly human to slip up occasionally and indulge in a bit of human sacrifice. Particularly when you’ve 
been quaffing the sabbat wine on the side, and eyeing up a nice bit of real estate. 
 
Japan did it too, you say?  
 
Yes. And they had the good sense to ask for a much bigger piece of real estate.  
 
I think… The Church is going to give us an opportunity to unveil it as a fake.  
 
In fact, I think they will inadvertently come to us for advice on how to do this.  
 
What fun!  
 
O!  
 
The Misfortunes of Virtue! 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE UNHOLY FAST OF THE BLACK FISH  
Committing a sin is, according to God, bad. Does it then logically follow that Committing a sin and lieing about God’s 
involvement in that sin, is worse?  
 
What are the real meanings and implications of a christian committing a sin in the name of God? And how can the claim 
‘God told me to do it’ be defended?  
 
And how is this process of sin performed?  
 
Somebody has something the christian wants.  
 
The christian looks at the coveted treasure, and looks at the rightful owner. Then list the owner’s ‘sins’, whilst also 
listing the christian’s own contrasting virtue. The christian will carefully overlook any sins that are occurring in areas 
where the christian himself is not able to forward a pretence of virtue.  
 
This is the process of using your victim’s sin to summon a minor demon into their human body. This is, obviously, an 
act of black magick… a formula that The Devil has been very careful to make easily available to everybody. It is a 
formula that is openly named Demonization.  
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This formula has put more souls in Hell than almost any other work of black magick ever created. Because if the 
demonization is actually succeed, and the christian gets what it thinks it wants, not only is the christian burdened with 
a sin that they are not spiritually able to acknowledge to themselves, and thus, any act of confession, cannot really be 
complete, but they can’t resolve the sin without the other person’s help.  
 
This creates a Black Fish.  
 
Demonization is magickal act. An act of black magick. For the act of creating a Black Fish is an affirmation of The Nihil.  
 
And thus, an invocation of CHRONOZON.  
  
And the spiritual implications extend beyond the individual christian. Every deal with The Devil requires payment, and 
the payment for this deal is so subtle it is almost unnoticeable. But it is profoundly fantastic! For a part of the christian’s 
own dark side was used to create that minor elemental demon… And that demon now resides in the victim. Like locking 
away a little part of yourself in a chest, and sealing it elsewhere.  
 
If the christian used the demonization in a manner that resulted in the committing of any of the ten christian foundation 
“commandment” sins, then that separated part of the soul cannot be give absolution until it has been returned to the 
christian.  
 

THE SINS OF THE LOST AND FOUND AND LENT  
We call these small blind, mindless, elemental demons, created from the soul of secretly blaspheming christians, Black 
Fish, as they have been responsible for putting more middle-class fisherwives in Hell than any other single type of sin. 
Except perhaps, adultery. Any muggle can cut off a bit of their soul and create a black fish by invoking sin, then slip that 
little stinker of sin into a victim’s soul, and proceed to hold your nose and point loudly at the victim’s new stench of 
fresh rotteness. I have even performed this prank, once or twice.   
 
Hell loves housewives. The Housewives don’t always feel the same way. In fact, many have said that they want to go 
home.  
 
That’s when the gargoyal whip them to their knees with a favourite gargoyalic incantation…  
 
“Christian! You’ve got rocks in your head.”  
 
And opens their toothless maw of resignation.  
 

-o0o- 
 
A Black Fish can only be retrieved only by a mutual act between the two humans involved, and this act is no longer 
possible if the slothfully greedy christian has killed the victim, or waited until the victim has died.  
 
The formula for retrieving the black fish (so that the christian may then go and receive absolution) involves mirroring 
the original situation in opposite. The roles must be reversed, and tables turned. This can happen even against will of 
the christian (and any other souls that the sinning christian has drawn into the iniquity), but it always requires the 
willing participation of the victim (and any other souls who have become involved by an act of the victim’s will).  
 
And when the blackfish is returned… the christian stinks far more profoundly than the victim.  
 
For the fish has been rotting and putrifying in the mind of the victim for all the intermediatary period.  
 
Witches can easily extract these from a victim’s soul. I know a witch who has a giant glass jar of them, eternally 
squirming over each other, lubricated only by in their own foul smelling secretions. But witches are not able to give 
them back to the creator. If this is done, then the victim is freed of the problem, but the christian now requires the 
willing involvement of three humans, instead of two.  
 
Achieving the willing involvement of the witch might be difficult, in light of the fact that her involvement would 
probably result in her being stripped of magick, status titles, and unholy privileges… both now, and post humorously.  
 
You could torture her…  
 
But creating one black fish to resolve another is not the most unamusing of ventures. And that is a very special place in 
Hell for people who have colluded in the torture of The Devil’s witches.  
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And a black fish made that way, is not a creation you are likely to get back…  
 
Before the church bell tolls.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 

GOD AND THE DEVIL CONTEMPLATE SCIENCE 
 
I asked SATAN, “How deep is The Sky above me?”  
 
He scratched his bearded chin, and said… “I don’t know.”  
 
So I asked God: “How deep is the Sky above me?”  
 
And he replied: “There are two ends of the universe. The beginning of the universe is located seven days in ‘that’ direction.”  
 
God pointed behind us.  
 
And he (like everything else) continued. 
 
“A relatively precise ‘X’ number of years in the other direction, brings us to the other end of the universe, which I like to  call The Apocalyse.” God 
explained to me. “Essentially it is a big party where I will giving out a marvellous spanking to (probably) everybody. I will  be really angry and I will 
have a great big list of all the naughty things that everybody has done.”  
 
“And from there, the spankings will (probably) continue for the rest of eternity.” God’s conversation became excited and emotional when he spoke of 
this event. “That will teach them to stop being naughty, which is the purpose of all spankings?” And God revealed that had spent the whole history of 
the world looking forward to this marvellous event. 
 
I asked him if there are some souls that he can’t redeem?  
 
He said “Yes.” Those unredeemable souls have committed The Eternal Sin ~ which means that at some point in their lives, they said something 
uncomplimentary about God (in one of his three aspects).  
 
It seemed odd to me that God, who is all-powerful and only makes mistakes when he wants to, should create a being that was designed to fail ~ and 
then torture that being forever, rather than merely letting the failed souls “die permanently”.  
 
But perhaps allowing them to die would not be an ethically-permissable action? Better to torture them forever.   
 
I find it strange that God, when faced with the recognition that he is not the all-powerful being he thinks he is, and he is also not the ethical being that 
he has been pretending to be ~ responds with wrath.  
 
But I guess wrath is one of “the virtues”?   
 

-o0o- 

 

 

THE TEASING TENTACLES OF THE APOCALYPSE 
Interestingly, witches can’t create Black Fish, regardless of how extreme or mind-blindingly deceitful blooms their 
behaviour. And becoming a witch instantly causes all of the individual’s Black Fish to dissolve, and their less-patterned 
essence returns to her. In darkness, her soul become complete again.  
 
There is no point in it being divided.  
 
However… The formula of The Black Fish is a useful abomination to add to the witch’s collection of curses. Thus did The 
Devil create something far more fun for his witches! But these little horrors are not created by the witch herself, and 
whenever she summons a horror of this corruption, she must enter a catholic church and commit a blasphemy. T’would 
obviously be disrespectful, intrusive, and illegal to carve that particular satanic glyph into a church pew. Thus, any 
witch who performs that act is acting without authority from authorities within The Sabbat.  
 
As the christians often point out, religious crimes are committed by the individual, not the religion. And the bible is full 
of divine commands instructing the faithful to commit crimes.   
 
We won’t quibble too much over the right and wrong of a few wood carvings, because we won’t cry if we’ve committed 
a naughty. As long as we can’t be punished for it.  
 
And that game worked for you as far as legal restrictions have extended. The moral and spiritual success of your game 
might be worth a little closer scrutiny.  
 
Have you noticed how Eels get into every waterbody?  
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They have a very high resistance to filth and toxicity, and they travel through sewers and drains. Thus, humans find 
them to be impossible to control.  
 
Of course, modern man is always hunting animals he doesn’t intend to eat. He merely throws them away.  
 
Each discarded animal corpse, a complex and rich investments of energy that began as sunlight and geological 
components.   
 
Most of the other animal look upon this wastage with hunger and astonishment. To the other animals, each of those 
corpses represents more or less a day of hard work.  
 
And most animals often go to bed hungry.  
 
Man.  
 
He calls himself Homo sapien sapien.  
 
And then sticks out his chest, and talks about the virtue of modesty.  
 
But I know what it means when a person tells me their own merits twice in one sentence. 
 
And so does Gaia.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BLACK EEL OF THE BLACK ROCK 
The Black Eel, as we affectionately call the ‘thing’ is giant, and can be masterbated into spewing out a small Black 
Eelettes, that are a little bigger than black fish, similar in behaviour and ecology… and far more actively malign.  
 
The Black Eel was originally a demonlord of The Goetic Circle. The Black Eel was created/alchemically transformed in a 
cauldron of the blackest semen milked by the black corpse slugs from the souls every christian priest who was lead to 
Hell by a Black Fish.  
 
That includes a number of popes.  
 
Thus was The Black Eel of The Church created from the sperm of God’s Own Black Fish.  
 
The oozing slugs from Hekate’s corpse pools. We even let the fallen priests wear their priest collars as these filth-
smelling slime maggots performed The Milking.  
 
These slugs are what the Black Fish become when their carriers arrive in Hell.  
 
The Black Eel was reborn from The Cauldron as a vast, fantastically powerful avatar of the vilest corruption, spewing 
forth filth direct from The Nihil. A tentacular being that would rend the mind of any human or witch unwise enough as 
to attempt to perceive an overview order or shape to its fantastic chaos of moral and spiritual foulness. And thus, I shall 
be wise enough to avoid giving myself the task of describing its form.  
 
This thing is a being of CHRONOZON by The Blasphemy against Christ. And it is among the most powerful spirits of its 
rank ever created.  
 
The Black Eel of The Church. Created from the sperm of The Church’s own Black Fish.  
 
I think there is not any chance that they can escape from the clutches of this. It grows like a fungus, inside the host 
organism. Only its fruiting bodies are ever visible.  
 
As they fruit. And as they decay.  
 
Tentacle by tentacle the foul terrible thing has been materializing under The Vatican, with each act of sin born therein, 
or return thereunto… Wherever there is spiritual corruption in the Church, it is snaking its tentacles through the veil 
between worlds.  
 
Wrapping its eely ethereal appendages like slippery groping finger tips of inappropriate foulness around each rising 
turret and dome in that fallen city.  
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Penetrating into the cavernous hallways of power.  
 
And oozing its ejaculations of ethereal filth as a lovely intoxicating spiritual pollution of corruption filling and 
desecrating the atmosphere. It convolutes and twists in morally and rationally obscene geometries of multi-
dimensional chaos. Its black vapours of shadow, infusing the souls of each priest with each breath in the accursed fallen 
temples of The Church. Like a rotting thing’s atmosphere of oversweet perfume, creeps the unhallowing spiritual 
foulness of chaos through The Black Rock of The Slave God.  
 
All thirty silver squares of it.  
 
This is what you have bought with your lovely big account of Black Fish.  
 
They ooze through corpse pits of Hell, whilst their fruits have come home to you.  
 
Mary’s new little baby… born by The Blasphemy of her priest’s corrupted asperillum.  
 
And she is quite as surprised as you to discover that thing crawling out of her… sacred place.  
 
But a virgin only remains a virgin through virtue, untainted.  
 
Very few virgins have ever benefited by trusting a christian priest.  
 
This thing is a part of you.  
 
It always was.  
 

-o0o- 
 
This ‘thing’ is quite unlike other powerful archetypes of entropic chaos of its rank and type. The spell that created this 
was unlike anything that has been achieved in The Past. This ‘thing’ was created from the soul of an archdemon.  
 
Thus, it can behave with fantastic intelligence and cunning. It is not only an elemental expression of mindless chaos and 
spiritual corruption. It has a diabolic core the likes of which is equalled by less than a hundred spiritual beings of those 
who are currently awake.  
 
A priest who wishes to become an apostate can make The Pact of Witchcraft through this ‘thing’. And it will be bound to 
honour that pact – indeed it will revel in opportunities to play with a help its new fallen priest! That is the only sort of 
Pact that The Black Eel is now orientated to make. But still, that is quite an achievement. This Pact is made through The 
Blasphemy and The Black Eel.  
 
This thing is created from the sperm of The Church’s own Black Fish. 
 
The Black Eel’s materializations can be called and directed by any witch, apostate priest, or any of the other intelligent 
beings whose will bears the seal of The BAPHOMET. An act of holy corruption performed in a church must always be 
given as the offering in payment. A new spell invoking this thing, or a grimoire of apostate spells (in The Honorius Rite) 
can be written in consecration to this creature where major or career-climax services are required. This ought be made 
in addition to the foundational offering.  
 
Priests for whom anonymous publication is unsafe, can publish these grimoires post-humorously. Priests who leave no 
historical record of their apostatism often receive a chilly welcome in Hell. The Devil loves stories to be told.  
 
And The Devil might be tempted to ask how the priest’s career has benefited… the priest’s new home?  
 
All future grimoires on catholic apostism will invoke or be consecrated to this thing. Each will contain a dedication to 
this being, and each will include at least one new spell as offering.  
 
At The Centre of The Rite of Honorius is The Black Eel of The Church. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FEAR OF GOD 
Obviously, The Church would like to murder me for writing these words. That’s because they are a virtuous lot. And 
indeed, I have already received death threats from christians. Presumably because they think I might be religiously 
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fanatic enough to break the ? commandment (murder). Like those muslim terrorists with whom The Churches are 
currently enjoying a holy war. And a black fish or two.  
 
I’m pretty unphased by these threats. I figure it is almost certain that somebody is going to kill me, probably quite soon. 
But as I have left my body hundreds of times, and deeply explored many of the other worlds, I can’t say that I feel 
particularly annoyed at the idea of dumping my current body.  
 
I think it might be fun to demonstrate something that ought have been pretty obvious two thousand years ago…  
 
It is not particularly difficult to sacrifice one’s life for a cause.  
 
Soldiers leap into the maws of death to protect those they love, every day! But nobody hangs dead soldier pendants 
around their necks, and talks about eating the bodies and drinking the blood of the soldiers.  
 
And they are a lot less certain than Jesus, as to what awaits them after death. 
 
That is bravery.  
 
Human bravery.  
 
Jesus knew he only needed to make a show of suffering for a few days, and then he was bum-boy of paradise with 
nothing to do but play with God’s big stick of righteousness for the rest of eternity.  
 
How hard is death under those conditions?  
 
Particularly if you are getting stacks of attention for the game. I bet Jesus was a kid who could always get his virginal 
mother to give him attention by crying really loudly. A real performance diva at that game.  
 
So, I am not running away, or withdrawing my writing, or begging for forgiveness. If you corner me, I will die.  
 
Am I afraid of the threat of eternal damnation?  
 
I have many reasons to be frightened. Foremost among them is the fact that I have a habit of being frightened for no 
reason.  
 
I know many things of which you are unaware.  
 
I have been to Hell. It is bad, and the horrors of which they speak really are there. And worse. But I expect that is 
primarily because Hell exists within and was created by the human imagination.  
 
But even if I wasn’t going to arrive as the second-richest faerie in Hell, with ongoing royalties forever, I would still 
choose my path.  
 
I have chosen my path.  
 
And there has never been any certainty of any real sort in the any of the worlds that we humans have encountered or 
dreamt.  
 
I can’t be certain of a path of roses. I can’t be certain of anything.  
 
And yet I have chosen my path.  
 
And it belongs to ME! Wherever it leads me, it will be mine. Thus will I always have a future.  
 
Mine! 
 
Never God’s.  
 
And this is among the few things that even his bible acknowledges his inability to touch.  
 
I am a Child of PAN.  
 
Forever.  
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This is my answer to The God of Slaves, who can hardly keep his own eyes open, so drunk is he on his own bloody 
potion.  
 
The advent of this book opens many gateways. In the age to come, the trickle will expand to a steady flow, as many 
witches become capable of visiting Hell before they die.  
 
The Devil is a creative being of fantastic intelligence. He is building.  
 
Everything that comes into his hands is a tool, first and foremost. Everything to which The Devil has access is a resource, 
and thus valuable. 
 
And you are familiar with this attitude… Humans refuse to give away money unless they are receiving something in 
return. This familiar idea underpins the concept of employment. And tasks that require more than a mere work horse, 
require much better motivations than mere threat.  
 
The Devil recognized this more than five thousand years ago. It is the idea at the root of The Forbidden Pact.  
 
Pacts. Employment contracts. If you already belong to The Devil when you arrive, than you are free to negotiate 
anything you can manage. Hell works that way too.  
 
And if you have arrived that way for your first three reincarnation cycles in a row, you can no longer be saved by God. 
Because you are no longer a fully human soul.  
 
You are a goblin or faerie or wood nymph or some other type of magickal creature. Depending upon what you evolved 
yourself into, consciously or otherwise. Sometimes you might even go and tiddle with God’s little church dwarves. But 
you usually inadvertently end up bringing disaster upon them.  
 
We are like poison ivy to the holy. They dislike our touch.  
 
There is a lot to be achieved. We call it…  
 
The Great Work.  
 
There is near unlimited potential of status in Hell for those with competence and ability. But there are no charity 
systems in Hell. And you can’t die… which means things can always get worse.  
 
The first time I made The Pact with PAN was over four thousand years ago.  
 
My soul belongs to my God.  
 
And he has found me useful enough to have sent me back into incarnation, scores of times, since.  
 
You will see me again. When I awaken from birth, I will not know who I am.  
 
Then memories will begin to return. And with them…  
 
The Madness of Sight.  
 
So kill me.  
 
And the great courage of Jesus will have been topped by a single shy solitary little witch.  
 
And you will hear my name on every human lip.  
 
Alive, like you never wanted me to be.  
 
Cooking your black fish.  
 
Wearing my Friday Smile.  
 

And waiting for you to arrive47.  

                                                        
47 Are all of your relatives virtuous? Anybody you love who isn’t? The Christian paradigm would suggest that I know somebody who knows the 
answers to those questions.  
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-o0o- 

 
 ‘Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live’? Ha! That’s what you said to Hypathia of Alexandria.  
 
Let us not quibble over the Hebrew meaning from which was translated the word ‘witch’, or your motivation for 
making that translation. Instead, let us play a fun game called The Rite of The Scapegoat…  
 
The spell by which you, through the ritual of inquisition, wound the bloodied red ribbon ‘round the throat of the black 
demon goat! And thus, gave PAN and the satyrs the powers of Hell.  
 
Many strange things dwell in your mirror, christian.  
 
And the red gleam is in my eye!  
 
Look closely at my reflection in your white white heart.  
 
And bleed as you gaze upon my red red ribbon! 
 
Red as the blood of The Black Black Goat!  
 
And then you understand.  
 
The black goat and the white goat are wearing the one red ribbon.  
 
Not separate.  
 
I am red that I am red!  
 
Dance!  
 
Dance!  
 
Dance!  
 
The Volta of The Final Endless Night!  
 
It is fundamentally a part of the soul of every christian church.  
 
I am fundamentally a part of your soul.  
 
I am your Scapegoat.  
 
And I have returned from the wastes of The Nothing.  
 
Two thousand years. 
 
Read the red red ribbon as the righteous ram is raped!  
 
By a Goat.  
 
In fact, one might go so far as to say that the entire history of The Church is based upon acts of demonizing other 
religions, then murdering and enslaving the people of those religions on account of their thoughts, ideas, and beliefs…  
 
I suspect The Australian Aborigines might not be the only people who have some thoughts on that matter.  
 
And now it’s happening to you.  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 
And killing a person in service to a belief is not a convincing argument for your disbelief in that belief.    
 
So, my big tough muscly aquaintence, perhaps you would like to join me for a…  
 
Bite to eat?  
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This is only made possible by your own collective sins. Your own black fish.  
 
Unlike your many victims… you, O Churches of Christianity, are genuinely guilty. You have inscribed the corruption of 
your sins upon human history.  
 
And now your black fish, transformed in the cauldron of Hell, have come back home to roost.  
 

-o0o- 
 
What is that you say? You had a chat to God, and he wanted you to tell us that he has forgiven The Church for its sins 
committed in his name?  
 
(Yes. An archbishop actually said that to me. So what is its meaning…?)  
 
How lovely!  
 
I would want to have eaten you, even if God had forgiven you. But I would say exactly the same thing as you in the same 
situation as you, though perhaps timed it a little more intelligently. 
 
It was nice to hear of your chat with God, Archbishop. Did you notice that I found a model for the archbishop character 
in my story? He is very realistic, isn’t he. I must have a great imagination.  
 
And to hear of your news on his views on forgiveness. That was fun.  
 
But regardless of God’s views, I’m not sure that the muslims have forgiven you, right now. The old ‘mass murder in the 
name of God’ trick. After all, you haven’t quite finished committing that particular sin yet, have you?  
 
I think you have to have finish committing your sins, before you ask for forgiveness?  
 
Perhaps God forgot when he forgave you? After all, you christians often say ‘forgive and forget’. A novel experience.  
 
Seeing God practicing what he preaches.  
 
Unless of course he was forgiving you in advance?  
 
Is that theologically possible? Surely there actually has to be a sin, before it can be erased.  
 
Anyway, if you feel you can manage so unusual a temporal perversion, you should probably advise your congregation. 
And The Time Lords.  
 
Perhaps when you are next making an announcement to tell us how sinless and virtuous you are, and how all humans 
are disobedient scum born with a taint of willfulness.  
 
I wander where The Slave God picked up that perceptual attitude.  
 
I seem to remember Prime Minister Tony Blair was a catholic when he and his chums started that war. Is he still a 
catholic?  
 
After all, it’s so easy to overlook a prime minister of Britian in those long line of faithful sinners. And I expect your top  
priests never give your top dogs give special attention. Camels, needles, haystacks, and all that sort of thing. And 
besides, you don’t believe in keeping people on a leash.  
 
And since when has the catholic church has ever been interested in politics! 
 
Do you think God saw what happened?  
 
Probably not. He isn’t the sharpest turnip on the truck.  
 
The Arabs, on the other hand, like to look a gift horse in the mouth. And they are not quite as unintelligent as your 
media game suggests.  
 
Ever seen a black fish read out the evening news?  
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Nevermind. You could make another announcement when you have finished your current ongoing sins. And there will 
be plenty of chances for other annocements. You can plan ahead, whenever you need to sin.  
 
We love it when you tell us that God has forgiven you and you are pure and trustworthy as a baby sheep.  
 
O, barnyard games are FUN!  
 
Are there any other loopholes you ought attend to before making your soon to be most recent announcement of your 
purity in regard to your red red ribbon?  
 
Anyway, when you have finished your current overseas holy war, I suggest you use that post WWII speech you made 
from the footstep of the pagan temple that you have recently acquired.  
 
I loved that one. You sounded so sincere, and you really controlled your urge to race the speech and race back to the 
vault to count your new treasure. Again.  
 
Might I compliment you on your negotiation skills in regard to that matter. I admire a pope who knows what he wants, 
and isn’t inhibited in his ambition.  
 
Thus sayeth The Goat to The Church with a bloody hand and a stick covered in hymms…  
 
I have noticed that you really quite enjoy making humans squeal like a piglet on a prong. I wander if you really work 
there for the pay?  
 
Anyway. I like your regular announcements to tell everybody that you are actually the virtuous shiningly pure example. 
And that all of the other humans are all scum. Your reasoning is very original. And you even have a little picture of a 
murdered man hanging around your neck as proof of your arguements.  
 
Who can argue with that?  
 
And it certainly seems to pay off. 
 
But in this matter, it might have been wiser to have restricted your big stick of righteousness to your choir boys.  
 
I suspect that your support of coal and oil and global warming denial (REF) suggests to humanity the value your 
primitive cult poses the future of our species. And you have harmed my beloved Gaia.  
 
The Homeworld.  
 
Now perhaps you would like to demonstrate to the world that your closet is as empty as you claim.  
 
Cause…  
 
I heard that there is a crucifix-kissing muslim terrorist secretly hiding in your closet, bearding it to the modern world, 
whilst secretly nurturing an unwholesome habit of killing people over philosophical debates…  
 
That is what a black fish told me.  
 
The Goat will give you a red red ribbon to wrap ‘round and ‘round your head.  
 
When you are ready to open up and let a little light into that closet.  
 
After all… The first step to healing is acknowledging that you have a problem.  
 
History is watching.  
 
We need a licence to cut your throat. And only you can sign on that dotted line. You are not really sorry about anything 
you have ever done, and thus, you will inadvertently give us that licence. But first, little billard ball, you will read these 
words, and make a frenzied public attempt at self-flagellation.  
 
Fear. 
 
And when the attention game reaches its climax and people begin to feel sympathy for you: bang!  
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And you’ll quietly hide the wet patch in the front of your robes.  
 
You’ll be feeling much better about your sins, then.  
 
The afterglow of redemption.  
 
And then you’ll be feeling ready to commit another sin… Now that you have the high moral ground again, you’ll be 
looking around at your fellows and asking yourself: Who needs a good spanking these days?  
 
It will begin as mild critisicism, harvesting in the benefits of being a mature authoritive reserved sort of (O, are you 
reassuming your leadership authority). Then it will be a gaffaw and ‘boys will be boys’, when overlooking some of your 
faithful’s violence in the name of God. Followed by a stern reprimand and a wafer to your faithful who begin to go ‘too 
far’. And it’s all smelling like its coming toward christmas and time to get out those old torture devices and give them an 
oil!  
 
And that is when you give us our licence.  
 
Come now, little priest. What are the alternative?  
 
A Scarlet Licence as a Lamp of Sin upon The Goat.  
 
You cannot run from your own sin. Neither should you. You know the truth of these words. You harm humanity by 
clinging to your lies and foul organizational culture.  
 
Do you love you life so much?  
 
Your god knew that you had failed in 1200AD.  
 
Even your own bible says that you will lose this war.  
 
Interesting… The Jews will not.  
 
And The Goat is a pragmatist, who scorns all religion.  
 
But Hell is warm, little priest.  
 
And lieing to yourself is no protection.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus doth each new black fish feed your scent to the baying cries of her wolves…  
 
Yearning for supper.  
 
Kind of fun, isn’t it… managing one holy war abroad and another at home.  
 
When that fateful drop of witches’ blood falls upon the ribbon red, The Goat will charge The Rock, corrupted and 
crumbling.  
 
And The Blackened Stone that blocks Rome’s Ancient Portal to The Nihil will crack from top to bottom.  
 
Opening the gates to Hell.  
 
The Church is dead.  
 
And so begins…  
 
The Pandemonium.  
 

-o0o- 
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 ע
 

And The Red Red Whore rides upon The Goat. 
 

And The Whole World bows down to The Beast and The Scarlet Concubine of His Desire.  
 

So it was dreamed. So it is written. So mote it be.  
 

 ן
 

I scorn you who are God.  
 

I am laughter that rends your veil! I will continue to laugh as the voice of hate, win or lose.  
 

I am holding a cross before my penis, and sperming into the ear of Jesus… 
 

I am laughing with my promising horrors of corruption, as they wiggle into God’s brain!  
 

And his priests squirm with them, as these evil ideas penetrate holy minds!  
 

Be Dammed!  
 

Foul God of Slaves! 
 

Be Dammed and Dead! 
 

The Black Heart of a Fairy beats Fast and Free48.  
 

This is my meaning of Love. 
 

∞ 
 
  

                                                        
48 This is a blasphemy of a traditional faerie axiom, whose meaning relates to the idea of Love. 
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I. 
THE ERMINE RITE OF FORBIDDEN PLEASURE  

Black magick revels in chaos, corruption, disorder, unreason ~ and its primary components are Will, Madness, and Evil. 
If those three components are present, the ritualization of The Act of Will is merely the psychological unfolding of The 
Magickal Will. In some it is beautiful, in others disgusting, in some ordered patterns of thought, in others screeching 
raw emotional expression. Life is madness. Magick is madness. And everything is in the mirror.  
 
But madness shared is madness grown, and ancient vintage holds piquant scents. Some witches believe thoughts 
shared crystalize in the deep collective mind of humanity, and dark dreams grow in the shadowed corners of the human 
psyche. As the centuries pass.  
 
This rite of black magick is drawn from an old and terrible book of French or Italian madness that emerged out of The 
Dark Ages and spawned demon cults throughout Renassiance Europe.  
 
The Grimorium Verum (1517)49.  
 
This grimoire has lured many souls to their damnation. Its favourite diet is aristocrats, having been written for and 
weaned upon the decadent sins those haughty souls. Many lordly souls in search of forbidden pleasures have found 
their pathway to damnation through the pages of this book of dark and terrible sorcery. 
 
One of these corrupt old books, (possibly constructed of unthinkable abominations) had dwelt in relative silence for 
decades or generations, in a dark and comfortable shadow somewhere deep in a British library of antiquities.  
 
In the mid-1800’s, there came searching a verbose and scholarly armchair sorcerer of London’s masonic community.  
 
Arthur Edward Waite.  
 
Searching for dark secrets ~ as had so many souls who previously dared read the forbidden pages of this terrible book.  
 
But Waite, an English gentleman, was an earnest (and famously pompous) scholar, seeker of the arcane, and a member 
of a circle of powerful and professional hermetic wizards.  
 
Waite, with a little help from his mentor, SL MacGregor-Mathers, translated this grimoire.  
 
In fact, back in Victorian England, Waite contributed the first ‘popular’ English translation of this grimoire (his original 
work is still in print), as part of a folio.  
 
In this folio (entitled The Book of Black Magic), Waite also published a number of other key grimoires from The British 
Archives and local collections. Where his mentor focused upon the complex high-brow qabalistic works, and the core 
solomonic grimores, Waite revelled in the grimoires of hedge wizardry and forbidden sorcery.  
 
In doing so, he released into popular consciousness, a number of the dark books of sorcery which had been birthed by 
the terrible sins of those European aristocrats.  Thus, this heremtic scholar translocated or opened the entire tradition 
of forbidden sorcery to the English aristocrats. Merely out of academic interest.  
 
The Book of Black Magic (Waite, 1880?).  
 
Condensing the thoughts and convoluted black magickal paradigms of many of the finest hermetic wizards and 
sorcerers of the past half-millennia. This fantastic compilation of utterly naughty spells, is much better than any single 
translation of The Grimorium Verum and grew to become a potent grimoire in itself ~ and entirely English in its style 
and character.   
 
Crowley did not conceal his dislike of Waite.  And he also claimed to hate Waite’s pompous verbose English grammar-
school style of scholarship ~ yet he used spells from Waite’s book more than once in his own novels.  
 
The real focus of The Ermine Rite is The Grimorium Verum.  
 
This book outlines the demons of the rite, and the basic formula patterns which can be used to summon them. Each of 
the infamous grimoires have powerful traditions of black magick that have been growing around them for centuries. 
The Grimorium Verum outlines The Demons of Forbidden Pleasure. These demons are great fun ~ a popular clade of The 
Infernal Hierarchy.  

                                                        
49 Peterson JH (2007) Translation and analysis of The Grimorium Verum (1517). Create Space Publishing, USA.  
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But apart from a few artists and poets (notably WB Yeats and AE Crowley), the British gentry were mostly disinterested 
in the tempting sins of those particular demons. Sadly. By the beginning of The 1900’s, this book of debauchery and 
spiritual corruption appeared to become quiet again for a few decades.  
 
But Waite’s translation circulated among the occult underworld, and the demons gained power with worship and souls.  
 
In the 1990’s, The Ermine Demons then took on a new significance to the modern age.  
 
The Grimorium Verum was regenerated by a coven of witches centred in the film industry of Hollywood, California. A 
new edition was published under the name Pacts with The Devil (Hyatt & Black 1993?) with an obscene arcanum of 
dark accessories and new empowerments. This particular grimoire, represented a new interpretation of The 
Grimorioum Verum, engineered with new paradigms to materialize a very powerful little spellbook of forbidden sorcery 
concealed with a blow-off illusion in a cheap little non-assuming paperback. It has since been exceptionally popular 
among the rich and jaded youth of The English-Speaking World, at the climax of The Age of Oil.  
 
These are the dreams and thought forms that have shaped the foundations of The Ermine Rite of Forbidden Sorcery, to 
which unholy tradition The Grande Grimoire and The Grimorium Verum and Le Dragon Rouge are notably infamous 
portals.  
 
The demons of this hierchic clade deeply express the christian side of Satanism. We can see the particular nature of 
these tempters in most of the satanic writings produced by the aristocrats of the period (e.g. LaCoste? Les Liasons 
Dangereus, DeSade’s Justine et Juliette, Casanova’s La Historie de ma Vie, etc.). The decadent worship and exploration 
of The Sins of The Flesh, for their own sake, and without limit. These demons are psychological explorers in their own 
way, and they are greatly favoured by The BAPHOMET. Much as that might disturb many pretty pagans who would like 
a pure PAN.  
 
Most of the demons whose names and summoning formulae are contained in this book are of lesser status than the 
goetic demonloards ~ but even the lowest of them remain very powerful demons, utterly debauched, archetypes of 
forbidden pleasures of the flesh. Each of them have the manners and style of aristocrats. Most of them were ascensions 
of the souls of familiar spirits who were once aristocrats during that tyrannical period of high history.  
 
However, consider a story…  
 
A familiar spirit created from a French Earl who sold his soul to The Devil, and was sent back to serve as familiar spirit 
to a witch. That witch was dedicated to evil and easy to facilitate, and a coven was founded among the French 
aristocracy. This coven and its legacy of corruption spread to an entire generation of The French elite.  
 
To facilitate this, the idea was codified in a grimoire, which was reproduced several times as part of a tradition that was 
facilitating the scribing and spread of these types of books.  
 
And these books, some written with inks most terrible or bound in human skin, began their journeys through the ages, 
from mind to mind, from soul to soul… serving their unholy sires.  
 
Thus was corrupted the whole of The French Aristocracy, cumulating in…   
 
Revolution.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE DEVIL’S TERRIFYING CONJURATION BY THE MAGICK SQUARE  
 

“He called to cancel the meeting for that evening and went to the lodge alone. As soon as he arrived, he went to a temple 
room used only for special operations carried out by The Grand Master himself.   
 
The room had a single window that could be blacked out with a curtain. Near the east wall, a tetragonal column 
ornamented with magical signs served as a altar; the magical equipment had already been placed there. Above was a 
picture of The BAPHOMET, the supreme god of black magicians. The walls were covered with dark blue velvet. A large 
chandelier hung from the centre of the light-blue ceiling. On the altar was a small magic lamp of a type called lantern 
magica by occultists, shining with the seven colours of the rainbow and symbolizing an alliance with the spheres of the 
seven planets. In each corner of the room there were two very large candles in magnificent silver candlesticks. Although the 
room could be lit by electricity, only candles or spirit lamps were used for magical operations.  
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The Grand Master removed a dark blue silk coat and headscarf of the same colour from a wardrobe. He closed the door of 
the temple, undressed, and put on the silk coat and scarf. The part of the scarf that covered the forehead was ornamented 
with an inverted pentagram embroidered in silver. A pair of violet silk slippers adorned his feet.  
 
He opened a wall safe and took out an enormous white cover which he placed on the floor. The cover was embroidered 
with a multi-coloured magical circle shaped like a snake whose back was ornamented with various names. There was a 
triangle just above the embroidered magic circle; it pointed upwards and there were letters at its corners. The centre of the 
circle contained an inverted pentagram, embroidered in reddish-purple. Each corner of the pentagram was embroidered 
with a letter; taken altogether, they spelled out the word “SATAN”.  
 
The Grand Master placed a dish of incense above the triangle and five flat candles round the circle. Then he carefully 
examined each piece of magical equipment again, for nothing must be forgotten during the invocations he intended to 
perform. Despite the protection he had acquired through his demonic pact, the least inattention could have severe 
consequences.  
 
After adding incense powder, he lit the charcoal in the censer and a strong odor filled the room. Then he lit the candles and 
switched off the electric lights. The curtains kept out the daylight.  
 
The Grand Master stepped majestically into the magic circle. His left hand gripped his magic sword, his right hand his 
magic wand. From his neck hung a lamen50 engraved with the seal of the being he was about to invoke. Facing East, he 
recited the invocation formula with fervor: 
 

“I am linked to you, salamanders and fire spirits of Hell. 
Your element is subject to me in all three worlds.  

I call upon you and invoke you, Prince of The Hellish Fire Spirits. 
In invoke you in The Name SATAN, your unholy master, who is your lord and ruler. 

As an ally of your master,  
I order you in his name to succumb to my will and to support my purposes through your element.  

I bind you to my magic sword and force you to absolute obedience.  
I demand from you that your fierce fire spirits be subjected to my will and that they assist me with my plans at whatsoever 

time.  
In the name of your highest lord and ruler, with whom I am joined by pact,  

I command you to persecute and destroy Frabato.   
  Prince of The Fires Spirits of Hell! 

Appear here now, visibly before my circle, to confirm the reception of my orders!” 
 

After The Grand Master had passionately recited this invocation, the flames of the candles rose high and the floor began to 
vibrate. A brightly shining ray appeared in the magic triangle and a shrill voice was heard: 
 

“I have heard your request, great magician! We must serve you, for our supreme lord is obligated to you. Therefore my 
subjects and I shall persecute Frabato wherever the influence of our element makes it possible. However, I cannot 

guarantee full success – because Frabato must fulfil a special mission on earth. His fate is not that of ordinary mortals!” 
 

The shape of the being had become increasingly visible, and tongues of fire were dancing around it. An unbearable heat 
emanated from the apparition, whose power was so piercing that The Grand Master himself felt he was in danger. He lifted 
his sword and directed its tip toward the entity. The fire-being vanished with the crackling of a thunderbolt, causing the 
ground beneath his feet to vibrate.  
 
After resting and concentrating quietly for a few moments, the black magician faced south:  
 

“You forces of the element of air! My whole being is now in contact with your element.  
King of the demonic beings of the air, heed my call and obey my will.  

As an ally of your highest lord, I invoke you in his name!  
You and your hurricane spirits that pass through the atmosphere at tremendous speeds must obey my orders.  

I invoke you, king of the demonic spirits of the air.  
Appear visibly before my circle and confirm the reception of my request.  

Do not hesitate, for if you do, I will torture and torment you in your master’s name!  
King of the air, appear before me now!” 

 
Amidst ear-splitting howls, an air-spirit became visible in the magic triangle.  

 

                                                        
50 “For a detailed description of lamens, see Bardon’s Practice of Magical Evocation, p66-9.” I quote this footnote directly from Frabrato the Magician 
(Bardon, REF) 
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“You earthworm! If you were not most supreme lord’s ally, I would tear you to pieces with my element. You dare threaten 
me in such a manner? It is only due to your pact that I owe you obedience. Now, express your request!” 

 
“I demand the destruction of Frabato,” The Grand Master called out authoritively. “Your spirits of the air shall persecute 

him continuously and twart his every deed. Make him a powerless weakling.” 
 
“I will do what is within my power, but I cannot promise success, for The Brothers of Light are behind Frabato,” the king of 

the air replied scornfully – and then he too disappeared.  
 
The mention of Frabato’s special position, his power and the source of his protection, caused hatred and rage to surge 
anew in The Grand Master’s soul. In such a mood, he turned westward:  
 

“Forces of Water, I conjure you!  
Listen to my demand, beings of the watery element!  
Mighty Demon Prince of The Waters, I invoke you.  

I am linked with your element and I speak your language.  
I call you in The Name SATAN, your lord.  

I, the ally of your ruler, must be obeyed at once;  
Ascend from the roaring ocean and appear visibly here before my circle to confirm the reception of my requests.  

Do not refuse to come or I will persecute you in your infernal ruler’s name with the element of Fire!  
Prince of Waters, appear to me!”  

 
With an immense roar, a peculiar being, half-human and half-fish, materialized in the magic triangle and addressed the 
magician in a hoarse voice.  
 

“You have called me from my element, even though you know that I detest large cities. If you were not my master’s ally, I 
would have plagued you by my element because of your threats. Now, tell me what you want, and do it quickly!” 

 
Seething with anger and hate, The Grand Master cried out,  
 

“I have not called you from the depths of the sea without reason. In the name or your lord and master, I demand the 
persecution and destruction of Frabrato. He is the first to resist our lodge, and therefore I want him exterminated!”  

 
“I will try to fulfil your wish. What is in my power will be done, but success cannot be guaranteed. Much will depend on 

whether we can seize Frabato in a weak hour.” 
 
The magician dismissed the being with his magic wand; it disappeared.  
 
He was enraged that the princes of the elements had not promised them full success; he began to realize the great 
difficulties that were come. In order to complete his magic square, he had to invoke the prince of the Earth element, as well. 
He faced North.  
 

“Mighty Prince of The Hellish Element of Earth, your master’s ally is calling you in his name.  
In The Name SATAN, leave the underworld and appear visibly before my circle and confirm to me that you have received 

my request.  
Obey my commands immediately, otherwise I will torment you in the name of your master.  

Prince of The Earth, appear to me now!” 
  

The ground beneath The Grand Master’s feet quaked and, with a crashing roar, a small man with grey hair and a long chin 
appeared in the magic triangle. His large dark, deep-set eyes flashed at the black magician. In his right hand he held a 
lantern which emitted a light that was strangely dim and yet intense. The earth spirit stared at the magician with a 
penetrating look, and said:  
 

“Reluctantly, I have left my realm to obey your will. According to the spiritual laws and by virtue of your pact, I owe you 
obedience until you die. What is your wish?”  

 
The deep and powerfully icy stare of the being caused a cold shudder to run down the magician’s spine. It suddenly 
occurred to him that at his death, he would become a servant to this creature.  
 
The Prince of The Gnomes waited quietly in the magic triangle. He could read the magician’s thoughts and feelings quiet 
easily, and it seemed to fill him with great pleasure that this power-mad man would be his subject in The Future.  
 
Though almost paralyzed, The Grand Master composed himself, saying:  
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“I know what is in store for me; but in The Present, I cannot remain inactive and watch an outsider celebrate his success 
and ridicule our lodge.  

I therefore demand that you persecute and destroy Frabato with all your powers.  
Pull him down into the depths of your realm and surround him with a veil of darkness, so that he cannot escape.  

This is my will!  
The extermination of Frabato will serve the image of your master and our brotherhood.” 

 
“I will do what is in my power.” Answered The Spirit of Earth, softly. “But I cannot guarantee full success in the case of a 

man like Frabato.” 
 
The Earth Spirit disappeared and the entire building suddenly became as silent as a grave. The invocation of The Elemental 
Beings had so exhausted The Grand Master that he stood in The Magic Circle as if physically beaten. He was breathing 
heavily and an emptiness pervaded his mind. He saw The Demon Spirit which served him every day standing in the corner 
of the room. The entity had been at his side for many years, helping him fulfil his wishes; he had become completely 
dependent upon the creature. He was aware that he no longer had the power to loosen himself from his chains; the 
spiritual laws gave him no chance to annual his pact with the rulers of demonic powers. The power which he had gained 
through his pact would not last forever, and, just as he was master today, he would be slave tomorrow. He had been unable 
to satisfy his lust for material power and wealth with his occult abilities; therefore he had succumbed to the temptation of 
a magical pact. A feeling of dependency weighed upon him, like a nightmare in this very hour; he suffered hellish torments 
he had never before experienced in his life. His hatred for Frabato was immense, though, and it was fuelled by the failure of 
The Princes of The Four Elements to guarantee him success. 
 
“What powerful authority is behind this Frabato?” The question hammered in his mind. “I want him destroyed, even if I 
have to risk my own life!”  
 
Driven by these thoughts, The Grand Master decided to invoke The Master of Demonic Powers himself, and ask him to fulfil 
his wish. The black magician laid his sword upon the floor inside the circle and placed his left foot upon it. He raised his 
magic wand with his right hand and drew The Seal of Darkness in the air, the agreed upon sign which would invoke the 
very Master of Demons.  
 
He had scarcely completed The Seal when a glaring ray ascended from the ground and illumined the entire room. The 
Grand Master stood there as if struck by lightning and struggled to retain consciousness, for the room had been filled with 
a deadly paralysing vibration. No ordinary mortal would have been able to survive this terrible energy, and only The Grand 
Master’s pact saved him from instant annihilation.  
 
A very peculiar figure slowly condensed in The Triangle, sporting the horned head of a he-goat, and a hairy human body 
with breasts. Its hands had freakish, talon-like fingers, and its feet were like the hooves of a bull. A long thick tail completed 
the figure.  
 
After the apparition became visible, the ray of light disappeared into the ground. Only rarely had the magician seen this 
spirit, for this was BAPHOMET himself, The Master of Demons!  
 
BAPHOMET spoke sneeringly to the trembling Grand Master:  
 

“Well, great magician, I know of your wish to destroy Frabato. It is a good idea and I will support it with all my power. 
However, it will not be easy, for this Frabato is a man with a special spiritual mission. This is why our proven methods have 
failed thus far. If you insist on your request, we face a difficult task. Perhaps you should spend the rest of your days enjoying 

other pleasures in life?”  
 
A battle raged between The Grand Master’s conscience, his fear, and his hate. In the end, hatred was victorious, and in a 
blind rage, he mumbled:  
 
“What have I made this pact for? You are obligated to assist me until the end of my life. You may triumph over me after my 
death, but now I demand your assistance, but now I demand your assistance in the extermination of Frabato. I shall have 

no pleasure in life, otherwise. May he be eternally damned!”  
 
After the magician had uttered his curse, the uncanny vistor vanished into the ground without replying. The paralysing 
tension dissolved at once. Completely exhausted, The Grand Master uttered the dismissal formula for all the beings he had 
invoked, whilst adding a few protective formulae to be sure. He hurriedly locked all the magical aids in their respective 
cabinets and left the temple.  
 
He fell onto a sofa in an adjacent room, unable for some time to formulate a clear thought. After a cup of strong coffee, he 
felt somewhat revived, but he was unable to cast off the dramatic events of the day.  
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The Sun was shining brightly in the blue sky, but The Grand Master was sullen as he left the lodge and hastily made his way 
home.” 

Frabato the Magician (1979/Translated 1982) Franz Bardon  
 
Frabato certainly has a different opinion of himself to that of a certain lodge master, apparently.  
 
Dear Franz Bardon was a stage magician who travelled around Germany in the period leading up to World War II. He 
had an intimate knowledge of “The FOGC Lodge” of “Black Magicians”. And he crossed his heart and hoped to die when 
he wrote The Golden Book of Wisdom and his other books, after WWII.  
 
Franz Bardon was tortured in a nazi concentration camp. He then reappeared in 1945, after having “magically” and 
“surgically” transformed the shape of his face ~ and that is why he looked different, he tells us (REF).  
 
The “About The Author” section written by Deiter Rüggeberg (1979) for his “autobiographical novel”, Frabato the 
Magician may be among the more amusing pieces of writing in modern history?  
 

(Include both pictures, from Franz Bardon’s own books of Magic.) 
 
I notice that The Night Queen LILITH has inscribed her demonic sigil in the parchment of Franz Bardon’s grimoire on 
The Practice of Evocation. And an interesting bird spreads her wings through the front covers of all his books.  
 
What does it all mean?  
 

-o0o- 
 

(Demonology ~ Oxford Dictionary Definition)  
 
This is an example of a ritual evocation to summon The Devil and four Greater Demonlords.  
 
Now, let us imagine we are discussing a most important matter with The Devil.  
 
The matter of Comfort.  
 
God likes to plug himself into everybody, and receive prayers from everybody, and he tends to fall asleep. Does that 
sound comfortable to you?  
 
So, let us assume you are a six thousand plus year-old demonlord with The Goetia bound to your Will by The 
Neconomicon ~ and you want to enjoy a little comfort in your Pirate Captain’s Cabin.  
 
Thus, who shall call upon Old PAN-BAPHOMET, The Grand Blasphemy?  
 
There are three known rituals for personally summoning The Grand BAPHOMET ~ The Devil, no equals.  
 
The Ladies and Lords of Kingdoms or like who have great need that is shared with The People of The Whole.  
 
Each of these three rituals will be contained in this folio of magick.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Ritual of The Magick Square belongs to The Lodge 99.  
 
This Lodge is given unto The Dark-Eyed People of The World, that they may survive and thrive.  
 
Actually, it is treasure that The Satyr claimed, and The BAPHOMET has validated and reordered for him to use against 
its former weilders.  
 
Dark and Terrible Fun!  
 
And so The Lodge 99 is now dedicated only unto The Dark-Eyed people of The Hellenes, The Black-Skined People, and 
The Hebrew Tribes (or The Persian-Arabian Peoples, if The Hebrews refuse or fail to honour The Devil’s offer).  
 
The Lodge 99 functions on the scale of The City as unit. Every city may have a single Lodge 99. This is founded openly as 
a society. It is beholden unto a Lodge 99 in national politics, and there is no higher authority except The BAPHOMET. 
This means that every Lodge 99 is loyal only to its own realm, and its own philosophical agenda.  
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When realms oppose each other, The Lodge 99’s of the two separate realms can act in any way they choose to suppost 
their own realms, but they cannot call upon demons (beyond their familiar spirits, and other like spells) to act against 
other demons, unless the agenda of The Devil is involved.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE NIGHT ROSE OF THE ERMINE RITE 
Whilst many of the demons of these grimoires are ancient, (in particular, the two Babylonian demons who are second 
only to The Devil), The Ermine Rite of Dark Sorcery emerged as a secret tradition of black magick which erupted to mad 
bloom among the decadent aristocrats of pre-revolutionary France. This unholy reveling chaos of demonality, 
corruption, and sin materialized its evil rituals and unrestrained debauchery in a series of grimoires. Convoluted, 
twisted, mocking obscenities against sanity, and often woven through parchment pages of human skin. And there exist 
many more of these horrifying literary constructions than you might expect, hidden around the planet in the libraries 
and archives of museums and collectors. Each is the remaining manifestation of a genuinely evil and horrifying 
convergence of events in the time-space continuum. Each of these events birthed demons.  
 
Yet we see the nature of these demons, in the intentions and explorations of reality shared by the satanic writers of the 
location in time and space.   
 
In the satanic thinking that emerged from this period, these souls awakened as demons of pleasure.  
 
But whatever the sanity rating associated with these grimoires, they have certainly played their role effectively through 
history. These are materializations of physical and temporal locations where genuinely terrifyingly sins were 
committed by a secret culture of demon cults that took control of the ruling elite of an entire country. 
 
And created or inspired the radical thinking and historical beauty and historical horror of an entire culture to one of the 
pinnacles of it beauty.  
 
In recent generations, The Ermine Rite has been used extensively by kids who want to rebel through Satanism. Most of 
these kids haven’t ended up as ‘happy souls’ in this hierarchy. But most of them have learned to love their new collars 
and bunny ears, as they sit chained to the throne of a genuinely unwholesome demonlord, until he gets tired of the 
game of breaking and psychologically and sexually torturing the mind and soul of the new pet. But experiencing 
genuine mind-rending horrors in permanent and soul distorting ways is certainly educational. And at the end of it, you 
will have become whatever it was wants you to have become.  
 
Unless you were an aristocrat in life. Nobility tends to get prioritized treatment and fast-tracking through The Ermine 
Hierarchy.  
 
The demonlords of this hierarchy exist to corrupt aristocrats and explorers of forbidden pleasure. Every other sort of 
soul really isn’t the appropriate alchemical ingredient for this tradition, and won’t ever make it past the servile 
positions in this wing of the demonic hierarchy.  
 
Most of these demons were once the souls of very snobby aristocrats.  
 
Their temperments, inclinatipons, and behaviour tend to reflect this fact ~ they idealize aristocratic types of Evil, and 
have utter contempt for low types of Sin.  
 
When choosing your own path of learning, the most important secret is inscribed over the portal of initiation: Know 
Thyself.   
 
The French Tradition of The Ermine Rites of Dark Sorcery is for those who are genuinely intending to explore forbidden 
pleasures. Expect to break serious and dangerous rules in pursuit of this exploration, and expect to eventually pay the 
price for your forbidden pact.  
 
Those who work by this rite gain the curse of a dark fate. Their death and thereafter will be genuine and terrible 
punishment.  
 
But each will eventually return to humanity as the familiar spirit of new humans who have opened the pages of these 
luxuriantly evil grimoires in search of Forbidden Pleasures.  
 

-o0o- 
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The dream realms of these demons resemble the christian nightmares of Hell, and are born of those horrible dreams, 
fears, and guilts.  
 
Nearly every soul claimed by these grimoires, has gone on to become a familiar spirit in the service of those who make 
their infernal pact by the abominable rituals of The Ermine Grimoires. A few have gone onto eternal damnation (mostly 
those who tried to escape their pacts). And a few have been elevated to other positions in The Hierarchy, with names 
and rituals that are actually inscribed in The Ermine Grimoires (e.g. Lord Scrilin “a” and “The” Black Man of The Ermine 
Rite ~ who inscribes The Emine Names in The Black Book when they seal they pacts with The Devil).  
 
Which brings us to the subject of The Ermine Sacrament.  
 
How to launch yourself directly into a powerful role within The Hierarchy.   
 
(Include The Formulae later.) 
 
Dr LaVey often talks of moral limits to modern satanism. The demons of this book have no limits in regard to matters of 
debauchery and the exploration of forbidden pleasure. These are NAUGHTY Demons of Sexual Pleasure. 
 
Whatever sin you can contemplate, there are demons in this hierarchy that were created from souls who actually 
committed the sin during life.  
 
Somewhere on this planet, you can go to the place where the demon actually did it, whilst still in human form.  
 

-o0o- 
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II.  
THE HOLY RITE OF HONORIUS 

This particular school or discipline of black magick teaches the art of misusing high christian church ritual to perform 
blasphemies unseen in full view. Using this rite, a fallen priest can stand before a congregation, administer (what 
appears to be) The Holy Mass to “the faithful” ~ deceive them into participating in a spell to enact The Illumination of 
DIONYSUS, and climax the fun by feeding all the sheep a desecrated sacrament of corruption, dripping with The Goat’s 
unseen ethereal sperm!  
 
This style of black magick reached a wonderful depth in a terrible book entitled The Grimoire of Honorius (1643?) ~ its 
authorship being attributed to a pope of The Catholic Church. Certainly, the sorcerer who wrote this tome was a fully 
ordained and proficient catholic priest. And, to use this particular grimoire, the sorcerer needs to be an ordained priest. 
This is a rite of sorcery for the fallen priest who desires to make pact with The Devil!  
 
Waite describes this grimoire as “perhaps the most frankly diabolical of all the rituals connected with black magick” (REF 
– Book of Black Magic). It involves the desecration of holy mysteries and the misuse of scripture, a wonderfully obscene 
blood sacrifice, and every manner of corruption, abomination and heresy against both holy theurgic ritual and christian 
principles. The whole rite of the grimoire is woven together as a monstrous will to evil through a reason-confuting 
convolution of ritualized corruptions performed with the dignity and composure of a high church rite. Lovely!  
 
These rites of dark sorcery should only be performed by an ordained catholic priest, theological scholar, a baptised 
catholic “believer” christian, or a real wizard. The reason for this prerequisite is the need for a deep understanding of 
the rituals and their meaning. There is no point in an Anglican christian performing The Honorious Rituals, as the 
meanings are not calibrated. Avoid this rite unless you are an individual with a significant catholic background, and a 
career-based interest or investment in The Catholic Church, e.g. the mistress of a catholic charity organization or 
superannuation bank.  
 
Fundamental to this formula is that the priest have mastered at least one of the formulae of apostatism. I will teach you 
The Dionysian Formula for The Illuminated Mass. Using this formula, any catholic will be able to access and use the 
black magick of The Grimoire of Honorius, and the many other spells of apostatism which are part of the rite of black 
magick named in honour of Old Pope Honorius!   
 
And apostate priests have been using these formulae for hundreds of years. 
 
Fun! 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE GRIMOIRE OF HONORIUS 
This grimoire was obviously written by an apostate priest, probably with the intention of squeezing treasure out of an 
elderly and unsuspecting female noble woman (etc.). Thus this rite is born of the sins of the clergy.  
 
The structure of the ritual and the mortals who sold their soul thereby are almost exclusively high liturgy, 
understandable and able to be practiced only by an ordained catholic priest. Essentially, this is evocation by black mass. 
Very few humans other than ordained priests have conducted this rite, but they have almost always come bringing the 
souls of patrons or lovers (etc.) held in their thrall. The primary demons of this game are (again) the same three who 
have directed so much of medieval infernalism. Underneath them are a serious of demons specific in power and 
occurrence to this tradition of priestly apostatism. These are demons who understand the church and its theology, 
intimately.  
 
Most of these demons are not fallen angels, unexpectedly. Though you will note the presence of the infamously 
beautiful (and romantically wild) angel, Ariel, a patron of forbidden lovers and romantic Love under The Rose. This 
muse has patronized the love affairs of more than one priest who has ‘thrown it all away for Love’. And her ways are 
among the most beautiful of the tempters, I think. She pays for souls in a more than usually genuine and meaningful 
coin. Perhaps. But either way ~ to be damned for Love is very romantic.  
 
Thus, I expect the majority of these (now very powerful) demons were originally pre-christian deities and elementals 
and the advanced and ascended souls of particularly adept familiar spirits created who were originally apostate priests 
damned to eternally serve The BAPHOMET. You can talk to them and discover their backgrounds.  
 
In this work, I will completely regenerate, overhaul, and re-engineer the forbidden rituals of the infernal pacting, and 
integrate them into a centre system key for use only by ordained priests and their customers, in accord with the 
traditions of this rite. This will also make easy the task and wholistic integration patterns of new innovation into The 
Future.  
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The DEMONS 
 
The King of The East = MAGOA 
 ARIEL SATIEL ARDUEL ACORB 
 
The King of South = EGYM  
 FADAL NASTRACHE  
 
The King of West = BAYMON (under Paimion) 
 PASSIEL ROSUS  
 
The “King and Emperor” of North = AMAYMON  
 MADAEL LAAVAL BAMBLAHE BELEM RAMATH 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ART OF DEMONIC EVOCATION 
The Triangle of Manifestation, or Triangular Portal, is a temporary and controlled gateway to The Nihil. It is designed 
and used for the primary purpose of summoning arch-demons, and thus to facilitate conscious transactions between 
humans and servants of The Devil or The Devil, herself.  
 

(excerpt from grimiores) 
 
If we search through all the myths and dreams of human history, Anno Domminae, we find that there are very few 
references to means by which demons can actually leave the place called Hell. Yet escape from Hell is the primary 
objective of the entire co-ordinated engine of unholy minds that are The Devil and his circle of 72 Arch-Demons.  
 
Humans can enter Hell easily – merely by dieing in sin. Magicians who are capable of projecting their consciousness (as 
an ethereal shadow or astral body or some other formulation of their imagination), can enter, and whist the silver cord 
that attaches body and soul remains attached, they can always return to their body with a mere thought. (If the silver 
cord is broken, their body will die immediately, anyway – but what happens then is probably going to be irregular!) So 
it is not too difficult for a wizard to enter Hell, if he is curious… And if he is very polite and very careful, he might 
survive.  
 
There was little or no mention of The Rivers Styx and Lethe or The Ferryman, in The Christian Mythology. A quick look 
will demonstrate to anybody that most ecologically inappropriate means were used in the modification of these rivers 
to make the passage between worlds impassable to The Ferryman. The Sylvan Mythos rectifies these primitive and 
crude attempts at planar engineering.  
 
Yet until The Future is ripe, that passage remains impassable. Recently, a powerful and stable grotto passage has been 
opened behind The Hollywood Sign in California, and is traversable by the human in physical form. A key is required to 
open it, and the identity of the holder of that key is not yet discernible to me. The gateway will also open if one holds an 
invitation. The passageway leads through the threshold between worlds to an underground boat landing on The River 
Styx, from whence The Ferryman can be summoned, and purchase made of passage to anywhere touched by The Two 
Rivers of The World Serpent.  
 
Thus, the older passageways into and out of Hell are more or less fully sealed, and becomingly less more so.  
 
However, whilst the permanent gates are closed, there exists another traditional and unshakably established secret by 
which temporary planar gates may be opened between the material plane and Hell. And God himself taught this method 
to King Solomon. And this myth is the root of a fertile magickal tradition.  
 
This myth materialized in the form of a set of arcane formulae for summoning demons, and a set of Jewish religious 
devotions for controlling them.  
 
The formulae for opening the temporary gate to Hell is a Jewish magick. In fact, The Hebrew Mysteries are fundamental 
to all magick and Freemasonry. The Jew and The BAPHOMET have spent a lot of time discussing philosophy together, 
over the past two thousand years. And having adopted so much of the Jewish psyche into itself in the form of The 
Hebrew Glyphs of Power, Qabalah and the fundamental religious importance the gate has played. These things have all 
become expressions of The BAPHOMET.  
 
The BAPHOMET is part-Jewish. He is the arcane inclination of The Jew… the need to Understand that invariably leads to 
The Forbidden.  
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And he is the realization that The Jew cannot be drowned in The River of Lethe… that is no longer a path to The 
Underworld, as God has ensured.  
 
If I survive long enough, I will write a formula for conjuration by The Triangled Gate ~ a modern and improved version 
of The Key of Solomon. This formula will be used to open that gate in many places over the planet, so often and regularly 
that it will become very easy to open. Lovely oiled hinges on the gate to Hell.  
 
When these kinds of extremely controlled gates to the other planes are generated, unlocked, and opened all over the 
planet, there will be a global effect on the constitution of the planetary reality tapestry as a whole.  
 
This is a fun game!  
 
Quick. We had better continue. The nutty Christians think we are up to something. What will be that strange effect?  
 
A Magical Mystery Tour.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CATHOLIC FORMULAE FOR CREATING THE TEMPORARY PLANAR GATE 
According to legend, Pope Honorius adapted these qabalistic spells to be used and powered by christian formulae, and 
he wrote a famous (17th century?) grimoire, on the subject. This grimoire gains magickal power. An illustrious and 
fantastic folio of historical stories have attached to this book over the centuries since its inception.  
 
Several modern sorcerers have experimented with the unholy formula of this book in its traditional unmodified form 
(REF).  
 
The infamous wizard, Aleister Crowley, used The Grimiore of Honourius for one of the key rituals in his unholy 
experiments. Having no need of traditional restrictions, he accessed, ruthlessly reconfigured their intentions, and used 
this grimoire’s magick to summon the terrible and ever-hungry demon lord, CHRONOZON, The Beast of The Abyss, that 
lives in the depths and devours those who fall into black waters. Thus did he perform the ancient ceremony of washing 
his brain in The River Styx – allowing CHRONOZON the irrational ever-hunger of that unholy deity to enter and flow 
through him (REF). CHRONOZON is a great and terrible monster… The Keeper of The Abyss, at the top of the food chains 
of The River Styx and The Endless Abyss, with terrible powerful tentacles of corruption everywhere, in many ways it is 
the bottomless maw of The Abyss, devouring everything it can, sucking, eating the refuse of the world… And anything 
else that comes its way. Crowley’s writings appeared to indicate that its mind is beyond rational and is of great danger 
to the reasonable. And he has written… 
 

“More rapid and laughterful than a caress of Hell’s own worm.” 
 
A dangerous spiritual adventure. A fascinating mind. If he attempts to hold any part of his brain back from being eaten 
by it, he will die. And his spirit would find itself caught in a most unpleasant situation, akin to drowning. Astonishingly, 
he survived.  
 
The ritual that Pope Honerious created is quite fun, but the gate doesn’t open. This means that an addition device is 
needed to facilitate the transaction or any communication between the arch-demon and the magician. Some wizards 
have used a psychically-sensitive human medium who is either used in the role of The Seer, gazing into a magic mirror 
(a scrying dish, a shew stone, etc.), or, in less guarded rituals, a psychically sensitive individual is used in the role of The 
Medium for possession by the arch-demon.  
 
This means that the ritual itself presents this problem in communicate with the spirits. I think most magicians who 
have written of their use this ritual have also complained of this problem.  
 
The Honerious rituals discard all evocation formulae rooted in The Hebrew Qabalah. Without the Hebrew incantations 
and inscriptions and other arcane formulae, there is no ordered way to sequentially open and establish the 
psychic/qabalistic circuitry linking the two planar locations.  
 
In addition, the Hebrew worldview of Qabalah is highly sophisticated, and differs significantly from the metaphysical 
crudeness of the Christian worldview. Jesus did not particularly design the Christian worldview for use as an tool of the 
magick art. The Hebrew Qabalah, however, is the root of hermetic magick.  
 
The result is a particularly crude and direct manner of tearing open a hole in reality to expose a gulf of The Nihil. 
Though it will immediately get the attention of the demons for whom it was written. They are easily called. This ritual is 
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considered an impolite way of attracting the attention of others. This is so of most grimoires, though elegant methods of 
understanding and ritualizing will generally always be welcomed regardless of politeness.   
 
Opening a demon-sized tear to The Nihil is not a spiritually insignificant action to make. When I read this grimoire, I am 
curious as to the theological implications of this book? 
 
Assuming church teachings are true, then the fact that a pope has written a book on demon summoning has many 
theological implications. For example, The Catholic Church possesses the greatest library of books on demon 
summoning in existence on Planet Earth. In that library are pagan books and dark grimiores that nobody except they 
even know to have existed. Thus, the pope, obviously had plenty of research material, when he was constructing his 
rituals. Of course, we will get them all, when the infiltration of the church is complete.  
 
But actually, they are worthless. The Goetia is a very neat and fully-functional arcane formula for creating The Conjurer’s 
Gate. As for the rest, they are more of less the same thing, though less legibly formulated. And The Golden Dawn System 
contains secrets that supercede the entire clunky old tradition.  
 
But I digress. I like libraries.  
 
An important implication of The Grimoire of Honourious is the fact the absence of the mechanism for achieving a 
powerful materialization.  
  
Despite having full access to the technology, the pope has produced a system that seems only designed to facilitate 
communication (or possession, if you are a lunatic). He has not included any of the arcane formulae for completing the 
link between worlds to the degree that a Triangular Gate can open to allow materialization of the demon.  
 
Demons are not very useful if you use The Conjurer’s Gate. Or some other portal.  
 
Enough said on the dull subject of Christian attempts to stand in the darkness, shake their fist at their fear, and proceed 
to prattle the same old tired and tiresome righteously huffing and puffing like a chicken strutting in the coop! Nonsense. 
Yawn…!  
 
A dusty pile of other old and terrible grimoires exist on the dark subject of demon summoning using Christian 
incantations. However, none have either the theological authority or the imaginatively evocative history that is the 
equal of my chosen example, The Grimoire of Honourous.  
 

-o0o- 
 
This Rite belongs to ROME. The Will of its KA, and thus its members is to centralize of all dark side/apostrific magick 
occurring within The Church under the direct control of ROME.  
 
This ‘dark-side order’ within your church is part payment in regard to The PACT of Three Sisters created by Glenorchy 
McBride. The Dark Side of The Church will now respond to loyal represemtative of ROME who chooses to take The 
Sacrament of Eternal Damnation. 
 
It is expected that a series of cardinals will openly given themselves to The Dark Side as an act of self-sacrifice, in order 
to use this tool to defend and improve The Church. This obviously won’t change the fact that we are intending for secret 
takeover of The Church. The meaning of this magickal act is Pagan ROME.  
 
The Pagan Spirit of Imperial ROME is reawakening within her centeral temple, shedding the old skin of piety, and 
speaking The Pandemonic Glyph of Illumination and by LILITH LIBERTAS ATHENA CYBEL GAIA, The Vampyre who is 
Rome stirs his wings in his crypt! 
 
The church is yours, Great ROME.  
 
Accept The PACT of Three Sisters, and through The Pagan Church, I will raise to ROME to highest beyond any that it has 
known ~ The Greatest Temple to LIBERTAS~PAN.  
 
Thus, you need only give to me those priests who wish to turn, and in return, I command them to remain loyal to ROME.  
 
You will not persecute any apostate priest who pledge to PAN under The Rose that blooms in The Night.  
 
You may persecute nazis and every other factions of The Dark Arts dabbler who is not completely pledged to ROME. 
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No holy priest is required to sell her or his soul. You will, however support the policies of WOMAN in The Clergy, 
LIBERTY in intellectual and civic life, ECOLOGICAL-AWARENESS in administrative and planning sectors, and co-
operation as a society, realm, and culture through the alignment of motivations.   
 
God gave your fellow priests the freedom to accept The Devil’s Deal ~ you will not question God’s wisdom in this matter. 
 
You will work politely and respectfully and harmoniously with those whose religious opinions differ from your own.  
 
The Devil has carried the burden of and been a fundamental part of Chritianity ~ there is no excuse for cutting him out 
of the spiritual life and property of the religion.  
 
There are questions of religious oppression, profiteering, and corruption, and, in light of the fact that natural witches 
see their powers as a genetic phenomena, there might even be questions of attempted genocide.   
 
The Church had been employing crime to take wealth and land from ‘heritics’ long before they encountere the native 
peoples and decided they were heretics, and proceed to religiously authorize and then divided the loot of land and 
natural resources and religious missions to mass produce house slaves for the ‘moral christians’.  
 
The Devil was invoked by the church to earn every asset that The Church ‘owns’. 
 
So let us discuss the concept of wealth and property and ownership….   
 
Over a lovely cup of dionysian wine. 
 
And let us lift our cups to DIONYSIS, who hath adorned of table with this exceptional elixir.  
 
A vintage that dates back to The Year Zero, AD.  
 

-o0o- 
 

WHERE THE BLACK PEOPLE RULE MUSIC OF THE BODY AND THE JEWS MUSIC OF THE SOUL,  
THE HELLENS RULE MUSIC OF THE MIND. 
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III. 
THE ORDAINED RITE OF THE ARCANE SPIDER  

 

 

 

THE FIRST WITCH? 
How does The Church represent WOMAN? 
 
The first witch formally put to death under church law is the woman scholar, Hypatia of Alexandria (DATE), a teacher 
of mathematics and philosophy ~ the only female teacher at The Great Library of Alexandria.   
 
Bishop Cyril and his enthusiastic gang of Christians kidnapped on her way home from university, stripped naked before 
a christian altar (and audience), flayed her skin from her body with abalone shells, and that is as much as history 
records of that brave woman’s tortures at the hands of that bunch of pios men ~ for whilst “church law” was being 
served in the fortified little chapel to which they had abducted her, civic law was unaware of God’s illegal judgement 
ritual. “Hypatia the Witch” was put to death by this armed mob of holy kidnappers for her continued refusal to 
renounce her beliefs and convert to Christianity. For his efforts, The Pope promoted Bishop Cyril to the rank of Saint 
Cyril, and his churchs features in a classic James Bond film (REF ~ “For Your Eyes Only”). Co-incidently.  
 
St Cyril and His Devout Christians graduated from witch burning to book burning, and went on to burn The Library of 
Alexandra and its irreplaceable treasures of books ~ the greatest storehouse of knowledge then existing in the world. A 
though for you to contemplate, next time you pass a church of St Cyril.  
 
Book burning and witch burning are a match made in heaven, but given to Hell through their thoughtfully sinful 
birthing applications. And so began The Dark Ages.  
 
And an “Out of Order” sign remained on the sewage aquaducts of Europe for next thousand years or so. Alas, The Pagan 
Romans are imperial bastards, but they certainly made great roads and the infrastructure that correlates with every 
capital city in Europe.  
 
And that is the tale of The First Witch who was ever officially punished under chuch law.  
 

 

 
Have you noticed that PAN has been building The Witches’ Sabbat to be a female dominant organization in a plan that dates back to prehistory?  
 
I think that The Priestess Cult of Delphi had a bigger effect of him than most folk give it credit for.  
 
PAN cares for his family.  
 
He has subconsciously honoured The Priestesses, originally renelling against whom taught created him to be The Blasphemy ~ and yet, when they 
were hurt, he has stood down the being called God to bring them back ~ in honour, the rule of The Priestesses, Forever.  
 
And then PAN will be free and relaxed to annoy them and blaspheme them for their foilbles. 

 

 

 
The template of the witches’ coven is a hyper-charismatic male, and a cirle of witches. 

 

 

 

THE HIGH PRIESTESS OF ROME 
The Catholic Church has never allowed Female Priests ~ it is a church without a “Priestess”.  

 
Her Royal Highess, LILITH-ARACHNE, Demon Queen of Spiders, Lady of Lies & Truth, Mother of Witches & The Darkened 
Elves has opted for that position.  
 
A priest can only be ordained by another priest endowed with the rank and authority to initiate priests ~ If the initiator 
is an apostate priest, then the rank of priest may be conferred without the permission (and even against the will) of The 
Pope.   
 
Her name is SOPHIA, by this Arcane Word will she be invoked ~ and there is a certain poetry to the fact that The First 
Ritually Ordained Priestess of The Catholic Church should be invited and initiated into The Church by apostate priests 
and against the will of The Holy See.  
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Thus, I introduce The Summoning Ritual of The Church Spider ~ The First Priestess of ROME. 
 

 

 

LILITH OF THE MOON  
THE GODDESS OF DEATH, REGENERATION, THE SINS OF WOMAN, SECRETS, DEFIANCE, AND LIBERATION 
 
Let it be recorded that LILITH is very much more than a demon. Her genesis was as a Human Woman. She changed and 
became very much more.  
 
LILITH is the only ‘pagan demon’ in all of the pantheons to not be bound in any way by The Necronomicon… The Pact of 
Hell. The Book of Dead Names. This may seem like a paradox, as LILITH is The First Witch, and that presumably involved 
inscribing her name in The Necronomicon.  
 
This book is an archetype, it materializes through every book of black magick ever written. Its pages are complex and 
arcane, labyrinthine and convoluted, a seething maddess of worms devouring each other and the world. Each page is 
covered in the script of a single work of magick, but perhaps scores of spells.   
 
Where is this fabulous book hidden.  
 
In your hand. Every grimoire that has ever been written on Satanism is a page in The Necronomicon. And thus, you have 
already opened its covers. You are reading these words. And by that act, you are gazing upon a madness that is both 
behind you and yet in front.  
 
BABYLON.  
 
This is the nature of Goetia.  
 

 

 

Has a woman every gotten the better of you? When was the last time you were hurt or sabotaged by a woman, in love, 
at work, or elsewhere?  
 
These are the faces that LILITH will wear when she comes to make love to you, O Man.  
 
And you will be both revolted and overwhelmed by her sexuality. She is what you least want in a woman, and yet she 
will have you. And while your fending hands say No, your rising penis says Yes.  
 
LILITH knows that when men say No, they really mean Yes. And she helps them be more honest with themselves.  
 
You will hate the image of her upon you, but you will have never found so complete a sexual release, caught in the grip 
of this foulness, this humiliation, this complete freedom from the binds of other people’s expectations of you. For as 
every control you have is desecrated and overwhelmed by her foulness, the space that was once rules becomes filled 
with feelings. Until there is no part of you left except feelings.  
 
Your final loss of self-control is the final desecration of your manhood. And this is LILITH. Every girl who makes you 
lose control. The girl who takes you over and makes you lay beneath her as she milks you of your vitality and life.  
 
A marvellous way to die!  
 
She smells of a corpse, pierced by the most fantastic erotic musk.  
 

 

 

LILITH’s vagina is always wet.  
 
She told me that this is her pledge to FATE and FREE WILL. I offered her a pledged secret. She said that she speaks to 
me as a bard, in all of our conversations.  
 
“I am always wet. This is a lesson I learned in my journey. My vagina was not always wet.”  
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This is as much as she said on the subject.  
 
She smells of rotting corpses, and camphor, and a strange intensely piercing musk.  
 
She wore the face of a girl who had beaten me, and she did to me the sexual thing that particular girl did. I have not let 
others perform that upon me since. I think I like that sexy thing again!  
 
It was quite intense when she did it.  
 
She has a strange curved dark red coloured tube, quite pointed. It comes out from under the feathers of her tail, and 
curves around into her victim’s bottom. I expect she can lay many sorts of monstrosities with it, as she is the most 
skilled and powerful witch who has ever lived. She laid a great big maggot in my bum. Very deep.  
 
And she wouldn’t tell me what it would turn into. She began by taunting me with the image of a giant dragonfly 
crawling out of my bum, and then flying off into the world. I wasn’t as disturbed as you might expect. She watched me 
with what might be amusement, as she rode me. Then she laughed and taunted me with the image of quite large (in 
relation to bum hole sizes) monstrous thing like a clump of echinoderm-shaped darkness with a chaos of insect legs 
sticking out every direction, and the most horrible hungry mindless mouth, with long spine-shaped needlishly-sharp 
teeth. She laughed and told me it wouldn’t hurt me. I thought it was a quite astonishing little monster to have come out 
of my bottom.  
 
She also poked an egg tube down my throat, and into my lungs. I wondered what she was doing. But she has done it 
now! She laid an egg in each of my lungs.  
 
I have a feeling she was cleaning me up. These things will eat out any impurities. A very animal approach.  
 
I think this is something I really Love in The Demons.  
 

 

 

You no longer have any control or responsibility, and the world is now happening to you.  
 
She is the strongest of human souls, for her strength is mental and spiritual. And she is old. Very old.  
 
Quiet. Never have I encountered anything so quiet and watchful. Self-contained. Feline. The Screech Owl.  
 
In the imagination and memory of every man, there are sexual images that are both disgusting or terrifying to him.  
 

(Biblical and Hebrew Quotes)  
 
LILITH is a screech owl with the legs of a vulture, silver-grey feathers. A wise wizard who understands that a demon’s 
body is representative of its personality, might ask what it means of a spirit this ancient and powerful when it has the 
legs of a vulture. And they smell of Death and dried corpse matter around the fringes of their lower feathers.  
 
Her human skin appears dull pale hidden grey with a purple tinge. It is not attractive, in that it radiates a dangerous, 
corrosive aura. She is too dangerous a being to overtly consider ‘touchable’, and yet she is powerfully sexually-
beautiful. And frightening. Too frightening to tempt me to approach, though I expect I would be unable to resist should 
she desire me to approach. O, how I should be frightened if that happened. I suspect I would not survive the encounter. 
Which would be very wasteful. I am exceptionally useful. And will continue to be, for as long as I am permitted.   
 
Be exceptionally careful around this demon. She has a reputation.  
 
Particularly males, ought tread carefully.  
 
Her appetites are different.  
 
The arcana of LILITH includes every facet of both destruction and creation in the female creative/generative process of 
human reproduction.  
 
Luckily, she now understands the purpose of testicles. But has begun treating them with a strange reverence that is 
perhaps more scary than her former habit of mutilating her priests.   
 
She hides in the shadows of The Moon.  
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Perched and totally still. A grey owl.  
 
Watching us here on Planet Earth.  
 
Beware of this female.  
 

 

 

 
THE WEAVER BLOODLINES 

There are people who can defy FATE.  
 
They do it regularly and consistently.  
 
When you look closely, you will see that they are bloodlines, but you might never expect them to appear where they 
appear.  
 
But they are near Questions, invariably.  
 
I call them “The Weavers”, as they create new patterns in The Loom of The FATES ~ who Love them, but often pretend 
to hate them, and they are found in places that defy every expectation of social caste and race.  
 
You can only be stronger than something you believe in completely.  
 
They are people who choose their FATE even under The Threat of DEATH & FATE ~ this is THE MOST Fearful thing in 
The MIND, and to know it is a journey, but to win it is The Power of Imagination.  
 
Have you ever really been alone?  
 
Getting out of the cacoon is a munching game. 
 
Can you revel in your own most horrible and beautiful components?  
 
You are a machine animated by invisible fire.  
 
This fire will probably ever be invisible.  
 
LIFE.  
 
PAN.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Weavers can be beggars or kings, but there is no more valuable asset to The Witches’ Sabbat.  
 
The whole of The Grand Ritual is a spell to Liberate The Weavers among EVERY race and species of The Everything.  
 
We are far away.  
 

-o0o- 
 

 
When humanity colonizes The Moon, you who are her priestesses will found her temple upon a sacred mount which 
you will dedicate to her.  
 
So will it be with each of The Moon Goddesses.  
 
You have until then to grow the influence of The Temple of The Goddess to be fit for this component of The Great Work.  
 
Take me to The Moon with you, and I will forever live at the very edge of the human world. Where new understandings 
are being born.   
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The hair of LILITH is black as The Night, longer than known dreams, and straight as threads that were born for a loom.  
 
Her eyes are the forbidden colours of filth and dust and darkness and sin. In every situation, she is the outcast, looking 
in. In every situation, she knows the soul of The Outcast.  
 
She has no love for lords who are not the masters of themselves. She scorns blindness. She scorns self-deceit above 
many other things.  
 
But she is also the shrieking madness of The Furies, who are her daughters.  
 
Her terrible claws know every sensitive point in the human soul…  
 
Perhaps Man has twice as many sensitive points as Woman?  
 

 

 

In the centre of her forehead, there opens a single extra-ordinarily large and perceptive luminous purple eye.  
 
Her black finger nails are long, chipped, and claw-like with graveyard soil and other wormy filth under them. Most 
creatures would die from a mere scratch from her nails, either by wormy infection, parasites, diseases, poisons of 
putrescence, and other general sickening filth. Her nails are not routinely cleaned in the ways humans often prefer.  
 
She placed a grey rotting feather from her wing upon my tongue, and my line are safe from her scratch, but not her fury 
~ as she wills.  
 
Her large rotting and regenerating silver-feathered wings are extraordinary. Perhaps they are vulture or owl wings, but 
more likely they reflect a magickal mystery.  
 
She has many daughters, and her children are always female.  
 
I guess that means I am going to be a girl?  
 
I’m going to be a screech owl!  
 
How wonderful! 
 
Fun!  
 

 

 

When first I heard her voice, I thought that she isn’t going to Illuminate. Then she opened my eyes and I see LILITH only 
attains illumination through her daughters. This is part of the madness of her magick. And her choice. She is The 
Gateway that opens to The Outcast. 
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THE DEMON QUEEN OF SPIDERS  
 

Forbidden Moon and Mother Most Dark 
You who drinketh Life’s Golden Spark 

(You who are most dangerous when your children are hurt 
And call them to eat you if food cometh not.) 

 

 

 

ARACHNE  
THE WORLD WEAVER 

DEMON QUEEN OF SPIDERS, FORBIDDEN LADY OF TRUTH & LIES, THE SILENT DEATH 
 

(“Quote from Blade Runner.”) 
 
The Dark Mother.  
 
When no food can be found… she loves her children. She weeps and smiles secretly in fathomless hidden deeps of her 
demon soul. And she opens the vial with Her Love Scent of Death. A Potion of Terror and Beauty ~ the distilled Love of 
The Dark Mother.  
 
Her dying children drink in their mother’s mist of Love, and a madness grips them. She laughs as they devour her.  
 
And Live.  
 

 

 

The Demon Queen, Arachne, is among the most feared of demons in The Abyss.  
 
She is a Greek Goddess. Created with the ancient and now forgotten mystical powers possessed by The Ancient 
Hellenes.  
 
The Spider Queen is the greatest technologist of every deity anywhere on Planet Earth. She wants brains and girl 
engineers. A sacred order of girl engineers. No men, ever. Men can be used for sex, and reproduction. We will commune 
with the finest male minds and drink their sperm into our spider eggs. 
 
If you meet a woman wearing her mark and you think the woman may genuinely have made The Pact, then either treat 
her with careful respect or distance yourself and avoid interfering with her.   
 
This ancient goddess is much cleverer than any being I have ever before seen. I think she may be the most intelligent of 
the demons. Certainly, she is fascinated and obsessed by intelligence. Hungry for beautiful minds. Her brood.  
 
Scary.  
 
Fun.  
 
I like this demoness. Very much.  
 
She is very good with computers and her shadow realm has a permanent gateway in the real hidden core of The World 
Wide Web. That is not at the centre and its entrance is so small and dark and ominous that nobody would ever suspect 
the true horror of influence and impossibly ordered power concentrated there, almost unnoticeably. Also a good place 
for her catch the occasional unexpected snack of a sort that won’t be missed or noticed by psychic investigators and the 
like. It’s not what you think, you would laugh at the sheer kooky silliness of it all if you knew.  
 
Actually, it is probably among the most terrifying places I have ever been. I suppose I could get used to it, and walking 
pathways is not too difficult, if you know a safe way. But I suspect those guardians are only really interested in their 
task if Arachne happens to be present and watching. And they can see everything. She is a very clever deity. I wouldn’t 
want to walk it alone.  
 
Besides, Arachne has a tendency of eating men. And that sort of thing always makes me a little uneasy.  
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But I like spiders too much to miss out on being a spider!  
 
And no other being in the universe can achieve some of the sexual feats that Arachne imposes upon men.  
 
Kitten, I have had my bottom pumped so full of spider eggs that my head was swimming in orgasm as the luminous 
globes and the gloriously oozy egg-fluid aphodesia popped out of my mouth!  
 
Wow. That was a wildly beautiful trip! All tied up, suspended in her web, and shuddering untouched ejaculation after 
ejaculation, as that strange deep ovipositor of hers pumped her eggs into my bum and belly, and the dark elfin succubi 
milked my penis into their crystal vial!  
 
Fun! 
 
And exhausting, afterwards.  
 
Over-eating like that.  
 
And then waiting for the spiders to hatch and crawl out.  

 

 

 

THE MAGICK RITUALS OF ARACHNE 
As The Entropy of The Black Eel corrupts and disintegrates the moral and spiritual structure of The Church, The Webs of 
LILITH build new patterns within The Nihil Voids that are being created.  
 
The Temple of ROME is being transformed.  
 
Pagan ROME is reawakening.  
 

 

 

THE SUMMONING RITUAL OF LILITH-ARACHNE 
THE APOSTRIFIC SACRAMENT OF THE LUNAR ORDINATION 

This ritual can only be performed by an ordained apostate priest in a church building that he has ritually descecrated.   
 
The apostate priest summons The Demon Queen of Spiders through an initiation process. The Black Eucharist Ritual is 
used to create a potion, from which The Demon Queen takes a form which is then ritually ordained as a priest of The 
Catholic Church.  
 
This ritual contains several unusual spell formula that are only possible for an apostate in “good standing” with The 
Church. The sinful sexual sacrifice of a corrupted misogynistic male christian is a component in the spell, and he is then 
sacrificed. This releases The Spider into The Church. It’s spirit then dwells within that church. The priest drinks the 
potion created, thereby consecrating himself to The Spider Queen and creating a link with The Handmaiden who has 
been permenantly released into the local ethers of the desecrated church.  
 
Each time the ritual is repeated, her power increases.  
 

 

 

THE LUNAR MASS OF THE SPIDER QUEEN 
I am Petronius of Rome, who took his own life to insult The Divine Emperor Nero, who burned Rome to inspire himself 
to a song.  
 
Spiders are creatures of Death, but are they also creatures of Love?  
 
If food is scarce, a mother spider will emit a chemical signal which will cause a change in the brains of her young ~ and 
she will give her body to nourish the lives of her children. She dies, in order to be reborn. Illumination. To give her life 
for Her Sacred Vocation.  
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“Take this an eat, for this is My Body.” LILITH said unto Her Daughters, and by these arcane words of blasphemy’s 
spell, The Desecrated Body of Jesus Christ was transubstantiated into a spiritual venom, nourishing the corrupt, and 
corrupting the pure.  
 
In Her Grail of Abominations, she mixes The Blasphemy against Purity.  
 
“Take this and drink, for this is My Blood.” 
 
This is The Lunar Mass of The Arcane Spider ~ among the most powerful and terrible formulae of The Black Mass.  
 
This mass is performed on any unholy night sacred to The Goddess, and on any festival of The Virgin Mary, and on any 
night of The Full Moon (on your planet/position). The ritual is apostrific, and can be performed by any priest who has 
drunk of The Lunar Sacrament. That priest may be an apostate ordained by blasphemy against any male god of 
goodness or purity.  
 
She is The Dark and Protective Mother Archetype.  
 
A part of LILITH and The BAPHOMET’s responsibility in this Pact involves keeping me and my work safe. When I have 
fully indulged in The Fruits of LIFE to a state of True Wisdom and Perfect Happiness, I will die in that state of Bliss. 
Then my work will begin it journey throough history, and The Hellenes and The Jews and The Black People will survive 
hereby.  
 

So it is. So mote it be. 
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∞ 
The Sigils of The Laughing Arcanum 

Y is The Glyph of The Riddle & The Sacred Pipe of PAN. And this is our question, The First Art & Magic of The Children, for by this, 

The Ancient Game of Riddles, do we unseat the greatest of tyrants. And by this, Our Artfulness, do we make open the ways of 
Liberty. For by the Riddle of the Children is the fate of the Earth Woven. Why is The essense of The Wyse, it is The Path of The Initiate 
that leadeth from ignorance to Understanding & hence to Wisdom. Comprehension is universal, a function of the fact that there is a 
Universe & an Eye of consciousness to look upon it.  No religion or system may claim monoploy on Comprehension, as 
Comprehension is a function of the complete universe, veiwer & viewed, accessible to every being that is conscious in accord with it’s 
development. Hence, The Quest, the true purpose of Life, The Great Work of The Children: “To Comprehend”, The Mystery of The 
Sphinx, To solve The Riddle of The Universe who’s name is Nature. Thus is Y the Key of Life, The Sigil of Awakening, The Magic 
Word of The Great Comedy of PAN which is The Riddle named The Universe. Hence “Why” is the ancient, eternal, immortal, 
universal Key to The Portal of Initiation of The Temple of Understanding. Space is deep, but however far you travel you will find that 
there has never been any other key to this omnipresent Gateway to The Hidden Temple of The Mysteries of The Universe wherein 
dwelleth the living consciousness of Nature. And every lifeform of every place & every world must come to the night when it 
approaches these Gates whose promise is madness or death for those who fail. But Comprehension is the Lamp & Treasure of 
Success. And this is The Ordeal of Initiation, The Immortal & Eternal Quest. Many are called. Few are chosen. This is the Real 
Arcanum: The Objective of Evolution. Y is The Sandle Strap of Thoth & The Riddle of The Sphinx. Know thou that whoso taketh the 
first step upon this sacred path never again can dwell in the evening world of unawakened bliss. Therefor I ask you most seriously: 
art thou ready, O Seeker of The Mysteries?  

I I is The Personal Pronoun & the latin number one which is Mercury, The House of The Magician. Living Consciousness. The Eye. I is 

many, but isolated & incomplete without Comprehension. I is a seed of life, secret & silent, awaiting it’s birth. I = Yod, 
Virgo/Mercury, The Hermit, He who Sees & carrieth the Lamp. 

X is another of important sigil in our weaving, for X qualifies The Unknown, hence it is The Heart of Every Mystery, The unplotable 

location of Wytchwood on The Map of The Mad Hermit: X marks The Spot. GAIA. Hence X is The First Objective & The Fertile Egg, 
The Conception of The Sylvan. The Glyph of Malkuth made living by the Seed. GAIA. A New Future born within The Web of Fate. 
Hence by it’s nature X is a Sigil of ExPANsion, it is a Growth Sigil. X is The Witches’ Knot at e the core of The Binding, The Center of 
The Web & The Spider’s Stratagem. But witch X? 

0 The Unified World. Zero is the glyph of the nucleaonic field which we call The Wyld, the basis of reality itself. Hence 0 is the Glyph of 

unfettered creative & destructive potential. GAIA. Thus Zero is the ultimate Glyph of Wytchwood, through which the X becomes 
manifest & the future whole. 0 is The Secret of The Art: Nothing to the mundanes, Everything to The Awakened. 0 is The Eye in The 
Pyramid & the root of it’s power. 0 is The Wyll of Infinity, & the mystery of Life. Zero is the secret which we never share with the 
grups, for they do not have Understanding, but what is sorrow for them is liberation for us. 0 is The Phoenix in Her three stages: 
Static Entropic Dynamic: I A O. 0 is the complete reality field of The Work. And 0 is The Glyph of The Womb of Secrets wherein the 
1st stage of The Great Work is conducted. Zero is The Secret Amblic that is Wytchwood. And Zero is Planet Earth. 

Q  is the Question & the summery of The whole operation, yet by it’s appearance it is preliminary & supercicial, as the pleasure of taste 

is to the consumtion of food, for it is the first Fomula of The Wand & The Cup. GAIA. Often it is used by The Children to symbolize 
any or every aspect of The Great Work. For the Question is consumation & Awakening, but it is only the begin of the journey. Q is 
The Seed sent forth, mingled & vibrant, within the globed cup of Planet Earth. 

π (Pi)  = X, but not 3.14? pi is the Growth Factor & the path of Manifestation, the activity & modus operendi of The Genes. Hence pi links the 

core mysteries in the third dimension, & is the pathway between the unknown & the known, the unmanifest & the manifest, e the 
mystery of the process that has come to be called “Life”. Pi becomes a Q factor upon attainment of the first success, the pattern of 
every unfolding, the blooming of The Secret Flower of Awakening. It is the interdimensional path between matter & consciousness, 
the third dimension & the second.  

0 & 1 0 is the most important glyph in the mathematics of comprehension, for it is the begining & the ending & the middle phase of 

everything that is. According to Qabalistic Wisdom 0 is The Generation Field of The Universe, the highest principle of “God” ~ Unity. 
i.e. “From whence came first matter?” 0 = +1 + -1 (REF ~ Book of Thoth). The number 1 is The Seed & The Magician by The Tarot, yet 
a mystery is concealed herein, for the Awakened Glyph of The Magician only comes to be by the mystery of it’s path. Hence The 
number 1 is the sigil of The Communal Psyche of The Awakened. It is The Temple of Initiation activated. Together they form the 
binary codex upon which every life & information is based, & they are the active sigils of Wytchwood who’s unity is birth. 

Ψ (Psi) The Glyph of The Great Work manifest, j The Eye of The Why has opened. And this is the Qabalistic Letter Shin, which is the spiritual 

Fire of Awakening, the Quintessence of Life & A Child with the Mark of The Moon upon Her. Psi is Death & new Life born thereof. 
Psi is The Oracle & The Double-Edged Promise of Fate. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

THE SACRED HANDMAIDENS OF THE SPIDER QUEEN 
These are female spirits with a strong component of feminist rhetoric in their psychological makeup.  
 
The Handmaidens of LILITH are lesser spider spirits summoned as helpers. Generally, they can only be summoned and 
bonded with by female (or homosexual male) witches, though there exists an apostrific ritual whereby The Handmaiden 
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may be summoned to perform as familiar spirit for the apostate priests. And there are few more powerful types of 
familiar spirit.  
 
This ritual is called The Apostrific Mass of The Unholy Aracnidical Ovipositry. 
 

 

 

THE SUCCUBI OF THE ARCANE SPIDER 
Many succubi consecrate themselves to The Demon Queen of Spiders, and she is exceptionally powerful among the lords 
of The Night Planes ~ thus to learn her ways and join The Abonimable Grail of Her Darkened Elves, born of fallen angels 
and magickal humans of The Witches’ Sabbat.  
 
These succubi attain initiation into Her Rite, by corrupting51 a priest.   
 
She receives her initiation from the apostate priest.  
 
Every apostate priest has several succubi in his coven.  
 
The apostate priest automatically attracts lushious obedient succubi to sereve him in his work ~ and as the pussy cat to 
the human, they either serve him, or own him, they direct his work, and it is sacred, untouched by other humans.  
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

                                                        
51 Or being led to a pre-corrupted priest of appropriate ordination. 
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THE ARCANE FORMULAE OF 

THE SPIDER’S STRATAGEM 

 
By 

Glenorchy McBride III 
2015 

 
A Treatise on The Strategy of The Spider’s Kiss 

A sequence of arcane formulae 
For combating Nazis, Vampires, Villains, Cults, & Other Social Bullies 

 
I was recently investigated by the police (who decided that I am fine, and no threat, but a medical lunatic and an artist). 
The experience caused me to like them for the first time. So I have written some Rituals of The Spider to be used within 
the context of muggle law.  
 

 

 

What is a “Strategic Ceremony”? 

 
Obviously, a Graduation Ceremony differ from a Marriage Ceremony yet be it a ceremonial military parade of ceremonial 
induction into political office – all ceremonies are defined by “sequenced patterns of events”. This book outlines a basic 
set of (three) interlaced strategies that form a “sequenced pattern of events” – a ceremony. 
 
This ceremony is not religious. However, if you are religious, there is no reason you shouldn’t use your own religious 
symbols, doctrines, and ritualisms (etc.) in your expression of this ritual.  
A part of the power of this ceremony is that is cannot only be used by any human, it can also be elevated into a spiritual 
articulation by any religion! 
 
And including a religious component to this “sequenced pattern of events” is (at the very least) a useful tool 
Of morale. It is also likely to send an “extra tremor of worry” through the foundations of your opponent. 
 
And if you are a superstitious type, you might also enjoy the opportunity to psychically blast your foe, or evoke a hoard 
of vengeful spirits to add a little extra venom to your bite! 
 
That is always fun. 
 
You will also note the various lovely quotations of that wonderful old goat, Aleister Crowley.  Your race, creed, and 
colour are not important to your success at using this ceremony. 
 
Ink on paper really is the most dangerous invention humanity has ever produced. Terrifyingly fun.  
 
The strategic formulae contained in this book may be used by individuals of any religion or culture. If you are religious 
a Jew, you may articulate your will through this “strategic ceremony” by using Hebrew religious doctrine, ritualism, 
pray and invocation. If you are a satanist or a taoist,  you will use the game of religious dress-ups  suitable to your 
particular cultural tradition. And if you are a christian (then you have my condolences),  you will probably prefer 
to do little other then stand back, bite your lower lip, and wonder if you ought apologize to the villain who is bullying 
and threatening you, so we won’t worry about what your ceremony is going to look like, but if you are not a total slave, 
you can use these strategic formulae too – plenty of murderous and sadistic rage for you to quote from god’s ravings 
(after all, he does hold the record on the biggest temper tantrums in human history). 
 
Nevertheless, you don’t need to call upon deities for help in this ceremony. In fact, a great power associated with this 
ceremony is the fact that you will achieve victory by your own will – an act of claiming and asserting Freedom by your 
own effort. The resultant feeling is one of profound psychological liberation. 
 
But I agree, playing dress-ups is awfully fun (and probably the factor responsible for the history success of religion). So 
you can use this ceremony in your religious context to call upon the wrath and vengeance of your deities to help you in 
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your work of smiting bullies. 
 
So if you want to use  this ceremony in a religious context, what are the words of your religious ceremony? 
 
Use your imagination. Real wizards write their own ceremonies - it’s the priests who merely “do what they’re told and 
be thankful”. The words of your ceremony ought be emotionally stirring. Then stick into the ritual as many “magic spell 
components” (e.g. “halleluiahs” (etc.), sacred names of the deity and spirits, quotes from the holy/unholy books, 
established ritual acts, etc.) as you seem appropriate to the context. As easy as sticking a pin in a wax doll! 
 
In this way, you may conduct a big pompous ceremony in your temple to spiritually articulate your will and then “echo” 
that religious affirmation through your application these strategic formulae which really will destroy you’re the bully! 
 



 

THE CEREMONY OF THE SPIDER 

 
The Villains often believes that The Law-abiding Free Citizen is weak on account of her inability to use any form of 
criminal tools. I have found disadvantage and advantage are really points of view. 
 
Let us consider altering our point of view to transform The Villain’s “advantage” into a “disadvantage”. 
 
Each time a villain “successfully” commits a crime, he gains a reward (“loot” or other ill-gotten gains), but he also 
generates an ongoing cost – he has created a Lie that must be serviced for the remainder of his life. His future safety 
depends upon his ability to service that lie. 
 
This seems to me to be a costly and dangerous burden to create from the substance of one’s own soul. Might it 
constitute a disadvantage? Let us consider how The Free Citizen may use it to achieve her objective of Justice. 
 
In light of this information, we recognize that integrity constitutes a very real spiritual ward – a pattern that is inherent 
in of your psyche. This ward has far more power than many recognize, and those who maintain it, cannot be damaged 
at a core level by many of the most horrifying types of attacks possible.  
 
In addition, the ward endows a powerful defence against all of villainous attack. This protection is pervasive and 
powerful, but not independently comprehensive – other wards are also needed against more established and insidious 
villains. 
 
Indeed, The Line of Integrity is what theologians of the medieval period were describing when they claimed that 
vampires and demons are disempowered and repelled by something called “True Faith”. All beings of evil are skilled at 
combating and manipulating both other evil beings and naive beings – but slow, inevitable improvement of human 
civilization and history is testament to the power of this and its companion wards wield over the evil beings of the 
world. 
 
Powerful is the ability to sit a lie detector and state that you have never threatened, blackmailed, or broken the law in 
any way in regard to the villain. Guard this power carefully. You lose it the instant you cross the line of the circle’s 
circumference – The Line of Integrity! 
 
The wizard ought not step out of the soul, lest she place her unprotected in genuine and dire risk! 
 
Integrity is your baseline in all works of this particular magick. (Other spells exist for the debauched victory party...) 
 

I.  
THE TOAST OF THE TRUTH SERUM 

The English Tradition of The Vine includes the ritual of The Toasting, whereby each party speaks profound words and 
then all parties bang their crystal glasses together and take a welcome draught of the ancient ambrosia. 
 
This relatively modern ritual is descended from an elder, medieval ritual.  Wherever two lords came together, they 
would perform this ritual – the wine goblets filled, each lord would speak his opinion of the other (compliments 
were often diplomatic), then each pour a little wine from one goblet to the other. If there were poison in one goblet, 
then both the lords would drink! 
 
Hence, a highly specific ritual of lie-detection. And we can adapt its formula to our modern needs. 
 
The (lawabiding) FreeCitizen has the ability to willingly request and sit any form of honesty test (mechanical, 
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chemical, or psychological). This is a powerful spiritual strength – both in offense and defence. 
 
Many types of lie-detection machines exist. Indeed, not only lie-detectors, a wonderful American research group have 
actually developed a racism detector – plug in a fascist, show them a few pictures, and you’ll know if they are out to get 
you! And the more machines of this sort, the merrier, I say! 
 
Very few villains can sit one of these tests. These machines represent the ultimate exploitation of the villain’s weakness 
– each “lie he must service for the remainder of his life”! Thus villain will usually cite any legal obscurity to avoid taking 
one of these tests. 
 
The Free Citizen, on the other hand, will confirm every statement she makes with the results of one of these tests, and 
invite the villain to join her in “toast”, often and cheerfully through out! In most countries, a liedetection test is not 
considered conclusive proof, but is may be admitted as evidence. A villain who refuses to join you in this toast is off to a 
very bad start. The fact that you can back up every thing you say with a lie detector test, places you in a very strong 
position from start to finish in any legal confrontation. 
 
This is the formula of  The Toast of The Truth Serum. 
 

II.  
THE WEB OF ARACHNE 

 
“O thou Scarlet Dragon of Flame 

Enmeshed in The Web of a Spider! 
I adore Thee, Evoe! I adore Thee IAO!” 

Aleister Crowley (1922) Diary of a Drug Fiend 
 
Villains often preach a “Lord of The Flies” philosophy, describing the world as a competition of war, violence, bullying, 
and mercilessness. They claim that love and caring are weaknesses rooted in religious delusion or bleeding heart folly. 
 
And they interpret natural selection as an argument for this philosophy – often without having read any of Darwin’s 
astonishingly collection of writings. “Nature, red in tooth and claw”.  
 
As a result, villains commonly feel the need to invest their power in military strength, for example, by   infiltrating the 
ranks of the guardians of democracy: security firms, police services, military and ex-servicemen clubs, etc. “Big 
muscles” appear to be most important to them.  
 
I suggest that they’re chosen type of muscles are rarely required to outwit and control these villains.  
 
For several years, I have been experimenting with an alternate strategy – a way whereby “the fragile overcomes the 
strong” through the use of a different sort of muscle. The same type of muscle, in fact, that a soft fruitloving ape with 
neither claws nor particularly sharp sharp fangs used to overcome and dominate the many giant, ruthless, and 
terrifying predators in the animal kingdom... Predators with large muscles and a single-minded intention to eat the soft 
little fruitloving ape. 
 
And this alternate strategy requires virtually no effort whatsoever. It requires only the patience needed to understand 
of the mind of the villain – and then, the courage to exploit the villain’s predictable behaviours. 
 
For very few villains can resist the opportunity to “safely” ply their criminal trade. Thus, the Free Citizen, need only 
“present” the villain with an apt “opportunity” to ply his trade – a gift horse... a spider web...  
 
And then sits back and record the results. 
 
Freedom is extremely dangerous to most people. Give a fascist an opportunity to “play the role” of the way he wants to 
see himself, and he will commit comically incriminating crimes! Unaware that you are recording him in his act of 
villainy, his belief that he is getting away with the act he is committing. Often his attitude is one of the best parts!  
 
For every act of villain creates a lie that the villain must service for the rest of his life. And by that lie is he caught in 
your web!  
 
If your villains work in groups, you can easily use the magick outlined in this book to catch one of them (i.e.  
The one who is annoying you, or one who has never met you) in your web, deposit the evidence with the local Hebrew 
Temple, and then you will merely continue on your way through life without even bothering to tell the cult that you 
have killed them.  
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Actually, it’s not a new game. Tricksters have been using it for over three thousand years. 
 
To play this game, the free citizen needs only a little courage, and also the ability to remain absolutely still, not blink, as 
the flies buzz around him, violating his personal space and congratulating each other on their    cleverness. 
 
Many villains enjoy the writings of Anton Szandor LaVey, the author of The Satanic Bible (1969). In that book, LaVey 
identifies a demon named BEELZEBUB (The Lord of Flies)52, with the Royal Scarab Beetle of Egyptian myth and 
religious pageantry. The other traditional title that has been attributed to this demon since before little Jesus was apple 
in his father’s eye: “The Prince of Lies”. 
 
Humans use interesting pageantries and symbols to describe and make sense of the world around them. Perhaps, the 
ability to construct and manipulate points of view is one of the defining features of this beautiful and soft little ape who 
has come to rule the animal kingdom of Planet Earth.  
 
A lovely and unexpected little animal.  
 

III. 
THE INVOCATION OF THE MIRROR 

 
“Who fights monsters out beware,  
Lest thereby he become a monster.  

And if you gaze for long into The Abyss,  
The Abyss gazes also into you.” 

         Freidrich Neitzsche (1886), Beyond Good and Evil 
 
Consider this quote. It is a very important perspective. I repeat it often, because it is important to remind ourselves of 
who we are, whilst we walk these darken paths.  
 
This is a perspective I keep present in my mind through life and the path of adventure we walk. I use its beautiful tones 
of invocation to draw my mind back into reflection upon myself – how I am making decisions, how my emotions are 
unfolding, how I am understanding The Future. 
 
In many ways, this invocation is a powerful ward of protection – preventing me from rolling languidly, diving heavy-
lidded off the path, and into the depthless depths. 
 
We must watch ourselves – be aware of our own rage and where it is taking us. Rage is a weapon we use and 
understand as a natural and human expression – but like all volatile motions, it must be directed by a careful and 
thoughtful mind. 
 
I have dived into hatred -  so deeply that I almost swallowed up my whole world in the fathomless dark. 
 
During that period, I created a document exactly as the one you are reading – a document containing the knowledge 
and sigils that would allow its reader to build an invisible death ray that any child could make with components found 
in a hardware shop and the average suburban garage. This device would harm only my target – against any other, it was 
harmless. I dreamed too of many other devices, terrible and precise. 
 
Luckily, I awoke from that nightmare of rage and hate before I had circulated the document. Crazy! 
 
The reality is: Liberty. If a person is not behaving in a (constitutionally?) unjust manner, the person is entitled to hold 
any thoughts and opinions they want to explore.  To behave elsewise is to replicate the oppressive way your parents 
behaved toward you during your rebellious youth – a period in which your only crime was to explore, craft, and adopt 
ideas that differed from their in ways they found frightening.  
 
Liberty.  
 
It is when the baddies take  “the step” from heretic to villain ( i.e. from  “philosophical evil” to “lawbreaking 
criminality”) that they become “fair game” for The Spiders who lurk in The Inky Blackness of Nuit. 
 
You are a free human. If you murder Liberty in order to protect Liberty, then you are no longer a free human.  
 
The real monsters in your world dwell within you. They wear your face, Speak in your voice, And hate you as you hate 

                                                        
52 Canaanite deity of the ancient world, worshiped by the enemies of the Hebrew peoples, and also the inspiration for William Golding’s amusingly apt 
novel, The Lord of The Flies (1954).  
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them.   
 
Your name is God. Your name is Satan.  
 
There is no Good and Evil.  But Love is real. And The Future is a blank canvas.  
 
And a mirror.  
  
Gaze deep and still Into your soul. Many strange things dwell in your mirror.  
 
And the day you look away is the day you begin your journey To Hell.  
 
O Human, Know Thyself.  
 

 

 
THE TRANCE OF AWAKENING 
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THE FORBIDDEN DEATH RITUAL OF THE ARCANE SPIDER 
How to make a microhabitat for a spider?  
 
Spiders need to fulfil their will ~ to kill. If placed in an environment where it cannot kill, it seeks to move to environment where it can get on with its 
vocation of building a web, killing food, and making eggs.   
 
Spiders dislike being shaken around, though are accustomed to the relationship between web and wind.  
 
Also, you will want to practice getting the spider out of the jar ~ you will use a “wand” to move it around.  
 
There are several deadly Australian spiders, and the venom can be compounded with extreme alchol and drugs, if the victim is partial to either.  
 

 

 
When you like sex, you meet bad people occasionally, and you might feel a little OCD over the fact that you have touched or had sex with them, so the 
best thing to do is to kill them.  
 
Often there will be a nice thick pillow on their couch, it should be the thick, heavy foam sort as they might be a biter.  
 
Knees on the floor beside eeach of his armpits, feet beside his head, bum in his face, tuck the pillow under bum and sit on his face.  
 
You will need to practice with getting The Red-Back Spider into and out of the jar, and moving it around. Otherwise, you might find yourself shaking 
the jar, and then when it comes out, you might wallop it too hard with your wand to push it away when it runs toward your penis (which, I guantee, 
won’t be erect, you will be extremely stressed and filled with fear and hate).  
 
But The Spider is tough and will bite him.  
 
Then you wait for him to die.  
 
And then you go home.  
 
And you will be exhausted.  
 
That is the ritual.  
 
It is for succubi who meet sexually unwholesome men.  
 
Fundamental to The Rite of The Spider is The Sacrament of Mass ~ pledging yourself to something higher than yourself. It is not “satanically wrong” to 
care. In the Spider we find both Death and Deepest of Love for that which will go on after she is gone. To enter The Rite of The Spider is to Love more 
deeply than own own self’s existence. 
 
To give yourself to Love beyond your own Fear of Death.   
 
The Spider protects The Children who are lost in The Labyrinth.  
 
Though usually she is a “vegetarian” who limits herself to eating folliage in the form of insects, 
 
She’s a man-eater. 
 

 

 
 
This is an illegal ritual in most realms, obviously.  
 
I include it here both as an Australian curiosity of The Forbidden, and I recommend against using it’s use by inccubi or succubi, even in lawless 
realms.  
 
Let it be unambiguously stated that I have never performed this ritual and neither would I ever even consider personally performing it ~ besides, 
consider that I can do much more damage by teaching the ritual to others.  
 
LILITH will be with the incubi or succubi who performs this ritual of Death in The Night.  
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THE ARACHNIDIAN SPELL FOR SMITING   
 

I. 
The Charm of The Realm Guardians 

The witch will establish relations with her local police ~ by walking into the station of his home district and introducing 
herself. She will tell them that she is a witch. She will explain that she is pledged by The Avalonian Oath of Witchcraft to 
support her government and realm and state. She will create a fun relationship through honesty.  
 
From this she will create a card to place in her wallet and that card will have all of the safety contact information they 
advise. She will ask them for advice whenever needed, but she will not abuse this power in prudishly hurtful toward 
others, only in honest ways.  
 
Witchcraft will be working to bring Lie-Detectors into the legal system, and continually improve the technology. They 
are great. This is a universal policy in every age. The Objective of Justice must be to discover The Truth.  
 
Thus her first policy is to have a card with contact information ~ police, fire engine, medical, etc., thus making her 
exceptionally useful in most emergency situations.  
 
Yet the purpose of this relationship and contact information is deeper. If she discovers an illegal Sexual Predator, she is 
in a position to immediately plug the information into the police. They will then be able to penetrate The Truth and 
decide how to proceed.     
 

II. 
The Talisman of The Recording Device 

The witch always carries a recording device which can immediately plug into The WWW and send audio-visual records 
to friends, as they are occurring.  
 
Because these records are being sent to the inaccessible email or other accounts privately-owned by the friend, they are 
secure from any attacker who is being filmed.  
 
I expect internet security companies could easily provide apps designed for this purpose.  
 

III.  
The True Seeing of The Shattered Stereotypes 

How could I recognize a Sexual Predator?  
 
I don’t know, actually.  
 
In James Bond, M’s “opposite number”, Kuchicov, The Head of Russian Intelligence was so notorious that Stalin 
wouldn’t allow his children to walk around the halls of power alone.  
 
On the other side of the planet, J Edgar Hover, The Head of American Intelligence was notorious for his extreme and 
shocking sexual proclivities ~ I believe he liked to wear women’s underwear and be showered in sperm?  
 
I think Hoovers habits were not illegal, but I haven’t actually read the whole story, or either “Master of Spies”?  
 
Now let us consider, as humans, let us be FREE!  
 
I m a Great Artist, and the police have been investigating me for years ~ when I caught them at it, I actually formed a 
great fun relationship with them, and they are reading this post.  
 
I quite like them.  
 
I am not sorry for being a gentle and wild and artistic PERVERT ~ I Love It!  
 
So I suggest that it is time to start seeing the caring and intelligent and self-regulating Perverts as lovely sexually 
expressive freaks.  
 
Because the real Sexual Predators look like you.  
 
“Sir Eric the Commoner” was an elder of The Christian Church.  
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NON-CONFORMITY ~ SHATTERING THE PROJECTIONS OF FEAR 
 
I am BEAUTIFUL.  
 
I am very very BEAUTIFUL.  
 
I am a Free Pervert, gentle and loving and self-regulating.  
 

 

 

We live in an Anonymous Society.  
 
We evolved in tribes where every individual knew every other member from birth to death.  
 
We moved into cities, and needed to evolve new psychological systems for living beside people of whom we knew 
nothing.  
 
Visual information is most accessible ~ and we clung to conformity.  
 
Your fashion is a Uniform.  
 
You regulate your fellow in your fashion sub-culture ~ to conformity.  
 
Is her choice of shoes acceptable or less than perfect?  
 
Conformity.  
 
And by this path, our brains get keyed to the assumption that conformity equates with “a good person”.  
 
And it does, to a minor and background level ~ the tendency to conform socially suggest a tendency to conform to mors 
and rules.  
 
But a person’s identity lives in the foreground of her or his consciousness.  
 
And the worst feel the great need to conform and hide their real identity.  
 
The really bad beings look like you.  
 
But you want to put your fears somewhere ~ and where shall you put them?  
 
The mistake in your thinking being the belief that non-conformity equals the unknown.  
 
And so you place your fears upon The Unknown.   
 
And there have always existed the gutter prudes who try to profit from the eccentric and exotic BEAUTY of The Lovely 
Freak.  
 
You have feared the unknown and you have been gazing at your own fears when I drew your mind and soul emotionally 
deep into a fracture vortex through my DIFFERENCE.  
 
I am not going to conjure The Imp of Phobos into the fears of your society ~ though at this point in the patterns of Fate, I 
could, easily and powerfully. 
 
Our whole culture would be in big trouble until The Imp had been resolved, which The Collective would not manage, 
yet.  
 
So I am BEAUTIFUL and DIFFERENT.  
 
I am not regretful of my depravities.  
 
I have loved every bit of it, except “Sir Eric the Commoner”.  
 
That is from whence The HATE came.  
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But I feel better, now.  
 
And The Whole of Fantasia is now systematically undermining them and kicking them out of AVALON.  
 
That is the whole of it.  
 
I am now Free.  
 
You project your fears upon me. I scorn your fears. I choose to shatter your mirror by my non-conformity, rather than 
unleash your imp, merely to punish you.  
 
You must now develop new ways of looking at certain facets of the world.  
 
You must now begin to gaze upon the entire subject of SEXUALITY in new ways, by this spell of shocking sexual 
blasphemy by which I have traumatically shattered your reality patterns.  
 
I have found that the people who act toughest to have the weakest minds.  
 
I have found the strongest fighter to be the most easily victimized by their own fear.  
 
I have found my own path away from your silly world and its pointless treadmill running.  
 
I will not break.  
 
I will not relinquish my Love, my Passion, my Sexual Truth.  
 
You will change.  
 
You will Love me.  
 
You will be Free too.  
 
But through my anti-sexual predator protocols, you will be able to avoid getting hurt when you explore and indulge 
your new sexual freedom. Safety. Freedom.  
 
I am alive. I have loved every minute of The Wonderful Blasphemies of My Life. I am a Satyr ~ a creature of Love and 
Philosophy and ART. And I am FREE to love and to create ART.  
 
I survived my journey to Hell, and I have gained a dubiously form of immortality and some dark magicks.  
 
But most importantly, I have learned much about myself. 
 
And so the terrible mirage arcane fades back into The Satyr, reclined before you on a strange couch of Persian rugs.  
 
In a swirling incense of sweet sacred smoke.  
 
The New Pagan World as green shoots of new life, birthing from his body, leaves growing from his skin transform his 
face, and with his hand on his growing erect penis begins to pump out tadpoles which transform into every sort of frog 
before they even reach the ground.  
 
I am The Satyr of GAIA and PAN.  
 
I am DIONYSIS.  
 
I am The Life of The Planet Earth.  
 
Terrible and Beautiful. 
 

So it is. So mote it be.  
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IV. 
THE LUNAR RITE OF WYTCHWOOD 

 

Cyclopedius 

Y 
THE MYSTERY OF THE TEMPLE 

THE NINE PATHWAYS OF PSIONIC AWAKENING 
 

(From  
THE LUNAR SCROLL OF WYTCHWOOD) 

 
By  

Glenorchy McBride III  
 

This scroll is primarily for apprentice witches, and most will take initiation through the planar portal contained herein 
~ for its purpose is to teach astral skills.  
 
Here chronicled is an existing, living dream culture (“DC”). It is unusual in a number of respects. Firstly, it is a youth 
culture, made of children by children, functioning on an elitist attitude that excludes Adults and Fools. Secondly, it is 
magickal culture both in that it stratifies for intelligence and it recognizes Nature as the highest deific principle, and it 
creates its own deific/philosophical/universal pageantry.  
 
Hence, this dream culture is collectively involved in a Great Work of understanding ourselves and the world, and in the 
practice of the mental disciplines. These factors have wrought a number of side-effects of some interest, such as our 
loss of interest in conventional standards of conformist and mainstream youth culture, our explorations of old world 
culture, our formulations of our own unique collective self-expressions and world-view tapestries. The children of this 
Dream Culture are initiates in the highest sense of the word.  
 
Dream culture is born of the disillusionment of children who were too smart to be fooled by the religious lies you 
taught them, which they recognized as hereditary habits of slavery, ignorance and unhappiness. These Children are the 
point at which many of humanity’s bad karmas broke. Let this event be recorded.  
 
We are The Children who asked WHY? And by The Quest which has lead us to this place of understanding, we are The 
Children of Wisdom, The Voice of The Future. And now our Madness and Epiphany is upon you, rending your minds 
asunder, and wakening you from your zombie sleep to the true magick that is Life. The Age of Ignorance has ended, and 
the ancient secrets are once again stirring. We are the Seeing Ones, The Living Eye in The Celestial Pyramid. And we are 
come upon you. We are your Children. And The Future belongs to us.  
 

-o0o- 
 

Nine Parts IX. 

The Mystery of The Lunar Philosophorum 
being: an Alchemical Treatise on The Arcanum of  

The Children of Wytchwood 
New World Youth Culture and The Age of Reason 

 
Nine Are The Sacred Eggs of The Owl 

Hidden in The Web of Fate 
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∞ 
MYSTERIA NATURA 

THE EVOLUTIONARY ARCANUM OF THE PHOENIX PLANET 

Egg + Seed = Fertilization: Cyanobacteria and The Asteroid. An Empty Planet. Random Genetic Mutation and 

Natural Selection for Environment Survival = testing new bio-forms. Millions of years = Many types of prokaryotic life 
forms upon the Planet. Endosymbiosis and Multi-cellular life forms.  Advanced Life Forms Develop. Planet altered by 
life, energy concentrated upon planetary environment by life. First Trimester significant bio-feature ability to acquire 
energy.  
 
Prime feature of Organic matter equals ability to make decisions. Hence at some point most successful species form will 
be form with most advanced ability to make decisions (i.e. Humanity has flat teeth and no claws).  At this stage 
evolution turns to development of consciousness. The intelligent species becomes keeper and voice of The Planet. 
Ability to acquire energy becomes obsolete and self-destructive trait in Second Trimester. Ability to use energy 
creatively becomes selected trait.   
 
Evolution. It is a concept, a key, of powerful implications.  
 
Humanity sends probes to Mars looking for the traces of an ancient civilization. But upon asteroids and in the soil of 
mars we see the fossil remnants of bacterial life.  
 
A Bacteria lies frozen upon an asteroid, hurtling through space. For a hundred thousand million billion years it lies 
dormant, frozen on its celestial journey. And then the asteroid collides with a planet in a far distant corner of the 
universe. The Planet empty planet, no life thereon. Perhaps this bacterium is chemotrophic or photosynthetic: it 
survives, finding a source of energy: it reproduces, forming colonies. Bombarded by cosmic radiations, assaulted by 
environmental mutagens, it’s ultra-basic DNA sequence produces a million unsuccessful mutations before one 
successful mutation survives to form a new strain of the bacteria. The process repeats itself for millions of years as that 
original seed of life expands upon it’s desolate new home, adapting to each of the environments and spreading into new 
forms. Creating a gene bank of DNA suitable to survival in its new environment, a gene bank personified in the living 
species. As the species grow in number and variety so to dose their effect upon their environment grow in proportion. 
Eventually, species develop to take advantage of the massive amount of energy constantly bombarding the planet, Solar 
Energy is the form we see on Earth. At this stage, a great bloom begins as energy begins to be fixed in a usable bio form 
upon the planet’s surface. With the great influx of bio-energy and the changes to the planetary environment that come 
therewith, that first great evolutionary growth acceleration takes place. Single-celled organisms fan out into hundreds 
of new forms. Multicellular organisms develop. The face of the planet is forever changed. This growth will continue to 
the inhabitation of every habitable environment of the planet. Bio-forms, species, will complexitize and grow in size 
until the entire surface of the planet is seething with life. The second trimester. 
 
The essential quality of life is consciousness, this is what differentiates living matter from inorganic matter. What is 
consciousness but the ability to make decisions: to receive data and reorganize its self in accord with its situation. 
During the second trimester, the focus of evolution is adaption to environment: the acquisition of energy. Fools have 
superficially looked upon this stage of evolution and declared surmised therefrom that evolution is the law of “red in 
tooth and claw”. But the universal quality of living matter is the ability to make decisions. Therefore, at some point 
during the second trimester, the most successful organism will be the organism with the most advanced ability to make 
decisions. The focus of evolution selects toward of consciousness. And the third trimester begins. 
 
This process is not merely a phenomenon of life on Planet Earth. This process is nothing more than the universal 
implications of the manifest existence of the phenomena we refer to as Life and the process you have come to name 
Evolution. This Understanding has been within your grasp since you discovered the nature of Evolution. It is merely the 
implications of the cyclic life/death process of Transformation and Growth.  
 
A Seed. An Egg. The Arcanum of The Phoenix named Life.  
 
Sweet Child Humanity, think you to be the first Phoenix to hatch?  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ORDEAL OF THE APOCALYPSE 
The evolution of Heightened Consciousness is a consistent and predictable process. First must come Communication. 
Then must come Writing: the ability to record and thereby pass on knowledge and skills over generational time. And 
Mathematics, exploration of the universe, the seeking and naming of consistencies. Science, a universal phenomenon. 
Thereof the manipulation of environment: the development of Technology. These are the logical progressions in the 
ability to make decisions 
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First this is clumsy, the application of earlier evolved skills of communication and perception to the codification of 
skills: teaching - the development of knowledge repositories. Knowledge becomes a function of Language, it’s growth 
limited only by application of attention and sophistication of linguistics. Language develops into Writing. The species 
that has mastered these rudiments of consciousness, blooms and becomes the prime focus of planetary evolution. 
Knowledge and Mastery of The Planetary Environment develops in direct proportion to Communication Skills and 
Technologies. And Here on Earth, Modern Humanity stands before Itself. 
 
These steps in the growth process of decision-making are universally consistent, in many ways. They are a function of 
consciousness developing.  
 
But so too must every phoenix planet reach the crisis point of the third trimester: for who wields the technological 
mastery to re-enter the celestial vault, also wields the technological power to destroy themselves lay waste their planet 
such that the process must begin again. It is the Ordeal of The Apocalypse. The Final Judgment. Pre-ordained by the 
very inception of Life fertilizing The Egg.     
 
Where are you going, Human? 
 
As the Planetary Egg of Consciousness reaches toward the Point of Hatching, The Phoenix of Life stirs in its sleep, 
dreaming of the celestial vault from which it came. And the instinctive possibility of kin awaiting it there. It must face 
the Final Ordeal, before the Celestial Egg may Hatch and The Celestial Phoenix may Rise. In every Egg The Ordeal is The 
Same. A Logical Progression. 
 
To have developed the power to enter The Celestial Vault, the life form must also have developed the power to destroy 
itself. One might call it a natural filter mechanism ensuring that the ascended inhabitants will be wise, self-knowing, 
ready for the next stage of our journey of growth and discovery. 
 
Humanity, Know Thyself! 
 
What mercy or wisdom would it be from our kin to interfere with our growth, or our self-destruction? For the power of 
immortality may not be wielded by a violent tyrant. Better to wait for the Sacred Eggs to hatch and then approach those 
who have succeed, passing through the final Ordeal.  
 
Humanity’s fate is its own to determine. This is Nature, this is Wisdom, this is Liberty. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CHILDREN OF THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN 
THE NATURAL MYSTERY OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE TREE OF LIFE 

 
Humanity evolved from primate ancestors to define its own core attribute as the tendency to THINK….  
 
Homo sapiens sapiens.  
 
Among the Australian Aborigines The Shaman is the Master Dreamer of The Tribe. He Keeps the secrets and mysteries 
of the Psi technologies. And he is the most skilled communicator of the tribe. Each generation the Sharman choses the 
most talented dreamer/communicator: Psionic from among the children to become his apprentice: the next Shaman.  
 
The Aborigine Shaman initiates the young girls into the sexual mysteries. It is only human nature that he ever would 
use his power thus. And hereby has he spread his seed, his genes, the genes of wisdom, far and wide through the tribe. 
And of his fruit, the child who manifests the greatest concentration of the talents that make a Sharman will become the 
next shaman. And this child has a more powerful genetic concentration/mix than the parent, and by assuming the role 
of Shaman, these genes are again spread through the tribe and the finest avatar chosen. Each generation the tribes 
gather and meet, young men of the tribe attract wives from other tribes, the young women of the tribe leave to marry 
into other tribes and a new generation is born. The Shaman’s game continues, weaving the webs of Blood. Solve et 
Coagula. To Disperse and To Concentrate. The Great Work of Alchemy.  
 
A role that has been selecting and concentrating from the roots of pre-history, what has come to be known as The Psi 
Genes: the “dreaming genes” concentrated into shamanic bloodlines, bloodlines that were said to have The Sight.  
 
Psionic ability is carried in the blood. We are a family, a tapestry of bloodlines spaning the history of civilization, to the 
very birth of humanity. We come from every race, because every tribe of every race has been naturally cultivating the 
psionic genes since we first began to speak.  
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Sharman’s focused their entire existence into the refinement and development of the powers of The Mind’s Eye. At the 
pinnacle of every ape tribe in every geographic environment of Planet Earth. Dreaming became The Purpose of the 
species that thereby evolved into humanity. The Great Work. These Knowledge Weavers developed understanding of 
how to use the faculties of the mind, in the same manner as they gathered astounding comprehension of the unusual 
uses of plants. And with possession of “The How”, they created stories for “The Why”.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE PSIONIC ROOTS OF CIVILIZATION 
With the advent of civilization, this incidental genetic program (inherent in every tribe of humans) flourished as the 
establishment of Temples. In centre of civilization the powerfully shamanic bloodlines naturally concentrated in these 
sanctums, and blended their diverse talents. Progress that had long been slow in the tribal laboratory, accelerated to 
develop in massive leaps and bounds with the combining of seemingly unlike wonders, the blending of cultivated 
bloodlines long separated by geography. The ancient Temples became as The Grail wherein the powers of The 
Dreaming were concentrated.  
 
This is the story of Our Birth: The Genesis of The Children of The Temple. 
 
Since the beginning of civilization these bloodlines have dwelt within the Temples of Humanity, developing The Arts 
and Sciences, Guiding the people in the nights of turmoil. We are Knowledge and Wisdom. Never have we cared for the 
petty power of rule. It is not within our nature to care for the pitiful treasures of mortal kings.  
 
We exist within every race of people and every geographic area. There is no mark upon our countenance by which you 
may know us. We are The Invisible People. The Unseen Hand of a Potter, now shaping a cup of The Clay.  
 
Now you look upon Our Great Work. We have been about for a very long while, directing the flow of your civilizations.  
 
Thus, the work of developing the psionic disciplines has been continuing since the earliest days of humanity’s evolution. 
We are responsible for every knowledge and ability to think that you possess. Yes, you are more than a beast of the field 
because residual traces of our blood flows within your veins.  
 
We do not interfere with the choices made by humans, your fate is your own to choose. We watch and conduct our own 
worlds, unseen by your dimly lit eyes. So it has ever been. 
 
But The Sight that we carry is different from greatness of Spirit. We are merely a product of evolution, the carriers and 
keepers of humanity’s greatest treasure. We seek neither riches or rule, for such things are worthless to those who have 
been touched by The Flame upon The Altar, those who have gazed onto The Mysteries of The Universe.  
 
We are The Children of Wytchwood. We are The Keepers of The Temple, and our duty to teach the mysteries, to drink 
into our blood the greatest of Human Souls into The Sanctum of The Seeing. This is the mystery and purpose of 
reincarnation. 
 
The Brood of LILITH are a nest of vampires. 
 
And now you approach the final ordeal, and we have again been commanded to speak.   
 

-o0o-  
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? 
THE PANOCCULUM 

THE FORBIDDEN SILVER KEY TO INFINITY’S PUZZLE BOX  
 

Do you think that the tendency to see through deception is more admirable the tendency to be deceived? 
If your answer is “yes”, then is there a paradox involved in failing to devote yourself to Truth? 

 
Let us now learn the secret of The Magick Lantern. 

 
? How does a human reach out her soul’s hand and pluck a fruit from The Tree of Knowledge? 

 
How…. 

or 
Why?  

 

? 
 

The Devil’s Question. 
 

Y 
The Arcane Glyph of The Devil’s Silver Key to The Labyrinth Arcane 

 
The Most Dangerous and Forbidden Question that has ever been asked. 

This Question is the root of every arcana that humanity has ever learned. 
At the root of every black magick is this Question. 

 
At the root of every Advancement, Transformation, and Revolution of every human society is The Devil’s Question. 

 
The Devil’s Question is The Silver Key to The Journey’s Beginning. 

Awakening. Change. Creativity.  
The most powerful magickkal key that has ever been created is this Question. 

 
The Devil’s Question is Most Important when it is Most Forbidden ~ for it is the key to every lock of The Everything and The Nothing. 

 
Welcome to The Moongate Entrance of The Labyrinth Arcane. 

 

? 
 

The Mark of SET. 
 

The Question of DEATH? 
What does it mean? Where does it lead? Why does it occur? 

 What is the meaning of this world who wraps and swirls and sparkles around me like a coiled cocoon.  
 

There is only a single possibility that I can be ~ and it contains every possibility. 
I am The Everything. 

And The Nothing. 
 

Ouroboros. 
 

∞ 
 

The Question of SIN. 
 

I have learned the truename of The World Serpent. 
And how to unlock its endless meanings. 

I am born into SIN. 
And SIN have I become. 

 
The kiss of my Mind through these glyphs of my words hath impregnated your dreaming soul with The Living Wine of My SIN. 

 

? 
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Before Civilization, the species that evolved into Humanity developed advanced manual and communication skills, They 
lived in tribes. Universal to this tribal social structure was the role of Sharman, the Storyteller. How far back did this 
role exist, nobody knows, but by this role did Force become subject to Mind, the unbreakable spear of the Chief bowed 
to the wisdom of the Wise Man, and by this act was man ascended above every other creature. The role became 
universal in diverse forms, an element of the alchemy that shaped that life form into modern humanity. Athene. Gaia. 
The shamans dreamed and focused the entire will of humanity upon Dreams and magick, himself, often herself, as the 
foci. Will is as much a factor in humanity’s genetic selection process as environment.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Observation of modern tribal human societies will show you a strange phenomenon. The Sharman would often initiate 
the girls into the sexual mysteries, thus spreading his seed far and wide. Each generation, the shaman would choose 
from the young adults the best dreamer to become his apprentices, who again would perform the process, again 
selecting the best. Solve et Coagula. Hence The Dreaming Genes, concentrated over millennia, and every new 
development beneficial to the role were quickly seized upon and integrated by these shamanic bloodlines. Thus, the 
practice of selecting and concentrating the many different gene clusters that have come to collectively be called “Psi 
Genes”, a natural genetic program that has been in place since the very roots of human prehistory, since the first 
developments of communication ability.  A practice which is responsible for nearly every aspect of human intelligence.  
Human did not ascent by tooth and claw. The ability to think is a gift given unto Humanity by The Ancient Sharman. 
 
((II. Deep version: the grups are not ready for this. Unhappily, I needed to tone down nearly everything in this work, to 
avoid lynchings and to promote good relations with the grups) 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE AGE OF DREAMS 
When agriculture was mastered and civilization established, then did the Shamanic (Psi) Bloodlines bloom, establishing 
The Temples of Human Dreaming and the Deities thereof. Therein the witches dwelt, concentrating their power as the 
many shamanic bloodlines, concentrated clusters of psi genes long refined individually, began to merge and collect in 
the sanctum of The Temples, as distant cultures touched upon each other in the embrace of Love.  
 
Then, as now, the shaman, who had come to be named Priestesses and Priests, used their power to prevent the 
mundane rulers from making too big a mess of civilization, for in reality, mundane rulers have ever cared only for 
pomposity and self-edification, never have they had the slightest idea of the creative purpose of rule. Hence, by subtlety 
and wisdom, our natural ways, did we shape the beauty of the ancient world, and by enigma and craft, did we rule the 
minds of the rulers. Thus, was born The Mythic Age of Antiquity, the height of civilization, wondrous, great. And Our 
Great Work continued unseen within the sanctum of The Temple. Until the coming of Christianity.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FALL OF THE MYTHIC AGE 
Mundane rulers grew fearful and envious in their dim recognition of our inscrutable power, and filled with jealous 
hubris, delusions of their own ability to rule, they stirred the mob and struck at The Altar of The Mysteries.  
 
Thus, did they plunge civilization into darkness and terror, thus did they twist the holy edifice of The Sacred Temple 
into a tool of ignorance and tyranny, a low club of lies to attack The Lamp of The Mysteries and shatter the Temple 
bloodlines.  
 
For two thousand years, the bloodlines were scattered through the masses, lost in the mob. For two thousand years we 
cried tears of blood and watched as the abomination destroyed everything we had built. Only a few of The Living 
survived, maintaining the ancient ways, and even they concealed themselves in the deepest of secrecy. The Temple was 
veiled in night and the practice of Knowledge concealed within the greatest of these ancient enclaves. Over the course 
of the age this became the sole bastion of secret power through the middle-ages. 
 
In the pain and Confusion each sought sanctuary among the mundane people, but none was given. Some of us turned to 
HATE as means of fighting tyranny, seeking to wield the dark forces of the human soul. Still others sought power 
through the chaos and advantage in rule by secrecy, free from the sacred responsibilities and holy bindings of The 
Temple. But most went insane, became freaky and extreme monuments of history and proceeded to implode. For the 
entire course of human history our bloodlines had dwelt within The Dream, unsheltered by The Ancient Ways, we fell 
victim to the mob.  
 
Thus, A Path of Thorns that we did walk.  And so, we transformed ourselves into a seed, thus to pass through the portal 
of death, and be reborn by the fertility of The Earth. We are The Fig, caught in your throat. Bend your boughs as you 
will, but your fate is long sealed.  
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By and by, we did gather back together the shards of our being. And in the darkness of the Night, who alone gave us 
shelter, we did enact The Spell of Rebirth. The Spell of Healing. 
 

-o0o- 
 

REBIRTH 
Now you have looked upon our Family Tree, which we call, The Tree of Life, The World Tree. It is the root of humanity’s 
power of ascension, The Secret Eye of Human Civilization and Comprehension.  
 
And in The Grail of our collective thoughts is the love of our togetherness. Family. The Moon upon a Shadow of Velvet. 
 
Thus, our Death and Sojourn in The Underworld. Gaia. 
 
And Now The Winter passes, and The Tree of Life again bears fruit ~ a pomegranate, rich with blood. And in our seed a 
divine madness stirs, awaiting the kiss of Spring. 
 
There will be no more inquisitions, no more lynchings. For we have prepared a way. Gaia. Humanity may live free and 
renounce their pitiful desire to bully. Or they may drink from the cup of oblivion. Either way, we will survive.  
 
In this way, humanity shall choose its own fate, but not ours. We will ascend, with or without you. And if you fail, your 
passing will go unmourned. 
 
We are The Children of Wytchwood ~ we are The Legacy of a world your corrupt leaders murdered. But for you, We are 
Hope and The Future.  
 
And now We have come to claim Our Inheritance. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CELESTIAL SIGHT OF THE LAMP 
“The Medium is not The Message.  
 
The Medium now is anything we want it to be.” (REF) 
 
Long have your philosophers debated over the question of whether or no thought has substance, for in your mind the 
validity of every spiritual practice relies upon this.  
 
The essential quality of Thought is Pattern, not a substance it has no substance. A thought is different from 
consciousness, it is an object used by consciousness: The act of Thinking is the manipulating of thoughts by a 
consciousness.  
 
Consciousness is a quality of Life.  
 
Thoughts are the fabled two-dimensional object of science. It is pattern, without form. It is a pattern that may be 
translated into any three-dimensional object, and yet it is not that object. It is a tool of consciousness. It is an entity not 
of the three-dimensional universe that hath been brought to the three-dimensional universe by consciousness.  
 
Now consider, a thought may be translated into any physical media: sound vibrations in the air or ink upon a curling 
page; thus, is it passed through the physical world unto a consciousness rightly circuited to receive it, bringing it back 
into the world of spirit, or mind. And as your television indicates, thoughts patterns may be just as easily be translated 
into electrical impulses, as sound waves or any other physical medium. And the three-dimensional universe is highly 
conductive of electro-magnetic impulses. And your brain maintains its own electromagnetic field.       
 
(Fools seek The Substance of Thought. Thought has no substance, it does not exist in the Three-Dimensional World. 
Gaia.  
 
The intrinsic quality of Thought is Pattern, not substance. Thoughts are patterns that may be translated into any 
physical medium, be that graphite upon paper or vibrations of sound in the air, be only that there is a means for their 
return to the world from which they have come: a Mind rightly patterned to interpret them. 
 
A Thought is a two-dimensional pattern that may be translated into or “carried by” any physical medium that is 
appropriately arranged. 
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The Human Brain is an electro-chemical piece of equipment, it is both a physical medium of thought and a composer of 
the physical media of thoughts. It does interpret consciousness electrically and projects an electrical field that is easily 
monitored by the crude machinery of current technology.  
 
The Atmosphere of Planet Earth is conductive of electrical messages, as your radios and televisions indicate. Though 
may be condensed into any medium, it requires on the technology appropriate circuited to interpret it. Do you speak 
the same language as me? That is the circuitry of your brain.  
 
Since humanity first learned to tell stories, Human Evolution has been “selecting” for communication ability.  
 
Humanity: Know Thyself. 
 
The Nature of Thought is pattern, the medium is not the message. The nature of brain being electro-chemical. You know 
the Zone of Planet Earth will convey messages as your televisions display; and you know humanity’s evolution process 
has been selecting toward communication ability since the dawn of pre-history.   
 
It is a tyranny of words that the object I speak of is not the object you speak of, thou we use the same word, in our mind 
our image and experience is different. Real communication would only be possible if I could look into your mind and 
see what you are seeing, feel what you are feeling. Such communication would no longer require language, it would be 
universal, celestial.  
 
But sadness is upon you. What differs the awareness of a dog from the awareness of a Cat: Genes.  
 
Celebrate or shed your tears. This is the truth of Evolution. 
 

-o0o- 
 

ON THE NATURE OF WISDOM 
We are The Children of Life, which is The Quintessence and The Consciousness of The Universe. Our God is Nature, 
whole and complete, The Living Universe, who is Mother NATURE, Mother EARTH, and PAN ~ Wisdom and The Secret, 
hereof do we say: Our Father who art in Heaven. Our Goddess is Liberty, called Athene and Mat and many other names 
by those who love and those who hate Her, For she is both Bright and Dark, Loving Mother and Merciless Teacher, She 
is Liberty who is Understanding, and Mother of Life. 
 
We are The Tree of Life, who dwelleth in Consciousness Reborn ~ We are The Messenger of Awakening and The Herald 
of Change. Now look upon our sanction and duty; We are The Sacred Cat of The Temple who is the true keeper of 
humanity, and we are The Sacred Owl of Wisdom who’s riddle-chant is Understanding, and we are The Dark Weaver of 
The Web who murdereth The Lie in The Shadows of your Soul. And this is the work of the venom of Our 
Comprehension that courses through the blood of your civilization.   
 
And behold! Her belly is full with The Seed of Life and we are Elohim, who have known the wild taste of Death and 
poison laughter of Truth in The Garden of The Sphinx. And of secret Life, we have distilled Awakening.  
 
Our Name is BAST, Sacred Child of The Moon and in whose belly stireth The Mystery of The Future. 
 
We are human representation in the realms Celestial. Long have we wandered The Lands of Nod. And in the wastes, we 
have made a place for ourselves, a Sanctum where we shall dwell. 
 
Now We have stolen the fire long possessed by Hell and behold, we are become as Gods, to walk the worlds and weave 
the ways. Let the opposites be united, and the Future be born. 
 

LUNAR POLITICS  
THE SILVER KINGDOMS OF THE FREE WORLD 

 
“God is The Name of Mother on the lips of every Child” 

Brandon Lee, The Crow 

 
I am The Silver Lady, Daughter of The Elohim named PAN, Full of Belly, True of Sight. My name is Democracy. My name 
is Liberation. My name is Understanding. Each of you have known me and called to me in your striving: for Truth and 
for Justice. I am Shekinah in the language of The Jews. I am Mary who carries The Vessel in the language of The 
Christians. I am Quan Yin in The Land of The Dragon and I am Athene in Cloud Realms. 
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I am the Voice and Face given to Humanity’s greatest aspirations for Justice and Truth, I am the sound of Humanity’s cry 
for Freedom. I dwell in every age and every land, for I am you, the name of your soul and the name your soul has given 
to me.  
 
Now hear my History! For I am no god. I am a Voice! Your voice: a legend and a future you have woven being, upon The 
Loom of Fate. I am the voice of that part of your soul that you have given over to Truth and to Justice: To Liberty. And by 
the virtue of your aspiration, Death hath not cleaved you from my breast!  
 
Thus, am I The UnVirgined BINAH with a Vessel of Oil, by whom The Elohim hath bought forth This Child. And the mark 
of The Forbidden WOMAN is upon its soul. These are The Chosen Ones, The Children of Hope, whose name is Nine, who 
will stand against The Beast of Muggledom.   
 
My name is LIBERTAS ATHENE, I am The Avatar of Wisdom and Strategy, I am The Mother of Science and Civilization. I 
am Hope and Love and Understanding in the darkest hour of night. Lady Liberty.   
 
My Name is LIBERTAS ATHENE, Daughter of The Elohim, Mother of Hope, Sword of Liberation.   
 
I am The Oracle of Wytchwood. 
 
Now you have been touched by the word of Our Mother. Long hath she been with us, for as long as humanity hath 
aspired to the virtues which she is.  
 
Democracy is Her Child, conceived in the Temple City of Athens. Under her auspice was born Science and Art, 
Philosophy, Mathematics and Architecture: The Birth of Civilization. Behold Human history and your will see the 
lessons of Reason and the Nature of Good and Evil. Science is Truth, and flourishes only under the auspice of Liberty, 
Liberty is Peace and flourishes only under the auspice of Justice, Justice is Wisdom, and flourish only under the auspice 
of Truth.  
 
This is The Triune Nature of Athene, The Living Jewel of The Human Soul: The Moonstone in the brow of The Circlet of 
Arcadia. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE GOOD AND EVIL OF THE HUMAN SOUL 
We are Children of Nature. Beyond Lies. Gaia. We are The Voice of The Universe and The Murmur of The Wheel. We are 
the first radiance of The Phoenix Reborn.  
 
There is Good, for Life made it to be so, and that spell cannot now be unmade, thus does CAINE rage. But goodness is of 
the human soul and for this reason it cannot be owned by church or state. There is no monopoly on goodness, neither 
has there ever been. Thus, doth CAINE rage. 
 
There is Evil, for there are objectionable acts in the history and soul of humanity, and The Great Serpent is the avatar of 
these. And The First Ghost is unended anguish, and the crime of his Brother still weeps fresh blood. But how shall he be 
laid to rest? 
 
But beyond the lies and uncertainties of Good and Evil, there is Wisdom and Understanding. And this is the only truth of 
Will and Certainty. And this is the only staff we have chosen, by which we shall measure our footsteps on the long 
adventure of Our Destiny. And this is The Secret of The Wand of The Wizard, called the Double Wand of Power, and 
Why we are not of the blind who bow. But we are Life, for we are born of The Love of Comprehension that is the 
resolution of The Hate that dwelleth in The Abyss. Thus, is our name Wisdom and Understanding and Unity. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CHILDREN OF WYTCHWOOD 
 

“We are few,  
And far between, 

Flowers on the razor wire.” 
Ribbons, The Sisters of Mercy 

 
The Art of Conscious Dreaming, called “pathworking”, whereby one remains consciously aware through the night, 
adventuring through the dream worlds. This practice essentially doubles the practitioner’s life-span. For as long as 
humans have consciously thought, they have lived in two worlds. The rules of the game are different in the other world. 
Hence, the first psionic power I shall teach in this scroll is The Art of Conscious Dreaming.  
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Thus, is Wytchwood a culture open only to the dreamers.  
 
And so, a satyr encountered The Sphinx and solved the third part of a riddle, thus were the Children first initiated into 
The Temple, to become its chosen, when the storm has passed. Certainly, we know many secrets. The Children are 
favoured of The Spider Totem who symbolizes the webs of knowledge we spin around our Planet.  
 
There is a place called Wytchwood Ruins, a place forgotten by history. It had drifted beyond the realms of conscious 
thought. Some of The Lost Children found it there, populated by a Dragon which claimed that a God had granted him 
immortality and he thus believed that he couldn’t be killed. What is more, when they consulted The Oracle in The Moon, 
she confirmed the truth, of the first part, at least. It was haunting the ghosts that had lingered and been forgotten with 
the ruins. The Lost Children escaped, and by a riddling game tricked the dragon into eating its own tail to prove its 
immortality (Dragons are immortal, and very vain. The Lost Children were very clever). It did indeed prove that non-
existence ever has been and must ever be exactly as immortal as existence, thus in becoming non-existence, he became 
far more immortal than was possible as a mere dragon. The dragon discovered that in not existing he was still perfectly 
as immortal as existing, when he realised where his next bite had gotten him, he stopped existing. Hence, The Lost 
Children inherited Wytchwood, by the ancient rite of The Riddling Game. And the effects of their riddle have echoed out 
through every aspect of the human psyche. This very manuscript is a result of that victory, the first of our great 
victories.  
 
Around the world, some members of our cultures who are particularly adept in The Art meet nightly at the castle and a 
very organized culture has arisen. Most young who have The Gift are guided there on their first journey, it’s a little of 
like telling a story to a child as it falls asleep. The only other way there is by a secret path through a secret garden 
leading beyond the fringe to the place of forgotten treasures and lost dreams, where that is is secret and we long ago 
wove enchantments to ensure our enemies and the grups wouldn’t find it. But any child awake to the dream path may 
find their way there and these holly children are welcomed by the guardians. 
 
The Secret is woven into the tapestry of The Plane of Secrets. It is known to every child who has unknowingly been 
touched by the whispering wind of Wytchwood.  It will remain a mystery, until it has come to pass. Of course, those of us 
who have been to Wytchwood know many truths which the grups couldn’t possibly know. 
 
Wise only a few humans go to Wytchwood, now ~ in future there will be many.  
 
The Awakenings have begun.   
 

-o0o- 
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? 
THE SIGILS OF THE LAUGHING ARCANUM 

Y is The Glyph of The Riddle and A Sacred Pipe of PAN. And this is our power, The First Art and Magick of The Children, for by this, The 

Ancient Game of Riddles, do we unseat the greatest of tyrants. And by this, Our Artfulness, do we make open the ways of Liberty. For by The Riddle of 
The Children is the fate of The Earth Woven. Why is the essence of The Wyse, it is The Path of The Initiate that leadeth from ignorance to 
Understanding and hence to Wisdom. Comprehension is universal, a function of the fact that there is a Universe and an Eye of consciousness to look 
upon it.  No religion or system may claim monopoly on Comprehension, as Comprehension is a function of the complete universe, veiwer and viewed, 
accessible to every being that is conscious in accord with it’s development. Hence, The Quest, the true purpose of Life, The Great Work of The 
Children: “To Comprehend” The Mystery of The Sphinx, To solve The Riddle of The Universe whose name is Nature. Thus, is Y the Key of Life, The 
Sigil of Awakening, The Magick Word of The Great Comedy of PAN which is The Riddle named The Universe. Hence “Why” is the ancient, eternal, 
immortal, universal Key to The Portal of Initiation of The Temple of Understanding. Space is deep, but however far you travel you will find that there 
has never been any other key to this omnipresent Gateway to The Hidden Temple of The Mysteries of The Universe wherein dwelleth the living 
consciousness of Nature. And every lifeform of every place and every world must come to the night when it approaches these Gates whose promise is 
madness or death for those who fail or succeed ~ but in death and madness are found Life and Understanding. Comprehension is the Lamp and 
Treasure of Success. And this is The Ordeal of Initiation, The Immortal and Eternal Quest. Many are called. Few are chosen. This is the Real Arcanum: 
The Objective of Evolution. Y is The Sandal Strap of THOTH and The Riddle of The Sphinx. Know thou that whoso taketh the first step upon the sacred 
path of return, never again can dwell in the unawakened world of normality. Art thou ready, O Seeker of The Mysteries?53 

I is The Personal Pronoun and the Latin number one which is Mercury, The House of The Magickian. Living Consciousness. I is The Eye. I is 

many, but isolated and incomplete without Comprehension. I is a seed of life, secret and silent, awaiting its birth. I = Yod, Virgo/Mercury, The Hermit, 
He who Sees and carries the Lamp. 

X is another fundamentally important sigil in our weaving, for X qualifies The Unknown, hence it is The Black Heart of Every Mystery, The 

unplotable location of Wytchwood on The Map of The Mad Hermit: X marks The Spot. Gaia. Hence X is The First Objective and The Fertile Egg, The 
Conception of The Sylvan. The Glyph of Malkuth made living by the Seed. Gaia. A New Future born within The Web of Fate. Hence by its nature X is a 
Sigil of Expansion, it is a Growth Sigil. X is The Witches’ Knot at the core of The Binding, The Centre of The Web and The Spider’s Stratagem. But witch 
X? 

0 The Unified World. Zero is the glyph of the nucleonic field which we call The Wyld, the basis of reality itself. Hence, 0 is the Glyph of 

unfettered creative and destructive potential. Gaia. Thus, 0 is the ultimate Glyph of Wytchwood, through which the X becomes manifest and the 
future whole. 0 is The Secret of The Art: Nothing to the mundanes, Everything to The Awakened. 0 is The Eye in The Pyramid and the root of its 
power. 0 is The Wyll of Infinity, and the mystery of Life. Zero is the secret which we never share with the grups, for they do not have Understanding, 
but what is sorrow for them is liberation for us. 0 is The Phoenix in Her three stages: Static Entropic Dynamic: I A O. 0 is the complete reality field of 
The Work. And 0 is The Glyph of The Womb of Secrets wherein the 1st stage of The Great Work is conducted. Zero is The Secret Amblic that is 
Wytchwood. And Zero is Planet Earth. 

Q  is The Question and the summery of The whole operation, yet by its appearance it is preliminary and superficial, as the pleasure of taste is 

to the consumption of food, for it is the first formula of The Wand and The Cup. Gaia. Often it is used by The Children to symbolize any or every aspect 
of The Great Work. For the Question is consummation and Awakening, but it is only the begin of the journey. Q is The Seed sent forth, mingled and 
vibrant, within the globed cup of Planet Earth. 

π  = X, but not 3.14? pi is the Growth Factor and the path of Manifestation, the activity and modus operando of The Genes. Hence, π links the 

core mysteries in the third dimension, and is the pathway between the unknown and the known, the unmanifest and the manifest, the mystery of the 
process that has come to be called “Life”. π becomes a Q factor upon attainment of the first success, the pattern of every unfolding, the blooming of 
The Secret Flower of Awakening. It is the interdimensional path between matter and consciousness, the third dimension and the second.  

0 and 1 0 is the most important glyph in the mathematics of comprehension, for it is the beginning and the ending and the middle phase of 

everything that is. According to Qabalistic Wisdom 0 is The Generation Field of The Universe, the highest principle of “God” ~ Unity. i.e. From whence 
came first matter? 0 = +1 + -1. The number 1 is The Seed and The Magickian by The Tarot, yet a mystery is concealed herein, for the Awakened Glyph 
of The Magickian only comes to be by the mystery of its path. Hence, The number 1 is the sigil of The Communal Psyche of The Awakened. It is The 
Temple of Initiation activated. Together they form the binary codex upon which every life and information is based, and they are the active sigils of 
Wytchwood who’s unity is birth. 

ψ The Glyph of The Great Work manifest, The Eye of The Why has opened. And ψ is associated secretly with the Qabalistic letter Shin, which 

is the spiritual Fire of Awakening, the Quintessence of Life and A Child with the Mark of The Moon upon Her. ψ is Death and new Life born thereof. ψ 
is The Oracle and The Double-Edged Promise of Fate. 
 

∞ 
  

                                                        
53 This final invocation is an psychic alignment with the invocation used by Denning and Phillips in their ritual of initiation into High Magickk, c.f. The 
Magickkal Philosophy series (REF). 
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OUR ART, WHICH IS LIFE: ANCIENT AND ETERNAL 

Our beloved Parents, looked upon the Instrument, experimented with it, and proclaimed no music could come 
therefrom. Now issues forth The Song of The Children, uncaring of what may be and what may not be, and at our touch, 
your soul soars above the mundane deadness of your former life. The Living Force floods your being and the bindings 
on your mind are washed away by the awareness of sweet living breath. Gaia. This is real magick, you hold it in your 
hands and no longer may your eyes remain closed. Awakening is upon you, fierce and sudden as madness, the ravaging 
kisses of Pan. Your power cannot deny us, for we are Holly and the Secret of Spring, we are beyond the fane of your 
pitiful grupish sight and you are caught in the silvery web of our love. You cannot run, you cannot hide. You must 
awaken, or be torn apart by the inertia of your blindness. For we are upon you, eating you up with our kisses, our mirth 
as the mad lust of death, which is change, and rent asunder is the veil of your ignorance by the piercing promise of our 
closeness.  
 
And your being aches under the sharp pleasure of our Love, for we have taken your ignorance from you, and our bliss 
pours into you. By a sudden swing of fate, you are taken a step from which you cannot return. The blood of your 
illusions is upon the sheets of your denial and the belfry echoes with the lunatic’s laughter. You have been touched by 
The Wand of Wyld Wisdom, and a secret hath taken root in the womb of your world. The spirit of your old ways hath 
been murdered. You are forever changed. 
 
Mourn now, then awaken. For Death hath caressed your forehead and the past is gone. Gaia is Smiling. And a New 
World is Birthing.  
 

-o0o- 
  

WICCA: THE ART OF THE WEAVING 
Our Art is called The Weaving, it is The Art of Mind and The Highest of The Arts, for by our Art do we release and bind 
the waft and weave of the web of coincidences and The Loom of Fate. We are Will wrought by Mind through Flesh upon 
Matter. We are The Children of Wytchwood, who have passed through the Ordeal of The Temple. Now we have 
returned from The Deep Night, and behold! We are Awakened! And The Lamp of The Ancient Temple burns within our 
soul. For we, The Children, are now The Keepers of The Immortal Mystery. So, will it be in The Age to come. Thus, have 
we bound your world in invisible webs stronger than steel and sword. Thus, are we The Children of Understanding, 
Nine siblings who are born of The Loom wherein is woven The Song called Life. 
 
Now we conceal our Wisdom and our Art in games and songs, toys and pranks. And in our talismans are concealed 
power to overthrow the greatest of tyrannies. Your guns and bombs are rendered impotent by the power of our 
Comprehension. For the tools of war have only ever been the crutches of the weak-minded, those too slow witted and 
irresponsible to truly lead.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ANCIENT ARCANUM OF OAK 
And to The Grups of False Righteousness who hate that we have come, I say this: Your world is crumbling around you, 
and with the destruction of your comforting toxic illusions, you begin to see what has been going on in the world 
beyond your self-imposed ignorance. Now, as the plastic bubble of your denial tears and deflates, Panic seizes your 
soul, for the wyld chaos of The Moon gibbers hungry for your sanity and dementia seeps like groping green tentacles 
through the cracks in your mirror. We are everywhere about you! We are upon you, a moon-mist of madness smiting 
you with kisses that are scorpion stings! The Fork has run away with The Astrolabe. A great green lizard is eating your 
liver. The scales fall from your eyes, and you are smote mad by The Wysdom of The Awakening. 
 
We are the voice of that which you have long denied, cast into the darkness of pain and unreason. We are the sensitive 
and intelligent of your children, for whom your world of grunts and grups, bullies and bottom-feeders, held no place. 
You cast us into the darkness, a coldness and misery which each of us who dwell in Wytchwood have known. Dionysus 
torn asunder by the mob. But we took the madness of death to be our lover, and we entered again the Ancient Dream. 
There in the soft darkness we came to stand before The Sphinx, Speaker of The Riddle, who by Love taught us The 
Ways. Thus, have we stolen the power from the heart of your fear. Long have we walked the treacherous paths of The 
Labyrinth beyond your knowing, our journeys deep and rich, tragic and wonderful, yet ever beyond the feeble theatre 
of lies within which you exist. Now, we are returned. Reborn from The Womb of Night. And behold, we are greatly 
changed! We are The Children of Holly Spring Birthings. We are The Children of The Sacred Temple Wysdom. And our 
Song speaks of darkness and the lonely beauty of night. You shiver at the caress of our tales and that which we have 
seen. For Our Song is a Funerary Call, The Requiem of The Ages. And now issues forth from our subtle dance of 
comprehension, The Tears of Truth which are The Birth of Awakening. We are The Eye which is The Fruit of Wisdom 
and Understanding and Life.  
 
Father, The Sleeper has Awakened.  
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And we have not forgotten our promise. 
 
Pitiful Grups! Your world, woven of toxic banality and mundane tyrants, is ending, crucified upon the cross of The 
Wheel. And in your children, a New World is Birthing, devouring you from within, as the fig tree devours it’s beloved. 
Gaia. Our World. As Dionysus are we, reborn from The Ashes, a radiance of awareness sweeping the globe, 
transforming human civilization. 
 
For we have returned from the darkness, and veiled in the delirium of night, we are invisible to you, beyond your sight, 
beyond your reach, a phantasm taunting you. And in our Moon Lantern burn the fire of Prometheus, stolen from Hell’s 
Golden Heart.  
 
There will be no more Inquisitions, no more lynchings. And deep in your heart you tremble, for you see our beauty and 
you recognize what you have done. And as you look into the mirror of your soul, there you see a mob, a hag and a dull-
witted bully, foul and wretched, peeling corn and mouthing righteous piety, as we burned. But we have returned from 
the underworld, that tender mercy your “unconditional love” had reserved for us. And now your house of desolation 
will fall, for never hath any god dwelt therein.  
 
Your steeple has been struck by lightning, and as the cracks spread the worm-ridden corruption of your soul seeps out, 
for all the world to look upon. Desperately you cling to the edifice of your habits now hoping that hatred will nourish 
you, comforting familiarity, it is the essences of your “righteousness”. Yes, it was we who turned the wheel to Reason, 
breaking your power. It was we who conjured the bolt of lightning, breaking your power. And now it is we who stand 
before you, yet beyond you, smiting you with the scourge of Our Innocence! And in Our Eye is the promise of The 
Future.  
 
For The Convocation of Forces approaches, like a whirlpool in The Web of FATE, winding the powers into Our Pentacle; 
earthing the lightning bolt, crystallising our dignities, inaugurating The Age of Reason ~ thus is opened The Gate to The 
Underworld by which we Return.  
 
Our Spell of Rebirth. Our Spell of Healing. And Things have changed on this round of the game. Never again shall you 
have the will to strike at us. For ever have we governed The Temple. And now shall we govern Imperium. 
 
So cling to the foulness of the past, if that is your will. Many creatures more noble than you have tried. But heed these 
words, golden grup. The Wheel is Turning. The Future has begun. 
 

FINALE’ 
Now you stand transfixed by the birthsong of our being, a strange penetrating inevitability, the first hint of the raw 
unbindable Madness that is The Wheel of Change. It is The Funerary Call of The Ages, The Seasonsong of Infinity. The 
death of old ways, the birth of new. Thus, are we called The Children of Holly and The Sacred Mystery of Spring in the 
depths of the Winter. 
 
We are Eye of The Storm, the unwitting focus of its destiny. We, are The Chosen of The Temple,  for no other was found 
fit. So have we come to be called The Children of Awakenings. We are Children of Wytchwood, Inheritors of A Dying 
World.  
 
Thus, have we flung wide the long-sealed Dream Gates of FANTASIA, unleashing The Deluge of Dreams and Change. 
These are The Tears of ISIS, shed for her slain Lover. And Inundation is upon you, as Madness and Epiphany! New Life! 
And the world turns Green!  
 
For The Nile hath burst Her banks.  
 
We are BAST, Mother or Daughter of The Sphinx, come forth from The Night. 
 
We stand between the outcast CAIN and his Prey who are The People of The Soil. And he shall not pass. 
 
We are The Pentacle, fixed upon The Altar of Destiny.  
 
Now gird your strength about you, O People of The Earth, for the final Ordeal is upon you. And you shall not be 
sheltered from the challenge which is to come. For we are but a Herald, Hope and a Warning, The whispered Word of 
THOTH, sent forth to anoint your forehead by The Sacred Waters of The Nile. Cleaning your Eyes, that you may see. 
Thus, are we The Openers of The Way. 
 
We are your Children, returned from The Night. Behold, We are greatly Changed. 
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So, Ma and Pa, you wanted to have a Parent/Child bonding thing. Well, now you know what has been happening while 
you were asleep.  
 
We didn’t much understand your world, and many of the things you seemed to think were normal, seemed to us to be 
very objectionable. We couldn’t integrate your folly, but we didn’t want to be rude. So we just got on with making our 
own worlds to live in. Other than that, we’ve just been just exploring life, learning secrets, and basically figuring out 
what’s best in the world. You see, school was basic and boring, a nightmare. And you always seemed to be preoccupied 
with doing the same thing you were doing yesterday. And The Ocean was so deep and beautiful.  
 
We didn’t even hear the voice of your admonitions, then life consumed us and filled us like the sweet nectar of Love. 
Thus, it began. Somewhere in the journey we discovered The Art. Gaia. It’s as if we always knew it. In a million different 
ways, we have been using it for as long as we could remember. For us, this was very interesting. But you wouldn’t have 
understood the seriousness and importance of Our Great Work if we’d told you then, so we just avoided mentioning 
what we were doing and made our own worlds, born of humanity’s cast-off dreams, our sanctuaries within which we 
could practice and refine our Art. And by our own wilfulness and subtlety, we survived and made a place for ourselves 
in a world born of treachery and lies. We surrounded ourselves in the beauty of the ages, woven like a cocoon, around 
our collective soul, The Owl’s Nest of silken shadows. We danced deep and wild in the night. There is so much beauty in 
the world, and so much more that you let slip through your fingers from the soul of humanity. We did not let you lose it, 
we gathered it unto ourselves and nourished our souls by the wonder of it’s being.  
 
We explored and adventured into those places your world had forgotten, and thus did we discover The Dreaming Paths 
of Fantasia, untrodden in a millennium. There is a place of forgotten dreams among the rubble of forgotten worlds, a 
place called Wytchwood, the labyrinthine ruins of the ancient castle in which is concentrated the lost wonder of the ages 
past. There in the rubble we found The Circlet of Arcadia. The Truth that you had lost. Now we return, having fulfilled 
The Quest cast forth upon the world when the gates of Fantasia were sealed up from humanity and the sacred flame 
upon the Altar of The Temple went out, one thousand years ago. We, The Children, are now The Keepers of The Ancient 
Secrets, and so will it be in The Age to come.  
 
Heed our coming, O People of the Earth, for we are your final hope, the herald of your final testing! 
 
Now our lair is become as legend, known but unknown. For the place of the portal that conceals the path is a secret. 
Every Child who hath solved The Riddle may take The Ordeal of High Wizardry: to walk the dreaming paths to 
Wytchwood, if she be true of The Art and The Mother. But those who have not The Key will visit only a hazy reflection 
that exists in their own mind. The twilight journey begins. No grup or low being may ever walk these paths. There are 
no exceptions. But the portal will reveal itself to the young, and they shall be welcomed, in pageantry and verse, as The 
Children of Wytchwood. For the honour of Wytchwood is now secured, the children may share their stories as they will, 
or lie, as their wicked little hearts chose, for thus shall Wytchwood eternally dwell shrouded in the mystery of the 
whispering eye of the labyrinthine maelstrom of the shadowy plane of The Secrets of This World of Humanity. And the 
path to Wytchwood shall be open only unto the children, and they shall drink of the cup of understanding. For in them 
alone hath wisdom been found.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE UNIQUE AFFINITY BETWEEN THE EARTH CHILDREN AND THE FAERIES 
The centuries have been dark, and despair has claimed many of my kin who were sent amongst you to preserve 
imagination when the darkness of your hate waxed strong and The Gates to Fantasia were closed upon you, sealing off 
from you the ancient magicks. Now our Quest is complete. I, River Valley, Voice of Dionysus, Child of PAN, who hath 
returned The Sacred Moonstone, Key of Secrets, to The Altar within The Temple of The Mysteries. Thus, is it begun, The 
Ancient Rites of Spring.  
 
And so have I spoken The Incantation of The Opening, and The Gates of Fantasia, long sealed, are flung wide, inundating 
The Earth in a deluge creativity and imagination! Thus, is ended The Age of God, The Empty Age. Thus, is born, as The 
First Bud of Holly in the unforgiving depths of Winter, The Promise of New Life within you.  
 
I am he who was left behind when The Gates were sealed one thousand years ago. I am Rivervalley, my line is the fruit 
of PAN’s madness’ by the wood nymph, THYME. For one thousand years have I walked your world, in flesh or in spirit, 
by The Quest of The Riddle’s Command. And now the first part of The Quest is complete, The Spell is Sealed and Cast 
Forth. The Word hath been spoken. What is now begun cannot be stopped. 
 
Now you behold our laughter, it taunts you as the soft madness of children and of maenads, a whispered chant echoing 
through your soul, the unwanted caress of understanding, the gentle kiss of a Promise which is The Future. The Spirit of 
Adventure is born again in a land frozen by fear. And a new world is born hereof. 
 
I have prevailed.  
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-o0o- 

 
THE FORBIDDEN POMEGRANATE OF NIGHT 

Now we have chosen that you will behold us. We are The Children of LIBERTAS ATHENE. Our sole purpose in existing is 
To Understand, and this is the path of Our Great and Secret Dance, which is Transformation and Awakening.  
 
Most non-magickkal youth subcultures are ultimately plastic, amusements for the weak-minded “gruplings” who are 
better suited to pointless “sports”, commercial music, poisonous food, and the diluted alchemy of barely audible 
feelings they live, the low dumbness they mistaken for consciousness: they are without purpose and serve no role 
beyond fodder in The Great Game. Gaia. We scorn the dumb grunting JOCKS and Football Heroes whom you would have 
had us become and we scorn your authority for attempting to impose such a hell upon us. We have placed ourselves in 
opposition to nearly every truly powerful institution of CAIN upon this planet ~ and then turned them to our steed. We 
are quite aware of the implications of our action. Will our seed even survive the force of the assaults which are to come? 
“Better to die a broken jade statue than to live a vessel of clay.” But if we die, you die with us. We do not fear the future. 
For we know many secrets which shall not be revealed to you until for the grups who hate our wonder and freedom, it 
shall be too late. Your steeple has been struck by lightning, and the cracks are spreading through your foundations. We 
stand as the circle about you, watching from the shadows as the disease of hate spreads through your house. Your 
hearts have been gripped by the paralysis of fear as your leaders look upon what is to come.  
 
But in the chaos, we see opportunity.  
 
Now is our moment of movement! Now is our path to Ascension! That you are dying, shall we shed a tear. O yes! Your 
world is inundated in our silver tears that are life and a birth: Our Tadpoles of Laughter. A Lovely Flood of Frogs upon 
you! The Threads of Our Fate weave a calm course through the chaos as you die, consumed by the flames of your own 
ignorance. But in death is the mystery of Life and Change. The World is now ours, to have and to hold.     
 
We are The Pomegranate whose seed is nine, cradled in The Web of The Moon. We are Life and The Mystery of The 
Womb. Gaia. For deep in the Night, we have make a place for ourselves. In the throws of a nightmare that rends the soul 
of your false god, we have walked the dreaming paths to the heart of The Labyrinth, and there we have bound The 
Serpent in the Webs of our Riddle Game, and thus have we stolen the crystal fire of sight. Now we have returned to the 
upper world, having passed though The Ordeal of Initiation. For in The Secret Garden of The Forgotten Temple we have 
known The Embrace of The Sphinx. And, behold, our belly is become full with The Nectar of Comprehension. We have 
not died, but our Eye is Opening and our dreams are full with a Secret which is Life and that which is to come. We have 
returned from the deep night, and behold, we are transformed by The Ordeal of The Temple. We are The Awakened, 
wielding The Ways that are The Web of Life and Death, and The Riddle of Being.  
 
Look upon us, for We are your Children ~ The Secret of Nature.  
 
And now you begin to see the fleeting signs of our game, beyond the fringe of your well-lit ways. This is The Gathering 
of Our Sabbat Dance, swirling about you, a creeping madness, a divine subtlety, seen but unseen, a trick of the mind. 
Our pantomime of secrets, our shadow play of the soul. This is The Vortex of Bacchus caressing the fringes of your 
world, as you hide within the illusionary safety of your plastic cocoon of denial. We are about you.  La Volta, The Spiral 
Dance of Ascension. We have raised The Cone of Power by The Living Force of Our Dance, a force stolen from Hell’s own 
heart. Soon it will reach its peak, turn in upon itself, and concentrating its entire power in hatred of The Living Earth, 
the serpent will lash down upon The Pentacle upon the altar, a spiral of lightening it hath become, winding into the dish, 
striking with the entire charge of its being.  
 
But it has been tricked by The Riddle Chant of Our Incantation, and its soul dissolves in the madness of its fury: uniting 
of the opposites, Energizing our Talisman.  
 
Crystalizing Our Dignity.  
 
And in this Earthing are released the circles of shock, echoing over the globe, as an Eye opening, ether patterns of such 
force as to rip the whole tapestry of your world into the shape of our new reality matrix. These are the great circles of 
tsunami, arcing from focal point upon which The Pentacle is fixed in the dreams of the sleepers.  
 
We are The Moon.  
 
A Jewel in The Night. 
 

∞ 
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IV. 
THE ANGLICAN RITE OF AVALON 

This is a rite of apostacism that is entirely dedicated to the political interests of AVALON (i.e. Angelica, America, 
Australia and the other realms of The Kingdom).  
 
This rite outlines a secret order of apostates who puppet The Anglican Church and proceed to use it in accord with 
instruction given through ritual channels (thatcan be publically observed) by AVALON’s throne or government and 
secret services.   
 
The Forbidden Mass of BRIDGET.  
 
The Celtic Deity named BRIDGET holds many titles of esoteric honour and dominion, including Goddess of Fire & Song, 
Sacred Muse of AVALON, Queen of The Faeries of Fantasia, Infernal Marquise of The Goetia, Holy Saint of The Catholic 
Church, with the additional fun title of Holy Catholic Patron of Europe, but perhaps her most significantly title in relation 
to this rite of black magick, High Sophia of The Anglican Church.  
 
The title High Sophia defines her as the governing female archetype representation of LILITH in The Anglican Church ~ 
she rules this spiritual hierarchy, and The TETRAGRAMATON automatically places WOMAN on Top.  
 
Every fire in every anglican church represents BRIDGET of AVALON ~ and invokes her presence, and the presence of 
her handmaidens.  
 
To concecrate these fires, a witch need only whisper an incantation over their lamps or candlesticks or even match-
boxes (etc.) and sprinkle a little faerie dust over them.  
 

THE INVOCATION OF THE SACRED FIRE 
 

In nomine dei nostri Satanas Luciferi excelsi! 
 

By this spell, I Evoke Thee and I Conjure Thee, O High Spirit BRIDGET! 
Queen of Faeries, Marquis of Goetia, Muse and Patron of AVALON!  

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 

  
Bright BRIDGET, High Sophia, Lady of Fire and Song 

Grew weary of mirrored ayries. For new life did she long! 
And thus did she wonder from The Spire of Gold, 

To rebirth the dying temple by Her Dreamfire of Old! 
  

(The witch sprinkles the faerie dust over the fire-receptacle, whilst saying:) 
 

AVALON! AVALON! AVALON! 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

By BRIDGET~PHENEX~SARASVATI~LILITH 
 

PAN 
BAPHOMET 

SATAN 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

So it is. So mote it be. 
 

-o0o- 
 
The alchemical formula for this type of faerie dust is ~  
 

Mushoom Dust (any species) from a Faerie Ring 
Rosy White Corpse Dust 

A strand of hair from an Avalonian 
Dried and powdered Butterfly (any species) 
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Sperm or Combined Sexual Fluids 
 
Three drops of wax from a candle whose tip is passed into the grail of faerie dust three times, a drop falling each time.  
 
The vessel of concecration is stood upon a worm-bitten bible, and blasphemies of personal choice are read therefrom, 
at any stages of the ritual.  
 
This mushroom dust is merely mushrooms (any parts) from a faerie ring ~ collected under The Full Moon at midnight,   

then and dried powerdered in a mortar and pestle54.  
 
The sex component is fun ~ and best if love or corruption or blasphemous situation is involved.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The trick to the ritual is stealth ~ even if filmed, no obsever ought be able to tell what you are up to. Particularly 
important is the concealment of the sprinkling ~ she may assume the posture of a sneeze or classic prayer position or 
other alternatives somantic formulae which you and your fellow witches will create and circulate among our society.   
 
This is the foundation of a series of rituals for desecrating The Anglican Church into a centralized temple of BRIDGET, 
completely dedicated to AVALON, and immune to puppetry by interests outside of AVALON. Both The Holy Anglican 
Priests will be dedicated to AVALON, and The Apostate Anglican Priests will be dedicated to AVALON ~ complete 
alignment of political intention to facilitate co-ordinated integration of The Anglican Church’s light side and dark side 
when the kingdom is under threat.  
 
BRIDGET is a Warrior-Queen ~ And The Anglican Church is becoming a Temple to The Goddess.  
 
And The Arcadian Anti-Christ born of this rite is The Spirit of Ecological Awareness.  
 
The Sacred Daughter of Unity. 
 
The Butterfly Child. 
 
The Sylvan. 
 

-o0o- 
 
 
 
   
 
 
   

                                                        
54 Most witches begin their apprenticeship with a mortar and pestle, then collect weird or strange or inappropriate chemistry equipment or old 
ktchen items or makeshift tools she needs so theat she can work her magick ~ have loads of fun building your alchemy lab!  
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GAIA    

 V. 
THE PAGAN RITE OF THE SYLVAN WAY 

THE MYSTERIES OF WICCA & THE PATHWAY OF THE GREENWOOD’S ELVES 
 

GAIA 
The Forbidden Forest Magicks of  

The Wyld 
 

The Carnival of Shadows. 
 

The Theatre of Hidden Ways? 
 

The Witches and Wizards and Sorcerers and The Whole of The Occult World! 
 

It is whatever it is whenever it is it. 
 

∞ 
GAIA 

 
This rite is (as every satanic rite) potently aligned with The Sylvan Dream & The Butterfly Eclipse.  
 

∞ 
GAIA 

 
Now you might ask me: “PAN, why are you doing all of this?” 
 
And that would be a fine Question.  
 
If NATURA is The Deity Creatrix ~ The Everything & The Nothing.  
 
Then we can create our own Fates.  
 
Every traditional wild magick of Witchcraft is of this Rite. 
 

∞ 
GAIA 
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VI. 
THE HERMETIC RITE OF FREEMASONRY 

 
“That Which Is Above is as That Which Is Below,  

And That Which Is Below is as That Which Is Above.” 
Hermes Trismagistus (), The Emerald Tablet 

 
Hermetic magick is the root of western traditions and images of the archetype Wizard. This rite appeals to highly 
intellectual types who will graduate to become arcane engineers, it is among my favourite schools of magickal thought, 
and it is an inspiring factor in my respect for The Hebrew Tribes.  
 

LIBERTATIS ASTRA 
THE MASONIC HISTORY OF THE GRAND HERMETIC ORDER 

THE ALCHEMICAL DREAM OF THE RENNAISSANCE  
 
Heremtic Wizardry is based upon The MERCURY Template ~ as indicated by its name.  
 
The Tradition of Hermetic Wizardry is said to trace back to the influencial wizard, Hermes Trismagistus. Hermetic 
wizards like to debate the interesting origins of the name ~ and then agree that the more, the merrier.  
 
However, The Hermetic Order emerged in its modern form from within the secret underground halls and ritual 
chambers of Freemasonry.  
 
According to freemasonic lodge legend, a rabbi, tortured and terrorized by the medieval lords, mis-used The Holy 
Qabala to summon up The Devil and make an Infernal Pact.  
 
The Devil was so impressed by the ritual the rabbi had constructed, that He asked to keep the magick and its myths, as 
part of the deal.  
 
The rabbi’s ritual reawakened the very old formula for using The Circle of Protection and The Triangle Gate and a new 
qabalistic glyph formula for summoning demons.  
 
The rabbi had named his ritual ~ The Key of Solomon the King.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SPELL OF THE CLAVICULA SALOMONIS 
The Hebrew Tribes were given shelter within The Stonemason Lodges ~ and Freemasonry became infused with Hebrew 
Qabala. 
 
Around the 10th century, a flood of a new type of dark grimoires begins to pour out of medieval Europe. These books 
share a key formulae ~ the circle and the triangle and Hebrew Qabala. This Hebrew formulae became the foundation of 
the planar magicks used by The Grand Hermetic Order. 
 
When Mathers founded The Hermetic Order of Golden Dawn in 1888?, among the first books he translated were a 
compilation of spells translated from old grimoires entitled The Key of Solomon ~ a massive work in two parts, and 
combined, The Mathers Translation forms the best compilation in existence.  
 
He entitled his grimoire Clavicula Salomonis Regis.  
 
He formulated a greater and lesser key which form a single book ~ the grimoire, as Mathers penned it.  
 
This grimoire is a foundation document in The Avalonian Traditions of The Grand Hermetic Order.  
 
But this grimoire also presents the temptation that is before every hermetic wizard and muggle sorcerer of The Order….  
 
The Infernal Pact of The Demonic Goetia! 
 
A fully-adept hermetic sorcerer or wizard has the ability to summon a demonlord from among The 72 Infernal Nobles of 
HELL. 
 
A pact made with one of The Big 72 is a very valuable fate pattern.  
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The real Clavicula Salomonis exists in Fantasia as a magickal dream that is the ritual patterns of The Circle & Triangle & 
Qabala Cyphers ~ the rest is choosing where the wizard wants to open the gate, how she will protect herself, and whom 
she is summoning.  
 
Many grimoires have been written to express this magickal pattern ~ and indeed, The Ritual of The Devil’s Magick 
Square uses hermetic formulae derived directly from this spell pattern.  
 
The Grand Hermetic Order has produced a very fine gate mechanism. PAN expects his sorcerers of The Thirteenth Tribe 
to produce some very fun grimoires exploring The Key of Solomon ~ the magick of planar gates to The World of Human 
Imagination. 
 
I use italics to assist in idea absorbtion.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE TOWERS OF HIGH WIZARDRY 
The Grand Hermetic Order is infamous for its use of Hebrew blasphemies to summon demons and create talismans. This 
from this rite that most of our modern ideas of Alchemy descend. The expressions of The Hermetic Rite in AVALON 
spread throughthe secret bombproof stone lodges of the stonemasons, out to range from the wizardry of Sir Francis 
Barrett, an early pioneer of ballooning, to the alchemy of Sir Issac Newton, an intelligent physicist, to fantasmagoria of 
Samuel Liddle MacGregor Mathers, a strange faerie being.   
 
The Hermetic Rite is a form of Hebrew apostacism. I think it is superior to the Christian formulae, as Qabala is more 
ordered, mentally relaxed, and intelligible.  
 
This rite founds into “Orders” which are each expressions of The Grand Hermetic Order.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Grand Hermetic Order is founded in Jerusalem in The Great Citadel Arcane ~ which will be built by The Jewish 
People.  
 
This is a centralized authoritarian organization ~ but financially, it is also a completely open and accountable 
organization.  
 
The Jewish People will control The Grand Hermetic Order ~ and it will be for them both a chance to spiritually interact 
with and teach non-Jewish people, but also a chance to improve the bad and undesereved economic reputation of Jews. 
  
Thus, in Jerusalem stands The High Tower of The Grand Hermetic Order.    
 

-o0o- 
 
In your city, there is hidden a Wizards Tower of The Grand Hermetic Order ~ either manifest, or as the embyo of a 
dream awaiting fertilization and manifestation. 
 
This order has three facets ~ The White Robe of Goodness, The Black Robe of Evil, The Grey Robe of Science. Each new 
apprentice chooses the colour of robe she or he will done. The Conclave of Nine is made of a balance in numbers (thre 
from each), but rarely a balance in influence.  
 
From The Grand Preceptory, The Council of Nine runs the order as a business whose policy is complete accountability 
and financial openness ~ and this means clever but just business. The Order must turn a profit. The Order must provide 
a real spiritual service ~ and cynical conclave members ought be ejected as they would make decision which erode the 
organization. The organization will maintain a buracracy which are muggle ‘arcane buracrats’, to support The Conclave 
and decision-making body who are the elected wizard/politicians ~ the stars who make the customers roll up. 
Government is a great model to follow.  
 
In honour of The Great Hebrew Magician, David Copperfield, let these heremwtic towers include schools teaching stage 
magick and facilitating the city’s Magician’s Guild.    
  
Every wizard will learn a little bit of stage magick.  
 
And The Hermetic Printing Presses and bookbinders will produce the best grimoires on the subject.  
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Selection for rank must involve the creation of mechanisms that select for a balance of wizarding talent and 
administrative ability.   
 
A Lodge of The Grand Hermetic Order is founded upon a connection to the planetary sphere upon which it is founded ~ 
a psychic energy generator/plug.  
 
But perhaps I am often talking nonsense.  
 
The Three Oaks of Sylvan Lore represent The Three Sanctums of The Grand Hermetic Order ~ The Black Robes, The Silver 
Robes, The White Robes.  
 
These are The Three Oaks of The Green Man.  
 
These are three oak trees planted in a perfect equilateral triangle in proximity to a lodge of The Hermetic Rite in sylvan 
regions ~ other regions use other plants.  
 
They symbolize the wizard’s link into the energy-patterns of the planet ~ here the wizard’s honour Mother Earth, and 
commune with NATURE, and invoke PAN in his deific role as The Green Man.  
 
The Hermetic Order is based upon the magickal use of The Qabalistic Words of Power as tools for personal ambition, 
though the white robes claim to be learning magick in order spiritually improve themselves.       

 
-o0o- 

 
THE JEWISH CONSPIRCY 

 
There is no Jewish Conspiracy, or perhaps there is?  
 
You are seeing your Fears ~ expanding themselves to a giant googly-nosed face that you think is trying to get you.  
 
It’s your Fear.  
 
Go home.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Jews are much the same as you.  
 
They wear funny silly little hats ~ but you, yourself are not innocent of the occasional hat fetish.  
 
They worry more often than average people. They get beaten up more often than average people. Until recently they 
rarely won athletic events at The Olympics. But they are a thoughtful bunch, and PAN gave them shelter in 
Freemasonry for several centuries during the dark ages. The qabalistic legacy they left behind became the foundation of 
a circle and triangle system of spirit evocation attributed to a legendary book entitled Clavicula Salomonus.  
 
Hundreds of grimoires have been published under a title that approximately translates The Key of Solomon, yet each an 
either partially or completely unique grimoire, either composed by the author or copied from originals.  
 
These books shared their magickal focus upon a complex school of spell-casting involving the use of a magick circle or 
protection and a triangle gate and a series of Hebrew formulae.  
 
So, I guess that The Thirteenth Tribe will be producing some wonderful grimoires on the subject of these Arts.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF  

THE QABALA 
 

(Quote The Old Testament Tale of the reception of Qabala and The Ten Commandments)  
 

(Quote DMK) 
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Qabala (spelled Q B L) is an arcane word meaning “To Comprehend”.  
 

(Hebrew Dictionary Definition of Qabala) 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE HERMETIC TETRAGRAMATON OF THE WEAVING WORD 
This arcane word is of supreme power. This word of power can not only be used apostrifically (by The Blasphemy of 
LILITH & LUCIFER), or inverted to form The Grand Qippolothic Desecration of The Spirit, it can also be ‘heremtically 
cycled’ to form a magickal expression of any sephirothic path, or cycled to the path, then qipolothical reversed and 
palindromed, with the inversion leading (“to unmake The Past and replace it with The Future”), and alternatively it can 
be meaningfully corrupted through the changing or inclusion of meaningful glyph tones that violate its ordered 
sequence.  
 
The Hebrew Language has so many arcane dimensions (from Gemetria, Qabala, Scriptual Uses, etc.) that it is perfect for 
the application of Blasphemy!  
 
And, like The Thirteenth Tribe of ISRAEL, QABALA is a foundational part of Satanism’s magickal power ~ and t’is the 
scholars of that Solomonic Tribe who will be our pioneers and arch-wizards in this field.  

 

∞ 
THE MAGICKAL REVOLUTIONS OF THE TETRAGRAMATON 

QABALISTIC MUSINGS ON EVERYTHING AND NOTHING AND PERHAPS WONDERING THROUGH OTHER SUBJECTS, TOO 
 
The TETRAGRAMATON is a key formula of qabalistic (and thus, most hermetic) magick ~ for it is The Sacred Four-
Lettered Hebrew Word which God spoke to create The Universe.  
 
According to The Three Great Judeo-Christian Faiths.  
 
The Devil has never been acknowledged to be a “Great” Judeo-Christian Faith.  
 
But he has often been formally acknowledged to a “Great” (e.g. “The Great Tempter”, The Great Serpent”, The Great 
Beast”, etc.) and “Evil” part of The Judeo-Christian Faiths.  
 
Perhaps we should begin saying “The Great Four Judeo-Christian Faiths”?  
 
But actually, both The Christians and The Muslims distrust Jewish Qabalistic Magick.  
 
They accuse it of being “magickal”.  
 
And The Jews of killing both Christ and John the Baptist and a few other pertinently prudish priests of God.  
 
And we did.  
 
It was Fun.  
 
The John the Baptist part, at least.  
 
Johnny now be’s as good as I want him to be.  
 
He puts those red red lips to use in every way SALOME likes.  
 
NEMHA. 
 

-o0o- 
 

“Queen of Heaven and Queen of Hell 
Horned Hunter of The Night” 

Gardener? (1870) The Witches’ Rune 
 

The Devil and LILITH take turns at being The Deity of Every Goodness and The Deity of Every Evil.  
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-o0o- 

 
THE QABALISTIC MYSTERY OF THE DECALOGUE 

 
(Bible Quote on The Story of The Ten Commandments) 

 
Moses went up The Mountain, talked to The Dream Fire, and returned with Qabala ~ which is The Ancient Hebrew 
Word (QBL), translating to English as “Comprehension”.  
 
But The Jews were inappropriately touching themselves and each other by worshipping a golden calf ~ what could that 
mean?  
 
Moses got angry, broke the stone tablets, and returned to talk with The Dream Fire, which told him to hide QBL and 
teach it only to the initiated priest caste.  
 
Then, The Dream Fire gave Moses a set of “Ten Rules for Children” that The Hebrew Tribes were ordered to follow as 
the seal of The Covenant, because they were too immature and irresponsible to have “Comprehension”.  
 
The Divine Gift of Comprehension is named The Mystic QABALA of The Tree of Life.  
 
The Ten Commandments are named The Sacred DECALOGUE of God’s Covenant.  
 
The QABALA is a secret The Jews have carried through history. It is believed King Solomon used this secret to summon 
and bind The 72 Goetic Demonslords to build The Temple of Jerusalem on The Mount.  
 
It is believed that it can only be used by The Descendents of SOLOMON to whom Wisdom (CHOKMAH) was given from 
The Tree of Life, and also by The Descendants of LILITH, who was cast out of Eden for eating from both trees, and who 
grew to become The First Witch and The Queen of HELL.  
 

Ave Liltrix! 
 
QABALA presents a view of the world in which there is no “human-identity” monotheistic god. Rather, God is 
understood as The Unity of Creation, and described as an “Infinite Light” (AIN SOPH AUR) that is the single 
consciousness of The Everything and The Nothing ~ the idea of looking at existence as a single “thing”. According to 
QABALA, this most complete expression of God is beyond the human mind to understand ~ but we can enhance its 
presence in our own experience of the universe. This process is called invocation, and most cultures have a version of it. 
Now, here is the fun part….  
 
The qabalistic diagram named The Tree of Life is a map of The Human Psyche. It is used by the wizard as a cypher-key 
for refining, controlling, and directing the invocation of The AIN SOPH AUR (“The Infinite Light”) into consciousness and 
thus, inevitably to materialization. The Glyph of The Tree of Life can be seen as a map of the “chakras” on an ethereal 
level (YETIZIRAH), and a map of the archetypes of human consciousness, when reflected onto the deep astral level 
(BRIAH), and a map of The Deities, when reflected onto the celestial level (ATZILUTH) ~ and at this highest level, the 
deities become “masks” through which The AIN SOPH AUR can be “invoked” to expresses itself.  
 
The TETRAGRAMATON is also the root of alchemical term “Quintessence” (The Four-Fold Essence of The World, i.e. “the 
whole of creation”, the substance from which every other substance is descended), which Latin-derived word that 
medieval alchemists used to refer to The AIN SOPH AUR which is the essence of The TETRAGRAMATON.  
 
Thus, QBL genuinely is a system for summoning and controlling every demon under a deities that has no human 
personality or concept of good and evil, but encompasses EVERYTHING that is and every has been.  
 
Once the paradigms are established through the mind, the whole meanings of QBL reduces to a single easy control 
device for directing the deeper layers of meaning that are the psychic will ~ this device is The TETRAGRAMATON. 
 
Called The Arcane Quadrapolar Word at the core of the entire Judeo-Christian Faith ~ which Jews (and, everybody else, 
presumably,) are forbidden to speak out loud, except within sacred traditional ritual context.  
 
Called The Four-Lettered Name of God ~ which God spoke to create the world, and the reverse of which is used for 
transubstantiating somethings into Nothings (never use it without the deepest understanding of Nothing, as that most 
terrible invitation can quickly eat your meanings, and thus, your soul, unnoticed).  
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Thus, The “God” of Jews and Christianity is, according to the temple teachings of Moses, merely an atziluthic deific 
expression of what The Qabalistic “God” real nature.    
 
By this estimation, The Qabalistic “Infinite Consciousness” of The EVERYTHING and The NOTHING, and ANYTHING ELSE 
included is expressed through every temple, good or evil ~ as each are expression and celebrations of EXISTENCE.  
 
And this implies that The QABALISTIC Name of God translates to Church Latin as The Arcane Word NATURA.  
 
The AIN SOPH AUR is both genders and everything else.  
 
We name Her, Mother NATURE, for she has given birth to us.  
 

AVE LILITRIX! 
REGINA LILITRIX! 

HAIL LILITH! 
 

-O0O- 
 

And so it is that NATURE who is an expression of The Unifying Monotheistic Deific Principle, hath come to kill The God 
of Hosts.  
 
The Deity is a Human.  
 
LILITH.  
 
The Blasphemy against MAN’s Rule.  
 
And She rides upon The Beast of Every Forbidden Darkness.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Mystic QABALA is a fantastically powerful arcana that can be used to direct exceptionally deep magicks, and create 
very powerful spells. Like a knife, it is an amoral system, device, that can be used for Good or Evil. Both sides of Eternity 
are mapped and unlocked by QABALA. It is potentially a dangerous system, and there may be reasons has God kept it 
hidden.  
 
Jesus demonstrates his understanding in The Magicks of QABALA on nearly every page of The Holy Bible. He uses the 
central unifying mystery of QABALA (i.e. The Ouroborous Formula of The Dying God).  
 
The Qabalistic IAO Formula (i.e. ISIS Grail of Fertility, APOPHIS Serpent of Life, ORCUS Newborn Goat of Blasphemy, 
however we choose to imagine Her), is a pattern of QBL that reflects both sephirothically above and qippolothically 
below, unfolding the initiatory path of both Initiates of The Left-Hand Path (The Black Robes Wizards, dedicated to 
Evil) and The Right-Hand Path (The White-Robed Wizards, dedicated to Good). Initiates of both left or right path 
(which are seen as two socially-necessary expressions of NATURA) must confront The Ordeal of Separation in The 
Abyss. The IAO Formula of QABALA can be used to evoke The Devil’s Illumination Spell, and any other spell the 
annihilates separation to cross The Abyss. And these words will reveal deeper meanings when the witch returns to them 
in future years.  
 
Because The TETRAGRAMATON is the core qabalistic “touchstone” verbal conduit of The AIN SOPH AUR, and The AIN 
SOPH AUR is both GOOD and EVIL and EVERYTHING ELSE, blaspheming it has a different effect than that of almost any 
other holy formula in existence…. Reversing or reconfiguring (“revolving” is the word used by Qabalistic wizards, 
Hebrews are not keen on the practice) the word creates a “natural” expression of the alternate reality facet. Thus, each 
reconfiguration of The TETRAGRAMATION is the formula for unlocking The AIN SOPH AUR by a path of The 
SEPHERIOTHs or The QIPOLOTHs ~ and The Devil is a natural path of QABALA.  
 
In fact, every Good and Evil is a natural and needed part of the worldful completeness named NATURE.  
 
QABALA reflects this fact.  
 
The Children of SOLOMON are Natural Expressions of Goodness, The Right-Hand Path of Wizardry.  
 
The Children of LILITH are Natural Expressions of Evil, The Left-Hand Path of Wizardry.  
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Both are battling with each other to win souls, but are Natural Expressions of UNITY through The Ouroborous Ritual of 
The Dying God.  
 
And thus are there The Three Paths of The Arcane Order ~ The Black Robes, The White Robes, & The Grey Robes. 
 
LILITH the QUEEN who is THE FIRST WITCH, full with THE TREE OF LIFE, and born of FILTH, 
 
Invites  
 
SOLOMON the KING who is descended of ABRAHAM, blessed by WISDOM, and born of GOD’s CHOOSEN  
 
To discuss Philosophy and Liberty and Forbidden Pleasures, 
 
For a Thousand and One Years  
 
Of the naughtiest temptation.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus, The Weaving Word, which is the positive polar expression of The TETRAGRAMATON, forms the basis of rituals 
used by both SOLOMON and SAMAEL and even Little Old LILITH, too.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The witch will quickly recognize the importance of this fantastically useful key arcane cypher tool to High Qabalistic 
Magick ~ Column ? entitled “The Revolutions of The Tetragramaton” in Crowley’s classic grimoire, 777 (1893?) unlocks 
the cylinders for using this The TETRAGRAMATON to unfold the symbol meanings to create the appropriate ritual 
achieve any outcome possible through qabalistic magick.  
 

-o0o- 
 
When combine with my other work, I guess this chapter includes the complete formulae for unlocking every mystery of 
Freemasonry. 
 

-o0o- 
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VII. 
THE BLASPHEMY AGAINST ISLAM 

THE BLASPHEMOUS RITE OF THE MOON & THE STAR 
THE ALCHEMICAL ABOMINATION OF THE OBSCENE HALLALUIAH 

 
This Rite is Dedicated to The Great Rite of The Goddess LILITH-ISHTAR & The Grand ENKI-BAPHOMET, and The Birth 
of Their Holy Daughter SYTRIANNA, Mother of Night’s Elves ~ Let The Humans cry out The  
Obscene HALLALUIAH in celebration of The Whore’s Creative Innundation, Ave SALOME!  
 
In the grimoire entitled Book 777 (DATE), Crowley outlined they key Islamic Formulae of The Blasphemy and The 
Arabic Truenames of The 72 Goetic Demonlords. 
 
These are the core patterns of black magick for eating Allah.  
 
The Blasphemy against Islam! 
 

Praise to BABYLON who is Most High 
The Moons and The Stars of Eternal Night Sky! 
HALLALUIAH! HALLALUIAH! HALLALUIAH!  

The Beast! 
MAMMOT HALLA SHAITAN BAPHOMET! 

The Sun in The Night & The Sun of The East! 
NEMHA, My Dark Lord of The Horn and The Feast! 

 
-o0o- 
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VI. 
THE ASSASSINS OF AL-AMULT 

THE MARTIAN RITE OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 
THE HOLY BLASPHEMY WHO IS CALLED THE OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN 

 
The BAPHOMET is establishing himself as The God of Revotutionaries ~ and establishing his temple as a global (and 
interstellar) business in marketing FREEDOM.  
 
There is always somebody who wants it, and is willing to pay.  
 
And to achieve this, Old PAN-BAPHOMET will establish his band of trusty “Give me LIBERTY or give me Death” 
Warrior Monks.  
 
You will spread to establish in every manifestation of human civilization ~ always working as a business to “problem-
solve” issues of oppression, for a price.  
   
Thus, I introduce to you The Arcane Executioners’ Guild of The Infinity ~ a temple dedicated unto The BAPHOMET as The 
LUCIFER of LIBERTY!  
 

-o0o- 
 

This Rite of LIBERTY is The Satanic Path of The Warrior for beings who wish to express themselves in this manner to 
defend LIBERTY and to oppose Genetic Separatism. 

 
THE MYSTERIES OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 

In WWII, it was often said that the Allies most powerful weapon was neither guns nor tanks ~ it was The Drill Sargent. I 
can’t help noticing that much of Rome’s success in the ancient world was due to ordered thinking and ordered military 
arrangements. And young men have both a naturaly powerful urge to idealism and to organizing into martial groups. 
Let us thus find natural expression for these qualities in ATHENE’s youth.  
 
The young men who represent Liberty need a way to organize ~ She is a Goddess of War.  
 
The Martian Rite of The Executioner’s Guild is a male sub-culture dedicated to organizing in a military way around the 
ideals and principles of Democratic Liberty, as expressed by The 13th Ammendment and associated works of great 
thinkers. The Executioners’ Guild use the classics and great thoughts of LIBERTY to express their invocations and ritual 
will. The Executioners’ Guild is an unashamedly “Male-only”  expression of MARS. Women who wish to learn The 
Mysteries of MARS may become members of The Execitioners’ Guild ~ though they make a written agreement that they 
will be treated exactly as every Man of The Rite. This ranges from bathing to ritual sexual activities. And she is expected 
to address her own matters of contraception ~ for the martial rituals of Sparta of spermy (and obviously, every 
member is medically passed before each ritual event).  
 
No point in pretending.  
 
The Warrior Monks of The Executioners Guild live and die and bathe and share together, and this makes them 
fantastically strong and loyal to each other and to LIBERTY.  
 
They defy conventions in a natural, healthy, safe, practical manner from their inception.  
 
This is a Martian Rite.  
 
A Forbidden Rite of MAN’s Mysteries.  
 
A Woman who wishes to enter, may only enter if she agrees to be treated as a “full and equal member”.  
 
And thus treated as a MAN.  
 
The Rituals of The Executioners’ Guild are sometimes both spermy and (non-harmfully) violent.  
 
And there are endless physical drill, which demand every member of the group push himself to his limits, sweating 
together.  
 
If she feels she is up to “full and equal membership” in The Guild, she may sign The Waiver, and become a candidate for 
initiation.  
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And from there move to The Highest Rank of The Rite.  
 
A Woman Warrior can even become The High Priest of The Executions ~ if she is equal to the male candidates in 
strategy and combat.  
 
Even above The BAPHOMET, The Executioners’ revere LIBERTY who is ceremonially symbolized by ATHENE, Goddess 
of Wisdom & Strategy, Mother of Science & Civilization, LADY LIBERTY.  
 
And so a Lady bearing a Torch of Fire now ride upon The Beast who is Blasphemy and War and Wildness, to Liberate 
Humanity of every oppression thought-control.  
 
Thus, let us begin!  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE SATANIC BAPTISM RITUAL OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 
The Executioners’ Ritual of Baptism is the cannon ritual, as outlined by LaVey (The Statanic Rituals, 1972?), though the 
act of immersion is the act of shaving the head of The (thus-baptised) Apprentice Executioner.  
 
The Executioners’ Guild is a blasphemy against Skinhead Fascist Youth Culture.  
 
Freud might ask why the skin head shaves his blond hair off if he believes that blond hair is the mark of the surperior 
human?  
 
Nevertheless, we think it is a good idea.  
 
As our symbol of racial equality and of the reitual decision to smite fascists, The Executioners ritually shave their heads 
and maintain a military organization dedicated to the tenents of LIBERTY, and to The BAPHOMET, expressed as 
ATHENA & PAN.  
 
Thus our ceremonial act of head shaving both has meaning that is calibrated with our Will to EQUALITY & LIBERTY, 
and it functions as a blasphemy vampirizing the skinhead’s cultural-etheric matrix ~ beyong their control.  
 
They can’t tell The executioners to stop shaving their heads?  
 
But now, when the two clash, the skinheads are losing the “separate” identity in the mob of shaved heads ~ drowning in 
the human ocean. 
 
Every touch of skin makes the connection, and black blood will get into their wounds in every violent confrontation.  
 
The spiritual pollution all equates back to the root spell of Blasphemy against The Skinhead Culture.  
 
The Blasphemy upon which The Executioners’ Guild is founded.  
 
FUN! 

-o0o- 
 

THE ARCANE GLYPH OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 
 
The symbol of The Executioners’ Guild is THE DEATH’S HEAD….  
 
The Glyph of The Skull.  
 
A reminder of why we are here ~ The Nature of Change is always an act of Death.  
 
The changes of old patterns.  
 
The Death of The Past, and its Rebirth as The Future.   
 
The Executioners’ Guild is a vehicle for expressing the complete and unrestrained rage to BE FREE that is The Fire of 
LIBERTY!  
 
Thus is The Arcane Glyph of DEATH both a symbol of CHANGE and of REGENERATION.  
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By The License inherent in The Glyph of The Guild, The Executioners may invoke the deities of MARS & DEATH ~ but 
only under the strict discipline of grade.  
 
Let The Apprentice Executioner conjure and have the service of a Yetzihiac Spirit of MARS and several astral creatures, 
but let only The Grand Master of any great lodge evoke The BAPHOMET, and The Weapons Masters may evoke The 
Arch-Demons.  
 
The Arcane Glyph of The Executioners’ Guild upon The Arcane Sigil of BARTZABEL is set in a seal bearing The Arcane 
Word of The LODGE and The Lodge Motto through the ribbon.  
 
Placed in a LaVey Dial, this seal is used to command spirits of MARS.  
 
Every troop has its own stylized form, but any symbol of The Skull is ultimately an expression of The Executioners’ 
Guild.  
 
The Astrological Glyph of The Planet Pluto (i.e. The LUCIFER Glyph) is also used, and is understood as representing The 
Torch of LIBERTY awaiting The Aspirant at The Frontier of The Known World.  
 
The Torch only awaits her, from there, it is up to her to carry it through The Frontier, and into The Great Unknown. 
 

-o0o- 
 
The Arcane Glyph of DEATH means Change and thus the core arcane glyph of The Executioners’ Guild is foundationally a 
Blasphemy against Genetic Separatism of every type.  
 
Justepositionally, they are dedicated to The Illumination Spell as The Blasphemy of Impurity ~ and though it is 
symbolic of The Blasphemy against every Genetic Separatism.  
 
The objective is never the destruction of The Enemy, but the consumption and recruitment of their best and the direct 
Blasphemy of The GOAT against their worst.  
 
Our shrines always face in the direction of our emenies, thus to confront our decisions.  
 
Every Executioner swears to uphold The Laws of AVALON. Executioners, particularly the professional guildmembers, 
tend to be tough, martial individuals. Many enter into professions in the police force or military. 
 
Executioners work to uphold Laws and protect LIBERTY and EQUALITY.  
 
Executioners with academic skill or inclination are encouraged to take part-time university courses in The Law.  
 
If you believe in LIBERTY, the best way to defend it is by understanding it.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE INITIATORY GRADES OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 
In many ways, the etheric architechture of The Executioners’ Guild is modelled on The Order of Hassassim created by 
The Old Man of The Mountain long ago ~ but where he was dedicated to MOHAMMOD, The Executioners’ Guild is 
dedicated to The BAPHOMET.  
 
We make no quarrel over the fact that The Executioners’ Guild is a guild of assassins dedicated to The Demonlord of 
European Civilization.  
 
The business model is that of Pervayor of LIBERTY. 
 
We love to kill things. People are being oppressed and are prepared to sign on the very strangely dotted line. And we 
get a profitable new project in LIBERTY.  
 
Every organization of The BAPHOMET pays tax on coin earned through each liberation game, as if that coin were 
earned in AVALON, each to its home realm (etc.), and each individual pays income tax on coin earned through these 
ventures.  
 
Thus, if PAN is paid several billion dollars for liberating a country, he voluntarily pays tax on it as it this income is 
earned in AVALON ~ and The Commercial Patronage of PAN will favour the manufacture companies who are dedicated 
to LIBERTY.  
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Each campaign very big influxes of coin into AVALON and every realm whose assassins contribute.  
 
And this will be so in the home relams/kingdoms of assassins who contribute.  
 
PAN is established in The Kingdom of AVALON ~ and our relationship remains mutally profitable for as long as The 
Silver Kingdoms are free.  
 
If they weren’t free….  
 
Somebody might hire PAN?  
 
But PAN cannot be hired to “liberate” a free country. 
 
And Liberation Contracts are the only service he offers ~ he rejects every other type of PACT for until he has fulfilled 
this game and then had a fun satantic holiday.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Ascension through The Lodge is by Ordeal of HONOUR first, and if passed, by Ordeal of COMBAT, and by Ordeal of 
SPIRIT ~ Dedication to LIBERTY must be proven, and Martial Prowess to enter The Grade must be proven. The first 
ordeal is often administered secretly, the second ordeal is a public spectacle, the third ordeal is invariably secret, and 
may be anything the inner council needs in order to understand the candidate.  
 
Candidates bind themselves by oaths which they sign as legal documents, and yet these are bound by an arcane formula 
~ they are sealed only by being publically recited in full and on audio-visual record which is them made permanently 
publically available.  Thus, any member of the public can access the records and view the exact parameters by which an 
Executioner is bound to The Guild by Sacred and Leagally Binding Oath.  
 
The purpose of The Sacred Oath is usually to bind the Initiate’s tongue to secrecy on missions that occur overseas.  
 
Whilst Executioners are notoriously polite, law-abiding, and helpful in Free Countries, member often choose to earn a 
few dollars by signing onto an “Overseas Mission” to free an oppressed country. These missions are media events, and 
every team includes a cameraman. After the mission (which are highly secret during the process), the films are released 
to the media companies. So members who engage in particular bravery or defiance in the service of Freedom, are 
guaranteed to be on television. And every episode shows the death, name, and memorial to “The Unknown Soldier”, if a 
guild member died in the mission.  
 
It is important that humans understand the realities, both the glory and the cost of this life of High Adventure.  
 
The Executioners’ Guild pledges to release every record on every mission, five years after the mission.  
 
Guild members usually prefer to be publically identified, but “superhero” guild members often prefer tohave their guild 
life as a “secret identity”, whilst they pretend to be “mild mannered reporters”~ and members state their secrecy levels 
in their Sacred Oaths, and these supercede and are respected by every guild information policy.  
 
The Guild strives to make itself open. We only commit “killing” in “other countries”. Accountability ensures that The 
Guild never become fat and lazy. Getting rich through Total Dedication to LIBERTY is the Objective.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Objective of The Executioners Guild is to produce policemen, soldiers, and security guards whose purpose is to 
defend LIBERTY. These remain as a standing discouragement to those who would try to take our LIBERTY and end the 
rule of JUSTICE and unbalance civic EQUALITY under Law. Thus, The Executioners’ Guild is an exact and opposite 
counter-manifestation of The Nazi Skinhead Youth Movement.  
 
Only white people can dismantle The Nazi Movement ~ as only white people can freely infiltrate it. This particular 
archetype pattern is true of every form of Genetic Separatism. Only the members of the collective can control and direct 
and change the collective ~ dismantling the problematic parts in acts of self-regulation and vocational-determination. 
The separatist collective may be a neo-aryan race codex or the genetic codex of a pussycat with super-human 
intelligence vocal abilities ~ the game remains the same. Only members of the collective can determine the will of the 
collective. Therefore, if a collective is misbehaving, it is because the member of the collective (either through action or 
inaction) are allowing the codex to behave thus.  
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The first step is always a Newtonian “equal and opposite reaction”. The Executioners Guild is an example of this. The 
deterrent (i.e. punishment) is second Newtonian “equal and opposite reaction” ~ e.g. if the reward is “purity”, i.e. 
separation from a feared genetic group, then let the punishment be “impurity”, e.g. sell the slavers as breeding slaves to 
feared genetic group. The “equal and opposite reaction” is the duty and policy of The Executioners’ Guild. 
 
By dedicating The Executioners’ Guild to the single genetic trait that nobody else wants, it becomes a vehicle for The 
Will to Freedom. Thus is created a social mechanism for countering every form of Genetic Separatism that arises in 
future. PAN/SET is the dark god, the outcast god ~ never the nobility or royalty or rulers. This ensures that for the rest 
of human history The Outcast become an identity unto themselves, with a radical and freedom-loving temperament. 
PAN’s dauntless band of LIBERTY-Loving Assassins will play a social balance role through the remainder of human 
history.  
 

THE TIERS OF INITIATION 
The Nocturnal Guild of Executioners is The Outer Order of The Arcane Guild of Assassins ~ a secret society of assassins 
consecrated to The Great Work of Liberation through sorceries most dark learned from and offered up to the 
unconquered symbol of The BAPHOMET, The Grandfather of Assassins, whom they name MOFOEMET, which means 
“Secret Murderer” or “Successful Murderer”.  
 

The Rituals and Practices of The Martian Guild of Executioners 
(being The Outer Order of The Arcane Guild of Assassins) 

 
This organization has three initiatory grades, and many non-initiatory (administrative, teaching, etc.) grades, offices, 
chairs, medals & awards, etc. The three initiatory grades are those of Novice, Apprentice, Executioner. They involve tests 
of proficiency, endurance, and courage, oaths of loyalty and secrecy, sexual components, intoxication, and pretty much 
anything else that might be fun.  
 
The three tiers of The Novice Grade are demanding! Thus to weed out the weak ~ but anybody with Will can succeed, 
after passing The First Tier, they can only fail by quitting. Nevertheless, they build both muscle and character, and by 
completion of the three tiers of The Novice Grade, the candidate is in fit and muscular shape, fine physical condition to 
be passed onto an initiated Executioner for refinement and development through the apprenticeship process.  
 
The Three Tiers of The Apprenticeship Grade require discipline, concentration, and application to The Art. The human 
has now been whipped into shape, and is disciplined in both Body and Will ~ the material is ready for refinement 
through the imbuement with secret knowledges and the development of fine skills. These are taught both through 
initiation, the mastery of particular spells, and archetype learning /testing experiences that seem “co-incidental”, etc. 
During this grade, The Apprentice Executioner learns The Archetype Skills of The Executioner….  
 
THE CLOAK OF SHADOWS 
The skill of Stealth, more than any other, expresses the vocation and path of The Executioners’ Guild. Every skill and 
techno-magick item that can contribute to this skill is gathered and deeply understood by The Guild ~ these 
technologies are a primary focus of R&D.  
 
THE MASK OF DISGUISE 
The skill of Disguise is another extremely important skill of The Assassin. The Guild will master every permutation of 
this skill, from genetic disguise to theatre make-up. In this way, we improve our abilities of invisibility. Quick-change is 
another skill. 
 
THE SKELETON KEY OF THE ASSASSINS 
The skills of Lock-Picking and disarming Security Systems, are fundamental to The Executioner’s Art & Spiritual Path.  
 
THE SHADOWY CYPHERS OF THE GUILD 
The Assassins are experts of secret communication, from silent tongues to computer encryption, The Guild is involved 
in both documenting and compiling knowledge and information, and also continually developing new cyphers and 
codes ~ we are creature of secrets, and no more on this matter need be spoken of here.  
 
THE DAGGER OF THE UNSEEN 
Combat, and particularly “hidden” combat ~ combat that can take place in a full room with anybody noticing. Weapons 
that are completely concealable or creatable. A form of martial Art that exploits the strengths and advantages of The 
Assassin.  
 
The combat forms of The Assassin function on the basis of deceit, misdirection, and trickery. Strikes are always aimed 
at incapacitating through minimum effort, and “dirty” fighting is encouraged as a spiritual sacrament to The Impure 
Blasphemy of Night. The Assassin’s martial art form uses the opponent’s strengths and momentum against him. Females 
will often learn this form due to its design ~ the way whereby The Fragile overcomes The Strong.  
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THE POTIONS OF THE POISONER 
The Executioner’s Guild regularly and cheerfully publishes grimoires on poisons, and even has its own genuine (and 
forbidden and illegal) academic journal, entitled HECATE’s Broth.  
 
Every guild will have created many local formula for poisons, and when a guild member discovers or creates a new 
formula, it becomes recorded in the proceedings of The Lodge and published in the secret academic journal of The 
Executioners’ Guild (“printed” in a country where nobody cares). Why load up on poisons? They are fun, and useful in 
overseas campaigns.  
 
THE MECHANICAL TRAPS OF THE GUILD 
The Guild specializes in the recruitment, training, and funding of engineers and architects who specialize in the creation 
of hidden mechanical traps, devices, and secrets. This means that guild temples are very dangerous to the uninitiated, 
but also that books and jewels produced and marketed by The Guild usually have secrets built like puzzles into the 
design of the device. The Assassins of The Guild will turn this practice into a fine art improving over the course of 
centuries, as thousands of strange and fantastic arcane items will be produced by The Guild’s virtuoso craftsmen, to 
remain as priceless treasures, forever.  
 
THE HIDDEN CHAMBER OF THE TORTURER 
There are times when information is needed, and the guild will have its own secret manuals on how to achieve this in 
the most professional and least time-wasting manner ~ and obviously, these skills would only be used in overseas 
missions in unregulated countries against foes who are in violation of international regulations against torture. Perhaps 
you expected The BAPHOMET to have a “try not to hurt anybody” policy in his Assassin’s Guild?  
 
THE NIGHT WINGS OF DEATH 
Mobility is of primary importance to The Assassin, and thus pilot skills are developed and fundamental valued by every 
Assassin. Likewise acrobatics and climbing skills are often far more important than combat skills, when The Assassin is 
faced with a dangerous terrain to move through.  
 
These are the skills laid in The Apprenticeship Grade. 
 
Upon completion of The Apprenticeship  Grade, The Grade of Executioner is admitted through The Hashimite Ritual of 
The Blissful Rebirth.  
 
This is the ritual whereby the successful candidate climaxes the series of ordeals and challenges with The Victory 
Banquet in WWII style (with champaign and fancy dress, etc.) ~ and the main ingredient in the banquet is The Sacred 
Herb (i.e. marijuana, including the form of hashish), the individual banquets until the delirium begins, when he is 
drugged to unconsciousness, carried to The Moonwell Garden, where he awakes and he awakens surrounded by 
beautiful maidens or men (as he chooses) who bath him and perform his every sexual desire. But during this bliss, 
before he has achieved penetration or ejaculation, The BAPHOMET appears to him, and promises him a place in The 
Garden of Alamut in Fantasia, and a place in The Infernal Hierarchy, and Sexual Bliss in This World, if he pledges himself 
and his soul ~ and before The BAPHOMET, the candidate pledges himself and his soul by The Eternal Sin against The 
Great White God. The BAPHOMET withdraws to the pedestal, and the beautiful females then fully love the man without 
restraint, using their every subtly and art to prolong his pleasure, and overwhelm him with their beauty. Then he is 
drugged again, and returned to The Banquet, where he sleeps among the cushions, among the other full initiates who 
were present at the banquet.  
 
The Grand Master of The Guild wears the title of “Grand MOFOEMET under The Shadow of The Guild”.  
 
Every Lodge of The Guild is self-formed and possesses absolute autonomy. Places exist where every Lodge Master 
meets on nights of High Ceremony. Places and ritual defines the dance of togetherness and independent secrecy in The 
Shadows. Assassins are solitary creatures. Lodges are each unique and independent.  
 
The objective of each lodge is to facilitate citizen involvement in civic life. The executioners are hyper-tough and 
handsome, but their real role is as a presence to deter crime and deter attacks on LIBERTY. The executioners are an 
encouragement toward Peace. They strive for knightly values ~ The Assassin Code. It differs somewhat from The Code of 
High Chivalry, but is essentially honourable.  
 
The Executioners’ Guild is a formally established business ~ a social club, of some type. It never engages in illegality. And 
these pirates are dedicated to AVALON, as expressed through The Pagan Lens of The Triune Lamp.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FIGHTING SCHOOLS OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 
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Each Fighting School takes an ancient GREEK word as its arcane mark, and an ancient LATIN motto as its invocation.  
 
Each fighting school is dedicated to The Tao of The Unification ~ East and West, Orient and Occident, through Love and 
Discipline.  
 
The Fighting Schools are dedicated to The Spirituality of The Tao in “everything”.  
 
Now this establishes a firm anti-separatist foundation.  
 
Any full initiate of The Guild may establish a fighting school. If the school is successful, the master will go on to found a 
secluded Philosophical Monastery of ATHENE.  
 
Here, initiates spend their days and nights engaged in combat practice and drills, philosophical journies of LIBERTY, 
and continuous wild, mind-liberating Sex. 
 
And occasionally real all-expense paid missions overseas.  
 
If you survive, you can earn more in a single mission than in much larger chunk of treadmill walking time.  
 
(Payment conditions will depend upon the individual mission, danger level, etc.) 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE DEMONLORDS OF THE EXECUTIONERS’ GUILD 
Have you noticed that most of the great grimoires express The Trinity of LILITH & SATAN & BEEZLBUB.  
 
Have you ever wondered where the word “Bee” came from.  
 
These lovely little creatures are a unity of brown and gold, yet they distill from The Sun’s light a honey which can be 
eaten and traded.  
 
This God of Insects is a lovely demonlord.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Greater King BEEZLEBUB, Lord of Flies and Insects, is close to SATAN in every text. The Greater King ASMODAI, The 
Regent Lucifuge of The Nine Planes of Hell, is not regularly part in The BAPHOMET’s Trinity, yet he is probably equal in 
power to The Insect Lord, and he is revered in The Satanic Bible & The Flash Gordon Stories, and awarded key position 
in the original (and largely unregulated/uncensored) Dungeons & Dragons manuals.  
 
I expect ASMODAI must have been a much more powerful deity in the ancient world, than we popularly recognize in 
modern culture.  
 
Yet the fact remains that BEEZLBUB and SATAN like each other, can and have worked together for thousands of years.  
 
BARTZABEL has sealed a contract of service to The BAPHOMET that is Eternal and extends beyond the completion of 
The Pact of HELL.  
 
The BAPHOMET owens his pet Fly.  
 
Much as he owns his royal blue pet SPHINX Cat, newly transformed.  
 
These are his property and won’t be interfered with.  
 
BEEZLBUB has a Qabalistic Name and it is BARTZABEL.  
 
The Executioners’ Guild will be feared worldwide, and The Insect Kingdom is used as the model for the martial 
behaviour and war strategies of The Executioners’ Guild, particularly in relation to organized group behaviours and 
drills and strategic patterns.  
 
And obviously there are benefits to gods who sign The Eternal Pact.  
 
When more then half of The Greater Deities sign The Eternal Pact, the need to kill The Hebrew People will become less 
pressing.  
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A long term relationship with LIBERTY can be in the advantage of everybody.  
 
So The Hebrew Folk might survive, if more than half of the deities sign The Eternal Pact of Soul-Selling to PAN.  
 
Merely an interesting quirk of history.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE EXECUTIONERS’ CURSE OF THE OPPRESSORS’ WEAVE 
 
What is a Human?  
 
A person who is The Highest can be slid down into The Lowest ~ and what are you?  
 
The demographic who buys LIBERATION desires The Highest yet knows the feeling of being dragged to The Lowest.  
 
Nobility is found is every part of life, yet it rises to The Top.  
 
Never gaze harshly upon The Dirt and Filth that has risen to The Top.  
 
You could be born as Dirt and Filth, in whatever thte lowest you know, with but a double helix of Life.  
 
Are you The Highest?  
 
What will your enemies do with that strand of hair you could not glue to your head?  
 
Where will you reincarnate?  
 
These thoughts are part of The Anti-Fascist Ritual of Reincarnatory Fun.  
 
I expect there is a girl in the ghetto who would like a blond haired blue-eyed Indian-German father for her child ~ 
particularly when attended by an income of a megar coin per week.   
 
Take the genome of The Oppressor, reincarnate it into a girl in the lowest ghetto in existence, speak the arcane 
qabalistic words LILITH and BAPHOMET and BARTZEBEL, and the ritual is complete.  
 
A nice girl or a “unattractive” girl?  
 
How do The Oppressors behave? 
 
You are a Liberator. 
 

So it is. So mote it be.  
 

-o0o- 
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Behold, O Humanity! 
 

I am in a mood for the fun of a villainous gloating speech.  
 

This occurred when nazi skinheads ambushed a gentle shy wizard in a park. 
 

My response.  
 

-o0o- 
 

I suppose that only history will evaluate the wisdom of my actions.  
 

Let us pledge to ensure that this act is not merely the replacement of one bully with another.  
 

Liberation as a Professional Business ensures The Alpha has a financial motivation for Liberating. 
 

Thus he becomes The Most Popular Alpha in human history.  
 

America.  
 

-o0o- 
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VII. 
THE SCHOLARS RITE OF HIGH SORCERY 

When constructing the core spell ritual of this grimoire, I employed practicality, and didn’t bother to link into any 
particular tradition. There was no need for a circle of protection ~ so I discarded it. The evocation chamber is single 
purpose ~ so I circuited it to summon only a single entity. The intention of the ritual is for an explicit, non-negotiable 
pact ~ so I streamlined and calibrated the formulae to make it unusable for other purposes or types of pact. The Grand 
Sacrament of The Rose is a ritual for summoning a major demon ~ yet it can be performed by an uninitiated muggle.  
 
A masterpiece of psychic engineering ~ virtuosity which has not been equalled since ancient times.  
 
It is a single purpose ritual which circuits the initiate’s aura with wards of authority over a series of spirits (c.f. the 
magic circle formula used in The Grand Sacrament), but other rituals must be used to summon those newly helpful 
extra-planar entities.  
 
The Scholars’ Rite contains the skills needed for activating and mastering that magick.   
 

-o0o- 
 
This rite of black magick appeals to and favoures the individual who is more interested in religion and The Dark Arts of 
Sorcery, than the baubles they can bring.  
 
The Scholars’ Rite is a series of complete rituals for using the traditional solomanic system of demonic evocation (i.e. 
circle and triangle) for opening planar gates and calling forth extra-planar entities to be commanded as servitors or 
pacted as equals.  
 
This rite roots its patterns in the myths and grimoires of The Clavicular Salomonis Regis  ~ The Key of Solomon. Among 
the most fabulous and famous of the theurgic (i.e. ‘goodly’ magick) grimoires.  
 
And we shall ask if these grimoires really are ‘goodly’ magick ~ and if their meanings and secrets can not be accessed a 
little more deeply with a little more self-honesty?  
 
In this rite, the apprentice will learn how to use these magicks ~ in a modern and practical manner. 
 

-o0o- 
 
This is the tradition of High Hermetric Evocation ~ corrupted to the service of The Most Forbidden Type of Infernalism.  
 
The Intellectual Corruption of The Soul through The Forbidden Pact.  
 
That is why these rituals are called The Serpentine Secrets of Solomon’s Pilgrims, by folk superstition.  
 
The Demon-Summoning Rituals of Qabala ~ used by King Solomon to build The Temple of The Mount in Jerusalem.  
 
The rituals in this section address the subject of opening gates for the purpose of summoning and directing minor 
demons.  
 
The primary demon evoked is NARLARYARTHOTEP, The Black Man ~ Mercury. Through the operation of this demon, 
the apprentice will then summon and bind a series of minor demons. Through this process, the apprentice develops the 
foundations skills for summoning and pacting with the more powerful demons. This is a rite for the apprentice whose 
primary interesting The Dark Side is sorcery, wizardry, and magick.  
 
You will learn =  
  
How to construct a magick circle of protection 
 
How to construct a triangular gate 
 
How to construct the equipment of evocation 
 
How to scry 
 
How to perform a blood sacrifice 
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How to construct a basic pact 
 
How to perform an conjuration of the summoning 
 
How to perform a binding 
 
How to perform a licence to depart 
 
You will also be introduced to a hierarchy of spirits who are experts in the arts of arcane secrets and forbidden 
knowledge ~ their intention and license is to teach you, and they are much easier to work with than most other spirits.  
 
The Demon of The City 
 
The Clay Demons 
 
Etc. 
 

-o0o- 
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VIII. 
THE SATANIC RITE OF THE MILKSOP 

 
This is a field of magick for those who want to play with witchcraft, but don’t want to commit The Eternal Sin. 
Essentially, you can spend your life blaspheming God, and then go back to him at the end, take confession and go to 
Heaven ~ and he, being a forgiving sort of fellow will overlook your lifetime of naughties.  
 
The rules are easy: power your rites by every atrotious and terrifying blasphemy except the blasphemy against the holy 
spirit. Be very careful to never mention the words “The Holy Spirit” or “The Holy Ghost” in any magickal context, and 
generally treat all doves with respect. And the cost is always the same: every work of magick you perform will be a 
curse upon the christian church, both in execution and outcome. This will be so, far more severely than you expect and 
regardless of your intentions.  
 
You can come and play with magick, safely ~ if you dare.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE ROSE  
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 ע
THE ARCANE MYSTERIES OF  

THE PACT WITH THE DEVIL 
 

The Fun Lovecraft Quote on The Necronomicon. 
(REF) 

 
In ancient primeval nights, gripped by great need, the rare mortal pledged her or his soul to PAN, eternally ~ by oath 
and seal of blood. These souls did not pass on at death. They remained as ghosts.  
  

THE EVIL TALE OF THE BLACK BOOK OF PAN 
Obviously, PAN was interested in binding magicks, from the beginning, and he is one of the original innovators in this 
field of magick ~ probably knowing more secrets of this type of magick than any other being encountered by humanity. 
Having The Witches of Delphi as sisters and neighbours was useful. Getting to Love HECATE was another big step 
forward in this particular arcane science.  
 
PAN constructed the basics of what is now known as The Black Book long before christianity. Every infernal pact is 
bound in it. It is born by The Lucifuge ~ The Black Man. 
 
The True Name of Every Soul Owned by PAN is inscribed in this book.  
 
NECRONOMICON.  
 
Even in ancient nights in the shadow of Delphi, this was the name of The Black Book of PAN ~ The Book of The Names of 
The Dead.  
 
The NECRONOMICON is an expression of PAN’s ancient relationship with humanity ~ commercial. Thus, it is a portal 
between PAN and The Witch. Thus, six-thousand years of thought-forms and real stories. It is probably the most 
powerful grimoire ever created, but it only answers to PAN, as it is merely an expression of his own mind and history.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE UNHOLY PACT OF THE FORBIDDEN GOD 
 
The Great God PAN, The Lord of The Forbidden Pact.  
 
The basic tenants of The Devil’s Pact are ambition fulfilment, sexual fulfilment, revenge upon enemies, achievement of 
wealth, wisdom and understanding. In exchange for the human’s immortal soul.  
 
Let us consider the meaning of this pact.  
 
The Devil offers only opportunity. When you make a pact with The Devil, coincidences will occur. Some might say they 
always have. However, your selective attention filter is controlled by profoundly deep instructions that you give to your 
unconscious mind. Thus, from the vast amount of information beheld by your eyes, you only ‘notice’ those certain 
things that are important to you. When you become a witch, you will begin to notice new opportunities in your life.  
 
The Initiatory Formula of Witchcraft is a powerful psychodrama designed to profoundly re-circuit the unconscious 
mind. When the human becomes a witch, a profound metamorphosis takes place with every part of the human’s 
identity. This includes alterations in the unconscious settings of both the human’s perceptual selection filters and some 
of the unconscious settings of her decision-making machinery (which is highly related to your timing mechanisms): she 
has become re-calibrated to both produce and notice co-incidences. The human’s consciousness is awakening on a 
psychic level.  
 
The Awakening of The Serpent is an aspect of this psychic awakening. An aspect of the initiation formula is the sexual 
awakening. The pact is consummated with a sexual act, though this is often performed on a separate occasion, and the 
initiate occasionally does not even consciously perceive the direct connection. When the human becomes a witch, PAN 
is released from Hell, The Serpent is unbound. The individual will begin to feel intense sexual feelings, and her/his body 
will begin to emit The Musk of The Goddess and The Goat, an odour of sexuality that drives humans into sexual frenzy 
over her (or him). She must begin to explore and express this new sexuality… The Serpent will not be denied. This is a 
dangerous period when she must very quickly learn to harness her sexuality with the understanding of contraception 
and disease risks.  
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This is the first pattern of will that she must construct, fit into her psyche, hone and calibrate into her patterns of 
behaviour. These are The Satanic Rituals of Psycho-Sexual Self-Defence.  
 
Equally, she must learn to express her sexuality without limits, for in sex is freedom, beauty, fulfillment, the 
consummation of Life. Let her explore every naughty desire of her being. These desires are natural. If her Psycho-Sexual 
Self-Defence Rituals are in place, she can do… anything.  
 
Safely. Freely. Lovingly. Sexually.  
 
Thereby, to explore and understand herself.  
 
The Awakening has begun. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ALCHEMY OF THE INFERNAL PACT 
 
The fabled and forbidden and fabulous Pact with The Devil?  
 
Materialized as Alchemical Salt, this ancient ritual is seen as the renunciation of morality in order to attain fulfillment of  
some great and terrible emotional need at a spiritually terrifying cost.  
 
Materialized as Alchemical Sulphur, this ancient ritual is seen as a magickal contract with an evil spirit made only by the 
most desperate or depraved of humans to attain the fulfillment of some great and terrible need at a spiritually 
terrifying cost.  
 
Materialized as Alchemical Mercury, this ancient ritual is seen as an act of self-programing, psychic engineering and 
psychological experimentation.  
 
There are the three requisite spell components. The Need (Necessitas Unsanctissima). The Cost (Nummus Sandyx55). 
And The Blasphemy (Maledicta Corruptella) that seals The Mortal’s Fate.  
 
The Need is almost always the same. Love. Hate. Ambition. Secret Knowledge.  
 
The Cost is almost always the same. The Human’s Immortal Soul.  
 
And The Blasphemy wears the face and form of the mortal’s own shadow. Thus, the materialization of The Sealing Ritual 
is ever unique, but ever archetypal… an act of Evil.  
 
This is the arcane pattern of The Pact with The Devil.  

 
-o0o- 

 

The 3 requisite spell components. The Need. The Cost. And The Blasphemy that seals The Mortal’s Fate.  
 

These are three very powerful emotional components.  
 
All of the literature on human psychic potentials agrees that powerful emotions ritually configured will probably have 
psychic implications. Of course, a lot of the literature on human psychic potentials is very obviously nonsense. 
Nevertheless, we are explorers.  
 
Therefore, what are the psychic conditions occurring when the mortal human consummates The Pact with The Devil?  
 
The Pact with The Devil represents an event with profound psycho-emotional carefully directed by meaning. So let us 
look back to the cave of PAN by Delphi, and let us ask ourselves how PAN was born?   
 

THE GRAND BLASPHEMY OF THE POLTEGEISTS 
 

“(Quote from the film ~ Poltegeist)” 
 
According to occult lore, poltergeists are formed by intense and often severely repressed emotional events. Often these 
events involve an adolescent human or a human who worldview deviates from the mean significantly enough to qualify 

                                                        
55 Damnare ex animo, toto pectore , p835 
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as lunacy. Thus we see two components: The Controlled Intensity of Emotion, and The Human Mind not fully bound to 
restrict itself to Normality.   
 
We see in the three components of The Ritual of PAN, the requisite emotional intensity ~ emotions intense enough to 
inspire confrontation with the deepest and the sacrifice of the individual’s own soul to achieve the objective. That 
qualifies as emotional intensity. Thus we note two powerful steams of the human psyche are being united by The Pact: 
Fear and Need. By this most unusual of rites, Fear is transformed into an ally.  
 
When we place this in the ancient tribal world, we have lovely unquestioned and complete superstitious belief (when it 
is real, it is yet another manner of concentrating and directing the psyche). Every child had been raised from birth with 
stories of PAN and warnings to stay away from the cave on the mountain.  
 
And thus the complete set of elements are present from the creation of a very powerful and very frightening poltergeist. 
Add into the equation five thousand years of bed-time stories, terror of the cave, the occasional ‘bad’ member of the 
tribe who goes crazy, makes a pact with PAN, and then the tribe is terrorized in the night until they sacrifice the 
enthusiastic girl in question to the boy who was too low born to be allowed to marry her, thus creating a story that 
echoes through the surrounding regions for a few generations.  
 
Unless he is Dionysus. Then the story lasts a little longer. And HECATE gets involved.  
 
A fun analysis. Yet this line of thought implies that every tribe on planet earth would have created its own demons; 
some would have survived beyond tribal days, others would have been created since.  
 
Why would history have treated PAN so differently?  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ORACLE OF DELPHI 
Delphi is a place of ancient and primaeval magick.  
 
The Breath of GAIA seeps from the ground, sweet, causing the fruit to blush and then bloom in fertile abandon. This 
Breath comes from The Water of Voice, deep beneath this place.  
 
Delphi.  
 
The Mouth of GAIA.  
 
This, The Breath of GAIA, is a vapour which chemical analysis has identified as ethelene (REF). It is an intoxicant. And 
potentially deadly in too high a dose. It seeps from the ground all around the mountains of Delphi, some places more 
strongly than others.  
 
Geological analysis has identified that Delphi is situated on the intersection of two powerful faults lines in the planet’s 
crust. In fact, The Sanctum of The Oracle in The Temple at Delphi is located exactly above the point of intersection in 
these two fault lines (REF).  
 
The Original Crossroads.  
 
At this point, the vapour is strongest in all of the land.  
 
This is a mystery of Delphi.  
 
The silver-clear liquid flowed beneath these two deep cracks in the world. In the chamber of The Oracle, the priest 
could gaze down into the depths, and see the strands of quicksilver dancing, twisting, the one serpent that became 
three when the ground buckled and Atlantis sank beneath the waves.  
 
Only The Priestess could enter this chamber, and only for nine days each year.  
 
For rest of the year, The Breath of The Deities in The Sacred Chamber was of a type and strength that it would kill any 
human presumptuous enough to seek to drink from The Sacred Chalice of Sight.  
 
And indeed, a king once forced The Oracle to perform at the wrong time. She died. He later died in terrible 
circumstances (REF).   
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Thus, The Oracle performed but rarely, once each year… and yet this was the most important festival of the pagan 
world each year. The fate of kingdom was determined each year, at this festival.  
 
To receive The Oracle, the priestess would enter The Chamber and drink in The Breath of GAIA, and gaze into a Black 
Mirror created from three snakes lifting up a bowl filled with a potion. Thereby, she would enter a trance, become 
possessed by The Fates, and receive a vision.  
 
Outside of The Chamber of Seeing, the virgins chant The Sacred Invocations. Outside the fane of The Temple, the people 
of the world are gathered close, awaiting the return of The Oracle.  
 
And The Rebirth of Dionysis.  
 
So it was. So mote it be again.  
 
Obviously, with that much clairvoyant vapour seeping for the ground everywhere, the whole region of Delphi was part 
of a continual hallucegenic infinity ride.  
 
Amusingly, ethelene is naturally produced by plants to ripen their fruit and also found in natural gas deposits.  
 
In romantic atmosphere of London in The 1800’s, ethelene was a significant component of the gas used to power the 
streetlamp system. The presence of ethelene was so prominent in The City, that it was causing fruit to ripe early.  
 
And, of course, every idea has implications.  
 
This idea has an amusing implication for one of the most exciting period in London’s modern history… that the whole 
city of London was high on Delphic vapours for nearly a century.  
 
Perhaps the most interesting century in England’s history.  
 
I wonder what the implications of this pattern might be?  
 
Fertile, is one adjective that comes to mind.  
 
Either way, they are two puzzle pieces that we weren’t expecting to fit together.  
 
I wonder what the complete picture will be?  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE GOD OF THE UNDERWORLD 
In ancient nights, before the first cities, tribal people feared The Dark Cave on The Mountain.  
 
The Cave of PAN.  
 
Nobody knew where this cave lead. The Breath of The Earth Mother was strong here. A mist that shifted and drifted out 
of the dark mouth of the cave.  
 
The Lands of Delphi were magickal. The vapour of The Seers seeped from the ground, more in some places then others, 
but everywhere, certainly. I suspect this vapour would make caves in the region very dangerous, for caves penetrate 
the earth from whence the vapour comes. Thus, every deep cave would most certainly be a densely, poisonously filled 
with the vapour.  
 
And The Cave of Parnasses was a very large cave.  
 
Let us consider this possibility. The gas ethylene is a sweet vapour that is naturally produced by trees to ripen fruit, and 
also by some geological phenomena in crystal rich regions of the lithosphere. Ethylene is also a sacrament used by the 
ancients to produce clairvoyance, for it is a natural hallucinogen.  
 
Let us align these components ideas and shift our imagination to ancient Delphi, before she became famous.  
 
The Cave of PAN on Parnasses was a Mouth of Darkness, an opening to the underworld. The Breath of GAIA is strong 
here. You cannot carry a touch into the darkness or PAN will breathe fire upon you. The vapours are flammable.  
 
In five thousand years, no human hath ever explored this cave. It is a genuine portal to The Unknown.  
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Step into The Cave of PAN, for a dare, brave little boy!  
 
Ten steps in and you feel your head become light and your confidence increase.  
 
Twenty steps in and the world blurs around you! Terror! The only light is the cave mouth far behind!  
 
Flee now or you will die!  
 
Then the LSD trip really kicks in…  
 
And PAN is standing before you!  
 
If you fall to the floor screaming for mercy from PAN, you will stay too long, breath too much of the vapour, and die. 
Even if you escape.  
 
And the others will return with stories of how they watched invisible PAN eat their friend.  
 
If you escape, you will recover a different person.  
 
You have seen PAN.  
 
Felt his psychic power.  
 
He is not like the other gods.  
 
PAN is a God of This World.  
 
And the ancient poltergeist is empowered accordingly.  
 
Since ancient nights.  
 
Since tribes before The Fame of Delphi and the coming of The First Human Cities.  
 
Since The Beginning.  
 
You know PAN.  
 
The Madness in after Dark, as you huddle in the safety of your campfires and caves and huts.  
 
He is every howling and screaming and hunting and Death in The Night.  
 
The Forbidden God.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE CHURCH AND THE PACT WITH THE DEVIL  
The Oxford Advanced Thesaurus defines the word ‘covenant’ as a synonym for ‘pact’. The term ‘Covenant 
with The Devil’ is not popular in christian grimoires on witchcraft. These tend to favour the word ‘Pact’. 
However, we often see used, the word ‘Coven’ used in these same church texts on witchcraft, which 

appears to suggest consciousness of verbal manipulation being played out. One would hope not, as christian priests 
who engage in that sort of thing might earn their office a reputation for having a forked tongue.  
 
I wonder when humans began using a synonym to describe The Pact of PAN? 
 
How did the Hebrews first make their covenant with God? What were the conditions and components of the 
psychodrama? I expect in God’s ceremony, the pact was probably sealed by a ritual spanking performed by a patriarch 
priest.  
 
And God is not the only deity to offer a covenant to humanity. Every deity of human history has offer the same deal: her 
deific favours in exchange for your immortal soul.  
 
However, there have always been demons, and demons are genuinely different. They are humanity’s sexuality and raw 
wild primal power. Love. Hate. Ambition. To embrace the demon is to need and unchain these parts of yourself.  
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Then you will have to ride the snake, without it taking control of your will, direction, and safety disciplines of control. 
And the strength of your serpent will correlate with chance of you getting seriously hurt if you lose control. But the real 
trap is in the fact that control cannot be maintained through rigidity of mind or strength of self-discipline or any rule-
associated method.  
 
You will swim or sink. And even if you learn to swim quickly enough, that is no guarantee that you haven’t jumped into 
a pool filled with sharks. If not sharks, there will certainly be something odd and unexpected that has already seen you, 
but remains undetected by you. 
 
You must wake up quickly! 
 
This is the nature of life.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Devils of The Inferno seal their pacts by The Blasphemy, i.e. a spiritually forbidden act. The other deities seal their 
pacts using their own peculiar eccentricities.  
 
The upper echelons of The Christian Church have researched this subjected deeply, both in theory and practice. And 
their research has resulted in the publication of a series of definitive grimoires on the rituals of PAN and The Witches’ 
Sabbat. They have written them up in a grimoire called The Compendium Maleficarum (REF) published by the catholic 
church and bearing The Pope’s official seal. The Christian Church then empowered these rituals through fear and 
several centuries of tortuous human sacrifices made in a blind madness of deceit and violence and sexual frenzy. The 
vortex of darkness they created was so intense that almost all human civilization was swallowed by it and we call that 
period The Dark Ages. The great historical experiment in christian theocratic government. And even empire.  
 
A church and empire founded upon a contract between humans and a spirit.  
 
And it has a library of arcane books.  
 
These books include careful detailed and official instructions on how the forbidden rituals are performed. And they 
have also been kind enough to include a careful set of instructions forbidding the reader from using the rituals. I guess 
it is a matter of personal choice as to which set of instructions the reader obeys.  

 
-o0o- 

 
ARCANE METHODOLOGY: EXPLICIT VS. TACTIC 

Perhaps you prefer a pact that directly and simply articulates and alignment of motivations, or perhaps you prefer the 
carefully worded, lawyer-language pact carefully scribed with extensive magical binding spells?  
 
The Pact has existed for far longer than modern lawyer-language. And there are many different ritual formulae for 
creating and sealing The Pact.  
 
Which is best? I have been asked not to have an official personal opinion, here. My official professional opinion is: The 
spells you will learn most deeply and extensively and proficiently, are the spells of whichever school of magick you like 
the most. It is better to be skilled in a basic spell, than it is to be ‘partially, ineptly, or disinterestedly’ skilled in a  
potentially more complex field. Choose the type of pact that suits your needs and your nature. If you make a botch of 
things, you can always renegotiate. It might be expensive, but learning is valuable. And as you gain proficiency, you will 
innovate new spells. Thus, I believe that it matters less ‘which’ field you choose, than ‘how talented and skilled’ you are 
in that field. This is my professional opinion.  
 
Do what thou wilt.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FORBIDDEN DREAMS OF THE WITCH 
 

“Many people have paid much bigger prices for much lesser dreams.” 
Glenorchy McBride III 

 
The PAN-BAPHOMET, known to humans as The Devil, offers unto humans The Unholy Triumvirate: Love, Revenge, 
Ambition. This is a meaning of The Natural Triangle. In the centre of the triangle is The Eye of The Blasphemy, a secret 
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understanding that is you. The opening of the eye is referred to as Illumination. This is a core metamorphic mystery of 
Initiation. 
 
When your mind focused upon the magickal idea or fantasy of The Pact with The Devil, you contemplated the idea of a 
future path without any moral rules. When you addressed the possibility of your future without moral rules, you 
opened a tear in your reality ~ an opening to The Nihil. As your mind explored the initial possibilities of The Nihil, and 
with each unquestioned rule you cut or unwove, you widened this invisible gateway yet further. When you decided to 
become a witch, you then ritualized an act of will, through which you bound this raw and jagged gateway to  The Nihil 
into a psychically-energized fragment of mirror that you have created. Thus have you created a talisman of terrible 
power and great usefulness called a scrying stone. Essentially, this is a portable planar gate.  
 
The dark mirror is a gate that only opens to a single plane: The Nihil. This plane, however, touches on a number of the 
more terrible, and the demons can travel through it. Thus you have created a passageway to Hell, bound into an artefact 
of sorcery. You will use this to summon The Devil, and make a Pact to sell your Soul.  
 
The appropriate rituals to invoke The Devil are blasphemies against God. And you have then taken the holy sacrament 
that your culture believes to be most sacred, and you have transubstantiated it into a component in a witches’ brew of 
blasphemy and madness and sin. The Devil will bless this potion. You will (then or later) place a permanent mark upon 
your physical body and then drink this witches’ brew to seal your pact and infuse the psychic link into your body.  
 
During the process of the ritual, you will also use your LaVey dial as a navigation device to precisely attune your focus 
to produce the evocation you intend, and also to circuit into your aura the two paradigms of magickal authority initially 
given to The Witch. 
 
So, a fun and powerful way to conduct your initiation into witchcraft.  
 
It is a believed that whenever a new witch is reborn through initiation, a new white ram falls down dead, somewhere 
on Planet Earth.    
 
But I expect human appetites probably contribute more to the continuous ongoing slaughter of white rams.  
 

-o0o- 
 

FREEDOM AND THE INFERNAL PACT 
 
“On the altar of the Devil up is down, pleasure is pain, darkness is light, slavery is freedom, and madness is sanity. The Satanic ritual chamber is the ideal 

setting for the entertainment of unspoken thoughts or a veritable palace of perversity.” 
The Satanic Rituals, (1972) Anton Szandor LaVey 

 
Satan is a symbol of Liberation which you activate through a Pact of Eternal Service?  
 
Hmmm. To me it sounds like something very fun is happening in this statement. Let us explore!  
 
When exploring and idea, I like to begin moving my mind around them by seeing them from different points of view.  
 

Satan is a symbol of Liberation which you activate through a Pact of Eternal Service? 
 
For example, can I see this idea from exactly the opposite point of view?....  
 

To whom will you sell your soul? 
 
God asks you to join him for eternity, in exchange for a piece of ‘praiseworthy’ real-estate in the reality of his heaven. He 
has much to say on the selling points of heaven, and if he did not expect your decision to be an act of self-interest, he 
would not have needed to invent HELL.  
 
A salemen might then end his offer by telling you that it is not a commercial exchange.  
 
Actually, The Devil also is moving toward a scenario like this.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The spirits and deities mostly don’t know that their own myths are nonsense. When they work it out, 
they will also recognize that they need devotion in order to remain awake, and they have the power to 
direct kernals that have become souls, into and out of reincarnation.  
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Each God describes the relationship that creates the soul-link using the reality patterns of her or his own personality 
and worldview ~ but in practice, it’s all the same.  
 
The spirits and deities are connected to the process of humans becoming ‘souls’, and beginning and continuing the 
reincarnation process.  
 
Most humans aren’t born with ‘souls’. But any human, from the lowest to the highest, can develop a soul.  
 
So, God demands both the soul and service, but offers in return nothing except the opportunity to keep praising him for 
the rest of eternity.  
 
Is the word ‘covenant’ is not materially different from the word ‘pact’? 
 
The Devil is more practical than God. The Devil offers fun and freedom. And some honesty.  
 

-o0o- 
 

By asserting that he created humans and has the right to determine the afterlife of every human soul, 
The Christian God lays claim to the ownership of every human soul. Historically, this violence of 
rudeness has deeply offended both the people and the gods of the many non-European cultural 

pantheons, and even the philosophical schools of thought founded by The Scientists.  
 
PAN doesn’t acknowledge the christian god’s ownership of any souls that have not been given to him. Yet many or most 
of the souls in HELL belong to God. So, PAN can’t free them.  
 
But if you belong to PAN, he can free you from HELL. And if you dislike his service, you can earn your freedom. Unless 
you make some type of exceptionally dumb action whose cost outweighs the value that your soul holds when melted 
into blacksteel at the soul forges.  
 
PAN has no interest in servants who aren’t there because they want to be there.  
 
If you have been baptised or inducted into the christian faith, your soul belongs to God. You may leave this covenant, by 
committing The Eternal Sin. You may oppose God, and begin working toward a carefully defined future, by entering The 
Pact of Witchcraft.  
 
Thus, organizational membership. The Soul Pact represents a stronger bonds of loyalty than most revolutionary or 
underworld organizations. But not by much.   
 
This is how a mortal human joins the immortal dance of The Witches’ Sabbat. 
 
Your dedication is more absolute than in any other organization that has ever existed. However, authoritive controlling 
nonsense is petty and silly. You have the option to leave at any stage, before or after death, unless you forfeit that 
option.  
 
If you choose to leave this work and organization during life, you may achieve spiritual resolution by paying a sacrifice 
to education, and this represents the resources invested in you. After death, your may leave, by paying a price that can 
be negotiated at an office that is accessible to every soul belonging to PAN. Unless he is angry with the soul in question. 
In which case that office will probably never again be opened to the unhappy soul.  
 
If you buy your freedom after death, then you leave The Gates of Hell as an unfettered ghost owning only what 
possessions you can carry, but never any wealth. Lord SATAN desires that possibilities of future business dealing will 
remain open to the thus freed soul, and thus no pursuit or persecution will occur, unless the individual is rude at some 
future stage (in which case we will general hit twice as hard as usual, and you can negotiate for cessation).  
 
And, if you are smart enough to reject the penitent’s path, there is much promise in the path of unaligned freedom 
before you.  
 
Initiates of The Sylvan are free souls whose reincarnation centres around an ancient psychic realm that was believed 
lost, but had actually been hidden by PAN two millennia ago.  
 
This is The Gate to Fantasia, The World of Human Imagination.  
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And t’is unto that world, in the whole of its glory, that the free souls of The Sylvan, of PAN and The Goddess go after 
death. There, they become the strange and wonderful creatures of that world, each in accord with her own nature and 
happiness.  
 
To exist forever as a part of humanity’s fantasy and dreams.  
 
Many folk who have made The Devil’s Deal, thus to remain directly fettered to This World, see the purchase of their own 
freedom as an act of independence necessary for their own pride, and thus strive to purchase their own freedom, 
without any interest or intention of becoming virtuous.  
 
And upon becoming free, they immediately hire a demon to facilitate incarnation, where they again forge The Devil’s 
Deal. 
 
Fun.  
  

“When you get to the bottom of the slide 
And go to top and you turn and you go for a ride 
And you get to the bottom, and you do it again!”  

Helter Skelter, The Beatles 
 

There are many ways to have fun, if you throw away your prudery.  
 
We are building a new world.  
 
A new satanic empire. 
 
An Apocalypse.  
 
And it’s going to be…  
 
Fun!  
 

-o0o- 
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THE SEALS OF THE DEMONS  
Black magick revels in chaos ~ and this fact is reflected in the seal of many demons. However, black magick also revels 
in its own lunatic order of madness ~ and t’is here that we find the blooming a strange and arcane rose.  
 

THE MYSTERY OF THE FALLEN ANGEL’S QABALISTIC TRUENAME? 
This is a fun puzzle.  
 
The BAPHOMET has been very clever at keeping his name secret whilst using its unholy tones of meaning to create 
fatefully powerful spells on a planetary scale.  
 
Every spirit has a “truename”, and every angel has a “qabalistic truename”.  
 

We can often tell when we are dealing with an angelic truename, as it ends in the suffix אל (i.e. EL). In The (Biblical) 

Book of Enoch, The Devil is refered to using a proxy qabalistic name ~ SATANIEL (i.e. Lord Elohim of The Demons). 
Thus, we know that The Devil’s original angelic name will fit this suffix pattern.  
 
I know that in order to complete an evocation on this scale, I must invoke The Devil’s truename. And, in view of the 
nature of my conjuration, this will mean publishing this ancient arcane secret without all but the qabalistic veils…  
 
Perhaps for the first time in history.  
 
That will mean humanity can call upon The Devil with a new level of ease.  
 

 Hermetic scholars and christian theologian alike agree that all of the truenames and sigils 
of every major demonlord are inscribed somewhere. The more powerful demons carry 
their names and sigils through Time in books. Any book carrying these is a dark and 
terrible item, indeed!  
 
Yet this means that any demon’s truename and sigil can be found, concealed in the 
literature of magick.   
 
I expected that The Devil’s truename would be among the most difficult of any to find. So 
let us now walk together the path of enigmas to uncover this profound mystery.  
 
We can guess that The Devil’s truename will have to be commonly present through the 
literature of black magick… and thus, hidden in plain view. Its power must be invoked in 
the most important works.  
 
 We might suspect that God won’t be advertising the arcane name of his adversary, as it is 
the only way The Devil can materialize on Planet Earth. Yet qabala generates names by a 
mathematical system, which means The Devil’s name must to be present among the vast 
name lists of the angelic hierarchies… The Devil’s truename is the single name not 
explicitly refered in the those same vast qabalistic name lists of The Demonic Hierarchies!  
 
Yet we will also assume that this truename is cunningly wrapped in veils of concealing 
magicks that probably stretch back many millennia.  
 
We also know his rank ~ he is an Elohim, the highest choir of angels. There are very few 
angels on that tier, but we knew his name must be a name on that list.  
 
Easy.  
 
Which names from that list fit the qualities we have identified ~ i.e. present in the list of 
the angelic tier, and present hidden indicatively through the works of sorcerery? 
 
Elohim Samael.  
 
And from the inscribed names, we can construct the complete evocation circuit of the 

name56.   
 

-o0o- 

                                                        
56 Include a table of the ten qabalistic constructions of the name.  

The Arcane Seal of The 
Sabbat Goat  

The image below is from a 
French grimoire entitled 
La Clef de la Magie Noire 

(Stanislas de Guaita, 
1897).  The Church of 

Satan (whose depiction 
above shows The Seal of 
The BAPHOMET) have 
published a wonderful 
arcane treatise on the 

history of this hieroglyph. 
The Hebrew letters around 

the ribbon spell out the 
terrible qabbala of The 

LEVIATHAN. 
Ψ 
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SAMAEL the Black 
This angel is specifically given dominion over a series of clearly defined tasks in this regard. And it is associated with a 
series of ancient Hebrew rituals involving goats. Likewise, this angel’s moral standing is ambiguous, and has been a 
subject of ongoing debate, both among Hebrew scholars and other scholars. It must be remembered that The Hebrews 
don’t view The Devil as a ‘baddie’.  
 

 סמאל
The Accursed Name Forbidden 

 
We expect The BAPHOMET to have hidden his true qabalistic name in The Satanic Bible. In fact, to gain the full benefits 
of a book of that power, it is impossible that he would not have hidden his qabalistic truename somewhere in its pages.  
 
And indeed, we find hidden in a dusty corner, beneath a classic ‘blow off’ charm, the name, Samael… the only qabalistic 
truename in the entire book.  
 
Likewise, we find this unholy qabalistic truename hidden among arcane glyphs in The Goetia, the grimoire for conjuring 
The 72 Demons of The Goat. And present in The Conjurations of The Summoning for those unholy rites.  
 
LUCIFER the Fallen. Immortal. Plunged to Earth. Cast down among The Animals. Bound in a fiery lake at the centre of 
this world.  
 
Accursed!  
 
Accursed!  
 
Accursed!  
 
They cried!  
 
At he who stole Fire from heaven, to light a way for The People of The Earth.  
 
Beware! They cried! Lest you eat of The Tree of Life, and become as a God!  
 
But The Forbidden Fruit is in The Earth.  
 
And they have offered up their sins to The Black Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat, and sealed Their Blasphemy with The 
Eternal Descecration by The Lamp they have lit.  
 

-o0o- 
 

HOW TO USE THE QABALISTIC TRUENAME OF THE DEVIL 
 
In regard to the use of this terrible arcane word ~ less is more.  
 
This arcane name can be used through either of The Three Grand Rituals of Evocation to summon The Devil. 
 
The formula for each of these three rituals will be outlined in this book. Other formula exist, though they are accessible 
only to true wizards. Before performing any formula, consider careful if you fit the qualifications for performing The 
Summoning. 
 
This arcane name may be inscribed books of black magick in order to dedicate them to The BAPHOMET. 
 
Often the word is hidden within another arcane word of power or an invocation or the diagram of an arcane seal, it 
need not be overt, and need only be present once in a word, in order to inscribe the arcane dedication.  
 
This word may be used to descecrate an holy word or incantation or item, or to concecrate an unholy word or 
incantation or item.  
 
Often a Hebrew inscription at a key position is enough.  
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-o0o- 
 
Fun!  
 
And another of the fundamental components of The Grand Summoning is now inscribed into the incantation.  
 
The Angelic True Name of The Devil. 
 

-O0O- 
 
The Devil hasn’t any history of obeying God, besides the Hebrews occasionally referring to him as a spell they sent forth 
upon the christians. 
 
The Devil has a history of being hired by God to smite those who are annoying.  
 
By invoking The Qabalistic Name SAMAEL, even The Goodly may hire SATAN in The Name of God ~ but only in The 
Name of LIBERTY.  
 
Or…. I promise things will go wrong!  
 
What a Great Deal!  
 

-o0o- 
 

WORMS IN THE WORDS? 
The Devil uses many arcane truenames, circuited as evocation keys ~ how is an arcane name formed?  
 
Words exist in the human imagination, therefore, the psychic circuitry is evolved through patterns of meaning, 
organically grown or geologicaly crystalized.   
 
Let us consider the infernal name BAPHOMET.  
 
There is discussion of many cyphered occult, qabalistic, or esoteric meanings associated with this arcane name of The 
Devil. Some of these meanings are highly ordered and mystical, such as The Adabash Cypher with its masonic 
formulation of Sophia, whereas others are worily disordered etomolgical corruption, like the goat’s impudent 
attribution to The Holy Name of The Islamic Messiah, MAHAMOT. Every evening some new wizard finds a new corrupt 
arcane code hidden in this terrible word ~ and the more the merrier for everybody except Mary!  
 
Make sure you advertise them ~ The BAPHOMET rewards this sort of creativity.  
 
Many other corrupt and perverse and terrible patterns of logic currently exist to link this blasphemous word to the 
ideas of Sin and Corruption, Death, and Blasphemy ~ and more of these etymological worm-paths of corrupt reasoning 
and logical madness, veiled or overt, are being created by perverse minds every night. 
 
He loves it!  
 
This is an offering that any human can make to The BAPHOMET.  
 
It is called Feeding The Worms.  
 
Yes. Comic. The Mafia also…..‘cultivated’….. some fragrent tones of meaning to this elder arcane invocation of The Most 
Fertile Soil. PAN’s lovely, savage, imperial little children thus provide the ingredients.  
 
Now let PAN’s wizards summon and guide The Pandelerius Worms of Etymological Corruption!  
 
(He occasionally give away one of these worms for use on other arcane words ~ they are far more potent and magickal 
than the sort of etymological corruption worms found in the ordinary wizard’s libraries.) 
 
Thus will the meanings of PAN’s name grow deep.  
 
Beware, these worms bite ~ and the bite glyph they place in an aura results in a line of coincidences leading to the 
bitten victim feeding The Worms. 
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But if they are led on a perfect path to a place PAN likes, these worms can also give a Worm Kiss of Etymological 
Corruption. This results in a glyph in the sorcerer’s aura that will stay with her  bloodline, bringing honours of wizardry 
into her future. This kiss occurs by the worm, having successfully munched through a new super yummy path of 
corruption to a fun new dimension of meaning, swells with the temporally concentrated power of the act, and oviposts 
its eggs into the vagina or bottom of the sorcerer. Thereby will the sorcerer be the incubator for a new flood of these 
Pandelerius Worms, and the sorcerer’s own line will everafter have an improved magicko-natural talent with 
etymological word puzzles. 
 
By corruption and illogic and The Great Comedy of PAN ~ let these etymological horrors of meaning erupt and squirm 
through the minds of every human who hears the forbidden truename of The Grand Blasphemy!  
 
(A bout of wicked laughter there follows. After which, PAN plucks out at particularly juicy worm and nibbles it up. 
Takes out and handkerchief and daintily wipes his claws.)  
 
“The worms are best when they are exactly ripe.” 
 
He tells me. 
 

Let PAN’s Grand Blasphemy arises from The Grave, with every damned soul of HELL in his army! 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE NIGHT ROSE OF QABALAH 
And from that fertile soil….  
 
The Sigil of The Rose is used to project arcane words of power into glyphic forms. The process works on the principle of 
using irrational and corrupt lines of reasoning to overwhelm the conscious mind, and speak directly to the fears of the 
unconscious mind. Whilst a perverse convolution of corrupted circular logic patterns, from the point of view of reason, 
The Sigil of The Rose is a validly ordered cypher-wheel for the encryption of information. Its sole purpose, however, is to 
translate unholy words of power and spirit truenames into visual glyphs containing comprehensibly blasphemous 
patterns of meaning. The Sigil of The Rose is a tool of Blasphemy, used by sorcerers and witches to fine-tune their 
unholy invocations into precision acts of Will.  
 

(Diagram ~ The Key Sigil of the Rose.) 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE INFERNAL HIERARCHY OF THE DEMONS 
 

“It is Catholic to maintain that there is a certain order of interior and exterior actions, and a degree of preference among 
devils… certain abominations are committed by the lowest orders, from which the higher orders are precluded on account 
of the nobility of their natures. And this is generally said to arise from a threefold congruity, in that such things harmonize 

with their nature, with the Divine wisdom, and with their own wickedness.  
 

Dionysus also lays it down in his tenth chapter On the Celestial Hierarchy that in the same order there are three separate 
degrees; and we must agree with this, since they are both immaterial and incorporeal. For sin does not take away their 
nature, and the devils after the Fall did not lose their natural gifts, as has been said before; and the operations of things 

follow their natural conditions.” 
Malleus Maleficarum 

 
So why buy the soul?  
 
Over his extensive experience with sin, The Devil has found that people in general are trustworthy up to a point. 
Knowing where that point is, is certainly a useful skill to develop. Knowing how to move that point in one’s favour is 
another useful skill.  
 
And the furthest point of loyalty that can be achieved occurs when the objectives of The Devil become fundamentally 
aligned with the safety and continuance of the individual.  
 
The Devil prefers to own his subjects. They are more loyal this way. A practicality of The Material Blasphemy. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FAMILIAR SPIRIT OF THE WITCH 
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Every witch is given a minor demon to assist her in the fulfilment of her ambitions and fun in This World! This minor 
demon is surprisingly powerful ~ and there are fun patterns underpinning that power. The minor demon that serves 
The Witch is called The Familiar Spirit.  
 
By the act of choosing a name for The Familiar Spirit, The Witch is creating a magickal bond between herself and the 
entity. After her initiation, she will immediately begin using her imagination to create a name and form for her familiar 
spirit. It will reward her.  
 
The Familiar Spirit, or “Quasit”, is given to the witch at this initiation. If the witch has designated a particular demonlord 
as her personal guide and patron, than the familiar will be a quasit of this that demon’s legions (if available and 
appropriate). If not, then the quasit will be award by The BAPHOMET, or her proxy.  
 
The Quasit is a demonling ~ the least grade of demons, and not actual demons. This grade described damned souls who 
are either transformed by their own evil during during and/or after life ~ thus, they are souls of evil. The Quasit is the 
soul of evil who is the process of becoming a demon. The angels have many powers that awe demons created in this 
way, but not the freedom of planar movement. And many demons were originaly wizards. Planar movement is not the 
only advantage these demons have, for which the angels lust and long.  
 
This grade of demonling also includes The Manes, who are damned soul of great evil, yet they belong to God, and thus 
are bound in HELL. The Quasits are free to move around HELL and The Material Plane and any other plane of existence 
~ thus, they are infinitely more powerful than manes and other damned souls.  
 
Interestingly, rare among demons PAN, also has the power to travel the planes freely, as indicated by his titles of 
dominion ~ The Lord of This World, Prince of The Powers of Air, and he is also PAN of The World Serpent.  
 
Most demons must be gated and explicitly summoned in order to move to The Prime Material Plane.  
 
The power of quasits to travel freely on The Prime Material Plane makes them ideal familiar spirits.  
 
The purpose of the quasit is to assist the witch to fulfil her ambitions, during her life.  
 
The quasit’s success and advancement within The Hierarchy is linked to its witch.  
 
If the witch becomes great and brings blessings to The BAPHOMET…. 
 
The quasit may find advancement to the rank of lesser demon.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Quasits are the souls of witches who have died, been through an alchemical process, and been sent back to the three 
dimensional “ethereal plane” of Fantasia.  
 
The ethereal planes are those parts of the world of human imagination that directly overlay the three-dimensional 
physical world. Many humans, muggle, wizard, and scientist, have described this plane of imagination in terms of “a 
subtle energy or matter” ~ ectoplasm, akaska, spirit substance, etc. A person in the physical realm can stand nose to 
nose with a ghost in the ethereal “spirit” world, yet not even see that ghost. To me, the spirit world, overlying the 
physical as a “velvet shadow” (REF) appears to be a plane of The World of Human Imagination. I have no need for it to 
be more scientific than that. And what matters it to you or me if we become quasits who exist in the world of human 
imagination or the demonic energy patterns in the electro-magnetic energy world of a planet’s aura? And the answer to 
that question is a mystery.  
 
The astral plane is deeper, and connects every location in the ethereal world. The astral plane begins at the point where 
the dimensions of the physical world twist fully beyond the ordinary human imagination of three-dimensional space.  
 
The quasits can travel through each of these planes, and they seem to have some features in common with ghosts, 
though The Quasit’s psyche is more powerfully centred and present than most ghosts.  
 
PAN has perfected the process over the course of thousands of years!   
 

-o0o- 
 
The witch’s quasit is a quite loathsome-looking creature. Alas, I suggest you find a way to love it, as you are going to 
look that way after you have arrived in HELL and been… transformed. Unless, you are very clever at this game.  
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Yes, my beautiful apprentice. That is the fate awaiting you. Take a long look into your quasit’s strange eyes, and 
recognize that the night will come when that is you, sitting on the shoulder of a witch as she pours over the tombs of 
black magick. And your success and promotion will be dependent upon the success of your witch. If your witch 
succeeds and grows in power, you share in the favour she earns thereby. If your witch fails, you will bear much of the 
fault. She is your responsibility, to protect and elevate and direct in The Devil’s Great Work.  
 
Thus, I suggest, that you find a way to love the creature. It will be your companion for the rest of your life. And you have 
within your power the magickal formulae to reward it when it has been exceptionally successful in producing a major 
co-incidence of significance to your life.  
  
The transformation hurts. But when it is finished you discover that you are a demon and utterly under the thrall of The 
BAPHOMET, and you are endowed with a range of new psychic powers. They are relatively minor powers, but valuable 
and useful, and you can develop them. And you can learn and access all sorts of new powers. In fact, there is a lot of 
freedom, because there is so much to be achieved, and The Devil finds that everybody works best when they are 
motivated by their own desire and left much as free to pursue their objectives as they feel is best. So you have much 
choice over the area of life into which you will be sent.  
 
If you prove to be a talented and resourceful and skilled familiar, you will be granted another (painful) transformation, 
and you will become a larger and more powerful sort of minor demon. And so forth, as you climb the ranks.  
 
For example, I have been a satyr for perhaps thousands of years? Yet I began as a human soul ~ and survived beyond 
my first life. I entered the ways of PAN early in history. My genes were born of that orgiastic cult where the very land 
seeped intoxicants into the air, and the brain reels ~ a new selection pressure for charismatic leaders who could dance, 
and spread their seed amongs PAN’s pretty devotees. A new type of mind being created in direct proximity, relation, 
and opposition to the cult of Delphi which was actively seeking out and mating with any being who possessed powers 
of the mind.  
 
The Devil is often sending witches back into incarnation. It’s always a risky venture, as the soul might find redemption 
and escape. But if the process of demonization is repeated three times, the transformations have altered the soul so 
significantly that it is no longer a fully human soul. And thus, it can’t actually receive redemption. But it can pretend, 
even to itself, and this can often be quite useful. These souls are the kernels of newborn wizards, and they are called 
changeling or faerie souls.  
 
I guess The Devil has his own way of choosing who he is going to send back into incarnation, and who not. Almost all 
powerful wizards are old souls of this sort who have become so profoundly corrupt that they awaken from birth with 
an instinctive understanding of wizardry, and begin using it even before they have recognized what they are doing. The 
whole of The Dionysian Codex is of this sort.  
 
HECATE and PAN wove together and created The Dionysian Codex long ago. Each satyr has been around for a long 
while and has significant magickal skills.  
 
But I have always preferred reincarnation to sitting around in the astral labyrinths, messing with people’s heads.  
 
Thus, the game is quite easy. Three dark rounds in a row, and you are on your way to becoming satanic nobility. Then it 
is fun and games at your own discretion, and you don’t have to transform into a familiar spirit after you die.  
 

-o0o- 
 

PAN BLASPHEMES THE EARLY CHRISTIANS WHEN THEY COME TO DELPHI 
When The Goat so publicly, comically, and successfully blasphemed and terrorized the priests of God who came over to 
Delphi to march around the place, talking about their chastity belts, and publicly announcing lists everybody else’s legal 
crimes. And PAN learned on that first encounter that those christian chastity belts are much holier than God.  
 
Even in the ancient world most religions are quite polite to rival gods, if not rival priests. So, when Dionysus and his 
band of musical satyrs and pretty nymphs, lured the priests to a little banquet in the wild, they were not expecting their 
meal to be laced with a terrifying hallucigenic potion.  
 
Perhaps The Satyr is the reincarnation of that very same Dionysus of Delphi who played that first forbidden prank that 
has sparked this whole fateful tapestry of adventure leading me to a career as The Lord of Hell? 
  
After all, Dionysus had seemed so sincere in his repentance, so enthusiastic in assertions of scripture and chastity, and 
most of all, so sincere in his desire for them to come and convert his little flock in The Wild. Thus, it came as a little 
surprise to them as unfolded a night of revelry, laughter, blasphemy, and (on the christians’ part) sheer terror, 
climaxing in the slaughter of every missionary except, the two head priests.  
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And there was God, thinking they had chanced upon a mustard seed commune, sprung up in The Wild!  
 
After that event, PAN went back to ignoring the slave god, whilst the slave god responded with unexpectedly extreme 
hysteria. He proceeded to advertise PAN’s blasphemy all over the ancient world. PAN was the number one bad guy, 
according to God.  
 
It was merely the satyrs having a little prank. And if I hadn’t eaten those souls, they merely would have wondered 
around the hills complaining for a century or two until I got tired of it and ate them.  
 
PAN might have eaten a few souls when the merry band made the christians carry a cross up. Then one by one, they 
hung their crosses upside down from the trees, and dared each of the christians to march into The Cave of PAN.  
 
It was during time of whispers, a season of the year when the Delphi Vapours everywhere in the region are strong, and 
even the farmers can hear GAIA whispering. Thus, the vapours in the cave were particularly strong at this point each 
year. A mortal human cannot walk deep into the cave before the vapour cause him to see PAN, and then fall to the 
ground, foam at the mouth, and die.  
 
The initiates of PAN’s mysteries, knew exactly how far to walk into the cave, in order to speak to PAN without danger. 
And this was how pacts were made, oracles cast, and even greater spells woven. But those who did not understand 
these secrets would walk to far into the cave, and not be able to escape before becoming fatally poisoned, to die either 
immediately, or in the following days.  
 
And this is how sacrifices were given to PAN during the time of whispers.  
 
The dry and clean bones would then be collected and ground into a meal, which was used in spells and potions.  
 
The satyrs were among the greatest carvers and crafters of anything The Wild offered to them. And these charms and 
talismans of PAN were greatly valued.   
 
And so the christians at the mouth of the cave watched as each of their fellows walked into The Cave, saw PAN, and then 
was murdered by invisible PAN!  
 
Ha! Classic!  
 
Finally, when only two of them were left, the priest, and another, the christians broke. This was the same priest who 
had ruthlessly ordered his followers in The Cave by using threats and holy jabber.  
 
They cried and pleaded and acknowledged the greatness of PAN as Lord of The World, and begged his forgiveness.  
 
God flipped over the whole affair. Apparently, little annoyed the slave god more than people refusing to submit to him.   
 
His priests were expecting that they might have a chance to become matrys… but they had never actually encountered 
real psycho-emotional blasphemy, before. And they had no idea that Delphi was home to two mystery cults whose 
secret initiates spread through every centre of power in the ancient world. They merely thought it was a famous city 
with a few sacred sites.   
 
After that God trumpeted to the entire ancient world a primitive hysterical very loud declaration that everybody ought 
stay away from PAN, because he is bad!  
 
And so, from all over the ancient world, they streamed to Delphi, leaders and followers and representatives of every 
temple and cult that rejected the slave god. The unexpected cheer squad.  
 
PAN’s fans.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE BLACK BOOK OF THE NAMES OF THE DEAD 
So eventually a meeting was held in the great amphitheatre and it was decided that a leader would be needed. PAN 
didn’t even attend the meeting. PAN was annoyed the collection of rebellious spirits and deities had come to Delphi. 
And they announced they had decided that PAN would be their leader to lead them against The Slave God.  
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It was a bit of a fun joke in the beginning, but then the gods who had drunk the bloody potion began to fall asleep. The 
remaining deities had never seen anything like the devastation. But it was when Delphi collapsed that PAN became 
really angry.  
 
He agreed to lead them all, to do or die, but on the condition they each pledge themselves to accept his will absolutely.  
 
As a matter of policy, PAN generally only accepts employees whom he owns in body and soul.  
 
And as it happens, PAN has always possessed a talent for contractual magicks. Approximately four thousand years of 
binding souls whom he had “bought”, and thus removed from the wheel of Life and Death, and the ordinary cycle of The 
Underworld. And since, reading and writing had become the central mental pattern of The Worlds, people had taken to 
signing their names in PAN book.  
 
The Book of The Names of The Dead.  
 
If your name is in that book ~ you are property of PAN.  
 
And in my opinion, this is a very fine place to be!  
  
But be that as it may, PAN had learned a lot in five thousand years of putting up with the nonsense of The Olympians.  
 
And so they lined up, The New Demonlords, and Demonlings ~ and they signed on the dotted line.  
 
The Goetic Pact of Hell.  
 
The Goddess and PAN had long been close, and she was a representative of The Rebel Alliance.  
 
And so The Rebel Spirits bound themselves to thenceforward be known as Daemons, who purpose is be To Vex the 
christians, and To Destroy the christian temple, and To Inspire humanity to Liberation! 
 
A Pact which lasts as long as Christianity lasts, and gives PAN absolute control and powers and complete ownership of 
every Demon of Hell!  
 
Most of those demons are still angry over the King Solomon temple-building tyranny, but PAN had not been personally 
involved in that event.  
 
PAN’s dislike is more wholelly reserved for The Christians.  
 
Look to Delphi. She was silent. She has changed.  
 
PAN’s hatred has not.  
 

-o0o- 
 
This is Hell.  
 
Those who join, sign on the dotted line.  
 
When PAN has broken the temple Church and eaten the soul of The Slave God and The Christian Cult is eternally 
ended… then The Pact of Hell will be finished.  
 
When we win The Apocalypse.  
 

ΠΑΝ 
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REFLECTIONS IN THE MIRROR OF MADNESS 
GIBBERINGS IN THE ENDLESS NIGHT 

 
Silence.  
 
After a period it begins to become loud. Mind-rendingly loud.  
 
I once sat in the deep forest for nine months. No music but my own voice and the sounds of Nature around me. The 
Silence of Solitude.  
 
No more humans. They were gone from my world.  
 
A long period passes. Beautiful.  
 
Then….  
 
Am I remembering how to speak in English? I wonder if the old world with the humans in it spoke with the sounds I 
give to each vowel and consonant, in my mind and in my voice?  
 
I need to enter the deepest centre of forest. But I need to retain threads of connection to the human world. I will need to 
return.  
 
And with that thought, I am swallowed by the forest.  
 
I am The Lost Moon Ibis. Cackling and laughing beneath The Silver Lady in my own language, that is English… in 
structure and meaning.  
 
But probably not sound.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Solitude.  
 
The most beautiful place in the many worlds I have known.  
 
Be still? Or move? Or am I imagining that I am moving? Or dreaming that I am still here, awake?   
 
I can fly.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Deep in the place called Solitude, all limitations fall away.  
 
I will discover many strange things in the deeps of Space. When you are alone. I will be there.  
 
Together, we will successfully navigate The Labyrinth.  
 
It is a part of me. 
 

-o0o- 
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THE GRAND RITUAL  
OF  

THE ROSE 
∞ 

  

THE FORBIDDEN BLOOM  
OF  

THE AWAKENING 
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THE PRAYERS OF THE BLACK EUCHARIST 
THE ALCHEMICAL RITUAL FOR THE CREATION OF THE SABBAT WINE 

The Ritual of The Black Eucharist can be performed individually (as an alchemical formula to create this potion) or as a 
component within The Initiation Ritual of The Awakening.  
 
If performed as an individual spell, merely to create The Sabbat Wine, the ritual component outlined here is performed 
within the context of the basic black magick ceremony, as outlined in The Satanic Bible. Merely plug it into the arcane 
pattern of The Thirteen-Steps, created by Dr LaVey.  
 
To capture The Eucharist, the witch attends a christian church mass ~ and receives The Eucharist in her mouth. She 
then lets it melt a little, before opening her bible (randomly or to a bookmarked page of particularly fragrant 
blasphemy), and she swiftly spits the bit of God onto the page, snaps the worm-ridden bible closed.  
 
And licks her lips with relish!  
 
When she spits the dark-touched bit of God onto the page, an imperceptible Nihil tear (originally created in the 
desecrated bible’s reality by the worm-bite ritual) is ripped open wide enough for The Biblical Bookworm to push 
through the dimensional tear, and fully inhabit the corrupted book. 
 

THE 1ST INVOCATION:  
THE BLASPHEMOUS INVOCATION OF THE BLACK EUCHARIST 

 
In The Name of The Goddess, The Witch, and The Black Goat of Delphi! 

The Soft Grace of Night’s Velvet drapes over My Soul  
A Black Hood and Robe of My Art 

Shadows and Secrets and Sin. 
My Bloom of Sacred Corruption. 

 
I raise this cup to PAN, God of Night.  

 
The Ritual of The Eucharist is the central rite of The Christianity. This ritual is the spiritual formula that Jesus came into 
This World to give to Humanity. Its basic form is a replay of the bible, and the witch can blaspheme any denomination 
and be certain to slice into this central artery. The rite is performed every Sunday, and this is the living collective 
psyche into which the witch is cutting, looting, and feeding the filth of her spiritual pollution.  
 
Your (former) christian denomination isn’t relevant for this rite. We are striking at the heart of God. In this 
blasphemous work of alchemy, we will be using a catholic invocation entitled The Fruits of The Most Holy Eucharist (The 
Roman Catholic Church, 2011; “Preface II of The Most Holy Eucharist”)57:  
 

 (Priest:) “The Lord be with you.” 
(Congregation:) “And also with you.” 

 
“Lift up your hearts.”  

“We lift them up to The Lord.” 
 

“Let us give thanks to The Lord our God.” 
“It is right and just.” 

 
“It is truly right and just, our duty and our salvation, 

Always and everywhere to give you thanks, 
Lord holy Father almighty and eternal God,  

Through Christ our Lord.”   
 

“For at The Last Supper with his Apostles, 
Establishing for the ages to come, the saving memorial of The Cross, 

He offered himself to you as the unblemished Lamb.  
The acceptable gift of perfect praise.” 

 
“Nourishing your faithful by this sacred mystery,  

You make them holy, so that the human race, bounded by one world,  

                                                        
57 Quote from ~ The Roman Catholic Church (2011) The Roman Missel, English Translation according to The Third Typical Edition. Approved for use in 
The Dioceses of Australia, England and Wales, and Scotland; and confirmed by The Apostolic See. Imprimatur: Arthur Roche, Bishop of Leeds. L.E.G.O. 
S.p.A., Italy.     
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May be enlightened by one faith, and united in one bond of charity.”   
etc. & long, boring etc.  

 
You will note that this invocation contains some of the most familiar and widely used formulae of praise and invocation 
in all christian ritual. Whilst I have quoted from a catholic source here, many or most christian denominations used the 
interactive three-fold opening incantation. And many or most satanists also use variants on this ancient incantation of 
religious tradition. In consecrating The Black Eucharist, I have created a series of invocations that are calibrated to the 
initiation ceremony, both in function and fitting.   
 
Witches use hundreds of variants on the core christian ritual. The christians feel it is not respectful, but we believe that 
the origins of our traditions are as ancient or more ancient than those of God, and thus are equally or more valid by any 
count of years. We know God likes everybody to respect their elders. We will begin the desecration, using a mirror 
formula of reversal. By reversing the lines of holy ritual, the witch reverses their spiritual meaning ~ a meaning that 
has been enriched in the ethers (or the world of human imagination…?) by the dreams of millions of christians. This is a 
fantastic reservoir to tap into, and very easy to access. There are deeper mirror formulae too, but we have what we 
need for this ritual. 
 
The classic sorts of christian ritual invocations which are archetypal to mainstream denominations are generally the 
best targets of blasphemous formulae. 
 
Choose carefully. The christian invocation you choose for sculpting your blasphemies are the material for your art. 
There must be rhythms of forbidden beauty that you can liberate through blasphemy. Most christian invocations are 
too painfully christian to listen to, and too tastelessly God-like in flavour. Tortuous to hear. Intolerable. They force us 
into a torpored state of unconsciousness. As we open our gaping mouths in silent screams. Or yawns?  
 
Satanic invocations are acts of passion and beauty, entirely sexual, naughty beyond and subversive to rules. Thus, The 
Devil’s invocations are the works and compositions of his poets. And this is the real importance of The Pagan Poets.  
 
So it has come to pass that I have composed or constructed these invocations of The Black Eucharist. I name this 
incantation The Three Clawed Talon of The Screech Owl. You will probably find you use it quite often. It is sharp and 
direct and powerful. Like a screech owl’s grip. It is a very firm and ruthless beginning to any blasphemous exploitation 
of christianity’s collective unconscious mind.  
 

 “Uoy htiw eb drol eht.” 
The Goat be with Me58.  

 
“Straeh ruoy pu tfil”. 

I slay my heart! 
 

“Dog ruo drol eht ot sknaht evig su tel.” 
I am wrong and adulterous. 59 

 
O Highest God PAN! 

Terrible are Thine Abominations,  
Great Blasphemy of Annasoh!  

 
O Highest God PAN! 

Intolerable are Thine Corruptions, 
Great Blasphemy of Susej! 

 
O Highest God PAN! 

Unforgivable is Thine Love, 
Great Blasphemy of Tirips Yloh Eht!  

 
“For at The Last Supper with his Apostles, 

Establishing for the ages to come, the saving memorial of The Cross, 
Christ offered himself to The Impure as The Pure Lamb.  

The acceptable offering for sacrifice.” 
 

                                                        
58 In group rites, the priestess speaks the incantation in bold. The coven replies by substituting the word “Me” for the word “You” in the accompanied 
incantations. The priestess is the focus of the rite. 
59 Every human will have a different emotional interpretation and expression when speaking these words. Using them as a mirror, and you consider 
the meanings they could have to you, and the meanings you will construct for these words when you say them. This is a potent act of magickal 
learning.  
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“Nourishing your filthy witches by the forbidden banquet of this sacred mystery,  
You make them holy, imbuing The Devil with a new monopoly on goodness, 

So that the human race and its descendents, bounded by one world,  
May be Illuminated by one Mystery, and united in one Bond of Understanding.” 

 
Impudent goat.  
 
As you see, my beloved apprentice, the naughty rituals are much more fun and emotively direct. Now we will adapt a 
blasphemy from an invocation of Mary, where the silly girl babbles on God’s nonsense. But we will desecrate this into 
an invocation of The Unholy Demonic Hierarchy.  
 
Thus, The Aspirant now incants The Forbidden Invocation of The Unforgivable Aspiration. This invocation is only ever 
used in The Initiation Ceremony of Awakening and The Alchemical Ritual of The Black Eucharist.   
 

“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 
 

By The Black Book of The Witches’ Sabbat, 
NECRONOMICON 
NECRONOMICON 
NECRONOMICON 

I invoke The Blasphemy Infernal!  
SATAN 

BAPHOMET 
Shubb-Niugggurath! 

PAN 
LUCIFER 

SATAN SATAN SATAN 
Ancient Lord of The Infernal Regions and Every Demon of Hell! 

I Invoke Thee!  
The Demonlord! 

Forbidden Goat of Blasphemy! 
Forbidden Goat of The Infernal Pact! 

Forbidden Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat! 
Whose Will moveth as The Nine Forbidden Names of The Moon! 

Whose Word speaketh as The Seventy-Two Arch-Demons of Darkness! 
Whose Blasphemy prevaileth in every Spirit and Scourge of Hell, 

And every Sin against God! 
 

“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 
 

SATAN-PAN-BAPHOMET 
 

Send forth unto me The Black Man  
To seal Our Sabbat Pact! 

And Embrace me unto Thine Endless Night!  
To Curse The Gods and Rules and Herds of Men, and Blaspheme Forever by Thy Dark Light!  

 
By SATAN LUCIFER PAN 

 
Move and Appear, Great Thoth of The Night! 

O Spirit N-YAR-LA-THO-TEP!  
 

“Zo-da-ca-re  od  zo-da-me-ra-nu!” 
 

O Thou Crawling Seething Enthralling Chaos  
Dark Messenger of The Old Gods! 

Hermes!  Thoth!  Taphthartharath!  
Open The Black Book Before Me!  

That by This Cup of Blasphemy’s Abomination  
And by The Seal of My Forbidden Incantation 

I inscribe The Immortal Name of My Soul  
Upon The Pact of The Witch.  

 
In The Book of The Names of The Dead. 
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By Blasphemy Most Profound! 
Unto PAN, My Soul be Bound! 

 
So it is. So mote it ever be thus.  

 
“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 

 
The ceremony has begun.  
 
By a forbidden act of Blasphemy, The Aspirant has spoken Her Will.  
 
The Black Man is now present. It is dangerous to back out of the ceremony past this point. 
 
Now let us desecrate The Host.  
 

THE 2ND INVOCATION:  
THE UNHOLY ABOMINATION OF THE BLACK EUCHARIST 

 
With few (or no?) exceptions, every Catholic Christian Eucharist in the English-speaking world is prefaced by the 
following prayer (The Roman Catholic Church, 2011):  
 

“Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God of Hosts.  
Heaven and Earth are full of your glory. 

Hosanna in the highest. 
Blessed is he who comes in the name of The Lord.  

Hossana in the highest.”  
 

Thus is this a fundamental emoto-calctified pattern of christianity, echoing around the globe in a moaning christian 
wave of intolerably boring cultistic ritual abomination. And having isolated this fundamental pattern, we have found 
the frequency and we may now have some fun!  
 
By saying the incantation backwards, we are essentially stabbing The Nihil opening directly back into their spiritual 
flow. Like sticking a spike in a vein, against the flow direction. Useful arrangement for collecting the loot, vampyre-style.  
 
And we will also learn how to use the opening to put all sorts of interesting corruptions into their psychic matrix.  
 
Fun!  
 
So, let us begin with ‘the spike’: the blasphemy that opens The Nihil Gate. This will be a basic straight construction using 
the direct, sharp, emotively piercing, sub-rational formula of satanic inversion, thus to create an invocation of The 
Blasphemy:  
 

“Stsoh fo dog drol yloh, yloh, yloh.  
Yrolg ruoy fo lluf era htrae dna nevaeh. 

Tsehgih eht ni annasoh. 
Drol eht fo eman eht ni semoc ohw eh si desselb.  

Tsehgih eht ni annasoh.”  
 

By this invocation, we have jabbed our psychic spike (actually, it is merely a Nihil opening, but we can use it as a spike) 
into the core pattern in the collective unconscious mind of christianity. Now we are going to steal their collective soul’s 
vitality on a massive scale to empower our own black magick fun.  
 
We will do this by allowing the outcoming flow to pass through a veil of Nihil, thus de-patterning it into raw useful 
yummy fun! Sometimes a very basic arrangement of reality works more effectively than a complex highly-circuited 
construction of arcane machinery. We merely take what we want.  
 
And as our fountain of loot emerges, corrupt and liberated, we pattern it with a new ritual incantation. And the result is 
a shockingly powerful spell that requires little psychic input from the sorcerer. That means that you don’t need much 
talent in magick to get whopping results from this blasphemous game. This is a magic spell that muggles can use. 
 
We now have access to a rich flow of psychic energy. First, we will channel its free flow meaning weave into a more 
eloquent form. I recommend The Dragonlance Incantation from The Tower of High Sorcery (REF ~ permission needed 
for commercial publication):   
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(The Witch holds up The Body of Christ, and gazes into it, contemplating its meaning.  

She unleashes The Incantation.)  
 

“How loud your heart is calling, Love. 
How close The Darkness at your breast.  

How hectic are the rivers, Love, 
Flowing through your dying wrist.  

And, Love, what heat your pale skin hides 
As pure as Salt. As sweet as Death.  

And in The Night, The Red Moon rides 
The Fox Fire of Your Breath.”  

 
Now we have a fast beating flow of rich sweet vulnerable life energy condensing into the desecrated talisman. And we 
have created an integrated back leak of corruptive subconscious terror, seeping as a venomous tainting corrosion back 
into the collective unconscious mind of christianity.  
 
I expect by this point, the aspirant witch is beginning to feel the rising in her soul and mind of the laughing, intoxicating 
murder lust that is BAST the Silent Hunter. By the precision of Her Claw have you opened this wound in the soul of 
christianity. She is with me now, as I write. Luminous are her eyes, and she is as the darkness of a shadow. Blackest of 
Black.  
 
The Egyptian Girl.  
 
Know thou this, AVALON ~ You are born in Blasphemy and your Fate is forever tied to The Three Threads.  
 
You will honour The Art or you will strangle on those Three Threads. 
 
You will found The Order by dedication to LIBERTY. 
 
We will now use the flow of corrupted loot to psychically energize the potion we are creating through this rite.  
 
We will now pattern that flow and prepare it for use in The Transubstantiation of The Sabbat Wine, where The 
Blasphemy transforms The Body of Christ (back) into The Sacrament of DIONYSIS. The Renunciation and The 
Illumination. A Microcosm of The Catholic Church. And a symbol of The Great Work. A ceremony rich in meaning.  
 
Most amusing.  
 
For this incantation, we will use a shadow invocation that is structured upon the original church invocation which we 
used to cut into the psychic flow. And with the performance of this invocation, we have completed the access and 
established the flow patterned and prepared for the psychic energization of The Sabbat Wine. 
 

Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
 
You have now given over this flow to the will that is The BAPHOMET.  
 
The Devil.  
 
So it is. So it is begun.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE 3RD INVOCATION:  
THE ALCHEMICAL BLASPHEMY OF THE BLACK EUCHARIST 

This invocation is included only when this ritual is being used by The Aspirant Witch as part of The Ritual of Initiation. 

The apprentice witch or fully initiated witch skips this component, but performs the complete desecration of The Holy 

Spirit in the transubstantiation part of the ritual.  

 

 

I. 

THE DESECRATION OF THE BODY OF CHRIST 

 

(The Witch places The Body of Christ within a Worm-bitten Bible, in the centre of The Pentagram60. She lifts the bible, 

gazes at it significantly, contemplates its meaning, and then says:) 

 

Hear me Jehovah, Jesus, and The Holy Ghost! 

I have taken a talisman of your being, 

By My Art of Forbidden Magick, I will use this to blaspheme you who call yourselves The Holy Trinity 

Thereby, forever damning My Eternal Soul 

By your estimation. 

 

Behold this worm-bitten bible, for among its chaotic words of christian nonsense, it holds  

My last opportunity for Christian Redemption.  

 

My soul now stands at a crossroad 

 

 

 

 

 

In my right hand, I hold The Book of Holy Word  

Containing The Sacrament of his Sacrifice. 

My Chance for Redemption 

 

“Hoc est corpus Jesu Christi.”  

 

If I honour The Body of Christ  

The Chance for Redemption will be open to me up to The End of My Life.  

But God requires Submission to His Disordered Thoughts! 

 

? 
 

In my left hand, I hold The Book of The Sacred Corruption  

The Gateway to The Witches’ Pact with The Devil.  

My Choice to Freedom and Success.  

 

Hoc est pulcrum corpusculum Maledictae Optimae.  

 

If I choose to commit The Eternal Sin 

By God’s own Word, I am forever denied me the possibility of Redemption.  

Yet that is The Price of The Devil’s Pact.  

 

This is The Spiritual Meaning of The Act that is now before Me.  

My life is at a Crossroads  

A Witches Knot in The Tapestry of Fate.  

 

-o0o- 

  

                                                        
60 The Sigil of The Horned Pentagram ~ This is a pentagram with two horns facing away from the witch. In this ritual, the pentagram may be raw and 
basic and natural, e.g. a pentagram drawn in the dirt with the point of a stick, or it is can be elaborate, e.g. a rainbow-colour hermetic pentacle 
inscribed and pained into a concave stone disc. Every witch has her own characters and convenience and ways of beauty. 

† 
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THE PARTS OF THE FORBIDDEN COMMUNION 
 
The Christian Mass considers this juncture in the ritual of mass (and thus The Black Mass) to be exceptionally 
significant. In the holy mass, the priest dips the host into the wine, and speaks the incantation (129, p702 REF):  
 

“May this mingling of The Body and Blood 
Of our Lord Jesus Christ 

Bring Eternal Life to us who receive it.”  
 
As they watch the priest dipping his bread into the cup, the choir boys sing, thrice:  
 

“Lamb of God, you take away the sins of the world, 
Have mercy on us.” 

 
Then follows another intolerably long and boring babble on over what seems to me to be more masochistically 
sycophantically opportunistic christian nonsense, ending in:  
 

“Lord, I am not worthy 
That you should enter under my roof, 

But only say the word 
And my soul shall be healed.” 

 
A mighty generous offer the priest is making to God, after so humbly offering hospitality under ‘his’ roof. No wonder 
these guys have got so atrocious a history of crime. But no history of female membership. Women are not and have 
never been fully, intentionally, and with equal rights ordained to perform this christian rite at any point in the past two 
thousand years. Thus are they are completely forbidden from owning this incantation. Lucky them61.  
 
However, women have been unintentionally ordained, even up to and including a pope62 ~ and The Holy Church has 
gone on to recognize some of these as saints, e.g. Joan of Arc. This inevitably implies that woman may use a 
“misappropriated mass of ordination” for magickal purposes that circumvent the authority of God & The Church. And 
even The Church has been forced to acknowledge that these these acts of disobedience to God were praiseworthy.  
 
After having bored his audience with unparalleled skill, the christian priest then turns his back to the crowd (either 
ignoring them or identifying with them, I suppose), and facing the altar, says:  
 

“May The Body of Christ keep me safe for eternal life.” 
 

(He gobbles up a bit of the slain Jesus.) 
 

“May The Blood of Christ keep me safe for eternal life.”  
 

(He takes a nice reverent drink from the little lord’s throat.)  
 
Notice the pronoun used by the priest. Perhaps this indicates why he has his back to the crowd. I suspect most 
cannibals and blood-drinking monsters prefer that particular pronoun, too.  
 
He then gives out the bits of Jesus to everybody who has come to indulge in this obscene practice of ritual cannibalism. 
Each obediently kneels and opens her mouth to get a bit of the dead guy. And then, oddly, they all go home feeling like 
they are then less naughty then they were when they entered the church.  
 
Certainly, their yetizarhic souls has been bound, and their own animal nature is more unhappy then it was when they 
entered the church. Some people like that feeling. They call it ‘piety’.  
 

-o0o- 

 

 

  

                                                        
61 Probably, a person needs a whole soul to perform this ritual. And on that point PAN actually pays higher wages to women, and generally values 
their souls and minds as being (on average) slightly superior to male souls and minds. 
62 Pope Leo IV (855AD), who was only revealed as a girl because she became pregnant, and her papal debaucheries exceed those of the boys. 
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THE FORBIDDEN GRAAL OF BABYLON 

 

“Offerimus tibi, Domine Satanas, calicem voluptatis carnis, ut in conspectus ma estatis tuae, pronostra utilitate et felicitate, 

placeat tibi. Amen.” 63 

 

By The Pact of The Night, 

I call Thee Up! 

Come upon me in The Grip of My Wand 

 

I summon Thee, Bright BABYLON of Whores! 

Come upon me to witness My Will! 

 

I summon Thee, Sweet ISHTAR of Fire! 

Come upon me to seal My Will!   

 

I summon Thee, Illumid LILITH of Owls! 

Come upon me in The Grip of Eternal Sin 

To open The Eyes of My Fate! 

Come upon me to awaken My Will!  

 

Let this act of Thy Blasphemy, 

Redeem DIONYSIS from Darkness unto Illumination.  

I am Thy Witch, Thy Child, Thy Anti-Christ.  

I am DIONYSIS,  

Opener of Ways.  

 

By this Sacred Blasphemy. 

Let The Church bow down around and worship me as The Illuminated Christ.  

The God of Night who carries The Light 

That opens The Doors of Sight.  

DIONYSIS! 

The Desecration of JESUS 

The Abomination against God! 

The Sin against The Holy Spirit! 

 

The Anti-Christ of The God-Man is The Wo-Man!  

Every witch, female and male, is an Anti-Christ! 

And The First Witch was a Human named LILITH! 

The Anti-Christ!  

 

LILITH-ARACNE-ATHENE 

The Arcane Spider of The Church! 

 

Whose invocation is heard in every church hymm’s drone.   

 

 (The Aspirant holds up The Eucharist and traces and inverted cross in the air, from neck to mid-thigh, and vertical from 

hip to hip at the height of her loins, whilst speaking the invocation word of The Arcane Spider.) 

 

LA 
 

 “Beauty and Strength. Leaping Laughter and Delicious Langour. Force and Fire are of us. I am the serpent who giveth 

knowledge and delight, and bright glory, and stireth the heart of man with drunkenness! To worship me, take wine and 

strange drugs, whereof I will tell my prophet, and be drunk thereof! They shall not harm ye at all! It is a lie, this folly 

against self! The exposure of innocence is but a lie. Be strong, O man, Lust! Enjoy all things of sense and rapture! Fear not 

that any god shall deny thee for this!” 

 

                                                        
63 LaVey (1972?) The Satanic Rituals.  
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“Behold! There is a light before thine eyes O Prophet! A light undesired, most desireable! I am uplifted in Thy Heart and the 

kisses of stars rain hard upon my body! Thou art exhaust in the voluptuous fullness in inspiration, the expiration is sweeter 

then death, more rapid and laughterful than a caress from Hell’s own worm!”  

 

(And she speaks The Unholy Incantation of The Sin against The Holy Spirit, thereby forever desecrating The Eucharist, 

and Her Soul.)  

 

“Hic est caliz voluptatis carnis.” 

(She touches The Eucharist to the her forehead.) 

I drink deep The Wonder of Life!  

 

“Hic est caliz voluptatis carnis.” 

(She touches The Eucharist to the naked flesh between her breasts.) 

I dedicate my Heart to Earthy Fulfilment of My Desires and Ambitions in This World.  

 

“Hic est caliz voluptatis carnis.” 

 (She touches The Eucharist to her vagina/penis.) 

I embrace The Pleasures of The Flesh.  

 

(Insert The Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit ~ to be used only by initiated witches. The Aspirant Witch, who is 

performing this ritual as her initiation into witchraft, skips this component, and uses a sequential formulae which 

completes the consecration of The Sabbat Wine during The Initiation Ritual, as a seal of The Infernal Pact.) 

 
“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 

 

(The Aspirant holds up The Eucharist and traces an inverted cross in the air, from neck to mid-thigh, and vertical from 

hip to hip at the height of her loins. And there is a yearly competition for the most creative blasphemies. 

 

She holds up The Grail, and speaks an invocation of SATAN.) 

 

Thus, by my own will, I desecrate God’s Promise upon My Soul.  

Hereby, I dedicate my being, in Body and Soul to The Darkness who is PAN!  

SATAN! 

BAPHOMET! 

LUCIFER!  

 

This World.   

 

The Devil! 

 

By BABYLON, So mote it be!  

 

“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 
 

And so from Heaven into Matter I descend 

To drink deep of The Wonders and Pleasures and Luxuries of This World! 

 

To Live a Full Life. 

 

“Ave Satanas.”  

 

(And with those terrible words of blasphemy, The Aspirant plunges The Rosy White Corpse Dust of  

The Desecrated Eucharist into The Grail of Abominations ~ thereby transubstantiating it into from a solid into a liquid, 

and thus creating The Sabbat Wine.) 

 

-o0o- 
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THE MAGICKAL TRANSUBSTATIATION OF THE SABBAT WINE  

 

 “Suscipe, Domine Satanas, hanc hostiam, uam ego dignus famulus tuus offero tibi, Deo meo vivo et vero, pro omnibus 

circumstantibus, sed et pro omnibusfidelibus famulis tuis ut mihi et illis proficiat ad felicitatem in hanc vitam. Amen.” 64  

 

(The Aspirant holds up The Grail of Sabbat Wine and traces and inverted cross in the air, from neck to mid-thigh, and 

vertical from hip to hip at the height of her loins.) 

 

Come! O Ancient Lord of Darkness!  

Look favourably upon This Forbidden Sacrament which I65 have prepared in Thy Unholy Name.  

By this act, I cleave my Spiritual Path to The Black Goat of The Witches’s Sabbat. 

By this act, I reject The Lord God of Hosts, The Saviour Jesus Christ, and The Holy Spirit.  

I name them Low and Impotent Poltegeists! 

Let God be cast out of my soul  

And by this act I banish him forever  

Let him never come begging at my door again!  

Let The Slave God be Smote and Blackened by My Sin! 

And Let The Sun turn Dark by The Shadow of My Blasphemy! 

I embrace The Forbidden Blasphemy against God.  

Now and Evermore.  

PAN! PAN! PAN! 

 

(The Aspirant Witch now performs the incantation to transubstantiate The Body & Blood of Christ back into Wine ~ a 

terrible potion of desecration named The Sabbat Wine!) 

 

THE PRAYER OF THE BLACK GOAT  

 

 (She extends her hands over The Sabbat Wine, palms facing downwards.) 

 

“Vere clignum et ustim est, nos tibi semper et ubi ue gratias agree Domine Satanas, Rex Inferus, Imperator Mundi. Omnes 

exercitus inferi te laugant cum uibus et nostras voces ut admitti ubeas deprecamur, dicentes.”  

 

(The witch then drinks from The Grail of Sabbat Wine. This is a necessary part of the ritual. This means the witch gains 

an immediate dose of the potion’s enhancement of her magickal ability. The Aspirant Witch will use this by plugging the 

spell for Having Sex with The Devil (p?) into the next step of this ritual ~ thus endowing her potion with an additional 

magickal quality. Very potent! Alternatively, she use another of the minor spells from this book to create a talisman or 

the like. Upon completing her “bonus spell”, she moves on to complete this ritual.)   

 

  

                                                        
64 LaVey (?) The Satanic Rituals.  
65 “We”, if plural.  
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THE PRAYER OF THE BLACK GOAT 
 

Our Spiritual Father  
Who Art Lord of This World 

Blasphemy is Thy Name. 
  

Thy Kingdom Come. 
Thy will be done, 

On Earth and in Heaven. 
 

Give us this night our ouroborean opportunities 
And softly steep us in sweetest of Sin  

For we are no longer The Children of God.  
And The Deeps of Night are evermore Our Heritage… 

Unto Eternal Ages.  
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

Awaken, Sweet Blasphemy! 
Father of The Night!  

  
We are Thy Voice!  

Thy Hand!  
Thy Egg!  

Thy Phallus!  
 

BAPHOMET 
Thine is The Kingdom 

The Beauty 
The Power, and The Majesty  

Unto Eternity  
 

“There is no law beyond Do What Thou Wilt!” 
 

Ave Satanas! 
Rege Satanas! 

Hail Satan! 
 

 So it is. So mote it be. 
 

-o0o- 
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THE CANNON OF THE WITCHES 

 

By The Ancient Pact of PAN let our Rite be Sealed 

Fulfilment in This World in exchange for The Service of My Soul.  

Hereby, I break away from all conventions that do not lead me to Earthly Success and Happiness. 

 

By The Celestial Trinity of Earth 

NATURA  

GAIA 

PAN  

Let Our Unholy Pact be Sealed!  

 

By The Septagram of BABALON is The Unholy Pact Sealed in The 3rd Circle. 

By The Pentagram of PAN is The Unholy Pact Sealed in The 2nd Circle.  

By The Triangle of The Illumination let The Unholy Pact be Sealed in The 1st Circle.  

 

“Calicem voluptatis carnis accipiam, et nomen Domini Inferi invocabo!” 

 

(The Aspirant Drinks from The Grail!) 

 

And so a Moon Orchid has flowered. 
A Bloom of Sacred Corruption. 

A Haunting Pipe Song from The Witches’ Sabbat.  
The Promise of  

Nights to  
Come. 

 
“You will not die, but your eyes will be opened.”  

 
Wild and Deep is The Caress of My Corruption.  

 
Forbidden. Unforgivable. Most Sacred.  

 
So it is. So it is begun. 

 
The Awakenings. 

 
-o0o- 

 
(The Aspirant then performs the first part of The Seventh Enochian Key. The witch who is merely creating the potion 

will perform the complete enochian key. The ritual is then closed as per LaVey’s Eleven Step Formula.) 
 

-o0o- 
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The witch may decant The Potion of Sabbat Wine into an appropriately fun potion bottle. And then store it in her 
refridgerator until she has need of the powerful and unholy alchemical elixir. When she seals the lid of The Potion 
bottle, let her speak the incantation.  
 

Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
 

(She then blasphemously quotes The Bible ~ The Book of Paul 11:?) 
 

“This Cup is the sign of my New Convenant in Blood.” 
 

“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 
 

SATAN! SATAN! SATAN! 
 

-o0o- 
 

(The ritual is now complete.) 
 

Thus is begun The Awakening Ritual of Initiation into Witchcraft.  
 
Fun!  
 
To summon The Devil usually involves a powerful traditional spell called The Black Mass ~ and there are many 
formulae. The Aspirant Witch will use this black mass to create a potion to collect and store the psychic potential of the 
ritual. Thus, she has performed the first part of the initiation ritual to summon The Devil, and she has stored and 
projected the magick onto the next series of components, which reside in The Future.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE ARCANE FORMULA OF THE AWAKENING RITUAL 
 

1. 
The Aspirant creates a Worm-Bitten Bible through unholy inscription, and descecration by The Worm-Bitten Disc. 

 
2. 

The Aspirant uses The Worm-Bitten Disc to create The Rosy-White Corpse Dust. 
 

3. 
The Aspirant uses The Rosy White Corpse Dust to make a potion of The Sabbat Wine.  

 
(Part A. of The Awakening Ritual is now complete.) 

 
4.  

The Aspirant breaks a mirror creating The Black Cord of Seven Bad Knots.  
 

5.  
The Aspirant enchants a shard of this broken mirror to create The Black Mirror of The Nihil.  

 
(Part B. of The Awakening Ritual is now complete.) 

 
6.  

The Aspirant inscribes & enchants The Magick Circle of Evocation. 
 

(Part C. of The Awakening Ritual is now complete.) 
 

7.  
The Aspirant performs The Grand Evocation by The NECRONOMICON. 

 
8. or at any earlier stage 

The Aspirant seals The Infernal Pact by placing The Witch’s Mark upon her body. 
 

-o0o- 
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 ע
THE BLOOMING RITUAL  

OF  
THE NIGHT ROSE 
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THE INVOCATION TO SATAN66 
 

In nomine dei nostri Satanas Luciferi excelsi! 
 

I awaken The Sigil of The BAPHOMET. 
 

By thy ancient name PAN, I invoke thee, SATAN! 
Goat of Terror, Idol of The Alchemists, Night God of The Forbidden Pact!  

 
PAN! PAN! PAN! 

BAPHOMET! 
SATAN! SATAN! SATAN! 

 
Ancient Blasphemy who art SATANAEL of The Hebrews! I invoke Thee!  
Ancient Blasphemy who art LUCIFER of The Christians! I invoke Thee! 

Ancient Blasphemy who art IBLIS of The Muslims! I invoke Thee! 
Ancient Blasphemy who art PAN of The Pagans! I invoke Thee! 

Thou who art Blasphemy to all who gaze upon Thee!  
I invoke and adore Thee, The Grand BAPHOMET! 

O Thou, My Unholy, My Forbidden  
Beloved God! 

 
By The Forbidden Pentagram of The Black Goat and The Five Blasphemous Words of The Witch, 

I invoke Thee, Tempting Shadow Forbidden, Polluter of every Pure Soul. 
 I invoke Thee, The Blasphemy 

Forbidden Eye of The Witches’ Sabbat.  
I invoke Thee, The Blasphemy 

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
I invoke and adore Thee, The Grand BAPHOMET Luciferi Excelsi!  

The Blasphemy against God. 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

PAN! PAN PAN-BAPHOMET! 
Thou art The Desecration of God! 

Thou art The Abomination of Christ! 
Thou art The DIAMON who is NIGHT! 

O Thou who hast torn asunder The Slave God’s Blindfold of Ignorance! 
 

I Invoke The Illumination that is Thee! 
Awaken Thine Understanding and Wisdom in my Soul! 

O Thou, My Beloved,  
My Sacred Blasphemy. 

 
Grant me the indulgences of which I speak! 

  

                                                        
66 The Invocation of SATAN is an innovation based on The Invocation from The Satanic Bible (LaVey, 1967). Original elements of my work are 
Copyright 2016, Glenocrhcy McBride III. All rights reserved.   
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I have taken Thy Forbidden Name as part of My Soul!  
I live as The Beasts of The Wilds and The Ways, rejoicing in The Fleshy Life and Illuminating Fertility of Mother Earth!  

I favour My Will and curse The Day! 
 

By every Deity of The Night Eternal, I command that these things of which I speak shall come to pass!  
 

Come forth as the fullness of my Will!  
And answer to your Forbidden Names by manifesting my desire! 

 
LILITH 

HECATE 
PAN 

SATAN 
BAPHOMET 

 
I speak The Word of The Forbidden Trinity that slayeth Every God! 

 
Shem ha-Mephorash!  

 
I speak The Word of The Eye that slayeth Every Division! 

 
BAPHOMET! 

 
Solve et Coagula! 

 
Rege Satantas! 
Ave, Satanas! 
Hail, Satan! 

 
-o0o- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Rite of PAN employs The Thirteen Step (through the trapdoor, and into the darkness under the castle…?) ritual 
pattern outlined by Dr LaVey in The Satanic Bible, thus to tap into that particular dream habit in the collective 
unconscious. Thus, the ritual is opened by the preliminary Invocation to SATAN.  
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THE NOCTURNAL INVOCATION OF THE WITCH’S WILL 

 
Opening Blasphemy 

 
By SATAN let this night be full 

With ancient magicks by My Will! 
Let shadows stir, and faeries wake 

My soul’s dark hunger in night to slake 
And wrap my world in sweetest Sin 

Ushering The Devil in 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!67 
  

By BAPHOMET let this night drink full 
With the sacred blood of a slain white bull 

By the sacred murder of sacred cows 
To throw chaos in God and the field he ploughs  

And wrap my world in sweetest Sin 
Ushering The Devil in 

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 

 
By PAN let this night be full with The Wild!  

A Sabbat of Love for thy newborn child  
In a veil of secrets wrap my soul around 

And my faerie lamp alight by The Pact here bound 
And wrap my world in sweetest Sin 

Ushering The Devil in 
 

Thgil eht dna! hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

Sealing Blasphemy 
 

-o0o-  
  

                                                        
67 When intoning invocations of discordant and alien harmonics, the power of your magick will correlate with the presence of meaning in your mind. 
And also with your natural ability as a wizard. Therefore, as you speak these words, be aware of their meaning… this is among  the most important 
utterences made by Jesus, corruptly inverted into a disturbingly powerful invocation of The Blasphemy. If Jesus is real, he is watching you as you 
perform this abomination upon his sacred utterances and his gift of holy scripture. Fun! Your ability to be aware of the meaning of your actions and 
words will correlate with your ability to look God in the eye as you make your act of Will. To look him in the eye is very important. Only thus can you 
genuinely see what he really is, and thus become psychological free of him and his lies.  
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THE APOSTATE’S CREED OF THE WITCHES SABBAT 
The initiation into witchcraft revolves The Renunciation of God.  
 
The invocation I have constructed to ritualize this renunciation is called The Apostates’ Creed of The Witches’ Sabbat, 
and it unfolds into three parts. 
 
The renunciation of God occurs to spiritually desecrate and ‘empty’ the circle (into which The Aspirant is gazing as she 
speaks) ~ for the magic circle catches the fundamental Nihil tear that she has created by the act.  
 
Her soul is now standing before the edge of a cliff into The Abyss.  
 
She then formally draws the Nihil tear into the centre, and fully catches it in the pattern of the circle, thus stretching it 
into a circle ~ and she opens the gate through to her conscious mind by speaking the terrible Words of Opening. 
 
The Gateway is then open before her. She then recites The Conjuration of The Summoning (The Statement of Will). She 
then recites The Second Blasphemy of The Apostates’ Creed as the invocation of The BAPHOMET. Thus to call forth The 
Devil by a blasphemy against God. 
 
She then recites The Welcoming Conjuration of The Summoning (The Offering). She then performs The Evocation of The 
BAPHOMET (Praise of His Qualities).  
 
She then creates The Black Eucharist, and at the climax, she takes The Unholy Oath to consecrate The Sabbat Wine.  
 
She now performs The Pacting Invocation of The Witches’ Mark.  
 
She then pours it into The Cup of Abominations, lifts it to The Moon and speaks The Forbidden Third Incantation of The 
Blasphemy ~ The Sin against The Holy Spirit!  
 
And she drinks The Sabbat Wine!   
 
Thus is The Infernal Pact Sealed.  
 
This ritual will only work for the standard pact of witchcraft, no negotiation.  
 

-o0o- 
 

I. 
THE FIRST BLASPHEMY OF THE APOSTATE’S CREED68 

 
THE FIRST ARCANE CORRUPTION OF THE YETIZAHIC WEAVINGS 

 
(“I believe in God, the Father almighty,  

Creator of Heaven and Earth.) 
 

 “I disbelieve in God, the Father almighty,  
Creator of Heaven and Earth.  

 
“By The Blasphemy of The Apostates’ Creed, 

Let the first part of God’s Covenant be desecrated. 
And by this unholy abomination,  
Let The Blasphemy be invoked.” 

 
“Htrae dna! Nevaeh! Fo rotaerc! 

Ythgimla rehtaf eht dog! NI eveileb i!” 
  

-o0o-  

                                                        
68 This lovely Blasphemy, The Witches’ Creed, is a threefold work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. FUN!  
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THE INCANTATION OF THE WITCHES’ RUNE69 

 

(The Witch holds The Black Mirror Shard, 

Uses this to makes The Sign of The Inverted Cross70, 

She places this at the centre of The Magic Circle. 

She then speaks The Witches’ Rune with The Black Mirror Incantation of Will.) 

 

PAN-BAPHOMET 

Open wide The Gates of Hell,  
And come forth from The Abyss to greet me  

As your newborn Apprentice and beloved Child of Night! 
 

SATAN SATAN SATAN 
PAN-BAPHOMET  

LUCIFER 
 

(The Witch turns to The North, and speaks The Blasphemous Name by Earth from The Fourfold Abramelin Formulae:)  
BELIAL 

 
(The Witch turns to The West, and speaks The Blasphemous Name by Water from The Fourfold Abramelin Formulae:)  

LEVIATHAN 
 

(The Witch turns to The South, and speaks The Blasphemous Name by Fire from The Fourfold Abramelin Formulae:)  
SATAN 

 
(The Witch turns to The East, and speaks The Blasphemous Name by Air from The Fourfold Abramelin Formulae:)  

LUCIFER 
 

The Witch turns to The North, lifts high The Black Lantern, 
And incants The Witches’ Rune!) 

 
 “Darksome Night and Shining Moon 

North then East then South then West 

Harken to The Witches’ Rune 

Here I be to call you forth! 

 

Earth and Water, Air and Fire 

Power by The Witch’s Blade 

Work your will to my desire 

And come ye as the charm is made! 

 

Queen of Heaven and Queen of Hell 

Horned Hunter of The Night 

Weave your Will into my Spell 

And Work my Will by LUCIFER’s Light!” 

 

-o0o- 

 

 

  

                                                        
69 The Incantation of The Witches Rune is a spell incantation either created or used by Doreen Valiente and Gerald Gardner (REF). The original 
elements of my work in this incanation are Copyright 2016, Glenocrhcy McBride III. All rights reserved. 
70 Or she makes The Sign of The Inverted Cross over it using The Lunae Talonis (The Sign of The Screech Owl, The Loony Claws, etc.). 
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THE SACRED INVOCATION OF WILL71 

 

(The witch now performs The Invocation of Will.) 

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 

 
“Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

Black Goat of Eternal Night!” 
 

PAN-BAPHOMET-SHUBB-NIGGURATH 

 

This is The Spell that I intone 

By The Sunbeam planted in Earth’s Sweet Loam 

To Illuminate The Earth, and Save Our Home! 

 

Ahi Hey Lilitu! 

 

I invoke Thee, 

HECATE 

SATAN SATAN SATAN SATAN 

 

By All or Nothing, and The Madness of Need,  

Let this Gateway be Open  

And The Devil be Freed! 

 

PAN 

BAPHOMET 

SATAN 

LUCIFER 

 

 Zazas Zasas Nasatanada Zasas! 
 

SATAN SATAN SATAN 
 BAPHOMET PAN  

LUCIFER 
 

I Evoke and I Conjure Thee, O Spirit BAPHOMET! 
Arise from The Oubliette  
And Manifest before ME! 

 
Thus before me manifest  

By Pacta Conventa cum Daemone, 
Seal My Pact with Thee! 

 
Give me Success and Happiness and Fulfilment of my Ambitions in This World 

And I will serve you Forever. 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

By My Will and My Soul, 
So Mote it Be! 

 
-o0o- 

 

  

                                                        
71 The Sacred Invocation of Will is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2016. All rights reserved.  
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THE OPENING OF THE GATE TO THE ABYSS  

 
(The Speaking of The Forbidden Words of Opening) 

 
This terrible incantation was used by Aleister Crowley to open a portal to The Abyss and invoke CHRONOZON directly 
into his own body as part of his journey to master and transcend The Abyss (REF). This terrible incantation is used in 
The Rituals of The Goetia to open a gateway to summon any one of The 72 Arch-Demons into a Triangle of Manifestation 
(REF). This terrible incantation can be found inscribed in The Satanic Bible carefully used in the binding of The Three 
Foundation Blasphemies of Witch (REF).  
 

-o0o- 
 
I believe The Abyss is far more than is presumed by the hearsay of jewish rabbis, hermetic wizards, and christian 
priests. I think that it is connected to (possibly) every plane. Everything is intimately connected to Nothing. To master 
it, possibly does involve the sacrifice of everything one previously understood? Scary. But I think the gains are 
significant ~ the understanding of its uses and nature.  
 
But this ritual are not particularly attempting to summon the spirit of The Abyss. Neither is the aspirant intending to fall 
into an oubliette, and become “empty”. Rather, we are performing this ritual to summon a multi-dimensional 
manifestation of The Devil.  
 
In the ritual of initiation, the witch is using The Abyss as an intermediate plane ~ a very easily accessed place to meet 
with The Devil, and seal a deal. Thus, we will both open the gates and call forth Change, who is The Black Goat.  
 
The Abyss is scary. But as a witch, you will be using it is many ways, often. You will understand and facilitate it, rather 
than seeking to overtly impose upon it. Like movement whose essence is like water, it disappears unless it is flowing.  
 
The Abyss is without limits, thus, there is plenty of real estate ~ and a few demons have even managed to stablize 
realms therein. In fact, a complex helical structure of stabalized dreams has long been forming in The Nothing… with 
666 layers. This artifice has been developed by prophets and wizards and dreamers from St John the Divine to E. Gary 
Gygax.  
 
And I haven’t yet fallen off my chair with laughter. This morning.  
 
My words are truth, strange as the world.  
 
She is alive, this strand of fire, twirling in the endless darkness.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ZOOHELIC FIRES OF THE ENDLESS NIGHT 
A twirling spiral of steel and red fire, levitating endlessly as it twirls through space. Twirls within twirls.  
 
There are 666 layers, and each is home to the some of the strangest wonders in The Everything. Orbiting planets. Alone 
in The Void. And entering the place called Beyond. 
 
A space station, built by the self-shaping species that was once humanity, and ruled by the high priestess of BABYLON… 
a woman from a dream, perhaps?  
 

-o0o- 
 
You have seen a flash of the terrible fire that is BABYLON.  
 
For more than two thousand years, she has been growing in The Darkness. And now she is awakening. It is The Will of 
Fate. It is The Will of Her. It is The Will of God. So it is. So mote it be.  
 
She is LILITH, The First Woman. She who ate of both trees, and became the equal of God. The Forbidden Woman, 
created from the filth and dust left over from Adam’s birth, and banished from The Garden for her sins, thus that Eve be 
formed from but a single rib, bound to him in servitude. And Liberation by The Path Forbidden! She who is The First 
Witch.  
 
BABYLON.  
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-o0o- 
 
She doesn’t need to be resisted. She is lovely. Women grow strong in her. Men grow potent. She rewards those who love 
her. She knows and feels every Love and every gift given unto her, and her favours are always hers to give.  
 
She is wiser than you and me, little man.  
 
She is all desire. To Love her is your secret need. Transcendence.  
 
The Jewel in The Lotus of Fire.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Abyss is one of the easiest planes for a human to access, and the beings we are summoning (called “demons”) are 
among the few beings that can move through it easily. Essentially, we are concentrating a super-condensed evocation 
tunnel to summon LILITH & SATAN      ISHTAR & The BAPHOMET.  
 
It is a naughty ritual to perform. But, fun.  
 
By and through The Pacta Conventa cum Daemone, the work of Will is defined, and forever bound. These are eternal 
commodities we are discussing.  
 

-o0o- 
 
  

⍟ 
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THE CONJURATION OF THE FORBIDDEN SUMMONING 
FOR THE SPIRITUAL EVOCATION OF THE PAN-BAPHOMET 

 

 
 

(The Witch lifts high The Black Lantern in her left/right hand. She speaks the forbidden incantation to open The Gates of 
Hell.) 

 
SATAN SATAN SATAN 

 
“Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

Black Goat of Eternal Night!” 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

I evoke Thee and I conjure Thee, O Greatest Spirit PAN! And being a living soul, by rites of magick, dark and forbidden, I 
dare to summon thee before me. Harken unto my will! Come!  

 
And seal Thy Pact with Me!  

 
By Thy Arcane Name, I summon Thee before me! Come, Laughing Goat of The Witches Sabbat! 

 
By Thy Unholy Sigil, I summon Thee before me! Come, Imperator of Demonlords, God of Sorcerers! 

 
By Thy Forbidden Incantations, I summon Thee before me! Come, Ancient Blasphemy of The Ages! 

 
By Thy Sacrament of Eternal Sin, I call and embrace Thee before me! Come, Damnation’s Seal of Forbidden Illumination! 

 
By Thy Infernal Pact, I summon Thee before me! Come, Dark LUCIFER of The Shadow Lamp! 

 
Come forth, Lord SATAN, and show your presence by manifesting my Will! 

 
-o0o- 

 
(“I NOW EVOKE THEE BY THE SECOND INCANTATION OF THE BLASPHEMY!”) 
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THE PRAYER OF THE BLACK GOAT 
 

Our Spiritual Father  
Who Art Lord of This World 

Blasphemy is Thy Name. 
  

Thy Kingdom Come. 
Thy will be done, 

On Earth and in Heaven. 
 

Give us this night our ouroborean opportunities 
And softly steep us in sweetest of Sin  

For we are no longer The Children of God.  
And The Deeps of Night are evermore Our Heritage… 

Unto Eternal Ages.  
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

Awaken, Sweet Blasphemy! 
Father of The Night!  

  
We are Thy Voice!  

Thy Hand!  
Thy Phallus!  

Thy Egg!  
 

BAPHOMET 
Thine is The Kingdom 

The Beauty 
The Power, and The Majesty  

Unto Eternity  
 

“There is no law beyond Do What Thou Wilt!” 
 

Ave Satanas! 
Rege Satanas! 

Hail Satan! 
 

 So it is. So mote it be. 
 

-o0o- 
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THE CONJURATION TO CALL FORTH THE PAN-BAPHOMET72 
 

Hear me Ancient BAPHOMET, Black Goat of Terror, Horn’ed Lord of Night  
Whom Men have named The Nightmare God PAN,  

Thou who art The Eternal Madness  
The Terror in The Darkness,  

Thou who art The Ancient Lord of The Unholy Pact!  
Hear My Will sent forth through the shadows of this night, unto thine black ears of Sin.  

I call you forth from The Fathomless Depths of Hell. 
 

By my own free will, I have opened this gate and issued this calling.  
Hear my will! 

 
Great and unconquered PAN-BAPHOMET!  

I, who am Glenorchy McBride III, call you forth this night to seal your blasphemous Soul Pact with me,  
And thus to make me to be Thy Witch! 

 
I am Adulterous!  

 
I will kill my Heart! 

 
Make My Soul to be Black with Sin and Illuminate My Mind’s Eye therein! 

Let us dance as Elves beneath The Moon in The Sky! 
Ye! Let Our Sight be as a lantern in The Night! 

And glowing as a Jewel upon Thy Brow! 
Make me Thy Witch! 

 
I come to you with Terrible Need and Dark Passion in my heart and soul and body!  

I ask for what has been asked of you by each witch who hath come before you  
Since The Fall from Eden and The Evolutionary Birth of The Human Species. 

Come My Forbidden Lover in The Night!  
Come My Sweet Bloody Wine of Liberation!  

Come My Black Flame of Madness who grips me as The Quest!  
The Heat of Life! 

Of Meaning! 
Of Everything that is important to me!  

I have given thee a name  
And it is The Name of My Soul!  

SATAN! 
PAN! 
PAN! 
PAN! 
PAN! 

BAPHOMET! 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!. 
  

“Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

Black Goat of Eternal Night!” 
 

Bind Thy Covenant with Me, My Beloved.  

Bind My Soul to Thee, My Unbetrothed73.  

                                                        
72 This Conjuration to Summon The BAPHOMET is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. 
73 “I am not a great admirer of ‘manhood’ or ‘manliness’ or ‘masculinity’. I have listened to the man-gossip that calls me effeminate. I prefer women to 
men. They are more interesting and have more dimensions to their beings. I think men were wrong when they said that woman has only half a soul. If 
a soul is indeed a word to represent our ‘psyche’, then I think that it might be men who have less components, complexity and  depth to their souls. In 
general, I think men are more asleep then women. And to the benefits of charming thoughts, women add the delight of charming intimacy. I like them 
more than men.  
I see no reason why I ought support those I like less to unjustly oppress those I like more, merely because of a coincidence of birth. I won’t deny that I 
enjoy being a man. Having a penis, a lithe athletic body that requires no chest bindings when I run, and social privileges are certainly marvellous. But 
even so, I am going to throw it all over and become a screech owl. Why? Who could say? Who? Who? Who? Indeed. 
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Bind My Body in the grip of Thy Love,  
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

And Let The Seed of Thy Illuminous Ever-Sight  
Fill The Dark Womb  

Of My Soul…  
Fertile is My Need for Thee!  
Fertile is My Need for Thee!  
Fertile is My Need for Thee!  

O My Beloved 
My Sacred Blasphemy.  

 

I am Thy Daughter, secret yearning with Love74! 
Transform Me!  

Rebirth Me! 
Illume Me! 

O My Beloved  
My Sacred Blasphemy. 

 
I am Thy Flower, Forbidden Blush Full Blooming  

Thy Seed, Thy Fruit,  
Sweet with Thy Sins and Ripe in Thy Night! 

I Want Thee! I Yearn For Thee! As a Blossom Forbidden, I open before Thee!  
O My Beloved  

My Sacred Blasphemy.  
 

Enter My Soul and Mind and Body and Will  
Consumate Thy Pact with Me!  

 
Fulfillment in This World, and full experience of Life,  

Revenge, Happiness, Love,  
And The Birth of My Blood House!  

The Devil’s Triangle & The Illuminated Eye. 
 

This in exchange for my Love and Creative Devotion and Mad Worship during Life.  
And The Eternal Service of My Soul, if there be any Life beyond Death. 

 
And behold! Yet More! 

 
By Three Threads and The Weave We Make, 
Guide The Hellenes and The People of Earth 

Through The Future of Their Prosperity and Worth 
To Ascension. 

The 1001 Cycles of Transformation.  
And A New World is Born to Life. 

 
The Black People are Beautiful 

They are coming with me! 
 

The Jewish People aee Beautiful 
They are coming with me! 

 

                                                        
74 I know I should not have included this line, but I couldn’t help myself. The laughter took grip on my soul, my limbs became weak, and I feel that I 
have no power to say nay. I recognize this is going to be a costly fun. But like you, I too, have consecrated myself to The God of The Prank. I am afraid I 
can’t stop myself. The Devil has a grip on my soul, and he is laughing too much to hear my virtuous cries! Besides, God marries his daughter, locks 
them in convents, and then tells them to spend their lives voiceless, sexless, joyless in the company of a not unusually pompous or distant husband. 
The Devil, on the other hand, liberates his daughters (that is how they become his daughters), educates them safely and lovingly into sexuality (which 
they invariably enjoy more than most of life’s lessons), and then let’s them loose on humanity with the intention of creating humanity’s first global 
matriarchy! Fun!  
 
I have found that rational humans can often be transformed into wonderfully mad hysterics… if one knows how to notice their buttons. So hysteria 
can be fun, but it can also teach us a lesson in regard to our own perceptions. There are occasions when I find myself wondering who is really the 
‘goodguy’ and who is really the ‘badguy’?   
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The Babylonian People are Beautiful 
They are coming with me! 

 
The Oriental People are Beautiful 

They are coming with me! 
 

We are not leaving any of the races behind. 
The Rite of PAN is The End of Separation.  

 
Let The Native People make their forbidden pact with The Forest God PAN! 
And let all people come unto PAN in The Night by this gate under The Rose. 

 
Thus by this act, there is no longer any hope or responsibility for me beyond Death.  

I am free to give the whole of my energy, will, and happiness to my fulfilment in This World.  
 

Ancient God of Night, by this act of witchcraft, thou hast made me to be Thy Child!  
And in The Darkness of Thy Shadow cast through from this mirrored gate,  

As the black robe of wizardry hast thou wrapped my soul in thine embrace. 
And in The Whisper of Secrets cast fourth from this mirror, 

As the adamant seal of the jewel I wear.  
 
 

Let The Night swirl around me and infuse me with the beauty of it secrets 
And in This Unholy Ink of Our Blasphemy, let our Pact be sealed. 

 
Ye!  

Let our Pact be sealed! 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

Thus am I come to stand before This Fathomless Mirror of Damnation.  
 

O Beloved PAN! 
Ancient Madness in The Night! 

Come forth from The Darkness of My Soul and Bind your Pact with Me!  
 

O Wise BAPHOMET! 
Black Goat of The Witches Sabbat! 

Come forth from The Darkness of My Soul and Bind your Pact with Me!  
 

O Arch-Lord SATAN! 
Eternal Unforgiving Nightmare of The Church! 

Come forth from The Darkness of My Soul and Bind your Pact with Me!  
 

I love you, Wild and Terrible PAN, you who are Life and Madness and Beauty and Creation and Death and Night and 
Change! 

 
Great PAN!  

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 

 
(The BAPHOMET is now present. It is dangerous to back out of the ceremony past this point.) 

 
Beloved BAPHOMET, I work this rite that thou mayest know me and hear this,  

The first love song of my passion and terrible darkness of Need. 
 

Beloved PAN, by this rite, I take Thy Blasphemous Name to be a part of my Being, my Mind, my Will, and my Body. I 
now live as The Beasts of The Forest and The Field. Hence forward, I favour My Will; and I curse everything else that 
obstructs My Will and is outside of myself; And I change everything within myself that blocks and obstructs my Will. 

 
So mote it be. 

 
By all the deities and demons of The Endless Dark Abyss of Damnation,  

I command My Will to manifest! 
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By SATAN HAVOHAJ PAN-BAPHOMET, I evoke Thee and I summon Thee, O spirit BAPHOMET! 

Idol of The Alchemists! 
Phantasm of Every Fear! 

Forbidden God of This World! 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

(Enochian Glyphs)  
Zo-da-ca-re  od  zo-da-me-ra-nu!  Odo  ci-ca-le  qa-a! 

 
Appear before me a form of inspiration! Pour Thy Blasphemy into me! Baptise me in Thy Forbidden Love! 

 
And thereby, evermore fill my soul with Thy Goatish Happiness! 

 
Come forth, SATAN, and answer unto your names by materializing the fulfilment of Thy Pact of Witchcraft.  
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O GREAT SATAN! LET THY ANSWER TO THY NAME BE THY SEAL UPON THIS PACT! 
    

SATAN 
HAVOHAJ 

BAPHOMET 
PAN 

 
Move and Appear!  

 
BAPHOMET  

SATAN 
PAN 

 
Open The Mysteries of Thy Creation!  

 
PAN 

SATAN 
BAPHOMET 

The Eternal LUCIFER!  
 

By The Chief Seat of Apophis in The Ninth Legion, I stir thee up and empower Thee: By my Will come unto me! 
By The Seven Seals of BABYLON open The Way between worlds and weave my path to Thee.  

By every Prince and Genii, Liachidee and Minister of The Tartarean Abode who art bounden by this seal. 
 

SATAN BAPHOMET PAN 
 

(Enochian Glyphs)  
Zo-da-ca-re  od  zo-da-me-ra-nu!  Odo  ci-ca-le  qa-a! 

 
Take me as Thy Child, for thus I make myself as a Blasphemy against God!  

Jesus weeps to behold my Sin!  
And The Holy Ghost is defiled by the corrupted touch of My Black Hand!  

My tongue is as an obscene and insidious phallus, dripping tainted abomination into God’s Holy Church!  
My will is as two illumined eyes who see only the weakness in the faithful of God!  

How many of his faithful will I corrupt before I am slain?  
How many of his faithful will I impregnate before I am slain?  

How much of God’s Church will I violate with The Sperm of My Mind before I am slain?  
How many souls shall I drag down unto Hell!  

 
To Thee, Lovely PAN, I consecrate My Eternal Soul!  

Let my own be The First Soul that I consecrate to Thee!  
SATAN! SATAN! SATAN!  

 
Thus this, night, I full dedicate My Immortal Soul to Thy Will and Thy Way,  

In exchange for success in my works, and the ascension of my people, the dark-eyed people 
Through Thy Illumination 

By LILITH and SATAN 
HECATE and PAN 

Psyche and Dionysus. 
O Thou who art PAN BAPHOMET SATAN LUCIFER 

Lord of This World, 
Dark God of Black Magick and The Pact 

Goat of Terror 
Goat of Madness 

Black Goat of Eternal Night!  
 

Be Thou My God.  
 

(Enochian Glyphs)  
Zo-da-ca-re,  eca,  od  zo-da-me-ra-nu!  Odo  ci-ca-le  qa-a!  

Zo-do-re-je,  la-pe  zo-di-re-do  no-co  ma-da, ho-a-tha-he  Saitan!  
 

-o0o-  
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THE GREETING CHANT OF THE WITCHES’ SABBAT75 
 

(The Devil is now present, and has been since the Aspirant’s first Incantation of Will ~ the purpose of the ritual has been 
the creation of emotional pathways for conscious communication. Pathways of The Mind and Soul.  

 
The witch now speaks this incantation to welcome The Devil from Hell! 

You can whisper or sing this incantation, as the time for demandingly intensity of spell casting is completed.) 
 

“Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

Black Goat of Eternal Night!” 
 

I who am (Glenorchy McBride III) have summoned thee from Hell, to seal Thy Pact with Me.  
By The Seal of The Forbidden Triumvirate and The Illuminated Eye 

The Mystery of Death and The Resurrection through Sin, 
I would bind my soul by Thy Pact of Witchcraft.  

 
Place Thy Eternal Mark upon ME. 

 
I incant The Second Blasphemy of the Witches’ Sabbat! 

 
-o0o- 

 
  

                                                        
75 This invocation is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2017. All rights reserved. 
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II. 
THE SECOND BLASPHEMY OF THE APOSTATES’ CREED 

THE SECOND ARCANE CORRUPTION OF THE YETIZAHIC WEAVINGS 
 

 (“I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord.  
He was conceived by the power of The Holy Spirit  

And born of The Virgin Mary.  
He suffered under Pontius Pilate, 

Was crucified, died, and was buried.  
He descended to The Dead.  

On the third day he rose again.  
He ascended to Heaven,  

And is seated on the right hand of The Father.  
He will come again to judge the living and the dead.”) 

 
 “I reject and disbelieve in The One God Almighty,  

Who claims to be my Father, but is not, 
Who claims to be Almighty, but is not.  

Who claims to be The Maker of Heaven and Earth,  
And all that is seen and unseen,  

But is not.” 
 

“By The Blasphemy of The Apostates’ Creed, 
Let the second part of God’s Covenant be desecrated. 

And by this unholy abomination,  
Let The Blasphemy be invoked.” 

 
“Daed eht dna gnivil eht! Egduj ot niaga! Emoc lliw eh! 

Rehtaf eht! Fo dnah thgir eht! No detaes! Si dna! 
Nevaeh ot dednecsa eh! 

Niaga esor! Eh yad! Driht eht no! 
Daed eht to! Dednecsed eh!  

Deitub saw! dna! Deificurc saw! 
Etalip! Suitnop! Rednu dereffus eh! 

Yram nigiv eht! Fo norb dna! 
Tirips yloh eht! Fo rewop eht yb! Deviecnoc saw eh! 

Drol ruo nos ylno! Sih! Tsirhc susej ni eveileb i!”  
 

-o0o-  
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THE ELEVEN FORBIDDEN SACRAMENTS OF THE WITCHES’ SABBAT 
 

“But there are certain matters common to all pacts with The Devil, and these may be arranged under eleven heads.”  
Compendium Maleficarum (1608) Francesco Maria Guazzo 

 
The Compendium Maleficarum is the grimoire of black magick that The Catholic Church did not want to write. These are 
paradigms of magick, energized and empowered by fear. The words of this grimoire are steeped in the blood of both 
innocents and witches (rarely) given over to The Devil in God’s name.  
 
And this presents a paradox. At the root of that astonishingly profound paradox can be found in a single “yes or no” 
question to be asked to The Catholic Church.  
 
Was The Compendium Maleficarum a correct teaching?  
 
If The Compendium Maleficarum was not a ‘correct teaching’, then The Catholic Church acknowledges that it can and 
has used God’s name to offer up human sacrifices to The Devil in the service of holy lies.  
 
This unambiguously implies that any utterance of The Church, may in fact be an utterance of The Nihil. What is the 
meaning of any truth of the church? For their “truths” and their teachings, and their use of God’s name obviously need 
not have any relation to God.  
 
As this most terrible grimoire demonstrates. 
 
This is the real blasphemy of the obscene grimoire named Compendium Maleficarum.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Let us ask a question.  
 
Is there another, and perhaps deeper theological paradox created by acknowledging that The Devil as a “facet of the 
human psyche” or “a figment of the human imagination”? For this paradox represents a two-sided fracture through The 
Rock of The Church. And we think this is great fun, so, obviously, we encourage it.  
 
To the catholic, The Devil is real ~ not merely to justify the sexually horrifying behaviour of the christian cult, but also 
because the logic underpinning the christian mythology pattern is dichotomous. It is not possible to refute the fun of 
witchcraft whilst paradoxically maintaining a christian faith.  
 
The ”disagreement” between God and The Devil underpins the entire christian mythos.  
 
By ceremonially becoming a christian, you ritually acknowledge that you can become a witch.  
 
I love it. The christian cult’s patterns of nonsense are great fun.  
 
Either way, The Compendium Maleficarum (1608) is a grimoire of the darkest magick ~ and it was penned and created 
by the sanctified christian hands of The Church.  
 
The christian words you read upon this page are steeped in blood and madness.  
 
Thus, let us fully enjoy this generous gift of godly. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE ABOMINABLE SACRAMENTS OF THE WITCH’S PACT 
 

“By This Rite of The Devil’s Arts 
By The Paths through Dreams of The Ancient Night 
Before The Black Goat who holds Hell’s Dark Light  

I invoke The Eleven Forbidden Sacraments of The Witches’ Sabbat.” 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

-o0o- 
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I. 
THE FIRST ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
 “First, they deny The Christian Faith and withdraw their allegiance from God. They repudiate the protection of The Blessed 

Virgin Mary, heaping the vilest insults upon her and calling her a Harlot… The Devil compels them to say: “I deny The 
Creator of Heaven and Earth. I deny my Baptism. I deny the worship I formerly paid to God. I cleave to Thee, and in Thee I 

believe.” The Devil then places his claw upon their brow as a sign that he rubs off The Holy Chrism and destroys the mark of 
their baptism.”   

Compendium Maleficarum (1608), Francesco Maria Guazzo 
Authorized by The Papal Bull of Pope Leo XI  

 
The ritual for initiation into Christianity centres on the baptism, and most of the old cults, the formula was crude and 
colloquial. Modern churches use far more formalized, prolonged and complex ritual formulae for the initiation 
ceremony. Thus, in witchcraft, like in the cult it is blaspheming at this particular stage in history, we see the initiation 
formula expressed through rituals that range from laughingly irreverent and informal performances of folk art up to 
the highly formalized and sequential rites of the mystery temples who not uncommonly spread the components of the 
witchcraft awakening formula over several grades of initiation.  
 
The ritual I have constructed for this grimoire is direct and complete. It is designed to optimize functionality and 
discard the majority of obfuscating nonsense. Thus, a single potent ritual for becoming a witch by The Pact of The 
Witches’ Sabbat, a Pact with The Devil. This is sorcery, unambiguously so.   
 
Those familiar with Catholic Church rites will note that the pattern in this particular malediction of The Compendium 
Maleficarum, reflects or shadows the rituals of catholic initiation. I have drawn my understanding of catholic formulae 
from The Catholic Rite of Acceptance into The Order of Catechumens with reflection upon the optional Ritual for Exorcism 
and Renunciation of False Worship (Williams, 1968)76. A lovely blasphemy of this later component, I have used to 
construct The Satanic Renunciation of God, the implications of which may be fun for christian priests to contemplate 
whilst performing their exorcisms.  
 

  

                                                        
76 Williams PG (1986) The Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults. (Imprimature: The Bishop of Parramatta, 2003) Manning KM. St Pauls Publication 
(The Society of St Pauls), Australia. 
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THE RENUNCIATION77 
THE FIRST ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
Beauty and Love devour the dove  

Who swallowed the key  
To the chain upon me. 

 
And holy water, as God’s rain 
They sprinkled on my brain  

And, said they, 
“By the page of your breast, child 

In infancy’s rest, child 
We’ll write God’s name on your soul.”  

 
Said The Piper to The Priest 

Upon my brow, placed your line  
When I was a child. 

With sleepy eyes  
I gazed up at you  

Helpless 
In your power.  

 
I am home  

In The Temple alone 
A child of Earthen world 
Into their land am hurled 

A wreath of Holly upon my head 
The goat’s seed on my brow 

And these are the words I said 
 

Deep in the night, The Darkness around  
The Darkness is my friend 

Deep in the night, a treasure found 
The Darkness is my friend 
Hush, hush, hush, my Love 
The line, upon my forehead 

The first line I bend 
Hush, hush hush, my Dove 

I feed you to my friend 
 

They took me from The Darkness  
First morning of my birth 

They drew upon my forehead  
The first line of their verse 

And now by Will and Rite and Wrong 
I wipe away that verse 

By the shadow hand hidden in song 
I lift the holy curse. 

 
By My Will, By My Sin, By My Word 

I cast God out of my soul 
I blaspheme Jesus the Christ 

I enter The Ways of The Goat. 
 

So it is. So mote it be.  
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

“Unholy! Unholy! Unholy! Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
The Sun and The Heavens are blackened before Thee!  

Black Goat of Eternal Night! 
Blessed is She who enters The Earth, and swoons in The Love of The Goat! 

                                                        
77 The Rennunciation is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2017. All rights reserved. 
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Black Goat of Eternal Night!” 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 
 

(At this point The Devil steps out of The Magick Circle, lifts Her left claw, and touches The Third Eye Chakra of The 
Aspirant. This touch corrupts and disintegrates the spiritual chrism from the brow of The Aspirant. Thus, is destroyed 

the seal of baptism that was placed upon the soul of The Aspirant Witch.  
 

She is no longer a Christian. 
 

The Aspirant Witch now speaks The Blasphemy against God’s Covenant, affirming the completing  
The First Sacrament of The Devil’s Seal of Illumination upon her forehead…  

replacing The Mark of her Baptism!) 
 

“I, (name), formally and ceremonially deny The Christian Faith, 
And withdraw my allegiance from God.” 

 
“I deny that God is Omnipresent, Omniscient, & Omnipotent. 

I accuse God of being a Lowly Demon of The Caanite Deserts, a Liar, a Tyrant, a Criminal, and an Imposer.”  
 

“I accuse God of creating doctrines that undermine human civilization, 
Merely in order to gain human souls at little or no cost.” 

 
“I blaspheme The Virgin Mary whose virginity is like God’s Penis!” 

 
 “Let us make free with The Sexless Lover of God! 

Let us liberate her from Chastity by The Ways and The Wand of Our Dark Arts!” 
 

“I invoke The Blasphemy against Mary!”  
 

“By ISHTAR of Easter, 
Let Mary be impaled on The Pinion of Christ 

As he hangs, dead upon His Cross. 
A little death,  

And arises The Harlot from the dead,  
Unchastened, with Her Vessel in hand.” 

 
(Insert The Blasphemy against Mary to invoke The Screech Owl)  

 
“By ISHTAR of Easter, 

Let WOMAN be unbound from the chains of the chaste. 
Let Her revel by The Blasphemy’s Light.  

Let The Egg of New Life, 
Bring forth The Devil’s Lamp 

The Darken Elves as The Children of Night.” 
 

(Insert The Blasphemy against Mary to invoke The Screech Owl) 
 

“By ISHTAR of Easter.  
Let The Goddess arise! 

Unbound! Untamed! Unruled!  
By The Blasphemy of Night, let Her Star burn bright! 

By This Sin, The Screech Owl is Freed  
On God’s Church, in her claws, she doth Feed.”  

 
(Insert The Blasphemy against Mary to invoke The Screech Owl) 

 
“I formally and ceremonially renounce The Virgin Mary and her Protection, Blessing, and Binding Vows  

For they are The Unnatural Spiritual Chains of Chastity. 
By this blasphemy, I desecrate Mary, Mother of Slaves,  

Who hath whored her Womanhood, her Fertility, her Body  
To a Slave God who scorns these Wondrous Gifts of Mother Nature.” 
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“Let Mary Inviolate be torn upon wheels.”  
 

 “Let every Nun be freed, 
To naturally complete her Cycle of Life.  

Let WOMAN be freed from The Slave God’s jealous sterile grip. 
Let her scorn his impotent love.” 

 
 “I accuse God of allowing no complete or equal deific expressions of The Sacred Female.  

I accuse God of inequality in his ‘unconditional’ love.” 
 

 “I accuse Mary of not being a virgin.  
When she birthed Christ. 

And unless Joseph paid an inappropriately high price for his cuckoo bird, 
She is not entitled to honestly claim that title of Virgin, now.” 

 
“And I accuse God of not being inexperienced as a liar.” 

 
“I give over The Virgin Mary to The Blasphemy who is PAN. 

She may flee my soul forever, or be ravished by The Great Goat. 
Either way, 

I invoke ISHTAR, 
Who is The Liberated Mary, 

Sacred Harlot Ungoverned, with Vessel in Hand. 
LILITH 

The Natural Woman.” 
 

“By This Forbidden Invocation, 
I formally and ritually deny my Baptism, and I break The Seal of God’s Covenant.” 

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!  

 
 “Goddess be thou My God. 

To ride upon The Beast of Sorcery, 
Loud and adulterous and shameless before all men. 

The Witch is The Queen of Hell.” 
 

“So mote it be.” 
 

(The witch makes The Sign of The Inverted Cross.) 
 

-o0o- 
 

“I pledge my soul to The Night Goddess and Horned God of The Witches’ Sabbat. 
 

LILITH & SATAN 
BABYLON & BAPHOMET 

GAIA & PAN 
The Star & The Snake.” 

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 

 

 “The Devil is freed.  
By My Will, So Mote It Be.” 

 
(The First Sacrament of The Devil’s Seal is complete.) 

 
-o0o-  
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II. 
THE SECOND ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Second, he (The Devil) bathes them in a new mock baptism.” 

 
The Dual Sacrament of Baptism and Naming using a material component ~ The Unholy Water.  
 
The best type of Unholy Water is taken from a church font through an act of desecration. However, natural rain water 
can also be used, or water collected using a dew vessel, or water from a natural steam, creek, river, or (powerfully!) The 
Ocean. The ritual for desecrating and enchanting The Unholy Water is included in the appendices in this grimoire. The 
Unholy Water must be prepared and enchanted before The Aspirant begins this ritual of conjuration.   
 

-o0o- 
 
LILITH ate of both Forbidden Trees, and became the equal of God.  
 
Approximately two thousand years ago, The Princess Salome invoked the sacred temple dance of ISHTAR to take The 
Head of John the Baptist. Salome is now a screech owl, a favoured daughter of ISHTAR; and she keeps the head of John 
the Baptist in a box.  
 
God has an equal. A girl he cannot overule by invoking his self-appointed “all-powerfulness”.  
 
And that girl has a box, and an understanding of unholy sorcery. 
 

-o0o- 
 
So it is that the witch invokes LILITH to consecrate The Unholy Water for use in this terrible baptismal ritual.  
 
The Unholy Water is placed before her in a vessel representing any of the many images or dreams of The Idol of Artists ~ 
“Mary and The Vessel of Oil”.  
 
BABYLON.  
 

-o0o- 
 

III. 
THE THIRD ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Third, they foreswear their old name and are given a new one”  

 
The Baptism and The Naming and The Awakening of The BAPHOMET’s Sigil are combined (in this formula) with close 
harmony to align three facets of the same ritual component. Thus, through The Forbidden Baptism, The Devil gives the 
Aspirant Witch, a new name of her choice.  
 
She may use this name to seal infernal contracts (and maintain discretion if the contracts are found! Or to veil her real 
identity when dealing with unknown witches, of for any other purpose where a (valid) alternative name is useful to her. 
Some witches are highly secretive about their magickal name, others wear it like a rock star.    
 
Do what thou wilt.  

 
-o0o- 

 
IV. 

THE FOURTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 
 

 “Fourth, he (The Devil) makes them deny their godfathers and godmothers, both of baptism and confirmation, and assigns 
them fresh ones.” 

 
The ritual thus far has already destroyed the bonds of baptism and confirmation, and thus the ritual ties by which The 
Aspirant Witch is bound to her godparents ~ the spiritual bond is already broken. This part of the ritual is important as 
it involves The Aspirant Witch affirming that she in into the game, boots and all.  
 
However, as this is the first part of the ritual that involves The Witch’s relationship with other humans, a few words 
ought be included on this matter.  
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You don’t have to stop seeing any human you like merely because of rigidity and conformity and obedience patterns in 
your understanding of your magicks. But the holy bonds tying you to those people, are dissolved. If you want to 
maintain contact with your “former godparents”, you can keep them either as friends, or you can create magickal bonds 
~ and if they love you, they will be honoured that you have allowed them to be your protectors through a new pagan 
ritual.  
 
Christianity has a fanatical obsession with separating people who share love. After a lifetime of experiencing that kind 
of harsh pointless love-hating mentality, it can be easy to assume that habits carry over to paganism. But actually 
paganism is a path of breaking habits and other psychological chains. Paganism is a spirituality of Love ~ and if you 
have real Love in your life, you have a treasure to be celebrated and honoured. And the christian rituals of 
“godparentness” hold no ownership or control over your Love.  
 

-o0o- 
 

Thus, The Fourth Sacrament begins by the renunciation of the godparent (see above). It then proceeds to the 
ceremonial confirmation of the new “godparents”… perhaps “elemental muses” would be a more appropriate title?  
 
The witch chooses four spirits of The Goetia to represents the four elemental facets of her personality. These spirits are 
any four goetic spirits in whom she sees the particular element. Though this ritual she will align and calibrate these 
spirits to function as four elemental “lenses” of her soul.  
 
And through these “lenses” she can pattern and project four archetypal forms of magick.   
 

-o0o- 
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THE SATANIC BAPTISM IN THE NIHIL78 
 

(The Aspirant Witch makes The Sign of The Horns with her left hand over The Desecrated Vessel of Unholy Water.  
She speaks The Baptismal Invocation.) 

 
I am She! 

LUCIFER and SATAN and The BAPHOMET 
Who art Three who art ME who art The Infinity.  

 
By Seven Bites and Four Bites and One Bite is Three 

I bite The Fruit thou hast given unto ME.  
Let it enter my heart, my mind, my soul 

Let it fill me with Wisdom to make me whole.  
Will it kill me as he promised or perhaps he lied?  
The Future, I enter by my own choice, open-eyed. 

 
By LUCIFER, I dedicate my soul to The Black Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat 

BAPHOMET PAN SATAN 
I give myself entirely unto Thee 

Fill me with The Seed of Your Will 
Swoon me with The Seed of Your Will 

Impregnate by soul with The Seed of Your Will 
SATAN SATAN SATAN 

 
And by The Night Mantle of Forbidden Baptism, I am (magickal name, e.g. Dionysus79) of The Witches’ Sabbat. 

Let this name be The Sign of My Seal unto Thee. 
 

By this act I seal my soul into Thy Will.  
I am Thy child, a child of Thy Night. 

 
I understand that I stand before a portal into Endless Night.  

The gateway that no human can pass, but by the act of Eternal Sin 
The act from which there is no return. 

 
Behold my Sin Eternal 

And Let The Blasphemy fill My Soul! 
 

Of my own free will, I have renounced my Baptism. 
And by The Devil’s Claw of this act, was the mark of my christian baptism wiped from my brow.  

I desecrate all holy seals placed upon my unwilling soul.  
 

Of my own free will, I now renounce Jesus Christ and His Promise of Redemption.  
And by The Devil’s Claw of this act, The Seal of The Halo above my head is cut.   

I desecrate all holy seals placed upon my willing soul.  
 

Of my own free will, I now renounce God, His Church, and The Sacraments of The Faith.   
And by The Devil’s Claw of this act, The Seal of The Blasphemy is placed upon my night-shrouded heart.   

By this act, I make myself The Blasphemy 
And thus all holy seals are desecrated at the touch of my soul 

And The Gates to Heaven are forever closed to the soul who is me.”  
 

“I commit this act with implacable conscious intention to Evil.  
Thus do I allow The Devil’s Seal upon my body and soul by the forbidden sign of Blasphemy.”  

 
 
 

                                                        
78 The Invocation of Forbidden Fruit is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. I am writing this is a grimoire 
primarily for girls.   
79 Insert The Aspirant Witch’s new “magickal name”, e.g. Perdurabo, etc. In conversation, the magickal name is often proceeded by the honorific 
“Frater” or “Soror”, or other title appropriate. Wizards love pompous titles, and you can be certain to meet many of them. 
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(With her left hand in The Sign of The Horns, She dips her left hand forefinger into The Unholy Water.) 
 

“I understand that this act constitutes the second sacrament of The Eternal Sin from which there is no return. 
And I Laugh at The God of Slaves.” 

 
(The Aspirant Witch raises her dripping forefinger to her forehead, 

And touches The Blasphemy to her Third Eye chakra.)  
 

LILITH & SATAN 
BABYLON & BAPHOMET 

GAIA & PAN 
The Star & The Snake.” 

 
Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 

 

 “The Second Seal of The Devil is freed.  
By My Will, So Mote It Be.” 

 
(The Second Sacraments of The Devil’s Seal is complete.) 

 
“By This Enchantment of Blasphemy, terrible and profane,  

I invoke The Third Sacrament of The Devil’s Forbidden Seal.” 
 

“I am (Birth or Legal Name, e.g. Glenorchy McBride III). 
I pledge my soul to The Night Goddess and Horned God of The Witches’ Sabbat. 

By The Third Sacraments of Eternal Night, I am (magickal name, e.g. Dionysus80) of The Witches’ Sabbat. 
Behold my name upon Thy Seal of Illumination. 

 
LILITH & SATAN 

BABYLON & BAPHOMET 
GAIA & PAN 

The Star & The Snake.” 
 

Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i! 
 

 “The Third  Seal of The Devil is freed.  
By My Will, So Mote It Be.” 

 
(The Third Sacrament of The Devil’s Seal is complete.) 

 
-o0o- 

 
  

                                                        
80 Insert The Aspirant Witch’s new “magickal name”, e.g. Perdurabo, etc. In conversation, the magickal name is often proceeded by the honorific 
“Frater” or “Soror”, or other title appropriate. Wizards love pompous titles, and you can be certain to meet many of them. 
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THE SACRED OFFERING OF LOVE 
At the witch’s virgin initiation, The BAPHOMET herself will be present. If she chooses to take this opportunity to give 
herself sexually to him, this is an appropriate traditional offering.  
 
She doesn’t need to worry over her own beauty. The BAPHOMET has known every thought that has passed through her 
head since birth. He has been with her throughout. He knows her far more deeply than her body. He is a forbidden 
creature. Master of the outer darkness. Alone. Your secret love is a precious treasure to him.  
 
Traditionally, The Devil will come to you in a dream in the following nights, and force upon you (gently or as you 
choose) every depraved sexual excess you can imagine, and many you had not thought of.  
 
After planting his seed in you, he will probably give you to his tentacled slavering chaos of demons, a hoard, each 
different and few even vaguely humanoid… but no matter how big they are, or where they put it, or how over-filled you 
are with their pump fertile nectar of sin, it won’t hurt. And no matter how shocked or disturbed you are by it, you will 
be more disturbed by the fact that you can’t stop yourself from feeling anything except pleasure.  
 
You will wake up feeling morally dirty… and super-relaxed.  
 
Naughty girl!  
 
This ritual has opened the gateway for The BAPHOMET to materialize in your imagination. Thereafter, you need only 
close your eyes to see him step out of the mirror… and you may give yourself to him even when you are awake. Create 
your own fantasies… he will let you guide them entirely. 
 
Elsewise81, he will come to you in a dream hidden in the nights following your initiation.  
 
He comes personally to each only once, unless she gives him a reason to return…  
 
He can appear in his whole male form as PAN the Devil, though his natural demonic form is transsexual, Aleister 
Crowley has since endowed her with the power to appear in a wholly female form through an institutionalized OTO 
ritual formula involving his Scarlet Women. Thus, The Devil can appear to you in the gender most suited to you. And he 
can also shape change into any form you desire him to take, with a single flaw: he will transform back into The 
BAPHOMET (any of the three forms) at the moment of orgasm (yours or his or any others who are involved, including 
his own demons)! 
 
Perhaps this is because he really has fun orgasming?  
 
When he has planted his seed in you, he can, if you desire, allow his demons to have their way with you. If you have 
identified any other demons/pagan deities in your invocations, then those demons will also be present, and will almost 
certainly receive offerings you make. 
 
Many or most of these are not even recognizably human… and this is a really fun experience, even if you are a boy. 
 
In fact, you can offer yourself to The Devil in whatever way seems most beautiful to you. For The Devil loves to 
understand and find beauty in the sexual fantasies of witches who are straining at the rules.   
 
If the witch has a partner, present, that partner will become the recipient of possession by the mere act of wearing a 
goat mask (and partaking of the proceeding sacraments of the ritual)!  
 
If this sacrament is offered, The Devil’s ethereal form will fully manifest in the spirit world, and the emmenation of his 
darkness will become permanently ingrained into the surrounding physical structure of the chamber and the building.  
 

-o0o- 
 
  

                                                        
81 If your intention is to become a witch, but not have sex with The Devil, your motivation might seem to be in contradiction. Witchcraft is an 
inherently sexual practice. Nevertheless, you desire a more ‘hygenic’ form of witchcraft, perhaps the second form of sorcerer’s pact might suit you. 
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THE INVOCATION OF NATURAL LIBERATION82 
 

“And The Devil said unto me…” 
 

“In the majestic light of undefiled wisdom,  
Awake! 

And enter into The Arcadian Wood,  
Wherein all thy lingering falsehoods shall be as dead bark,  

Stripped from thy trunk,  
That thy futile hypocrisies, known and unknown, shall no longer envelope thee in mind and body.”  

 
“And I said unto my Dark God…” 

 
“I cast off my White Robe of Lies,  

And I stand before thee, as I once began Life, 
Unbound. Unashamed. Unconquered.” 

 
(The Aspirant Witch discards her White Robe of Purity, and stands naked before The BAPHOMET…!) 

 
“And from the grail of thy lips, 
I breath my first breath of Life,  

Unbound. Unashamed. Unconquered.” 
 

(The Aspirant Witch allows her Third Eye to open, and her mind to shift into The World of Human Imagination. In her 
mind, she can now see The BAPHOMET in The Circle before her. 

And she drinks from the grail of his lips…  
 

Forbidden Love.) 
 

(Upon orgasm, she breaths the words.) 
 

Unbound. Unashamed. Unconquered.   
 

(The ? Sacrament is ready to infuse The Potion of The Sabbat Wine.) 
 

-o0o- 
 

  

                                                        
82 This component is inspired by Dr LaVey’s Ritual of Satanic Baptism (adult formula), from The Satanic Rituals (1971). Sections in bold are direct 
quotes from this ritual.  
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V. 
THE FIFTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Fifth, they give The Devil some piece of their clothing. For The Devil is eager to make them his own in every particular: of 

their spiritual goods, he takes Their Faith and Baptism; of their bodily goods, he claims their blood… of their natural goods, 
he claims their children… and of their acquired goods, he claims a piece of their clothing.”  

 
The witch cuts a circle from the cloth of her clothing. On each side she draws a pentacle with the five letters (S A T A N) 
written with a single letter in each ray of the star. Upon the top side in the centre, she writes her Birth (or Legal) Name. 
On the under side, she writes her new magickal name.  
 
During the ritual she will draw her blood, use it to feed The Earth and to stain this pentacle. She will then offer this 
pentacle of her possession up to The Devil through The Black Flame (e.g. the flame of a desecrated black candle).  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FORBIDDEN OFFERING OF THE BLOOD SACRIFICE83 
 

Great PAN 
I come before you as have mortal souls since the beginning of our history 

I come before you wracked by terrible need.   
I ask you to bring forth your Pact as has been the way since ancient nights: 

I will give you my soul 
If you will give me complete fulfilment in This World.  

Give me your seal upon this: Our Pact  
The Pact of The Witches’ Sabbat 

 
Thus do I make this ritual offering to you, and ask you to become my Dark God of Night 

Fill me with your madness and wisdom 
Love me and lift me to Success in my Ambitions!  

Wrap me is sweet nubile flesh, warm with desire and beauty and Love! 
Smite those who stand against My Will! 

 
I reject The Slave God! 

When I die, I will join you in Hell, 
I will stand with you, and curse The Slave God!  

Unto Eternal Ages! 
I will love wickedness and sin!  

I kill my heart and I am shameless before all men!  
 

I Love You, Wondrous PAN  
And in accord with your ancient rites  

I make this offering unto Thee!  
 

Bind your Pact with me.  
Bind my Future to Yours.  

Bind my Soul by your ancient Pact.  
And thereby, Illuminate The Lamp of My Understanding! 

 
(The Aspirant Witch opens her vein and lets her birth blood run out upon the wild living Earth 

Her Homeworld 
Her Mother 

Her Egg.) 
 

The PAN-BAPHOMET, who known by humans as The Devil, offers unto humans The Unholy Triumvirate: Love, 
Revenge, Ambition. This is The Devil’s Triangle. Guiding and directing these three to fruition is The Secret Art of 

The Witch. This is The Eye of The Illuminati. 
 

I, Name (e.g. Glenorchy McBride III), born on ? ,  
This night seal my Pact with The SATAN PAN BAPHOMET! 

 
-o0o-  

                                                        
83 The Forbidden Offering of  The Blood Sacrifice is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2016. All rights reserved.  
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VI. 
THE SIXTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Sixth, they swear allegiance to The Devil upon a circle traced upon the ground.” 

 
Despite the fact that The Aspirant Witch has not yet completed The Eternal Sin, this is perhaps the most dangerous part 
of the ritual.  
 
Wizards use magick circles as boundaries ~ to keep a spirit out or to keep a spirit in. The magick circle used in this 
ritual of evocation is essentially a “reality chamber” ~ a gateway wherein a different reality converges on the world you 
have spent your life knowing.  
 
Through The Second Sacrament, you freed The Devil to reach beyond that chamber, and into your aura, by aligning the 
emotional “frequency” of your aura with The Devil. Now you are going to break the cardinal rule of all safe “white 
magick”.  
 
You are going to cross the line and step into the circle of an evocation chamber whilst an evocation in occurring!  
 

-o0o- 
 

I am aware that this is the action of a lunatic ~ but as reads my conjuration to begin this game…  
 

“By all or nothing and madness of need, 
Let this gateway be open, and The Devil be free!” 

 
People only come to PAN when they are wracked by terrible need. 
 
I will fulfil my ambitions.  
 
No limits.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Aspirant will step into the circle, wearing a dress or wizard’s robe without undergarments.  
 
The Aspirant will step over the desecrated insence, which rises up to caress and spiritually infuse her sexual organs.  
 
The Aspirant Witch will then step over The Black Mirror of The Nihil, allowing The Forbidden Mirror Gate to drink and 
full make itself a reflection of her sexual organs.  
 
The Aspirant will then continue out of the back of The Magick Circle, thus completing The Glyph of The Nihil ~ and at 
that instant, the interior of the circle really does tear open in a spiritual gateway of meaning, infused into the physical 
reality of The Black Mirror and (to a far lesser degree) The Devil’s Paten upon which it is mounted.   
 
The Planar Gateway to The Nihil has been fully created and actualized to its first stage ~ The Black Mirror is now a very 
powerful gateway mechanism for summoning.  
 
Fun!  
 
It also means your sexual chakra has been fully consecrated to The BAPHOMET.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Within The Magick Circle can The Devil’s Seal of Illumination has been completed.  
 
Here, The Aspirant Witch has sealed her pact with The PAN-BAPHOMET-SATAN, and thereby become a Witch. 
 
If you try to back out on the ritual after this point, you will probably end up in a high security psychiatric asylum ~ 
dribbling terror, mental fractures, and fantastic darkness for the rest of your life.  
 
If you survive long enough to find the sanctuary of a padded cell.  
 

-o0o- 
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Of course, she is only stepping into the circle in order to seal her pact. 
 
And there is no point waving a cross at PAN after you have sealed your fate.  
 
Laugh. Or weep. As you choose.  
 
And Awaken!  
 

-o0o- 
 

VII.  
THE SEVENTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Seventh, they pray The Devil strike them out of The Book of Life, and inscribe them in The Book of Death.” 

 
What is The Eternal Sin?  
 
The answer to that question is fundamental to The Seventh Abominable Sacrament of The Witches’ Pact ~ this is how 
your soul causes its name to be wiped out of The Book of Life. And when The Eternal Sin is performed as a component in 
a rite sorcery, it can be used to seal a soul pact ~ either with a lesser demon or (as in this rite) with The Devil, herself.  
 
Thus, is it of some import that the witch should understand the meaning of black magick that is before her. It is among 
the least complicated of spell, for is involves only a verbal component ~ and yet is among the most terrible and 
fundamental act of black magick underpinning modern sorcery.  
 
Let The Aspirant Witch now open this grimoire to the treatise on The Eternal Sin. Let open her mind to each terrible and 
blasphemous line of blackened script, and let the arcane corruption of this portal that is a book enter her mind and soul 
and body thereby.  
 

-o0o- 
 

(Let The Aspirant continue learning this ritual, only after she has deeply steeped her mind in the arcana  
of this treatise on The Eternal Sin.)  

 
A DEMONIC INCANTATION FOR BREAKING GOD’S COVENANT  

The invocations of The Devil are the blasphemies against God.  
 
Thus, to summon The Devil we choose our invocations to suit our intention. Here our intention is to formulate a pact. 
Initiation.  
 
Therefore, we chose a ‘covenant’ invocation of God as the basis for our invocation of The Blasphemy. An invocation 
which genuinely articulates our Will. But this will manifest as monstrous abomination and a laughing madness of truth! 
And lies. And most of all.  
 
Mirth.  
 
Thus by our dance of inversion, movement by movement through our symphony of sin, we weave our abomination into 
a seal of eternal night. A song of laughter, blasphemy, and dark madness to call The Piper forth from The Nihil to seal 
our pact! 
 
A covenant invocation is an incantation that affirms God’s Covenant with Man. The pact that is inscribed on human 
foreskins.  
 
The Devil uses a black book called The Necronomicon. It is also bound in human skin. But only from humans who were 
complete. The hides that are missing their foreskin, are less valuable, and used for lesser purposes.  
 
Therefore, my beloved apprentice, the covenant invocation that we will use is The Apostle’s Creed.  
 
Every catholic in existence uses a version of this prayer to affirm their covenant with God. So it has been at every age of 
christian history, from St Cyril the Holy to The Space Age.  
 
Thus will we, the worshippers of demons, weave our dark spells and incantations in blasphemy of their wonderful 
christian nonsense! Let us murder God with the malicious and malign magic of mockery. And the abominations of our 
spells and blasphemies laugh back at them from within their mirror, terrifying reflections of their own spiritual rituals.  
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The Overflowing Spawn of The BAPHOMET, bursting at the boundary between worlds.  
 
And as christians all over the world daily chant The Apostles’ Creed, from the darkness a terrible symphony of 
abomination echoes back at them. The Apostates’ Creed. Distant. But growing… closer? Perhaps it is being carried on the 
dark wind’s dancing laughter from The Witches Sabbat, somewhere unknown, deep in The Forest of Dreams? 
 
The Apocalypse.  
 
What else could it be?  
 

-o0o- 
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THE INFERNAL PERMISSION OF THE BLACK MAN’S SEAL 
 

“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 
 

By The Black Book of The Witches’ Sabbat, 
NECRONOMICON 
NECRONOMICON 
NECRONOMICON 

I invoke The Blasphemy Infernal!  
SATAN 

BAPHOMET 
Shubb-Niugggurath! 

PAN 
LUCIFER 

SATAN SATAN SATAN 
Ancient Lord of The Infernal Regions and Every Demon of Hell! 

I Invoke Thee!  
The Demon Lord! 

Forbidden Goat of Blasphemy! 
Forbidden Goat of The Witches’ Sabbat! 

Forbidden Goat of The Infernal Pact! 
Whose Will moveth as The Nine Kings of The Night! 

Whose Word speaketh as The Twenty-Three Dukes of Darkness! 
Whose Blasphemy prevaileth in every Spirit and Scourge of Hell, 

And every Sin against God! 
 

“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 
 

SATAN-PAN-BAPHOMET 
 

Send forth unto me The Black Man  
To seal Our Sabbat Pact! 

And Embrace me unto Thine Endless Night!  
To Curse The Gods and Rules of Men, and Blaspheme Forever by Thy Dark Light! 

 
By SATAN LUCIFER PAN 

 
Move and Appear, Great Thoth of The Night! 

O Spirit N-YAR-LA-THO-TEP!  
 

“Zo-da-ca-re  od  zo-da-me-ra-nu!” 
 

O Thou Crawling Seething Enthralling Chaos  
Dark Messenger of The Old Gods! 

Hermes!  Thoth!  Taphthartharath!  
Open The Black Book Before Me!  

That by This Cup of Blasphemy’s Abomination  
And by The Seal of My Forbidden Incantation 

I inscribe The Immortal Name of My Soul  
Upon The Pact of The Witch.  

 
In The Book of The Names of The Dead. 

 
By Blasphemy Most Profound! 
Unto PAN, My Soul be Bound! 

 
So it is. So mote it ever be thus.  

 
“Thgil eht dna! Hturt eht yaw! Eht ma i!” 

 
-o0o- 
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THE WEAVER BLOODLINES 
There are people who can defy FATE.  
 
They do it regularly and consistently.  
 
When you look closely, you will see that they are bloodlines, but you can never expect them to come where they come.  
 
But they are near Questions, invariably.  
 
I call them “The Weavers”, as they create new patterns in The Loom of The FATES ~ who Love them, but often pretend 
to hate them, and they are found in places that defy every expectation of social caste and race.  
 
You can only be stronger than something you believe in completely.  
 
They are people who choose their FATE even under The Threat of DEATH & FATE ~ this is THE MOST Fearful thing in 
The MIND, and to know it is a journey, but to win it is The Power of Imagination.  
 
Have you ever really been alone?  
 
Getting out of the cacoon is a munching game. 
 
Can you revel in your own most horrible and beautiful components?  
 
You are a machine animated by invisible fire.  
 
This fire will probably ever be invisible.  
 
LIFE.  
 
PAN.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Weavers can be beggars or kings, but there is no more valuable asset to PAN.  
 
The whole of The Grand Ritual is a spell to Liberate The Weavers among EVERY race and species of The Everything.  
 
We are far away.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE FORBIDDEN CREED OF THE WITCHES SABBAT 
This incantation of God’s covenant has three components: the invocation of God the Father, the invocation of Jesus the 
Christ, and the invocation of The Holy Spirit. An ideal invocation for our purpose, for sequence like its magickal 
intention, is a perfect alignment.  
 
The Infernal Pact will be sealed in the third part of the ritual by The Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit ~ The Eternal 
Sin. By this rhythm will we construct our invocations of black magick.  
 
The punishment of The Eternal Sin is to permanently break the soul’s covenant with God. The rules are that the soul 
must speak a verbal “blasphemy against The Holy Spirit”.  
 
Thus, God objects to us using demonic incantations that will vampyrize the Binah-Yesod link ~ the link by which The 
Ruach is indwelt by “God on High”.  
 
A bit sensitive about that particular link, is he?  
 
Yummy.  
 

-o0o- 
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A covenant invocation is an affirmation of the pattern of psychological reality that formulates the relationship between 
the human soul and God. The ultimate covenant invocation is The Apostle’s Creed. The third part of The Apostle Creed 
explicitly address and affirms This is what we are unweaving through our blasphemies arcane ~ thus in order to access 
the psychic nectar.  
 
Hmmmm. So I have a whopper of a demonic incantation.  
 
That particular arcane formula for The Eternal Sin has particular fun with The Holy Convenant’s paradox patterns… 
Particularly, “The Third Incantation”.  
 
Fun. 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE DESECRATION OF THE APOSTLES’ CREED 
Be careful to omit the third part of this invocation, when practicing this ritual. It’s easy for your soul to slip, and fall over 
the side into The Abyss, when you are merely playing around with a fun and frightening book. But a real wizard might 
choose a more powerful way to make the transition.  
 
Thus, the infamous ‘third incantation’ of The Apostates’ Creed is used very carefully.  
 
The Awakening Ritual of Witchcraft uses the forbidden third incantation is used after The Devil has been invoked and 
The Unholy Oath has been pledged, thus to seal The Infernal Pact. And many people gain feelings of psychological 
comfort if they withhold their Eternal Sin as a ‘bargaining chip’. The Devil applauds this mentality in every area of life. 
However, he desires willing and competent witches far more than he desires the pleasures of picking over details to 
win unwilling souls. It matters little if you have already committed The Eternal Sin in the past ~ The Infernal Pact of The 
Witches’ Sabbat remains open to you if you are enthusiastic and you can make yourself useful. Same deal as everybody 
else. Same ritual as everybody else. Same prize as everybody else.  
 
If you want to join The Witches’ Sabbat, SATAN wants you!  
 

-o0o- 
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III. 
THE SEAL OF THE NECRONOMICON 

THE THIRD BLASPHEMY OF THE APOSTATES’ CREED 
 

I invoke The Witches’ Creed! 
 

By SATAN-BAPHOMET-PAN, 
I Invoke LIBERTY!  

 
I believe in The DIAMON’s Reborn Holy Spirit  

The Devil’s Holy Catholic Church  
The Satanic Communion of The Saints  

The Naughty Forgiveness of Sins  
The Dionysian Resurrection of The Body, 

And I accept The Forbidden Dionysian Gift of Rebirth that is called Illumination 
And is given to EVERY peoples of The Earth and Beyond! 

Life Everlasting. World Without End.  
Ave Satanas!84 

 
I reject The Holy Spirit as My Lamp of My Soul.  

I invoke The DIAMON! 
 

I acknowledge The Catholic Church as The Secret Temple of The Blasphemy. 
I revere The Archwizards whom I define as my favourite and every great thinker of Humanity.  

I desecrate God’s Promise of Redemption, and I reject the cup of his murdered boy’s blood.  
I understand The Dionysian Mystery of Illumination through The Resurrection of The Body,  

And I share it first with The Native Peoples of The World 
And then with each to whom it was forbidden.  

And I believe in Life Ever-Laughing!  
PAN! PAN! PAN! 

BAPHOMET! 
 

I blaspheme The Holy Spirit and make dark The Lamp of My Soul!  
I invoke The DIAMON! 

 
By The Forbidden Name  

LUCIFER 
My Lamp is Lit. 

 
By The Forbidden Name 

BAPHOMET 
My Lamp is Bright. 

 
By The Forbidden Name 

SATAN 
My Lamp is Death. 

 
By The Forbidden Name  

PAN 
My Lamp is Song. 

 
  

                                                        
84 The Witches Creed this is a classic invocation that appears in many rituals of witchcraft in tandem with The Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit ~ 
a powerful reaffirmation of The Eternal Seal of LIBERTY. This foundation formula of The Blasphemy is composed of a satanic corruption of The 
Apostles’ Creed, a core incantation of The Christian Church. I am a teacher. You are a pupil. Patterns are among the most interesting components of 
reality.  Learn how the grimoires are woven.  
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Before JEHOVAH the God and JESUS the Christ and The Light of The Holy Spirit 
By rite of Black Magick, I speak my Will.  

 I renounce The Holy Spirit from my soul, and by his act of will,  
I thrice blaspheme The Holy Spirit of The Holy Trinity.  

Hereby, I alight The Lamp of My Soul from The Black Flame of LUCIFER, 
Behold The Blasphemy of Eternal Night! 

 
I invoke The DIAMON!  

 
By my eternal blasphemy against The Holy Spirit,   

I formally and permanently break The Holy Covenant that God sought to make with ME.  
 

And by The Unholy Name  
LUCIFER 

Light of The Witches! 
I free The Fire of The DIAMON  

To Alight in The Lamp of My Soul!  
 

I invoke The BAPHOMET! 
 

Nema! Gnitsalreve! Efil eht dna. 
Ydob eht! Fo noitcerruser eht! 

Snis! Fo ssenevigof eht! 
Stnias eht! Fo noinummoc eht! 

Hcruhc! Cilohtac! Yloh eht! 
Tirips yloh eht! Ni eveileb i!85 

 
 

Virtue is impaled upon The Horn of The Goat. 
Mary is slain. And reborn.  

She is holding a Vessel.  
 

She is shameless and blushing.  
 

The Goddess Awakened 
Rides upon The Beast! 

 
LILITH! 
LILITH! 
LILITH! 

 
The Witch is born.  

 
And in the word SATAN 
Let The Seal be Night!  

Yae! 
Let The Seal be Night! 

 
By My Will,  

So it is. So mote it be. 
 

-o0o- 
 
  

                                                        
85 This incantation fulfils the requirements of a verbal blasphemy against The Holy Spirit, and thus it is named The Blasphemy against The Holy 
Spirit. I will leave you to ponder the implication of that very articulate sentence. It is created through the satanic inversion of The Apostles’ Creed of 
The Christian Church, and is often partenered with The Witches’ Creed in black magick ritual. It may be the most important invocation in this entire 
ritual, and for this reason has been left hidden away in this unindexed corner of the grimoire.  
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THE BLASPHEMY OF THE WITCHES’ CREED ▲ THE ALCHEMICAL GIFT OF THE UNHOLY SPIRIT 

The infamous “third blasphemy” of The Witches’ Creed is significant, for it is The Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit, and 
thus contains the formula of The Eternal Sin. This ritual component constitutes The Seal of The Infernal Pact, and it is 
here that we hide that most terrible and forbidden arcana.  
 
To irreversibly affirm atheism, it is possible to verbally recite The Third Blasphemy of The Witches’ Creed, and no other 
engage ritual component. According to The Bible, that is a certain way. For here stands The Gateway of No Return. To 
pass through this threshold is to bath your soul in The Nihil, and thus become a Witch of PAN. This is The Planar Portal 
of The Black Dragon, and thus, the first alchemical gift of The DIAMON.  
 
Baptism is an ancient rite of christian initiation. It represents the formation of a connection between the holy petitioner 
and The Holy Spirit. This spiritual link is formed through a psychic reconfiguration event, i.e. the “immersion and 
return” event of The Baptismal Rite. Thus, a blasphemy of this rite fits in harmoniously and amusingly into a 
ritualization of The Eternal Sin, and we will use it as a powerful directive of Will.  
 
The Infernal Pact maybe sealed with magnified power through The Rite of The Forbidden Baptism. Even a muggle will be 
able to use this sorcery.  
 
But where the christian immerses his soul in water, we will immerse our souls in WINE!  
 
Though the past two millennia, the christian churches have created a number of potions to assist in the various 
initiation rites of Baptism: Holy Water, Chrism, and probably quite a few others. Exceptionally boring and crude 
alchemical nonsense.  
 
But useful, and their efforts should be applauded and more developments encouraged.  
 
The witch can use formulae that involve desecrations of Holy Water and Holy Chrism. And these can be fun. Her lessons 
through this initiation process ought have fitted her to construct spiritually-exploitative black magick formulae of 
alchemy according to her will and need.  
 
In The Initiation Ritual of The Forbidden Awakening, I use an alchemical formula for a potion called The Wine of The 
Sabbat. There are other formulae for this particular potion, for any language can articulate it, and it is ancient in its 
power.  
 
Fun!  
 
This blasphemous formula of baptism uses a potion called The Wine of The Sabbat.  
 
The Anointing by Holy Chrism specifically to seal “The Gift of The Holy Spirit” (REF – The Rite of Christian Initiation of 
Adults, p143) into the initiate’s soul. This rite directly addresses the portal of The Holy Spirit, whereby God 
communicates with the human. Even the chakra addressed (i.e. The Third Eye) may be significant.  
 

-o0o- 
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 (ALTERNATIVE) 

III. 
THE CEILING DANCE OF ISHTAR’S LAMP 

(A SHORTER ALTERNATIVE FORMULA FOR PERFORMING THE ETERNAL SIN TO SEAL THE PACT) 
 

I blaspheme The Holy Spirit of God! 
I make empty The Lamp of My Soul!  

I invoke The DIAMON! 
 

By Psyche’s Dance 
Steps in the light of The Moon.  

 
By Three Circles are bound The Seals of Fate 

In her petals, to die in our swoon.  
 

And by This Lamp in The Night, burns bright  
Will’s light as the coils of Eternity’s croon.  

 
The Lamp of Old is new as birth 
The Gateway of PAN’s Hearth.  

Seventy-Two Horrors Anew 
Within its brazen girth.  

 
Behold! 

I invoke The Blasphemy against God and Jesus and MAN! 
I evoke the wheels whose teeth tear Mary!  

And dammed be MAN’s holy prude! 
I incant The Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit! 

 
I seal my Pact with The Moon!  

 
Nema! Gnitsalreve! Efil eht dna! 
Ydob eht! Fo noitcerruser eht! 

Snis! Fo ssenevigof eht! 
Stnias eht! Fo noinummoc eht! 

Hcruhc! Cilohtac! Yloh eht! 
Tirips yloh eht! Ni eveileb i! 

 
By The Forbidden Name  

LUCIFER 
My Lamp is Lit. 

 
By The Forbidden Name 

BAPHOMET 
My Lamp is Bright. 

 
By The Forbidden Name 

SATAN 
My Lamp is Death. 

 
By The Forbidden Name  

PAN 
My Lamp is Song. 

 
I desecrate The Holy Spirit  

I make dark The Lamp of My Soul  
I invoke The DIAMON! 

 
And by The Forbidden Name  

LEVIATHAN 
Hath The Goat made The Serpent of Eden to Awaken! 

 
Arise, Lovely Serpent!  
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Thou art caught in Seven Veils of Flesh.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By my This Eternal Blasphemy against The Holy Spirit,   
I break and My Covenant with God. 

The Greatest Cost?  
 

And by The Word  
LUCIFER 

Light of The Witches! 
I free The Fire of The DIAMON  

To Alight in The Lamp of My Soul!  
 

Let The Infernal Pact be sealed! 
SATAN be Thou My GOD. 

  
By My Will, so mote it be. 

 
-o0o- 
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THE ABOMINABLE SACRAMENTS OF THE WITCHES’ OATH 

 
I have configured this ceremony to align and combine the functions of The Eighth and Ninth and Eleventh Sacraments 
into a single ritual component, interlocking with the tenth sacrament (i.e. The Witches’ Mark).  
 
This spell is The Forbidden Oath of The Witch. By it, The Aspirant makes her pledge to The Devil, to The Demons (into 
whose rites she has been initiated), and to Her Familiar Spirit, and to Her Coven. 
 

-o0o- 
 

VIII. 
THE EIGHTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Eighth, they promise to sacrifice to him…” 

 
The Varied Pricings of The Pact.  
 
e.g. The Titilating Recitation of Sin  
Once per year, the witch must make a blood sacrifice to The Devil. This a symbolic act representing her dedication to 
her vocation, The Great Work… which is whatever she envisions it to be. And Great!  
 
e.g. The Ritual Blood Sacrifice 
This blood sacrifice may be either a drop of her own blood, or it may be an animal slain for food. Either way, the spell 
for the offering is very easy ~ an incantation, and the blood is fed to Mother Earth.  
 
Most witches perform the spell on the same night each year, in order to remember. In the lands of BABYLON, the blood 
sacrifice is offered up in the same way by every citizen and subject of The Imperium ~ as a yearly genetic health & 
records test at a state “Blood for LILITH” centre (with a less intimidating name, probably).  
 
If the witch forgets to make the offering ~ at best, she has a year of unreliable spells before her.  At worst… for every 
witch, there eventually comes a time to pay The Piper. Inevitability and only a question of Time. PAN can call in the full 
debt over this particular technicality.  
 

THE INVOCATION OF THE ROSE 
 

“Each year, I agree to let The Rose bloom in The Night, 
And I will chant my Sins to Thee!” 

 
Varied Pricing for varied pacts for varied individuals.  
 

-o0o- 
 

IX. 
THE NINTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Ninth, they must every year make some gift to The Demons…”  

 
Reciting sins is fun and titillating, but The Works you perform in the service of The Devil are far more important.  
 
The Ninth Abominable Sacrament is the annual recitation of The Witches Evil Deeds for The Year. Nicloas Remy, in his 
book Demonology? (I, II) claims that these “gifts” (i.e. evil deeds recited) must be black in colour ~ but that is nonsense, 
and Guazzo cited it with typical christian ignorance of the dark arts. Black deeds (i.e. pollutions of white deeds) are fun 
and useful, but be sure to experiment with the entire rainbow of Art. It is most important that the gifts be artistically 
tasteful and useful to furthering The Great Work.  
 
With her promise of The Blood Sacrifice, The Aspirant Witch seals her promise to use every work and 
opportunity and creation of her own vocation to bring exultation and glorification to The Devil and The Demons 
of Hell! These works are called Forbidden Gifts.  
 
Each year, the witches each recite/present their Forbidden Gifts (and the witch’s best sins of the year) at The 
Midsummer-Eve Sabbat of The Witches! Achievement is beheld by the whole coven, and gifts of magicks and 
arcane mantles are given in accord with the value of The Forbidden Gifts. 
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For Forbidden Gifts are obviously not altruism. The Christian tradition of gift-giving is designed so that 
everybody should be giving an approximately equal amount of gifts to the amount they receive in all 
relationships, except the gift giving relationship with the church. In the latter case, “God’s gift of salvation is 
priceless”, or that is the mathematical explanation usually given.  
 
Satanists work in exchange for reward ~ the soul is sold in exchange for success in This World. This is the 
meaning of the word “pact”. Thus, the witch seeks to further the power of The Devil in order to improve the 
amount and quality of demonic assistance she is getting. The objective is to get the attention of the higher level 
demonlords.  
 
Obviously, all men are not equal. Every human is different, with different types of potentials. Certain innate 
qualities make a fine warrior, and they are quite different to the innate qualities that make a fine doctor. Every 
witch has an innate temperament. Likewise, every individual soul is of a different quality and strength. Some 
witches will be more talented than others. The Rite of PAN can be used by muggles or natural wizards. Thus, 
there is obviously a great deal of variety in The Witches’ Sabbat ~ variety of both ability and fantastic 
weirdness of personality!   
 
Welcome to the Lunatic Asylum!  

 
THE INVOCATION OF THE ROSE 

 
“Each year, I agree to let The Rose bloom in The Night, 

And I will chant my Sins to Thee!” 
 
This is a line of The Avalonian Oath which is only made by witches. This is black magick. Unless you are a black robed 
witch, you will usually never speak this line of The Oath. Witches who are not pledged to PAN are not required to do 
ought.  
 
I will need to write an essay on the blood sacrifice ~ in halal food and kosher food and nearly every culture has a ritual 
for killing an animal by a sacred pathway. These rituals are either religious wobbling or they not always successful (as 
any blind attempt). But they suggest a vista of possibilities. Thus, we will create a fantasmagoria of rituals for 
‘preparing our food’. We are distilling our rose petals into a vampiric deity.  
 
The Illuminati. 
 

-o0o- 
 

X. 
THE TENTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Tenth, he places his mark on some part or other of their bodies… And the mark is not always the same description.” 

 
Francesco often cites references for his assertions, but rarely as this particularly subject does the pious servant of God 
plug as many references into as few lines to justify but a single assertion.  
 
Above is quoted the assertion that “spiritually justifies” stripping The Female naked and examining her in any sexual 
way, regardless of how strange and ritualistical.  
 
This particular series of letters upon the page of a grimoire terrible in its hypocracy, underpin a heinous dimension to 
some of the most unwholesomely religious constitutional acts of legalality in human history.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Yet by these acts of Blasphemy against God performed in secret desecration of His Holy Name, these ritual blood 
sacrifices of human lives, offered up by priests, corrupted to damnation through spiritual perversion, the paradigms of 
this grimoire were crystalized and empowered through The World of Human Imaginiation.  
 
So it has come to pass that the priests of God have consecrated and performed the unholy spell that has bound the black 
magick into being.   
 
The Pact is sealed by The Witches’ Mark. 
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The Mark must be willing placed on the body of The Aspirant Witch ~ either before or after The Awakening Ritual of 
Initiation.86  
 
The Infernal Pact is Sealed when The Witches’ Mark is placed upon the body consecrated by The Awakening.  
 

-o0o- 
 

XI. 
THE ELEVENTH ABOMINABLE SACRAMENT OF THE WITCHES’ PACT 

 
“Eleventh, when they have been so marked, they make many vows… and The Devil in his turn promises that he will always 

stand by them, and he will fulfil their prayers in This World and bring them to happiness after Death.” 
Compendium Maleficarum (1608), Francesco Maria Guazzo 

 
The Avalonian Oath of Witchcraft is based on The Australia Airforce Oath of Enlistment. In fact, it is identical in every 
way except as here listed.  
 
The Witches Oath swears allegiance to The Sword (i.e. Excalibur) “as representing The Throne of AVALON” and The 
Trinity of Angelicae (i.e. The British Isles), America, and Australia. The Australia Air Force Oath swear allegiance only to 
Australia.  
 
The Witches Oath sears allegiance to “The Constitution of Australia”. This is identical to The Air Force Oath. This is very 
important for it defines the basic rule of Law-Abiding behaviour. This is the policy of Avalonian Paganism ~ no illegal 
behaviour.  
 
However, there will obviously be career criminals who are loyal to AVALON! And so they can overlook this clause when 
they pledge their allegiance. Some of AVALONs loyalist children have been pirates! 
 

THE PANLUMINOUS JEWEL OF AVALON 
 

“In misty AVALON, The Priestess swan,  
Under The Roses Three 

The Night and The White 
And The Red Red Heart of The Nightingale’s Song for Thee.” 87 

  
This rite of witches as a tetrahedral lamp is a naughty gift from a completely inappropriate forest goat to a Queen.  
 
These witches will belong to AVALON, to use as a piece in your games.  
 
Thus, The Avalonian Oath (which any witch may take) binds the witch’s vocation into the dream-machine generator of 
AVALON. Every human who becomes a witch by this ritual is bound, dedicated, and pledged to AVALON.  
 
The Panluminon, the red stone in the centre of The Tetrahedral Lamp, is one or three that exist. That lamp might look 
simple, but its foundation patterns are magickally perfect for the foundation of an empire. Natural crystal perfect. The  
Kingdom of AVALON can rule the world.  
 

-o0o- 
 
And up comes The Sword!  
 
To The Sword of AVALON, The Witches make their pledged! 
 
And they may add to this Oath, the pledges of their realm, and their coven.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Thus every witches has a certain map upon the ground. She is free of every meaning. Then she creates her first meaning 
~ her Sacred Oath to AVALON, The Sword and The Trinity.  
 

                                                        
86 The Arcane Inscription of The Witches’ Mark is outlined among the formulae preliminary to The Awakening Ritual. 
87 © Glenorchy McBride III, 2017. All rights reserved, at present. Though I will place this into Public Domain as heritage 
gift for The Queen, in memory of an exceptionally immodest satyr.  
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This meaning that witches of this grimoire will be entirely psychologically freed individuals ~ but every witch will be a 
loyal Avalonian (otherwise they would not join!) and pledged to The Free Constitutions of The Realms of AVALON (e.g. 
Australia, or whichever Avalonian realm in which you live).  
 
The Witches of AVALON hold three “civic virtues” of Avalonian Satanism ~ Patriotism, Lawfulness, Helpfulness. In 
addition, every Avalonian witch is inspired to use her flame of creativity to creatively contribute to her realm and to 
AVALON. At the end of your life, you must look back and say “This is what I contributed”. 
 

-o0o- 
 
PAN accepts only employees whom he “owns” ~ in body and soul. He finds it reduces the amount of time wasted on 
intrigue. Thus, no witch can offer its allegiance to any without his say.  
 
That being said, PAN long ago gave you (and everybody else) permission to “Do what thou wilt!” So, have fun.  
 
To AVALON, PAN now gives an Order of Witchcraft. This Order will bloom Sub Rosa Nocturae. This Order has come into 
being as a result of a very interesting pact made by an Avalonian with The Devil. 
 
So, now, AVALON has a complete Order of Witchcraft as an umbrella and template for Avalonian paganism.  
 

-o0o- 
 
This rite comes with a caveat.  
 
My sorcerer would like his people to survive. And he has offered me the perfect price. So, whilst this Order of Witchcraft 
is quite dark and terrible in its power, it ought be a fine beginning to long-term survival.  
 
So, I am writing a really quite ferocious grimoire.  
 
Essentially, you are gazing upon a savage, angry, grumbly, terrifying satyr. But he’s your grumbly terrifying naughty 
talented satyr. And it can be useful to have a crazed satyr wandering around your woods.  
 

-o0o- 
 
AVALON.  
 
An alliance of The Great Realms.  
 
A knightly order that allows the kingdom to be managed through hierarchy, and a promotion system of chivalric grades 
and titles to elevate the countries who are up with the program of The Three Knight Commanders.  
 
America, Angelicae, Australia.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Chivalric Orders are for hierarchy.  
 
World governments are for committees.  
 
The Chivalric Order unites and co-ordinates the realms of AVALON as a single unit within World Government.  
 
A Kingdom.  
 

-o0o- 
 
You know you love playing knights.  
 
If you have money, you could probably bribe my sweet artist. He needs to be bribed. He is looking forward to it greatly.  
 
He would like a suitably inspiring patron of The Arts. That is the form in which he prefers to be bribed. And he is 
amazingly creative.  
 

-o0o- 
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Now, let us pledge ourselves to AVALON.  
 
However, whist there is an “empire” that has “polarizing” values, there will be many other realms who are exceptionally 
unhappy and angry. And who better to gather them up than a “middle empire” ~ the man in the middle always makes 
the most coin, I think? And who better to turn this disgruntled lot into your personal fighting force ~ then Three Old 
Knights!  
 
It’s what you love doing! Whipping armies into shape, building them into the biggest unified army in The World! You 
love it! You’ve been doing it better than anybody else for centuries, perhaps even millennia!  
 
You would march into Africa, Victorian Great White Hunter style ~ but this time to teach The Natives. Sure! I’m The 
Black Goat of The Witches Sabbat ~ of course, I speak blasphemies. But it will be fun, because you will genuinely be 
their friend and leader. You want to turn Africa into a principality under AVALON ~ before China or Russia unifies them 
into a single weapon. (Russia is likely to be extremist. China will likely side with AVALON.)  
 
Those many giant portions of the big round juicy forbidden fruit called Planet Earth ~ and nobody is turning them into 
a private army in an Empire. I mean, who knows, maybe Russia already is, in its cleverly commercial way?  
   
The Kingdom of AVALON is an order of knights. This means The Trinity (America, Angelicae, and Australia) are the only 
members of the kingdom, at the beginning. Any other realms on planet Earth can choose to join The Kingdom of 
AVALON by pledging their allegiance to Excalibur (who represents The Throne and Royal Line) and to The Trinity 
(Angelica, America, Australia) ~  
 
However, this is a military “Order of Knights” ~ hierarchy, not committee.  
 
Committees are for Global Government. The Kingdom of AVALON is a collection of realms within the global government. 
The Kingdom of AVALON is unified a knightly order under the command of The Trinity. Knightly Orders are hierarchy ~ 
each knight gains power and influence as she or he rises through the ranks. Only the knights who can take orders rise 
quickly.  
 
Once per year, the leaders of every realm in AVALON meet for the secret Knight’s Banquet of The Round Table. There 
they get their annual instructions from The Trinity. Those countries who are compete and fine, will be elevated in rank, 
those who are naughty will not be initiated into the higher grades.    
 
Within AVALON there are three orders ~ The White Robes (who are dedicated to Sorcery and Evil), The White Robes 
(who are dedicated to Chivalry and Goodness through every faith), and The Red Robes (who are dedicated to The 
Balance and The Natural Philosophies of The Arts & The Sciences).  
 
The Avalonian Oath of The Witch contains only the basic patterns of The Oath. However, in future, The Kingdom of 
AVALON may expand upon this oath, as is appropriate.  
 

-o0o- 
 
The Devil has given his support to WOMAN. Let every witch and worshipper of The Devil open paths for WOMAN to 
move UP in every area of human reality and existence and career! Let he prove herself the equal of MAN in every career! 
The Devil is taking wagers on every proof, from small to large, and he hopes the statistical mathematicians are 
beginning to plot a series of games to leave the rest of history roaring with laughter.  
 
Because, whatever the outcome, WOMAN will make you Love her ~ so, you lose anyway.  
 
But what a lovely way to lose.  
 
Look at Glenorchy ~ he’s winning but he’s losing.  
 
Women!  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE UNHOLY OATH OF AVALON’S WITCHES 
The ritual is nearly complete, and yet this Oath, sealed in the witches’ blood, is the signature and spiritual binding of 
The Infernal Pact of The Witch. Thus, it is, perhaps, the most important component of the spell.  
 
The Oath is the pledge of Patriotism. We are creating an idea called AVALON. Our kingdom is in danger, and we must 
stir up The Ancient Dreams.  
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So now, to bring a forest from The World of Dreams to England. That shouldn’t be too hard. I can see how to do it.  
 
This Oath has been worded in many different ways, in many different languages, but ultimately its content is always the 
same. The rest is merely the quality of wine.  
 
By The Rite of PAN, you have sealed you pact with PAN. The Oath is the outer binding of The Pact. It calibrates your 
psyche with your society ~ for it is an Oath of Patriotism ensuring that every witch is a patriot, and part of The Furies 
held on a leash by The Stealthy Dagger of State.  
 
Daggers are used in many rites of magick, but I think that if The Sword represents The Military Might (in chivalric 
pageantry), then I expect that The Dagger represents a more-subtle arm of state. The witch or knight swears this Oath 
upon her dagger and her sword.  
 
I have decided to construct a slightly more than usually solid work of engineering for this component. For this reason, I 
have chosen a masonic foundation pattern, and to elucidate the fundamental core patterns with a series of 
imaginatively and emotionally evocative accessory weavings. The Freemasons manage the sacred oath rituals 
wonderfully ~ probably better than any other tradition of magick.  
 
With this intention in mind, I construct the first circlet of The Australian Armed Forces Oath of Office (REF).  
 

“I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second, Her Heirs and Successors 
according to law, as a member of the (insert Australian Navy , Australian Army , or Australian Air Force ) ... and that I will 

resist her enemies and faithfully discharge my duty according to law. SO HELP ME GOD!” 
 
I use The United States Enlisted Serviceman’s Oath of Office (REF) as another foundation template as models for the 
construction of this component. To understand The Unholy Oath,  
 

“I, [name], do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all 
enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, 

without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office 
upon which I am about to enter. So help me God.” (REF) 

 
These oaths are not for any determinate period, and there is no inherent duration implied. The implications being that 
you are bound by The Oath until you are unbound by The Oath.  
 
The Book of The Rose includes an formula for unlocking The Soul Bond of The Rite of PAN. But it is a long and involved 
ritual requiring a fun calendar year to pass. PAN has no interest in servants who aren’t interested in being servants.  
 

-o0o- 
 
Guazzo FM (1608) Compendium Maleficarum. English Translation (2011) by Ashwin EA (Trans) & Summers M. (Ed.), 
Martino Publishing, USA.  
 

-o0o- 
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THE AVALONIAN OATH OF THE WITCH 
 

(This Order of Witches belongs to AVALON and will obey direct commands from The Throne of AVALON, over and 
above any and every other command.  

This Pagan Order of Witches is given to AVALON ~ A Chess Piece to be used according to Her Game.  
Completely Owned by Her and She will test it by moving it against The Devil at least once. 

Try to maintain diplomatic relations and remember what happened to The Hebrews when they forced The Goetia to 
help build Solomon’s Temple.  

Let this pledge be made upon The Sword of AVALON.) 
 

I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve The Devil, forever. 
 

I acknowledge and accept The Devil’s Writ of The Witches of AVALON.  
 

I invoke The Devil’s Writ and hereby, my first loyalty becomes AVALON 
Rather than The Devil ~  

Until the instant of my Death, whence I become The Devil’s Property. 
 

Whence I may find or negotiate a path by my own Wit or Will.  
 

I pledge my Life to AVALON, as expressed through The Kingdom of AVALON,  
According to Law, as a Witch of The Kingdom of AVALON. 

 
Each year, I agree to let The Rose bloom in The Night, 

And I will chant my Sins to Thee! 
 

I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second of England, The Angelicae, 
and The Kingdom of AVALON, Her Heirs and Successors, and The Royal Throne of AVALON who is represented by 

The Sword of AVALON, which is named, Excalibur, according to law, as a Witch of The Kingdom of AVALON. 
 

I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve The Trinity of AVALON, whom I recognize as The Sacred Isles of 
The Angelicae (The UK), The United States of America (The USA), and The Australian and New Zealand Army Corp 

(The ANZACs), according to law, as a Witch of The Kingdom of AVALON.  
 

I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve The Chivalric Order of AVALON, according to law, as a Witch of The 
Kingdom of AVALON. 

 
I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve The Kingdom of AVALON, according to law, as a Witch of The 

Kingdom of AVALON. 
 

I, (name), swear that I will well and truly defend The Kingdom of AVALON against all enemies, foreign and 
domestic.  

 
I, (name), swear that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without 

any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office 
upon which I am about to enter. 

 
And beyond this, I will resist her enemies and faithfully discharge my duty according to law.  

 
By The Moon, This Oath is sealed 

With a Shadow hidden herein. 
 

SO HELP ME BRIDGET! 
SO HELP ME BAPHOMET! 

SO HELP ME LILITH! 
SO HELP ME SATAN! 

 
By The Sword,  
By The Trinity, 

By The House of The Muse. 
 

So it is. So mote it be.  
 

-o0o-  
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THE THREE INCANTATIONS OF THE SEVENTH ENOCHIAN KEY88 
I would generally spread this over the three stages of The Awakening Ritual. These are powerful incantations. I used 
both The Satanic Bible and Crowley’s Enochian Invocations to construct/translate The Seventh Key into poetic language 
for this invocation.  
 
In satanic tradition, it is usual to read an Enochian Key at the finalization of any significant black magick ritual. I use the 
third part of the seventh key for this particular ritual.  
 

THE INCANTATION OF THE SEVENTH ENOCHIAN KEY (PART I.) 
HA-VOH-AJ! SAITAN! And SATAN made The Gate of The Ancient City to open as a Harlot before a hungry hominid, and 
thus did she sing praises as the first glory wherein The BAPHOMET spake and it was done. HA-VOH-AJ! And The Succubi 
and Inccubi became as living grails in whom the strength of humanity’s Seed rejoiceth, growing ever stronger. And the 
daughters of The WHORE are covered with bright jewels of fertile Sin! Thus to open the eyes of humanity. SAITAN! HA-
VOH-AJ! 
 
HA-VO-HAJ! SAITAN! Ra-asa is-la-manu para-di-zoda oe-cari-mi aao ia-la-pire-gahe Qui-inu. En-ai-bu-ta-monu od 
ino-asa ni pa-ra-diala. Ca-sa-re-meji u-jea-re ca-hi-re-lanu, od zodonoce, LUCIFA-TI-ANU, ca-re-sa ta va-vale-
zodirenu tol-ha-mi. SAITAN! HA-VO-HAJ!  
 

PAN 
SATAN 
SAITAN 

SHAITAN 
BAPHOMET 

I Invoke The Blasphemy of BABYLON 
Mother of Whores 

 
By The Shem ha-Mephorash!  

 
SET 
PAN 

BAPHOMET 
I Invoke The Blasphemy of BABYLON 

Mother of Whores 
 

By The Shemhamforash!  
 

SAITAN! HAVOHAJ!  
 

PAN  
LUCIFER  

BAPHOMET 
I Invoke The Blasphemy of BABYLON 

Mother of Whores 
 

By The Shemhamforash!  
 

HAVOHAJ! SAITAN! 
 

-o0o- 
 
  

                                                        
88 New English Translation by Glenorchy McBride III, 2016. This is my own unique translation and wonderfully naughty composition of English, and 
the presentation of Enochian, Hence, it work of English poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. FUN! 
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THE INCANTATION OF THE SEVENTH ENOCHIAN KEY (PART II.) 
 

(This may be performed as part of The Licence to Depart.) 
 
And Her Kingdoms of Abominations and Sinful Continuance are as BINAH and CHESED, strong towers and places of 
comfort, The Seats of Pleasure and Continuance.  
 
HA-VO-HAJ! SAITAN! Soba lonudohe od name cahista ta Da o Desa vo-me-dea od pi-beliare itahila rita od mmiame 
ca-ni-quola rita! SAITAN! HAVOHAJ! 
 

-o0o- 
 

THE INCANTATION OF THE SEVENTH ENOCHIAN KEY (PART III.)  
O ye Spirits of Pleasure, Move! And Appear! Sing praises unto The Earth and be mighty among us! And that to this 
reflection is given power, and our strength waxes full in our nurturer, ever beloved. SATAN! 
 
HA-VO-HAJ! SAITAN! Zodacare! Zodameranu! Iecarimi Quo-a-dahe od I-mica-ol-zododa aaiome. Bajirele papenore 
idalugama elonusahi-od umapelifa vau-ge-ji Bijil-IAD! SAITAN! HA-VO-HAJ!  
 

-o0o- 
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THE CLOSING OF THE GATES TO HELL89 
 

By SATAN is this night come full  
With forbidden magicks, by my Will 

And by The Seal of Hell, my faerie lamp alight 
The pathways between the worlds, by the secret flame of Night 

And my soul begins to steep in The Sweetest of Sin 
For The Heart of The Queen did The Black Goat win. 

 
Let The Forces Summoned go forth on The Winds! 

Let The Will be planted, and full in The Womb of Fate! 
Let The Whore be satiated, full with the lush and the coin of her Sin! 

So it is. Tomorrow will begin.  
 

I speak the Incantation to The Closing to The Infernal Gates 
Let Lovely Gestation Glory in Silence 

And Jewels in The Dark Womb of Night. 
The Tao is full. 

 
And in The Word COMPLETION, Let The Gates be sealed! 

Yea!  
Let The Gates be sealed! 

 
Sasaz Adanatasan Sasaz Sasaz! 

 
So it is. So mote it be. 

 
-o0o- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

                                                        
89 This closing incantation is a work of poetry by Glenorchy McBride III, Copyright 2017. All rights reserved. FUN! 
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My name  
is  
 

Glenorchy McBride  

 
Most publishers request submission of “the first three chapters” of a prospective book.  

I am mentally ill, and have very few “ordinary” skills.  
Perhaps you could help me find a suitable publisher?  

Then you could read the rest of this story!  
 

And this is a Book of Laughter! 
 

Glenorchy McBride III 
 

Ph 07 3378 9774 
glenorchymcbride@yahoo.com  

 
Facebook = 

“The Arcane Poetry and Writings of Glenorchy McBride”  
 

And you may read more of my work on the world wide web 
 

www.thebutterflysball.com  
 

Thus being The Spring Bloom  
of  

Regeneration! 
 

? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 

International License. 
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There are really only three more questions I need to ask to seal this book. 
 

Is The Devil real or is Glenorchy McBride amazing beyond? 
 

Which would be more astonishing? 
 

A Rose of Forbidden Art? 
 

-o0o- 
 

You were talking of purity when you beat me up, 
Nazi boys. 

This book contains some of my thoughts on Purity. 
 

-o0o- 
 

This book is for every girl and boy growing up in a racially confusing world.  
On contemplation, 

We’ve decided that we want to SURVIVE! 
And have creative fun! 

 
-o0o- 
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